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2.
Resamption of the session
Agenda:
Mr Pannelk; Mr Ferguson; Mr Patterson;
Mr Kirk; Mr Sieglerschmdt; Mr Pannelk;
Mrs Hammeiib; Mr Skoomand; Mr Hruge-
rup; Mr Balfe; Mis Quin; Mr Kirk
Action uken by tbc Commission on the
opinions of Parliament :
Mr Tugendbat (Commission); Mr Fknagan;
Mr Tugndhat; Mr Notenboom; Mr Trgend-
hat; Mr Junot; Mr Tugendhat; Mr Bange-
mann; Mr Tagendhat; Mr Bord; Mr T*gend-
bat; Mr lange; Mr Tugendhat; Mr Bange-
mann; Mr Tagendhat
4. tff'elcome
5. Action uken by tbe Commission on the
opinions of Parliament ( continuation) :
Mr Cbambeiron; Mr Andiessen (Commis-
sion); Mrs Ewing; Mr Andriessen; Mrs
IN THE OFIAIR:.MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting uas opened at 5 p.*.)
l. Resrmption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 17 December
1982.r
4
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1-977/82) by Lady Elles
Lady Elles; Mr Phskooitis; Mr Deschamps;
MrBo*mias; Mrs Baduel Glorioso; Lady
Elles; Mr J. D. Taylor; Mr Adamou; Mr
Nyborg; Mr De Goedc; Mr Lomas; Mr
Piitteing; Mr Banersby; Mr Kyrkos; Mr Van
Minnen; Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Haferkamp
(Commission)
7. Sitaation in the Middle East 
- 
Report (Doc.
1-786/82) by Mr Penders:
Mr Penders; Mr Schmid; Mr Bhmenfeld; Mr
de Courcy Ling; Mr Kyrkos
Annex
2. Agenda
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 14 December 1982 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda which has
been distriburcd rc you.
At the meeting held this morning the chairmen of the
political Broups instruced me to propose a number of
amendments to the House.
Vith regard to mday's 
^grnd.^, 
it is proposed that,
pursuant to Rule 7(7) of the Rules of Procedure and at
the request of the Commiwee on the Verification of
Credentials, the Sieglerschmidt repon on the 'tourni-
quet' system be put on the agenda for today's sitting
after the statement by the Commission on the action
taken on the opinions and resolutions of Parliament.
l0
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Prcsidcnt
This repon had been referred back rc commimee on
7 July 1982.
Mr Pannella (CDD. 
- 
FR) Mr President, I believe
you are quoting Rule 7(7). Bur I do not think that you
are entided to refer to that Rule, the text of which
stipulates quite clearly that it could be applied no later
than at the beginning of the September pan-session.
That is clearly stipulated as the late$ time. Our rules
are rarely as clear as this. That option was not used.
The group chairmen therefore made a mistake and I
hope that our rules 
- 
which ari rarely so clear 
- 
ruill
be respected.
Moreover Rule 59 does not allow us to consider the
Sieglerschmidt report because the working document
now before us bears 7 Janutiry 1983 as the date on
which it was tabled. However, Rule 59 stipulates that
the debate and vote cannot be opened on a rcxt unless
it was tabled not larcr than cwelve days before the
beginning of the part-session and distributed ar leasr
twenry-four hours previously.
This document cannot therefore beglaced on today's
agenda, because it was not officially distributed until
10 o'clock,this morning.
Mr President, those are the reasons for which we can-
not agree to the decision by the group chairmen.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you are panly right. This
repon should have been on the agenda for our pan-
session in September, whereas it is now Janu ary . . .
Mr Pnnnella (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Rules
of Procedure say no hter tban.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, that is why I said that this
report should have been on our agenda for September.
Unfortunarcly, the commitrce y/as not in a position to
submit the repon before now, and that is why we have
had to proceed in this way.
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I do feel that
this report, which afur all originated urith me and in
which I am mentioned several times, has been sprung
on us in the most extraordinary and unusual way. It is
possible, though unlikely, that I niight not have been
here at all, in which case I cannot believe that you
would have proceeded vrith it.
(Apphuse)
The real point is this. Ve have only just seen the
report. I have only just had it. I have only just read the
Legal Affairs Committee's opinion. I doubr if anyone
else has. I doubt if most of Parliament has been able to
get around rc reading this. I wonder panicularly how
many of the MEPs here have read rhe crushing con-
demnation of the tourniquer rhar has been produced
by the legal Affairs Committee. Of course if we
debatc the matter, we shall come ro it ttren. But Mem-
bers simply have not had time rc read it and therefore
I think I must ask thar it bc postponed until February.
Quite apart from what Mr Pannella says, the actual
practice of producing something at shon notice and
requiring it to be vorcd on and all kinds of amend-
ments to be put forward, if that is possible, means thar
the whole thing is really being pushed through far too
quickly and unfairly quickly, if I may say so.
Could we therefore postpone this matter undl the next
session?
Mr Pattcrson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I was about to
make much the same point as Mr Pannella, but I
would like rc make one funher point. It has been
ar.gued that as this repon is 
- 
insofar as it is Mr Sie-
glerschmidt's report 
- 
identical to the one originally
tabled, the deadline laid down in Rule 59, i.e. disribu-
tion 24 hours beforehand, no longer applies.
Could I point out, Mr President, that the specific pur,
pose of referring this repon back was to obrain the
opinion of the Iegal Affairs Committee, and this is the
first time we have seen dre opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee. Therefore I do urge you, Mr President, to
resped the deadlines laid down in Rule 59. If we can-
not put it off until February, then we should at least
put it off unril tomorron' or the day after. This would
at least give us dme to read the opinion and table
amendments if possible.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Panerson, the House is completely
free m decide whether it wants it on the agenda now
or prefers to posrpone it until February. I think it is
yery easy-to vote on rhar, and if there is a majoriry in
favour of postponing it, also because o[ the problems
concerning the rules which have been circd by Mr
Pannella, we can do so.
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I think both
Mr Fergusson and Mr Patterson have fully expressed
the views of our Group, so we urill vote to have ir post-
poned for the reasons both have given here.
Mr Sicglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gendemen, Mr Pannella is right, of course, when
he says that there was a delay in submitting rhis repon
and that it should have been on the agenda for consid-
eration during the Seprcmber pan-session. The reason
for the delay, however, is that a cenain quarter of the
House, with Mr Fergusson himself in the van,
demanded an opinion from the legal Affairs Com-
mittee. Now anyone that asks for an opinion from the
Legal Affairs Committee will redize that that com-
i
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mittee is going to give the matter a great deal of very
careful thought.
I feel that this whole business 
- 
I almost felt like say-
ing this whole unedifying business 
- 
could have been
disposed of if there had been some agreement between,
all sides of the House. In view of the proce{ural objec-
dons that have been raised, I too would recommend
rhat consideration of the matter be deferred, unless
there are some compelling reasons why we absolutely
must decide on it today.
Prcsident. 
- 
I suggest that we do not consider the
Sieglerschmidt report at this pan-session but at the.
next or second next one. This would be more in line
with the Rules of Procedure than was the case with the
original proposal, which rather took Members by sur-
prise.
Mr Pannella (CDD. 
- 
FR) Mr President, I just
wanrcd to say that you made a statrment just now
which, I am sorry to say, w'as even more serious than
the attempt made by the group chairmen to violate our
rules; you said that the Assembly could decide other-
wise. Mr President, it ib exuemely serious to suggest
that a majority in Parliament can override the Rules of
Procedure.
No assembly can decide that this resolution will be
examined before lSJanuary.'$7e must therefore hold
it over until the February part-session or even later.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you interpret my words
very freely. The position is as follows. The committee
responsible proposed to the enlarged Bureau, that is,
in effect, to the polidcal group chairmen, that this
repon be considered today. They in turn proposed to
the House that it be put on the agenda. The House is
perfectly entitled tb turn ,{own that request for this
part-session and to decide instead to consider the
report in February,, March or indeed at any other time.
I propose therefore that we do not place the Sie-
glerschmidt report on the agenda at this pan-session.
(Parliament agreed to the request tbat the report be beld
ooer to a hter pdrt-session 
- 
Tlte President read the
amend.ments proposed to Vednesday\ and Thursday\
agendas)1
I have received from Mr Skovmand, on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members, a request, pur-
suant to Rule 56, for the withdrawal of Mr Haage-
rup's repon on European political cooperation and
European securiry, which had been entered on the
agenda under No 334.
Mr Hammcrich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, there
are many different reasons for opposing Mr Haage-
rup's repon 
- 
sovereignty reasons and reasons of
peace poliry 
- 
but now we are con@rned with the
formal reasons fot wishing to remove it from the
agenda. In our Group there are two sets of reasons.
There are some reasons which are internal to the
European Parliament, the coarse violations of the
Rulei of Procedure of which Mr Hiagerup is guilty
towards. the minority. In his rather shotgun eagerness
to have a discussion on arms, he simply tramples on
the rights of the minority.
The second set of reasons relates to Communiry law.
The Haagerup report is in conflict with the Treaty in
what it sets out to do. Its manifest aim is to extend the
concept of security to cover defence and military
affairs. Even European Political Cooperation has no
right or authority to deal with defence or military mat-
ters, let alone the Euroiean Parliament. None of the
institutions of the European Communiry has the auth-
ority to concern itself with the field of defence. It
would quite simply require an amendment to the
Treaty. Ve therefore call on all who believe in
. national sovereignty, the rules of law and d6tente to
reject the report.
Mr Skovmand (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I sup-
pon the suggestion that Mr Haagerup's repon be
dropped, and I do so on grounds of the highly unsatis-
factory treatment which the report gives to the minori-
ties on the Political Affairs Committee. It is not only
an insult to the minorities on that Committee, it is also
an insult to this Assembly. \fhat it seeks to do in fact is
to conceal the disagreements, the variance of views,
which exist in the Committee thereby making it more
difficult for Parliament to reach a decision. I therefore
call on all present here to refuse to deal with the mat-
rcr, so that Mr Haagerup and other rapponeurs will in
future draft reports which more accurately reflect the
discussions which have taken place.
There are four points which have to be singled out as
panicularly unsatisfactory. One is that the minority
opinion is dealt with summarily by the rapporteur on
one page, instead of allowing the minorities them-
selves to present their views. It is a poor excuse to say
that there is not enough space to do that. In a repon
covering nearly 100 pages, there must be space of
more than one page for the minorities. Secondly, their
views are, into the bargain, wrongly ieported. For
example, Mr Capanna has been reported in such a way
as to give the impression that he is in favour of the
report, which he is not. It says that he regards it as the
expression of a contribution to a European sociery of
securiry, and that is an unfonunate formulation.
Thirdly, there is the fact that it entirely omim to men-
tion that three membets of the Committee, Mr Balfe,
Mr Capanna and Mr Ephremidis, made a joint presen-
tation on the subject of unilatcral nuclear disarma-
ment. Fourthly, the minoriry views are set down at aI Sec Minutcs.
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point where they are hardly likely rc be noticed,
tucked away in the annexes, rather than being tied in
with the proposal itself.
For these reasons I urge that the report be dropped.
Mr Haagenrp (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I am sure
that Parliament as a whole is fully aware of the crucial
interest my four countrymen from the so-called Peo-
ple's Movement against the EEC have in ensuring that
all procedures are punctiliously followed and that,Par-
liament does its work according to the rules. It is
therefore all the more disappointing tq hear Mrs
Hammerich and Mr Skovmand make these starements,
which have nothing to do vith reality. Vhar is the
realiry? It is that, in a gesture of kindness and in
accordance with Rule 100, paragraph 4, of the Rules
of Procedure, I stated my willipgness ro summarize
the main essentials of the minoriry views.
Mr Skovmand has the gall to talk about a minoriry.
Mr President, I would point out to you rhar I received
two written presenadons from Mrs Hammerich and
Mr Capanna respectively, and Mrs Hammerich
assured me that she did no[ w'anr to be associated in
any cray with Mr Capanna's views. Now the fact is
that these wo people represenr one vorc in the Com-
mittee. I think that Parliament will understand thar it
would be very difficult for me to say what the minor-
iq/s opinion is, if two people from the same 
- 
admir-
tcdly not at all homogenous 
- 
political group, namely
the Technical Coordination Group, cannor agree on
an opinion but present tc/o different ones. In addition
there were others who either voted against oi ab-
stained.
I can only stress that I naturally did whar I 
"ould togive a fair r6sum6 of the .views pur forward in the
Committee by those who dissented from the very
broad majority who voted for my reporr. I rherefore
urge Parliament to reject this proposal to postpone or
reject my reporr.
(Parliament rejeaed the reqrcst and adopted tbe drafi
agenda thus amendcd)
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Mr President, under Rule 5, I would
like to draw your auenrion to the fact that a Member
of this House vas prosecurcd in a Member State in the
course of his European Parliament duties 
- 
namely,
collecting the material for a fish-and-chip supper to be
enjoyed by parliamentarians. Rule 5(3) statesi . . . r,ny
Member may reqr4est that tbe proceedings be suspended.I
would like ro request that we ask the Member Srate
concerned to suspend the proceedings against Mr
Kirk, who I think has had enough publiciry out of this
case 
- 
and anyway I would not like him rc have rc
languish in a Bridsh jail, which is not a very fond or
nice place to languish in.
So, under Rule 5(3), I request that the proceedings be
suspended.
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, for that purpose you should
introduce a requesr, which then has to be senr ro the
competent committee. For rhe momenr, I do think that
you are slightly late.l
(I-augbte/)
Miss Quin (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President,
some litde while ago you did allow Mr Kirk ro speak
on behalf of his group, and I would like m ask
whether he was in fact speaking on behalf of his group
or if, in view of his irresponsible actions in the North
Sea last week, he is now in a group on his own.
President. 
- 
Miss Quin, I have had no wrirten com-
munications on any change.
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, since I have to
interpret that as a personal artack 
- 
especially'the
phrase 'irresponsible acrions'7 I would point out to
Mrs Quin from the Socialist Group, end Labourmem-
ber in Great Britain, that our group is called the Euro-
pean Democradc Group. That means rhat I, as vice-
chairman, share in the leadership of the group for as
long as we adhere rc democ(atic principles. Ve con-
tinue to do so, and there is no reason whatsoever for
Mrs Quin to'iinply that we are seeking ro carqr our
our polidcal work in the European Parliament in an
irresponsible manner.
(Appkusefron the European Democratic Group)
\
4. Action taken by the Commission on the opinions of
Parliament
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the statement by the
Commission of the European Communiries on the act-
ion taken on the opinions and resolutions of the Euro-
pean Parliament.2
In view of some problems concerning the,supplemen-
tary budget for 1982,I now call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhato Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, I am grateful to you for giving me the
floor in order to be able to inform Parliament briefly
of what action rhe Commission envisages taking in rhe
light of rhe rejection by the European Parliament of
the supplementary budget No I in 1982.
I Speaking time 
- 
Deadline for tabling amendments: see
Minutes.2 SeeAnnex.
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In considering how best to assume its responsibilities
in the situadon caused by the rejection of this budget,
the Commission stans from the assumption that the
European Parliament does not contest the existence of
a Community obligation that expenditure through the
Communiry budget of certain specified amounts shall
mke place to the benefit of certain Member States. A
large number of parliamentarians, including you your-
self, Mr President, have made smtements to this effect.
The Commission has, tlrerefore, maintained certain
technical preparations on this basis.
In response to the European Parliament's resolutions
of 16 December 1982, the Commission will make to
Parliament and the Council in the next few weeks a
'series of proposals.
In the first instance the Commission plans to forward
to the budgetary authoriry proposals for a series of
measures to be taken within the framework of com-
rtron policies which give practical effect to the obliga-
tion that expenditure through the Communiry budget
of certain specified amounts shall take place to the
Member States. These measures will. be incorporated
in a supplementary budget for the 1983 financial year
and vrill be'accompanied by draft regulations in a
revised form different to those submitted with the
1982 supplementary budget. The Commission is pre-
pared, if the budgetary authoriry so wishes, to respect
a timeable which would pirmit discussion and event-
ual adoption o{ the supplementary budget at the Feb-
.ruary Part-sesslon.
In parallel to the preparation of a supplementary 1983
budget, the Commission will present to Parliament
and to Council by the end of January a new discussion
document in the form of what some member countries
call a green paper setting out the Commission's pre-
liminary ideas on the furure development of the Com-
muniqy's rystem of financial resources.
Specific proposals from the Commission in this field
will be made in the spring of this year.
To complete this riprych of proposed actions the
President of the Commission will outline in his pro-
gramme speech to the February part-session of Parlia-
ment the new initiatives for the development of Com-
munity policies which the Commission will seek to
launch during the next two years. These new initia-
tives, Mr President, are designed to ensure that the
Commission can fulfil its comitments to undenake a
thorough restructuring of the Communiry budget, to
further the adoption of common policies and to
imprgve Community decisions-making processes so
that it can be fully prepared not only to tackle with
national governments the present'economic crisis but
also m prepTe for funher enlargement.
Mr Presidenr, that is the essence of. my \uite ddonner'
reply informing Parliamenc of the actions which the
Commission is proposing to ake, in response to the
decisions taken by Parliament on 15 December last:
the supplementary budget, the green paper on own
resources and then the central point of the triprych 
-the President's speech.
It has been drawn to my attention that as a result of
discussions in the Bureau this morning, and I under-
stand with your permission and that of the House, it
would be convenient for the House if I also take this
opportunity to answer the questions tabled by Mr
Notenboom, on behalf of the European People's
Parry, questions which I understand are of interest to
the whole House. So, if I have your permission, Mr
President, I will proceed to do that.
At the end of November the Commission had to pre-
pare to make substantial payments for the implementa-
don of the 1982 budget and for EAGGF advances for
January 1983. Vithin this context the prospect of hav-
ing to face before the end of the year the payments
resulting from the adoption of a supplementary and
amending budget to the benefit of the United King-
dom and Germany had necessarily also to be taken
into account.
The fact that the utilization of the appropriations
available to the Commission in 1982 turned out to be
remarkably high, except, of course, in the EAGGF
Guarantee Section where economies were achieved,
meant the currency requirements,would be many and
varied.
As a result, in the first weeks of December 1982 and
the first fonnight of January 1983 many payments had
te be covered in the various Member Sates, including
those for EAGGF Guarantee.
In order to have available the different currencies
required, it was necessary to effect currency transfers.
These were made in close liaison with the central
banks of the countries concerned, which themselves
performed almost all the transfer operations, thus
greatly limiting recourse to commercial banls.
For reasons of prudence, -in other words to avoid
generating any instabiliry in the foreign exchange mar-
kets, these operations had rc be spread out over time.
They were thus begun early in December. These oper-
ations ir\cluded the provision to be made for payment
to the United Kingdom. During the first fortnight of
December, that is to say before the rejection of the
supplementary budget, provision had been made for
about half the currency requiremens likely to be
necessary. During the second fonnight of December
only. . .
141 p[mngan (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, would you
kindly ask Members to finish their private.conversa-
tions? I have not been able rc hear what, speakers are
saying because of the mini-parliament going on here
all around me. I asked for the floor five minutes ago. I
i{ -,.,,'
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apologize to the Commissioner for the fact that I had
to inrcrrupt him. I simply could not hear what he was
sayrng.
(Tbe Presidcnt called the Horse to order)
Mr Tugcndh*, Vce-hesident of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, fonunately this statement is,in a lan-
guage which is familiar both to the honourable Mem-
ber and myself and copies of it will be available after-
yards. I don't think you want me to go back rc phe
beginning.
During the second fonnight of December only two
exchange operations were effected 
- 
one for 36 mil-
lion ECU, which was in fact a purchase of drachmae,
and the other for 81 million ECU in respect of a pur-
chase of pounds sterling. This latter amounr of gt mil-
lion ECU should be compared with the total amounts
of t OgZ million ECU scheduled for the Bridsh mea-
sures and 210 million ECU for energy measures in
Germany. I might add that the advance for January
1983 paid out in December 1982 for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section was I 518 million ECU of which
129 million ECU went to the United Kingdom and
274 million ECU to Germany. In other areas the pay-
ments scheduled for the month of January are provi-
sionally esdmated at about 800 million ECU, to which
should be added, of course, the February EAGGF
Guarantee advances.
I have given all this information, Mr President, so as
to illustrate the complexity of the cash problems which
the Commission has had to face and the incomplgte-
ness of the informadon on which some of Mr Noten-
boom's questions seem to have been based. The Com-
mission has throughout been guided by reasons of
sound financial management and by the determinadon
to avoid any negative repercussions on the exchange
markets. I7ith this in view the Commission has
throughout actrd on the exchange markets with the
greatest of prudence, spreading its operations out as
much as possible and avoiding any successive actions
in an opposite direction. Thus, after the rejection of
the budget, that is to say, during the second fortnight
of December, it was only the currencies which were
then in a strong position thar were sold, and that only
within strict limits.
I undersand, Mr President, that cenain rumours have
circulated, even in parliamentary quarters, to the effect
that the Commission considered making transfers in
order to effect the payments rc rhe United Kingdom
and Germany. These rumours are utterly false, and I
must say very forthrightly that no such payment will
be made before the approval of a budget to that effect.
The Commission is preparing, as I have just indicated,
the new initiative which Parliament asked for, but no
implementation will take place before the approval of
a budget by the budgetary authority. This is, of
course, something which goes virhout srying, but I
repeat it loud and 
"t."r 
ro as to put an end to any pos-
sible misconcepdons. In proceeding in the way that it
has, the Commission has borne in mind that Parlia-
ment has stated that the amounts of the paymenr to'
be made in favour of the United Kingdom and Ger-'
many nre not brought into question by the rejection of
the budget, but rather the conditions under which the
expenditure should take place. Thus, what has been'
agreed to be paid o the United Kingdom and Ger-
many will, it'is envisaged, still be paid but only later,
after the adoption of the necessary budget and accord-
ing m arrangements which will be decidgd by the two
arms of the budgetary authority within the context of
the adopdon of that budger The Commission has fol-
lowed this interpretation and has nor therefore sought
to give the impression that the amounts themselves are
being called into question.
In the management of its cash resources the Commis-
sion had to take dccount, as I have shown, of all the
needs scheduled 
- 
not only therefore what was envis.
aged in the amending budget but the very muc\ larger
sums for the EAGGF advances and for the other activ-
ides that are normally carried out by the Community.
\[e had to do that even before the rejection of the
budget in order to ensure thar the monies available
were iroperly distributed over rle Commission's
account in all Member States. Subsequently, the phas-
ing of payments led to the cwo operations of limited
scope with I have already mentioned, one concerning
the purchase of drachma, the other that of pounds
sterling.
As regards the Unired Kingdom and Germany morc
particularly, the Commission had to choose betwcen
rwo possible lines of action. It could on the one hand
have proceeded rc sell the excess currencies, rhat is to
say to make massive sales of pounds sterling and
Deutschmarhs after the rejection of the budget. That
would in our view have been a ierious error, not only
for political and prychological reasons but also
because it would have resulted in substantial disturb-
ances in the exchange markets. The Commission
therefore'chose to follow the alternative course,
namely to leave the funds where they were and keep
them earmarked for future needs in respect of rhe
United Kingdom and Germany. It thus opened
accounts in the'name of the Commission 
- 
I repeat
thaq in the nar_ne of the Commission 
- 
administra-
dvely differenr from rhe ordinary accounrs in the /
national treasuries of the rwo countries conccrned,
where the funds remain at the sole disposal of thi
Commission. I stress that these were accounts opened
in the name of the Commission of which the Commis-
sion alone is the master. The Commission and no one
else. If I were to translate this operation into budget-
ary terms I would be inclined rc compare it with an
entry.in Chapter 100; a decision is awaited and that
decision is the budget. !7hat we have firmly rejected is
the idea of making exchange operations with these
amounts. The funds exist in pounds and Deutschmarks
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and we want to keep them in those currencies in
accounts under our control.
That brings me, Mr President, to reply to Mr Noten-
boom's additional quesdons about exchange oper-
ationiwhich rcok place. Taking the month of Decem-
ber as a whole we boughr a rotal of. llo.+ million
pounds sterling. It should not be forgotten that the
Communiry budget position of countries such as the
United Kingdom and Germany results eveiy month in
the Commission selling in the market substantial sums
in'the currencies of those countries. For the period
January to November 1982 as regards the pound ster-
ling, the difference between the number of pounds
sterling which had to be sold and the number o{ those
which had to be bought was 683.3million pounds.
That is to say the Commission sold in the first nine
months of the year 683 million pounds out of its
accounts in London, in other words more than rwice
the amount which it actually purchased in December.
I would like to conclude, Mr President, by saying that
I have ready for Mr Notenboom all the other items of
information which he has asked to have. So far as the
financial regulation is concerned, the Commission
considers that it places no restriction on opening bank
accounts either with national dreasuries or with banks
for the needs of cash management. In fact, the
accounts mentioned by Mr Notenboom in his point 2,
that is to say those provided for in Anicle 9 of Regula-
tion 2891/77, are actually used mostly for the entry of
ourn resources. It is thus legitimate for other accounts
to be opened. The objective pursued is solely that of
sound financial management and I have ried to show
that that was indeed the only principle that guided the
Commission in its actions.
I should also like to make it clear that the decision to
proceed in this w'ay over the handling of these
accounts was taken after due deliberation collecdvely
by the Commission itself. The President informed the
Eco/Fin Council, which met in Brussels on 17 Decem-
ber, of the Commission's decision. On the same day as
you will recall, Mr President, I telephoned you at
home telling you what had transpired and arranging
for a copy of the President of the Commission's state-
ment to be sent to you. Mr President, I have already
made quite a long satement. There are, I can see,
abeady supplementaries. fu I made clear in my state-
ment, additional information is available which I will
provide for Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboon (PPE). 
- 
(NL) To begin with I
would like to thank all those people who have made
possible the answers to the questions tabled by me at
such short notice, not least Commissioner Tugendhat
for having expounded on them to the House. One has
m say that ir was a matter which invited questions and,
as, such, it is exemplary that Parliament receive
answers to them. However, apan from those few
gifud people'who understand everything at once,
most of us mere mortals will tend rc see in this matter
a somewhat complex issue making it almost impossible
to evaluate everything at once, even if one is well
versed in the technicalities of own resourpes. Conse-
quently, Mr President, in order to prevent the dcba*
from focusing exclusively on technicalities, and, with a
view to saving dme, I shall confine my intervendon to
asking the Commissioner if he is willing to present the
answers he has prepared, plus some addidonal ones,
should he wish, to the written questions tabled by me
on 24 December 1982 and distriburcd somewhat later
to the other groups, to a meeting of the Committee on
Budgets due to be convened later this week? I have
taken up the matter with the president of that com-
mittee, colleague Lange, who has given 4pproval for
such a meeting this week.
As he has asked for the floor I am quite sure he will
confirm that there is sufficient time his week for
experts from his committee to scrutinize the details,
for I hope it will be clear to the Commission'as a
wh6le, and cenainly rc Commissioner Tugendhat that
this House has a dury 
- 
and it is not always a pleas-
ure 
- 
in panicular, those members who are well
versed in the intricacies of the own resources, to ask
specific questions, even if one does not 'lend much
credence to the curious press reports which sometimes
make the rounds. Even where one is confident of hav-
ing seen through the slant of the press report it can
still be the dury of the elected member of Parliament
to seek clarifications of the events in question. The
very f.act that the Commissioner felt it wise not
unleash these considerable sums onto the currency
markets but rather to hold on to them, for the imme-
diate future at least, was in itself the result of a politi-
cal decision by the Commission, meaning that the mat-
ter is therefore not exclusively technical, as the impli-
cations in the press would have us believe. So you see,
I feel it's not such a bad idea after all to ask such ques-
tions, nor do I consider it so unusual that the House
should receive answers which, strictly speaking; go
beyone the ,curt formula. I am, at any rate, much
obliged for this answer and I shall end by asking Com-
missioner Tugendhat if he is prepared to provide fuller
details rc the specialists of our budget committees at a
meeting within the next few days.
. Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, I can. I can provide
the additional information either in written form or by
an appearance in front,of the committee, whichever
the committee prefers.
I would just like to say tvro other things. I agree with
Mr Notenboom about the imponance of these ques-
.tions and I am grateful to you for giving me the
opponuniry to provide the answers. Though he wrote
to me on 24 December, as he knows, I only actually
received the letter 
- 
thanks rc the efficiency of the
European postal s6rvices 
- 
at the end of last week.
Therefore,this statement has been prepared since and I
can of course circulate it, but that is why I have not
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been in a position to circulate something earlier than
at this part-session.
Mr Junot (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am pleased
that, in his statement, the Vice-President of the Com-
mission wished to dispel any misunderstanding over
the consequences of rejection by the fusembly of the
supplementary budget. I lisrcned carefully to Mr Tu-
gendhat but I must confess that I am not entirely clear
what he was saying. There seems to remain confusion
as rc the dates 
- 
regarding what happened before
rejecdon on 15 December and after that date 
- 
and
as to the fundamental distinction between cash-flow
and the budget.
I would therefore like clarification on the following
points: fu I u4derstand it, the appropriations are
elready available to the Commission. They have been
paid by the Member States and convened inrc pounds
sterling and deutschmarls and are apparendy blocked
in bank accounts in the treasury of each Member State
opened in the name of the Commission. But if the
Assembly persists in the position adopted by it on
15 December, what will happen since you, Mr Presi-
dent, are telling us that the Conimission alone is en-
titled to use these funds?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, I will of course give
the honourable Member my sarcment in order to
blow away the confusion that he says exists, but let me
make this quite clear.
The European Parliament rejected the supplementary
budget on 15 December. Therefore the Commission
cannot, and would not, make paymenm to the Unircd
Kingdom or Germany that were envisaged in that
budget.'$7e have, however, the necessary funds avail-
able rc do so in pounds and.in German marks. If,
therefore, the European Parliament passes the supple-
menary budget which we shall be introducing quite
shonly and which will, of course, reflect the wishes
statcd by Parliament last December, then we shall have
the money available and we will make the payments.
If, however, the supplemenary budget is not passed,
we will not make the payments, and I think that ought
to be quite clear.
But whether or not budgets are passed and whether or
not payments are made, the Commission also has a
dury to ensure that there is as'little disturbance as pos-
sible in the currency market as a.result of our transac-
tions. That ip something which, of course, is in the
interests of all Member States as well as of the Com-
muniry itself.
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am still
slighdy confused, but on a much higher level. I shsuld
like to ask the Commissioner rwo very specific ques-
tions in rhe wake of the telephone call he made to you
one evening, indeed night, to which he referred ear-
lier, in order to inform you that these fi/o accounts
had been opened. \7.ould the Commissioner agree that
such action in itself furnishes the proof that something
quite out of the ordinary had taken place? At any rate
it cannot be as routine an affair as the Commissioner is
now making it out to be for I presume that you, Mr
President, do not receive telephonc calls in the middle
of the night every time a bank account is opened.
To come to my second question 
- 
and Commissioner
Tugendhat has not yet gone into the matter 
- 
I take
it as obvious that sums which have been blocked by
this House should not be paid out, for no paymenr
may be made without the appropriate budgetary justi-
fication, Vhat I would like to know is whether or not
the sums involved can be drawn upon by the mo
Member States in any way whatever, if only through
some form of currency,combine 
- 
naturally with the
stipulation to repay the Communiry, should it prove
necessary 
- 
alternatively, is rhere any kind of special
agreement surrounding this whole affair? I am think-
ing in terms of any kind of guarantee, deposit, bond or
utilization rights, if only on the currency markets? For
this is the hean of the matter. In the absence of parlia-
mentary approval on budgetary matters I shdl not
tolerate attempr !y the Commission to bypass this
House and make the sums available.
A disquieting asped in this whole aff.air are the persis-
tent echoes 
- 
and they are more rhan rumours 
- 
to
the effect that Briain and the Federal Republic will be
afforded special advantages in relation ro rhese
accounts which have been opened by rhe Commission.
My specific quesdon to Commissioner Tugendhat is:
fue there any advantages, of whatever nature, which
the two Member Sntes in quesrion could benefit from,
as regards these two accounts?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr President, as you will recall, it
was not the middle of the night when I called you but
I thought rather more at'drinks time'.
(Laughte)
It was, of course, a very unusual situation that existed
on the day afur rhe rejection of the budget by this
Parliament. But it was also the day of. a meeting of the
Finance Ministers in Brussels: the Presidenr of Parlia-
ment had made a shtement of some imponance, and
the President and myself had panicipated in a discus-
sion. I was therefore aware of the possibiliry of misun-
derstandings arising. In those circumsrances, I thoughr
it would perhaps be couneous and also serve to speed
the flow of information if I look the rather unusual
step of telephoning the President of Parliament at his
home. If I had not done so that day, we should have
got caught up in the Christmas rush and perhaps some
Member of Parliamenr less courreous than Mr Bange-
mann might have got up and criticized me for not
doing all that I could rc make information available to
Parliament as quickly ai possible. So that is why I did
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that. And I was right, of course: misunderstandings
have arisen which it is the purpose of this statement so
put right.
Secondly, therf is no advantage 
- 
and the Committee
on Budgets wifl no doubt be able to probe me funher
on this matter if it wishes 
- 
to the Member States
concerned in tfe fact that we have a separate account
for this moneyf There is an advantage from our point
of view, becarlse here is potentially 
- 
I say 'poten-
tially' because it remains to be seen whether the bud-
getary authori$y passes our next supplementary budget
or not 
- 
a p{nicular and quite, substantial self-con-
tained operati$n to be carried out, independently of
the enormous rfrumber of transactions which are taking
place all the d[ne. Therefore it is, I think, convenient
rc have that money clearly identifiable. There is also
the fact that it is clearly identifiable and that if the
\udgetary aut[rority vere not to pass the subsequent
budget 
- 
that] goes back to a question which the pre-
vious honouraple Member asked 
- 
then the money
would be therd and obvious and it would be the money
which would if due course, and in an orderly fashion,
have to be li(uidated and transferred to other pur-
Poses.
It seems to mQ that, in the rather exceptional circurir-
srances that h{ve arisen as a result of the rejection of
the budget, thpre is a Breat deal to be said for having
ffansparency, and the opening of an additional
account is a mfans for providing transParency.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, although this
is a panicularly complex matter, I think it is essential
for Parliamenf to have the clearest possible inform-
ation. I am $rateful to the Vice-President for the
extremely intfresting information which he has given
ro us but I wcluld still like clarification on one funher
aspect: what is the legal situation regarding these
appropriations,following the rejection by the Euro-
pean Parliampnt of the draft supplementary budget
and pending cfosure of the administradve account?
Mr Tugendhaf. 
- 
t tr President, I can see that there is
a good deal [f funher examination that Parliament
will'wish to rnake. But the appropriations which were
enshrined in (he supplementary budget fell when the
supplementa4f budget fell 
- 
they were annulled, fin-
ished. I do nod know what the technical term in French
is, but I hope it is coming over the earphones in the
way in which I am putting it 
- 
finished. Nonetheless,
the currencied continue to exist and Parliament made
it clear, or 
^t 
tny rate a Breat number of parliamentari-
ans made it clpar, that their objection had not been to
making the payments to the United Kingdom and
Germany, thdir objection had been to the style and
manner of th$se payments. They felt that the Council
had not in iris decision taken sufficient account of
wider Comm{niry interests and of the development of
policies and, bf course, the desire of parliamentarians
to ensure that this should be the last payment of that
kind.
But it was made quite clear in the debate, and indeed it
has been borne in upon us since, that should we bring
forsrard a second supplementary budget, that it was
more likely than not 
- 
I repeat more likely than not
- 
that these sums of money would be required in the
not too distant future for expenditure under one head-
ing or another in those countries. Therefore we have
put the money into separate and identifiable bank
accounts that belong to the Commission and to no-
body else but the Commission and are entirely under
the Commission's conffol, so that when the budgetary
authoriry passes the next supplementary budget, if it
decides to do so, we will be able to spend the money.
If of course Parliament does not pass the supplemen-
ary budget, that money will not be needed for those
PurPoses.
Mr Lange (S), cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(DE) Mr President, colleagues, as a result of col-
league Notenboom's written question to the Commis-
sion on the matter of the Commission's treasury oper-
ations, the lawer has wisely felt obliged to go some-
-what further into thgevents which have caused ripples
among the public at large and not a litle disquiet
among the Members of this House. Vhen this aspect
has been dealt with today, I can assure Commissioner
Tugendhat that the Committee on Budgets will have
an additional opportuniry of examining in greater
detail all peninent aspects at its next sitting.
Indeed we have already set a darc for a Committee on
Budgets meetint to deal with the consequences of thi
House's rejection of the 1982 supplementary budget
(first version). The wro Commission regulations vhich
accompanied this supplementary budget are still in
abeyance. N7e shall therefore havg to feel our way
around regarding the next srcp and we shall also need
some help from you, Commissioner Tugendhat.
Given, however, that a supposed precautionary mea-
sure taken by the Commission in opening the rwo
accounts we are now talking'about, prior to eventual
approval of the repayments envisaged in the supple-
mentary budget, can give rise to such a degree of
public disquiet as to cause a belief that the ,sums in
question have already been transferred to special
accounts in both countries and have in all probabiliry
been made available to the respefiive authorities then
this is all the more reason for an immediate clarifica-
tion as to whether such sums are, either directly or
indirectly at the disposition of the rwo countries in
question as of now. I can only concur with colleague
Bangemann in insisting that neither Member State
should have access, of wharcver kind, to the sums
which have been transferred to these two accounts by
the Commission. This must be absolutely unambiguous
for, Commissioner, the statement you have just made
to the House contained a passage which could give
'1 ,
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cause for ambiguiry and create the impression that
such accounts conferred benefits of one kind or
another on the rwo Member States in question as of
now.
I would therefore be most graieful if you could ser our
minds at ease on that aspect of the matter immediately.
As for the rest, we shall be dealing with it ar our fonh-
coming Committee on Budgets meeting.
Mr Tugcndhat. 
- 
I want to make these salient points
absolutely clear. These bank accounts are perfectly
.ordinary, perfectly normal Commission bank
accounts. They are txeasury accounts. They are no dif-
ferent in any way whatsower from other Commission
bink accounts. They have been ser up for the specific
reasons that I outlined earlier, but they are subject to
the same rules and they leld precisely the same results
as the other accounts which the Commission maintains
in the Member Sates. 
r
I said to Mr Bangemann rhar I felt that, in the very
unusual set of circumstances created as a result of the
rejection of the supplementary budget, it was very
imponant that the Commission should do everything
possible rr ensure that there would be the maximum
degree of tansparency in our activities. And it is my
belief, Mr President, and the belief of the Commis-
sion, that this procedure of seming up perfectly normal
Commission accounts is the best way of achieving the
maximum degree of ransparenry which, among its
other consequences, enables Parliament to monitor as
closely as possible rhe financial acriviries of the Com-
mission. That is why I was pleased to be able to reply,
by this rather unusual procedure, ro the question
tabled by Mr Notenboom ar the earliest possible
opportunity in the plenary session 
- 
which I have
tried to do as fully as possible and, of course, which I
stand ready to do in Eteater detail, if required, in
whatever manner the Committee on Budgets thinks
most suitable.
Bangcmann (L). 
. On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Bangemann, I think we decided
more or less that a funher debate should take place in
the Committee on Budgets. You are now tuining a
quesdon into a point of order.
Mr Bangcmann (L). 
- 
Do not.underestimate my
intelligence, Mr President. I do not wanr ro turn a
question into a point of order. But I regret thar the
Commissioner did nor answ'er Mr Lange's quesrion.
Could you not ask him, please, ro answer once more.
Is there any advantage ro rhese countries in opening
these bank accounts?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
The answer, Mr President, is No
No No!
4. tVelcome
Presidcnt. 
- 
I should like to extend a hearsy welcome
to the dqlegation from the Austrian Parliament who ,
have taken their seats in rhe official gallery.
This is the first time that an Austrian delegition has
visited the European Parliament. This is a very. good
beginning and will, I hope, lead to closer relations
between both parties.
(Appkuse)
S.Action uken by the Commissbn on the opinions of ! '
Parli ame nt ( continuation )
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
h.ave rwo very shon quesdons ro pur ro the Commis-
slon.
I would like rc remind rhem that last December they
decided to granr emergency aid of lO0 000 ECU to
Viet Nam, a decision which I personally welcomed.
Can the Commission now tell us how far the proce-
dure for using this aid has progressed and let us know
in particular when ind how the aid will be made avail-
able to the beneficiary? Can we also expect this deci-
sion to result in resrorarion by the Commission of food
aid to Viet Nam which was suspended in July 1979?
My second concise question relates to the directive on
the information and consultation of workers in under-
takings with a complex sructure, in particular trans-
national undenakings. Given rhat certain rade union
organizations thought that the Commission's initial
proposal had been largely deprived of its innovadve
content by the amendments adopted by the European
Parliament, has the Commission now consulted the
major European unions again and, if so, has it aken
account of their reactions in formuladng the text
which it has submined to the Council?
Mr President, those are rhe ffio brief but precise ques-
tions which I wanted to pur ro the Commission.
Mr Andricsscq Member of tbe Commission 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission has abeady
made the sums relating to this aid to Viet Nam avail-
able rc the relevant United Nations organization 
-the United Nations Disaster Relief Office 
- 
which is
charged with carrying through the project. Given the
short lapse of time, I regret to have to say that I have
no funher details.
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Vith regard to the second question the Commission,
in the wake of the observations it made in this House
on the Motion for a Resolution contained in the Spen-
cer Report on information' and consultation of
employees, reopened consultations with the. social
partners with a view to elaborating a definitive text of
the amended regulation. It goes without srying that
the Parliament will be informed on the contents of
that text.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR I.I.LOR
Vce-President
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I would ask the
Commission to turn to paragraph 7 of Section C of
their document. And as I note that the document is
dated 6 January, could I ask them in particular to turn
their attcntion to the phrase 'To avoid suspension of
fishing operations with Norway' under the incredible
heading''Kirk repon', the most renowned law-breaker
in recent years of this Parliament.
Could I ask the Commission how on eanh they could
have made such a statement on 6 January when the
Norwegian Foreign Minister had already dnnounced a
ban on all fishing operations by EEC vessels in Nor-
wegian waters, causing terrible hardships to fleets
from many countries and in particular to Hull and
Grimsby in England and to the Nonh-East fleet in
Scotland? How on eafth can the Commission come
before this Parliament with this kind of statement,
which does not seem to have any reality in the light of
what we have'been reading in the press, when already
there'are hardships because we have an intransigent
Member State, we hive no agreement and in addition
we now have no access to Norwegian waters? Yet we
get this talk in the Kirk repon of the suspension of
fishing operations in Norwegian waters being avoided.
They have been suspended, and the hardship is really
dreadful.
Mr Aadriessen, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, it has not yet proved possible to
come to a definitive agreement with Norway but we
are giving the matter our full attention. I would ask for
understanding for the f.accthatwe have been unable rc
obtain an agreement in such a shon space of time. I
anticipate rapid progress and the Honourable Member
will of course be kept up to date.
M$ Ewing (DEP). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. The Commissioner has not answered the ques-
tion at all as rc what they are going to do. They
should be taking an aeroplane and going to Norway
nbw to discuss a matter of this imponance.
Mr Boycs (S). 
- 
I shall be referring, Mr Commis-
sioner, to Directive 8l/363 on aid to shipbuilding.
The Commissioner will be aware that I represent the
area of Great Britain that has consisrcntly had the
highest rate of unemployment and the Commissibner
will also be aware that Bridsh shipbuilders are cur-
rently talking to the trade unions about ihe possibiliry
of 2 000 funher redundancies in the shipbuilding
industry.
He may not be aware that a small works in my consti-
ruenclr 
- 
a British shipbuilders foundry 
- 
is severely
at risk, and if that foundry closes, unemployment will
be in excess of 3Oo/0. And although that is a very high
figure, it is by no means the worst in the constituency.
Therefore, Mr Commissioner, I am greatly interested
in the statement that you are busily preparing and dis-
cussing, a general paper on industrial poliry on ship-
building, and I shall be glad if you will give me more
specific details of the timeable for the preparation of
that paper.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the problem to which the Hon-
ourable Member refers is one that has preoccupied the
Commission for some considerable time now, but it
must be stated that, although the Commission does its
urmost to coordinate the Member Sates' policies on
shipbuildirrg, by the elaboration of directives, it still
remains the prerogative of the individual Member
States. The paper or note to yhich the Honourable
Member refers is the result of otir loqg activity in this
area. Funhermore such situation papegs should be seen
as part. of the Commission's industry policy for which
my fellow Commissioner Davignon is directly respon-
sible rather than that of the Commissioner whose
brief, being competition policy, has been entrusted
with the supervision of Member State subsidies to
shipbuilding. But I am prepared to give an assurance to
the Honourable Member that Parliament will be
informed, let us say through the relevant committee,
on the state of progress in the'elaboration of the situa-
tion paper in question.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Item 9, on the Fishing Agreement
between rhe Euroiean Communiry and the People's
Republic of Guinea, states in the third paragraph 
-and I accept that the Commissioner may not know
about the rcchnicalities of this, in which case I will
eccept a later answer 
- 
that the Commission favours
the establishment of a separate organization but con-
cludes very oddly, in the English version, 'which
appears impossible as matrcrs now'stand'. Does he not
agree that that would appear to be a highly defeatist
position and, if the Commission is in favour and does
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agree that the objective is highly desirable, should ir be
taking this defeatist attitude?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, it is perhaps no more than a
choice of words. Although the Commission is not
defeatist it has come to the realistic conclusion rhar, as
matt€rs sand, the establishment of a separate organ-
ization on the lines of that envisage{ by both the Hon-
ourable Member and the Commission itself is just not
possible. The Commission is of course continuing its
effons apace with a view to achieving the most viable
policy possible in its discussions with all of the nations
concerned. This is why all Communiry aid agreements
to the countries coircerned conain clauses which pro-
vide for Communiry panicipation in the financing of
prgects with a view to maximizing our information.
Mr Bdfe (S). 
- 
Mr President, whilst I accept that the
Commissioner cannot carry all information in his
head, may I underline the point that was made earlier
by Mr Chambeiron and say that there are many people
who are looking very carefully at the emergenry aid
for Viet Nam and are yery anxious that this is put into
payment. Could I therefore ask him ro arrange for the
information that was asked for to be communicared to
Mr Chambeiron and possibly also to myself before rhe
next part-session, as we should be interested in know-
ing that this money has gone through?
Mr Andriesscn, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I shall be only too pleased to pro-
vide the Honourable Memer before the next siring
with all the available informadon concerning the dare
on which the sum involved is rc be transferred.
Mr Pattcrson (ED).- Mr President, I wanr to tome
right back again to the beginning 
- 
that is, to the
Spencer report. In the statemenr he made in Novem-
ber, it was made very clear by Commissioner Richard
that any amended proposal would be forwarded both
to the Council and to Parliament, and we took note of
that very carefully. I notice rhat the saremenr here
only refers to the Council. Can we have Mr Andries-
sen's assurance thar it should read.'Council and Parlia-
ment', particularly if any depanure is made'in this text
after consultations, either from Parliament's text as
adopted or from the undertaking given by Commis-
sioner Richard in November?
Mr Andriesscn, Member of the Commission.(NL) Mr President, I really feel that one should nbt
attribute too much imponance to such texts. Right
now matters are proceeding in conformiry with the
undenakings given to the House by Commissioner
lichard. Any amended proposals will be forwarded bythe Commission to Parliament, for information,
thereby enabling the House to formulate its
points.
, 
6. Mksing persons in Cyprus
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the repon (Doc.
l-977/82) by Lady Elles, on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on the problem of missitrg persons
in Cyprus.
Lady Elles (EDI, rapportear.- As we have seen only
too frequently in recent years, wherever there have
been hosdlities of whatever kind, rhere will be people
who are missing or maybe presumed rc have died in
conflict for whatever cause or by whatever means.
There may, however, be special circumsances which
may lead families to entenain hopes that their missing
relatives are still alive or ro quesdon the fate which
befell them.
The report before the House today concerns rhe un-
known fate of about 1 600 Cypriots who on or afrer
2OJuly 1974 were known rc be in the hands of the
Turkish military authorities and from whom nothing
funher has been heard. They include, amongsr others,
those who were visited and listed by the International
Committee of the Red Cross or lisrcd by the Turkish-
Cypriot radio sadon BIRAC. The European Commis-
sion on Human Rights confirmed, in its evaluation of
evidence pursuant to an application in 1974 and 1975
by the Cyprus Governmenr, rhat a number of. persons
declared to be missing have been idenrified as Greek
Cypriots taken prisoner by the Turkish army. Further
substantiation is contained in the ICRC satcment of
11 March 1976 relating to rhe repatriation of Cypriots
from Turkish prisons, vhich concluded wirh the com-
ment: 'This statement, however, does not cover the
cases of 9 prisoners who have been listed on 28 August
D7a by a delegate of the ICRC and about whom
nothing has been heard, nor does it solve the problem
of prisoners-of-war whose families believe they can
identify them in photographs which have appeared in
the press. These cases musr now be discussed by the
swo parties m the conflictwho, being in direct con[act,
no longer require the services of a neutral intermedi-
art'.
But there has been no solution, so rhat for eight years
families of the missing persons have lived balanced on
the edge between hope and despair, their hopes some-
times fanned by rhb unsubsmntiared rumour of the
sight or sound of a missing relative and srill nor certain
whether their relative is alive or dead. One of thi dra-
matic consequences of this for these families has been
the uncenainty concerning legal or personal status. A
woman may ,not know whether she is married or
widowed, whether she is endtled to a pension or free
to remarry. In the case of properry, a piece of land
vlew-
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owned panly or wholly by a missing person cannot be
disposed of, to the obvious detriment of the potential
beneficiary. These are but rwo simple examples of the
very human issues facing these families, issues which I
hope this Parliament will fairly seek ro help bring to a
conclusion.
The issue has alreday been raised at the United
Nations and, in 
"c"oid"n". with General Assemblyresolutions, an inter-communal committee on missing
persons, to which I will refer in future as the ICMP,
was established to assist in solving the problem. The
committee is composed of a member of the Red Cross
and a representarive from both the Greek Cypriot and
Turkish Cypriot communities, with the main task of
holding investigations which would lead to knowledge
of the fate of these missing persons, all of whom inci- ,
dentally are listed and known to rhe Inrcrnational
Committee of the Red Cross at Geneva. The ICMP is
the one body which could deal adequately, swiftly and
effectively with this inrer-communal marter, given
goodwill and cooperation. This view is held inciden-
tally by Mr Denktash, as is clear from his letter to Mr
Rumor, chairman of Parliament's Political Affairs
Committee, on 4 October 1982. He says: 'The Turk-
ish Cypriot side is fully convinced that the ultimate
solution to the issue of missing persons in Clprus, 
,
which concerns both communities, can be found
within the framework of the CMP which was esab-
lished with the approval of rhe cwo sides and the sup-
pon of the UN'.
It is therefore all the more ro be regretted that the
ICMP has failed rc implement its task due ro proce-
dural difficulties. It is strongly urged 
- 
and I hope the
Parliament will suppon the resolution fully 
- 
that the
ICRC and the m/o represenratives get together once
more with all possible speed, serde their differences
and proceed with the necessary investigations, *,irhout
which the families will not be satisfied as ro the fate of
their missing relatives. The ICRC, as the independent
representative, is specifically urged to assist in produc-
ing suitable and acceptable rules for rhe committee ro
carry our its task.
The committee is properly charged with investigating
missing persons from both communities, the Turkish
Cypriots having also suffered many casualties during
the tragic internecine strife which befell rhe island of
Cyprus panicularly berween the years 1963 and 1967.
None of this is disputable. It is believed that about 800
Turkish Cypirots are missing as a rbsult of inrcr-com-
munal fighting. It has, however, been averred by Mr
Denktash in a letter of l4April 1981 to Madam
Simone Veil, who was then President of this Parlia-
ment, that the Turkish side has come ro accepr the bit-
rcr f.act that the missing Turkish Cyprios musr be
presumed dead.
One difficulty has been rhat the Turkish Cypriors have
'not allowed entry across the 'green line' to Greek
Cypriots to conduct investigations. The Cyprus
Government has granted access, confirmed to me per-
sonally by Mr Veniamin, Minister of the Interior, so
that anyone could come ar any rime to the Republic of
Cyprus and conduct investigations freely. This, I
understand, has not been denied by anybody. Indeed,
until July 1974 there was complete freedom of move-
ment for all Cypriots rhroughout the island, and the
Turkish Cypriots therefore had full facilities to make
whatever investigations they wished to make at the
ume.
Ve recognize that the phenomenon of tnissing persons
is worldwide, and the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights has established a working group to
examine questions concerning forced or involuntary
disappearances. This working group has made a mosr
valuable contribution in its proposals as ro the han-
dling of cases concerning the fate of missing persons
who have disappeared rhrough the actions of govern-
ments or their agents. This approach is based on the
principles that (1) the quest for knowledge of the fate
of a missing person is purely humanitarian 
- 
the fam-
ily has a right to know the fate of its relatives; (2) no
attempt is rnade m attach blame rc any individual who
may have been connected with the disappearance 
-tovernmenrc, after all, have their own internal legisla-
tive measures m apply if they so decide; (3) govern-
ments are requested as members of the United Nations
to supply the necessary informarion on a confidential
basis. In the case of the governments involved in the
farc of those missing persons whom we are now consi-
dering, the EEC has, after all, associadon agreemenm
with both countries concerned.
A resolution of the United Narions General Assembly
has recently paid tribute to this working group and
welcomed the exrension of its mandate by the Com-
missioner on Human Rights.
Your rapponeur recommends this wise approach ro
the European Parliament and reiterates the view that
families have a right to know the fate of their missing
relatives, knowing that the passage of dme does
nothing to heal the void or relieve rhe ever-eroding
anxiety created by unceniinty. The deliberare and vol-
untary denial of information concerning the fare of
persons who have been held by, or have suffered at the
hands of, governmenr agen6 or aurhorities should nor
be supported wherever it may occur or by any govern-
ment. Nor is it in rhe ultimate interests of any govern-
ment whatsoever to deny this information.
Parliament should know that the leaders of the four
political parties in the Cyprus House of Representa-
tives 
- 
Mr Papaioanou (AKEL), Dr Lyssaridis
(Socialist), Mr Glavkos Cliridis (Democradc Rally)
and Mr Galanos (Democratic P^ny) 
- 
all strongly
confirmed to me, as your rapporr,eur, that (1) they
regard the issue as strictly humanitarian, (2) they have
no wish to exploit the matter for political purposes,
and (3) they do not seek to attach blame to any
individual. All they demand 
- 
and that is all four par-
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ties representing the broad spectrum of Cypriots in the
Republic 
- 
is that sufficient information is provided,
as a result of properly-conducted investigadons, to
convince the families of the fate of their missing rela-
tives and that this information should be made avail-
able with the minimum of delay.
Ve therefore, Mr President, are earnestly asking the
Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation to
considet this problem with all possible urgency, to
take all steps neqessary, by diplomatic means if need
be, to assist in bringing the matter to a conclusion and
to report the results of their endeav.ours to Parliament
by the end of the present presidency in June 1983.
I reiterate that we believe that the ICMP is the proper
vehicle to bring an adequate, swift and efficient solu-
tion to this problem. The ending of this tragic situation
would serve not only to alleviate individual suffering
and uncertainry but also to contriburc to a better cli-
marc for the funherance of inter-communal talks lead-
ing to a relaxation of tensions in the Republic of
Cyprus and the eventual removal of all foreign troops
from the Republic.
In asking for the support of Parliament in adopting the
motion for a resoludon, Mr President, I would like to
recall to honourable Members that the Political Affairs
Committee gave its unanimous approval rc this item
and no amendments were then mbled, so recording
the imponance it attaches rc this exclusively humani-
arian problem and the depth of sympathy it conveys
to all those families who have suffered in the last years.
(Apphase)
Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) There is very litde one
can add to what Lady Elles has said in her commenda-
bly. objective and very diligent report on the problem
of missing persons in C1prus. Hundreds of Greek
Cypriot families who have had close relatives missing
sincc the tragic events precipitated by the invasion of
the nonhern pan of the island by the Turkish expedi-
donary force in 1974 are still unable to discover the
fate of their missing relatives.eight whole years after
that invasion despite clear evidence indicating that
these persons were alive after the cessation of the hos-
tilities which took place ir/July and August of 1974 
-and possibly still are alive.
Of course, the issue of the missing Greek Cypriots is
only one factor in the ragedy that befell the people of
Cyprus when the island's independence was violated.
This tragedy has continued into the prcsent without
any let-up, and no one knows how much longer it will
go on if the Turkish army of occupation continues to
hold on to 380/o of the territory of the Cyprus
Republic in conravention of UN resolutions on the
matter. However, Mr President, I do not believe
anyone wishes to enter into a debate here and.now on
the complex political and international problems of
Cyprus which have remained in abeyance for so many,
years in a way that very definitely poses an extreme
threat to peace in the Medircrranean and the Middle
East.
Ve respect the nature of Lady Elles' mission, and the
high-minded endeavour which her repon reflects. Ve
respect the declarations by the C1prus Government
and all the political representatives of the Clpriot peo-
ple that the missing persons issue is a purely humani-
tarian one and that they do not seek to make polidcal
capital out of it. Above all we have respect for the pain
'and anxiery felt by the families of the missing persons,
and therefore I can say emphatically that we too shall
stick to the humanitarian aspects of the issue, and in
this spirit we shall ask Parliament for a ulxnirnqus 
-if possible 
- 
decision.
Dear colleagues, the mafier we lue discussing has to
do with the fate of t e tg persons whose names are
listed on detailed personal files kept by the Cyprus
Government together with information proving, or at
least indicating, that they were alive when they fell
under the authority of the Turkish occupation forces
during the events of the summer of. 1974. !7hat has
become of these persons? Are they dead or alive? Is it
after all such a huge problem, such an unanainable
goal, for their relatives rc be given this information,
when this depends on a committee set up on the basis
of a UN resolution of April 1981 being allowed rc
conduct a genuine investigation in the territorial areas
of both sides?
I do not wish to to ovqr or enumerate the strenuous
effons made by the Cyprus Government through
international organizations, or the series of resoludons
passed by the United Nations and the Commission on
Human fught9 of the Council of Europe on the ques-
tion of ascertainint the fate of missing persons in
Cyprus. These efforts and resolutions have already
been referred to in deail in Lady Elles' repon, and in
connection with this aspect of the report I r,equest you
all'to concentratf your thoughts and ponder just what
reasons the Turkish Cypriot side can have for persis-
tently impeding the implementation of the UN resolu-
tions, and the conducting of an invesdgation in its ter-
ritorial area, when for its part the Cyprus Government
has repeatedly stated all along that any investigation
or quest for information wharoever concerning miss-
ing persons may be conducted by an internadonal
committee freely and with guarantees in the whole of
the remainder of Cyprus. Vhat is the composition of
rhe commitrce charged with conducting this investifa-
tion? It has three members: a Greek Clpriot, a Turk-
ish Cypriot, and a chairman, Mr Claude Guilloux,
who is a member of the International Red Cross. The
composition of the committee is acceptable to the
Turkish Cypriot side in view of the panicipation of its
representative in the eleven meetinBs that have so far
taken place, but during which, Devertheless, it has con-
stantly sought to raise procedural obstacles. Just
recently the issue was again laid before the United
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Nations General Assembly which, on 18 December
1982, gave vinually unanimous a6ceptance rc the pro-
posals made by the comminee on missing persons in
Cyprus. The only dissenting parties in the face of this
resolution have been the Turkish delegate at the UN
and the Turkish Cypriot community. \fhy? Interna-
tional public opinion quite reasonable expects an
explanation. Perhaps the difficulry is due to rhe pres-
ence of the occupation forces in the nonhern pan of
Cyprus. Vhatever the case, approval by Parliament of
Lady Elles' morion for a resoluqion cannot but have as
its chief objective the expression of a demand by the
people of the European Communiry for the committee
concerned to be allowed ar long last to proceed with
its real task, and for all the irrational obstacles which
prevent freedom of access to rhose areas where there
are indications that missing persons are living or being
held to be lifted. \7e shall therefore endorse Lady
Elles' repon and those amendments which positively
add to the spirit of the reporr.
(Appkuse)
Mr Deschamps (PPE). 
- 
(FR) On a point of order,
Mr President, all the members of this Assembly are
entitled to resped, and the officials employed by this
Parliament, in panicular the interpreters, will be aware
of the regard in which I have held rhem for a long
time.
I therefore wish to proresr and would ask you, Mr
President, to point our to rhe head of the interpreting
service that a remark such as that made by the French
booth after the speech by l-ady Elles was totally inad-
missible in both tone and substance. If you like I will
give you more details but I do nor wish to do so in
public.
President. 
- 
\Ve.take note of what you have said.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on behalf
of the Group of the Eurgpean People's Party and of
those of my Greek colleagues who, with me, belong to
the New Democracy Party,l wish to inform you right
at the ou6et that we support unreservedly the modon
for a resolution tabled by the Political Affairs Com-
mittee on missing persons in Cyprus.
The European Communities, and this Parliament in
particular, have always shown sensitiviry and a sense
of purpose in defence of human rights wherever rhese
have been violared. Unfonunately, however, these
violadons continue ro besmirch our civilisatio-n over
the whole length and breadth of the five continents.
Parliament has dealt in the past with the specific ques-
tion of the 1619 missing Greek Cypriots and Greek
soldiers. In a resolution adopted on 18 October 1975 it
pronounced that the future for peace and developmenr
along democratic lines in the area of the eastern Medi-
terranean,would depend on lhe ending of tension in
Cyprus and of the sufferings of the people of the
Cyprus Republic, a counrry, incidentally, which has an
association with the Community. fu recital F of the
motion for a resolution points our rhe 10 Member
States of the EEC, togerher with Cyprus and Turkey,
are high contracring panies to the European Conven-
tion on Human Righr and Fundamental Freedoms
and hence incur all the legal obligations that this
-entails. It is, thus, nothing shon of incredible that the
tragedy which began in August 1974 still lingers on,
and that neither the decisions and resolutions of the
United Nadons, the European Community and the
Council of Europe, nor rhe investigations carried out
over so many years by the International Red Cross,
nor even the more systemaric endeavours of the work-
ing party set up by the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights, have had any success in discovering
the fate of so many innocent people. So, when all is
said and done, what is it that hinders the accomplish-
ment of this humanitarian dury? Until when are the
families of the victims of the Turkish invasion of
C;prus destined ro remain in ignorance concerning
- 
the fate of their relatives? How can this tragedy, which
has all alohg evoked the sympathy of world public
opinion, have been allowed to lie under a cloak of sil-
ence and obfuscation for eight years and more?
As Lady Elles very rightly says in her report, this long
delay has resulrcd not only in prychological and emo-
tional distress, but has,also seriously affected the per-
sonal circumstances and legal position of many fami-
lies. Family matters and affairs having to do with the
law of inheritance dre in total confusion, and this adds
to the suffering of the relatives. \7ives are neither sin-
gle nor widowed. Propercy belonging to rhose missing
cannot be transferred without their signatures or, in
the case of death, without proper cenification of this
fact. Vith the passing of time 
- 
of such a long time
- 
there have been reporrs that many of those missing
are still alive, but no one kirows whether they are pris-
oners or hostages or under senrcnce of death, and this
lack of knowledge makes rhe suffering of their families
unbearable. In keeping with the studious atrcnrion she
has given to the issue under debarc the honourable
rappofteur, Lady Elles, has classified those missing
persons who, according to reports and official data,
are still alive, into six categories. In the explanatory
statement contained in the report she says rhat 'unless
speedy and effective investigations are carried out
there can be no relief for the mixed feelings of hope
and despair being experienced by the rehtives of rhe
missing persons'. Lady Elles savr rhe situation at first
hand when she visited Cyprus at the behest of the Pol-
itical Affairs Commirtee, and she considers the UN
inter-communal committee on missing persons capable
of carrying our rhese investigations. This committee
operates solely and exclusively in a humanitarian
spirit, and seeks to learn the whereabouts of missing
persons if they are being held, and if they are nor
being held what happened to them after their arrest.
The work of this committee is particularly helped by
the joint stance adopred by the leaders of the four pol-
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itical panies in the Cyprus House of Representatives
who have impressed Lady Elles by dcclaring, as she
told us just now, that they regard the issue as strictly
humanitarian, that they have no wish to exploit thg
mafier for political purposes, and that they do not seek
to atach blame to individuals for acts of violence
which have taken place. This affirmation by itself lends
great weight to Lady Elles' repon, because it helps to
make a solution possible. I sincerely congratulate her
for the trouble she has taken and because she has
understood the need to bring an end rc this problem.
That is why she has requested the Foreign Ministers
meeting in Political Cooperation to rePort rc Parlia-
ment on progress made byJune 1983.
\7irh regard rc paragraph 5, suessing the need for the
withdrawal of all foreign armed forces from the
Republic of Cyprus, this is self-evidently desirable,
which is why it is included in allthe UN motions.
Concerning this I remind you of the decision by the
Greek Government last Februar)' that in the event of
such a withdrawal it would undertake to meet the
whole cost of United Nations forces.
Mr President and dear colleagues, at this moment I
too feel the'same way as the Greek Cypriot political
leaders. You would be doing me an injustice if you
were to think that L am influenced, as a Greek, by the
tension in Greco-Turkish reladons. At this moment
nothing concerns me other than the humanitarian dury
which a month ago moved the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly to adopt unanimously the'proposals of
the third political committee on missing persons in
Cyprus, and to pass a new resolution calling on the
competent authorities of the United Nations Commis-
sion on Human Rights to surmount all procedural
obsmcles and to bring the matrcr to a conclusion as
quickly as possiblel Only Turkey and the Turkish
Cyprioi side refused to accept this resoludon. I am
entitled to say 
- 
and here I express a personal opinion
- 
that only the guilry would repudiate an investiga-
tion conducted for this purpose by investigators of
such calibre and honour as those representing the
Unircd Nations Organisation.
Fellow Members of the European Parliament, which-
ever countries you represent and whatever youi politi-
cal persuasions, please help m bring an end to this
human drama! '$Thatever the outcome it will be pref-
erable to the agony of not knowing.
(Appkase)
Mrs Baducl Glorioso (COM). 
- 
(FR) On a point of
order, Mr President, Mr Deschamps criticised the
French ipterpreters; I too was listening to the French
interpretation during the presentation of the repon
which Lady Elles conducted at a fast pace.
It seems to me that we should be apologising to the
interpreters who show exceptional skill. I wanted to
stress that point. As rc the real substance of the matter,
all that the French interpreter said was 'I cannot keep
uP'.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I don't think it is something what we
should have a discussion about at this stage.
Lady Elles (ED), rapporterr. 
- 
Mr President, I apol-
ogize to the French interpreters if they had difficulry
with the speed with which I alk. I know that I speak
quickly, but I did provide all the interpreters' cabins
with a text of my speech in English in order to facili-
tate their task
Mr J. D. Taylor (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr Battersby.
and myself will not be speaking on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democrats. '$fe will be speaking as individuals
Lecause within our Broup there is a division of
approach to the whole subject of missing persons in
Cyprus.
I speak as one who has been a regular visitor to that
island each year for the past rcn years. I was there
during the government of President Makarios, which
was subsequently ovenhrown by Greek troops under
the junta, and then since 1974 during the division of
that island. The whole issue of missing persons is a
most sensitive issue in that island and one which I
would caution Members of this House to speak about
with great care, because their words will be misused
and abused by various factions within that island.
I must say, Mr President, that I feel that this report is
somewhat one-sided. It is true that in a fleeting phrase
the rapponeur, who speals for her committee'and not
for the European Democratic Group, stated that there
were also missing Turkish Cypriots. The truth is that
missing persons in the island of Cyprus are nothing
new. People have been missing since the atrocities
against the Turkish Cypriot minoriry in 1963. It has,
of course, become a problem common to both com-
munities since the Greek coup against the government
of Archbishop Makarios in 1974.
Mr President, the trouble in this debate is that we are
going to vote on a motion for a resolution and not
actually on the. contents of the repoft. However, some
people will use the conterits of the report for political
purposes back in that island. I know that the contents
of that report have aheady caused treat disress and
some criticism of this Parliament within that island. It
is interesting indeed that tonight out of our 434 Mem-
bers we have less than 50 present taking an interest in
this debate, and of those 50 at least one-third are
Members from Greece.
There were rwo motions rc be commenrcd upon,
Mrs Pruvot's did not set any time limit at 1974.It gave
us a wider brief, and I am sorry that the resolution
does not therefore refer to the missing members of the
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minority community, the missing Turkish Cypriots.
There is an amendment down in the name of some
Members from this Group seeking to correfi the reso-
lution which I trust the rapporteur will find possible to
accept. The rapporteur also said in her speech that
there was freedom of movement prior to 1974 in the
island. She must not have visited'Cyprus prior to 1974,
because I can assure her that ev.en under the govern-
ment of Archbishop Makarios there was not freedom
of movement. I can cenainly assure her that tonight
there is nb'freedom of movement within the island of
Cyprus. Even the leader of our ow'n Cyprus delega-
tion, Mr Herman, was refused admission to nofthern
Cyprus by the Greek Cypriot authorities.
The final point I want ro make on the resoludon is on
the question of the withdrawal of all foreign armed
forces. I must make it clear that on the island there are
not only Turkish troops but also Greek troops. Both
are foreign forces on that island.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
report by Lady Elles and the motion she is proposing
on behalf of the Polidcal Affairs Committee concern-
ing missing persons in Cyprus consrirure a firm step
towards resolving a strictly' humanitarian problem.
Therefore we would like tci believe that the House will
approve them unanimously.
This issui, however, is only one facet 
- 
the most dra-
matic perhaps 
- 
of the great tagedy of the Cypriot
people which has been going on for so many years. As
Lady Elles mentions in her report, Cyprus, an inde-
pendent and sovereign state and a member of the
United Nations, is suffpring rcrribly from the conse-
quences of a foreign military occupation which has
lastcd for many years. For eight and a half years 380/o
of its territory has been occupied illegally by Turkish
forces. On the island itself there are 200 000 refugees,
one third of the population of Cyprus, that is. These
refugees are forbidden to rerurn to their houses and
lands by the occupying forces, and as Lady Elles men-
tions, the area from which they fled has been colon-
ized by thousands of Turks brought over from the
mainland.
Over and beyond the suffering of the Cypriot people,
which has exceeded all the bounds of forbearance and
endurance, the prolongation of this situation poses
immense dangers for peace, not only in the eastern
Mediterranean and the Middle East but also on a
world scale. 
,
If the relevant decisions and resolutions of the United
Nations had been implcmented the Cyprus tragedy
would have been brought to a peaceful and just end
years ago. The foreign occupation, the de facto parti-
don of the island, acts of foreign inrcrference and rhe
threat to the future of Cyprus would all have ceased,
because these resolutions guaranrce the independence,
sovereignry and territorial integriry of rhe Cyprus
Republic, and ensure peace in the lives of the Cypriot
people, Greeks and Turks alike, without the presence
of foreign troops and bases. However, rhe drama lin-
ters on and the dangers are growing because govern-
ments in Ankara have intransigendy and provocatively
refused to irnplement the proposals of rhe Unired
Nations.
It is an open secret that the Turkish occupiers have all
along had the support of the US and NATO imperial-
ists, both at the time of their invasion and today. By
cultivating the chauvinists in Ankara these circles seek
to ffansform Cyprus into a base and operational lair
for their opportunist designs in the Near and Middle
East. V'ithout their comprehensive support Turkey
would not have dared to mount an armed invasion of
Cyprus, nor would it dare now to remain in occupa-
tion. 'For the United States and NATO' 
- 
wrote the
French newspaper'Aurore' 
-'Turkey is a marvellousurcraft carrier moored right up against the Soviet
Union. If it were lost to the Atlantic Alliance ir would
be irreplacea$le.' Akin to this objective rhere are
others: the oil of the Persian Gulf, and the large mar-
kets offered by the countries of the MiddL East.
Hence Turkey is a most powerful ourposr for the
imperialistic monopolies of the US and Vesrcrn
Europe. And this is why the fate of Cyprus has become
caught up in the cogs of the imperialist world-domina-
tion machine, and why the Cypriot people 
- 
Greeks
and Turks, wlio for decades lived together in a broth-
erly way 
- 
have been suffering for eight and a half
years.
The question puts itself: can rhe EEC help towards a
just solution of the Cyprus problem? The EEC has the
pover to exert decisive pressure on Ankara, because
Turkey has sgbstantial econcimic ties with the Com-
munity, panicularly with certain of its members such
as the German Federal Republic and Britain. But the
EEC does not wish ro exerr this pressure. Indeed some
EEC spokesmen quite openly use the language of the
Turkish occupiers and give multifarious supporr rc rhe
occupation regime in Cyprus. Ve recall the pron-
ouncemenr ofi Cyprus made in this Chamber on 16 of
last June by dhe represenrarive of the Belgian presi-
denry, Mr Keersmaeker, and the statement by the
Economics Minister of the German Federal Republic
that his country impons citrus fruits from occupied
nofthern Cyprus, thus giving economic support rc the
o-ccupiers who are selling stolen goods. \7e recall also
the provocative visits made to occupied rcrritory by .
Euro MPs wiihout informing the law'fuI governmenr
of Cyprus, and which were d-esigned to coifer urroffi-
, cial recognition on the illegal regime set up in nonh-
ern Cyprus under the foreign occuparion.
Mr President, the Cypriot people urill continue v/ith
their struggle for liberation in the belief that they have
the support of all the peoples of the world 
- 
and
amontst them the Turkish people 
- 
and of all men
and women of good intention, and there are such peo-
ple here in this Chamber. !7e hope they will make
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their suppon manifest. Vith regard to the Communist
Pany of Greece, Greek Communists and Greek
patriots in general, they will continue to suppon the
struggle of the Cypriot people ever more resolutely
untiljustice is fully done.
(Apphase)
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenq I join
with Mr Taylor in srying that, while I think the pro-
posal is excellent, the explanatory starcment is one-
sided. fu far as I am aurare, about 500 persons have
disappeared from the nonhern part of Cyprus since
1974. I am not saying that only angels live in the
northern or in the southern part, but Parliament has
always had a reputation for having a cenain sense of
justice, and I ask that we also show it in the present
case. It is quite clear and reasonable that there should
be an investigation, but it should proceed under equal
conditions for the populations in both parts of Cyprus.
Mr De Goede (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, it is only
right that the ragedy of the missing persons in C1prus
should once more come before the House.
The horrendous events which took place on that Med-
iterranean island around 1974 and, it should be
stressed, also in the years prior to that were shocking
in themselves. Vorse than this, however, and com-
pletely unacceptable is the uncertainty surrounding the
exact fate of many hundreds of Greek and Turkish
Cypriots, thereafter. Many families still have to live
with,unbearably tense situations with the resultant
sociological and legal uncenainty surrounding such
matters.
In reading Lady Elles's report one cannot help realiz-
iirg that bad will, in refusing bilateral exchanges of
information among the rwo communities is contribut-
ing to the continuint suffering. I would have to say,
both to my Greek colleagues and to others, that it
would be wrong to point the accusing finger solely at
the Turkish Cypriots and/or Turkish government in
Ankara. I have no rympathy for the present Turkish
regime and just as limle for the Greek intrigues over
the island of Cyprus and what they have done in the
past. The firmly entrenched prejudices of both coun-
tries are rendering all practical solutions unvorkable
in this conflict which has been going on for decades.
The problem of Cyprus, as such, is not one we are dis-
cussing mday. But I must say that during my visit to
the nonhern part of the island last September I was
deeply struck by the continuing suffering of the Turk-
ish Cypriots there. The mass graves containing
hundrcds of slaughrcred innocent victims' from
newly-born infants to old folk were a great shock to
us and a reminder that mutual barbaric cruelry will
remain for some considerable time a stumbling block
to effons to reach any kind of solution. In this respect
I feel it most regrettable that Lady Elles did not visit
both pans of rh. irl"nd. Let us at least ensure that no
one-sided picture emertes from this House on this
human tragedy of the missing persons, buc rather let us
adopt measures which would be mandatory on both
sides thereby perhaps slightly alleviating the human
suffering and uncenainty.
Lady Ell6s's report is in this respect, a good approach
and we shall vote in favour. !7e have also decided to
vorc for the amendments tabled by colleague van Min-
nen (1 to 4) and Mr Forch (No 5), which represent
improvements, in our opinion.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Mr President, it is nearly ten years
since the brutal invasion of Cyprus by the Turkish
army, as a result of which 200 000 Greek Cypriots
were made homeless and thousands more either were
killed or have disappeared. I fear that qhe majoriry of
those disappeared people may well aheady have been
murdered by the occupation army, but still we have to
ry rc find out their whereabouts and, if we can,'to
help those who may still be alive.
I would say rc those apologists for the Turkish junta
that rhey should put themselves in the place of the
families of the disappeared people and imagine the
anguish, the tormerit, the dying hopes as they turn to
the inrcrnational communiry for assistance.
\Thilst this repon deals specifically with the question
of the disappeared people, it cannot be separated from
the bigger problem of the continued Turkish occupa-
tion of C1prus, because it will not be finally resolved
undl the Turkish troops return where they belong 
-to their own country.
(Applause)
I fear, Mr Piesidenq iot only for the people who are
missing but also for those who are still subject to
Turkish rule there. lZhen one sees how the Junta
treats its own people in Turkey 
- 
the mass arrests, the
torture, the harrassment 
- 
one can but fear for any-
body who lives anywhere under irc rule.
So I hope, Mr President, that we will join rcday with
the Unircd Nations, who have condemned the Junta
on the question of disappeared people, and the Euro-
pean Cornmission on Human Righm, who have done
likewise, and adopt this resolution by Lady Elles
which, under all the circumstances, is a moderate one.
I.would have liked it to be a bit tougher, but, to get
unanimiry in the Political Affairs Commictee, we all
agreed to support it. Today, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, I call on this Parliament to carry this resolu-
tion unanimously and align itself with those forces
who care and want to do something for the disap-
peared people in Cyprus.
(Appkuse)
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Mr Pdttcring (PPE). 
- 
@q Mr President, col-
leagues, this Parliament sees itself as a lawyer in the
defence of human rights throughout the world 
- 
an
aritude for which we are criticized from time to time.
I believe vre are fully justified in speaking out against
human rights violations, be they in the Soviet Union,
Afghanistan, Central- or South America or wherever
else.
Tgday the House is turning its anention towards
C1prus, a Mediterranean island and very much pan of
Europe. The issue is that of human rights and, more
specifically of the missing persons in Cyprus. Given
such an emotional subject a fair and balanced debate
can only take place if we desist from the kind of
polemic rc which our Communist colleague Adamou
has just resorted when referring to a NATO member
country. Mr Adamou, you would have been more cre-
dible if you had referred rc human rights violations in
Afghanistan in the same terms as those which you felt
it necessary to use in your diatribe against NATO.
(Appkuse)
'We are concerned with the missing persons in Cyprus
and we ask plaintively: Vhat has become of them? Are
they presumed dead, imprisoned or dead? And we
want answers rc such questions. Equity behoves us to
define 'missing persons' to include all denominations.
Nor is any arbitrary cut off period in the history of the
island called for. !7e must ask both what occurred
after and before 1975.
On a personal note I would like to say that ten years
after the hostilities of the Second'$7orld 'S?'ar my own
father was still officially listed as missing, nor iid h"
ever return subsequently. I can therefore assure you
that I know what it means for a fami[y to live vith
such uncenainty. ![hen there no longer exists any
hope this much should be communicated rc rhe nexr of
kin. This underlines the need for the Committee on
Missing Persons to achieve tangible results very
quickly with a view to informing the immediate family
of such people as to the fate of their next of kin
including how and when thgy met their death, for such
details are also relevant.
Ve welcome the fact that Greece is now a member of
the Community and my group has always found the
contribution of our Greek colleagues rc be exemplary.
Flowever, vre must not fortet that in Turkey we also
have a partner. Although not yet a member of the
Communiry Turkey is a full member of NATO and,
therefore, of the \flestern family. \7e hope and expect
that Turkey, like Greece before her, will find its way
back to democracy.
Today's debate makes clear that relations between
nations in the Vestern orbit must be rooted in a fun-
damental commitmcnt to democrary. If such can be
guaranteed, then there will be no human suffering and
no human rights violations. If this Parliament could
only see the present debate as a mission to militate for
democrary in every corner of the world, we would
proVide a sterling service to human rights and freedom
as a whole thereby rendering a service to the presumed
dead and those listed as missing on the island of
Cyprus.
(Appk*se)
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
Mr President, as my colleague
John Taylor has said, I am speaking for myself. I
would like rc say that I personally fully suppon this
balanced, unbiased and humanitarian report by Lady
Elles. A lasdng solution to the Cyprus problem can
only be achieved when, and only when, goodwill and
mutual trust exist between the,two Cypriot communi-
ties. Moreover, the future survival of a truly independ-
ent Cyprus depends very much on the development of
a Cypriot identity which will enable the inhabitants of
that island to live in peace and harmony, which will
enable them'to confront their common Cypriot prob-
lems with mutual understanding and cooperation as a
united people.
The 197 4 conflict, I understand, cost upwards of 0 OOO
Greek-Cypriot and 2000 Turkish-Cypriot lives 
-which if converted into our own terms proponionately
is 800 000 people in Germany or 800 000 people in
Italy or 800 000 people in Biitain. The 1974 conflict,
with the events leading up to it, was a vagic affair
which has left many unhealed wounds. This can only
be healed by tolerance, trust, human kindness, good-
will, conciliation and understanding. I personally fully
suppoft the proposal that the inter-communal com-
mlttee on missing persons should meet urgendy and as
quickly as possible, because I believe this is the best
and most acceptable and effective body.
I ask also that all panies involved should cooperarc ro
the full, that all Cypriots should put on one side their
understandable bitterness and mistrust, which we h'ere
should not t{y in any way to exacerbarc or prolong or
use for opponunist political ends, and that all parries
concerned should do everything possible to determine
once and for all what has happened to the missing per-
sons in Cyprus. There has been enough grief, uncer-
tainty and misery, Mr President. Ve are talking of
people 
- 
kind, decent, hardworking people with their
roots in the soil of Cyprus who want to know what has
happened to members of their families. All the people'
of Cyprus deserve our help and suppon in this matter,
and it is, I consider, our dury to use our influence and
to bring our deep concern over the missing persons in
Cyprus and their families rc the atrenrion of all those
involved in the solution of this tragic problem, what-
ever our political leaning or preference or nationality.
I hope Lady Elles's very fair repon will be adopted
unanimously by the House.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, l-ady
Elles has produced an extremely valuable, positive and
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objective report, and I am astonished that a colleague,
whom we have come to know as a counsel for the
Turkish side, has had the temeriry to declare in this
Chamber that the report is one-sided. Mr Taylor
should ask himself just why the repon contains only
the views of the Greek Cypriot side. For the simple
reason thar the Turkish Cypriot side rejected atrcmpr
by T-ady Elles to establish contact, as she explained m
those of us who sit on the Political Mairs Committee.
Another very revealing point comes out in he. ,epon.
All of the Greeks she spoke to, first among them the
Cypriot Minisrcr of the Interior, Mr Veniamin, con-
firmed rc her that the Cyprus Government offers every
possible support and encouragement to all those wish-
ing to cany out investigations on the island. But why
has not the Turkish side made such a pronouncement?
This is the root of the problem. The Turkish side
wishes to impede investigations. Lady Elles told us in
addition that 'the Turkish side has also suffered cas-
ualties'. In years gone by y/e were the first ones to
speak out on this score. However, plenry of time has
passed during which investigations could have been
carried out, but Mr Denktash brought matters to a
close by srying that the missing Turkish Cypriots must
be presumed dead. However, we on our part maintain
and adduce support for the view that the missing
Greek Cypriots are sdll alive.
Mr Tafor, if your child was missing, and you pos-
sessed a photograph of it in some Turkish prison
camp, would you venture to mislead the European
Parliament as you attempted to do this evening?
Vith regard rc Mr Pottering's observation 
- 
yes,
Turkey is a member of the 'Atlantic Alliance'. But,
Mr Potiering, do you know what this member is really
called? It is called the invader of Cyprus, the subjuga-
tor of Cyprus, and this subjugation must be called by
its real name if we yish to uphold the high principles
which unite all of us here in this Chamber.
Colleagues, this is not, of course, an occasion for the
display of polidcal attachment. I ask you to approve
the resolution unanimously, in order m show that on a
humanitarian issue at least the views of all sides of this
House coincide.
(Apphase)
Mr van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) kis clear that the fate
of missing persons is, if anythingr morc tragic than
that of those killed immediately. Even though one
would have to say that an outsider would not get such
an impression by reviewing the great number of empry
seats in the House during this debate. The tragedy of
the missing persons is primarily a tagedy of the next
of kin who have to live in such cruel uncefi,ainry. But
the plight of missing persons is one that must'be of
immediarc concern to all of us, as human righcs should
be.
Missing persons may be split up into various categories
but as soon as we begin to inquire about the fate of
these people, it must be undertaken with sympathy,
irrespective of everything except the human aspect.
Naturally attempts to uncover the fate of someone
listed as missing in 1863 have little chance of success.
But the case of those listed missing one hundred years
later, in 1963, must be undenaken with all our force,
for we cannot ignore such a cry of distress. At any rate
the same prioriry must be accorded that person's case
as that we apply ro someone killed 10 years later, for
example.
On the basis of the foregoing examples of classifica-
tion systems in dealing with humanitarian problems I
have tabled a few amendmenm to Lady Elles's report,
which are aimed at strengthening the humanitarian
side. On the one hand they attempt to involve the
United Nations more closely in the missing persons in
Cyprus. On the other hand they attempt to widen the
terminology of the repon to make it quite clear that
the House is equally appalled at the missing persons
drama of Turkish and Greek Cypriots alike. In this
respect I hope the repon will have unanimous support
in the House.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Parlia-
ment should acknowledge the great imponance of the
initiative undenaken by the Political Affairs Com-
mittee and of Lady Elles' meticulous and commenda-
ble repon. I hope Lady Elles will permit me to remark
on what I presume to be a printing error in her repon
where it says that the population'of Cyprus has been
Greek since the 4th century BC. In fact, the popula-
tion of Cyprus has been Greek since the 14th century
BC, since the time of the Mycenaeans, a thousand
years earlier that is.
Mr President, I would like to make three observations.
First tb say that though the issue is, indisputably, a
humanitarian one, ir does alto have a political aspecr.
It is politically imponant for the European Com-
munity to be steadfast in its supporr of human rights,
not only because this accords wirh the feelings and the
disposition of our peoples, but also because such a
policy is commensurate politically with the prestige
and influence of the European Community on the
world stage. It is not feasible for Europe, the Euro-
pean Commu4ity and the European Parliament, to
issue resolutions on what happens in other countries
and yet remain apathedc and indifferent about the
huge anomaly in Cyprus.
My second observation has to do with what has been
said by some of our colleagues and, in particular, by
Mr Taylor who I believe has left the Chamber and not
scayed to hear the reply to his unfounded allegations.
The Cyprus Government has acceprcd that the cases
of the 300 Turkish Cypriots listed as missing since
-1974 should be investigated by the Red Cross-Com-
mittee operating under UN auspices on rhe same basis
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as the cases of missing Greek Cypriots. I can assure
Parliament, Mr President, that this remains the posi-
tign of the Cyprus Government to the presenr dme,
and that it is indeed possible for the cases referred to
of Turkish Cypriots missing since 1974 to be investi-
gated with the provision of full assisrance by the
Cyprus Government. By contrast, not only is there an
absence of the requisite and prescribed cooperation on
the part of the Turkish side in connection with the
major issue of the approximately 2 000 missing Greek
Cypriots and Greeks listed by name, and about whom
specific data exist recording the time and place of their
disappearance 
- 
and either indications or convincing
evidence that they are still alive 
- 
but moreover a
complete refusal to deal with the issue. How can some
of our colleagues fail to ake account of this unaccept-
able amitude, while the Cyprus Government consents
to the whole process of investigation into the wherea-
bouts of,persons who have been missing since the
criminal Turkish attack against Cyprus in 19747
Mr President, my final observation has to do with the
issue in general. As Lady Elles very rightly points out,
the issue of missing persons is bound up with the
Cyprus problem as a whole and can only be resolved
in the context of a final solution of this problem.
Mr President, .it is unbelievable that various speakers
have spoken today without making any reference to
the invasion of 1974 which was an artack against an
independent state. In a sense it was more than just
that, because after the initial invasion, even while dis-
cussions were in progress on bringing about a cessa-
'tion of hostilities and on preliminary moves towards a
settlement of the matter, the second phase of the inva-
sion was launched and this increased the amount of
Cypriot territory under military occupation from 80/o
to 380/0. Since then this grossly anomalous situation
has continued in being along yith the great tagedy
affecting the Greek Cypriot and Greek families of the
missing persons. It is obvious that his situation consri-
tutes a serious threat to peace in the area. I hope,
Mr President, that Parliament will give its unanimous
approval to the report and modon for a resolution
produced by Lady Elles and the Political Affairs
Commitree.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Mr President, the motion for a resolution con-
tained in this report is addressed to the Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in political cooperation. On behalf of rhe
Commission, however, I want to make it very clear
that we are favourably disposed to the humanitarian
concerns that have dominated this debate. I have no
doubt that our governments will take up the same pos-
ition when they come to consider the matter.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
7. Situation in tbe Middle East
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-786/82) by Mr Penders, on behalf of rhe Political
Affairs Committee, on the situation in the Middle
East.
Mr Pendcrs (PPE), rapporter4r. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, no sooner had the directly-elected European
Parliament taken office than it was almost immediately
obliged, by the force of events, ro focus atrenrion on
the problem-ridden Middle East. Until the advent of
direct elections at universal suffrage to the European
Parliament in mid-1979 one could discern a clear
divergence of viewpoints berween the Foreign Minis-
ters of the (then) nine Community Member States
meeting in political cooperation (EPC) and of the
European Parliament on the quesdon of the Middle
East. Vhereas the former were acutely aware of the
imponance of the Palestinian issue in the Middle East
context from the early 1970s the European Pailia-
ment, on the other hand, continued for quite some
time thereafter to pursue a vigorous unqualified pro-
Israeli line. I felt it high dme that Parliament acted to
bridge the gap separating our respective viewpoints,
for international political reasons firstly, and secondly
for institutional reasons. How can this Parliament's
desire for closer involvement in, and understanding of,
EPC deliberations on the Middle East, be taken ser-
iously, when out political viewpoints and statements
concerning such an intricate issue has tended to
remain'so primitive compared rc those of the Council,
Mr President? I need hardly add thar this should not
be construed as a plea for a consistent conformiry of
viewpoints between Parliament and Council.
\7ith its report on the situation in the Middle East the
Political Affairs Committee has now bridged that gap
and I feel justified in stating that the morion for a
resolutioh contained therein is both balanced and real-
istic. Balanced because it examines carefully and min-
utely both Israel's securiry requirements as well as the
aspirations of the Palestinian people. Realistic because
we have resisted the temptation of opting for a dra-
matic breakthrough in lavour of a step by step
approach. \fhile recognizing the ultimare necessity of
an all-embracing solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict,
effons to resolve the problem in the context of a large
international summit conference, analogous rc that of
the Varsaw Pact membelsarcs, held last Vednesday
in Prague, are doomed to failure.
Mr President, the option of a step by step approach
presupposes in this case a coordination of the Com-
munity's Middle East initiative with both rhe Camp
David Agreement and the latest proposals of President
Reagan, as stated in the Resolution. But the mainte-
nance of Camp David would have to be conditional
upon cenain endorsements. It means recognition by
the Community that the political and diplomatic initia-
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tive is the prerogative of the United States as the sole
real guarantor of Israel's existence and security and
this is something I would ask those friends of Israel,
who are quite critical of cenain aspects of the motion
for a resolution, to bear in mind when evaluating my
report. Furthermore the motion for a resolution goes a
lot funher towards endorsing Camp David than any-
thing which has hitheno been elaborated by the EPC
ministers, an additional aspect which those friends of
Israel should bear in mind.
Coordination of the Community's effons with those
of the United States should also serve to demonstrate
to the Arab world and the PLO the futility of attempts
to drive a wedge between the United Sates and
Europe 
- 
a current favourite pastime of many in the
world rcday, as may be seen in East-Vest relations.
Suffice it to say that the motion for a resoludon gives
short shrift rc such predatory aspirations. Support for
the U.S.-sponsored idea of admitting Jordan as a party
to the autonomy talks has its counterpart in the con-
demnation by the Political Affairs Committee of
Israel's settlement policy in the Gaza Strip and the
Vest Bank of the river Jordan.
A funher point, Mr President, The Political Affairs
Committee has been at pains rc dissociate itself from
any idea that we, (i.e. the Communiry), were in the
process of elaborating an aftbitious blueprint for peace
in the Middle East or that we would, or indeed could,
come up with a grandiose masterplan. Such sugges-
tions are no more than figments of the imagination,
concocted by those who would not hesitate to exploit
rhe Communiry to score points in their own internal
political debates. Ve shall have no pan in such man-
oeuvnnts.
I feel that one of rhe most posidve merits of the visit to
the region in early 1981 undenaken by the (then)
President of the Council of Communiry Foreign Min-
isters, Van der Klaauw, was that it demonstrated just
how unrealistic such an all-embracing Community-
sponsored initiative would be. Vhat contribudon can
the Community make? It can provide vigorous politi-
cal and diplomatic back up support in the form of
financial assistance, the removal of inequalities,
improving the general climate erc. as mentioned in
paragraphs 4, 5 and 7 of the motion for a resolution.
The most tangible Communiry contribudons would
take the form of economic, financial, rcchnical and
humanitarian aid as well as the provision of contin-
gents for the peace-keeping forces and,observers, as
referred to in paragraphs 12 and 13.
Such a peace-keeping force should, in my opinion,
operate under the auspices of the United Nations,
thereby making optimum use of its possibilities. But
this does not imply that such a procedure would be the
ideal one to cover all eventualities. A rigid total com-
mitment to U.N. control over all Middle East peace-
keeping forces, whatever the circumstances, would
inevitably provide the Soviet Union with the oppor-
tuniry to use its veto right in the Securiry Council 
-something which I intend to preempt.
Mr President, I have taken the somewhat unusual step,
as rapporteur of tabling an amendment to my own
report. Indeed I'had announced my intention of so
doing, some time back, to the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, and the matter provoked no controverry. It
concerns paragraph 7.2. \7ith a view to circumventing
the norcrious differences of interpretation surround-
ing Anicle 1(1) of U.N. Security Council Resolu-
tion 242 ('Vithdrawal of Israeli forces frorh territories
occupied . . .'1 'des territoires occup6s') my amend-
ment aims to render paragraph 7.2 of the Motion for a
Resolution conform to the renowned declaration by
the Communiq/s Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
5 November 1973.
The Committee wrestled hard with the whole issue of
the PLO. It should be emphasized that the Motion for
a Resolution does not 
- 
I repeat, does not 
- 
con-
sider the PLO to be the sole representative of the
Palesdnian people. That question can only be decided
by the Palestinians,themselves. The PLO should rather
be seen as an important and inescapable political factor
in the context of the Arab-Israeli conflicr 
- 
some-
thing which should be borne in mind by both the sig-
natories to the Fahd plan as signed at the Fez Summit,
and by Israel.
Paragraph 9 sets out, in unambiguous terrns, the con-
ditions to be fulfilled for a legitimate panicipation of
the PLO at the negotiations. Paragraph 10, for me
personally,,the most imponant of all, declares that the
heart of the matter is the gradual dismantling of pry-
chological barriers between Israelis and the Palestinian
people, including the PLO.
It should be obvious that, in the wake of the evenu
which have taken place in Beirut, the PLO will funher
increase its diplomatic activiry whilist gradually shed-
ding its rcrrorist activities, a step which we musr do
our utmosc to encourage. fu it adopts more of a politi-
cal posture it will find its counterpan in an enhanced
political status.
Paragraph7.4. of the Motion for a Resolution is
couched iri a panicularly sensitive terminology in
referring to the evenrual emergence of a Palestinian
state. I personally consider it to be no more than rhe
logical consequence of the.references ro the Palesti-
nian people as contained in the Camp David Agree-
ments. The declaration of the EPC ministers of
20 September 1982 comes very close to this viewpoint
in referring to the right of self-determinadon of the
Palestinians 'with everything which that implies'. I per-
sonally consider point 14 to be of imponance also.
Although the EPC Minisrers have never referred to it
specifically, it is the logical ourcome of effons to
attain an all-embracing soludon. There can be no
doubting the necessiry of a U.N. Securiry Council fol-
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low-up resolution to Resolution 242, making explicit
reference to the State of Israel and the right of self-
determination of the Palestinian people.
In closing, Mr President, just a few remarks on the
kbanon. Paragraph eleven outlines an extensive, flex-
ible and comprehensive framework. \7e must all fer-
vently hope for a successful outcome to the Israel/
Lebanon/Unircd States negotiations currently taking
place. Here too a step by step approach is called for,
rather than trying to achieve all at once. Israel has
everything to gain in seeing President Gemayel's
effons to rebuild his war-torn country coming to frui-
tion, and in the establishment of harmonious relations
both becc/een the warring factions inside his country
as well as with its other Arab neighbours. Ve must
never lose sight of the fact that the Lebanon is an Arab
country and very much part of the Arab world. Any
short-term Israeli policy objective of forcing President
Gemayel to normalize relations between his country
and Israel will only senre to delay the withdrawal of
Syrian and PLO forces from the Lebanon. I hope I am
correct in assuming that Tel Aviv remains committed
m achieving such a withdrawal and has not abandoned
it in favour of exercising some kind of protectorarc
mandate in the southern and Christian areas of the
Lebanon.
Mr President, I shall follow the debate attentively, at
the end of which I hope to be able to return rc the
podium to make some closing remarks.
Mr Schmid (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, colleagues, it
is not only a laudable but long overdue initiative that
the European Parliament should take up the matter of
the situation in the Middle East, for we, Europeans,
cannot afford rc be indifferent to the course of events
in that part of the globe. Events taking place there
affect us rc a certain extent. An additional welcome
sign may be seen in the fact that the basis for this
debate is a repon which is generally recognized as bal-
anced. Should it be adopted by the House as it stands
at present, it would be the most advanced document of
its kind to emanate from a Community Institution in
recent years. fu such it is no small ribute rc the rap-
poneur's effons in elaborating a generally accepable
bipanisan report.
Consequently, I would like to take this opponunity
for expressing my appreciation and respect to you col-
league Penders. The Socialist Group supports the
broad outlines of your motion for a resolution,
noswithstanding the tabling by us of several less funda-
mental amendmenm whose aim is that of clarifying our
position with regard to the compromise worked out in '
the Political Affairs Committee. I feel sure you will
appreciate our reasoning.
Anyone having political discussions in the Middle East
will by now be familiar with the widely divergent
viewpoints as to a European contribudon [o a peace
settlement. Most of its Member States would like rc
envisage a European Commtiniry initiative going
beyond the Israel-Egypt separate peace Lreaty worked
out at the Camp David Summit in September 1979 and
which would, for example, take more account of the
Fahd peace plan. Egypt,'for its part, naturally hopes
for suppon in gaining acceptance for, and implemen-
tation of, its proposals, such as autonomy for the
. Palestinians in the Gaza Strip and on the Vest Bank
within the framework of the Camp David agreemen6.
Of all the Middle East states in the immediate area
Syria alone considers the Communiry to be a willing
rcol of the United States and, as such, quite incapable
of elaborating its own peace initiative for the region.
Finally, to judge from the declarations of the Israeli
foreign minister, Israel considers that any Com-
munity-sponsored Middle East initiative can only
make a valuable contribution in so far as it supports
both Israel and the United States' Middle East poli-
cies, at least up to President Reagan's initiadve of Sep-
rcmber 1982. Current developments in the region
make it necessary for the Communiry to decide as to
the wisdom, or otherwise, of elaborating its own Mid-
dle East policy, given that its rather meagre declara-
tions heretofore, devoid of implementing me3sures, do
not, in my opinion, merit such a denomination.
The Communiry needs such a poliry, for several reas-
ons. Vith the impending accession to the Communiry
of Spain and Ponugal its focal point will have moved
in a southerly direction in more ways than one. Future
Communiry policy will increasingly have to take
account of other non Community neighbouring states
in the immediate Mediterranean basin. The interests of
the industrialized states to the North are in reality
complementary to those of the sun-soaked states of
the South 
- 
and let's not forget that solar energy is
the energy of the future 
- 
and in some s/ays, even
identical. The alternative to our current inward-look-
ing ceirtral Europe-oriented poliry is a complementary
Pact with the countries of the Mediterranean Basin.
Those who, while concurring on the necessity of such
a policy, would confine its workings rc the economic
field, fail to perceive the realiry. For the Communiry
has, in addition to the obvious economic reasons, valid
security reasons in seeing stabiliry and peace in the
Middle East, for the conflict in that region could all
too easily spill over and take on wider dimensions.
Both superpou/ers are actively involved in the region.
One might say that there exists an almost electric con-
nection between the Middle East conflict and the
overall East-'S7est conflict. There exists the very real
danger that regional crises in the Middle East could
act as a detonator setting off world-wide conflicts
from which we shall not be spared. \7e therefore not
only have an interest in stability, detente and peace in
central Europe. Of equal importance is the task of
ensuring peece at our very doorstep 
-,SouthernEurope.
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I believe funhermore that Europe has a hisrcrical re-
sponsibility for the situation in the Middle East. The
Iatrcr is merely a reflection of an abonive European
policy in the region in the course of this century. I
need only call to mind the fact that Britain,pursued a
policy of simultaneously granting control over the
(thcn) Turkish-conrolled Arab territories to leading
Zionists, Arabs and, of course, rc itself. At the Confer-
ence oJ San Remo, France presided over the Balkani-
zation of the Middle East. I need hardly add that my
country, under the Nazis, was instrumental in causing
the massive exodus to Palestine of those European
Jews who escaped before or afrcr the holocaust.
That holocaust was not only instrumental in making
Israel possible but its political ramifications were so
enonnous as to make a Jewish starc an inevitabiliry,
irrespective even of the Zionist movement. Thus the
(then) Soviet delegate to the United Nadons made a
, declaration in November 1947 bef.ore the Assembly
which I would subscribe to even mday. He stated that
no \7'esrcrn European nation was capable of guaran-
teeing the defence of the fundamenal rights of the
Jewish people or of prorccting them from the violent
acts of the Fascist hangman. This is ample explanation
of the need felt by the Jewish people for a State of
their own. Vhen one takes account of the suffering
endured by them during the Second Vorld 'War one
cannot justifiably deny them dris.
The question now arises as to how Europe can best
fulfil the obligation incumbent upon it, in the light of
the foregoing. !7e know both superpowers to be active
in the region; in conformiry with their existing post
\7orld Var Two division of the world they are cur-
rently active along the same lines in this region of the
globe. The friendship pact bemreen the Soviet Union
and Syria, South Yemen and Libya have less to do
with friendship than with udlization rights as ports of
call for refuelling by the Soviet Fleet. In similar vein
the Middle East visit by Alexander Haig in April 1981
was dictated, not by the problems inherent ro the
region but primarily by the aim of attaining a strategic
anti-Soviet consensus.
It is doubtful whethc:fl's'ubordination of .the Middle
East's interests rc thosb of the wider East-'!7est theatre
of conflict really, funhers rhe attainment of stability
and detente in that region. Rather the presence there
of the superpowers simply reflects the global conflict.
By contrast, the basis of a Community presence would
be detenre and restoration. This is, in my opinion, a
very fundamenal difference. Our Group is convinced
of the need for the Community to elaborate a credible
Middle East policy, not bypassing the United States
(and on this point I fully agree with colleague Pen-
ders) but nevertheless of a more independent character
than that which he envisages, as reflected in rhe
motion for a resoludon. In addition to rhe principles
outlined by colleague Penders, to which we subscribe,
the policy which we foresee would also have to take
account of the following aspec6.
Firstly, the Community must finally stop talking about
a Middle East poliry and get down to actually elabor-
atinB one. Vith every six-monthly change of presi-
dency in the Council of Ministers we have heretofore
been obliged to witness the sorry spectacle of the
president of the Council of Foreign Ministers depan-
ing for the Middle East on one of the all too familiar
fact-finding missions. In some instances the Com-
muniry Foreign Ministers visircd rheir counrerparrs in
various Middle East states armed with questionnaires.
The latter-named foreign ministers have had enough
and who can blame them. Enquiries were carried out
as though there were a lack of information rather than
policy. If we stubbornly persist along these lines we
shall only succeed in holding ourselves up to ridicule.
It has to stop!
Secondly, we must clearly announce our poliry objec-
tives as well as the bases thereof. As long as rhe
individual Community Member States behave in a
vague and incalculable manner, as rhey have done her-
etofore they will be greeted with mistrust 
- 
and justi-
fiably so 
- 
particularly by Israel. The states of the
region must know, just as clearly as rhey do in reladon
to United States policy, the direction of Community
policy, which is manifestly not yet the case.
Thirdly, given the fact that rhe success of any eventual
solution is contingent upon both U.N. approval and a
degree of Soviet panicipation the Community must
demonstrate its interest in ensuring the sabiliry of the
Middle East in its discussions with both the United
States 
- 
which should normally be easier among allies
- 
and the Soviet Union-
Fourthly, a stronger Communiry commirment to the
Middle East presupposes a readiness ro assume re-
sponsibility and guarantees.,A sraft could be made in
the area of rcchnical and economic cooperation
through the provision of elements for the peace-keep-
ln8 re8lmen6.
The repon under consideration contains imponant
and substantial aspects for a Community Middle East
poliry. 'S7e are of the opinion, however, rhat the fol-
lowing points are in need of clarification.
Although an important step along the road towards a
solution to the Middle East conflict, the Camp David
agreements are but one of several steps which must
eventually be aken. Its limitations in isolation have
already become apparent. By now even rhe United
States has come round to this point of view, for what
else could explain the need felt in Vashington to ela-
borate the larcst Reagan Initiative of September 1982.
Ve believe that borh the Palestinian and Jewish peo-
ples have an equal right to self-determination, nor jusr
theoretically but practically, implfng, as it must, the
right to their own sovereign stare ar the end of the
negotiating process in the region. The Palestinians
must be involved and represented in the negotiating
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process and those of us who consider the term'Pales-
tinians' to cover, not just the Arab inhabitants of the
'lZest Bank and the Gaza Strip must ineviably con-
clude that the elected mayors of those areas cannor be
considered 
- 
at least not solely 
- 
to be the true
representatives of the Palestinians.
As long as there is no legally recognized represenra-
tives of the Palestinian people within a governmental
context, the PLO must be considered at present as
being the only valid negotiating partner. Ve would
not wish to make a value judgment on the matter but it
appears to us to be self-evident, and must, we feel, be
recognized as such. A people cannot materially nego-
datc for themselves but must be represented. History
should have brought home to us by now the futility of
attempting to choose one's negotiating partners
according to one's wishcs.
, 
Ve are opposed rc Israel's settlement poliry in the
occupied territories. Such a policy is cold-blooded
annexation. Such an annexation of the'$7est Bank into
the State of Israel would inexorably endanger rhe
democratic character of that state or alternatively, its
Jewish bharacter, given that such a state would one
' day be destined to have a majoriry of Arab inhabitants.
Those who wish to avoid such eventualities cannor bur
be opposed to the settlement policy. If for no other
reason than that of protecting the interests of a state
with which we have always maintained friendly rela-
tions we must protes! against its settlement poliry.
In closing, may I appeal to all Groups in the House to
refrain from diluting through amendments, rhe essen-
dals of the hard-fought compromise achieved in the
Political Affairs Committee, thereby preserving the
fundamental declaration of the Penders report.
(Appk*sefrom tbe lefi side of tbe Hoase).
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, allow
me at the ou6et to express my disappointmenr ar rhe
fact that the House is so sparsely attended on rhe
occasion of what colleague Schmid has correctly
dubbed a critical debate. Perhaps the late hour may
provide part of the answer, but, whatever face we may
put on it, such an attitude is in stark conrra$ with the
imponance of the subject now before us.
No one would deny that the ask entrusrcd to my
friend and colleague, Penders, was a daunting one:
repeatedly he saw his draft oudines for the motion for
a resolution being ovenaken by the rapidly-changing
course of events in tfie Middle East. The same must be
said of the repon now before us, or at least of a num-
ber of the crucial rcnets underllng both the document
and the motion itself as elaborated before the events of
June 1982. This must not be construed as a criticism of
colleague Penders but rather as a blunr sntement of
the facr and developments in the present day Middle
East.
I have no difficulty in subscribing to a great deal of rhe
more important aspects of the Motion for a Resolution
before us. The considerable number of amendments
tabled by individual members of my Group anests ro
the wide divergence of views on this issue. Speaking
personally I would have to take issue with a number of
points in the Penders report for, as it now stands, in
the wake of the recent changes which the region has
endured, the much sought-afrcr balance on rhe one
hand now finds its counterpart in ambiguiry on rhe
other, thereby rendering necessary the addition of a
number of amendmenm (which I have barely had a
chance of reviewing) to the Motion, in an effon to
attain equanimiry. I would like to believe that such an
improved version would meet with all round support
in the House.
I would, nevenheless, like to congratularc colleague
Penders on the painstaking nature of his repon and its
underlying belief in the need for a modest and realistic
approach as opposed to the grandiose all-embrasive
plans and decisions which have emanated from various
quarters in Europe and indeed from within this very
House in an effort rc find a solution to an unprece-
dented and inractablb problem in a region such as the
Middle East in which strife has for centuries been
endemic. It goes without saying rhat a modes[ and res-
trained approach will continue rc be the order of the '
day as regards future utrerances by this House on rhe
Middle East.
Any overall evaluation of the various peace proposals
for the Middle East must now, in my opinion, recog-
nize that Israel's invasion of the Lebanon in June 1982
- 
irrespective of emotional feelings of one or orher
kind 
- 
has fundamentally altered the political and
strategic situation of the whole region. As a militaqy
factor the PLO, has been eliminarcd in Lebanon and
most of the neighbouring states. I cannot deny that I
consider it a positive factor that the PLO's milinry
and terrorist posture, which was pardy responsible for
rendering unworkable any peace initiatives for Leba-
non during the past seven years, has now been
removed.
For Europeans and Americans 
- 
governments and
citizens alike 
- 
it is no easy task ro understand the
mentality or developmenm in a region such as the
Middle East, which, for centuries has been character-
izedby conflict, hate and thoughdessness, so alien ro
present-day Europeans. In trying to evolve and gain
acceptance for any initiatives concerning the region it
behoves the Communiry to tread warily thereby pre-
cluding any unnecessary arousing of sensitivities.
In the Middle East as a whole, the Stare of Israel is
one of the few 
- 
indeed perhaps the sole 
- 
function-
ing parliamentary democracies analogous to ours. The
fact that its government acceded rc an official inquiry
in the full glare of publicity following the widespread
condemnation of its governmenr and military leader-
ship represents, conrary to many of the neighbouring
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states of the region, true constitutional democracy in
the best sense of the word.
'l7hatever the Community envisages for the region,
prerequisites are balance, a good deal of sympathy,
and recognition, born of a thorough familiariry with
the hismrical background, that we are dealing with
immensely suspicious people in a region which has
been marked by an almost continuous state of hostili-
ties over the centuries.
It is not impossible to envisage a scenario in which one
day, in the wake of a definitive, all embrasive solui.ion
for the region, the right of self-determination of the
Palestinian Arabs would be reconciled to those of
Israeli Jews throughout what was formerly called
Palesdne in the historical sense. Although not seeing
any real point of departure for a new Communiry
Middle East initiative on the basis of our Venice Dec-
laration of tggo I nevertheless consider that we could
not only support the broad oudines of the Reagan Ini-
tiative of last September but could eveq build on it in
the future.
I consider the fi/o most important aspects at work in
the region at prer.nt to be as follows: under the super-
vision of the United States, direct negotiatioris arb
now taking place bemreen the Lebanon and Israel.
This is not only of great significance for the future of
the lebanon as an independent sovereign state but
leads us inexorably to the crucial question as to
whether or not the Lebanon wants to be an indepen-
dent sovereign state, free to dercrmine its own dbstiny
or will it continue m allow itself, as it has over the past
few decadesl m bend rc the wishes of its Arab neigh-
bours. It is for the Lebanese negotiators to make this
clear at the negotiations with Israel in the course of
the next few weeks. Having only returned yesterday
from a visit to the Lebanon and Israel I believe that
there is ever)r reason for optimism for a.good begin-
nlng.
The second aspect of imponance is, I feel, Jordan.
Having been heretofore excluded from the Camp
David process, a way must now be found rc include it
as a pirty to these talks. Similarly the government of
Jordan must elaborarc the preconditions which would
have to be met for an eventual confederacy begween
Jordan and a Palestinian State or alternatively a com-
mon starc embracing the Jordanian and Palesdnian
people. \7hile I was in Israel, a member of the Unircd
States Senate had talks with both Premier Begin and
King Hussein. The lamer was asked whether he would
be prepared to join the Camp David follow-up talls in
return for a complete withdrawal of Israeli, Syrian and
PLO forces from the Lebanon, and a moratorium on
Israeli settlement policy in the Vest Bank. Ths U.S.
Senate has been informed that. King Hussein con-
firmed his willingness to join the Camp David peace
process under the foregoing conditions.
'lVere this to take place the Communiry could then
make a contribution in the form of political, humani-
tarian, economic and financial aid, thereby uldmately
ensuring peace and securiry for all inhabitants of the
reglon.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, as I
understand it, this is one of the occasions when we
offer advice to the Council, as distinct from our nor-
mal legislative role in this Parliament of conrolling
the proposals of the Commission. Therefore the first
advice I would give to the governmints of the Member
States would be to be unanimous. Let us try to return
to the unanimiry that was achieved in June 1980 at the
dme of the Venice Declaration.
However, let us at the same time remember that one
of the reasons why the Venice Declaration 1,as not the
benevolent influence that it might have been on the
situation in thb Middle East was that our European
diplomacy was defecdve. I was chairman 9f Parlia-
ment's delegation to the Israeli Knesset fromluly 1979
rc February of 1982, and I witnessed myself on a visit
to Israel and in two meetings here in Strasbourg with a
delegation from Israel that the Israelis genuinely
regarded the Venice Declaration ap a destabilizing ele-
ment. They felt that they had not been adequately
consulted. Ve had failed to explain the declaration to
them. So my second bit of advice to the Member
States is to be not only cohesive and coherent but also
more effective in their diplomary with both sides.
The third piece of advice I would give to the Member
States is not to engaBe too much in shonlterm econo-
mic considerations but m thihk of the long-term srra-
tegic ones. Let us not, for example, link the Fahd plan
with investment in Saudi Arabia or even with com-
merce with Saudi Arabia.
Of course there is always the problem 
- 
the continu-
ing problem and the more acute problem as it is now
- 
of the attitude of the Israeli Government. The more
that Israel sees itself as a sacred State, the more diffi-
cult this Palestinian problem is to resolve. In the long
run I am sure that we must be thinking in terms of the
secularization of the State of Israel.
Th'e second half of my argument, Mr President, is that
1983 must, I believe, if Europe is to survive, be the
year.when the process of arms reduction befi/een the
Soviet Union, the United Sates, France and rhe
United Kingdom begins. I hope the Varsaw Pact
countries will understand, in the light of their declara-
tion last week, that we Europeans see arms rgduction
in the general context of an easing of tension berween
East and'Vest, and it would be inconceivable if we did
not take into account, the problem of Soviet provoca-
tion in the Middle East in that context. The Member
States must have in mind not only the problem of the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and Soviet tyrenny
in Poland but also the influence of the Soviet Union
over Syria and over the Palestine Liberation Organ-
ization.
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- 
(GR) Mr President, despite
his ideological persuasion Mr Penders has made a
notewonhy attempt at moderation in framing his
thoughts on this subject. However, ve shall not be
supponing his proposals because, in our opinion, he
would have the Communiry follow the road of Ameri-
can policy with the interests of this policy as its guid-
ing criterion. From this standpoint the rappofteur's
motion is a trifle outdated. Mr Penders asks us to
declare firm attachment to the Camp David agreement
at a,time when many interpretations are being placed
on , this agreement, and when recently President
Reagan himself tave an interpretation of it incorporat-
ing more positive elements than it contained oqiginally.
In consequence we believe there is a call for an inde-
pendent European initiative on the massive Middle
East problem. In addition to resembling a constantly
exploding gunpowder magazine this problem is, at the
same dme, a test for the Communiry in its relations
with the Third \7orld and the Arab countries. The
crucial point concerns the right of the Palestinians to
self-dercrmination and rc set up a starc of their own,
and secondly, the recognition of the PLO as the legal
representative of the Palestinian people. These two
elements constitute the crux of the problem, and in my
view, if we wish to be realists, we must give them some
form of categorical acceptance. In paragraph 7 Mr
Penders l4ys before us proposals that not even a
Byzantine monk could have thought up, and in which
the right of the Palestinians to self-determination is
both recognized and not recognized. Vhen, following
on the world-wide admiration inspired by its resistance
to the Israeli invasion, recognition of the PLO consti-
rutes a given fact, when Arafat is received by the Pope
and holds discussions with the world's top leaders, it is
rather pointless for us rc deliberate about which is the
authentic representative of the Palestinian people.
'!7ith regard m the argument that thp PLO does not
recognize the state of Israel I feel that it is no longer
feasible for us to be led astray by such anifices, and
that with coolness and realism'we must put together a
European initiative capable of attracting the greatest
possible support from all sides.
I inform fellow Members 
- 
and here I come to the
end of my speech, Mr President 
- 
that we shall pro-
pose returning to the idea of a conference in which
Israel, of course, the PLO, interested states in the
Middle East, the United States, the Soviet Union, the
European Communiry and representatives of the
non-aligned countries would all take part, because we
believe that such a coming together of the rwo great
power blocs 
- 
whose rivalry influences the develop-
ment of all events 
- 
with the Third !7orld constitutes
the only possible'soludon to the problems of our tirne.
President. 
- 
Ve must adjourn our debatc on the Pen-
ders repon until tomorrow.
(Tlte sitting ans closed at I p.m.)'
t Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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Commission ection on opinions_ on its proposals delivered by thc European
Parliament at its November and Decembei 19E2 part-sessions 
'
ANNEX
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by
the Commission in respect of amendmenm proposed as the November and December
1982 pan-sessions in the framework of pailiamentary consultation, and of disasrcr aid
granted.
Commission proposals to uthich Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has accepted in whole or in part (November and December 1982 pan-sessions)
1. Repon by Mr Spencer: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a directive on the information and consultadon of work-
ers in undertakings with complex, panicularly transnational, srrucrures
In consequence of the position ir adopted wirh regard to the amendments
proposed by Parliament at rhe October part-session, described by Mr
fuchard at the November pan-session, rhe Commission has begun consulta-
tions urith all panies concerned with a view to preparing an amended propo-
sal, which will be sent to the Council as soon as possible.
2.. Repon by Mr Moreau: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a decision empowering the Commission to conrracr
loans for the NCI with a view to promoting investment wirhin the Communiry.
(a) The Commission has accepted the amendments which Parliament proposed
at the sitting on 16 December 1982 to the proposal for a Council decision on
the continuance of the NCI and the provisional nature of the procedure with
regard to inclusion of Community borrowings in the budget. It will be
amending its proposal ro rhe Council accordingly under the second para-
' graph of A:ticle 149 of the EEC Treary.
(b) The Commission considers that in doing this it has met the request made in
Anicles I and 2 of Parliament's resolution. Concerning the other suggesdons
to the Commission, it would draw Parliamenr's atrenrion to the fact thar the
exrcnt to which it participates in making loans available is nov fully adequate
after the changes that have been introduced in relation to NCI II. The Com-
- mission would also repeat that it attaches particular imponance to the financ-
ing of productive investment in small and medium-sized undenakings.
3. Report by Mr Ruffolo: Resolution closing the parliamennry consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a directive on the supeffision of credit instirutioni on a
consolidated basis
Before the end of February the Commission will stare its views on Mr
Tugendhat's proposal concerning the action ro be aken on Parliament,s
reques6, some of which will be accepted. The Commission will inform par-'
liament and send the Council of Ministers an amended proposal.
4. Repon by Mr Tolman: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a direcdve amending Directives 64/432/EEC aid lZt
461/EEC with regard rc cenain measures relating ro foot-and-mourh disease,
Aujeszky's disease and swine vesicular disease
The Commission has taken nore of the amendmenff proposed to its proposal
amending_ Directives 64/432/EEC and 72/461/EEC with regard to foot-
and-mouth disease, swine vesicular disease and Aujeszky's disease. At its
' meeting on 21 December 1982 the Council adopted a directive exrending the
exemptions for cenain Member Stares until 3I December 1983. It askeJ the
Commission then to send it a report before that date on the repercussions of
A.
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Communiry rules on trade with outside counrries, together with fresh propo-
sals. In preparing the proposals the Commission will take the parliamentary
' resolution into account.
5. Rcpon by Mr Notenboom: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation
Procedure on:
'(i) the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (COM(82)412 final) for a regulation (EEC, Euratom ECSC)
amending and extending Regulation (EEC, Eurarom, ECSC) No 2892/77
implementing in respect of own resources accruing from value added tax the
Decisibn of Zt April l97O on the replacemerit of financial contributions from
Member States by the CommunitieS' own resources,
(ii) the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (COM(82)316 final) for a regulation (ECSC, EEC, Euratom)
amending Regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No289l/77 on the replace-
ment of financial contributions from Member Starcs by the Communities'
own resources ,
As it indicated during the debate on 17 December, the Commission will
be amending its proposals revising those rwo regulations in the light of
the amendments proposed by Parliament.
Commission proposak to which Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has notfeh able to accept
1. Repon by Mr Beumer: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a directive amending Directive 72/464/EEC on raxes
other than turnover taxes which affect the consumpdon of manufactured tobacco
Although the Commission has not felt able to accepr rhe proposed amend-
ments to its proposal, ir will take a decision as soon as possible, on the basis
of a propoial from Mr Tugendhat, on rhe acrion rc be taken on rhe requesrs
set out in the resolution and will inform Parliament accordingly.
2. Report by Mrs Desouches: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation
procedure on the proposal for a directive amending Directiye 8|/363/EEC on
aid to shipbuilding
(a) At its meeting on 21 December 1982 the Council decided that Directive 81/
363/EEC should be extended for mro years.
- (b) Although the Commission has not felr able to accepr rhe proposed amend-
ments to its decision, it will bear Parliament's desiderata in mind when pre-
paring and discussihg the general paper on industrial poliry on shipbuilding.
Commission proposak in respect ofathich tbe European Pailkment delioeredfaoourable
opinions or did not requestformal amendment (November and December 1982
pan-sessions)
1. Repon by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli: Resolution closing the parliamenrary con-
sultation procedure on the proposal for a decision laying down general guidelines
for 1983 with regard to financial and technical assistance'for developing countries
The Commission is pleased that this resolution has been adopted, supporrint
the guidelines it proposed. It will take the observations made by Parliament
in the resolution fully into account.
2. Repon by Mr Ruffolo: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal concerning the adoption of the annual repon
on the economic situation in the Communiry and lrying down economic policy
guidelines for 1983
At its third review of the economic situation in the Communiry, carried out
in pursuance of the 'convergence' Decision of 18 February 1974, the Council
C.
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of Ministers of Economic and Financial Affairs adopted on 17 December
1982 the decision embodying the annual report on the economic situadon in
the Communiry and laying down economic policy guidelines for 1983 on
which Parliament had delivered its opinion in the above resolution.
The Commission will keep Parliament informed about any new economic
poliry proposals it makes to the Council, whether as part of the periodic
reviews of the economic situation pursuant to the 'convergence' Decision or
on any other suitable occasion. In this way it recently told Parliament, in the
, President of the Commission's sarcment to it on 15 December 1982, how the
European Council, meeting on 3 and 4 December 1982, wanted to see the
Commission's proposals (contain,ed in two communications, on the economic
and sbcial situation and on investment) followed up with regard to economic
poliry action'to improve the Communiq/s economic situation.
Report by Mr Seefeld: Resolution on the parliamentary consultation procedure
on the Commission proposal for a regulation amending Regulations (EEC)
Nos 3164176 and 2964/79 on rhe Communiry quota for the carriage of goods by
road berc/een Member States
At its meeting on 15 December the Council adopted only part of the Com-
mission proposal, namely that aimed at making the arrangemenr for con-
vening pan of Community authorizations into shon-rcrm authorizations
permanent. The conversion ceiling was raised from 10 to 150/0.
Unfonunately the Council felt it could not endorse any increase in the pres-
ent quota, in spite of the fact that our proposal was extremely moderate.
Afrcr this setback the Commission is accelerating its effons to arrive as
quickly as may be at a method for adjusting the quota which will be as widely
accepable as possible within the Communiry.
Repon by Mr Papantoniou: Resolution closing the parliamentaqy consuliation
procedure on the 1lth report of the Commission of the European Communities
on competition policy
The Commission gave its general views on the resolution at the debate during
the December 1982 part-session. As regards a cenain number of points, in
panicular those relating to questions of procedure and economic studies in
given fields, the Commilsion refers Members to the 12th report which, as
usual, will be presented to Parliament during the first quarter of 1983.
Repon by Mr Veronesi: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the proposal for a decision concerning a preparutory phase for a Com-
muniry rbsearch and development protramme in the field of information technol-
ogies
Following Council approval of the decision on the pilot stage of ESPRIT on
21 December 1982, the Commission set to work on this fonhwith. Funher
prcperetory work is under way on the main programme, going into the aims,
priorities, resources to be made available and other points mentioned in Par-
liament's resolution in greater detail. Parliament will be consulted on all
essential parts of the main programme as they are worked our.
Repon by Mr Schmid: Resoludon closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal for a decision on a five-year research and
development programme on applied metrology and reference materials, non-
nuclear indirect project, 1983-87.
On 15 December l982the Commission agreed an amendinent to the propo-
sal for a five-year research and development programme on applied metrol-
ogy and reference materials (Decision H/4611/82);
the amendment was submitted by the Cornmission to the Council under
Anicle 149 (2) EEC on 20 December as Doc. COM(82) 871 final;
the Council by decision of 21 December 1982 adoptcd an EEC R. Ec D. pro-
gramme oir applied metrology and reference marcrials for 1983-87, to a
4.
5.
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great extent incorporating the amendment to Anicle 4 of the initial Commis-
sion proposal
Repon by Mr Kirk: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation procedure
on the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC No 765/82 layrng
down for 1982 cenain fish stocks conservation and management measures appli-
cable to vessels flying the Norwegian flag
\[ith respect to the remark mentioned in para 2 of the Resolution, the Com-
mission would point out that Farliament gave its opinion on the Regulation
instituting definitive arrangements for Norwegiin vessels on 12 March 1982.
The amendment in the proposed Regulation 
,here referred to merely
increases the herring and pout quotas. To avoid suipension of fishing opera-
tions when the initial quotas were used up the Council on 4 October
approved interim arrangemenm.
Report by Mr d'Ormesson: Resoludon closing the parliamentary consultation
procedure on the proposal for a regulation concluding the agreement berween the
Government of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea and the European
Economic Community on fishing off the Guinea coast
Repon by Mr Enright: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultadon proce-
dure on the proposal for a regulation concluding the agreement berween the
Government of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea and the European
Economic C6mmunity on fishing off the Guinea coast
The Commission will be submitting a report on the implemenntion of the
South-East Atlantic fishery agreemenm, embodfng in panicular the points
listed in para 3 of the Resolution, as soon as details are to hand of the firsr
two years for which the agreements whith Senegal and Guinea-Bissau have
been in force. From then on it will report regularly on the implementation of
the fishery agreements with the countries in the area.
There is aheady an FAO East Central Atlantic Fisheries Committee responsi-
ble for studfng fish stocks management and conservation measures. As this
is an FAO body, the Commission can only attend its proceedings in an
observer capacity.
The Commission favours the esablishment of a separate organization of
which it could be a full member: this, however, would necessitate the agree-
ment and financial participation of the coastal States, which appears impossi-
ble as matters now stand.
In order to-develop a science cooperation policy with the African countries
involved, the Community has undenaken in all its agreements wirh them m
part-finance scientific programmes aimed at securing better knowledge of
their fishery resources.
Disaster aid proaided since tbe hst part-Session
I. Emergency aid witbin tbe Community
500 000 Ecus for Greenland (severe weather)
I 500 000 Ecus for flood victims in south-weSt
250 000 Ecus for flood victims in Tuscany
250 000 Ecus for flood victims in Emilia Romagna
III. Emergency aid to third countries
a. Financial aid
10 000 000 Ecus for South-East Asia refugees
10 000 000 Ecus for Afghan refugees.in Pakistan
5 000 000 Ecus for refugees and displaced persons in Angola
9.
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10 000 000 Ecus for refugees and displaced persons in Central America
I 050 000 Ecus for Poland
80 000 Ecus for Spain
I 000 000 Ecus fot Yemen (earthquake victims)
300 000 Ecus for Vietnam (victims if Typhoon Nanry)
300 000 Ecus for Mali (drought victims)
75 000 Ecus for Lesotho
b. Food aid
350 rcnnes sugar for Sri Lanka
I 500 tonnes beans for Nicaragua
150 tonnes beans I
* 150 tonnes vegetable oil I for Ugandan refugees in Sudan
400 tonnes milk I
* 100 tonnes butteroil ) for displaced persons in El Salvador
*500 tonnes beans )
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PRESIDENT: MR VANDETTIELE
Wce-President
(Tlte sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
1. Approval of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minurcs of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any objections?
Mr Pq'.ella (CDD. 
- 
FR) Mr President, referring
to the inclusion of the repon by Mr Sieglerschmidt,
page 3 of the Italian version of the minutes reads:
The President proposed that the report sbould be held
oaer to the next part-session.
I am absolutely certain that he did nor say to the next
pan-session but to a forthcoming pan-session.
The minutes continue: Parliament agreed to this propo-
sal.
Mr President,.I am quite cenain that the President
proposed that this report should be held over ro a
forthcoming part-session and not specifically to our
next session.
o Question No 91 by Mr Didd: Measures
to combat intenational tenoist connec-
tions:
Mr Genscher; Mr Didd; Mr Genscher;
Mr oan Minnen; Mr Genscber; Mr Ala-
oanos; Mr Genscber; Mr Habsbarg; Mr
Genscher
Annex:
Mr Papaefstratioa; Mr Beyer de Ryhe; Mr Bar
tersby; Mr Kallias; Mr Marsball; Mr Chambei-
ron; l4r Gerokostopoulos; Mr Forth; Mr Nyborg;
Mr Conrell; Mr J. D. Taylor; Mr Hord; Mrs Veil;
Mr Galluzzi; Mr BlumenfeU; Mr De Goede; Mr
Ephremidis; Mr Isratl; Mrs Le Roux; Mr Mar-
shall; Mr Prag; Mr Schmid; Mrs tYieczorek-Zeul
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President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I assume that there mus[ be
a mistake in the translation or in the final version. You
are right and the Bureau accepts your observation.
The text should read: 'to a subsequent parr-session'.
The sense you have must, rherefore, be accordingly
adapted; Mr Vinci has mken due note.
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Mr President, yesterday afternoon I
had my attention drawn to arl incident in the rue Ren6
Cassin, which runs along the canal. I have a picture to
substantiate what I am about to say which is that there
is a vehicle there with the Luxembourg registration
number IJ\/ 637 occupied by rwo members of the staff
of this Parliament and plugged into the electricity sup-
ply of this Parliament through a first floor window
looking out over the nre Ren6 Cassin. I would submit,
Mr President, thar it is highly irregular for the elec-
triciry of this building to be plugged into a private car-
avan where, among orher things, a dinner pafty was
nking place at 8 o'clock last night.
I would ask if you could look into this matter with a
view to assuring that if our staff must camp, they at
least use rheir own electriciry.
President. 
- 
I suggesr that we look inro your allega-
tion and give you an answer later.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
agenda for this part-session forms part of yesterday's
minutes. The draft andthis version again omit to point
out thar the voting on any objections rc the urgency of
95
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items must, of course, ake place at 3 p.m. on Vednes-
d^y.
Perhaps you could record this as a technical addition
rather than an amendment to the minutes so that it is
not forgotten and we arq able to vote.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I have here a French
version of the agenda and this voting is included. A.
clear announcement will therefore be made that the
urgency votes will take place at 3 p.m. as you have
requested.
Mr Sieglersch-idt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, at 6.15
yesterday evening not one of the 96 amendments to
the report on the situation in the Middle East was
available. I have not yet checked this morning, but I
should like to ask you whether it is appropriate or
even feasible for Parliament to vote on these 95
amendments at 12 o'clock today when they may not
have been available in all the languages until this
morning or even later.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(IR) I wish to inform you that
the amendments'to the Penders report arg not yet
available in French. I
President. 
- 
Mrs Scrivener, I shall just check to see
whether lhe amendmenm have still not been distri-
buted in French. I have been assured that everything is
all right, but I shall check once again.
Mr Bombard (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, may I point
out to Mrs Scrivener that the amendments are now
available in French.
President. 
- 
I now come to the points raised by Mr
Sieglerschmidt and Mrs Scrivener. Ladies and gentle-
men, it was decided 
- 
and this is a rule 
- 
that
amendments to reports, including on this occasion
those by Lady Elles and Mr Penders, must be submit-
ted at the latcst by Friday noon. A start can then be
made on all the work of translation and printing the
amendments. You will appreciate, as a result, that a
number of amendments in all languages were available
only yesterday evening; work went on all through the
night and this morning all the amendments are avail-
able in all the languages. I repeat'this morning'. The
vote will take place at 12 noon rcday, if my memory
serves me righu You will appreciate that a number of
technical difficulties would arise if we set the deadline
at Friday noon 
- 
that is the latest possible moment
for us, for our services 
- 
and it may happen, if there
is a large number of amendments, that everything is
not yet clear on Monday afternoon. Ve ask you there-
fore to excuse us. Ve shall do our best to see that
everphing is sorted out in good time.
I now therefore ask Parliament, Mr Sieglerschmidt
included, to bear with the technical difficuldes and not
to insist upon these important reports being further
delayed, m allow the vote to go through as decided
yesterday on the adoption of the agenda. Can I take it
that we have no more agenda amendments?
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
Mr Blumeafeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, with
all due respect for your decision, it seems to me 
.that,
. with over 90 amendments only reaclring us this morn-
ing, a vote at 12 o'clock is completely out of the ques-
tion. !7hy cannot the vote on this important repon
and the imponant amendments to it be postponed
until this evening or tomorrov/ morning? I see no
reason why this should not be possible. If you insist on
the vote on Mr Penders' important repon being taken
at noon today, you will have chaos on your hands. I
must warn you of that. Some of these amendments
need to be looked at really very closely. The groups
must also have another opponunity to discuss them.
President.'- I have every sympathy with Mr Blumen-
feld's observation but, ladies and gentlemen, I must
point out a problem here. If we have to vote whenever
a Member asks for the agenda to be amended, where
for instance amendments have been submitted larc, we,
could then have a majoriry that certainly takes a deci-
sion changing the whole agenda. Two months ago tfrat
happened three times in a single pan-session, with the
result that at one point the President of the Council
asked himself what he was doing there.
I ask you very emphatically to make as little use as
possible of your right to amend the agenda once it has
been fixed by Monday noon. At any rate, I shall not
take it upon myself to provoke a further vote. But at
12 noon, when the debate is due rc begin, you may ask
whether we vote or not, and then the President may
pur the matter to the vote. Please remember that at this
moment important groufs are assembled elsewhere. I
should therefore prefer not to allow the vote on a
request for cenain reports to be put to the vorc a[
some other time to be taken by a chamber which is not
yet sufficiently full. But you can always make this
request at 12 noon today.
Mr Sieglerschmidt 1S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, it is
not that cenain Members are more or less arbitrarily
requesting a change to the Rules of Procedure. This
situation could have been foreseen by the Secretariat,
because if you have 95 amendments on a Friday eve-
ning, you must knov/ that they cannot be voced on at
12 noon the following Tuesday.
President. 
- 
Agreed, Mr Sieglerschmidt, I was not
being personal in any way. You know me well enough
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to appreciate how much I respect your observadons. I
will not settle the matter right away. The question is:
Are we going to vote at 12 noon today? I would ask
the Members of the various groups to be puncrual
since the decision to be taken is an imponanr one. In
any case I would ask you not to amend the agenda.
(Parliament approoed the minutes)
2. lTelcome
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, ir is my great
pleasure to welcome, represenatives of the Latin
American and the Andes Parliaments who have taken
their seats in the Official Gallery.
This delegation is led by Brazilian Senator Nelson
Carneiro (Brazil), President of the Latin-American
Parliament, and Mr Raul Baca Carbo (Ecuador),
President of the Andean Parliament.
They have come to Strasbourg ro mke parr in the first
meeting of the Joint Committee of tITe European
Communiry/Latin America Six inter-parliamentary
Conference, which will be held in Brussels in rhe com-
ing months.
Once again I extend to them a cordial welcome and
offer my best wishes for the success of the forthcom-
ing conference, which we bee as being of great signif-
icance for good relations befi/een our two condnents.l
3. Situation in the Middle East (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debate on the repoft by Mr Penders on rhe situation in
the Middle East (Doc. l-786/82)2
(Apphuse)
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, we
know from experience that differing views come to the
fore in Parliament when we discuss this question. This
is something we have seen several times. I should
therefore like to say, as spokesman for the Liberal
Group, that we feel that the Penders repon has arrived
at a good and sensibly balanced view. I say this
although I am well aware rhar some finer points may
still arise on which not all may be agreed. Some,may
consider these to be minor points, some may think
them major ones.
1 Membership of Co^mm-iqtges 
- 
Topical and urgent debate(Announcement) : See Minutes.2 See previous day's Debates.
But the LiberalrGroup members of the Polidcal Affairs
Committee participated in rhe woiking out of this pro-
posal and worked to produce a result which was as
evenly balancdd as we feel it to be necessary on such a
sensitive question. It does nor mean that we agree on
all points. !7e have therefore tabled some amendments
to improve the repon still'further.
As regards the situadon in the Middle Easr, we musr
concede that the Ten 
- 
whether it be each Member
State independently or the Ten as a Community 
-cannot resolve the siruation in the Middle East. Ve
were reminded of that as recently as lasr Friday, when
President Gemayel of lrbanon said that the recon-
struction of Lebanon depended first and foremost on
the action of the United States. In December last year
we had a debate here in Parliament on the initiative of
my colleague from rhe Liberal Group, Mr Donnez, as
a result of which we asked the Member States ro sup-
port France and Italy in the peace-keeping force in
Lebanon. Vhat we asked in the resolution was rhar
more Community aid should be made available to the
Lebanese and Palestinian victims of the conflict. \tre
must be quite honest, and it is no use cherishing false
hopes, for we know full well that, in spite of our
endeavours, the peace which we all want in the Middle
East will nor be re-established with the efforrs we
make here alone.
I think it is imponant to make clear that it is up to the
countries of the Middle East in the first instance and
to the peoples who live there, the peoples who carry
the responsibiliry, to creare rhe real, genuine and last-
ing peace. But the United States plays a vital role here,
partly becauso the USA is a major power and panly
because of the USA's special relationship with Israel.
But even the United States could not alone have
achieved the peace agr€emenrs we tor bemreen Eglpt
and Israel, if it had nor been for the imagination, cour-
age and realism shown by Presidenr Sadat in the nego-
tiations with Begin. For us it was a stirring experience
rwo years back to listen to President Sadat here in
Parliament.
As I have said, the Liberal Group has tabled some
amendments designed to improve the repon still fur-
ther, bur one of rhe reasons why we feel that there is
something very imponant in this reporr is that it lays
such clear emphasis on rhe value of the Camp David
agreemenE. One may of course take rhe view that the
Camp David atreemenm do not go far enough, but
they must form the basis on which funher negoiiations
are to take place, and we feel that it is very important
for us Europeans to speak with one voice. The way rc
peace and justice for the Palestinians, rhe v/ay to
securiry for all the States in the region and the way rc
the protection of Europe's legitimate economic inter-
ests and cultural concerns in rhe Middle East lies only
through negotiadons. These negotiations musr not bL
aimed solely at securing a ceasefire, they musr have rhe
clear objective of establishing normal relations
between Israel and its neighbours. Ir would therefore
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be particularly unwise for those in Parliament who call
themselves true friends of the Arabs and, in Particular,
the Palestinians, to seek to support the Palestinians in
their misguided policies. For up to now the PLO has
not shown any wish for genuine negotiaiions or a will-
ingness to renounce its declared aims, rfhich emerge
very clearly in the PLO Convention.
As recently as a few days ago, King Hussein of Jordan
and PLO leader Yasser Arafat discussed the possibiliry
of a joint acceptance of President Reagan's proposal
of September last year, and once again fuafat repeated
his intention to continue waging war against Israel. If
Arafat, who purpons to represent a grouP of the
pgpulation in this area of the Middle East, really
thinks that peace must be achieved, he must under-
stand that there is only one way, and that is through
negotiation. All that has to do with war must be com-
pletely set aside, and that must be said absolutely
clearly and unequivocally.
Deblarations of suppon from cenain Europeans for
the PLO's wrong-headed policies not only make
things difficult for the more moderate but also make
the situation as a whole far more dangerous. S7e have
seen it, because people who really wanted to make a
personal contribution to bringing about peace, sadly,
have been murdered. '!7e have a number of examples
going back to the time around 1951, when King Hus-
sein's grandfather was murdered. $7'e saw it in 1981,
when Sadat was murdered. This reminds us how dan-
gerous it can still be to become personally involved in
bringing about peace in the Middle East.
It is therefore important for us in the democratic
countries of Vestern Europe to do what we can to
encourage peacefiil dialogues,,peaceful negotiations,
in ordqr to achieve peace and'm have done with the
insane murders such as have taken plale. I will close
by srying, as chairman of the Israel delegation: there
aie few democratic counffies in the world. In the Mid-
dle East there is only one, Israel. Ve in the European
Parliament also represent a European, democradcally
elected institution; that is why it is so important that
we in the democratic countries and institutions con-
tinue to have a dialogue. That'is why we in the Liberal
Group have {re whole qime worked so hard to main-
tain the link with the Israeli parliament, because it is
the only way we can express the attitudes we have. Ve
must keep the dialogue going, we must have discus-
sions with democratically elected representatives' !7'e
are therefore glad, Mr President, that in a month's
time we shall be meeting representatives of the Israeli
parliament in order to present our views and to listen
rc the views obmining over there. It is through dia-
logue that we shall make progress. That is the way we
can mahe our contribution to peace in the Middle
East.
Mr Junot (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, for fifry years the Middle East has been
one of the most intensive focal points of agitation in
the world. Situated at the junction between Europe
and Asia, between the Mediterraneln world and the
Persian Gulf, between west and eas!, this region,
which is held sacred by three of the world's main reli-
gions is close to energy sources that are essential to the
modern economy and the cradle of related peoples
who are separated by their faith; for these and other
reasons it has been the scene of internal conflicts and
is warched over closely by the greai Powers'
The tragic and bitter struggle between the Arabs and
the Jews has brought constant bloodshed to Palestine
and, for the past ten years, has led the unfonunate and
peaceful country of Lebanon into the same conflict.
The European Community which was established by a
ueary whose preamble requires its members to do
everything in their pover to safeguard peace and free-
dom, cannot stand aside from the fate of the Middle-
East to which it is linked by so many historical, spiri-
tual, cultural and economic ties. Scarcely a Part'
session of this Assembly goes by without us being
called upon in one way or another to give our atrcn-
tion to this major problem for world peace and the
defence of human rights.
The report which Mr Penders has tabled today on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee is being dis'
cussed at a time when the signs of civil war are again
making their appearance in Lebanon: confrontation
between Chrisdans and Druze elements, installation of
new Syrian rockets of Soviet origin in the Beeka,
assassinations in Tripoli. The members of the PLO
who have not moved out of the country are profiting
from these even6 to resume their attacls on the Israeli
troops. The infernal circle seems on the point of
beginning again. The only way of putting an end rc
this terrible recrudescence of violence is to continue
the negoi,iations between Israel and Lebanon under
American guidance.
As is quirc rightly pointed out in the Penders'report
these negotiations should lead in the first place to the
evacuation of Lebanese territory by all the foreign
forces 
- 
Syrian, Palestinian and Israeli 
- 
and
secondly to the complete restoration of Lebanese sov-
ereignry whose territory must no longer be used as a
base for aggression against Israel. The process of
peace embarked upon in Camp David must be contin-
ued relentlessly. Very promising results have been
obtained through the Israeli-Egyptian Peace Tieaty.
The Hebrew State is now at peace with the largest
country of the Arab world. Any European initiative
must follow the Camp David line and take accoirnt of
the existence of the Reagan plan founded on the two
following principles: respect for the political sover-
eignty and territorial integrity of all States in the
region, leading rc their mutual recognition set down in
a formal reasy guaranteed by the United Nations
Security Council; self-determination for the Palesti-
nian people under a procedure compadble with the
fundamental right of Israel to exist 
- 
an elementary
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right which rhe PLO is unfonunately still refusing to
recognize.
The Palestinian problem became pressing when the
domination of the Ottoman empire ended and the Bri-
tish mandate was established over this terrirory in
1922. ln fact there are rwo Palestinian States: Jewish
Palestine and Arab Palestine. Arab Palestine has found
its constitutional form in rhe Kingdom of Jordan. King
Hussein who wrote in 1967 that the PLO was nothing
more than a political movemenr of socialist origin set
up to foment trouble in royalist Jordan and submit all
Palesdnians to its authoriry, finally waged a war on
them in the autumn of tglO to expel the members of
the PLO from his rcrritory. At that time Yasser Arafar
and his friends settled in Iebanon and turned that
peaceful country into the base for launching their per-
manent hostile activities on Israel. The agreement
signed in Canip David berween Israel and Efrrpr garne
reason to hope that the Arab world would accepr the
basis of peaceful coexisrence with Israel. But, qnder
pressure from the PLO, that did not happen and the
troubles only continued. The angered Israelis pursued
the assailants on Lebanese territory and joined the
Syrians in occupying that country.
The most imponairr task now is to ensure that all for-
eign troops evacuare the lebanese territory and that its
territbrial integriry and independence are guaranteed
by an international force in which the Community
countries should take pan. Once this first aim has been
achieved and peace and freedom have been restored to
unhappy Lebanon, we shall still have rhe eternal prob-
lem of the coexistence of Israel and the Arab countries
and of guaranteeing fronders which, with the sole
exception of rhat formed by the river Jordan, are all
anificial. Only negotiations conducted under the joint
authoriry of the United Sates and western Eirrope
have any prospecr of leading ro a senlement which will
ensure the existence and securiry of Israel and provide
a homeland for all Palestinians. How can we fail to
understand the persistent anxiery of the people of
Israel who see thar whenever a step seems to be on the
point of being taken towards an undersranding and
peaceful serrlement, whenever the moderarc -Arab
leaders seem ro be moving towards negotiarion, a fresh
drama occurs like the assassination of President Sadat
o_r more recenrly that of President Bechir Gemayel.
Once again in the past few days when fresh hope'for
effective negodation capable of bringing about the
resurgence of an independent, peaceful Lebanon had
arisen, arracks and aggression have redoubled in
lnrcnslfy.
Europe must unire its effons with those of America to
contribute ro a negotiared agreement on kbanoir and
also for Isreael and the Palestinians. The task is enor-
mous and the difficulties innumerable, but the stake is
so grear that our efforts must never be slackened. Ve
are ready ro vote in favour of most of the ideas con-
tained in the modon for a resolution by Mr penders.
However, to remove any ambiguiry *rrc"rnirrg th.
PLO, we should like to see a more precise and tighter
wording of paragraphs 9 and 10 of rhe modon for a
resolution; that wording could however still be very
close to the present texr. Vith rhat aim in mind our
group proposes the replacement of these rwo para-
graphs by the following single sentence: 'The Euro-
pean Parliament considers it vital for Israel and the
people of Palestine who have the right to decide for
themselves by whom they are to be represented, to
open negotiations and embark upon a process of
mutual accepance and recognition; the PLO cannot
be recognized, however, as a legitimate participant in
the negotiations undl all the paragraphs in its charters
explicitly or implicitly advocating the destruction of
Israel have been officially delercd'.
(Appkuse)
Mr Capanna (CDD. 
- 
g) Mr President, Mr Pen-
ders may well have made an effon to be objective, but
in politics facts are what counts, not effons or inten-
tlons.
This draft resolution is disturbing in the context of the
complex situation in the Middli East: it is'illogical,
and above all it does not reflec a genuine desiri for
peace. I will take ode example: in the Political Affairs
Committee both rhe rapporteur -and the centre-right
majority stubbornly refused to allow the UN General
Assembly's resolutions on the Middle East to be men-
tioned together with those adopted by the UN Secur-
iry Council.
Mr President, I believe you will agree with me thar for
this Parliament to pick and choose among the UN
resolutions on rhe Middle East is a very srrange pro-
ceeding. Such an amitude is factitious; to tell the trurh,
Arafat was more fair-minded when he signed the
document submitted to him by the American delegate
Mc Closkey, for he referred to all the UN .esoluti-ons
on the Middle East and not to only a few, as did Mr
Penders.
From its birth in 1948 to rhe present, the State of Israel
has ignored some 170 UN resoludons 
- 
this is an
undeniable historical fact. If the UN is the only forum
of international law, which at presenr appears to be the
case, then it follows that Israel is violating the law of
the international Communiry.
In the complex and dangerous siruation in the Middle
East, Europe can play a vital role as an acdve force for
peace. Europe can do much, whether in connection
with the Reagan plan or in the light of the Arab plan
drawn up at the mosr recent summitinFez.
Yesterday all members of Parliament received a sate-
menc from the PLO office in Brussels which focuses
on precisely this point: the need for Europe, and this
Parliament in panicular, to provide active and intelli-
gent mediation in the conr€xr of both the Reagan and
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the Arab plans. I will say more: why does not Europe
provide facilities for direct degotiations berween Israel
and the PLO, preferably here in Strasbourg? This
would have a greet moral and political significance,
and it would naturally include the participation of the
United States, the Soviet Union, and the countries of
the Arab League.
'$7e are now to discover whether the majoriry of this
Parliament is made up of allies of President Reagan or
of true partisans of peace.
In paiagraph 7, the Penders resolution mentions the
possible creation of a Palestinian State. Ve cannot
make peace on the basis of possibilities, however-only
on the basis of certainties. The Penders resolution is a
classic example of the use of a double standard. The
Palestinians are not the ones who are creating danger
and tension in the Middle East; it is the enemies of the
Palestinians who are doing this, pre.ienting them from
enjoying their legitimate right of self-determinadon
and continually endangering the peace in the Middle
East, in the Medircrrarreai area, and throughout the
world.
Mr President, I have already declared in chis Parlia-
ment that we must oppose all forms of anti-Semitism,
whether directed against the Jews or ag4inst the Pales-
tinians, who are also a Semitic people. fu it now
stands, the Penders resolution is anti-Semitic precisely
because it gives no concrete recognition of the Palesti-
nians' right to dercrmine their own destiny and to
create their own autonomous State.
The few amendments I have presented represent the
wisdom which Europe and this Parliament must
employ in dealing with the situation in the Middle
East. If these amendmenm are not approved, I have no
choice but to vote against the Penders resolution.
Mrs Chauat (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as I see it, the State of Israel, the Arab
Sates and the people of Palestine are all victims of the
past, victims of the terrible history of our century in
which racism and colonialism have intermingled. That
is why the Israeli-Arab conflict is not a conventional
conflict but one between two rights: the right of Israel
to security and to the means of existence, and the right
of the Palestinian people to cease being treated as
refugees and instead to be seen as the people which are
entitled to a homeland, to a State on the \7est Bank
and in Gaza.
The use of force has done nothing to Promorc the
coeiistence of these rwo rights in the Middle-East
since the Israeli-Arab war of 1948. A dialogue betq/een
the panies to the conflict is vital rc usher in an era of
Peace.
The European Parliament can conribute to this
through the remarkable repon by Mr Penders. The
first ovenure for peace came from the Arab world in
1977. The latest Fez Summit which came after major
initiatives from the Arab world for peace, proves that
the Arab States are ready for a dialogue and ready for
tonl peace. In the case of Israel, the Camp David
igreements, the Israeli-Egyptian Treary and the return
of Sinai to Egypt underline the fact that a dialogue can
be opened. Today in Israel and in the Arab States,
pressure from the masses is stronger than ever in
favour of a poliry of development, independence and
peace. S7e must therefore view the problems of the
Middle East in terms other than those of the cold war.
The motion for a resolution by Mr Penders which I
fully suppon lays emphasis on three main aspects of
the Israeli-Palestinian confl ict.
Firstly, fresh negotiations for peace bemreen Israel and
the Palestinians are imperative. Secondly, territorial
extension, annexation and the creation of new setde-
ments are unacceptable in international law. Israel will
not obtain the security to which it is entitled through
i.he use of force and the creation of a fait accompli.The
solution lies in the,'right of nations rc live in peace, and
in securiry within safe and recognized fronders.
Bearing in mind that absolurc principle I must now
mention kbanon. France and the European Council
condemned the Israeli aggression last June and July on
a nation whose independence, integrity, unity and sov-
ereignty are sacred. All foreign forces must be with-
drawn from Lebinon including the Israeli forces.
Lebanon has been the manyr of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
As regards the Goian Heights, Israel has not only
occupied Syrian territory, but decided to annex it as
an integral part of its own territory. The people of
Syria who look back on a glorious past cannot accePt
that fait dccompll The overall peace settlement must
include the return of the Golan Heights to Syria.
Thirdly, the settlements on the ![est Bank and in
Gaza,the territories occupied by Israel since 1967, are
awairing a definitive statute. However, according to
Resolution 242 and under the terms of the Camp
David agreement, the occupied territories do not fall
under the.sovereignty or permanet control of Israel.
The policy of settlement pursued by Israel is based on
the concept of annexation. However, neithel the terri-
ble war fought last summer against the PLO in Leba-
non nor the unjust administrative policy pursued
against the Palestiniins in the Vest Bank and Gaza,
succeeded in eliminating the unanimous aspiration of
the Palestinians to a State and a homeland on their
own territory on the '$tres[ Bank and in Gaza.
Two fundamental points in, the Penders report must be
clarified. The first is that the Palestinian people whose
legitimate rights were recognized by Camp David and
in President Reagan's speech last September, must be
given full autonomy.
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As President Mitterrand pointed out in the Knesser,
the Palestinians have the right,to decide their own des-
tiny. Free elections in the \Zest Bank and in Gaza must
Iead to self-determination and independence. As Presi-
dent Mitterrand poinrcd out the Arab inhabitants of
the West Bank must have a homeland because no one
can be asked to renounce his idenry and rightful place.
Vhy should we be hypocritical or incomplete on this
point?
The second point 
- 
peace negoriations leading either
to a federation or ro a confederation berween Jordan
and the Palestinians 
- 
implies thar the Palestinians
must be given a place at tle negotiating table. Ir is well
known that a very large majoriry of Palestinians in the
'lZest Bank and in Gaza would favour a Jordan/Pales-
tine federadon. Thar aim presupposes thar rhe PLO
will make a clear choice berween the political and mili-
tary options. Contrary ro rhe larcsr declarations by the
President of the PLO in Algeria, suggesdng that the
PLO should srcp up its military opposition, I am con-
vinced that only an evolution in the PLO rowards
mutual recognition is capable of opening a serious dia-
logue for peace. In that respect the Franco-Egyptian
resoluti,on constitutes a pendant to Resolution 242, It
confirms the national rights of the people of Palestine
- 
who are more than a dispa.lte grouping of refugees
to be represented in peace negodarions. Ir calls for
mutual and simultaneous recognirion of all the panies
involved.
By endorsing the Franco-Egyprian resolution, the
European Parliament, through the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Penders report, can exert
strong pressure on the UN Securiry Council and con-
ribute rc the progress of the peace negoriarions.
kt us hope that rhe Palestinian people will at long last
make their voice heard in diplomatic peace negotia-
tions. Let us hope that coexistence will be established
berween the Starc of Israel and the future Palestinian
State. Those are my aspirarions for the European Par-
liament.
ffi Q611dkas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I wish to
congratulate our colleague, Mr Penders, on his work
which is, however, so endowed with hisrorical detail
that it is doubdul if it is suitable for a bri6f debate.
Moreover, in many aspec6, the conclusions of the
report, which are based on cenain given political and
military facts, have been overtaken by events. The his-
torical pan of the repon is so copious that the reader
is frequently casr inro doubt about the utiliry of what is
proposed in the draft resolution. Mr Penders has tried
rc mainain an impartial stance and to reconcile the
differing points of view that exist on the issue of the
Middle East. However, I fear that in anempting to do
thus he loses his feel for balahce and is carried astray
by a more general climate of pro-Arab opinion hencl
creating the impression that his repon carries a clear
political bias against Israel. I am afraid that, in this res-
pect 
- 
given rhat it will form the basis on which the
.Council will develop its Middle East poliry during the
new presidency 
- 
rhe report is deficient and does not
accurately reflect the political will of the majoriry in
this Parliament. In my opinion, Mr President, this pol-
itical will, which does, in fact, erch out Community
policy, can be summarized as supponing the following
points which, regrettably, are nor mentioned in the
rePoft.
First: the formulation and implemenmrion of a joint
Community policy on the Middle East.
Second: the fieatment of all States in that area on an
equal basis.
Third: srict adherence to rhe Camp David agreemen$
and to any eventual ourcome of talks which have
begun berween lebanon and Israel.
Fourth: recognition of rhe right of the Palestinian peo-
ple to self-determination.
Fifth: recognirion of the need to establish, and provide
safeguards for, a Palestinian State.
Sixth: a declaration by the Community that it refuses
to accept any iirtervention whatsoever in this area by
the Soviet Unign.
Seventh: recognition of Israel's right rc protect and
defend its territorial integriry.
I believe, Mr Presidenr, that the points I have just
mentioned, or some of them at least, should have been
included in paragraph 12 of rhe draft resolution. But
the chief criterion, which the rapporreur omits to
stress, is that any decision whatsoever taken by the
Council must be unanimous. This is necessary if there
is to be any hope of shaping a Communiry poliry on
the Middle East.
I agree absolurcly with what the repon says concern-
ing Israel's withdrawal from occupied territories, but I
cannot help reflecting, Mr Presidenr, on the shon-
sightedness of rhe repon in failing to recognize that
military intervendon by Israel was preceded by events
and actions of such a narure as to make the eitablish-
ment of this presence necessary for Israel's survival. As
such this intervention differed from the brutal invasion
of Cyprus by Attila, and the Turkish occupation of
part of the island, abour which our rapporteur saw fit
to say nothing, despite the fact that Cyprus belongs rc
the same geographical area and hai-an associition
with the Communiry.
I do nor believe rhere is anyone in rhis Chamber who
disagrees with the concepr of a Palestinian Starc.
The Palestinians have every right to a piece of land
where they can raise their children, praciise their reli-
gion and die peacefully.
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However, good faith demands also that the Palestini-
ans recognize Israel's right to survival. Consequently,
Mr President, every declaration to the cbntrary, such
as that contained in the Palestine Liberation Organ-
ization's Chaner calling explicitly for the destruction
of the State of Israel, finds me personally in opposi-
tion. For this reason, beyond doubt, the Palestinians
themselves must decide freely if they really agree with
what the Palestine Liberation Organization has done
so far. I consider this to be an essential prerequisite to
any funher attempt at finding a peaceful solution. In
this sense paragraph 10 of the draft resolution con-
radicts paragraph 9, and I for one disagree with the
way it is drafted. Finally, I disagree.with what the rap-
porteur says in paragraph 14 of the resolution. The
adoption of an ad ioc resolution on Israel will, while
complicating matters, in no way help towards a peace-
ful solution. It will complicate matters because other
countries, which have already achieved distinction in
the field of violent expansionism, will remain unsanc-
tioned, and instead of themselves being in the dock
they will enjoy thi privileged position of prosecutor.
Our effons, Mr President, should not extend to hav-
ing yet another unenforceable resolution by the Secur-
iry Council or the UN General Assembly.
But we must try to devise a solution which, if
accepted, will ensure the greatest possible stabilization
of peace for the population of that area.
Finally, I am in agreement with all the sentiments
expressed in the resolution concerning peace, coexist-
ence and economic aid. However, in noting the devel-
opments in this area over the last five years I must
dwell on two points.
Firstly, on the fact that in the Middle East at present
Europe is engaged in a struggle on four fronts: politi-
cal, cultural, economic and religious. In this struggle
its natural allies are neither the atheists nor the Mus-
lims. Let us not forget, colleagues, that what binds dif-
ferent peoples most closely together is not oil but the
sacrifice of blood. And over the years Europe has shed
a lot of its blood in this area in order to leave the way
free for others to dispute its possession at the present
time.
Secondly, there can be no successful peaceful solution
without an American guarantee. In view of this it
would be a mistake if, forgetting the Camp David
agreement, we aspired after Utopian solutions or
embarked on other kinds of plan. Unfonunately, Mr
President, history teaches that it is the victor who sets
the price of peace.
The rapponeur neglected to tell us who the victor is in
rhe Middle East. This too is a sign of the times. But in
the thoughts of all men there can be nothing other
than justification for the struggle of an independent
State which for years now has been fighdng an unde-
clared war against terrorism, violence and the back-
wardness of the East.
(Applaase)
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, since the original
conflict ended in 1949 there have been four further
wars between Israel and its Arab neighbours 
- 
that is
one every seven years. I ask the question: how much
longer does all this have to go on? How many more
thousands of lives have to be lost before ultimately
there is a settlement?
All parties see imponant issues of principle at stake. If
we look at the history of the world we know that
many lives have been lost down the centuries for
'poinm of principle 
- 
very important points of princi-
ple. But in most of those cases in the end many of
those principles have been found to be a lot less impor-
tant, a lot less essential than they seem to be at the
outset. Unfoftunately, that recognition usually comes
after far too many lives have been lost.
The relationship bemreen Europe and the Middle East
is close and imponant. It is an economic relationship
as well as a political one. So it is not possible for us to
stand aside and the parties will not let us do so. I
believe we have a role to play. Part of the help which
we can give is to apply pressure on both of them,
mainly through the amitude that we express rcwards
the conflict in the area. I think there are three impor-
tant things which we should be saying.
The first is that there must be talks; no excuses 
-talk! If we vant to get a peaceful solution, that by def-
inition means there must be agreement and you cannot
get agreement unless all the relevant parties are talking
to each other. So talls are fundamental and that is
why I welcome paragraph 10 of this resolution which
'considers it essential for Israel and the Palestinian
people, including the PLO, tb hold talks with each
other and to initiate a process leading to mutual
.accepance and recognition'.
The second thing that we should be saying is that
there should be no preconditions in those talks
because otherwlse the parties will simply never Bet to
the conference table. For that reason I would oppose
paragraph 9 in the text that we have before us which
seels to include as a precondition that the PLO
remove from its chaner all paragraphs calling expli-
citly or implicitly for the destruction of Israel.
The deletion of words in a charter amounts to a pre-
condition which is fruitless because we know that the
governing body of the PLO have indicated that they
are prepared to enter into talks which would end with
the recognition of Israel 
- 
we know that, they have
made it clear. So talk of doing it in a panicular formby
the removal of words in a chaner is a quite unneces-
sary precondition and we should remove that from our
resolution.
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The third element, I believe, should be the emphasis
on self-determinadon, which I find in parugraphT,the
founh pan of it, which talks about self-determination
for she Palestinian people. I believe rhar that is an
important principle, both in terms of the principle of
democracy, which we in the European Cbmmuniry
subscribe to, and also on the basis of realism because,
if any solution is to stick, it must represent the views of
the people of the area and what they are prepared to
accePt.
So for those reasons I believe that the important prin-
ciples are capable of being expressed in our resolution.
Vhat that approach means is in my view even-handed-
ness. It means that the Arabs, and the Palestinians in
panicular, must recognize that Israel exisis and that its
existence is permanent. The point is simple and much
progress has been made in gefting it accepted.
On the other hand, the Israelis must recognize that the
PLO is the only credible existing body able to repre-
sent the Palestinian people.
Jordan will have an imponant part to play,I have no
doubt, in an evenruel political solution. But it cannot
be the sole negotiaror for the Palestinians and it has
rejeand that role being thrust upon it. So alks
between the PLO and Israel, I believe, are essenrial. I
recognize that this is a very sensitive issue for Israel
and highly emodve because of the association of the
PLO with rcrrorism.
But this objection is quite unrealistic. First, if we just
look at histoqy round the world in general we know
that people who have led rcrrorist bodies have ulti-
marcly gained recognition. Indeed, ure can look to the
Middle East and see as a prime example that Begin
himself has gained the Nobel Peace Prize. Vhar could
be more of a reversal of fonune than that? So the fact
is that those urho lead tcrrorist movemenr in the end
are very often accepted.
The second thing is rhat in the light of the invasion of
Lebanon by Israel, it surely cannor be seriously sug-
gested that Israel is more peaceful in its methods rhan
the PLO.
And, finally, whar other option has the PLO than to
involve itself in terrorism? There is no real alternative
realisdc option.
So, Mr President, I'would sum up by saying: this is a
relatively small territory but it has got to be big
enough for both the peoples who aspire to it. The
soorer they move rc negotiarion rhe sooner we will
get the peaceful settlemenr that we all desire.
Mr Galuzzi (COM). 
- 
(m Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gendemen, this debate on Mr Penders' resolution
comes at a crucial momen[ for the Middle East. It
comes ar a time when Beirur is cut off, despite the
commitmenr made by the government in Tel Aviv and
the negotiadons for the withdrawal of Israeli troops
from Lebanon, and this factor is prejudicial ro a rrue
and peaceful solution of the whole Middle East prob-
lem. At Tripoli in the nonh fighting has been going on
for ten days: the massacres and the destruction, which
seemed to be only a tragic memory, have once again
become a hideous realiry.
It is said that these clashes are rhe product of religious
and factional conflics. In realiry, they reflect rhe
opposing interests and strarcgies of the forces
involved, and they demonstrate the continued exist-
ence of a will to settle problems nor by peaceful nego-
tiations but rather by the use of force. This is a dan-
gerous situation, Mr President, one which jeopardizes
peace for this region and for the world; it weakens the
foundations of any possible settlement.
The causes of this situation, as m4inrained by Parlia-
ment and stated in the Penders resolution, are com-
- prehensive, but they are primarily represented by what
has beeh called rhe 'double refusal': thar is, the refusal
of both Israelis and Palestinians to extend mutual
recognition co their respecrive realities, to acknow-
ledge the existence of Israel and the existence of the
Palestinian people and their right to a homeland.
'!7e do not agree with rhis balanced and general allo-
cation of blame, not because we are unaware of the
errors and the responsibilities of the Arab narions and
peoples, but beccause we believe'that Israel is still
more culpable, due ro its dcts of aggression and to the
horrible massacres for which it is politically and mor-
ally responsible, atrocities which aroused democratic
public opinion around the world and within the Israeli
democracy itself.
Israel is thus the source of the strategy which aims at a
peace attained by force, based on tanks and bombers.
'!7e do not agree with this allocation of blame because
it is impossible to consider the Palestinian people as
protagonists, wirh the State,of Israel, in a peace pro-
cess. The Palestinian people are politically and milirar-
ily represented by the PLO, which is now recognized
by ll9 counrries and which constirutes 'Israel's true
and only interlocutor.
If this reality is ignored, effons to work out a peaceful
negotiated solution will be undermined, and a ruptufe,
followed by more inrensive fighting, will be the iasult.
The central problem remains that of mutual recogni-
tion on the pan of Israel and the PLO.
This problem can only be solved gradually, through a
series of political choices paving the way for - the
attainment of this objective. The first step in this pro-
.c€ss can only be made by Israel, which must respect
the conditions imposed upon it by the UN and public
opinion around the world and within Israel itself. It
must withdraw its troops from I-ebanon and from rhe
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occupied territories, abandon the poliry of creating
settlements on the Vest Bank and the Gaza Strip, and
demonstrate its readiness to examine a peace plan.
This is what must be done now, and it is to this end
that we must direct our efforts, not arguing over the
validiry of the Camp David agreements, whose limita-
tions have been recognized by the Americans them-
selves, but with the understanding that we have
reached a new phase which demands bold new initia-
tives. Our efforts should not be mere Bestures; rather
they should goad the Community into taking decis-ive
and independent action to bring about a political set-
dement involving all tfre panies concernedl a political
setdement based on the recognition of the legitimate
rights of the Palestinian people. This recognition
should constitute the key to the solution of the prob-
lem, legidmate in itself, of the security of the State of
Israel, as is acknowledged in the Reagan plan as well.
Two years ago, in Venice, the Council of Minsters
took a step in the right direction. Subsequently the
impulse died under the pressure exerted by Kissinger
and the fear of upsetting the plans and the strategic
balance favoured by the Americans.
This impulse could be rebom today; changes in the
situation and in American poliry, the new positions
delineated in respect of the PLO make it possible,
provided that the will rc take up an independent posi-
tion exists. Despite its numerous and sometimes glar-
ing contradictions, nr'e perceive this will in Mr Pen-
ders'repon.
\7e hope that ihis overall political approach will be
expressed in the definiiive wording of the resolution,
and that it will be supported by the majoriry of this
Parliament.
(Appkase from the Communist and Allies Groap)
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I think
that the report nov/ before use poses to a far grearcr
degree than most other documents, the problem of the
extent to which the European Parliament can make a
contribudon to such a complex and involved problem
as the Middle Eastern conflicr
I am afraid that the wish to satisfy'or at least to give
moral satisfaction to the greatest possible number of
participants in the conflict is liable to confuse or at the
very least will not help significantly to clarify that con-
flict which we unfortunately lack the power to resolve.
\7e shall not succeed in clarifying the most passionate
issue of the century by merely juxtaposing complex,
disparate and often contradictory facts. !fle must on
the contrary indicate our preferences and make a
choice.
having aside the explanatory starcment in this report,
I think that we must lay emphasis on a fundamental
cleavage which underlies this conflict: the gulf
bemreen those who want coexistence between the Jews
and the Arabs and those who reject the principle of
that coexistence. Last month in Paris the PLO repre-
sentatives stated: '\7e shall never recognize Israel.'
More recently, Arafat reaffirmed the perpetuiry of the
military option. Neither the Fahd Plan nor the Fez
Summit have really changed the refusal by the Arab
countries apart from Egypt, to accept Israel's right m
exist and, let us not forget, that refusal forms the basis
of the Middle East conflict. Ve cannot pursue oppos-
ing aims; we cannot proclaim the right of Israel rc
exist while at the same time giving a semblance of
international honour to those very forces which are
seeking to destroy Israel.
The securiry of the Jewish State is important to us
because of the responsibility which Europeans bear
towards a people who escaped from the holocaust. But
we are particularly attached rc Israel because it is the
only, I repeat the only, democratic State in the Middle
East and the latest events are there to underline that
fact with vigour and eloquence. To be effecdve, the
securiry of Israel must be founded on .a tangible base
which naturally excludes an outright return to the
armistice lines which prevailed unril 1967 and were
highly insecure, as experience amply confirmed.
The Israelis have proved their readiness to accept Breat
sacrifices including territorial sacrifices, in return for
recognition and peace. The success of the Camp David
agreements is there to shoyr that for the first time in
history the military victors made a material sacrifice in
the cause of peace. The courageous response by Presi-
deht Sadat to the various inidatives aken by successive
gov6rnments in Jerusalem, *1e Camp David agree-
ments and the Vashington Treaty would have war-
ranted more positive support from Europe. These ini-
tiatives showed that there is only one path to peace ;
the path of mutual recognition and direct dialogue.
'\Vhat 
we must do today is to prolong the results of the
Camp David agreements and extend them to the other
countries in the Middle East. '$7e must surely hope
that the negotiations which have recently been opened
between Israel and kbanon will emerge rapidly on a
peace settlement, and a formal treary given that no ter-
ritorial dispute divides the rwo countries.
The problem of the Palestinian Arabs musi be
approached in the same spirit; this problem can only
be solved through a direct dialogue beween the par-
ties involved, a direct dialogue between the Jewish
Palesdnian Smte and the Arab Palestinian State.'$fle
are only too prone to forget one fact which seriously
distons the issue 
- 
the fact that an independent and
sovereign Palestinian Arab State akeady exists in the
shape of Jordan 
- 
2s ssvsl4l speakers have already
emphasized; today Jordan shares with Israel the terri-
rcry of Palestine which used to be entrusted to a Bri-
tish nlandate. I must draw your atrcntion to the fact
that one major shoncoming in the report by Mr Pen-
ders is its failure rc mention Jordan a single time.
I
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Given that a Palestinian Arab State already exists next
to Israel, the creation of a funher Palestinian State
might be felt by some observers 
- 
and we can easily
understand their point of view 
- 
to be at the cost of
Israel and not alongside Israel. A direct dialogue musr
therefore be opened rapidly between rhe mro Palesti-
nian States, berween Israel and Jordan. Europe would
be pursuing a wonhy cause if it facilitated and
favoured that dialogue; but it must refrain from giving
moral lessons which often merely hide its interest in oil
supplies. It must also avoid an atrempr at false symme-
ry based on a misguided complex of Solomon.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I congratulate
Mr Penders on all his work and on his sincerity, bur
like many speakers I have a few points of dispute with
the repon.
First of all, I must make it clear I cannot go along with
the rapponeur in his insenion of the Venice declara-
tion as a useful contribution. I think it has to some
exrcnt desroyed the issue, because it suggested that
the PLO should be a parry ro negoriarions quite
clearly at a time when they were pledged that the State
of Israel should be destroyed.
I cannot go along at all with Mr Price's rarher exrraor-
dinary question to this Chamber: what alternative is
there to terrorism? In a world where ir seems rhar
everyone has to be kind to the PLO, I think it must be
stated that they are the people who taught the world
international terrorism, and for that no one can
admire their conribution to mankind. It is very odd, is
it not, that the very Arab States rhat financed the PLO
vere on the whole so relucant to take them in after
the recent expuls.ion from Lebanon. If they admire
them so much, would you nor have thought that they
would have been clamouring to help their heroes?
Recently, I visited Lebanon in common with many
members of this Chamber. I met Bashir Gemayel, and
the family that has been in feud with him, and had an
opportuniry to hear at first hand from eye-witnesses of
towrls and villages in Lebanon that were destroyed, of
children killed by their thousands, but rhe world was
strangely silent: apparently it is alright if the PLO does
it but it is very different if anyone else commits acts of
bloodletting. There are no shades in bloodletting, but
it does seem that a certain degree of hypocriry has
come into the media, and sometimes to this House too
in im pronouncemenrs, where the PLO is concerned.
In the nonh of Israel there have been constant inva-
sions, and again villages have been destroyed and chil-
dren killed there. The Lebanese I met cenainly wanted
to be rid of the PLO first and foremost and of the Syr-
ians next 
- 
and I dare say of the Israelis as well.
'!7e should all be looking for a solution ro rhis,
because then we might see the emergence of another
democratic State to join the one rhat is already there
- 
Israel. I agree very much with rhe remarks of the
last speaker 
- 
without rehearsing them 
- 
and I think
that the omission of Jordan from this reporr is another
matter on which I must take issue.
(Appkuse)
Mr Alexiadis (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President and col-
leagues, although the repon by Mr Penders on rhe
situadon in the Middle Easr is very rhoroughgoing ir
could be said that it deals with the marrer in a narrow
and schematic son of way by confining the whole
problem within the bounds of the Arab-Israel conflict
and ignoring several other potentially explosive issues
which are equally as dangerous as rhis, if not more so.
It disregards the conflict berween Iran and Iraq, the
prolonged occupation of the territory of the Cyprus
Republic by foreign forces and the enforced refugee
status of 200 000 of ir inhabiranrs, rhe genocidal
slaughter suffored by the Armenian people which
remains unforgotten to the present day, and the geno-
cide of the Kurdish people currendy in progress. Judi-
cial circles in Ankara revealed some days ago that the
government Commissioner of the military tribunal at
Digiarbekir, which is :'l-ying 375 members of the Kur-
dish Labour Parsy on charges connected with the
struggle for autonomy, is seeking the dearh penalry for
186 of. those charged. This is the fifth trial of Kurds
with Turkish citizenship since September 1980, when
military rule was imposed 
- 
or rarher declared openly
- 
in Turkey, and since then more than 2 500 Kurds
have been uied or are awaiting trial by rhe military ri-
bunals at Digiarbekir and Erzerum on charges con-
nected with the struggle for autonomy.
It is obviously in the interest of the European Ten to
wgrk for a settlemenr in the Middle East, and the
European Parliament is capable of and should point
out a complete series of steps and a plan of action cov-
ering all the crucial problems of the area. The creation
of a Palestinian homeland would, of course, be first
amont these steps, totether with, however, recogni-
tion by the Arab world of Israel's right to exist. Only
thus can an end be broughr ro rhis quarrel between
first cousins, the descendants of Shem, which is so
unremitting precisely because ir is berween people of
the same kin. The persistence of the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization in sticking to its original extreme
position, and much more so any chance resumpdon of
former terrorist activity, not only impedes 
- 
and in
the latter case would impede 
- 
a soludon to the prob-
lem, but also serves to alienate champions of the Pales-
tinian cause who are modvared by the sympathy which
it is natural for men who are free to feel towards a
people struggling for national independence. The
provocative actions of the Israelis in recent years and
their harsh measures against the people in the occu-
pied Arab territories have led many people to rhe belief
that all the blame lies with them. However, an
unbiased examination of the issue obliges us ro accep[
that the other side also bears responsibility. If only
the Balfour declararion had nor been made, and the
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persecution of the Jews in Nazi-held Europe, which
made it necessary for the fugitives to seek a national
home of their own, had not occured. But what is done
cannot be ,undone. Nevertheless, when in 1947 the
United Nations General'fusembly decided on the divi-
sion of Palestine into Jewish and Arab sectors, with
mutual cooperation between the swo in the economic
sphere, and on the internationalization of Jerusalem
- 
which is a holy ciry for Christians, Jews and Mus-
lims 
- 
Israel accepted the plan. The Arab States,
however, rejected the plan and launched their armed
forces against the newly-constituted State. Contrary to
all expectation they were defeated, but did not hesitate
to renew their military effons in three succeeding wars
which worsened the problem and raised hared to a
high pirch. It would be pointless for us to deny that the
two super powers played a significant pan in this ruin-
ous process. In their effons to secure positions of geo-
political dominance it was impossible for them to
ignore the Middle East with its tremendous strategic
potential and inexhaustible supplies of energy. Thus,
since 1950, the Middle East has been one of the chief
areas of American-Soviet confrontation. After the cri-
sis in 1956 President Nasser turned to the Soviet
Union for assistance, while the United'states became
the principal guarantor of Israel's independence.Later
on, with the Camp David agreemenm, the Unircd
States succeeded in breaking down the front of Arab
unity and in bringing Egypt and Israel peacefully
together for the first time. But the Soviet Union has
not remained idle. It has signed friendship reaties with
Iraq, Syria, Libya and the People's Republic of
Yemen. It has great influence in Damascus and main-
tains an abundant flow of arms, so much so as to give
rise to the suspicion that, all other chings apafi, the
Middle East areas has been selected as a testing
' ground for new weapons, as happened in Spain in the
run-up to the Second Vorld Var and later in Viet-
nam.
By duly noting all these historical factors and in con-
demning intransigence and threats to peace from
whatever side they come the European Parliament is
making an imponlnt contribution to international
ditente and acting in the best common interest of the
people of the Middle East.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, I have nothing to add to the tener-
ally positive assessment which Gerhard Schmid and
Mrs Charzat have given of the Penders repon. I
believe that on the whole this repon represents a step
forward. But on behalf of my group I should like to
criticize swo fundamental points, for'which the rap-
poneur is certainly not to blame, but which stem from
decisions taken in the Political Affairs Committee.
The first concerns the excessive importance attached
to the Camp David agreement on the one hand and
the inadequate imponance attached to rhe Fahd Plan
or Fez Charter on the other, which results in sonie
imbalance. My group has consequently tabled mo
amendments.
'!7'hy can the Camp David agreement 
- 
as the repon
claims 
- 
not form the basis? The Camp David agree-
ment is already practically non-existent, as para-
graph 3 of the Penders report predicts. It was origin-
ally designed to divide the Arabs, but they refused to
be divided. Nor did Jordan negotiate on this basis, and
the submission of the Reagan plan is surely a vinual
admission of the failure of the Camp David agree-
ment. Israel has also broken the agreement on several
occasions by launching a massive settlement pro-
gramme on the Vest Bank.
'!7hy then, with the USA in fact turning its back on the
Camp David atreement, should we condnue to make
symbolic gestures of suppon? The role the USA has
played in the Middle East has been 
- 
to put it politely
- 
extremely unsatisfacbry. It has repeatedly given
military and other support to a country 
- 
Israel 
-whose armies have marched into Lebanon, which has
bombarded Beirut and whose troops were responsible
for the massacres in Sabra and Chatilla. Ve Europeans
should make it clearer to the USA than we have done
in the past that we expect it to adopt a balanced, re-
sponsible and more progressive position on the settle-
ment of the conflict. But we ihall not succeed in this if
we do not spell out the mistakes the US Government
has made.
The second aspect of the Penders repon we should
like to influence and change with ambndments is the
evaluation of the Fahd Plan or the later Fez Chaner,
although it is not so called in the repon. The report
says that it includes useful elements. I feel, however,
thad the Fahd Plan and also the Fez Chaner include
what we would like to see referred to as important
new elements. Can it not be regarded as an imponant
element that the Arab countries should for the first
time implicitly recognize Israel's right to exist and
refer to the UN Securiry Council's guarantee for all
the countries in the region? Ve should make a point
of stating this clearly in the repon. Ve surely do not
want to say less than the Ten have abeady said on
their joint declaration.
To Members who have perhaps read more about the
PLO than they have learned through actual discus-
sions I should like to say that here again there has
been an interesting process of change, which is
reflected, for example, in adjustments to various ani-
cles of the covenant. That too should be noted. !7e
should not cling to old positions.
This brings ine to another point, the question of how
the PLO is to be appraised. I do realize that in his
repon Mr Penders refers to the basic role of the PLO,
and as far as I know, this is the first time this has been
done. But why is a clearer reference not made to the
PLO's right to represent the Palestinian people? \[hy
do some Members pretend that the PLO is a group
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that should be overlooked in negotiadons? The Pales-
tinian National Council is the body which represents
Palestinians in the present circumstances, spread as
they are among various countries. As .y colleague
Gerhard Schmid asked yesterday, arc we supposed to
negotiate with the Palestinian mayors? '$7e need a
iepresentative group which takes its place in negotia-
tions. That is why the Socialist Group has called both
for the removal of all prior conditions from para-
graph 9, as Mr Price has said, and for a clear reference
to be made to the PLO's right to represent the Palesti-
nian people.
Ve have also tabled an amendment to paragraph 10,
which says that Israel and the Palestinian ptople,
including the PLO, should hold alks with each other.
I realize this is in the nature of a compromise, but how
much longer do we intend to make do with compro-
mises in these matters? Vhen are we at last going to
make a clear statement on this? Wbois going to nego-
tiate? People cannot negotiate. The Israeli Govern-
ment and the body which represens the Palestinian
people, the Palestine Liberation Organization, can
negotiate. Let us say so in so many words, let us say
that there should be talls between the Israeli Govern-
ment and the PLO and that this must result in a pro-
cess of mutual recognition and peaceful coexistence. ,
How many people have lost their lives in this region in
the last few years, in the last few months? !7hat else
has to happen before we make a conribudon with a
clear and trail-blazing report to a peaceful solution rc
the situation in the Middle East? Ve have delayed too
long. Ve have not spoken up clearly enough. $7e have
been too faint-hearted. Unless progress is made, the
line so far adopted by Yassir Arafat that a peaceful
solution should be found will be doomed to failure.
That would mean terrorism andwar.
(Apphuse)
Mr d'Ormeison (PPE): 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
.search for a peaceful solution in' the Middle East
requires a desire for peace which must be inseparable
from a determination to implement the instruments
necessary rc safeguard that peace. In the Middle East
we are clearly reluctanr rc take all the necessary sreps;
we still seem content to await solutions proposed by
others or to confound them with our criticisms and
condemnation.
Are we acting as the champions of human rights by
behaving in this way? Let us remeinber rhe words of
Montesquieu in the preamble to the 'Spirit of the
Lau/: 'The republic, that is to say the government of
the people by the people, requires a facet which is not
to be found in a monarchy or in a despotic State: the
facet of vinue'.
In this particular instance I can see no virtue in calling
upon others to restore peace withour helping them to
achieve that aim.'We it was that took the decision to
set up the State of Israel. Since then the Jewish people
have suffered rcrribly under Hider and Stalin.
.{"re we to forget that Molotov met Adolf Hider in
December 1940 to put the unsuccessful request that
the Soviet Union be given a free hand in the Middle
East?
Ve cannot lose sight of the fact either that Brezhnev
aimed at gaining control over the sources of energy on
which the Vest depend 
- 
arrd we have no reason to
suppose that his successor will not pursue the same
policy.
'l7hatever legitimate interest may be inspired in us by
the suffering of the Palestinian people 
- 
who have
been up-rooted by events, decimated by war, anacked
in their dignity and rights and stibjected finally,
through our weakness, rc the influence of the PLO
which they have been obliged to seffe 
- 
we cannot
lose sight of the fact that since 1975 yhe PLO has been
a war machine armed by the Sovied Union and by iu
principal go-between, Colonel Kadhafi. Before the
Israeli offensive, '!(est-Beirut had become the centre
for an organized plan to bring the 10 452 square kilo-
.meres of lrbanese territory into the Soviet orbit this
year. Following the occupation of South-Yemen and
of Afghanistan, the pincers would have closed a little
more dghdy on our lines of communication.
However, following the election of Bechir Gemayel
on 23 September last we were inspired by a wild hope.
The charisma of this young leader of the Lebanese res-
istance gave us reason to hope for the resrcration of
unity and independence of his country, for the crea-
tion of al area of peace in which Christians and Mos-
lems could unite their efforts to seek with the Israelis
the conditions for peace; still more than this, we
hoped for a resumption of peace negotiations besween
Eg1pt, Israel and the whole Arab world. I had the pri-
vilege to be acquainted with Bechir Gemayel and I
know that he believed that the European Communiry
and the United States would help him to resrore rhe
territorial and political integriry of his country. \Zirh
his dynamic spirit, he hoped to bring his full weight to
bear in favour of the resumption of the Camp David
agreemen$. His tragic encounrer with death on the
very evening of his triumph and the massacres in Sabra
and Chatilah seem ro have called into question once
agairi the prospects for peace' in this infinitely small
rcrritory which carries a'trear and noble culrule, a
brilliant history and is the sole example of a shared
Moslem and Christian sociery. It is our dury m help
bring about the rebirth of that hope.
This repon should therefore, first and foremosr, set on
record our desire to increase rhe size of the UN forces
stationed in lrbanon rc 30 000 men as requested by
President Amin Gemayel in order ro ensure control of
the Lebanese frontiers, rhe evacuation of foreign
troops and the disarming of the gangs which creare
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violence and insecuriry in the country. This we must
,do if our aim is peace. The restoration of peace in
Lebanon would be the first step towards peace in the
neighbouring territories and would imply stronger
links between Europe and the Middle East; by prom-
oting this cause we can show the world that our Com-
munity is equal to its responsibilities and progressing
towards its own uniry and that even if the old docu-
ments have given place'to new procedures, Europe is
still there to proted the freedom of others.
(Applause)
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Mr President, by and large I think
the Penders report tries very hard to be fair and gen-
uinely seeks a balance. But on certain points I am not
sure that Mr Penders has managed to achieve that bal-
ance, and,that is perhaps because of the closeness and
vividness of events in Lebanon. That emphasis on
kbanon is shown panicularly in paragraph 11, which
I may say I fully suppon. Lebanon must be free and '
independent, sovereign and unoccupied by any foreign
troops. That means that there should be no Israeli
troops, nor Syrians, ngr PLO. Furthermore, the Com-
muhity must indeed help in the reconstruction of
Lebanon, and I am glad to note that my ou/n country
has agreed to send a contribution to the peace-keeping
forces there.
I would like to add at this moment that it is no use
sending peace-keeping forces for a couple of weeks.
The United States and the Communiry countries must
surely bear part of the responsibiliry for the massacres
in the Sabra and Chadla camps. It was folly to with-
draw the peace-keeping forces before all foreign occu-
pying troops had been withdrawn from Lebanon and
effective Lebanese sovereignty had been restored.
But these recent events -must also be placed in the per-
spective of thirry-four years of hostility by the Arab
States to Israel. That is the reason, Mr President, for
my Amendment No 2 and my proposal for a new reci-
tal la. One cannot accept on its own recital J which
effectively places all the blame on Israel. My Amend-
ment No 1 tries to redress this imbalance by stating the
simple clear iact that there would have been no Leba-
non invasion nor the long series of Arab/Israeli wars if
the Arab States had ever shown statesmanship and rea-
sonableness over the last thirry-four years. Peace 
-genuine peace 
- 
could have come to the Middle East
at any time in those thirty-four years if the Arab States
had really wanted it, and if the inransigence and the
total inflexibiliry which they showed had been
replaced by a willingness to talk. They refused not
only to make peace with Israel 
- 
they are still at war
with Israel except for Egypt and Lebanon 
- 
but even
to recognize Israel or talk rc Israelis if one excludes
rhe courageous and far-sighted President Sadat. That
is why I hope Mr Penders may accept my Amendment
No 2, which redresses the balance by inserting an
additional recital.
My third amendment 
- 
which is to paragraph7.4. 
-would replace the words: 'the option of a possible
Palestinian State' by 'an area of genuine autonomy for
the Palestinian Arabs'. Now that seems to me to be
pure pracdcaliry, Mr President. As Mr Nordmann
said, there is already one Palestinian Arab State 
-
Jordan 
- 
and a'$7est Bank Arab State, however peo-
ple may feel emotionally, is just not a starter. Such a
State could only exist in confederation with Jordan or
even possibly with Israel. It could not exist as an inde-
pendent entiry vinually surrounded by Israel.
In my Amendment No 4, I believe the reference to the
PLO is unfonunarc. I would like to see in para-
graph 10 a commitment to the legitimate representa-
tives of the Arab people of Palestine. That would make
us noi-committal with regard to the PLO without
excluding it, and it would avoid our appearing to sup-
POrt terroflsm.
The Middle East, Mr President, is crying out for
peace and that requires a readiness to talk and nego-
tiate and to compromise on both sides. If the Arab
States and Israel were to work together, what splendid
new prospects could be opened up! Some may think
. 
that a dream, but who in 1945 would have thought
that seven years later those apparently hereditary ene-
' mies 
- 
France and Germany 
- 
would be riconciled
in the first European Community? In that total rever-
sal of the hatred of centuries in Europe, is there not an
example for the Middle East and perhaps even a gleam
of hope?
(Appkase)
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, l"di.s
and gentlemen, the repon by Mr Pend'ers falls in
directly with American poliry and Camp David. But
we have now seen just where attempts to establish a
pax americana in the Middle East lead.
Total American support for Israel has resulted in the
worst exactions and the most horrible crimes. The
bombardment of Beirut, the massacres in Sabra and
Chatilah, vast desffuction, thousands of victims and
thousands of maltreated prisoners. Ve can now see
that a genuine process of progress towards peace has
not begun. Israel has conqueied many rcrritories in
Golan, East Jerusalem and Lebanon. The occupied
territories are being colonized in a way which spares
neither land nor the people nor yet their fundamental
freedoms since it is well known that repression, impri-
sonrhent and even tonuring of prisoners are common
practice there.
To propose, as the Penders report does, a European
initiative following in tire footsteps of Camp David
which has been a manifest failure can in no way con-
triburc to a soludon to bring about a real peace. Of
course the Ten must play a positive rolel They can
contribute, through political cooperation, to the
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implementation of the UN resolutions, in panicular
those which call for the withdrawal of Israel from
Lebanon and the occupied territories.
The Ten should use their weight to persuade Israel to
negotiate, to support the effons at peace and dialogue
which have now been initiated in panicular through
the Franco-Egyptian initiative and to support the
results of the Fez Summit and the PLO proposals. But,
quite obviously, nothing positive can be initiated with-
out respect for certain principles, first and foremost
the respect for the national rights of the Palestinian
people and the right of that people to establish an
independent State. That is not a possible future right,
as the report would have it, but an indispuable histo-
ric right. For their pan, the French Communists and
Allied Members will continue to demand recognition
of that right just as it must be recognized for the other
peoples of the region. This is the only way in which
dialogue and peace will win the day over violence and
war.
Finally, it must be recalled that all the events of last
summer and the demonsrations in the occupied terri-
tories 
- 
only yesterday yet again in Naplouse 
- 
have
confirmed, if there was any need for confirmation,
that Yasser Arafat's Palestinian Liberation Organ-
ization is the only legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people. That is another realiry which must
be recognized if we really want a peace settlement in
the Middle East.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am
always rather surprised by the one-sided way in which
facts are often presented and when I listen to Mr Mar-
tin I feel somewhat uneasy because he presented a
one-sided view of events and his own interpretation of
history. I do not say that he is entirely wrong and I do
not say that Israel is in no way responsible; of course
Israel must bear its responsibiliry. But I do not think
Israel is the only country m have a responsibiliry.
Mr Manin, you are a Frenchman. To the best of my
knowledge the Israelis had nothing whatever to do
with the assassination of Mr Louis Delamare, your
ambassador in Lebanon. I believe that a different State
and a different power w'ere responsible for the facr
that Mr Delamare is no longer with us today. There
are some things which we should not forget.
Having said that, ladies and gentlemen, ve are now
discussing the Penders report; I believe that it contains
a reasonable and measured list of proposals; I hope Mr
Penders will bear with me if I say that it is inspired less
by genius than by diligence, balance and hard work.
As it stands it really is not bad 
- 
it is a considerable
achievement. This report also reflects European aspir-
ations but it bears witness to the limits and impotence
of Europe. Ve find an analysis, suggestions and pro-
posals but we are unfortunatcly unable to reach a deci-
sion and when I look at this Assembly I feel bound to
realize that the fact that we ourselves are unable to
shape events is reflected in the many empry seats in
this chamber; generally one finds that places where
things are happening are crowded. That brings me,
through the Penders report, to a point which I con-
sider fundamental for the definition and implementa-
don of a European policy.
Paragraph 12(1) of the Penders report draws attention
to the need for a multi-national, international force to
implement resolutions in favour of peace, security and
order on the spot. Ladies and gentlemen, Lebanon has
asked my own countfy, Belgium, to make its contribu-
tion to the multi-national force; so far there has been
no practical response except a"vague response of prin-
ciple. Vhy? For two reasons: firstly, because our trea-
sury is empry but above all because our ovn State is in
crisis. I am afraid that in the case of Belgium the finan-
cial argument is an alibi 
- 
an alibi m avoid any real
commitment. I remember the attitude of some who not
so long ago proclaimed 'not one franc, not a single
man for the Congo'. So why should we send money or
men to kbanon where our interests are not directly at
stake and where no Belgians are established? I under-
sand that attitude. It is possible to explain any atd-
tude: good, bad or indifferent. But allow me.rc say
that this attitude is bad not only for Belgium but for
Europe as a whole because there is an evident contrad-
iction bervreen our constant repetition and reaffirma-
tion of our desire for European integration and our
evasion of the very first stage in integration which is
that of cooperation.
Mr President, I am less ambitious. !7e shall see about
integration but cooperation is essential. It is essential
right now and not the day after tomorrow. It is only if
we cooperate that we shall be able rc think of possible
integration. If the desire to cooperate is lacking, inte-
tration 
- 
I am sorry to say this 
- 
is bound to be an
illusion. Let us cooperate right now. The Penders
report has given me an opportunity to make this
observation not in connection with the Middle East
but through the Middle East in connection with the
very essence and implementation of European policy
as a whole.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, even if we
speak in terms of international responsibilities, I think
that any serious debate about the Middle East conflict
must necessarily begin by criticizing the Israeli
Government. Of course we can show understanding
for the encirclement of the Hebrew State; but however
closely we look at the depths of Jewish history includ-
ing and perhaps above all that of the genocide, the fact
remains that in the continuing crisis in this part of the
world which regularly bursts out in murderous explo-
sions, Israeli policy bears a heavy resporrsibiliry. There
is no need for a lengthy demonstration: it is sufficient
to think of the invasion of kbanon and the consranr
poliry of the Begin governmenr of establishing serrle-
ments on the '!7est Bank together with the repression
pursued by that governmenr.
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Any improvement in the present situation and progress
towards d1tente and later towards peace must inevita-
bly involve recognition of the right of the Palestinian
people m self-determination and to a State of their
own: that seems self-evident to me, a necessiry which
other speakers have alreedy emphasized. In the same
spirit of realism and attachment to democracy I would
like now to address a brief appeal to those men and
women who, under extremely difficult conditions, are
working in Israel itself in favour of an Israel-Arab rap-
prochement and thus in favour of peice.
They are doing so under difficult conditions in a
country which is sdll at war and has been suffering for
many years under the impact of a complex of encircle-
ment. There is a strong tempation to turn the rule of
unanimity, the principle of the sacred union, into a
categorical imperative of political conscience. And yet
the world has witnessed with admiration the moral
revolt of hundred of thousands of Israelis who,
considering the war in Lebanon to be unnecessary to
such an extent as to be criminal, did not hesitate to
proclaim their beliefs at a time when the guns were still
firing. How many soldiers and officers could be num-
bered among their ranls?
\fhile it is true that this protest could not readily find
expression in the institutional world and at the level of
the polidcal forces, it was nonetheless a source of
admiration and a cause for hope, or at least it would
have been if the movement which assumed such spec-
acular form after the Sabra and Chatilah massacres
last September, received the encouragement which it
merits from outside.
Ve must take up a political position in favour of the
aims of this well-organized movement in suppon of
peace. Vhen the supponers of that movement cry out
their rejection of the aggressive practices of Mr Begin
and Mr Sharon, we will not help to strengthen its
impact if we adopt a complacent attitude rc the Israeli
Government. Vhen that rnovement expresses its dis-
gust at the daily annexation of land in the !7est Bank
through the creation of new sbttlements we shall not
help the Israeli democrats and pacifists if we close our
eyes to these dangerous events. On the conrary, if we
express our reprobation of the annexationist and
repressive practices of the Begin government and if we
multiply our criticism of those policies, we shall bring
comfon to all those men and women who are sound-
ing the alarm in Israel today because, for all of them,
the stake is double as they are repeating with increas-
ing indignation and anxiery.
The first stake at issue is of course to put an end to the
injusticc suffered by the people of lebanon and Pales-
tine and the misfortune which that injustice brings in
its train. But there is a second issue: the need to save
Israel from the evils which beset it and which srcm
from the continuation of a rcnsion that may lead to
new confrontation and to a deterioration of democ-
rary in Israel.
(
A leading Israeli daily, 'Haretz', recendy wrote that
violence is becoming an accepted norm in Israeli
sociery. That impression is widely held among all
democrats and pacifists in Israel. '!7e must not cease
our efforts to understand the problems confrondng all
the panies in this conflict. But let us be quite clear
about one thing: the atachment which some of us feel
for the Israeli people can only be expressed effecdvely
if we echo the effons now being made by the bravest
and healthiest forces'among the Israeli people. To
echo them means in practical rcrms to condemn and'
put a brake on the annexation and creation of settle-
ments in the occupied rcrritories. Condemnation per-
haps also involves sanctions against the Israeli State.
Ve must favour the dialogue between the Israelis and
Palestinians and recognizJthe right of the Palesdnians '
to self-determinatiori and to a State of their own.
The best citizens of Israel, the bravest and most lucid
spirits, understand this. The best friends of Israel must
also understand this fact and, with them, all those who
wish for reconciliation at the earliest.possible date
between the Palestinians and Israelis.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Wce-Presidcnt
Mr Normanton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I at the
ou6et, in this brief contribudon, declare my political
conviction that there can and will be no prospect of
peace in the Middle East until Israel and Egypt 
- 
rwo
of the major participants in the conflicts, cenainly his-
torically 
- 
are accepted by the European Communiry
as two of the growing number of States which make
up the European Communiry. In other words, I firmly
believe it is the creation of an environment involving
these two interests, a political environment where one
can talk in a parliamentary forum like thid, that can
replace fighdng on a world stage which brings into
conflict States which have no interest whatsoever in
resolving the conflict but only in extending their own
involvement. And the reason for my belief lies, quite
frankly, in the fact that the Jewish people, around the
world in general and in the State of Israel in panic-
ular, have so much more in common with what we
believe in 
- 
what we call our'S7'estern civilization.
Indeed, our heritage as Europeans has been enor-
mously enriched by the Jewish participation to a
degree which we take too much for granted and which
we should be very foolish to ignore when searching
for a solution to the Arab-Israel conflict.
The Penders repon is good in parts and particularly in
its reference to the imponance which is attached to the
development of the Camp David agreement. Here
should lie the key rc the poliry of the Community, to
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exploit the common ground which has been so pain-
fully established by mo of the major conflicting par-
ties and make it work. \Vhen I say make it work I am
thinking of the promotion of trade bescreen these two
elements of the agreement. Until trade is effectively
flowing and rapidly increasing berween Egypt and
Israel so long will we fall far short of what we have to
achieve.
The Community should replace in my opinion the
Unites States of America as the provider of an interna-
tional police force to keep t}e peace in sensitive spots
berween the opposing military forces peripheral to
Israel. For far rco long Europe as a whole has abdi-
cated to our friends the Americans responsibilities
which are, and rightly 6hould be, ours to exercise. It is
our failure to Brasp this which is no mean factor
behind the perpetuation of the Arab/Israeli conflict.
Lasdy, Mr President, I must say that the Penders
report, so far as it goes and subject rc the approval by
the House of a number of amendments which have
been tabled, will'receive my support but I repeat: sub-
ject to the acceptance by the House of a number of
imponant amendments.
Lord O'Hagan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on this subject
of all subjecu there are many shades of opinion and
differences of point of view berween Members of this
House, benveen groups and within groups. But what-
ever the variety and the scope of these attitudes and
the nature of the gap between therir there is no com-
parison besween their number and the number of
graves marked and unmarked in the Middle East. If
anphing that we do here or say here in this Parliament
conributes by one smafl step towards a resolution of
the problem, then we will have helped. I believe that
the European Community cannot escape its political
responsibiliry in this field. Ve must add our voice and
our actions rc those'of others'who are trying to secure'
a lasting and just settlement in that troubled pan of
the world.
Now my group, Mr President, and I am speaking on
behalf of my group, has not formally tabled amend-
ments as a group because we would like to pay ribute
to the work of Mr Penders.'Ve feel that he has taken
on a difficult task and he has carried it out with great
parience and with considerable skill. Ve accept the
broad thrust of his resolution. Individual members of
our group have individual views which they are of
course free to express as to the particular balance
bemreen one part of the resolution and another and
they have introduced amendrnents, but in general I
hope this Parliament will support the broad thrust of
Mr Pender's report. It gives us a measured, careful and
considered view of the Communiq/s role in this pan
of the world and I hope that we will vote it through
with an overwhelming maloity.I conclude, Mr Presi-
denq that we should all be'grateful to Mr Penders for
the considerable work that he has done on our behalf
in drawing up this report.
Mr Haferkamp, Wce-Presi&nt.of the Commission. 
-(DE) Mr President, I should like to begin by express-
ing my thanks and respect to Mr Penders, whose
repon has righdy found general approval throughout
the debatc because of the extensive information it con-
tains and the balanced way in which it is presented.
Even after this debate has ended, much of what is to
be found in this repon will give us food for thought.
For many years and in many different ways the Com-
muniry has demonstrated its interest in a lasting, just
and global peace setdement in the Middle East. Efforu
have also been made on numerous occasions to conri-
bute to such a settlement, and they are continuing.
These effons have been and will be based on the dec-
laration of the European Council in Venice, much
quorcd during this debate, and the essential principles
confirmed in that declaration of the recognition of the
right of all countries in the region, including Israel, to
existence and securiry and the legitimate right of the
Palestinian people to self-dercrmination.
There can be no doubt that solving the political prob-
lems which have been discussed yesterday and today is
of descisive importance, but in these dicussions we
should not overlook the i,mponance of economic
development, and I would refer in this context to par-
agraph 12 of the resolution and points 55 and 55 of
the report, which call on the Community to provide
economic, financial and technical assistance for all the
countries in this area, which have suffered so much. I
believe that here we have real, practical instruments we
can use. Ve have treaties with the countries of this
region. I am convinced that this region has great
potential which should enable it to turn areas rhal are
still desen into a flourishing landscape. There is cer-
tainly room in this region for everyone of good will
prepared to live in peace with his neighbour if we con-
tribute to the development of the potential that exists
there . I believe we have only just begun to do what can
be done.
I would remind you that in November 1973 \/illy
Brandt, then Federal German Chancellor and now a
Member of this House, referred in connection with
the war then a few weeks old to Europe's obligation
and duty to help to make this area stable. But what he
emphasized above all else was that Europe must not be
tight-fisted when conributing to the future develop-
ment of this region with marerial aid. I consider it
imponant for us to take these passates of the resolu-
tion just as seriously as the political statements we
make. A Member of the House said a few minutes ago
that the opponunities we have are limited. That may
be'true. But the debate has shown that we consider it
our dury to do everything within these limits which
may contriburc to positive developments in this region.
Mr Penders (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I greatly appreciate having this opportunity of
winding up the debate by commendng briefly on some
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of the salient points raised by the Various speakers.
Firsdy let me say that I feel it incumbent upon me, at
the end of an in-depth debate which occupied pan of
the House's proceedings yesterday and has been car-
ried over to today, to thank all the Members who took
pan in it, and that embraces the criticisms of one son
br another which were voiced against my approach to
the prqblem. It was only to be expected that such a
report and motion for a resolution would not find
favour with everyone. Hence my desire to briefly
recapitulate the thoughts which guided me in drawing
up this report.
fu I have already stated, my primary aim was that of
making up the discrepancy which separated Parlia-
ment's official stance on the Middle East especially
throughout the years prior to direct elections, from
that of the Communiry ministers of foreign affairs.
Although it is by no means the goal of the directly-
elected Parliament to rubber-stamp the decisions of
the foreign minisrcrs, I can think of no other subject
on which there existed such a yawning gap between
starcmen6 emanating from this House on the one
hand, and the official Community policy statements
which resulted from exhaustive Council negotiations,
on the other. I hope the House will appreciate what I
took to be my primary dury i.e. bridging that gap, and
no matter how one looks at the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the report, it would have to be said
that the Political Affain ,Committee has achieved its
first goal. In elaborating the report I have been at
pains to arrive at a definitive comprehensive document
which would do justice to the ofrcn contradictory and
reluoant aspirations and political demands. Mr Presi-
dent, any such document would have to be dynamic in
nature. It cannot be a son of fossil for storing infor-
mation; such is not the busines's of politics. Conse-
quently, although I followed with much interest the
speech made by Mr Nordmann I am forced to con-
clude that his political approach to the problem can
only lead to a fossilization, an immobilization of this
Parliament, and that is unacceptable. A policy docu-
ment must be dynamic in nature and bear a political
stamP.
It also means that one cannot proceed in a slipshod or
shallow manner. Hence my reluctance to comply with
the wishes of my colleague Mr Capanna to include in
my report all of the United Nations resolutions on the
Middle East. Many of the laner are of. a sloppy and
shallow nature and contribute nothing in the way of
clarification. Hence the reason for my decision not to
include them. I need hardly remind the House of the
need to tread warily in our effons .to gain all-round
acceptance for our document.
I freely admit that the whole rcne of the paragraphs in
the motion for a resolution which deal with contacts
between the State of Israel and the'Palestinian people,
including the PLO, revcals the pains taken to achieve a
cautious approach. This should be borne in mind both
by the friends of Israel who have been somewhat
sceptical about the paragraphs in question and by
those who have worked hard to funher the Euro-Arab
dialogue and who are most probably disappointed that
the wording of the paragraphs does not go far enough.
I look upon the formula chosen as offering the best
chance of all.round support in the House, thereby
edging Parliament's official Middle East poliry a step
further. It is of course all too easy to launch great ini-
tiatives, to the accompaniment of fanfares but if such
measures fail to gain majoity support then we inevita-
bly find the whole process stalled. This practical objec-
tive also dictated my cautious approach to the eventual
option of a Palestinian state. The subject is a very deli-
cate one, for although one cannot exclude the possibil-
ity of such a state, I am not yet prepared to give it
unqualified approval, given the present unstable,
potentially explosive situation. Nevenheless the sub-
ject must be broached, albeit with great c re.
Generally speaking I approached this whole debate in
the hope that Members from all sides of the House
would endeavour to make a constructive and coopera-
tive contribution m an issue so fraught with difficulty.
I am pleased to say, that, with one notable exception,
such has been the case. Parliamentary debates on
issues as complex as this should be open and critical.
But unless such criticisn is construcdve Parliament
will not advance any further and indeed it will be con-
strued by the public at l^r3e,. the Council and the
Community foreign ministers as a srcp backwards.
If you will allow me, Mr President, I would like to
make a somewhat personal point. Various speakers
have more or less upbraided me by effectively saying:
'Rapporteur, don't you realize that there is only one
true democrary in the Middle East and that is the
State of Israel? The other Middle East states cannot be
described as such'. It goes without srying that I am not
unaware of the fact that criticism of the government is
possible within Israel as in all democracies, something
I find laudable. However, we would be found wanting
in our democratic obligations were we, in praising the
democratic iharacteristics of one Middle East state, to
neglect the rights of the Palestinian people. Ohe of the
most valuable achievements of the Communiry foreign
minisrcrs oyer the past ten years has been that of
defining, and awakening interest in, the plight of the
Palestinian people. That democracy is a thorny subject
is something I would not care to deny. This year, just
a few weeks hence, we shall be calling to mind the
arrival of Hitler as political leader of Germany, and as
such we would do well m remind ourselves just how
extraordinarily fragile and exacting democracy can be.
I feel it incumbent upon me to express my admiration
for Israel's commitment to democracy in a hostile
environment. However, against this it must be said
that we would be remiss in our democratic duties if we
did not attempt to do justice to the Palesdnian people.
In closing, Mr President, just a few words concerning
the amendments. As rapporteur my hands are, quite
naturally, tied. I am, after all, speaking on behalf of
t. I
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the Political Affairs Committee. I have personally gonc
over all 96 amendments with a fine-morh comb, using
in a majoriry of cases the sole crirerion of whether it
lay strictly within the brief I received from the Political
Affairs Committee. I may not go beyond the terms of
that brief. For those amendments which deal with the
situation which has arisen since the voting in rhe Polit-
ical Affairs Committee and today, ll January 1983, I
have fonunately been able to draw those rcrms some-
what wider. In this respect I was happy to be able to
accept the amendment tabled by our colleague Ms
Charzat dealing with the Franco-Egyptian draft reso-
lution before the United Nations, which has been
labelled useful by the Communiry foreign ministers.
Such amendments can be accepted without any diffi-
culry, while I am regrettably forced to reject orhers.
Paragraphs 9 and 10 of rhe motion for a resolurion
has, not surprisingly, caused quite a sdr in the House.
The Group of f,uropean Progressive Democrau has
sought to render them somewhat clearer by rephrasing
the terminology. I have given thar a lor of careful con-
sideradon, Mr President, ar the end of which I
decided against upsetting the delicate balance which
has been struck in those paragraphs, which musr be
seen as forming a whole, just as the morion for a reso-
lution itself.
Mr President, I have reached rhe end of my interven-
tion. All criticisms and comments, whether positive or
negative, have been voiced. It only remains now for
Parliament to determine the course ir wishes rc
embark upon and I can only hope that it will be one
which will edge the Communiry a litde closer towards
considering, and apsisting in the search for, a soludon
to the disputes of the MiddleEast.
(Appkrse)
Mr Schmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) MrPresident, the Council's
representative was nor presenr during this imponant
debate on the Middle East. \7as the Council nor
invitcd? Could you please explain to rhe House why a
foreign policy debate of such importance has taken
place in the absence of the appropriate President of
the Council,
Presidcnt. a The Bureau has dealr with this marrcr.
The President-in-Office of the Council informed us
that he would remain at our disposal today from
3 p.m. and all day Thursday. Since, however, there are
funher items on the agenda thar might interest the
President-of the Council, we have chosen this course.
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting rime.
(The sitting was suspended at 11.25 a.m. and resumed at
12 noon)
4. Votesr
LADY ELLES REPORT (Doc. l-977/82'Cyprus')
Lady Elles (EDI, rapportear. 
- 
May I say, Mr Presi-
dent, with regard rc all the amendments to this resolu-
tion, that during the Political Affairs Committee dis-
cussion no amendments were tabled by any Member,
although of course.they had the opponuniry and right
to do so. It was, as I understood it, the clear intention
of the Political Affairs Committee, who voted unani-
mously on the draft resolution, rhar it should go
through as it stands. Of course Memb'ers are free to
vote as they like, but I must srare as rapponeur of the
committee that the amendments that are proposed
vere not discussed in the Political Affairs Committee
and I am therefore not able to give the opinion of the
committee on any of these amendments from I to 10. I
think that this is the fairesr and mosr balanced way to
approach this subject.
Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) Mr President, in defer-
ence to the report by Lady Elles, for whom I have the
highest regard, I wish to announce thar, in order to
speed up voting and to facilitate acceptance of rhe
report in its entirety, I will withdraw the amendments I '
have tabled if all the other amendmenr are withdrawn
as well.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I agree
with the view expressed by Mr Plaskovitis and I with-
draw my amendment also.
Paragrapb 1 
- 
Amendment No 9
Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenq
if I understood correctly Mr Plaskovitis said he would
withdraw his amendments on rhe condition that all the
other amendments are urirhdrawn as well. But since
the other amendments have not been withdrawn I
think that the amendments tabled by Mr Plaskovitis
should be voted upon.
President. 
- 
Mr Gerokostopoulos, actually I should
not have called you. Only Mr Plaskovitis could say
that. However, he does not seem rc share your opi-
nion.
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ieally
what I said was thar I would withdraw my amend-
ments if everyone else were to withdraw theirs as well
so that we could go straight ahead with vodng on a
very objective and sadsfactory repoft. Of course, since
the others have not withdrawn their amendments mine
I SeeAnnex.
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ought to be voted on as well. But never mind, Mr
President. I withdraw my amendments without the
others having withdrawn theirs, and I ask Parliament
to respect this.
Paragraph 3 
- 
Amendments Nos 5, 10 and 4
Prcsident. 
- 
On paragraph 3, three amendmen$ were
tabled but I understand from Mr Kyrkos and Mr Plas-
kovitis that they have been withdrawn. So there only
remains Amendment No 4 by Mr Van Minnen, which
the rapporteur is against.
Mr Dc Goede (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
heard you say on a number of occasions that the rap-
porteur is opposed to an amendment, but this is incor'
iect. Lady Elles has herself stadd tha{ no amendments
were dealt with by the Political Affairs Committee and
[hat, as rapporteur of that committee, she felt the fai-
rest and most balanced approach to these amendments
would be to refrain from commenting on them. She
has thus a neutral standpoint on the matter and I
would be much obliged if you would so inform the
House.
President. 
- 
I should have said rather that the rappor-
rcur cannot approve this amendment.
Before tbe oote on tbe motionfor a resolution as a uhole.
Mr Forth (ED). 
- 
Could you explain whether the
roll-call vote has been requested by a political group
or by the appropriate number of people, Mr Presi-
dent? That isn't clear.
President. 
- 
The roll-call vorc was requested by the.
Socialist Group.
After the oote on the motionfor a resolation as a afiole.
Mr Beyer de Rykc (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am
sorry but I cannot find my voting card. If the Rules of
Procedure allow this I hope you will count me as hav-
ing voted in favour. Thank you.
President. 
- 
It will be recorded in the Minutes.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr' President, once
the result of.a vote has been ascertained, ygu should
not allow it to be changed. Otherwise, where a vote is
very close, we could be in a real mess.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I did not touch it up.
I merely said that we would note Mr Beyer de Ryke's
sarcment in the Minutes. The outcome of the vote
will not be affected.
PENDERS REPORT (Doc. t-7 E6/ s2'Middle East')
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the report
by Mr Penders. Vice-President Vandewiele promised
this morning that this would be the time when we
decided whether there should be a vote.
A number of Members wanrcd the vote to be deferred
because the amendments took so long to come. On the
other hand, the amendmens were available in all lan-
guages and the deadlines are set by decisions of the
enlarged Bureau. fu you know, our translation service
worls at high pressure. However, where there are so
many translations to be done in so short a time, delays
can occur. This will need to be sorted out by the
Bureau.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, you
have anticipated a number of the arguments I put for-
ward earlier this morning.
I request once again the postponement of the vote on
the Penders report on the following grounds: firstly,
contrary to what you have just said, Mr President, the
amendments were not available to Parliament in all the
languages until early this morning. There is an enor-
mous number of amendments, and many of us have
not had an opponuniry to discuss them among our-
selves, let alone in our polidcal groups.
Secondly, this is a very imponant report, and the
House should first consider in what form some of the
amendments really deserve a large majoriry. The result
will depend on sheer chance if we decide on 96
amendments rcday. Ve have another 28 minutes, and
I would ask that, even though you have discussed the
maner in the various groups, you depan from the set
procedure and take account of the political signific-
ance of the amendments that have been tabled to Mr
Penders' major repon by all the groups.
Lord O'Hagan (ED). 
- 
Mr President. I believe in
this Parliament and I believe that this debate that we
have had is possibly of some use and I believe we
should continue our work. This group has tried very
hard to evolve a whip taking account of all the differ-
ent views within it, which are as divergent as any other
group in the Padiament. All those who are concerned
about this subject seriously will have studied the
amendments in different languages, if not in our own.
I do not believe that we will be doing justice rc the ser-
iousness of the subject of or to the public image of this
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Parliament if we delay voting on these amendments,
and I hope we will vote nour.
(Parliament rejected the reqrlest)
(Afier the oote on all tbe ameadments)
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, for
pracdcal reasons I wish to propose that the explana-
dons of vote be heard now and that rhe final vote be
deferred undl 3 p.m.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, that is a very unkind
thing to ask of the poor President.
(Laughter)
So far, 14 Members hive wanted to give explanations
of vote, more may follow. I would therefore ask you
to make your statemenr in writing.
(Appk*se)
Mr Brsndlund Niclsen (L). 
- 
(DA) On a point of
order, Mr President, I should like rc ask the President
to repeat whether it was the Technical Coordination
Group which asked for a roll-call vote. I find it inter-
esting, for this group derives much of its suength from
a few Danish Members, who are agiinst Parliament
taking up any position at all. I should therefore like an
indicadon of who asked for this roll-call vote.
President. 
- 
I would point out that Mr Capanna put
his name to it as Acting Chairman of the Group for
the Technical Coordination and Defence of Indepen-
dent Groups and Members.
(Tbe sitting utas suspendcd dt 1.25 p.m. and resumed at
3.15 p.m.)
iN trm cFrArR : MR DANKERT
Presidcnt
5. German Presidcncy $utement b1t tbe Council)
President. 
- 
The nexr it€m is the statement by the
President-in-Office qf the,Council on the programme
of the German presidency for the nexr six monrhs.
Mr Genscher, you have often visitcd us and you are
always w'elcome.
Mr Genschcr, hesidcnrin-Ofice of the Coancil. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, almost
exacdy 25years ago, on 1 January 1958, rhe Treaties
of Rome entered into force. Ir was 25 years ago rhar a
President of the Council first appeared before the
European Parliament. That was the committed Eufo-
pean, the Belgian Minisrer for Foreign Affairs Larock.
At the constituenr meering here in Strasbourg, he said
to the Members of Parliamenr, who were then 142 in
number: 'Complete integration is the aim we are striv-
ing for and to which the Treaties of Rome will lead us.
At this new state qf the proceedings, our countries are
looking to this House to provide decisive iniriatives,
which must be transmitted to the European public.'
It is with this long-term aim in view that the Federal
Republic of Germany is taking over the Presidency of
the Communiry. It will endeavour tp bring the Com-
muniry funher along the rold towards European uni-
fication.
Europe is developing and taking shape in its own way.
I do not know how ofrcn it has been said that the
European Communiry and its ultimate polirical goal,
European union, are finished and done with; and yet
the story of the past years is a story of European pro-
gress.
Vhen the Federal Republic of Germany took over the
Presidenry in 1978, the aim was to conclude the acces-
sion negotiations with Greece. Today, Greece is a
member of the European Communiry. Then, we were
trying to stan negotiations with Ponugal and to creare
' the preconditions for negotiations with Spain. Nego-
tiations with both countries have now reached a very
advanced stage, and I have no doubt that the next
German-Presidency will be able to speak on behalf of
12 Member States.
On 4July 1978,1announced ro you that rhe Member
States had agreed rc direct elections to rhe European
Parliament. A year later, the elegtions took place. In
the meantime, the political forces in Europe have been
organized across starc frontiers. Today,w'e are prepar-
ing for the scond direct elections ro rhe Europein Par-
liament.'
Neither economic crises nor polidcal and military
threats ro our sysrem should let us forget that Euro-
pean union is a historical process which has made con-
siderable progress. More depends on rhe success of
this process than Etiropean living standards. Our basic
political sysrem 
- 
democracy, legality and ouf plural-
istic sociery 
- 
is at stakel our scope for action in
world politics, our independence, are at issue. It will
depend on us whether the European model is followed
throughout the world, whether a non-hegemonic
fusion of equal free stat€s, or other, less desirable
forms of organizing inrernational co-operation carry
the day.
Ve therefore have a dury rc hisrcqy, and to the gener-
adons rc come, ro ppt aside perry narional quarrels.
'i
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'$7e must unremittingly struggle to overcome the prob-
lems which no threaten the Community 
- 
and with
the Communiry its political future: European union. It
is'our job to ensure that the idea. of European union
does not fade from the public consciousness. Here the
European Parliament has a special r6le to play.
It was these considerations which in 1981 led Mr Col-
ombo and myself to mke a joint initiative on European
urtion, which has become known as the European Act.
under the German Presidency we will leave no stone
unturned in our efforts to bring the initiative to a suc-
cessful conclusion.
On 14 October last year, Mr Colombo and I reponed
to you on the progress of discussions on the EuroPean
Act. In response to a request from your Political
Affairs Committee, I agreed that in furure I would
regularly report to this House on the progress of dis-
cussions. I do not want to anticipate that repon today.
In addition to the European Act, the Council of Min-
isters will continue its discussions on two Commission
proposals:(1) on improving the conciliation procedure
between Council and Parliament; and (2) increasing
the Parliament's r6le in the Communiry's external
agreements.
The Communiry's activities must be democratically
legitimate and conrolled by Parliamenr That is the
electoral mandate which this House received through
the direct elections.
In the comintyear, we have the second direct elec-
tions before us. It is time to set the date for the elec-
tions, since the panies, candidates and electoral bodies
should be aware of the situation in good time. I will
shortly suggest an election date to the Council; the
Council will then stan consultations with the Euro-
pean Parliament. I share the concern of this House as
to whether it will still be possible to adopt the Decision
on uniform electoral procedure 
- 
as you proposed on
10 March 1982 
- 
in time for the direct elections in
1984. Your Presidenry and the ten Foreign Ministers
will discuss the question on 24 lanua,ry.
Voting for the European Parliament is also giving a
vorc for European politics. Let us therefore consider
the new elections as a stimulus for a European policy
that the people will undersand and support, and let us
act accordingly. The Europearl Parliament is the only
parliamentary forum where questions of common con-
cern to Europeans are discussed from the European,
and nor from the national, point of view. It is there-
fore for you, ladies and gentlemen, to define these
interests. It is your dury to be and to remain ihe
motive power of Europe's unification endeavours, res-
isdng all centrifugal tendencies with'all the authority
of a directly-elected parliament. National tovern-
ments, and national parliaments too, should not
regard the European Parliament as a rival, but as a
partner with whom they should co-operate in com-
plete trust.
Toda/s debatc opens the dialogue between the Coun-
cil and the Parliament in this half of 1983. The matters
on which the German Presidenry will concentrate
arise from the major problems facing us. There are
four main tasks which we must tackle resolutely within
the Community framework:
1. The fight against unemployment has top priority.
There are more than 11 million people' nearly 10% of
the vorking population, unemployed in the Com-
muniry today. Young people under 25 rePresent 400
of the unemployed. If we want to maintain even exist-
ing employment levels, we must create 7 million new
jobs a year in the next few years. Even in the 'Golden
60s' we only managed to create 260 000 jobs a year in
Europe. This shows the enormity of the task before us.
Of course employment policy is primarily a matter for
the Member States, but the Communiry must prove
that it can make an imponant contribution rc this
basic problem. The people of Europe, and particularly
our young people, must see that the European Com-
muniry is able to do something for their lives and their
future prospects, that it is not a failure in this respect.
The European Council has set the target: every young
person must be found a training place or a practical
apprenticeship. This is where the Social Fund must be
used effectively. Vith more than I 700 million ECU in
commitment appropriations, it now enables the Com-
muniry to follow a constructive labour-market poliry.
Ve must also use education and vocational raining
poliry to conquer youth unemployment. A joint meet-
ing'of the Ministers of Labour and Education should
deal with the problems of the transition of young peo-
ple from school to working life, and elaborate pilot
schemes for preparing young people more adequately
for the world of work. \7e need an effective common
vocational training poliry for the 80s.
In the long run, we can only create secure employment
if we again succeed in abhieving strong and ksting
growth. In this endeavour it is the small and medium-
sized undertakings we need above all. You, ladies and
gendemen, have declared 1983 the 'Year of Small and
Medium-Sized Undenakings'- and you were right
to do so. Of all European undenakings, g50/o are small
and medium-sized undertakings; 30 million people,
more.than half the rctal labour force, are employed in
them. Small and medium-sized undenakings train
more than 600/o of our young people. Small and
medium-sized undenakings are the chie{ agents of
rcchnical progress: of the 60 basic inventions of this
century, 48, that is, 800/0, came from small and
medium-sized undenakings.
In Europe today, we need an active policy to support
small businesses, to open opponunities for the drive,
the wealrh of inventiveness and the abiliry to innovate
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which exists in small and medium-sized enrcrprises.
Particularly in a period of great structural change, the
many small and medium-sized undenakings have a
key rdle rc play. Vith their personal responsibiliry,
their readiness to take risls and show initiative, their
high degree of adaptability and training capaciry, the
varied goods and services they have to offer, their
wealth of ideas and creativiry, they make a decisive
contribudon to economic growrh and rcchnical pro-
8ress, to creatint and preserving employment and m
the structi.rral change we somuch need. In Europe, we
must crearc the basic political and economic condi-
dons which will enable the dynamic forces in our
economies m develop freely.
Only in this way shall we achieve the fundamental
improvement in the general economic situation in
Europe which we are all seeking. The prospects are
not bad, the oudook for a gradual economic recovery
has become more favourable; but let us not deceive
ourselves. It will need great efforts and common sac-
rifices to turn this prospect into realiry. The sceptiqs
must not be proved right. Europe musr demonstrate
that it has the strength and rhe staying-power to
achieve the upswing.
2. T\e Communiq/s decisive contribution in this mat-
ter is to maintain and expand the common internal
marker This is our second pressing task. Today it is
more than ever imponant rc preserye and liberate the
forces for growth in the free exchange of goods within
the Communiry. The internal marker is in serious dan-
ger from a prorccrionism that appears in many differ-
ent guises.
(Appkuse)
Non-tariff restricions and subsidies which distort
competition have shown a spectacular increase, and
the German Presidency will make every effon to ward
off these dangers to the inrernal market.
Still more, however, is needed: we musr not only pres-
erve the common market, we must expand it. There
are sdll border controls and formalities which hinder
free rade within the Communiry. The cost of rhe time
spent on customs clearance for EC goods traffic is
estimated at 36-37 thousand million German marks a
year. A consignment going from Holland to Naples
with a travelling time of 25 hours takes roughly an
additional 10 hours for customs clearance at borders.
(Apphuse)
It was not quite clear whether the applause was meanr
for this state of affairs or for the criticish of it. I trust
it was meant for the criticism.
(Apphase)
Now it is clear!
(La*ghter)
Ve shall do what wi 
""n 
to promore a Council deci-
sion on measures to simplify border formalities
befi/een Member States on roads, railways and inland
warcrways.
The common transport policy is closely connected
with the expansion of the internal market. It is impor-
tant tc, find a new direction for the Communiry's plans
of transport policy. )
Ve have no chance of coming out of the recession if
ve compartmentalize our marke6. 'Protection against
one another is not going to creare employment.
Free world trade is also vitally imponant to the Com-
muniry. The European Communiry is by far the largest
imponer and exponer in the world. In Europe, every
fifth job demands an ercernal trade.
Ve Europeans know berter than anyone that trade
barriers cost jobs. No other region relies so heavily on
the maintenance of free trade as ours. It is in our own
interests to remain on the side of free world rade.
(App,huse)
3. Our third prioriry is to complete the Communiry's
enlargement towards the South through the simulta-
neous accession of Ponugal and Spain. The Com-
munity and its Member Stircs are politically commit-
ted to this contribution to the stabilization of democ-
raq in the Iberian peninsula.
(Apphuse)
'We must keep our word. The European Council has
set the pace and the direcdon for negotiations with the
two countries and for adjusting the acqais cotnrn 4nau-
uire.'ln practical rcrms, this means rhar we must not
concenrarc on the accession negodations alone; we
must concentate aL the same time on the necessary
preparatory measures in the common agricultural
policy. This is panicularly rrue of Medircrranean agri-
cultural products. It is essential that we work our solu-
tions which, while conforming to rhe free market as
far as possible, limit the danger of overproduction and
guarant€e that the enlargement in general can still be
financed. There is one thing of rrhich there can be no
doubt: in a time of inevitable reductions in nadonal
b_u_dSep, the Communiry must also show that it is cap-
able of using its revenue economically.
4. Ve are funher required to take resolute acdon on
the budget. The 1983 budget entered into force on
time. The improved budget procedure has stood the
t€st: together, by strict economy, we have created
more scope for strucrurally effective expenditure, par-
ticularly in the fields of labour-market and regional
policy. Ve should now bring the budgetary compensa-
tion for the Unitcd Kingdom and theiehtld reduction
for Germany to a successful conclusion.
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In the near future the Commission will be submiming
more extensive proposals for reforming the Com-
munity's sysrcm of own resources; the Presidenry will
stan consultations at once. Experience has shown,
however, that it will not be possible to solve such a
complex problem within a year. It took from 1962 to
1970 to esablish the systqm of the Communiry's own
resources, and it will require great ifforts on the part
of all the Community Institutions and the Member
States to reform it. But this task cannot be shirked; we
must hckle it with determination.
Ladies and gendemen, in addition to these four priori-
ties, our Presidenry has other imponant tasks.
I shall mention first of all the need for increased
co-ordination of economic, monetary and financial
poliry. In this connection, we must make careful use
of the financial instruments available to the Com-
muniry. In Copenhagen, the European Council
approved a comprehensive strategy and asked the
Council of Ministers to take decisions by the end of
March. Commission proposals have been submitted
and the Council's discussions have begun.
This House is expecting the Communiry to provide
more loans, panicularly to the less prosperous coun-
tries. The Communiqy's true credit instrument is the
European Investment Bank. $ince its capital was dou-
bled in 1981, it has had, and still has, considerable
scope for giving credit. The 'New Instrument', the
Communiry loan, will have to play an ancillary role in
promoting investment. This House delivered its Opi-
nion on the new Commission proposal in December.
On this, too, the Council will take a decision before
the end of March.
The Communiq/s most important instrument of struc-
tural policy, the Regional Fund, has now reached an
amount of over 2 thousand million ECU in commit-
ment appropriations, not least thanks to the decisions
of this House. In this half-year, it is again due for
reform. The main aim of our reform will be to conc€n-
trate its resources. '$7'e can only talk about a meaning-
ful reform of the Regional Fund if its resources are
concentrated on the really disadvantaged regions.
The European Monetary Sysrcm has proved itself in
difficult times. The relatively high exchange-rate sta-
bility berween the EMS currencies is not least due to
the discipline which the $ystem imposes on each of its
members. The close co-operation between moneta{y
authorities must nov/ be increased still funher and the
syst€m strengthened by a policy of stability in the
Member States. I am thinking here not only of
inrcrest-rate policy, but also of consolidating national
budgeis in order to achieve the convergence in econo-
mic policies which will in turn make it possible to
extend the Monetary System.
There are again difficult decisions to be taken on steel.
It is agreed that the structural crisis in the European
steel industry canrot be overcome without funher
drastic reductions in capaciry. At the same time, it is
essential that we remove subsidies which distort com-
petition.
,(Appk*se)
Ve see this as one of the Community's panicularly
imponant tasks in the months to come.
Structural adjustment is also needed in the fields of
€n€rgJr'r research and innovadon. The European Coun-
cil in Copenhagen laid great sffess on this; the Euro-
pean Parliament has also called for it repeatedly.
'We must not relax,our efforts to save energy and
replace oil. The Community's multiannual programme
for demonstration projects to promote alternative
energies has shown its wonh. The common energy
policy calls for progress in co-ordination among, the
Member States. In future, more stress should be laid
on coal policy than has been done until now.
Environmental protection is an imponant task for the
German Presidency. Nobody denies the need for a
common environmental poliry, and there is a large
measure ,of agreement among the Member States on
, the goals to be pursued.
The most important things are to keep air and water
pure and to ensure ecological compatibiliry.'!7e must
find practical, feasible regulations which permit envi-
ronmental protection and harmonious economic
development in all Member States.
Despite its undisputed successes, the common agricul-
tural policy, too, points in this direction and this house
' has also been increasingly critical in.its reaction.The
common agriculrural poliry is about to reach the limits
of what we can finance: for this reason expenditure on
the CAP must not grow any faster than the Com-
muniq/s own income.
Since 1979, it has been possible to reduce the percen-
tage of agricultural 
.expenditure f.rom 740/o to 620/0.
This is a considerable achievement, but we shall only
be able to continue this success if we can restore mar-
ket equilibrium for the main surplus products. Precon-
ditions for this are a cautious pricing policy and an
extension of producers' co-responsibiliry.
, The foundations of the common agricultural policy
must be preserved. It has guaranteed us supplies of
high-quality food and shielded us from many disturb-
ances on the world markets. It remains a fundamental
element in holding the Community together.
In March, ve must take the annual decisions on agri-
cultural prices and related measures for 1983. I realize
th'at it will be a difficult yeari we are f.aced with good
harvests and large stocks, both inside and outside the
Community. Vorld market prices are rcnding rc fall.
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On the other hand, farmers' incomes have again
improved in the past year. The Presidency will make
every effon to ensure that the price decisions are taken
in good time, in accordance with the Treaties.
Despite considerable efforts on the pan of the Com-
mission and many Member States, in 1982 we did not
succeed in adopting rules for a common fisheries
policy. This is regrettable, particularly as it has not
only dealt a blow to the conservation of our common
fish stocks, but also obstructed negotiations with third
counries. Fishing will now have to be continued
according to national reguladons agreed with the
Commissionl The, Presidency is assuming that the
Member States will abide by these reguladons and
avoid disputes with one another. In close co-operation
with the Commission, it will continue its effons to find
a solution which everyone can support.
This morning, the Council Presidency had a further
talk here, at the seat of the European Parliament, with
the' President-in-Office of the Commission and the
Danish Minisrcr of Foreign Affairs, in which all ques-
tions connected with the removal of differences of opi-
nion concerning a common fisheries policy were dis-
,cussed at length. These talhs are being continued, and
other Member States are, of course, being kept in
touch. This is not a renegotiation: nobody can, or will,
irntie the package that was so carefully tied up on
21 December 1982; but wc do want, through funher
clarifications, to prepare for and, I hope, bring about
the overall agreement that is required..
The Council Presidenry, the Commission and the
Danish Government have the firm desire to reach a
final settlement in the Fisheries Council on 24 and
25 lanuary 1983.
For years the European public has been distressed at
the annual killing of baby seals in,Canada. The Euro-
pean Parliament appealed to the Council on 11 March
1982 to decide on a ban on imports of babyseal pelts.
The Canadian Government is aware of the seriousness
of this matter and has offered to negotiate with the
European Communiry. The Environment Council
decided on ,18 December 1982 to accept this offer. At
the same time, it called upon the Member Statcs to
take all appropriate legally feasible measures to srop
the impon of babyseal pelts into the Community. The
Council will look at this question again before the
stan of the hundng season and decide whether the
negotiations with Canada have produced a sadsfactory
outcome. If this is not the case, the Presidency advo-
cates an immediate impon ban on babyseal pelts
before the stan of the hunting season.
I appeal to all those concerned to face up to their res-
ponsibility for the animal world; a humane society
means dealing humanely with animals too.
The Community is a valued and acknowledged inrer-
national negotiating partner, In recentyears, its inter-
national image has constantly improved. Today, we
Europeans can build on a iubstantial nucleus of com-
mon European positions.
European political co-operation and the Co-rnrlrriq/s
external relations are now much more closely aligned
on each other than they were only a few years ago.
\7ith its common external economic policy, the Com-
muniry is making an imponant contribudon towards
stabilizing the world economy.
European political co-operation has become the cen-
tral feature of the external poliry of the Member
States of the European Communiry. Today, the Ten
co-ordinate their views regularly on all imponant
quesdons of international affairs. At conferences and
in the United Nations, we aim to speak increasingly
with a single voice. These effons, which unfortunately
are without setbacks, will be continued with dercrmi-
nation under the German Presidenry. At a time of
growing tension and uncertainty throughour the
world, the need for coherent and united action on the
pan of the Merhber States and the Community in
inrcrnational matters is greater than ever.
Only in close collaboration with our friends and allies
throughout the world, but particularly with the USA,
shall we be able to meet the great economic and politi-
cal challenges of our time. A strong and united Europe
which defends its own interests in a firm and consrruc-
dve alliance is a valuable and reliable partner to the US
too.
A number of problems which previously plagued
Europe-United States relations have now been
resolved or taken in hand:
The difficulties connected with the steel problem and
--the natural gas pipeline sanctions have been overcome.
\7e have reached agrrement on rhe conclusion that
trade with the Eastern bloc, conducted in an economi-
cally reasbnable manner, without preferential treat-
ment, on the basis of strictly balanced securiry inter-
ests, can exercise a stabilizing influence on East-Vest
relations.
Talks berween a US Governmenr delegation and the
Commission on agricultural trade problems have ini-
dated a search for mutually acceptable, pratmaric
soludons. In the process even the Americans have ack-
nowledged that the basic principles of the common
agricultural policy ri,ere nor ar issue, as rhey form an
essential pillar in the Communiry edifice.
The desire of both panies to work out solutions on the
basis of pannership, and the knowledge that we are
dependent on one another, have once again been
demonstrated. During our Presidency of the Com-
munity, we shall seek ro deflate funher the conflicm of
opinion which have come to mar rransatlantic ,rela-
tions, and rc achieve close co-ordination berween
Europe and the United Sates.
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An imbalance has arisen in our rade with Japan which
the Communiry can no longer accept. It must be
righted, not by cutting back our impons but by step-
ping up our exports. !7'e have a right to expect Japan
to do more about making its markets really accessible
than \as hitherto been the case. In so doing it would
be better fulfilling its responsibiliry towards the open
world trading system. At the same dme, it would be
making a contribution on behalf of the free world
which would be commensurate with Japan's great cap-
abilities and potential. On 5 January 1983, I had a long
talk with the Japanese Foreign Minister on these prob-lems. I
Alongside the Europe-US-Japan triangular relation-
ship, the progress of East-Vest relations, a fateful
issue for our continent, will make great demands on
our attention. The attitude of the Ten towards the
Eastern bloc is marked by a firmness in the defence of
our own interests and principles combined with a will-
ingness to negotiate and co-operate. !7e have been
following this line with our constructive co-operation
in the Madrid CSCE follow-up conference, which is
due to resume in February 19p3. Ve expect to know
in the next few months whether our goal of a success-
ful ourcome in Madrid can be achieved. Together with
their friends and allies, the Ten will continue to work
in Madrid for she adoption of a substantial and bal-
anced final document which also contains a precise
mandate for a Conference on Disarmament in Europe
(CDE). The purpose of such a CDE is, in an initial
phase, to work out confidence-building measures for
the whole of Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.
The Ten have from the oumet spoken out clearly on
events which place East-Vest relations under strain,
be it the persecution of dissidents, the invasion of
Afghanistan or repression in Poland. !7e have clearly
esablished the responsibiliry for these events and left
no doubt that they cannot fail to influence the quality
of East-'!7est relations. Conversely, we are prepared to
step up the dialogue and co-operation to the extent
that signs of readiness to make definite improvements
become visible in the Eastern bloc. Ve shall react posi-
tively to positive signs.
It is therefore up to the Soviet Union and its allies in
rhe '$Tarsaw Pact to create the conditions for their
declared wish to improve East-\7est relations. Ve
expect the Soviet Union to give way at last to the
wishes of the overwhelming majoriry of nations and
withdraw its troops from Afghanistan.
(Apphuse)
As the European Council in Copenhagen confirmed,
the Ten are prepared to support any realistic efforts to
achieve a comprehensive settlement based on respect
for the independence, sovereignty and non-alignment
of Afghanistan, and refer in qhis connection rc their
proposal of 30 June 1981.
In the field of disarmament and arms control, not
least, we expect the Soviet Union to respond to the
'S7'est's genuine wish to negotiarc and also show a ser-
ious willingness to reach a conclusion and compromise
in the current negotiations (MBFR, INF, START,
CDE). The Ten are at one in their view that arms con-
trol and disarmament are indispensable and integral
features of their securiry and peace poliry. The basis
for this policy is the ban on the use of force in Article
II of the UN Charter. Accordingly, the use of all wea-
pons must be ruled out, except in defence against
attack. This must apply both to the nuclear and to the
conventional sector. In their efforts to obtain disarma-
ment, the Ten attach high prioriry rc progress in spe-
cific arms control and disarmament negotiations. They
are aiming at results on the arms-control front which
respect the principle of equaliry and pariry, and which
mu$ be verifiable.
Despite all setbacks and disappointments, in the inter-
ests of peace and the survival of Europe our aim must
remain the furtherance of d1tente and co-operation
and progress with disarmament. It is consistent with
this aim that all East European proposals be given ser-
ious and careful scrutiny and every negotiating oppor-
tuniry exploited. Ve will therefore give the most care-
ful analysis to the latest suggesdons from the '$?'arsaw
Pact countries 
- 
regardless of the polemical terms in
which they are couched 
- 
and assess them without
preconceptions. '!7'e will pursue our peace policies in a
constructive spirit. The failure of any genuinely ser-
ious peace initiative shall not be atributable to us.
The Ten's common security interests require close
co-ordination within the framework of European pol-
itical cooperation, as called for in the London Repon
of November 1981 and the Italo-German initiative on
European Union. Europe must not become the object
of the power politics of foreign powers but must be the
subject of an active common security an{ peace policy.
(Applaase)
'$7'e must strive for a European securiry policy which is
governed by the interesm of the Member States.
There are panicularly close relations linldng the Com-
muniry with the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean
States. The Communiq/s overall Mediterranean
approach and a nerwork of agreemenr with the
Maghreb and Mashreq counries, Israel, Malta,
Clprus and Turkey make provision for this. The new
financial protocols must be quickly translated into spe-
cific projects, so that they can promote the economic
development of the region. The financial protocols
will have to be renegotiated in the case of Malta and
Cyprus. Ve are aware of the anxiedes which the
southern extension of the Communiry is causing to
our Mediterranean parmers in particularl I am con-
vinced that the Council will continue to make every
effon to meet their undersandable concern.
'. I
I
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'$Ver are following developments in our association
with Turkey with sympatlry and concern. Ve hope
and expect that the conrinuation of the democratic
process which has been initiated will make it possible
rc breathe new life into the association with this
imponant paftner. The necessary adjustmenrs ro
economic realities in the Member States musr not have
a derimental effect on the application of the fusocia-
tion Agreement.
Ve are about to embark on the founh renegotiation
of our association with the African, Caribbean and
Pacific States. This association, acknowledged by the
world as an exemplary model of cooperarion, is to be
continued. The renelotiation is due to begin in the
autumn of 1983. The Communiry must therefore
dercrmine the guidelines for its approch to the nego-
tiations during the coming six months. The aim, more
'than 
ever, will be to promorc stable economic develop-
ment in the ACP Sarcs. It should first and foremost
serve the people and help to free them from hunger,
misery, sickness and inadequate education. In this
way, the most favourable conditions will be created
for the attainment of human rights.
The development of the third world in peace and in
economic and social stabiliry remains a crucial ques-
tion for the future of mankind, and one on which rhe
fate of Europe also dipends. Crises in the third world
carry with them the risk of escaladon into world con-
flicts. They provide foreign powers with the opporrun-
ity or pretext for power-political expansion or for
direct intcrvention. They endanger rhe independence
and economic development of the States concerned.
Genuine non-alignment helps the tfiird world States to
preserve their independence and to resisr the dangers
of foreign domination. Regional groupings and
regional cooperation, which we support, also prom-
ote international stabiliry and the economic indepen-
dence and development of the panicipating States.
The most imponant precondition for the development
of the third world in stabiliry and independence-is the
elimination of hunger and poverry. The Communiq/s
development policy must therefore remain a vital fac-
tor in the common third world policy. The Com-
muniq/s development policy and the cooperation of
the Member Statcs must be extended and their effons
made more effecdve.
I7e in Europe have close cooperation links with the
countries in the South-East Asian communiry of
States. The European Communiry and ASEAN are rhe
two most successful regional groupings in the world.
They have both drawn close together, economically
and politically.
The ASEAN States have developed into a unitcd
regional grouping which,plays an independent and
positive role in the sriving for peace and stabiliry in
South-East Asia. Just as the European Community
exercises a sabilizing influence in a perilous and inse-
cure world, the ASEAN States have also succeeded in
increasing the economic and polidcal strengrh of their
region. \7e attach great importance ro the founh
EEC-ASEAN Ministerial Conference, scheduled for
the first half of 1983. Through this meeting, which fol-
lows on naturally from the previous Ministerial Con-
ferences in Brussels (1978), Kuala Lumpur (1980) and
'London (1981), appropriate emphasis will again be
placed on the qualiry of the relationship bemreen the
Communiry and ASEAN in the economic and political
sphere. Ve shall do everything possible to bring this
meeting to.a successful conclusion.
Together with the ASEAN States, the Ten deplore the
continuing presence of Vietnamese forces in Cam-
bodia. Here again a small, independent State has been
amacked and invaded by a foreign power without
regard for internadgnal law. This is threatening world
peace and inrcrnational securiry, is causing untold
grief to the population of the counrry and is raising
acute problems for neighbouring States. Ve have
accordingly endorsed the ASEAN position on rhe
Cambodia question.
In other crisis-stricken regions of the world, too, the
Ten are attempting ro conriburc to a peaceful resolu-
tion of conflicu. In the Near East despite the continu-
ing seriousness of the situation, the Ten are observing
a more realistic assessmenr by the panies concerned of
the possibiliiies for setding the Arab-Israeli conflict.
The initiative of the US Presidenr of 1 Seprember last
year has indicated one feasible means of achieving this.
In Fez, the Arab States have approved the principle of
a negotiated peace. A serious discussion has begun on
how this principle is to be translated into specific act-
lon.
The concern now is to usi all political means in order
to overcome the stagnation in the peace process. The
Ten are aware of the fact rhat rhere is an indissoluble
connection berween peace in this region and their own
securiry. They are therefore prepared to, back the
peace process with practical conributions of their own
wherever the panies desire this.
Ve remain convinced: if there is to be a comprehen-
sive, just and lasdng peace, rhen the right of the Pales-
tinian,people to self-determinarion mus[ be honoured
in the same way as the claim of all the States in the
region, including Israel, to a secure existence. Only a
renunciation of violence by all the panies concerned
can produce a climate of trust which will bring the
panies to the negodating table.
A state of peace in the Near East also entails the resro-
ration of peace and uniry in Lebanon. The precondi-
tion for this is the withdrawal of all foreign rroops,
which would enable the l,ebanese Government ro
exercise its sovereign rights fully over rhe whole terri-
tory of L.ebanon.
The Ten are resolutely in favour of an early peaceful
setdement of the war besween Iran and Iraq, which
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has now been continuing for over two years and has
claimed heavy sacrifices on both sides. They are ready
to support the peace initiatives and to help with the
reconstruction of the two countries.
'!7e 
also hope to be able to resume the dialogue with
the Arab Gulf States, which this Parliament has so
effectively supported.
The Ten observe the growing tensions in southern
Africa with increasing concern. Only last month we
had cause to condemn strongly a South African attack
on Lesotho and the dreadful consequences. The esca-
lation of violence, which we repudiate, whatever side
is responsible, makes the urgent need rc remove the
causes of conflict in this region all the clearer. The
Ten are resolved to continue working consistently for
peaceful ransition with the aim of completely abolish-
ing racial discrimination in South Africa, and early
independence for Nambia in accordance with the plan
under Security Council Resolution No 435.
The traditionally friendly relations befi/een the Ten
and the Latin American States, which have weathered
difficult times, are and remain an imponant element in
European foreign poliry. The Federal Government
will use its Presidency to focus the Communiq/s
atrcntion more sharply on these countries. The Ten
deeply regretted the fact that the Falklands conflict
upset both bilateral and region-to-region relations.
The German Presidenry will therefore promote the
cause of intensifying the dialogue with Latin America,
in order to clear away misunderstandings and foster
the realization among Latin Americans that Europe
does have due regard for Latin American interests.
The imminent resumption of the institutionalized dia-
logue with the Latin American Group in Brussels and
of the negotiations with the Andean Pact, together
with the extension and pracdcal application of existing
,cooperation agreements, should make this clear and
improve the conditions for inter-regional cooperation.
The Ten view developments in Central America with
concerr The political tensions in this region carry
with them the risk of unforeseeable critical escalations.
The countries of the European Communiry accord-
ingly welcome initiatives from States of the region
designed to reduce these tensions, such as the peace
plan by the Foreign Minister of Honduras, the San'
Jos6 declaration of 4 October 1982 or the effons made
by Mexico and Venezuela. There is'cause for deep
scepticism over developments in Nicaragua, which is
moving funher and funher away from its original
goals of pluralism, a mixed economy and non-align-
ment to become the focal point of critical develop-
ments in Central America.
The special protramme for Central America, in which
' this House played such an active part, should be
swiftly translated into effecdve assistance for the bene-
ficiary States.
Allow me to conclude with a few w<irds on coopera-
tion by the Ten in international organizations and
conferences and their participation in inrcrnational
multilateral measures.
The German Presidenry intends to devorc special
attendon to such cooperation. This will apply in pani-
cular to the United Nations and its numerous special-
ized organizations. The contribution Europe is'able to
make to resolving acute world problems and to build-
ing a better world order will hinge essentially on the
solidariry of our behaviour and actions within such
organizations.
The UNCTAD Conference begins in Belgrade on
6 June. Herq the EEC has a decisive role to play as the
third world's biggest trading partner and the major
donor of official development aid. In the present state
of rhe world economy, the stable funher development
of many countries in the third world is gravely threa-
tened. In Belgrade, we shall primarily be concerned
with problems of indebtedness and raw materials.
There too, it is necessary to resist protectionist tenden-
cies and to put into practice the decisions taken by the
GATT Ministerial Conference. Give-and-take and
'cooperation as amongst paftners are called for. For
that reason we deplore the delay in initiating global
negotiations.
!7e shall srongly advocate funher strengthening of
the Ten's cooperation in the United Nations and a
reinforcing of the Community's constructive role in
that organization. Moreover, we know that we are as
one in the determination of all our partners to streng-
then the United Nations and to safeguard its universal
character, so that the aims of the Charter 
- 
the'
maintenance of peace and security, abandonment of
thq use of force, economic and social progress, self-
determination and human rights 
- 
may be realized
world-wide.
'S7hen Germany last took on the Presidency of the
EEC and I, as President of the Council, addressed this
House on 4July 1978, I concluded by saying, with
reference to the coming first direct election to the
European Parliament:
A Parliament elected directly and throughout the
Communiry will carry new political weight. The
European Parliament has always been a power
which has prompted the Council to embark upon
its dealings with an eye to the future of Europe.
Nor will this be otherwise, I am sure, during the
coming months of the German Presidency.
To this I would add: in the same spirit of confidence, I
ask you today, as President of the Council, to demon-
strate your trust and your willingness for close and
fruitful cooperation betc/een Parliament and Council.
(Prolonged appkuse)
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Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Genscher,
ladies and gentlemen, every six months, in January
and July, we go through the same rirual. A new Mem-
ber State akes over the Presidency of the Council,
hopeful to begin with, flexing its muscles, giving the
impression of being well rained like a steeplechaser.
The course and the obsacles have been recognized for
what they are. Six months later, in June or December,
we find our steeplechaser exhausted, having nego-
tiarcd few if any of the obsacles, which have in fact
been joined by new ones.
Mr Genscherr /ou rr€ no exception. On the contrary,
the yray you have just listed many of the problems for
the House, you are evidently trying to create the
impression that you are Superman. On 7 June, at the
end of the German Presidenry, we shall be talking to
each other again. $fle shall then see whether Superman
is made of flesh and blood or is just an inflated rubber
doll. \7hen. I say we shall be talking ro each orher
again, I am not being quite accurarc. I shall cenainly
still be here. Your continued presence would not be
entirely in keeping with what this House has been
used to.
(Ciesfrom the cenre and.lefi)
President. 
- 
I would just point out rhar not all Mem-
bers understand German. Exclamations should there-
fore be made into the microphone!
(I^aughte)
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) In the last few years we have
had a specialiry: the steeplechaser that appears at the
start is usually withdrawn from the race at the half-
way point. This is what happened during the Irish,
Dutch, Italian, Belgian and Danish Presidencies. Mr '
Genscher, you have a good chance of perpetuating
this tradition.
I am not saying this on polemical grounds, and I am
not srying it with any malice either.'I feel that this is
one of the critical aspecr of the European Com-
munity. Six months of Council Presidenry without
regari for the situation ar home is such a burden on
the Presidenry of the Council that we ought rc be
thinking of possible changes to rhe rystem. Some
Members of the House prorested just now when I
referred to the rishs inherent in this situadon. But only
last week the German Head of State said rhere was no
longer a working parliamentary majoriry ro supporr
the government's policy. According ro your Federal
President, therefore, you no longer command enough
support in the Bundestag.
(Ciesfrom the ight)
Mr Bangemann, you cannor wipe out the words of the
Federal German Presidenr by shouting.
\7e had great hopes,of the Federal Republic's Presi-
dency, it being after all the srongest Member Stare in
population, economically and above all financially.
Your government will not have a working parliamen-
tary majority until 6 March at the earliest. In the
meantime, you will be engaged in an elecdon cam-
paign, if not a fight for your existence. Then rhe Bun-
destag will be constituted, and only then will a new
govbrnment be formed. At a consenrative estimate that
will not be until May, so if we are lucky, we shall have
a Council Presidenry with a, working parliamentary
majoriry for only the last four weeks.
To reven rc the image of the steeplechaser, it is being
put into the race without being properly shod and
without public suppon. To be complercly objective,
the German Presidency has more handicaps than any
of its predecessors. You are familiar with the catalogue
of sins committed by the Council of Ministers. I do
not need to repeat it here. This caralogue of sins is
weighing you down before you even stan. It is marked
in large letters: Largely caused by the inability of rhe
Council of Ministers, which refuses to tackle the prob-
lems and does not take any final political decisions.
The worst sins in this catalotue are rhe non-fulfilment
of the mandate of May 1980, in words: nineteen
hundred and eighty; the rejection of rhe supplemen-
tary 1982 budget; the fishing crisis; the legal proceed-
ings taken against the Council for remaining inactive
over the transport policy; the imbalance of the budget;
the failure to reform the common agricultural poliry
and, as 4 result, the many cases of fraud that have now
come to light.
You have our utmost sympathy, which will come as a
surprise to some Members of this, House. The Socialist
Group fully agrees with the head of your governmenr,
Helmut Kohl, when shortly after taking office he
referred to the situarion in Europe as being pitiful.
On rcp of this, we are going through the most serious
economic crisis since the Second \7orld Var, with
unemployment an expression both of this crisis and of
the restructurini which has only just begun. To reven
to the steeplechase, in addition to all the handicaps,
you face a very strong headwind.
There is only one thing to do: flatren your ears and try
to make yourself as sueamlined as possible. You really
do need help. My group is quite prepared to give it.
Not out of exuberant personal symparhy, but in an
effon rc lighten the burden, to make some of the
obstacles smaller and to get you our of the headqrind.
Let me give you a few more examples. You referred to
a demand which the chairman of my group has repeat-
edly voiced: away with the right of veto in the Coun-
cil, which contravenes the Treary. Thank you for join-
ing our ranks.
You say you wanr to help Parliament ro srrengthen its
position and its right rc a say in Communiry maners.
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Excellent! But why did your government in effect do
precisely the opposite of what you are today advocat-
ing in the case of the supplemenary 1982 budget. The
same happened with the 1981 and 1982 budgets, when
Germany had a different head of government, and we
objected just as much then.
You said Parliament must be the motive force in Euro-
pean unification. Then look at the decisions we have
taken. '!7e are the motive force. But we would have
made a great deal more progress if the Council was
not the one that applied the brakes in Europe. And
your government 
- 
not only the present one, but its
predecessor as well 
- 
was very good at applying the
brakes.
You said that a mojor concern of the new Presidency
would be to ake practical measures in the fight against
youth unemployment. And yet your government voted
against the amendments to the 1983 budget proposed
by Parliament in this respect, for example against a
programme for the creation of jobs for young people,
against an increase in resources to prepare young peo-
ple for working.life, against rneasures for raining in
information rcchnology and against resources for con-
tinuing education. Up until 16 December 1982 your
government was opposed to measures to fight youth
unemployment, but now, in January 1983, you are
completely in favour.
The German Government could turn out to be a suc-
cessful Presidency if it simply ensured that what it pro-
claims in great speeches on Sunday is not totally
inconsistent with what it achieves in the Council of
Ministers from Monday to Saturday.
(Appkuse)
One of the greatest inconsistencies is the undesirable
development of the agricultural policy and the Chris-
tian Democrats' and Liberals' reaction to it. It is in
itself schizophrenic to call, rightly, in the European
Parliament for moderate guaranteed prices and for a
smaller proportion of expenditure to go to agriculture
and then to vote for precisely the opposite, as the
Christian Democrats and Liberals did in calling for
increases of 160/o and l4o/o when the agricultural
prices were being fixed in 1981 and 1982. A consistcnt
'poliry 
on the pan of your government, which should
above all place greater confidence in the laws of the
market, as my group proposes, should put an end to
these dual standards. Unless adjustments are made in
the agricultural sector, nothing else will work in
Europe.
For years the Socialist Group and this Parliament have
called for unemployment to be combated with more
public investments and a coordinated approach by all
the Member States, and the European Council is now
also convinced that this is the right way. But as I recall,
this is precisely what your present Economics Minis-
ter, under a different government, has opposed in the
Past.
The Council has surely had enough pracdcal proposals
from this Parliament on how the imbalance in the
budget should be corrected. \7hat I have to say on this
is not only the policy my Broup has pursued for years
but also the policy recommended by the vast majoriry
of this House
Ve want an effective Communiry regional poliry, with
the emphasis on the regions in actual need and
equipped with appropriate financial resources, the
Social Fund developed to become an instrument which
can help in the fight against unemployment, energy
and indusrial policies to meet the needs of the
employment and regional structural 'policies, a trans-
port policy that incorporates financial assistance for
Community projects of supranational imponance, a
stronger environmental policy thar affects all Com-
muniry policies and is endowed with financial
resources, an lncrease in resources for development
and cooperation and more action to fight hunger in
the world.
These measures must sadsfy the requirements for the
effective use of resources and be designed to do more
for the weaker regions of the Communiry more than
redistribution
The Socialist Group supons the call for the apporrion-
ment of revenue between the economically stronger
and weaker regions of the Community. The advan-
tages of economic integration are unevenly distri-
buted, and apportionment measures are therefore
necessary.
The Socialist Group also considers it necessary for
there m be a balance in the burden Member States
have to bear under the Communiq/s budget. Burdens
and advantages accruing from the Communiry budget
should be proportionate to the economic performance
of the Member States and their citizens.
You have agreed to all these points and said they are
your political objectives. As you will admit, your
remark on the budget, referring to the need for dercr-
mined action, is not enough. Vhy do you nor ar leasr
say that you and your government endorse the poliry
of the Socialists and the majoriry of Parliament and
will vote accordingly in the Council in furure?
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Post-war German Governmenm, regardless of their
composition, have always set great store by monetary
stabiliry. This is another major task for the German
Presidency, but unlike you, 
'ive do not believe that
Europe yet has, a uniform monetary poliry.,
'S7e 
need a monetary policy which is capable of ensur-
ing that the European currencies help'each other and
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enables a joint position to be adopted on the dollar so
that European monetary stability can be strengthened.
For years the European Parliament has been trying to
convince the Council and the governments of the need
for the Community to become far less dependent on
others for its energy supplies. But it has so far proved
impossible to develop a common European energy
policy. And yet there is enormous potential in this
field. If energy was used more rationally, renewable
energy sources were developed, a Communiry price
policy was adopted and energy conservation measures
were consistently promoted at European level, econo-
mic and political dependence on the oil-producing
countries could be substantially reduced.
Against this background, you surely cannot be serious
when all you can say is that we must 'not weaken' in
the energy sector. '$7hat vre must do in fact is use all
our strentth to bring about the European energy
policy we in Parliament have been demanding for
years. The Council and panicularly your goyernment
have so far prevented the adoption of a common
energy policy by failing to take any action.
The third focal point of your statement, Mr Genscher,
was southward enlargement. !7e welcome this. But
there is not much point in regular and euphoric state-
ments on the political need for the accession of the
two Iberian countries if their accession is blocked
, when it comes to creating the economic and financial
conditions.
You also said that Europe should have a common
securiry poliry. My group fully endorses this senti-
ment. '$7'e believe thaq in view of the present nuclear
threat and the dramatic confrontation between the
superpov/ers and besween Nonh and South, this is one
of the major msks to be tackled in Europe. This con-
frontation calls for a Europe capable of taking inde-
pendent political initiatives-within or outside &isting
alliances. For these reasons and as a logical conse-
quence of the development of. political cooperation,
cooperauon on securlry questlons seems necessary,
particularly with regard to inrcrnational disarmament
negotiations, and you can count on all our help in
your efforts.
'$7'herever human rights are rodden underfoot in this
world, the European Parliament has taken up the mat-
rcr and stated iu opinion. This has often been more
effective than the threarcning military behaviour of
some major powers. The European institutions, you of
the Council, we of Parliament and the Commission,
must beware, however, of making their fight against
the violadon of human rights dependent on the side
which is violating them. No one has the right to con-
demn the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the situadon
in Poland or the persecution of dissidents while
defending Chile or South Africa or the events in Bei-
rut, and vice versa.
The Vice-President of the Commission has said in this
House'that in the present circumstances, with human
rights being violated and democracy spurned, Turkey
will not be receiving any more assistance from the
Community. This conflicu,with your starcment that
the democratic process has been initiated in Turkey.
'!7e wish it were so..But the democratic process has
not been inidatcd in either Poland or Turkey, wha-
rcver the two military dictators may repearcdly say to
the conrrary. You can count on our sympathy and
indeed on our approval if you make progress in only a
few of the areas you have mentioned.
\7e Socialists in the European Parliament do not see it
as our task to form a national opposition at European
level to the present transitional German Government.
It must be obvious to everyone here that sre were not
sparing in our criticism even urhen my political col-
leagues were in power. If we voiced our criticism then,
we will surely be allowed to do so now that a govern-
ment not to our political liking is in power.
Consequently, although you can count on our help,
you must also count on our consantly comparing your
actions with your general starcments. \7e shall not
remain silent if all we get in the future are fine words,
because the future development of Europe will depend
not on the great speeches made by those in power on a
Sunday but on the realities from Monday to Saturday.
(Appkase)
Mr Rumor (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, Mr Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, since I am Italian I feel
no need to imitarc Mr Arndt and deck my speech with
allusions to German internal politics 
- 
a thing I
would not do even if I were German.
Permit me therefore, Mr President of the Council, rc
express the pleasure I have in speaking on your report
on behalf of my group.
This is also a suitable moment for acknowledging your
dedication to the cause of European Union. In furth-
erance of this cause you and your Italian colleague Mr
Colombo recently presented the drift Europcan Act.
Your Presidency, Mr Minister, coincidis with a period
which is decisive for the Communiry.
Ve are less than 
^ 
year away from the second direct
parliamentary elections, which will see a spirit of real-
istic evaluation succeed the spirit of hopeful oprimism
which governed the first.
Such an evaluation will inevitably include not only the
work of Parliament 
- 
whose legal and formal limita-
tions are well known 
- 
but also that of all the Com-
munity institutions, and it will encompass the degree
of economic integration achieved, the need for com-
mon policies, and the development of inrer-institu-
tional relationships.
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I do not believe that the results we have to offer up to
the present are very convincing. Permit me to say that
rhis is also due to the intolerance and indifference not
infrequently displayed by the Council in regard to
Parliament, as exemplified by the futile obstinary
shown by the Council in its dispute over the supple-
mentary budget for,1982, which Parliament 
- 
with-
out questioning the intergovernmental agreements 
-wanted to restore to the logic of Community rules.
But this is no time for disputes !
It is time to affirm the united determination of all the
institutions.
The first sign of this affirmation is that each one
should do its part and let the others do theirs.
I appeal above all to the Commission, Mr President.
Ve say rc the Commission: avail yourselves of all the
powers.granted to you in the treary, and never allow
your rights and duties to be pre-empted.
I appeal to you, Mr President of the Council. It has
been recently demonstrated, during the Ptesidenry of
Mr Tindemans, that it is polidcally possible to return
to the Communiry rule laid down in the treary and to
take decisions by a majoriry, while maintaining the
collegiality necessary to confront the most serious
economic situation ever to affect our Communiry.
'!7hen this collegiality is lacking, it is evident that the
divergencies arise not from legitimate differences over
the interests of the Communiry, but from the persist-
ance of a nationalistic viewpoint 
- 
I am thinking of
the incredible war over fishing 
- 
which does not
admit that in this crisis in the world economy we must
either save ourselves together or perish together.
It is unthinkable that a Community which represents
the largest commercial centre in the world should not
be aware that the first problem it must face is repre-
sented by the mass of 12 million unemployed which
has become the unhappy syinbol of our inventive and
functional incapacity.
\7hat internal peace can we guarantee, what hope for
the new generations which are most severely affected?
\Vhat faith in the vision of union can we create if we
do not ban protectionism, open up our frontiers, pur-
sue common policies 
- 
if we refuse to provide ade-
quate own resources for Communiry use?
fet us not indulge ourselves by laying the blame on the
international crisis, which, however, is serious enough.
Let us not commit the suicidal act of declaring our-
selves unable rc deal with it.
Mr President of the Council, with political determina-
tion one can deal with anything, even though the solu-
tions may be panial and reached after long efforts, if
they are reached at all.
In this connection, there is an issue which we must
confront boldly and with resolution: the accession of
Spain and Portugal.
There is no doubt that this accession involves econo-
mic, technical, and institutional difficulties.
These difficulties cannot be allowed to compromise
the ultimate goal, which is a political one, and as such
it'should be maintained. Only in this way can the
Community preserve its credibiliry in the international
arena and in respect of the problems being, debated
there.
The areas of conflict with the United States have dim-
inished considerably. An understanding berween the
two sides of the Atlantic is indispensable. However,
the United States must understand the complementary
nature of the interests which bind them to Europe. \7e
cannot view, their economy as a variable unconnected
with the European economy and with the basic prob-
lems of development, whose solution is a common res-
ponsibility. A pannership can exist only between
equals.
I believe that the Italian proposal for sysrcmatic con-
sultation on the vital inrcrests of the Communiry and
the United States is an initiadve which can provide a
timely sOlution to problems similar to those which
have arisen in recent nionths and preserve the indis-
pensable collaboration between the fi/o great pafiners.
In this regard, Mr President of the Council, I think it
right to acknowledge that we have been witnessing
more decisive and timely action in the area of political
cooperation, within the context of the disturbed and
ever-changing internadonal scene.'V'e are still only at
the stage of a general approach, however, which has
not yet been embodied in'concrete political initiatives.
I think the European Council has taken a great step
forward in including the political problems of security
among the issues involving polidcal cooperation. This
is a courageous and realistic recognition of the natural
inrcgration of inter-related problems in the develop-
ment of European Union.
There are two more points which I would like to
touch on briefly. Most important is the Middle East
quesdon, on which, however, I do not intend to dwell.
I took careful note of the Council's position as you
explained it in your speech on the programme of the
German Presidency. I wish only to call your attention
to the concrete proposals contained in the Penders
resolution, which Parliament has just been debating.
The second point concerns the very significant events
which have been taking place within the Soviet sphere
of influence.
The change of leadership there, with the coming to
power of Yuri Andropov, led to an offer of negotia-
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tions and possible agreements for a policy of security
and peace. These proposals should be exarnined with
all the caution dictated by the disillusionfnents of the
past, but also with the objective attenrion due to any
prospect for a peaceful settlement between East and
'!7est.
Ve should do this without abandoning what for us has
been the conditio'sine qtu nonf.rom the beginning, that
is, that arms reduction should be balanced, simulta-
neous and supervised.
Negotiations on disarmament have never been as com-
plex as they are now, as demonstrated by the fact that
they are taking place in at least four disdnct but
closely connected cenres: the talks in Geneva, to
which the rwo NATO decisions are connecrcd, rhe
START netotiations,' the MBFR negotiadons in
Vienna, and finally, the Madrid Conference, where
the possibiliry of organizing a conferenco on European
disarmament has been introduced.
Mr Genscher, I have lisrcd all these possibilities of
netotiation in order m underline the historical respon-
sibiliry borne by you and your colleagues to slow
down and halt the arms racp, rhus breaking out of the
vicious circle imprisoning Europe and the world. \7e
must bear in mind that the basis for disarmament is the
creation of peaceful coexistence and mutual good
faith. The situation in Afghanistan, in Poland, and in
other counffies subject to armed occuparion or strict
Soviet control is cenainly not yet one which is condu-
cive to good faith.
'$7e therefore issue a firm request to the goyernments
of the Community, which have so far demonstrated a
praiseworthy solidarity, not to allow the Madrid Con-
ference to be brought to a close without a clarificarion
in the area of human rights.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this Community
and this Parliament are rooted in the reaction against
the accumulated horrors of totaliarian violadons of
the rights of man and of peoples; they have assumed
the hismrical task of defending 
- 
not only in Eastern
Europe, but anywhere in the world 
- 
rhe right of
each individual and each people to be masrcrs of their
own desdnies
Mr President Genscher, I have purposely chosen to
speak only on quesdons of vital importance. Time
does not permit me to examine an issue which is now
occupying our full aftention: the rends toward Euro-
pean uniry as they appe^r in the development of the
institutional relationships within the Communiry.
I hope that on 24 lanuery next we will have a meering
with the Foreign Ministers precisely in order to discuss
this issue.
Mr President, it may encourate you to know that we
are all aware that the task you face is an enormous
one, and that our hopes may be impossible to fuIfiI.
Because of your experience as a partisan of Purope,
we ask more of you than of orh€rs.
For this reason you are in need of sincere and firm
good wishes, and close and genuine collaboration.
On our pan, such good wishes will not be lacking, Mr
President of the Council!
(Appkase)
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr President-in-
Office, I would like to join with my colleague, Mr
Rumbr, in welcoming Mr Genscher to this Parliament
as President. Vithoui wishing to interfere in the inter-
nal affairs, of Mr Arndt and his electorate I hope very
much that Mr Genscher will be here in June 1983 to
report to the Parliament. Nor only because we are all
aware of the great respect that he holds for this Parlia-
ment since he came m this Parliamenr ouride his own
Presidency to report on his draft European Act, which
I think was an acq if I may say so, both of bravery and
of democrary and which we very much admire. And
also because, slightly more self-interestedly of course,
I hope very much that he will listen seriously to all the
points that are being made to him today and no doubr
over the next few weeks 
- 
boringly perhaps 
- 
and
that he shall therefore be in a position to reply ro us on
his undenakings in June 1983.
Now, Mr President, to reply ro rhe speech that Mr
Genscher has made reminds me of a Chinese saying:
when you have visircd a counrry for about a fortnight,
then to give a lecture on it is like trying to pick flowers
in a field from a galloping horse. I think this is rather
the situation today and I can therefore only pick a few
of the flowers from the speech of Mr Genscher and
elaborate on one or f,wo of these matters. Bur it does
not mean to say that we do not attach, amont my
group, the greatest imponance ro some of the other
matrcrs, indeed rc all the matrers, on which he has
touched.
The first point on which I would like to make a few
commenff is the question of trade. Ve in this Parlia-
ment, Ministers of all the Member Starcs, have fre-
quently paid lip service to rhe words 'free world trade'.
Of course it is very easy ro alk'about free world trade
when we impose our own tariffs and expefi others ro
reduce theirs. But it is also necessary if we are to have
any proper international trading sysrem that we res-
pect each other's trading patrcrns, we respect each
other's economies and that we seek to reduce tariff
barriers bem/een our different countries. Ve only had
to see the comparative failure of the GATT ministerial
meetings at Geneva recenrly to know what a very dif-
ficult task that is.
But there are some mafters which we have ro face in
this Community and the sooner we face them the ber-
ter.
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One of them is the way we treat newly industialized
counries. Is it sensible rc allow them to have Com-
munity preference for their goods when their sandard
of living is as high now as in many parts of the Com-
munity? I ohly put this as a question. This is a matter
that must be considered.
Ve must also consider the other side of the question
- 
Europe has been investing in less-developed coun-
tries for years. Is it sensible therefore to go on invest-
ing and encourate them to produce goods which we
then refilse to accept in our Community except with
the greatest difficulry? This is the other side of the
coln.
Again with Japan we have the same sort of problems.
They have high tariffs. They are now srying that they
are reducing them. But to reduce tariffs from 35 to
300/o on confectioneqy is not frankly a very great help.
On the other hand, the Japanese say that they have set
up a fair trading office to listen to all complaints on
matters of discrimination. But they also report, funnily
enough, that of the complaints they have received only
two for instance have come from British companies.
Vhile five have come from Japanese companies on
discriminadon against Japanese companies trying to
trade with the Vest. This too is something we must
look at. '!7e must also be careful in the way we reat
Japan. After all, it has other outlets in the Far East; we
cannot afford to lose its friendship in our general
stand in the Vest. It is a democratic countrlr and we
should not seek to undermine iis standing in the world
economy.
Nevertheless, we have a new problem in that they are
now sending car parts and spares to be assembled in
Iess-developed countries. This is again going to crearc
burdens in the competition in prices bemreen the
Japanese and European motorcar industries.
An'aspect which has already been touched on and is
crucial is the question of the expon of agricultural
produce. This, Mr President, is afur all a new situa-
tion. Only in the last 20 years has the European Com-
muniry become the biggest importer of food products
in the world and it is now second only rc the United
States in food exports. This, is a comparatively new
situation, and the Community as such, because it does
not have the mechanisms and it does not have the will,
was unable to face this panicular difficulty until
recendy, when it turned up on our doorstep in the
form of dissension with America. For this reason my
group and I welcome the initiative of the Commission
in asking Mr Villain, Dirictor-General of Agriculture,
to go to the Sntes to explain the position of the Euro-
pean Community and its Common Agricultural Policy
and to see whether measures cannot be taken on the
basis of our mutual interests and agreement. In our
deaiings with America, what is neJed above all is
explanation of our policies, because, after all, both
America and we have exactly the same objectives in
our agricultural policies 
- 
to support the farmer, to
have a stable conimuniry and to make ourselves self- .
sufficient in food supplies. These objectives, I may say,
no other countries in the world have managed to
achieve, panicularly those with Marxist economies. So
these effons of the Communiry are not to be thrown
away lightly without due consideration and discussion.
Another aspect of trade is going to be our problem
with enlargement. I would panicularly refer to the
agreemenr of 1970 with Spain, from which cars, as
you know, come in with a dury of 4.40/o and, yet
exponing cars into Spain earries a duty of 36.70/o.
\Zhere is the free trade? !(here are the mutual respect
and reciprociry of tariffs?
These are just some of the problems which arise in
trade. They will, I know, be taken on board by the
Presidenry when considering policies designed to meet
at least some of these difficulties.
Successful trading policies, however, must have conse-
quences for employment, and on this panicular subject
I wish rc say a few words. Protecdonist policies
introduced to save jobs are a short-term expedient
which often results in losses of competitive pgwer on
world markets, with consequent greater unemploy-
ment in the end. It is therefore up to the Council to
adopt positive measures to meet this critical situation.
'$7e welcome the declaration of tg83 as Small Buiiness
Year, and we invite the Council to stimulate the crea-
tion of new employment in small businesses. One only
has to compare the US small-business administration's
investment in 1980 of + billion dollars with the EIB's
effort over three years of. 335 million ECU 
- 
some-
thing like, I suppose, 330 million dollars to see that
some atrcmpt should be made to correcr this imbal-
ance.
Here we might recall the effons of the European Par-
liament in this field, where through our amendments
we have at least exempted small businesses from the
effects, or possible effects, of the draft Vredeling
directive: that is something the European Parliament
can be thankful for having done.
In formation of the common market, please remember
the liberalizadon of services. There is a general move-
ment of employment from manufacturer to the ser-
vices soctor; but how is this possible when the Com-
munity refuses to take measures to enable insurance to
be profited from throughout the Community as a
whole, when housing finance is blocked by national
measures and when rhe failure of the Council rc take
the necessary measures to liberalize housing finance
has abysmally failed?
In this field, there is also the removal of restrictions on
exchange control, which only the United Kingdom so
far has had the courage to introduce; and I think this
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is again something which the Council should do some-
thing about.
Regrettably, I see that the Labour and Education Min-
isters are again going to meet. \7hat did they do at
their last meeting at the European Jumbo Council?
Apparently nothing came out of it at all. \7ould it not
be mqre important'for the Ministers of Industry to
meet in order to discuss an industrial policy for the
Community, to analyse and assess future world market
uends, to encourage Communiry expenditure on
research and development instead of having it organ-
ized piecemeal on a national basis, very ofun with
overlaps which are irrelevant to the creation of jobs?
Finally on this point, I would request the Council most
urgently to do everything to encourage investment
from outside the Community, on which thousands of
jobs already depend, and not to tolerate proposals
from the Commission such as the draft Vredeling
directive, which has not only not served to create one
single jbb, but has already 
- 
before it has been even
considered by the Council 
- 
proved a positive deter-
rent to investment from outside. I hope the Council, if
it has the possibiliry, will turn down this draft directive
with all possible speed.
Finally, Mr President, I would just say a word on
security, because this clearly must have top prioriry on
the agenda of European political cooperation. This
subject was, of course, debated in this Parliament in
July 1 9 8 1 and received our srong support, for we can-
not afford in the Vest to go it alone: we must have the
support of America. It is, however, wonh recalling, in
our reactions to the Andropov proposals, that we after
all have been making peace proposals to the Russians
for years. There is no new initiative in the Prague pact
ois-d-ais the !7'est.'S[e have been suggesting these pro-
posals for years, and it is eary for the 'Warsaw Pact
countries to make such proposals for disarmament
when Mr Andropov has already carried on a poliry
and encouraged and given the go-ahead for two new
nuclear missiles to replace SS20.
I know my time is up, Mr President, but I would just
like to say that unless we stick together and have a
common securiry policy and do not leave our Ameri-
can friends in the lurch, u,e shall find that all the poli-
cies that we have tried to follow in the economic,
commercial and financial fields will be wasted.
One last word, Mr President, on the question of the
United Kingdom. 'S7'e request the Council most
urgently to undertake its main task of solving the
problem of the British contribution to the European
budget. It is a Council obligation;'it is a Council res-
ponsibiliry; and we hope that by June 1983, whatever
the President of the Council has already said, they will
make enormous effons to do what they can to solve
this problem. \7e shall all be going to the polls in 1984,
and we have to present to the British people a credible
and viable Communiry. Ve can only do that with the
cooperation of the Council.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH
- 
Wce-President
Mr Spinelli (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there is
something disappointing, indeed almost disembodied,
in this twice-yearly ritual according to which the new
President of the Council gives us a catalogue of his
aspirations. Ve know perfectly well that his powers
are strictly limited and that he cannot tuarantee the
attainment of any of the objectives which he lists to us.
Ve also understand the particular difficulty experi-
enced by the German Government in assuming this
responsibiliry at a time when the fact of being one of
the most influencial members of the Council is com-
pensated by the imminent prospect of an election
whose outcome is most uncenain.
Alongside all these negative elements, wi must put on
record the fact that Mr Genscher is a well-known
European, a committed European, a European who
has for a long time borne responsibility for the exter-
nal poliry of the Federal German Republic and is
familiar with the dramas of this Communiry; some-
dmes, over the years, he has had his own vision of the
furure of Europe and he is now speaking to us at a
time which marks a turning point in his own political
life. He might have spoken to us with some detach-
ment, drawing on his deepest thoughts instead of on
the files of his permanent representation and of the
Council secretariat. The disappointment engendered
by his speech is greater than that which we usally feel
on similar occasions.
Speaking on behalf of the Italian Communist and
Allied Members I shall confine my attention to a few
aspecr because I do not have time to express our own
views at grearcr length.
On the subje-ct of cooperation Mr Genscher drew our
attention to the serious problems posed for us by the
developing countries and he touched on the problem
of their debt levels. Vhat did he propose?'To consoli-
date, reduce or cancel those debts? These are the real
decisions which will shortly have to underly our policy
towards the third world. He spoke also of the commit-
ment which Europe must assume if it is to srop rhe
process of progress towards peace from being halted
and if we are to exploit every opporruniry of progress
towards d6tente and make a determined effort to stop
the arms race. He did not say a single word about the
heavy pressure exened dayby day on all our countries
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in the west and east alike, to undermine the fragile and
uncertain agreement which has been established
besween our countries; nor did he say a word about
the need to strengthen this union of political wills
including measures of political cooperadon. Mr
Genscher spoke to us of the fight against unemploy-
ment as a first prioriry but all he proposed was an
increase in expenditure on professional training and
support on a scale which he did not define for small
and medium-sized undenakings. That really is very lit-
tle, Mr Genscher, as a response to so serious a prob-
lem.
You spoke too, Mr Genscher, of the development of
our iniernal market as a second priority, but you failed
to point out thit if our internal fronders are the scene
of many abuses these are due primarily to the fact that
VAT rates still vary widely from one country to
another and nothing has yet been done to harmonize
them. You devoted only four lines to the need to
embark at long last on a common transPort policy. Are
you ac/are, Mr Genscher, of the resolution adopted by
ih" Eu.opean Parliament which is proposing to take
action in the Coun of Justice against the Council of
Ministers because of ir failure rc discharge the res-
ponsibilities vested in it by the Treaty in this area?
You spoke as. your third prioriry of enlargement, but
nothing in your speech indicated whether the Council
was about to reach a conclusion or not.
I shall not now dwell on the long list of stages which
would have to be crossed if we are rc make Progress
with the common policies; in most cases the measures
would be desirable but the Council's ability to reach
decisions remains the great unknown. Mr Genscher,
you well know that in this siruation we cannot make
protress with the institutional system which our peo-
pl.is"t up 25 or 30 years ago; you have repeated this
yourself on a number of occasions. You well know
that the,Genscher-Colombo plan is making little pro-
gress if it has not already been shunted onto a siding.
You well know that this Parliament intends rc ProPose
to the governmenr and parliaments of our Member
States a drak ueaty establishing at long last a union
whose attainment is provided for in the original Trea-
ties and advocated in countless declarations; but you
did not say a single word about this.
Mr Genscher, we expected more of you today than
this set of vague words and intentional or embarrassed
silence. You will not be surprised to see that we did
not applaud you.
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group welcomes a funher oPpor-
tuniry of conducdng a European dialogue with the
new President-in-Office of the Council, for that is
what we intend to do. \7ith one exception, all the pre-
vious speakers have begun this European dialogue
with the Council and have made no attemPt to resort
rc party political arguments. I do nos intind to do so
either. However, I should like to say a few words to
Mr Arndt in the hope that he may heed my words on a
future occasion, when another President-in-Office of
the Council is sitting here.
( Inte rj e ctio n from M r Amdt )
I do not say this for polemical reasons, just as you did
not resort to polemic, Mr Arndt. And I should not like
to hear a polemical speech from you in these circum-
stances, as you will no doubt understand.
\7hen I was eleced as a candidate to stand for my
party,l was asked as what I would actually be stand-
ing,'"s a German, a Liberal, a European or whal I said
that I would stand, first, as a European, second, as a
Liberal and, third, of course, as a Geiman. Listening
to your speech, Mr Arndt, I had the feeling you were
speaking, first, as an electioneering German, second,
as a shon-sighted Socialist and, third, perhaps as a
blind European. That was not the right thing to do.
Ve must concentrate on what Mr Genscher said in his
satement. And this, Mr Arndt, is the programme of a
government which may change or may not change.
The only real explanation for the fear of change you
have expressed here is that you exPed less of a possi-
bly different government than the one represented
here, and that is truly remarkable. Vhat Mr Genscher
has given us is a programme which follows on from
the piogrammes of many other Presidencies, but is dif-
ferent in one respect: it contains a number of new
impulses, never before mentioned by a Council Presi-
denry. Never before has a President-in-Office of the
Council referred so clearly to the need for the introd-
uction of a European securiry poliry. This is very sig-
nificant. Other member of my group will be taking up
other aspects of Mr Genscher's satement later. Sflith
your permission, therefore, I should like to concen-
irate o., this one aspect. My group considers this sub-
ject so important because w'e are convinced that this
European securiry policy is one of the means not only
of ensuring the Communiq/s future existence but also
of forging closer and stronger links now, if we succeed
in giving this programme of the German Presidency
our support. That is why I feel we should concentrate
on this aspect. !7hat does it signify? A number of mis-
understandings need to be cleared up here.
Firstly, security poliry is more than just a military def-
ence poliry. It is a collection of external, security and
sometimes even economic and external economic
policy decisions of the type, as the President of the
Council has pointed out, which the Communiry has,
moreover, been taking with some elegance and to
some effect in the last few months.'We must not over-
look the fact, after all, that more common ground hai
been found in European Political Cooperation than in
the traditional areas of Communiry policy. And that
must not leave this Parliament unmoved.'!7'e are inrcr-
ested in seeing the number of common policies
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increased. This securiry policy is an opportunity in this
resPect.
Secondly, securiry policy would not signify 
^re-emergence of the dispute of blessed memory
bem.een Europeans and supporters of the Atlantic
Alliance but an attempt 
- 
thirdly 
- 
to give the Euro-
pean Communiry more weight in N,{TO, which is
necessary if we really want to d6fend European inter-
ests within this alliance. Ve can see from the argu-
ments with rhe Americans, which the President of ihe
Council menrioned, that, where we have remained
firm and adopted a common approach, it has been
possible to reach a sarisfacbry compromise, which we
can rhen use to give renewed suength to rhe Atlantic
Alliance. \Phat we also need 
- 
and the European par-
liament has a primary interqst in this 
- 
is a more
public debate on security. Mubh of what has been mis-
understood by the public and has also resulted in grea-
rcr enthusiasm for the peace movement, because it has
been able to profit from misunderstandings among rhe
public, was only possible because the national parlia-
men6 have placed excessive confidence in consulta-
tions in NATO. This is where the European parlia-
ment should be srcpping in: we should ensure rhis
debate is public.
And finally, securiry policy is, as I and my group see it,
pan of the poliry for peace. Securiry policy cannot be
opposed to the policy for peace. Those who want
peace mrr(t also want this European secuiity policy,
because if the European Communiry makes an appro-
priate effort ro arm for the event ir hopes will never
occur or to disarm to avoid this event, it will be contri-
buting ro rhe mainrcnance of peace. I welcome this
statement from the German Presidency of the Coun-
cil, and it would be fitting for a Gefman Member of
this Parliamenr ro say so even if belongs to a different
political parry.
( Inte rj ection from M r A rndt )
\[hat the Socialist Group, like all the other groups,
wants to see 
- 
must v/ant to see 
- 
is this European
Communiry making protress. If anything is to be con-
nected with rhe name Genscher, rhen it ii the initiative
he has taken wirh his Italian colleague, and the main
ingredient 'of this initiadve is a European security
policy. I feel this should be heavily undirlined, and it
is in this area rhar the Liberal and Democratic Group
has great hopes of this Council Presidency and thii
President-in-Office of the Council.
(Appkuse)
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I want to take the
opportunity of joining wirh my colleagues here today
in welcoming Mr Genscher and expressing the hopl
that over the next six months the Council over whilh
he will be presiding will give useful and beneficial
guidance to our Communiry as a whole.
I was naturally pleased that he should have mentioned
in his opening remarks today that top priority would
be given to the fight against unemployment. He did
stress the unfortunate fact that young people under
25years of age represenr 400/o of. the overall unem-
ployed in the Communiry at the present time. I have to
say in this regard by way of criticism of both Council
and Commission thar Communiry actibn so far to
combat unemployment in the Communiry is derisory,
particularly amont young people. If we are serious
therefore abour what we expect from the Commirnity
at this difficult time, we have to give Europe the means
to deal with this unemployment problem, assisting
those ecoiomies that are weakesr-and need special
help to catch up. !7e have ro improve the capaciry of
the various financial insrrumenr 
- 
the Social Fund,
the European Investment Bank, the Regional Fund 
-to provide the help to improve those areas rhat are
worsr hir. As I see it at this sraBe, rhe German presi-
denry must therefore have as a prioriry the putting
hgerher of a crisis package thar will (a) alleviate some
of the difficulties that Member Srares are facing in the
creation of productive employment and (b) eniourage
the Member States to follow agreed guidelines wiih
Iegard to- reducing public deficits, reducing the vast
burden of cost in the public service and eniouraging
reasonable wage demands. This is the only way ihai
we can stan moving towards creating the much
needed employment that the Communiry and the
world require.
Unfonunately, the rype of contribution that I have to
make on behalf of my troup necessarily obliges one to
cover a wide area. I will move on therefore from
unemployment and go straight to the Regional Fund
and the reference that Mr Genscher madJto that. He
talked of the slight increase that has taken place in the
provision 
- 
we now have 2 000 million ECUs in com-
mitment appropriations 
- 
and duly pays proper tri-
bute to Parliamenr in this regard. Bui he go.i on to
s-ry thatwe can only alk about a meaningful reform of
the Regional Fund if the Fund's resour"ei are concen-
trated, on the really disadvantaged regions. In this
regard I wo-uld be hoping that by buildhg that parti-
cular remark into his introductory speecliat the stan
of his six monrhs of office he doei give the clear indi-
cation thar he intends taking that panicular fact ser-
iously. The people in my country have been extremely
disappointed with the ourcome of the Regional Funi
in Ireland simply and solely because non.1f the ben-
efits.rhat had been expccted when we joined l0 years
ago have become a reality. Ve still find that the coun-
tries divide this money in a proportional.kind of way,
so that rhe- Regional Fund is nor in fact being steered
or directed m where it is most required, nairely the
really badly-off areas in the Communiry.
\7e. have ha{ a budgetary crisis in the Communiry,
and, a great deal has been said about the UK and tlii
German rebates. I certainly don't propose to repeat the
views that my group has expressed fiom time io time.
All I will say is this. If a Member State has a pafticular
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problem, then European solidariry comes into play. An
effon must be made through Europe to help that
panicular country. But if that country wishes to attach
conditions that are tantamount to reforming or revis-
ing the Treaty or Treary commitments in relation to
the operation of the common agricultural policy, then
we cannot agree rc sign something which amounts to
robbing Peter to pay Paul. Having said this, I do hope
that a lasting solution can be found to the problem of
the budgetary contributions of the UK and Germany.
Now, there are institutional problems and we have
heard a great deal from different Presidents-in-Office
of the Council abodt improving institutional links
beween the Council and Parliament' Yet our public
are becoming increasingly disillusioned with the way
in which we reach our decisions. I can say that Mr
Genscher and Mr Colombo have produced fine pro-
posals for a European lJnion, but we must lower our
sights while accepting the long-term vision and necess-
iry of these proposals. Ve have to improve and reform
immediately the way in which we reach decisions. In
the Council majoriry voting should apply to matters
rhat are based on the Treaty and unanimity to new ini-
datives. Our own Parliament will have to be reformed
in its working methods. Ve cannot go on dealing with
everything and anything if we are to have public opi-
nion behind us in our quest for greater power' '$7e
have to sharpen our image and ensure that our deli-
berations are communicated.to the public in a clear-
cut fashion.
Parliament and Commission will also have to develop
a more political relationship. There is no point in the
European Commission srying that it will respect Par-
Iiament's views and then going ahead and ignoring
them. Parliament, on the other hand, should have set
up a control committee, as I see it, to monitor certain
management activities of the Commission and its staff,
instead of this Instituiional Mairs (Spinelli) Com-
mifiee, which is undoubtedly a cause of the under-
sandable disillusionment felt by the public, as evid-
enced in the Eurobarometer. I have been quite amazed
recendy to read the general European man-in-the-
sreet's reaction and feelings about the European Par-
liament. I do think it is something that we must apply
ourselves to at Parliament level and I would remind
the Council and Commission that it might do no harm
if they applied themselves to that examination as well.
The rystem of political cooperation can be considered
one of the real achievements, as I see the Community.
1983 will undoubtedly be a year of security problems
between East and Vest. I know the responsibility of
the Geiman President-in-Office in this regard will be
enormous. \7hile panicipating fully in political coop-
eration in relation to securiry matters, care must be
aken to ensure that Member States which are not
members of any military alliance should not be com-
promised in any way. The Community is not the
framework for dealing with defence pacts. I think that
that rype of statement from somebody like myself
from a couhtry that is not aligned in this way is one
that has to be taken notice of in this Assembly.
'S7e must also come to grips with the fact that the only
way to recovery for our different countries in the pres-
ent economic crisis is through 4 distinctively European
approach. Our budgetary deficits, our unemployment,
our inflation can only be tackled when the EEC as a
solid united bloc can ackle the world economic imbal-
ances, the trade berween the US, Japan and ourselves,
world monetary disorder and our continuing problem
over energy. I was pleased to find that in his address
this morning the President-in-Office went on from the
question of unemployment to speak of the problem of
prorccdonism in industry and devoted some time to it.
This is something that he must be encouraged to con-
tinue to examine and to clear up.
Speaking of agriculture, he said that since 1979 fthad
been possible to reduce the percentage of agricultural
expenditure from740/o to 620/0. This was a considera-
bli achievement, but quite an a-ount of that achieve-
ment was arrived at the expense of the farmers of the
Communiry. I would advise the President-in-Office to
be very very careful about pressing on in that direc-
tion. He did say in his speech that the foundations of
the common agricultural poliry must be preserved and
that the common agricultural poliry'has guaranteed us
supplies of high-qualiry food and shielded us from the
many disturbances on the world markets. These are
the type of sendments that ought to be kept in mind. I
was encouraged to see that the President-in-Office of
the Council built that into his speech and I would hope
that that particular point of view will be maintained by
him over the six months while he is President-in-Off-
ice of the Council.
Mr Bbgh (CDD. 
- 
@A) Mr President, when I hear
the President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers
talk about all the problems the German Presidency
intends rc take up' and solve within the next six
months, I am reminded of a Bible quotadon which
ru$s as follows: 'He who will build a tower does not
first sit down and calculate what it will cost, lest he
become a laughing-stock?'
The German Presidency does not only want to move
the Communiry a bit further mwards European union,
but also c/ants to launch an energetic campaign against
unemployment. It wants to solve the problems of
youth training, develop medium-sized undenakingsn
break down barriers to trade, liberalize world trade,
bring new counffies into the Community, solve the
problems of the budget, create new credit sysrcms and
exrcnd existing ones, boost activity in the energy sec-
tor, protect the environment, reform the agricultural
policy, resolve the fisheries crisis and ponect seal pups.
It wants the Ten to speak with one voice more often in
internadonal negotiations, it wants to consolidate the
relationship with Japan into equilibrium and improve
relations between East and !7est. It wana rc apply
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arms reduction initiadves and armament controls, and
it wants to build up a security poliry which will make
it possible for the Communiry to take on commirments
in Turkey, the Middle Easq the Far East, Iran, Iraq,
the Gulf Statcs, South America, Latin America, Cen-
tral America etc.
Mr President, for us who are of a more eanhbound
and pragmatic polidcal tradition, it is natural to ask
about the order of priorities in this horn of plenry. \7e
might, for example, make a start by phasing out com-
mitments which internationally are rhe concern of
other organizarions and which, according ro rhe
Treaty of Rome, are nor among the Communiq/s
tasks at all. This applies first and foremost to foreign
policy, security poliry and defencrpolicy. And, by the
same token, we could withdraw from affairs which fall
within the 
"o*peten"" bf the national parliaments. Vecould refrain from becoming involved with problems
we cannot solve, because they fall outside our compet-
ence and capabiliry, and we could stay away from
questions which in realiry we do not want ro pay the
price of solving. In shon, if we can't button our own
trousers, we should refrain from taking responsibiliry
for the whole world, thus complicating things for
those who really do have responsibility. The Com-
muniry would suffer the same sad fate as rhe man
whose mmbstone reads: 'He felt that everything was
of concern to him, and that was yhat he died of.'
Mr Dc Goede (ND. 
- 
(NL) MrPresident, the Dan-
ish presidency had to overcome a government crisis
back home. The German presidency which has just
commenced will be hamstrung by the parliamentary
elections scheduled to take place on 6 March in the
Federal Republic which will be'a crucial tesr for the
present governmenr in general but more panicularly
for its coalition partner, the FDP (Liberal Parry) and
thus for the Council President, Mr Genscher. That
may not prevent the Council presidenry from fulfilling
its ask with the necessary commirment and force.
Indeed rhe problems besetting the Community
demand as much.
Allow me to menrion a series of those problems in
rapid succession: first, the fisheries dispute. Effons are
continuint apace in order to find a compromise solu-
tion. Neirher the British use of arms nor rhe stubborn
conviction of the Danes 
- 
and Mr Kirk has weighed
in in his inimitable un-Communicy way 
- 
can reiohe
the problem. An experienced politician of the calibre
of Mr Genscher can do sterling work by upholding the
primaq of Community cohesion.
Relations bemreen the Communiry and Japan: The
latest talls have achieved precious little. long and dif-
ficult negotiations lie ahead in order ro restJre a cer-
ain degree of equilibrium in bilateral trade. The
debate on imports of Japanese motor vehicles into the
Community, scheduled for later today, should provide
the House with an opportunity of going into tle mat-
ter in more depth.
The accession ro rhe Communiry of Spain and Ponu-
gal: The Douro report, recendy debated in this
House, was subsequently adoptcd by a large majoriry.
Rapid progress musr now be made on a number of
imponant points. Vould the President-in-office of the
Council be kind enough to give funher considerarion
to the demands and opinions voiced in that repon?
East-Vest relarions: Both the starcments formualted at
the recently held \Tarsaw Pact Summit in Praglue and
the Andropov proposals on nuclear disarmament call
for funher consultations in the EPC framework.
\Thilst feeling the \7esr's caudous reacdon to be justi-
fied I consider it viral,to keep all options open while
giving the maner funher,consideration. The real tests
will be supplied by developments'in Poland, Soviet-
sponsored initiatives on Afghanistan and lrrogress ar
the Helsinki CSCE follow-up talks curentlf aking
place in Madrid. I would like to stress the importance
of having a coordinated '$I'estern reply for, ai matters
now stand,.they have been totally frittered away and
are uneven ln content.
The uniform electoral procedure in the Member
States: The president of the Council has informed us
that deliberarions on this issue will begin this fonh-
coming 24 lantary. I sincerely hope that such a uni-
form electoral procedure will be adopted by all Mem-
ber States before 1984 for it is clearly contradictory to
democratic principles that as a result of the British
first-past-the-post electoral sysrem, whereby the win-
ner, by however small a margin, takes all, rhe disribu-
tion of seats in the European Parliament should be so
falsified. Indeed it has to be said that the over-repre-
sentation in this House of British conservarives, which
is a direct result of such an electoral system in the UK,
has upset the natural balance of power between the
groups in this house and that musr nor be repeated in
1984.
Unemployment: !7e fully subscribe to rhe priorities
outlined by the German presidency of which combat-
ing unemployment is,priority number one. If only such
br-ave words could, just for once, be followed by a spe-
cific poliry. \Zhen will rhe next Councils of Ministirs
of Employment and Educarion, ro which the President
of the Council referred, take place? Ve approve of the
attention given earlier today to rhe small and
medium-sized undenakings
The internal market: Ve likewise subscribe to the
imponance of maintaining and strengthening the
Communiry's internal market. A simplification of
frontier formalities is sorely needed. I am also curious
to see the concrete measures the Council intends to
elaborate, and curious especially rc see by how many
hours the Council president will have managed to
reduce the currenr 10 hours it takes to fill in the-neces-
sary formalities for heavy goods transpon berween the
Netherlands and lt?ly, by the end of the German pres-
idenry six months from now.
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Finally, for when has the next meeting of the Council
of Ministers of Health been scheduled in this coming
6 month period? Vhen does the next European Coun-
cil take place and does the Council President share the
view that not only employment problems for the
future, but also the more than modest results which
have heretofore accrued from such summits, should be
on the order of business?
Mr J. Moreau (S).- (FR) l\/b President, it would be
a platitude to point out that the Federal Republic of
Germany has taken over the presidency of the Council
of Ministers at a panicularly difficult juncture for the
Community. As Parliament recendy pointed out in its
report on the economic situation, unemployment is
rising and will continue to increase in coming months.
\7e still see no sign of an econoinic revival and we
know that no general improvement can be expected in
the immediatc future. People are beginning to doubt
and public opinion is sometimes surprised by the slow-
ness with which the Community reaches its decisions
and by the weakness of the proposals adopted by the
Council of Ministers. 'S7'e are well aware of the diffi-
culties facing the Member States and the Communiry
as a whole. But the remedy does not lie in inaction
since that brings with it dangers which present a mor-
tal threat to our deyelopment unless they are counter-
acted. It is not enough to say that prorcctionism can-
not provide an answer rc the Communiq/s problems.
Ve must see action to prove that the Council is
resolved to face squarely up to the problem of rela-
tions between the Communiry and the rest of the
world, in panicular the United States, Japan and the
newly industrialised countries.
Every effort must be made to ensure that identical
rules are applied throughout the world and that the
real causes or distonions of corppetition disappear;
otherwise how can we be surprised to see every coun-
try trying, with varying degrees of skill, to protect its
own interests? The denunciation of certain regrettable
practices finds its justification only in the proposals
which the Council might adopt to improve its relations
with those who try to draw excessive benefit from the
present divisions on this specific matter within the
Communiry.
There is no point in discussing these problems if we do
riot find a solution to the issue of the functioning of
the European domestic market. This matter is often
discussed here. However, despite the Commission's
efforts, we are making no progress and the European
domestic market is showing an increasing number of
cracls. Ve hope that the high level working party
formed to examine the existing difficulties, will bring
about a rapprochement of views and facilitate the
rapid adoption of the outstanding directives. I know
that yop have a personal commitment on this point
and I hope you will be successful. The uniry of the
European domestic market is essential for the defence
of European undenakings and to provide them yith
the essential base for funher development. Vithout
that uniformiry Europe will remain fragile and the
process of European unificadon will come to a stand-
still.
. 
'S7'e cannot continue in the present way 
- 
as many
speakers recognise 
- 
in face of the persistcnt dercr-
ioration of the European economy. There is lirle point
in my stressing our disappointment after the Jumbo
Council Meeting and at the weakness of the guidelines
adopted 
_by 
the Eqropean Council in Copenhagen.
'!7e Socialists believe that restoration of the economic
situation must aim firstly at an improvement in the
employment situation in aH our countries. '!7e expect
favourable guidance on this during your presidenry
and 
- 
as you pointed out in your statement this
morning 
- 
working hours will have to be reduced
under conditions appropriate to'each individual situa-
tion. I am familiar with the arguments which have
been exchanged on this matter but we are convinped
that this path is possible today as pan of a policy for
flexible organisation of working dme.
I would like rc end by stressing the need to consoli-
date the European Monetary S-ystem. Parliament has
' repeatedly affirmed its desire for progress to the
second phase of the EMS. That is a difficult transition
as we well know but the difficuldes cannot justify
stagnation. You alluded to this problem in your
address this morning.
One year ago the Commission made, admittedly
limited, proposals and recommendations but, if they
are accepted, they will permit some development and
consolidation of the European Monetary System.
Mr President, when we come to take stock of your
presidency in just over five months time I hope we
shall be able rc record progress in the monetary sector.
Events of recent days underline the need for progress
and for our respective positions to be clarified.
In conclusion, Mr President, you will be judged not by
your words to us today, but by the proBress which you
manage to accomplish in the sensitive areas I have just
oudined to the House.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Iadies and
Bentlemen, I welcome the fact that, at a time when the
Community is stagnating and suffering serious set-
bacls, the President of the Council, Mr Genscher, has
made a clear declaration of loyalry to European inte-
. 
gration. This is an encouraging sign.
Underlying this is a philosophy which has always been
vigorously endorsed by European Christian Demo-
crats and according rc which there is no future alter-
native to a united Europe whose citizens live in free-
dom. If the Presidency of the Council inrcnds to make
Europe a major policy issue, it will have the full sup-
lr
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pon of my group, and we hope that the phrase 'major
policy issue', which Federal Chancellor Kohl has
repeatedly emphasized, will remain the guiding pririci-
ple. I have one request to make of you: encourage the
Commission to do more m play the role the Treary
confers on it. As you can see, it is not taking any fur-
ther pan in our debate. Ve find it regrettable that the
Commission increasingly give the impression that it is
there to carry the Council's briefcases and ensure it
has everything it needs. Its main task is protect the
Community's interests against eve{Fone else. Hence
our request, Mr Genscher: encourage the Commission
to play its proper role again.
I referred to serious setbachs just now, and in this con-
rcxt I have something to say to the Socialist Group's
spokesman. He rather boldly offered the support of
the Socialist Group. He could do two things very.eas-
ily. One would be to tell his Danish colleagues that
they should abandon their opposition to the Com-
muniq/s solution to the fishing dispute.
(Appkuse)
fu you know, of course, the fault lies entirely with the
Danish Socialists, who are represented in the Socialist
Group here. A second piece of advice: have a serious
word with your Greek colleagues. \Zhat kind of Mem-
ber Starc is this, that is now beginning to upset the
monetary Communiry by devaluing its currency by a
substantial amount without saying a word beforehand?
(Apphuse)
We know you cannot handle mon€)r'r but rc impose
impon restrictions on goods from the other Com-
muniry counffies, and this at a dme when we are giv-
ing priority rc the discussion of the internal market . . .
I believe these two tasks are deserving of a little effon.
(Cies)
Ve therefore welcome the fact that the goal of Politi-
cal Union laid down in the European Act is to be pur-
sued funher as an important step in the right direction.
\7e shall measure.the willingness of the German Presi-
dency in particular by its courage to set priorities.
In contrast to some statements I have heard here, the
President of the Council has gratifyingly refrained
from bringing a list of good intentions with him to
Srasbourg. He has concentrated his effons and shown
^ 
great deal of discipline in setting priorities for the
next six months. At any rate, we take this seriously,
because we know that there is not enough time for
miracles. But there'is enough time to put important
things on the right track. !7e therefore fully approve
your priorities.
The iecovery of the internal European market is one
of the subjects to which the Council should devote its
attention in an effon to achieve a resulr because, in
oqr view, the internal market is still the source of our
considerable prosperiry in the Community. Unhin-
dered competition and closer economic cooperation I
encourage investments and protect jobs. \7e realize
that. But sometimes we rather have the feeling that in
this situation the Member States ackle the problem of
the internal market in a remarkable and shon-sighrcd
way. I have this picture in my mind of a boat urhich
has sprung several leaks. Instead of weryone mking it,
in turns to pump out the water, the man at the bow is
-trying to solve the problem at his end of the boat by
tearing up a plank at the srcrn and nailing it over the
hole. That is not the way to do it. I therefore urge rhe
Presidency of the Council to seize the opportunities
created by the Council's decisions in the next few
months: fight unemployment with a coordinated voca-
tional training policy, say yes to a European poliry on
small and medium-sized undenakings and encourage
private initiative and the willingness to take risks.
'!7hen we speak of the internal market and the fight
against unemployment, we vant to make it easier not
only for goods to cross frontiers, for which the Treaty,
of course, provides, but for people too. Ve appeal rc
the Presidenry of the Council not only to eliminate the
present deficiencies at the Communiq/s internal fron-
tiers but to consider Benelux as a model for the whole
Communiry.
If the enlargement of the Community is said ro be a
priority, then there is no escaping the structural ques-
tions which affect the budgeq the question of the limit
to the Communiq/s own resources. The European
Community has so far always managed to balance its
budget 
- 
there is no need to appeal to us to save. Thb
question of an increase in the Community's own
resources must be discussed in terms of our being pre-
pared to be as thrifry as possible.
But the main question for us is this: what can be done
better and more cheaply in Europe than in the individ-
ual Member States? Ve must also discuss the question
of the financial system. \Pe welcome the intention to
improve the procedure for reconciling the Council's
and Parliament's views and to strengthen Parlianient's
role in the conclusion of agreements with third coun-
tries. But we believe that strengthening can only mean
ratification here.
Ve agree that European Political Cooperation is not
the most imponant thing. It is very imporrant, but rhe
most important thing is to maintain the European
Communiq/s abiliry to act and function and to
develop further. But we agree rhar the extension of
European Political Cooperation and the planned
inclusion of the securiry policy represenr anorher posi-
tive step forward. Parliament musr not be bypassed,
however. Ve do nor want a Europe of the govern-
ments but a Europe of the peoples, and rapid progress
must consequently be made towards making Parlia-
ment into a fully fledged controlling and decision-
making body in the Communiry. My colleagues will be
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referring to the other aspecff. Our thanks and good
luck in your effons.
(Appkuse)
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President-in-Office, it
would not be proper for me to become involved in the
Qerman election campaign which has obviously
opened today in the European Parliament. It is there-
fore not interference in the election campaign which
prompts me m thank Foreign Minister Genicher for
the programme speech he has given, it is merely a
friendly gesture.
The trouble with programmes is that it is difficult
within a period of six months to get anything ieasona-
ble from them. Many lines are chaned, and many per-
spectives and ambitions are put before us. Perhaps
what is presented to us here every six months, when a
Council President comes here and tells us what is
going to be done in six months with all the world's
problems, is too ambitious. It simply cannot be done.
The first question I want to ask therefore is whether
we should not have a look at the Treaties and see if
the Council Presidency should not last a bit longer, so
that it,would at least have a chance of implementing
policies instead of just casting a line and hoping that
others will follow it up later, for that is a weakness.
Ve know 
- 
and we have often wondered at the fact 
,
- 
that the great Roman Empire was ruled by consuls,
who changed every year. That was also a failure, and
it is something we should try to avoid, if possible. The
times when it was not a failure and crises were over-
come were due to extensions of the consulates and the
introduction of dictatorship, and we should avoid'that
too.
Mr President-in-Office, this is my first point: see if
there is a way of extending the period of the Presi-
dency, .for it is too short to prepare and implement
anything which eVen resembles a European policy. \7e
know that it is difficult rc get the European institu-
. tions to function as they ought. \7e know that God's
mill grinds, but it grinds slowly, and the same applies
to Europe. It gets built, but slowly.
I should like to say to you therefore, Mr President-
in-Office, that the most important thing for us is not
actually to undertake a reform on the lines of that
which bears the names of yourself and Foreign Minis-
rcr Colombo but to concentrate on Setting the internal
market to fuirction, before taking the next step, going
on to the second phase. It does not in fact function!
'Ve just saw last October the repercussions on the
intcrnal market of the French protectionist measures
and I fear that, the day the fisheries problem is solved, '
it will not be on the basis of free fishing but gn the
basis of funher restrictions 
- 
more power to those
who exercise consular authority, I nearly said, to the
Commission, which will be given new powers to inter-
vene in free fishing, so that we shall have less freedom
in that area. But freedom is one of the cornerstones of
the Treaty of Rome, and we should be keen to uphold
it.
Ve should first be quite sure that the internal market
is functioning, so that we do not get repercussions
such as those we have witnessed, and shall perhaps see
again if the fisheries problem is solved, in which I
actually hope and pray the President-in-Office will be
successful.
But over and beyond that, I have another problem I
must mention. It is the question of geming out of the
habit of always stating that unemployment is the most
imponant problem and then doing nothing about it. In
fact, every single time we have had a change of Presi-
dent, the new one has affirmed that our most impor-
tant task is rc combat unemployment in Europe. I am
of the opinion that we can only fight unemployment
by common action and by pursuing a coordinated
economic poliry. I therefore think that some positive
proposals and ideas must be put forward, which may
give us new faith that the Community is capable of
implementing a poliry which will give us more
employment. Of course it is imponant to get a free
market for the whole world, but it will be a long time
before others dismantle their tariffs and restrictions. I
ask you therefore, during your Presidency, to pay
attention to the need, in the context of the unemploy-
ment problem, to tet beyond the stage of programmes
and get down to a prlctical solution, for otherwise the
peoples of Europe will not listen to programme
speeches, of which they have heard so many. They
vant to see realities, preferably in the form of jobs for
the twelve million unemployed.
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
speech by the President of the Council raised too
many questions for us to make more than a few obser-
vations in the shon time available m us.
My first observation concerns enlargement. Mr Presi-
dent, we are sorry that this important and complex
matter received your attention for only a few
moments. However you, like your predecessors, will
not be able to evade the real issues. In its inventory,
the Commission was obliged rc define those problems
even more vigorously than in 1978 because the crisis
has worsened in the meantime with a deterioration in
the agricultural imbalance and an acceleration of the
rate at which undenakings are being closed and work-
ers made redundant in panicular in the textile sector,
the steel industry, shipbuilding and fisheries. That
being so it is not surprising that enlargement should
elicit such sffong opposition from the workers, espe-
cially in the Mediterranean regions. \7e have helped to
make that opposition grow and we consider the pres-
ent pause in the negotiations as a success for our own
action.
Mr President, do you in turn intend to evade the real
issues and pursue your escapist approach which would
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jeopardise the existing achievements of the Com-
muniry in particular by abandoning the unanimiry
rule? Of course you cannot expect us to follow you
down this dangerous path. !7e are increasingly con-
vinced that a further enlargement would bring no
solution to the problems facing the Community today
and would not correspond to the interests of the peo-
ple in the Member States or in the applicant counries.
Vhatever pretexts and alibis may be invoked, the sole
underlying purpose is to enable the big companies rc
redeploy their capital to enlarge their market and
obtain supplies even more cheaply than up to now.
Is it surprising that countries like the Federal Republic
of Germany which has a trading surplus with the
applicant countries are the most favourable towards
enlargement? The same interests deliberately minimize
the problems and refuse to adopt the regulations and
budgetary appropriations to remedy the consequences
of a possible enlargement. They want the price of
accession to be paid by those sectors which are akeady
the most exposed, particularly in the Mediterranean
regions and to the deriment of thc existing common
policies.
Instead of declarations of institutional intent, do you
inrcnd to annouhce practical measures m us such as a
tax on imponed oils and fats if only to finance the
olive oil budget? Instead of engaging in interminable
negotiations which raise an unending succession of
new problems for all countries, would it not be pref-
erable rc prepare with the applicant countries an effec-
tive policy of cooperation [o our mutual advantage
based on complimentary development?
'S7e are afraid that enlargement will be used as a means
of bringing about institutional changes whose suprana-
tional aspects could in no way constitute an adequate
response to the present crisis.
'!7'e must address our attention to the fundamental
problems, in iranicular to that of the conditions fpr a
real economic recovery. In that resped the proposals
made by the Council President seem insufficient.
Ve have certain proposals m make: firstly, we must
recognise the failure of ausrcriry and wage control
policies. Efforu at consultation on economic poliry
can be made if they.appear useful to promote recovery
but national choices must be respected.
Secondly, we must show greater firmness in our trad-
ing poliry with third countries, in panicular the
United States and Japan. That firmness must contri-
bute to the efforts now undenaken in Europe to re-
srcre the balance of trade, a point on which far-reach-
ing reflection is necessary in the Community. \7e are
disturbed by the fact that, according to the published
statistics for 1982, France has a deficit urith all the
Community countries except Greece. The French defi-
cit with the Federal Republic of Germany will be in
the order of 30 000 million francs as against 20 000
million with the United States.
Thirdly, the operation of the European Monetary Sys-
tem must be strengthened panicularly in the face of
fluctuations in the value of the dollar.
Fourthly, we believe that the criteria for udlising
Community financial resources must be reviewed
bearing in mind the fact that the budget and borrow-
ing operations should promote employment, profes-
sional training and research with a view to economic
growth an{ earnings growth panicularly for the low-
est paid.
In this respect we believe that farm prices should be
fixed at a level higher than that proposed by the Com-
mission to maintain or increase the purchasing power
of farmers. Finally, I want to put a question m which
we should like a clear reply: in your speech, Mr Presi-
dent, you implicitly envisaged application of the
EEClTurkey association agreement. '!7e have seen
press reports on the decisions taken by the Economic
and Foreign Affairs Committees of the Bundestag
releasing aid of 155 million dollars frozen by the pre-
vious governmenr and military aid of 132 million dol-
lars. However the situation in Turkey is definitely not
improving: torture is a common pra$ice and inrcllec-
tuals and trade union, its are being threatened with
death. Ve should therefore like an assurance that the
Council will not in any way conriburc to the mainte-
nance of this situation. Can you confirm, Mr Presi-
dent, that you do not intend to revive the EEC/Tur-
key financial protocol?
Mrs von Alemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, a very
brief word to Rudi Arndt while he is still in the Cham-
ber. That was the old Rudi Arndt we know from the
Federal Republic. A pity, really, that European cour-
tesy has worn off in the last rwo and a half years.
Mr Genscher, your statement was very interesting,
'!7hen you last spoke here during a German Presi-
denry, you were able [o announce the agreement of all
the Member States to the first European direct elec-
tions. Today, almost four years later, here we sit, older
and wiser, and I, a newcomer, having raken up politics
in 1979, far more disappoinrcd than I might have
expected when I first entered Parliament. \[e there-
fore welcome the fact that you have raised practical
issues in your satement and intend to take practical
action during your Presidenry.
I should just like to take up three points very briefly.
Firstly, electoral law. On behalf of my group, I urge
you, Mr Genscher, to supporr the inroduction of pro-
ponional representation in all the counries of the
Community despite the doubts you have. The travesry
rc which the first-past-the-post sysrem used in one
country gives rise in this House is unacceptable in rhe
long run. It is unacceptable, for example, thar the Bri-
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dsh Liberals should not be represented here even
though they won 140/o of. the votes at the first direct
elections.
Secondly, ffansport policy. You say the common
transport poliry is closely connected with the expan-
sion of the internal market 
- 
and the fight against
unemployment, I would add, Mr Genscher. Ve do not
need a new concept for the ransport policy if by that
you mean a concept from the Commission. \7e need a
new concept from the Council. That is what is needed,
and the Committee on Transpon has already said a
great deal on the matter and even threatened legal
proceedings.
Thirdly, environmental protection. '$(e very much
welcome, Mr Genscher, your announcement of envi-
ronmental protection measures. My group intends to
call for an urgent debate on acid rain and the destruc-
tion of forests. The protection of the environment
really cannot be ensured by individual countries any
longer. Ve have been saying this for years, and all the
experts know this to be true. But it is imponant for the
Presidency rc look inrc this and then to take pracdcal
action. If you take up the cause of the air and water
conservation and environmental compatibility, you
will have our support in every respect.
To conclude, Mr Genscher, I would urge you to be
consistent. The citizens of Europe neither exPect nor
want any more great declarations of loyalry to Euro-
pean Union. They expect practical steps to be taken,
steps which make day-to-day life easier in very Prec-
dcal ways for the citizen, the tourist, the businessman,
the shopper abroad, the salesman, the housewife and
the farmer. Then the outcome of the seqond European
direct elections in May of next year will be reasonable
and pro-European, which is what we all want.
(Apphuse)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the overall tone of the Council President's sate-
ment to the House was oPtimistic. There was praise
for the considerable headway deemed to have been
made in recent years but I inrcnd to take the liberry of
refusing to share such optimism.
The Council president addressed himself first to the
direct elections of 1984. The results of a public opi-
nion survey published last veek revealed that only
560/o of the Communiq/s citizens were aware of the
existence of the European Parliament and that a
majoriry of the'Community's'citizens considered it to
be simply wonhless. It says a lot about the limitations
on our,powers and goes a long way towards explain-
ing just how little heed the Council takes of this
House. The German president-in-office of the Coun-
cil is by no means the first to present a package of
policy goals rc this House. !/e adopted a resolution
on the application by all Member States of a uniform
voting procedure some ten months ago. The Council
will only get round rc examining it this fonhcoming
24 Jaauary and the result of their deliberations is very
much in the balance.
\7e have great expecadons from the German Council
presidenry panicularly concerning Spanish and
Ponuguese accession for we believe a Council Presi-
dent whose own country is federalized to be panicu-
larly apt at examining not only the more obvious
aspecff of accession but also the constitutionally ack-
nowledged regions associarcd with such accession.
\7hen does the Council intend to deliberate on the
suggestions contained in the Douro rePort?
'\7e have been informed that the fight against unem-
ployment in the Communiry is to be given pride of
place. Vell, we've heard that before too. The Novem-
ber Jumbo Council was devoted to this issue and it was
a disastrous flop. The individual Member States' poli-
cies are gradually deteriorating and degenerating into
self-protection and egoism. It would now seem that,
following the leads given by the United Kingdom, Bel-
gium and the Netherlands even the Federal Republic
of Germany has taken to trying to revive its manufac-
turing industry by- instilling some oxyten inm them
and by the adoption of a deflationary poliq.,$, one-
sided liberalization with very few correcdve measures
to offset social injustices accruing therefrom. The
order of the day in these Member States ate restric-
tions, moderation and wage freeze which leads me to
wonder just how many Communiry citizens still have
the purchasing pouier necessary to acquire the prod-
ucts available on Community markets. A minister in
the govergment of my country summed it up like this:
'My donkey is dead, but how can that be? After all, I
had just got him out of the habit of eating?'
Pressure of time prevents me from going into the
many pages of the German Council priorities over the
coming 6 months. Vould it not have been more honest
and realistic to confine oneself to only a few priorities?
More realistic because one could have concentrated
rather than dissipated one's energies on achieving real
results. I very much doubt that we can expect the
Community to make any real headway over the next
5 months. Or will I be accused of exaggerating by say-
ing that the German presidenry, far from according
prioriry to Communiry matters during that period, will
in reality devote all its energies to 'the Federal
Republic's parliamentary elections. This is the less edi-
fying side of the coin which Council President
Genscher revealed to the House in a far too optimistic
style earlier today.
Mr Romualfi. 
- 
(m Mr President, we were familiar
with Mr Gi:nscher's political position: we could have
no doubts as to the acceptability of the political line he
would mke in launching the programme for the term
of the German presidency. He has reaffirmed this with
a precision and vigour which honour his personal
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commitment tg Europe and that of the new coalition
government in whose name he spoke today. Ve hope
that his party will be able !o overcome the difficulties
it is experiencing at presenr, and that it will continue
to be a political force on which Germany and the
Communiry can rely.
But we would not be candid if, in salng this, we did
nqt add that your speech uras a speech of good inten-
tions. fu other speakers have said, it resembled the list
of hoped-for presenrc that German children give to
their parents on Christmas night. This declaration of
principle is everywhere contradicted by rhe facts, by
the concrete commitments which the German presi-
dency, on behalf of its government, rhought itself
obliged to make, or rarher, not ro make. It is not
enough to say thar Europe should be all rhe fine things
that we all wish it to be, that the European Act shouid
speedily lead us towards an ever closer political inte-
gration, to a greater uniry, and to add right afterwards
that Germany, and therefore the Council, are not only
unwilling to increase our budget by raising the l0/o
VAT ceiling, as is necessary, but that they even intend
rc reduce it because they erroneously believe further
sacrifices rc be impossible. They are rhus refusing to
support the measures necessary to ensure not only the
development but the very survival of the Community.
One cannot declare oneself in favour of Europe, of
European political unity, of European polidcal action
throughout the world, and at the same time cut the
Community budgets. Cutting the budgets is tanta-
mount to dealing a moftal blow rc Europe; it extin-
guishes any vital impulse. One cannot wish for an
economically and politically strong Europe without
giving considerarion to the fact that a Mediterranean
economy exists, and should be assisted, for it is impor-
tant not only for the counrries directly concerned but
' for the entire Community as a link with rhe Third
\7orld. One cannot go on lamenting over our 12 mil-
lion unemployed without making it possible rc develop
an adequate regional and social policy which would at
least inform us as !o the nature of this unemploymenr
and how it affects the qualiry of ourlives.
It is fudle to believe that we can preserve, even within
the ineviable and well-known limitations, prosperiry,
employment, productiviry and the marketabiliry of our
countries'products by stifling Europe, by preventing
it, through internal mistakes more frequently due to
parry polidcs than ro national policy, from using its
enormous porcnrial and productive capaciry rc influ-
ence the development of the world economy.
Europe, coordinating its resources, ir effons, its
proven technological abilities,'can be the largest and
most powerful manufacturer of goods and the largest
consumer market in the world, Do we want rc to oninviting humiliation? Do we wanr to remain prisoners
of our shon-sighted egotism? For now I will say. no
more, save that we cannot continue to be unconscious
of the magnitude of our economic, political, and
moral strength and to mourn over our difficulties, ins-
isting on feeding a misplaced and reductive narional
vaniry. 19 any event, Presidbnt Genscher, I wish good
luck to fou and to our Europe.
Mr Petenen (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, Mr Genscher, dealt in
his speech with the Communiq/s progress owards
European union. Taking words spoken by Mr Larock
25 years ago, he defined European union as full-scale
integration. fu a Danish social-democrat, I should
like, to pass a few comments on rhar.
To begin with, I find that there is acrual inconsistency
in Mr Genscher's speech beffeen the objective of a
union through full integration and Mr Genscherrs
satement of what he calls the European model. And
he describes this model as a non-dominant association
of free states having equal rights. This niodel, Mr
President-in-Office, is more a confederalist state
model than a federal union model, because coopera-
tion is entered into by free states enjolng equal rights.
It is thus more rhe Hanseatic Ledgue than the model
of the United States of America, the Federal Republic
of Germany or the Soviet Union, which Mr Genscher
has in mind.
But, Mr President-in-Office, this does not fit in with
the so-called Genscher-Colombo Plan for, according
to that Plan, Parliamenr is ro be strengthened, and
Parliament is a supranational body, the right of veto is
to be limited, rhe area of cooperation to be extended
and the Communiry and.European Political Coopera-
tion are to move up into a higher unit. So the
Genscher-Colombo Plan coincides better with Mr
Genscher's inroductory remarks on full-scale integra-
tion than with Mr Genscher's European model for
cooperation berween free states having equal rights.
This model, the confederal model, is something we
Danish social-democrats can associarc ourselves with,
because the right of veto in rhis model is there by defi-
nition and nor jusr assured rhrough the Luxembourg
compromise. 'We must therefore reject the Genscher-
Colombo Plan, and thar is something we are nor
agreed on. \[e do not atree ro that in Denmark. A
united Folkedng 
- 
and all parties will say this, includ-
ing the liberals and conservatives 
- 
rejeced all the
essential points and elements in the Genscher-Col-
ombo Plan during a debarc in November of last year.
That is perhaps why, Mr President-in-Office, ani no
doubt also because of opposition from other countries,
that the President-in-Office has not given us a repon
today on the position with regard to his and Mr eol-
ombo's Plan, for it can only be bad.
I cannot but breathe a sigh from the hean over all the
flne efforu expended on the union question by Mr
G_enscher,.by Mr Colombo and many orhers, and by
Mr Spinelli, who dlso has a constirution for a Euro-
pean Union in preparation. Come back to eanh, gen-
tlemen! kt us do our deed for rhe day, lbt us .eally
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get to grips with the crisis in a concrete way and get
unemployment abolished. !7e Danish social-demo-
crats think that this union-mongering is damaging the
Community, because it is divening attention away
from essentials.
Indeed it was a weak cup of rca that the Council Presi-
dent poured us in regard rc the unemployment prob-
lem. The liberal colleague of the President-in-Office
here in the Chamber, Mr Bangemann, took the liberry
before Christmas of safng that it was a scandal that
Denmark would not give Parliament more power. I
say, Mr President-in-Office, that it is a tragedy that
this House, because of the qay it dissipates its think-
ing, because of union-illusions and wars waged with
Council of Ministers, does not take enough time to
concern itself with its real task, namely to give advice,
to give good advice, for in the world we live in good
advice is more imponant than misguided action. That
is something which I think both Mr Bangemann and
you, Mr President-in-Office, should take note of, and
take note that the European Parliament has to date
not giyen a single piece of advice which has been fol-
lowed up in all of our countries, let alone the big wide
world ouride the Europcan Communiry. To put it
briefly: let us roll up our sleeves and get to work,
insrcad of making fine speeches !
Mr Goppel (PPE). (DE) Mr President, Mr
Genscher, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to begin
by saying how pleased I am that, despite the situation
in Germany, despite the reducdon of the election cam-
paign to a mere 60 dayS, the President of the Council
has referred with such clarity and in agreement with
the Federal Government to the goals of European uni-
fication, which will extend well beyond 5 March, and I
should like to thank him most sincerely for this.
(Apphase)
Six months 
- 
as a previous speaker implied 
- 
was
not regarded as enough even by the Roman consuls,
although they had only a city starc to govern. \7e real-
ize, therefore, that there will be no red letter days
during these six months and that the President of the
Council cannot, Mr Arndt, do in eleven days what you
have accused him of in winding your film back thir-
t€en years.
(Applause)
That, I must say, was not just an anachronistic but an
antichronistic enumeration of events you have us.
( Int e rj e ction from M r Arndt)
Yes, yes. I have not yet been rcld by an ear specialist
that I should do something about my hearing.
( Inte rj e ction from M r Arndt )
Ladies and tentlemen, we should have realized from
all this and from the many comments that have been
made today that European unification is not some-
thing that is pushed along from. outside: it needs to be
encouraged from within, by us all, in all the Member
States, as the present Federal Chancellor clearly stated
to the Bundestag on 25 November 1982. The Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council is, of course, Vice-
Chancellor and smnds by what Mr Kohl said. I quote:
From tbe resuhs of the Versailles economic sammit
ute haoe seen tha\ in the present dfficah situation
in particular, it is important that no one should seek
solations to his own economic dfficuhies for afiicb
his pdrtners aill baoe to pay.
This is so clear and imponant a message that we must
all join in, not just the poor, lonely President of the
Council or the Presidency. All Ten have a dury in this
case. All the various subsidies, interventions and all the
rest of it 
- 
I do not know what other technical terms
are used in our market 
- 
should be revealed, and it
should not simply be said that they are needed to give
protection against the outside vorld and to maintain
the internal market.
Many references have been made to the internal mar-
ket today. Anyone who locks himself away in his own
economic shell must count on starving in it one d"y . . .
(Appkase)
'!7hat has been mentioned here is therefore a very
dangerous matter.
I should now like to ask a question that has been on
my mind for a long time. Vhen did unemployment,
rhe monetary difficulties, the trade difficulties begin,
yesterday or today? From how far away have these
difficulties come? That is why we should not be build-
ing a wailing wall, but a consultation bank, although
complaining is preferred here to real consultation.
I was also pleased to hear what was said just now so
federalistically about the integration of Spain. I should
like to quote the Chancellor again in this context:
Not leasq and I sbould like to empbasize this,
because I belieoe that Earopean competition cd,tt
only sacceed, tbe political unification of Earope k,
only possible if the krger Member States treat the
smaller coantries of tbe Community aith partiorkr
respect in European cooperation.
That is an avowal of faith by a large Member State,
Germany. And I feel this should also give us courate
for the future.
(Applause)
I could say quite a deal more that is of concern to us
and myself in panicular, coming as I do from an area
close to the frontier with the Eastern Bloc countries,
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from Bavaria. !7e know what the checks at thqse fron-
tiers mean, and we therefore find it all the more pain-
ful when they are made within our own part of
Europe, and I therefore feel we should do something
about this. \7e find it just as painful that some of the
measures we regard as so essential could not, of
course, be taken from I to 11 January. But I too have
one request to make. !7e complain about bureaucracy
and about technocrary: I call on the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council rc begin the age of Eurocracy, then
we can look forward to a satisfadory future.
(Appkuse)
Mr dc Ferrenti (ED). 
- 
Mr President and colleagues,
in his excellent speech the President-in-Office of the
Council challenged us as a Parliament to be 'the
engine of Euro-progress'. These were the words that
he dsed. The very fact that he is here with us today
and troubling to listen to our speeches is. a great
encouratement to those of us who are indeed endea-
vouring to make this Parliamant an engine of Euro-
Progress.
I would like to add one particular fact to the speeches
made by my colleagues about the internal market,
which is the one area where perhaps together we can
be the engine. Not only is the internal market basic to
jobs and basic to a return to growth, but the restric-
tions on that market are currendy costing consumers
in a very direct sense fifteen billion ECU. Fifteen bil-
lion ECU, Mr President-in-Office of the Council, is
the current cost. Something must be done urgendy,
and the proposals that you have before you and which
are being discussed today are fundamental rc it.
Mr President-in-Office of the Council, you heard the
response of the House an hour or so ago when you
told us of the rcn-hour delay in the mrenty-six hour
journey from the North to the South of Europe. You
heard how we reacted to your words, and you under-
stood in which sense u/e meant it too. Ve are against
the delay. You then said: ' Das kt khf. If ir is clear to
you, that is an encouragement to us and we can ger on
and deal with some of the problems that you now face
in the Council.
First of all, the frontier formalities problems are
immensely complex. The MCA, the collection of
VAT, the customs forms, the collection of satistics.
Progress is certainly possible, but it will take a long
long time. The decisions that you must make by the
end of March are fundamenal to getting on'with the
job. And one of the most imponant ones, Mr Presi-
dent, is to get on with what is called CADIA, the
CADIA cooperation scheme berween cusdoms auth-
orities. The second area at which you are going to be
looking is the interchange of informarion on standards
formation. I would beg you to be careful. Encourage
the standards authorities to communicate with the
Commission by all means, but do not allow the Com-
mission to meddle in mo much detail in the standards
formation process or, frankly, they are more likely to
slow it down.
The most imponant area of all, Mr Presdient, to
which you will be turning your atrcndon during the
coming months will be the question of getting through
by the end of March the proposals for dealing with
rcsdng and giving sype-approval cenificates to prod-
ucts coming into the Community from third countries.
It sounds technical and boring, but this is a dramati,
cally imponant subject, for it is the basis of achieving
Community preference in the non-tariff area. Ve have
Communiry preference in the tariff area; we do not
have it in the non-taiff. area. And without that Com-
muniry preference in the non-tariff area, frankly, the
Common Market is not really meaningful either to us
in qhis Parliament or to the vast majoriry of people
trading within the Community.
I believe you are rather close to an agreement. There ii
this delegation quibbling abour this anicle and that
delegation quibbling about another. I suspect that all
of them are worrying in their heart of heans about
their own sovereignry. They still want to reain a mea-
sure of control. They want to have their cake and eat
it, as do all Member States of the Community. But I
would say to them that in this area no one Member
State has got sovereignty norv. They are not able ro
make a deal with the Japanese because rhey lack rhe
negotiating power. The only way in which any of us
can have sovereignty is by acting rogerher and it is as
important to act together in this case as it is in the
tariff case.
As you go through the long hours in the Council, Mr
President, say to those delegations who are quibbling:
Listen, do you want to help your people or not?
Because this is the only way in which we can do it.
Only by common agreement will we get anywhere.
Say to them as well that the simple fact is that without
Community testing and product-approval procedures
we will never be able to negotiate easier accoss for
Communiry products into rheir markem. It is not the
basis of a debate on protecdonism at all. 'S7hat.we are
talking about is the only way in which we can actually
reduce protectionism throughout the world, i.e. by
having a powerful enough negotiarint hand when we
go into the Council chambers. That is really rhe
crunch.
So, Mr President-in-Office, we wish you well in your
period of office. \7e thank you for listening to us and
we hope that you will repon progress to us in these
precious months in which perhaps we can at last make
some progress with the Communiry.
(Appkase)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on
behalf of the Communist Parry of Greece I want to
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say quite sincerely that it is difficult for us to speak
about the statement by the President-in-Office of the
Council whom, in November 1981, we knew as For-
eign Minister in a Social Democrat government, and
whom we now see as Foreign Minister in a Christian
Democrat government thaq furthermore, includes
Herr Suauss. But, despirc this, we shall pass comment
on the speech made by the President-in-Office of the
Council in emphasizing that the position he has expli-
cated represenr the most netative of trends prevailing
in the European Economic Community today with
regard to our countrlr, working people, but also in the
overall context of \7'estern European Affairs. A trend
which is reinforcing supranational integration, chiefly
by achieving the political emasculation of Member
States via the familiar provisions contained in the
European Act.
I want to put forward ceftain questions, not to tho
President-in-Office of the Council, but to the Greek
Government. Cannot the Gieek Government see that
the remarks by the President-in-Office on unemploy-
ment and the social problems of worl;ing people are
nothing but hypocrisy, in view of the fact that the
change of government in the German Federal
Republic took place on the pretext of these problems?
Can it not see that the abolition of tariffs and other
prorccdve measures will result in increased exportation
of unemployment to the weaker Member States?
Can it not see the increased restraints on the funding
of Mediterranean products, about which Mr Genscher
clearly mld us?
Can it not see the reductions in the prices of agricul-
tural products, the trend towards increased contribu-
tions to the Communiry, the redistribution of budget-
a{F revenue in favour of Vest Germany and Britain?
Is it not aware of the abolition of the veto? Can it not
see that Mr Genscher seels for it to suppon at the UN
and in other international forums, not the viewpoints
of Greece, but those of the EEC?
Can it not see that Mr Genscher remembers Afghani-
stan and Poland but forgets Cyprus, though Cyprus is
a country which has association with the EEC, and
though alarge pan of its terriqory is occupied by Tur-
key, a country which likewise has association with the
EEC?
Can it not see that Mr Genscher said nothing about
Pershing and Cruise, the greatest problem facing
Europe?
'!7e would like to hope that under Mr Genscher's
presidency of the Council our country will not suffer
the same fate as the Free Democrats in $[est Ger-
many, and it will not suffer this fate if it takes firm
st€ps to disentangle itself from the EEC.
I would like rc make rwo brief observadons. Ve
believe that the President-in-Office of the Council is
not equipped to speak of democracy and pluralistic
societies since in his country thousands of people are
denied the right to work because of their political alle-
giance 
- 
by the Berufwertot 
- 
and that it would be
very helpful if Mr Genscher, who seeks respect for
animals by human societies, could show the respect he
has for seals to human beings themselves, and specifi-
cally to the Turkish people, who belong to a country
associated with the Communiry and whose plight and
suffering under torture are well-known, as is likewise
the travesry of democrary penaining in that country.
Mr Jiirgcns (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I must point
out that the sttrcment by the President of the Council
oday did not include one word of criticism of the
Commission or this Parliament and that the 'irill to
cooperat€ was apparenr throughout this statement. I
believe that this cooperation will also form the basis
for the solution of the problems to which the President
of the Council referred in his statement rcday as being
the major issues in the next six months. I feel it is
imponant for the Council to take seriously what we
produce, our resolution and our proposals. I am very
grateful to the President of the Council for acknow-
ledging that budgeary expenditurg on agriculture has
been reduced from over 700/o to 62.50/0. I believe that
the agriculural policy should be seen in these terms in
panicular and that it is important for us to submit pro-
posals to the President of the Council for'the imple-
mentation of his proposals. I believe the family farm
must continue to be the guiding light of the agricul-
tural poliry, that we must do everShing we can to
ensure the continued existence of such farms, that they
must be given special assistance where they are located
in cenain underdeveloped areas and that, on the other
hand, the objective method mu$ be applied to family
farms when prices are calculated.
My second point concerns the surpluses in the Com-
muniry. I believe we must combat surpluses where they
occur. I therefore feel we must above all make a dis-
tinction where the co-responsibiliry levy is concerned
to ensure that it is paid where surpluses occur.
Secondly, we must, see to it that no further grants are
paid at national level to farms on which surpluses are
produced, and thirdly, exports of agricultural products
must be increased. It is less imponant to tax oil seeds
than to persuade other countries, the United States,
for example, to take our exports, our processeil prod-
ucts. Increased exports is the answer, and I believe this
is where rhe link with the regional policy and the
development policy lies. By raising living standards in
the undeveloped regions, we shall creana a new market
for goods produced in Europe and elsewhere. These
problems, like the problem of fronder arrangemenw,
competition and so on, can only be solved by political
means. I therefore believe that the Genscher-Colombo
proposals and European political solidarity are the
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way to make progress, to find the political means [o
solve Europe's real problems.
(Appkuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vce-President
Mr Blancy (CDI).- Might I just very quickly say to
the President-in-Office of the Council that I admire
his concern with peace throughout the world as I alio
admire his wish to abolish discrimination in places
such as South Africa and indeed his precondition for
peace in places like Poland and Afghanisan, that is the
withdrawal of foreign troops.
\Fhile srying that, might I just appeal to him yery very
directly during his presidency to concern himself
nearer home with part of my country which is occu-'
pied, where discrimination is rampant and where there
is in fact a state of war.
Could I then turn rc his concern with unemployment
and say how much I agree with his concern there, but
I question his judgement in seeming rc indicate thar
free world rade and, on the other hand, internal pro-
tection have been the cause of rhis. Far from it, in my
estimation, when we look at the situation in the
smaller national economies.
The Social and Regional Funds are naturally and
properly very important, as has been said by the Presi-
dent. But of what avail are these funds when we con-
sider that over the years and yearby year rhe national
and regional imbalances continue rc grow? I put it to
the President that a realistic reappraisal is urgently
required of the strategy of the entire EEC concepr.
Otherwise I think that our next direct elections, which
are not far away, may bring us a rude awakening as to
how the people really have come to view what was
once a grand concept but is nou, an abysmal failure on
the horizon.
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
In order to correcr the false
impression given by the previous speaker, may I
remind the House that Nonhern Ireland is pan of rhe
Unircd Kingdom. The only war in rhat counrry is the
result of IRA terrorist aaivity and I strongly object to
the statement that he has made to the President-in-
Office.
( Pro te s t s trom o aio us quarte rs )
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
statement by the President-in-Office of the Council
confirms his commitment to the concept of European
uniry, but the work of the presidency in this respect,
such as over the next six months, will be judged on the
extent to which principles and declarations are con-
vened into genuine resul6, into works of substance
and duradon. I think that the declaration made by Mr
Genscher today confirms his belief that European
uniry constitutes the only way forward to progress and
securiry for our people, for the prorcction of peace,
and likewise for ensuring decent human standards for
the people of the Third Vorld.
I would like to make three very specific observarions,
Mr President
To overcome the present crisis and combat the issue of
unemployment there is a need for a Communiry policy
on social and political development in Europe. This
requires a budgetary surir much great€r than that cur-
rently at the Communiq/s disposal, and also an active
policy on regional development,with emphasis on the
imponance of development in the Mediterranean
south. On this issue the comments of the Presidenr-
in-Office of the Council of Ministers, and the perspec-
tive he drew, were extremely feeble.
My second obsewation concerns the fact that if pro-
gress is to be made towards political uniry there is a
need for a whole series of reforms to be carried
through. The dme for these is already ripe, Mr Presi-
dent, and certain decisions are required. Parliament
has already set up a committee to discuss rhese
reforms. However, the indications coming out of Mr
Gensche/s speech as regards implementation of these
reforms were, in this respect also, extremely vapid.
Included in these reforms would be the establishment
of European Political cooperation on an institurional
basis, something suggested by both the Foreign Minis-
ter of Federal Germany and his colleague the Italian
Foreign Minister.
My third observation, Mr President, has to do with
the joint policy on foreign affairs. For this to acquire
credibiliry and force it must have substance and carry
weight in all quaners. If our position on Afghanistan is
to be convincing it must be made clear that the huge
breach of international law which is going on in
Europe, specifically in Cyprus, will not be tolerated
apathetically by Europe. Anomalies such as these
devalue Europe's credibiliry and prestige and they
must cease.
Mr President, I believe that if we surmounr these
obsacles our policy will acquire credibiliry and carry
weight in all quarters, and ve shall be making protress
towards uniry.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, we have already
exceeded the time allowed for this debate. Question
Time ought to begin at 6.30 p.m. but there are still five
Members down ro speak in the debate.
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I therefore propose that we conpinue the debate until 7
p.m. and then move onto Question Time from 7 p.m.
to 8.15 p.m.
( Parliament approoed this proposal)
Mr Moreland (ED)- 
- 
Mr President, w'e are, of
course, given set speaking time for each group, and I
suspect that one problem may be that some. speakers
have gone ovei their time. I do hope that their excess
dme will be deducted from the remaining five speakers
who are to come.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, colleagues,
in an effon to summarize as succinctly as possible the
various satements by members of my group I would
like to express a wish and simultaneously launch an
appeal to the new German president of the Council to
implement the European Act. After all, it stems'from
an initiative jointly sponsored by yourself and Minister
Colombo some rwo years ago and the house was
deeply moved by the conviction and eloquence with
which you defended your Draft European Act before
us on 14 October last. \7ith such a resenre of goodwill
you now find yourself ideally placed to proceed to
implementation. That is our desire and that is our
appeal rc you.'In the meantime we are grateful to the
Council for its decision to open negotiations in Brus-
sels with Parliament's Bureau on the role of the Euro-
pean Parliament and we believe the terms of these dis-
cusions will go beyond those envisaged in your Draft
European Act. You are aware of-this and we trust we
shall be able rc conduct useful negotiations with you
on 24 January next. '
In order. to comply with our President's appeal to
make our interventions as short as possible I shall
quickly make three very short observations. Ve con-
sider the Draft European Act to be more than a purely
institutional document, it is the crystallization of an
evolutionary process in three areas. Firstly, socio-
economic.'Ve are awaiting from the Gprman Council
presidency that it elaborarcs an operational act for
combating unemployment, that is to say, action rather
than words. It is widely recognized that the Federal
Republic of Germany has a wealth of pracdcal experi-
ence and knowledge in the fields of managemenq stra-
rcgy, implementation and of spegific projects. It has
always been a flaw of Community policies that they
were too narrowly defined. 'S7e expect from you cdn-
crete action in the overall context of that which was
outlined at the last Council meetint in Copenhagen.
My second remark concerns securiry policy. In your
Draft European Act you said that we must extend
cooperation rc embrace Communiry securiry policy
and last month, at the end of the Danis[r presidency,
we had further evidence of the evolution of political
cooperation in the field of securiry. Already at this
stage of the German Council presidency a new scena-
rio and a new area have been created. The minisrcrs
present at the Council meeting in Copenhagen stated
at the time that they were awaiting signals from Mos-
cow. Vell, have we received those signals? Some
would say yes. There have been various initiatives
which represent a change of policy. It is a crucial
period and we believe that, in conformiry with the
goals set out in your Draft European Act, this favour-
able moment should be seized upon to make headway
while we can.
My third point concerns Community enlargement 
-the accession of Spain and Portugal. It is a momentous
political affair having economic and financial ramifica-
tions, a few snares and, not surprisingly, some difficul-
ties. Ve would appeal to the Communiq/s citizens to
be more broad-minded in their approach rc this
enlargement, to pay mbre attention to its economic
aspects and not to lose sight of the fact that 25 years
ago the Community was in a ransitional stage from
national restrictive polices rc the synergy, thi widen-
ing of the scale of operations, the replacement poliry
on a larger scale with all the accruing benefits such
policies bestowed upon the (then) Six. Vhy should we
no longer look forward to Community enlargement
with confidence ? For political considerations alone we
owe it to the Iberian Peninsula to facilitate its acces-
sion to the Community and, besides I need' hardly
remind the House how urgent the matter has become.
The foregoing is a summary of the comments on your
speech, Mr President of the Council, from the Group
of the European People's Party. Under the motto: Go
ahead with implementation of the European Act along
the lines which you have announced, economic, social,
institutional, on peace policy and on Communiry
enlargement all of which is o say, not iust in area but
also in time.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I come
from the extraordinary country which annoys our
Christian Democrat colleague and I must say I find it
extraordinary that such exraordinary talk has been
heard,in this Chamber. The German presidenry made
reference to its own preferred topics. It told us e Breal
deal. It devoted 20 lines rc the problems of seals and
S lines to the Regional Fund, it dealt scantily with
Mediterraneart problems and the agricultural policy
and made the claim'that farming incomes underwent
an,improvement last year. One sees quite clearly that
the preferred topics are those which interest well-
heeled circles in the affluent counffies, and it is
obvious that the way out of the crisis is concomitant
with a change in this poliry. Mr Genscher, progress
towards the political integration you yearn after, and
with which you have associated youi name, is condi-
tional on there being a corroboration of solidariry,
panicularly, of course, towards the weaker countries.
However, following on the Greek Government's
devaluadon of the drachma 
- 
a harsh measure which
will inflici hardship on Greek working people 
- 
the
I
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Communiuy has begun to gnash its teeth malignly and
to hint at indirecr counter-measures. Ve would sug-
gest that you corroboratc rhe declarations of rhe Ger-
man presidency with finq measures and specific initia-
tives both in the field of European auronomy and with
regard to the less-devclopcd arees of the Communiry,
and we would appreciate a commenr from you about
this.
Mr lrocr (L). 
- 
(DE) fu President" ladies and gen-
demen, what you want is sometimes less imponarrt
than the way you go about achicving it. Of the prop-
osals the President of the Couuncil has made there is
scarcely one that does not have our vhole-hearted
support- Ve would ask him, however, to pay partic-
ular attention rc the decision-making proccsses in the
Council of Ministers. He has said 
- 
and I welcome
this statement 
- 
rhat he will take action against the
unanimicy principle. It is high dme the righr of veto, a
right which does not in fact exist, was abolished.
(Apphue)
I was very interested to hear him say that he would
sand up for dose and fruirful coopcration ben/een
the Council and Parliamenl But not, I hope, of the
kind we have just had in December, when rhe Council
unileterdly declared that conciliation on the basic
regulation on foodstuffs had been completed by sim-
ply saying that it had accepted one of Parliamenr's
proposals and had thus done what it wanrcd, so conci-
liation had now been achieved, and that was the end
of Parliament's say in rhe matter. '!7e expect there to
be a permanent change, in this situation under your
Presidency, Mr Genscher.
You also said you hoped that the business of compen-
sation for the United Kingdom artd the associatcd
paymenr to the Federal Republic could be brought to
a satisfacory conclusion.
(Apphase)
The conclusion perhaps envisaged by some people in
tlre Council or even the Commission unfonunatcly
ceanot be regarded as sadsfactory. Ir conflicts with
what we decided here in December by a vast majority.
I urge the Council very strongly to adhere stricdy to
what rnas said in rhis House, because we have rhe last
word in this matter.
\7e are prepared to coopcrarc, but not if it means
cverything being done as the Council imagines with-
out anyone giving any prior thoughlro how Parlia-
ment may react. My appeal to you and the German
Presidency, Mr Genscher, is this: it would be a good
thing if you put something of a curb on some of the
Council officials who prepare the decisions. Vhat
often happens is that, while the Minister may do the
thinking, the official does the steering. Vc would
hope for a change under rhe German Presidency. Yo*
make policy, and you should also personally ensure
that this policy is implemented. Mr Genscher, /our
and my party programme srares that development
policy should be progressively transferred from the
Member States to the Communiry. A very imponant
issue is the budgetization of the development fund. !7e
urge you ro take the initiative during the German
Presidency so that a solurion may ar last be found to
this tiresome problem.
(Apptause)
Mrs Spaak (NI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall ry to
be as concise as possible rc give the President of the
Council an opponuniry to answer all the questions.
I am grateful to him for recalling the responsibiliry
borne by Members of the European Parliament and
also by the Council nov thar the next direct elecdons
are approaching; we have the responsibiliry to public
opinion and also to history. \7e all too often forget
that we are living through an exceprional experience
and that this is rhe first dme that a parliamenr has
united so many peoples.
As regards relations berween rhe European Parliament
and the national parliaments, could the Council not
make an effon to encourage the national parliaments
to associatc Members of rhe European Parliament far
more actively in their own work?
In Belgium, Members of the European Parliamenr are
able to panicipate in the work of the Foreign Affairs
Committee. Could one not envi6age panicipation by
European members in all rhe committees? For my part,
I took the initiative of distributing ro rhe ti.lgi"n
National Defence Commimee the Haagerup repoft
which will be discussed by it. :
\7e also welcome the action advocated by you for
small and medium sized undertakings. Ar narional
level it is possible to envisage a whole series of meas-
ures to promote those undenakings which as you so
rightly point out, tenerarc employment. But could you
rcll me whar specific and concrete measures the Euro-
pean Council infends m take? You pointed our thar
the German Presidency already has proposals to make
on this.
In conclusion, Mr President, I wish to congrarulate
you on the tone of your speech which reflected con-
viction and hope in the future of a project dear to our
heans: the deepening and compledon of European
unton.
Mr Gensches Presi.dcnt-in-Offce of tk Cowcil. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, I am
encouraged by the debate which you have devoted to
the statement I made as President of the Council. I can
even say this of the second pan of Mr Arndt's speech.
_ 
___;_-:il-T{._ .
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I regard the first part merely as a stimulus, and to the
Members of the European Pailiament who are not so
familiar with the situation in Germany as Mr fundt
ought to be, I should like to say that it is a good thing
for Europe for the Presidency to be held by a govern-
ment which can count on the undivided suppon in the
German Bundesag of the parties which form it.
(Apphusefrom the cenffe and ight)
I shall make use of all the advice, suPPort and also
objective criticism I have heard here during my term as
President of the Council and in talls with my col-
leagues. It is clear rc me that 
- 
with a few exceptions
- 
v'e agree on the maior objectives and that what we
must do above all else in strengthen Europg's inrcrnal
and extcrnal role. You can rely on me to see this as my
special task.
Vhen you assess the sarcment of a Prdsiden, of th"
Council 
- 
and by this I mean not only my starcment
but also those of my predecessors and of my succes-
sors 
- 
I would ask you to remember that the Presi-
dent of the Council and an independent Member are
fighting with unequal weapons. A Member bf Parlia-
-Lnt states his convictions. The President of the
Council, on the other hand, must take account of what
nine other governments regard as their opinions.
But what he must be, and this on his own responsibil-
ity, is objectively and personally committed to Europe.
I'can promise the House that I shall leave nothing to
be desired in this respect. In my third telm as President
of the Council, my commitment to Europe again takes
pride of place in my political activities.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
6. QaestionTime
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the first pan of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. l-109 4 / 82).
I7e begin with questions to the Council.
Question No 57, by Mr Manin (H-a47/82):
Does the Council intend to harmonize excise
duties on wine as it has frequently been asked to
do by the European Parliament, most recently in
the reiolution on the market in wine it adopted in
July 1982?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(DE) The Council can assure the honourable Member
that considerable effons have been made in reccnt
years to harmonize the excise duties on alcoholic bev-
erages. At its meeting on 21 October 1981, however,
the Council decided that in the present circumshnces
there appeared to be no chance of an agreement. The
Council would also like to point out to the honourable
Member that considerable imponance vill be attached
in this context to the judgment of the Coun of Justice
in Case 17/78 (the Commission versus the United
Kingdom) on the fiscal treatment of wine and beer.
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Can the Council say
why it is impossible to reach agreement at Present?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) There.are many reasons.
Mr M. Madn (COM). 
- 
(FR) The Council says
there are many reasons. I should like to know at least
one of those reasons if they are so numerous.
President. 
- 
The Council is free to give you whatever
reply it thinls fii. If you do not accePt it, you may put
other questions rc the Council in writing.
Question No 58, by Mr Pranchdre, taken over by Mrs
Le Roux (H-505/82):
Talls have been opened berween the Community
and cenain countries (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco,
ESyp0 on the conclusion of long-term agreemen$
on agricultural products. In the absence of a
.Council decision, these countries are liable to turn
to other exporting countries prepared to conclude
muldannual contracts.
Is the Council aware of this situation and will it
now implement lont-term multiannual supply
contracts in agricultural products in common with
such major exponing counffies as Australia, New
Zealand, Canada and the United States?
Mr Genschc4 President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The file on outline or long-term agreemenr
between the Communiry and third countries on mul-
tiannual supplies of agricultural produca his been
under consideration for a long time. The Council has
been discussing it regularly since 1975.
Following the submission by the Commission on
10 March 1982 of a formal proposal for a recommen-
dadon on a decision, the Council began the practical
business of seeking economically, financially and pol-
itically acceptable solutions on the basis of the com-
munication on the common agricultural poliry
received from the Commission in 1980, although is has
so far failed to achieve a consensus.
In its deliberations the Couhcil has noted with consid-
erable inrcrest the position adopted by the EuropeanI Topical and urgent debate (Announccment): sce Minutes'
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Parliament in this matter, panicularly in its resoludon
of 17 June 1981 on possible improvements ro the com-
mon agricultural policy.
Aware of the importance of this matter, the Council
agreed to discuss ir at its meeting of l7/lsJanuary
1983.
Mrs Le Roux (COM). 
- 
(FR) Does the Council
intend to reach a rapid decision on this marrer after its
discussions?
Mr Gcnschcr. 
- 
(DE) Yes.
Mr Chembeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) The EEC/ACP
Consultative fusembly pronounced in favour of long
terrn agreemenr for the supply of agricultural prod-
ucts on preferential terms. Has the Council decided to
fall in with the Consultative Assembly's recommenda-
tion?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) \7e shall cenainly take this
into account. It is impossible rc say now whether the
Council will ultimately so decide.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
\fould the Presidenr-in-Office
agree thar one of the dangers of long-term contrac$
would be that surplus production would, as ir were,
become entrenched? Vill dre Council ake account of
the fact that this would put tremendous strain on the
Communiry budget, which is already very near its ceil-
ing? Can we be sure that long-tdrm conrracts will not
involve the payment of huge exporr refunds for ever
and a day?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council is aware of the
problems you have mendoned.
Miso Hooper (ED). 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office
give us an assurance rhat in concluding any such
long-term agreemenrs thc Council will fully take into
account the interests of Spain and Ponugal in the light
of their imminent membership of the European Com-
munity?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) On my own behalf, I can
assure the honourable Member this will be the case.
'l7hether the Council will follow this line, I cannot say.
I can only hope so.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 59, by Mr Konrad Schon(H-545/82):
On 12 November 1982, a day ahrcr the arrest of
two leading German terrorists, checks on persons
I
entering and leaving the country were intensified
at German frontier points. As a result, drivers
could expect to have to wait for over two hours.
Mile-long ailbachs stretched back into the towns,
inconveniencing, and even endangering, ordinary
cttrzens.
Does the Council share the German aurhoriries'
patent belief rhat terrorists wishing ro cross rhe
border from one Member Sate to anorher spend
hours in traffic jams obediently awaiting theirturn
at customs conuol?
Mr Gcnschct, kesident-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The Member States are reponsible for the for-
malities involved in police checks ar frontiers.
Mr Konrad Sch6n (PPE) . 
- 
(DE) I admit that my
question is not well phrased, but what I intended was
this: is the Council prepared to ensure that mngible
progress is made towards facilitating the crossing of
frontiers by the ordinary citizen before rhe next d[ect
elQctions?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot anticipate the Coun-
cil's decision in this matter, but I do not think I will
offend anyone in the Council by saying that rhe efforts
to achieve closer cooperation among the Member
States of the European Community firsrly in the har-
monization of legisladon and secondly in collabora-
tion among the police forces and the authorities res-
ponsible for criminal prosecution will make it easier
for action to be taken to make it clear rc people thar
they are living in a Communiry when they cross fron-
tiers, which is what you obviously wanr. The more
cooperation we therefore have among the Member
States of the European Communiry in the fight against
crime, the more progress we can make in thi direction
which you and I consider desirable.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) \7ould you be pre-
pared as President-in-Office of the Council arrd as
Germany's Foreign Minisrer to raise the idea thaq
since conrols cannor be abolished overnight, a formal
proposal should ar leasr be made for the progressive
abolition of these tiresome fronrier controkl
Mr Genschgr. 
- 
(DE) I feel that, if we accept full res-
ponsibility for internal securiry in the territory of the
European Communiry, a timetable of this kind can
only be put forward together wirh a timetable for
improving 
-cooperation in the fight against crime. By
achieving better cooperation in poliCe activities ani
also by harmonizing legisladon, we musr create the
conditions for the abolition or at least the relaxation of
frontier conrrols, which is what we all want. This dual
developm-ent 
_must be appreciated, and this may
account for the fact thar these areas are also men-
tioned in rhe iniriative for a European act.
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Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) I should like to take this
opponuniry to point out that I submitted a timetable
oi this t ind during a debate last September and that it
refers to the very aspecm which the President of the
Council has mentioned. I now have a personal ques-
tion: would the President of the Council be so kind as
to tell me how often he himself had to wait at internal
frontiers in the Community in 1982, how long did he
have rc wait, what were his feelings? And my main
question: is he aware that the Commission's official
lieal view is that the Communiry Treaty, which has
ex]sted since 1958, after all, gives every citizen a legal
right to cross frontiers unhindered and that this entails
th-e abolition of all obstacles, including that constiruted
by passpon controls? This legal right thus akeady
eiists. ls the President of the Council aware of the
Commission's legal view in this matter?
Mr Genscher . 
- 
(DE) I was not aware of this legal
view. I shall, however, endeavour to obtain some
informadon on it. I can say how often I have crossed
the frontier. Vhen I had to wait, I was just as annoyed
as you.
(Laughter)
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(17) Mr President, do you believe
that the adoption of the European Passpon can facili-
tite free internal circulation, eventually ,leading to
tighter controls on external traffic?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I believe it can fairly be said
that a passpon of this kind would facilitate the control
formalities.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Irather doubt that the
Council President has ried to cross the frontier, even
over the pest 12 months, in a small Citro€n 2CV wear-
ing casual clothes so that he has probably been spared
thi numetous border controls which are on the
increase of late, and to vhich quite a few Community
citizens have been subjected. Given that the police
authorities in his country have such a detailed descrip-
don of the kind of terrorists they are seeking, tension
is growing apace on the German/Dutch border.
'!7ould the Council President not agree that a great
number of these border'controls, ostensibly as a search
for rcrrorists has in reality now degenerated into a
bureaucracy of which the victims are primarily young
people, young Community voters who- are thus being
stripped of the last vesdges of belief in the Com-
munity, and is he prepared to do something about it?
Mr Genscher . 
- 
(DE) I should like to say st aighi
away that even a President of the Council does some
private travelling from dme to time artd is then subject
io the same rules when crossing frontiers as anyone
else. Secondll, Ir€v€r in my political career have I left
anyone in any doubt about my belief that the abolition
of irontier controls will be a srcp towards a Europe of
thepeople and particularly young people'
Thirdly, I must say that I am verywell aware from the
very difficult internal securiry problems I faced during
mr dme as German Internal Affairs Minisrcr that
removing frontier conuols completely and not replac-
ing them with closer transfrontier cooPeration in the
fifht against crime would exPose the citizens of our
Member States to danger. I believe that anyone who is
as committed as I anto the progressive abolition of
frontier controls must be equally committed to
improved cooperadon in the fight against crime.
Mr von \(ogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
fight against irime is rePearcdly quoted in justification
of intcrnal frontiers in the European Communiry. Can
you tell me how many terrorists have been caught at
the Communiry's internal frontiers in the last few
years , .
(Appkase)
. .. and would you agree with me that, in this respect
at least, the terrorists are better organized than the
European Communiry and that most druts come not
from Luxembourg or France but from countries out-
side the European Communiry and it is therefore of
primary importance to safeguard the Community's
Lxternal frontiers? Can you also tell me if statistics can
be prolided not only on how many seizures are made
at frontiers but how many of these.seizures are made
at internal frontiers and how many at external fron-
tiers? \7e have not received any such statistics in
recent years.
Mr Gensc.hcr. 
- 
(DE) Not wanting to give you
answers which later prove to be inaccurate, I will take
up your suggesdon regarding statistics. But whatever
statistics ari-produced, there is no escaping the fact
that we must mtether 
- 
governments and Parliament
- 
endeavour to ensure that transfronder cooperation
among the security authorities is improved in the large
territory of the European Communiry'
. Mrs von Alemnnn (L). 
- 
(DE) Can the President of
the Council tell 'me whether the authorities which
carry out these frontiers controls have quoas, requir-
ing them, for example, to check every Passenger cat at
thi frontier within 20 minutes? I mean quite specific
quotas, like the ones usually found in industry.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot ansver this question,
cenainly not for ten Member States. But if I were
allowed to forget that I am the President of the Coun-
cil, as it *e.e, I would nbt mind telling some of you
outside in the corridors what I would do if I could.
.rl
I
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Mr Earight (S).- Is the Presidenr-in-Office suggesr-
ing that the United Kingdom considers all GreCks to
be criminals and will he rherelore take up with the
United Kingdom the question of gross discrimination
against Greels at Heatfuow Airpon and suggesr thap
they stop a cusrom whereby they are looked upon as
criminals?
Mr Gcnschcr. 
- 
(DE) I cannot imagine this is true of
the inhabitants of the Unitcd Kingdom, with their
innate sense of fairness.
Mr Scligman (ED). 
- 
Does the President-in-Office
know wherher there are any counries who are pre-
pared to intrbduce the European passporr before i985
and if not,,will Germany give the lead which it has
already been giving in other areas by inroducing it
before 1986?
Mr Gcnschcr. 
- 
(DE) I cannot tell you which coun-
tries are prepared rc do this before 1985. fu for the
Federal Governmenr, I will give careful considerarion
to your suttesrion.
President. 
- 
Question No 50, by Mrs Squarcialupi(H-645/82):t
Can the Council give the reasons for its absence
from the debate on the various documents relating
to the Jumbo Council and, more generally, on
unemployment, which is the most serious problem
facing the European Communiry?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(DE) T\e Council has long demonstrated its interest
in the European Parliament's debates rhrough the
presenc€ of its President. However, as the Presijent of
the Council, regardless of the depanment for which he
is responsible, also has tasls to perform as a Minisrcr
in his own counrry, the Council set our in a letter of
20 February 1977 the details relating to the panicipa-
tion of its President in debates during the European
Parliamcnt's pan-sessions.
As to the specific case referred rc by the honourable
Member, the Council would point our rhar it was not
informed that ir prescnce during the sitting of
12 October 1982 was required by the European Parlia-
ment,
Mrs Squarcidupi. 
- 
(17) I would like to ask whether
the President of the Council, the members of the
House and its officials know how ro read, considering
that Parliament's agenda is written in languages thai
I Formerly oral 
.que-stion without d,ebatr (0-97/82), con-
vcncd to question for Qucstion Timc.
we all can understand. Your answer implies that the
agenda has not even been read. If it had been, the
represenadves of the Council of Ministers should
have been presenr, all the more so considering that
employment, as you yourself pointed out, is one of the
Communiq/s prioriry issues.
(In listening to tbe speaker Mr Genscher trrned his back
to the_mioophone, and be began to speah aithout being
heard.)
Mr Genscher, you should not look ar me; you should
face the microphone, or else no one will hear you.
Mr Gcnsche_r. 
- 
(DE) I find it difficult m take my
eyes off the honourable Member.
(hughter)
The Council has always kept an open mind on rhe
problems caused by rhi economic and social 3ituation
and has frequently discussed them. As evidence of the
fpecial interesr the Council akes in these problems, it
held, for example, as the honourable Member knows,
a major meeting rc discuss this subject on 16 Novem-
ber.
Careful accounr was taken of the European parlia-
ment's resolutions during the preparatioqs for this
meeting and during the Council's actual deliberations.
Furthermore, the President of the Council of Employ-
tnent and Social Ministers arended a joinr meeting of
the Europ-ean Parliament's Commimee on Empl-oy-
ment and Social Affairs and the Economic and Social
Committee's Section for Social Questions held on
20 Ocober to prepare for the Jumbo Council.
To conclude, I should like to say to rhe honourable
Member thaq- although I do nor knocr everything
about the staff of the Council, I can confirm they can
all read.
\
Mr Boycs (S)..: The question from Mrs Squarcialupi
mentions specifically unernployment, which-the presi-
dent-in-Office has not dealt with. Might I ask him a
question 
.specifically about that and his philosophytowards it? The position of rhe Council,-as I havl
understood it over the last three years 
- 
and I hearjt
explained to me week by week by the prime Minisrcr
of Britain 
- 
is that the best wryto tackle unemploy-
ment is to increase competitiveness, and this means a
series of economic mechanisms reducing inflation,
improving the balance of payments, etc. If ihe Council
agrees with this premise, would the president-in-Off-
ice explain rc me in simple terms how it is possible that
all ten countries in the EEC can increasL tompetitive-
ness simultaneously when it implies that they will be
compednt against each other?
Mr Genschcr . 
- 
(DE) I will do my urmost to attend
Parliament's sitrings, as my colleagues do, ro improve
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cooperation among the iirstitutions of the European
Communities.
As regards the fight against unemployment, the elinii-
nation of competitive disadvantages is cenainly not the
only way of reviving the economy, bur it is an indis-
pensable pan of the whole, and any distortions of
competidon 
- 
I will not refer to protecdonist rcnden-
cies 
- 
are likely to obstruct economic recovery.
In the European Qouncil we have always felt that it is
necessary rc clear the way for new investments, that
action must be taken to reduce inflation, that the con-
ditions must be created for a reduction in interest
rarcs, that the situation for private investors must be
improved in the European Communiry by limiting
public spending and that the competitiveness of the
European economy with its rivals in the world market,
to whom I referred earlier today in my inaugural
speech, must generally be improved.
If it can be said that the problems we have to contendq
with in the Community today are the sum of the mis-
takes made in the Member States, then it is also rue to
say that only the-sum of the joint effons of the Mem-
ber States will enable us to overcome unemployment.
Mr Marshall (ED). The President-in-Office
emphasized the need to get rid of distonions of com-
petition. Can he tell us vhether it is going to be a
priority of the German Presidency to create a common
market in services as well as in manufactured goods?
And would he confirm for the benefit of Mr Boyes
that a large number of people in this Communiry are
employed in exponing goods and services to third
countries and that in order to do so they have to be
competitive in price, delivery dates and quality?
Mr Genschet. 
- 
(DE) Everything that helps to
srengthen the internal market in any sector has prior-
ity.
Mr van Minaen (S). 
- 
(NL} My quesdon concerned
the Jumbo Council; a German minister will have the
opportunity in the course of the next 5 months to dis-
cuss Communiry unemployment with this House for
we shall be devoting a special sitting to the subject.
Has the President of the Council any precise,ideas as
to what we can expect in the context of the zoological
garden in which the Jumbo plays such a role? For
example, does the Council already have a specific idea
of the practical implementation of its intention to
combat unemployment by allocatint trearcr financial
resources to this end?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council is not at present
considering anphing beyond what I have mentioned-
President. 
- 
Question No 6 1, by Mr Lator 1n-+a t U SZ; :
Vill the Council state whether or not it has suc-
ceeded in raising the urgent matter of providing
Community aid for housing schemes in Belfast at
Council lwel, a subject which I raised during the
last September session and one which is of consi-
derable importance to the people of Belfast?
Mr Genschcr, Presidcnt-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(DE) As the President of the Council told the Euro-
pean Parliament's Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning on 25 November 1982, the Council
had not had an opponuniry to consider this matter
since its meeting of 2l/22June 1982, since cenain
fundamental objections to the use of Communiry
resources to finance housing projects intended for all
sections of the population of the area concerned pers-
ist in the Council.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
I am rather horified m find the
President-in-Office replying that the Council have not
discuss. ,l this matter funher despite a promise given
by Mr t,tlemann-Jensen at the September pan-session
that the question would be discussed again.
I am asking the President-in-Office whether it is possi-
ble that the President-in-Office of the Council in Sep-
rcmber last deceived us by telling us it would be dis-
cussed again since now he says it has not.
Secondly, is he aware that. an allegation was made in
the House in September by way of a follow-on to this
question to the effect that'it was his own German
government that was reponsible for sanding in the
way of this 120 million payment being made to build
750 houses for needy people in Belfast, and would he,
under the circumsances and as the person responsible
for replying to this question to the House this evening,
assure us that that objection is now withdrawn?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Effons are still being made,
along the lines of this project, and for Northern Ire-
land, tg come to an arrangement which complies with
existing Community policies. To overcome the funda-
mental objections, I hear that consideration is being
giveen to the possibiliry of a solidarity action in
Northern lreland's favour paid for out of Communiry
resources as part of an alternative project. The Council
awaits the Commission's proposal in rhis matter.
Mr J.D. Taylor (ED). 
- 
I would like to say ro rhe
President-in-Office of the Council as Member for Bel-
fast that not only did this House give overwhelming
support to the programme for housing in that ciry, but
any allegations that may have been made about a
panicular national member of this Community were
cenainly not made against the present government of
Germany. Since there has been a change of govern-
ment and since we now have a general elecdon in that
country, can rhe President-in-Office state whether the
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people of Belfast can have grearcr hope that there will
be suppon for a project in that ciry in the very near
future and whether Germany, like all countries, will be
keen to support Belfast within the Council of Minis-
ters at the earliest possible moment?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) Noscrithsanding the elections
to which you refer, you may derive encouragement
from my previous comment, and I should like to make
a point of confirming this once again.
President. 
- 
Since their subject matter is similar, I call
simultaneously Question No 52 !y Mr Flanagan (H-
531-/82):
Vill the Council give due reason as to why it has
been unable to adopt proposal for a directive
COM(75) 688 final concerning the dumping of
wastes at sea, particularly in view of reponed
increases in such activities around the lrish coasts?
and Question No 63, by Mrs Veber (H-621/82)t I
1. Did (or does) the Council know about the
transport of rwo tonnes of highly rcxic waste
(dioxin) from Seveso (Italy) to another Euro-
Pean country?
2. Does the Council know to which Communiry
or other country the toxic waste was Eans-
. 
ported?
3. Does the Council know whether this toxic
waste is being stored in such a way that it no
longer poses any threat to human beings or
the environment?
4. Can the Council state with cenainry that the
toxic waste was not dumped at sea?
5. Vhen does the Council intend to finally
approve the guideline contained in Doc.
COM/75/688 ('Concerning the dumping of
wastes at sea'), which were submitted to it on
19. tt. 1976?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) I should like to answer the su/o questions
btether. As regards the proposal for a directive on the
dumping of wastes at sea, the Council noted at its
meeting of 19 December 1978 that the Commission
intended m withdraw the proposal because the Coun-
cil had approved the decision on the opening of nego-
tiations on the Communiq/s accession to the Oslo
convention on the dumping of wasrcs in the North
Sea.
Since that time this question has been considered by
the Counpil's various bodies in connecrion with the
Communiq/s accession to the secohd protocol form-
ing pan of the Barcelona convention and rcthe Bonn
convention. This protocol and this convention concern
the uncontrolled discharge of oil into the Mediterra-
nean and North Sea respectively.
At its meeting of tl May 1982 the Council approved
the Communiq/s accession to the second protocol
forming pan of the Barcelona convendon and the
opening of negotiations on the Communiq/s accession
to the Bonn convention. On the other hand, it has not
yet been possible to achieve a consensus on the Com-
munity's accession to the Oslo convention. The Com-
mission has therefore informed the Council's various
bodies that it is now trying to solve the problem of the
dumping of wastes at sea in a proposal which would
amend or supplement the directive of 20 March 1978
on toxic and dangerous wastes.
Vith specific reference rc the first aspect of Mrs
\febey's question, all I can tell j,ou is that the Council
has no knowledge of cenain quantities of dioxin being
transported from the Seveso disrict to a European
country. It cannot therefore express an opinion on
how this substance has been stored or dumped.
Mrs Vcber (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, can I assume
that you have read something about this maiter in the
newspapers? I consider it an intolerable situation for a
Member to put a question in November and to have to
wait six weeks before the Council gives an answer,
only to find after nvo months that it has not even been
willing or able to obtain the information required to
answer the question but stands here and tells us it can-
not give an answer. I find this all the more regrettable
as the Federal Republic may have been one of the
countries through which these dangerous wasres w'ere
transponed. In the previous German governmenr you
had a ministerial colleague, a member of your parry,
who was responsible for these marrcrs in his capaciry
as Intemal Affairs Minister.
Do you see any chance of finding out whether Ger-
mans or other European people may be endangered by
these wasrcs? You have not, moreover, answered the
question about the possibiliry of the waste being
dumped at sea. Do you think, thirdly, that there is any
chance of the European Communiry adopting a joint
position at the negotiations on the London anti-dump-
ing convention, which will be taking place in Febru-
ary? Do you think that such issues should also be dis-
oussed during these, negotiations ?
Mr Genscher . 
- 
(DE) Through the appropriate Min-
ister, the Federal Minister for Internal Affairs, the
Presidency has made a considerable effon to obtain
information from rhe Iralian authorities on rhe wher-
eabouts of the toxic waste from Seveso. Rumours were
put about by the German press 
- 
and this is what you
are referring to 
- 
that some of rhe waste had been
1 Formerly oral quesdon without debate (0-ll2/82), con-
vened rc question for Question Time.
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taken to the Federal Republic or the GDR. No evi-
dence was, however, found rc support these assump-
tions.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(IT) Eirst I would like rc say that
I do not understand why the two quesdons were not
dealt with separarcly. Since they have to do with dif-
ferent subjects, they should have had two different
answers. I direct my remarks to you, Mr President,
and not to the President of the Council.
My second observation is addressed instead rc the
President of the Council and it reflects my profound
anxiety concerning the problem of the dioxin which
ha5 been transported from Seveso to some unknown
place. I remind the President of the Council, who
states that he does not know where it has been taken,
that he should have been aware of this since at least
the month of November, that is, since this question
was presented. My remark is the following: if the free
circulation of persons and goods is one of the soundest
Communiry principles, the same cannot be said of the
free circulation of dioxin. Mr President of the Coun-
cil, is it possible that the Council does not know where
this dioxin is and whether it was transported with all
the necessary precautions? If I concern myself with
this, it is because 'I would like to reassure my col-
leagues' electors, for my Ialian constituents have
nothing more to worry about: the dioxin is no longer
in Seveso.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) From what the Presidency has
been able to ascenain the company concerned
removed the wastes to an unknown place outside Italy,
where it was disposed of in the proper manner, as cer-
tified by a nota{y. I realize that the honourable Mem-
ber 
- 
and probably others besides her 
- 
will find this
ansver unsatisfactory, but I can say no more than
what it has been possible rc find our
Mr Scligman (ED). 
- 
Is the President-in-Office
aware that Mrs !7eber was the author of a resolution
banning the dumping of nuclear waste in the sea and
does he realize that that was not representative of par-
liamentary opinion because therJ was a snap vote
taken in the Parliament when we were not properly
represented and it does not represent the proper oii-
nion of the Parliament? Dumping of waste at sea is
perfectly well supervised and conrolled.
Mr Rogerc (S).- Can I first of all say that it is fairly
obvious that Mr Seligman feels that things are only
democratic when they win. Can I wish the President-
in-Office a very happy New Year, although obviously,
speaking from this side of the House, I hope it is not
too successful.
(Laagbter)
If I can come to my supplementary quesdqn, I wonder
if the Minister could tell me what they actually intend
to do on this issue because I find his answer to the
question quite incredible 
- 
the fact that he does not
know what has happened. He has had fi/o months rc
find out. fu the Minister well knows the disposal of
industrial waste, much of which is biologically non-
degradable, is a very acute and urgent problem. Does
nor the Council feel that a European initiative in res-
pect of toxic marcrials is imperative and long overdue
and would the Council not consider sending observers
to'the Geological Sociery Conference which is being
held shonly in London and which will be dealing spe-
cifically with the complicated issues relating to the
technical aspects of sub-surface disposal of toxic
materials?
Mt Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) I fully accept everfthing the
honourable Member has said. I share the concern
revealed by his quesdon.'I will gladly look into the
possibiliry of sending an observer to this conference. If
it is possible, I will endeavour to see to it that this is
done.
Mr Didd. 
- 
(17) The President of the Council has
told us that he questioned the Italian authorities about
the toxic waste in Seveso. I would like to know what
their answer *ai, fo. both the regional and national
authorities know exactly how and where this walte
'was transported. There may still be reservations lbout
its ultimate destination, although this is debatable, but
the fact remains that this is a matter on which we
would like to be reassured, perhaps by. the Coqmuniry
institutions. Could the Council or the other institu-
tions check to see that all possible precautions have
been taken to prevent the waste from Seveso from
causing harm to any population or area?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The additional irrformation I
gave in reply to Mrs'Weber's supplementary question
was based on information obtained from the Italian
authorities. From the questions which have been put
here I can see that the need for information felt in the
House has not been satisfied. It is a feeling I share. I
will go back to the Council on this and try to obtain
satisfaction.
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President-in-Office of the
Council, sharing the anxiety of my colleagues on the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection about the rourc taken by, and
the eventual destination of, this dioxin-contaminated
substance, I can only presume that when you say you
do not know, you are using that rcrminology in the
strictly legal sense in that there is no power existing in
the Council by which you can be officially aware of
this movement. Is there, in fact, any directive, any
tool, any method of exploration which you can com-
mand to know this information? Should it not be
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there, should we perhaps be picking up Mr Rogers'
point and inviting the Commission to fashion such an
implement?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot tell the honourable
Member that. I can only tell him what we regard as
panicularly urgent. I share the concern that has been
expressed by all those who have put questions.
Ivft Mahcr (L). 
- 
In view of the fact that this is a
mafter of concern o all the peoples of Europe, from
the point of view of their own health and the health of
the environment, can the Council not be more precise
about when action will be taken? Vhen will this Oslo
Convendon be signcd? I have a feeling that we could
be back in six months getting more or less the same
answers we have Bot from you oday. And that is not
good enough. Can you give us some idea as to when
action will be taken?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot say. All I can say is
that, we regard the matrcr as panicularly urgent. I
repeat: I share the concern that was evident from all
the questions which have been put on this subject.
Mrs Lc Roux (COMI.- @R) The UK Government
recendy authorised discharges off the Atlantic coast.
Ve have already had occasion to put questions on rhis
matter which have remained unanswered. Vhat does
the Council intend to do about these discharges? Does
it intend to react and if so, how?
Mr Genschcr. 
- 
(DE) I am sorry to have to tell the
honourable Member that I am not familiar with this
aspect of the matter. I will find an opponunity to look
into it.
Mrs Meczorck-Zeul (S). (DE) Could' Mr
Genscher also answer the second pan of Mrs Vebels
question about the London and-dumping convention?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) I am afraid I am unable to do
so at the momenr.
Mls Mcczorck-7al (S).- (DE) Then you will do
so next time.
Mr Genscher.- (DE) Gladly.
Prcsident. 
- 
Quesdon No 64, by Mr Habsburg (H-
575/82):
Does the Council agree rhat the special t:rx on
Yugoslav nationals travelling abroad is a restric-
tion on their freedom of movement and is there-
fore incompatible vith the Helsinki Protocols and
is the Council prepared, within the framework of
the negotiations with Yugoslavia on economic and
financial issues, to induce the Yugoslav govern-
ment to desist from this measure which is
extremely damaging to neighbouring countries
and, moreover, infringes the rights of Yugoslav
citizens?
Mr Gcnschcr, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Corncil. 
-(DE) hwas not for the Council to look into the hon-
ourable Member's question since it does not concern
the provisions of the agreement berween the European
Communiry and Yugoslavia.
Mr Hebsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I am very sorry, but I
must say that I do not find the answer given by the
President of the Council entirely satisfactory. Ve have
a special relationship with Yugoslavia, and our econo-
mic and also our human inrcrest in Yugoslavia is such
that, when measures are taken which resrict the lib-
erry and the freedom of movement of its citizens, we
are directly concerned, and very much so. Vould the
Council therefore be prepared to look into this ques-
tion?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Mr Habsburg, I will see what
can be done. I must say to you and ro various other
Members of this House that, if you are not satisfied
with one or other answer I give, you can take ir rhat
not only Council Presidenr Genscher but others as
well share this feeling from time to time. If you can
imagine having to put a quesdon on which you have
previously had to agree with nine orher Members from
different groups and different counrries, I am sure you
will agree that it would be just as difficult as some of
the answers we have rc give here.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve now move on to questions rc the
Foreign Ministers.
Since the author is absent, Question No 85 will be
answered in writingl.
Question No 86, by Mrs Lizin (H-527 /82):
Have the Foreign Ministers considered making a
specific request to the Argentinian Governmenr, in
connection with rhe appalling discoveries of mass
graves in several Argentinian towns, that a com-
mittee of inquiry be ser up ro establish where res-
ponsibility lies?
Mr Genschcr, Presi.dcnt-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
krs meeting in Political Cooperation. 
- 
(DE) The Ten
I See Annex oI 12.1.1983.
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are consantly considering how they can most effec-
tively take action against violations of human rights
throughout the world. This applies not leagt to overt
attempts on people's lives and their freedom from
injury, including the forcible or involuntary disappear-
ance of people, as happened in many counries,
Argentina among them, panicularly in the latter half
of the 70s.
To this end, the Ten have actively supported the estab-
lishment and .subsequent activities of the working
group set up by the Unitcd Nations Human Rights
Commission in 1980 to investigate questions con-
nectrd with the forcible or involuntary disappearance
of persons. ft is wonh mentioning that 4n increasing
number of governments, including Argentina's, are
cooperating with the working group, vhose activities
have had positive results.
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten share the deep con-
cern expressed by the European Parliament in its reso-
lution of 18 November 1982 on the disappearance of
people in Argentina. They vill continue to keep a
close watch on the, situation.
In its latest opinion the Presidenry stated in the human
rights debarc during the 37th session of the United
Nations General Assembly in early December: 'The
practice involving the forcible or involuntary disap-
pearance of persons ignores or violates many of the
human rights of the victims and their families.' The
shocking evidence recendy uncovered in Argentina of
the fate suffered by many of those who have disap-
peared underlines the magnitude and urgency of this
problem.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) | am grateful to the President,
because this is perhaps the first time that we have seen
a President of the Council who knows perfectly well
that the answers he is giving are unsatisfactory or
manage to be long without answering the real ques-
tion.
You know that the Parliament has recently adopted a
resolution by written procedure opting in favour of a
common approach, namely a mission to Argentina rc
look into the problem of the missing persons. Vould
the Council be willing to give material and political
support to such a Parliamentary mission to Argentina?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) This question is still being con-
sidered in the Council.
Mr van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) h is really a blessing for
Parliament's activities that the ansu/ers to supplemen-
tary questions cannot be written down in advance.
That way we hear something else over the micro-
phone. Mr President of the Council, does not the
Council think it high dme that the Ministers meeting
in political cooperation adopted a more sysrcmatic
approach to the matter of mass graves, mass murder
and disappearances on a massive scale in a state very
close to fugentina 
- 
Suriname? It may not be compa-
rable in size to Argentina but, like that country, it is
well on the way towards acquiring an unenviable
record in human rights violations. Such similarity must
inevitably give the Council cause for concern. At least
my question is, does it?
Mr Genschc t. 
- 
(DE) Yes. It believe the Council
finds these incidents no less depressing than the
House. !7hat we say about human rights questions
and what causes us concern in this repect depends not
on the country in which the incident occurs but on the
extent to which human rights are violated.
Ve must cenainly avoid taking a one-sided view of
this question. Ve must realize that human rights are
unfonunately being violated today in various parts of
the world and under extremely varied, political sys-
tems. I shall do everything I can during my term of
office to ensure that the Council devotes the closest
attention possible to the concern that is felt and seizes
every opportuniry that arises to exercise influence.
Mr Marshdl (ED).- Vould the President-in-Office
not agree that his original answer v/as sffong on prin-
ciple and weak on action, and would he tell this House
whether in facr the decision of the French Government
to supply arms to this disgraceful fascist dictatorship is
in line with the thinking of the Council? ,
Mr Genschcr. 
- 
(DE) These are decisions which the
national governments have to take for themselves. I
can only speak about the Council's effons to prevent
violations anyli,here in the world.
Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
I don't think that answer was satis-
f.actory rc the last gentleman, and I would like to
underline his question 
-l am concerned about wea-pons that might be used against external aggressors,
but I am actually asking about weapons that are used
for internal discipline, because the answer to this prob-
lem is the reestablishment of democracy in the Argen-
tine, and that is being made increasingly difficult by
the sophisticated weapons that the army has to keep
down the progressive forces in that country. I believe
that t[e Ten, acting together, have an obligation to try
to stop arms sales to that country, and will the Presi-
dent-in-Office work towards that aim?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) On the question of supplies of
weapons, there is no Council opinion as such. You will
be aware that my own Bovernment pursues an
extremely restrictive policy in this regard.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
\(ould the President-in-Office
agree that France's decision to resume exports of wea-
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pons to Argentina 
- 
a country that is still technically
at s,'iu with a Member Sate 
- 
sustains the milirary
regime of Argentina and undermines Communiry soli-
dariry, and that such arms sqles by all Member Sates
to Argentina should be halted?
(Criu of 'Hear, bear!')
Mr Genschcr. 
- 
(DE) I can only answer questions on
which the Council has formed an opinion. The Coun-
cil has not yet formed an opinion on this question.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 87, by Mrs Boserup (H-
536/82).
The Commission states in its 15th General Repon
that 'in future the Commission will be fully
involved in political cooperation at all levels'.
(Commission of the European Communities: 15th
General Repon on the Activities of the European
Communities 1982, p. 286).
Does the Foreign Minister agree with his prede-
cessor, Kjeld Olesen, that this implies only that
the Commission holds a permanenr observer post
in EPC cooperation or is the Foreign Minister of
the opinion that this itnplies that the Commission
takes pan on an equal footing with rhe ten partici-
pating iountries?
Mr Genschcr, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in Political Cooperation. 
- 
(DE) As you
undoubtedly know, the London repon of October
1981 states that the Commission of the European
Communities is fully involved in political cooperation
at all levels subject to the appropriatc procedural rules.
This does not alter the-facr that decisions that come
under the heading of European Political Cooperation
are taken solely by the panicipating states.
Mrs Boscrup (COM). 
- 
(DA) I jcan assure Mr
Genscher that I am not here to annofr him or indulge
in hair-splitdng, but only to provide my coristituents
with information. I understand that foreign Minister
Genscher disagrees wirh the previouq Danish Foreign
Minister, Mr Kjeld Olesen, and I wfll not worry Mr
Genscher with that. But I should like to ask how rhat
much-talked-about agreement which is to be reached
befireen the panicipating states will pork. Could we
perhaps have an example of that, fol' informadon to
the electorate? How was it possible tf reach an agree-
ment which corresponds to rhe statenfent made by the
Foreign Minister this afternoon, or1 Turkey as an
indispensable parmer counrry? Is t[rere agreemenr
among the foreign ministers that Tu{key is an indis-
pensable pafiner country?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) I would say ye$ to the honour-
able Member's last quesdon. The. deli$erarions on rhe
Italo-German proposal for a European Act will, of
course, also bring protress as regards the extent of the
involvement of the Commission of the European
Communities in EPC.
'!7e niust realize that decisions that come under the
heading of European Political Cooperation are taken
solely by the panicipating sgtes. This corresponds to
the structure of the subject marter. Any progress made
towards a common foreign policy will also increase the
Commission's involvement.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Am I right in assuming
that the President gave a negative reply to Mrs Bose-
rup's question? If so I am grateful to him because the
Member States have cenain responsibilities of
independence and sovereignty and I cannot imagine
for one moment as. the Treaties stand ar presenr how
the Commission could participate on an equal footing
in the negotiations.
I
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I am not sure that we agree on
what is desirable. I personally consider it desirable 
-and this is a tendency that has also become apparenr in
the Council 
- 
for European Political Cooperation to
become increasingly close. Ultimately there should be
a common foreign policy. This will, of course, require
the full involvement of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities.
As the opinion-forming process now srands, it is open
to discussion what equal rights means from a legal
point of view. There is no disputing that the Commis-
sion's representative has no less influen'ce on rhe dis-
cussion and the formation of opinions than the other
participants.
Mr Alavaaos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I would like to ask a
supplementary quesdon concerning the development
of political cooperarion and everything the President-
in-Office of the Council has said on this matter in his
previous statemen$.
I would like to ask by what means the German presi-
dency intends to develop political cooperation in these
six months, and how, for example, it intends to solve
the problem posed by the Greek Governmenr which, I
believe, cugently takes a differenr position from that
taken by other EEC Member Sates, and panicularly
from that of the !7est German Governmenl, on many
major international issues, such as on rhe Middle East,
on Cyprus, on rhe problem existing beween Greece
and Turkey and on the Soviet proposals for arms limi-
tation in Europe?
And one last point about the President's reply con-
cerning Turkey: does his opinion that the Evren junta
is a reliable parrner reflec the opinion of the Council,
that is, of all the Ministers and including rhe Greek
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Government, or is exclusively the opinion of the Vest
German Government?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) The answers I give here are as
the President of the Council of Ministers of the Euro-
pean Communiry. The European Community does not
have any confederates. Vhat it does have are asso-
ciated panners. Greece, by which you have been
deputed to speak here, has accepted this association by
signing the Treary of Accession, just as all the other
Member States have done. \7e are convinced that
Greece would not have done so if it had not consid-
ered association with Turkey to be as important as the
other nine Member States.
During its rcrm of office the German Presidency will
do everything it can to extend European Political
Cooperation wherever this is possible. This is in the
interests of the abiliry of the European democracies to
take action externally, and it would be a good thing if
we could make progress in this respect.
From various remarks the honourable Member made
in his speech on my opening staternent I am fairly sure
that we shall most definitely not agree on the objec-
tives which should be pursued by European Political
Cooperation.
Mr Antoniozzi, 
- 
(m Mr President, I believe that
rhe disdnction besween the Council of Ministers and
the Foreign Affairs Ministers meeting in Political
Cooperation is destined to disappear, leading to the
fusion in a single institution of the functions of these
two groups. Can you give us some sort of assurance in
this connecdon in order to simplify and facilitate insti-
tutional development?
Mr Genscher . 
- 
(DE) Any breakdovn of the division
is a step forward as regards the European Com-
munity's abiliry to take joint political acdon.
Presideqt. 
- 
Question No 88, by Mr Berkhouwer(H-581/82):
Are the Ministers aware of the fact that for some
time now France has again been delivering arms to
the totalitarian regime in Argentina including the
notorious Exocet missile used (o sink tc/o Bridsh
ships during the Falklands war and do they not
think it deplorable that, as a result of France's
decision to resume arms supplies, the united front
hitheno maintained by the 10 in the matter of
delivery of weapons to Argentina has been broken
unilaterally and without consultation by one of
the Member States?
Mr Genscher, Presi&nt-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers meeting fu Political Cooperation.
(DE)'lmmediately after the invasion of the Falkland
Islands the Ten declared that their governmen$ had
decided at national level to impose an unqualified
embargo on the export of arms and military equipment
to Argentina. This embargo applied throughout the
hostilities. Once the hostilities had ended, the Ten had
an unofficial exchange of views on national attitudes
in this area.
Mr Berkhouwer (L). 
- 
(NL).Does the President of
the Council of Foreign Ministers not find it a deplora-
ble sate of affairs that, while one of the ten Member
Sates of our Community is still technically at war with
Argentina 
- 
a point the military junta reminded Mrs
Thatcher of during her recent trip to the Falkland
Islands 
- 
another Community Member State is con-
tinuing to supply arms to Buenos Aires after all Mem-
ber States had given a commitment not to supply arms
to Argentina, a measure we greatly approved of? \7hat
do you feel about this? I think it is a downright scan-
dal.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I regret that I am unable to
convey the Council's opinion to you on this question.
Mr Howell (ED). 
- 
The United Kingdom must also
take a measure of blame in this matter, srnce Germany
is already giving Argentina a number of warships
which, I have to say, are to be powered by Rolls
Royce engines. So this is a British, German and French
matter, if I may say so. Nevenheless, it does highlight
the need for a common arms sales policy within the
European Communiry.
'!7e already have some movement towards common
arrns procurement. '!7e already have common poli-
cies...
(Tbe President rrged the speaher to put his question)
Vill the President-in-Office ask the Council of For-
eign Ministers as a matter of urgency to put on its
agenda the possibiliry of seeking a common arms sales
policy, particularly in regard to allies' requirements in
the South Atlandc at this moment?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) You will recall that, when pre-
senting the Italo-German initiative and again today,
during my starcme;rt, I referred to the need for secur-
iry questions tp become pan of our common poliry.
Policy on the eiport of weapons is an elementary
component of such security questions. I believe that
the problems which have just been discussed and to
which I cannot reply as President of the Council
because the Counbil does not have an opinion on them
reveal how urgent this is. If that is how you intended
your question, then I can answer yes.
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Mr Marchdl (ED). 
- 
In answer go a supplementary
quesdon the President-in-Office of the Council said
that he could not give the Coudcil's view on the
French decision to sipply arms to Argentina because
the Council had not discussed the niatter.
Can he tell us when the Council *,i{ discuss the matter
and can he give us an assurance thad he regards it as an
item of major importance which will be on the agenda
of the next meeting of the Council?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) To reven tp the question put
by the previous Member, I must emphasize once again
that efforts to formulate a commpn policy on the
export of weapons are in the Commr[niq/s interests.
President. 
- 
At the request of their [othorc Quesrions
Nos 89 and 90 are caried forward to the next part-
session.
Question No 91, by Mr Didd (H-62A/82):
In view of the serious f""t *-ifg to light in Italy
, as a result of invesdgations bein[ carried out inro
the attempted assassination of tle Pope and inrcr-
national terrorist connections, qould the Foreign
Ministers consider making a staqement and possi-
bly taking srcps to combat thofe who resorr ro
criminal methods as a means of waging political
battles or bringing political influ$nce to bear, with
the aim of destabilizing rhe free'f,emocracies? Do
the Foreign Ministers not corlsider, moreover,
that such actions are a Ereve threat to worldpeace? 
i
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Offce of tpe Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in Political Cooperatiop. 
- 
(DE) The
question of the Italian investigationslinto the arrcmpr
on the Pope's life has not yet been discussed by the
Ten. In view of their common intergst in controlling
terrorism, the Ten have long given c{reful rhought to
this subject. Prictical cooperarion arhong the Ten in
the fight against international terrorisfn consists in the
preparadon of the meedngs of the Internal Affairs
Ministers by a group of senior officia\.
It has also been proposed that the Justice Ministers
should generally consider what steps can be taken to
improve and harmonize exisring pqnal procedures.
Cooperation among the Ten offers ddequarc oppor-
tunities for terrorism to be effeoively combated.
Mr Didb. 
- 
(l) I thank the Presiderlt of the Council
for his answer. I would like, however, fo stress the fact
that, apan from the investigation in ppogress on rhe
attempt on the life of the Pope, which lwe cannot eval-
uate before seeing its final results, therle have emerged
clear indications of a connecrion be{ween the arms
traffic and rcrrorism in cenain Commugriry counrries. I
would like to know if the Council considers these facts
to be very serious, also in view of the acdviries of cer-
tain secret services endangering peace in Europe, and
if it will inform the Council of Ministers of the need to
adopt concrete measures to fight this international ter-
rorist connection.
Mr Gensctrer. 
- 
(DE) I do not ar present have any
information regarding the attcmpt on rhe Pope's life.
lcaving this case aside, the Council narurally feels 
-as you will have gathered from answers on other sub-
jects 
- 
that conrolling terrorism musr be regarded by
all democratic countries as a task of the utmosr
importance. If rcrrorism is to be controlled, it is, of
course essential to try to uncover internatioDal con-
necdons which favour it. Terorism is an attack on
human digniry and it is also a threat to world peace.
Ve must all therefore do our besr to stamp ir out.
Mr van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NZ) Anyone would think we
were speaking of Europe during the war. \7e should
remind ourselves that we are talking about lavs in
times of peace. Your first answer concerned adapa-
tion of the law. Don't you think thar the danger of ter-
rorism risks being surpassed by the dangerous prece-
dents such lega-l adaptations represent, a matter of the
highest political order in your oyrn counuy, and that
such adaptations in their turn pose a danger to the
consrirutional state?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) It is not the adjusrment of leg-
islation that can be a threat to a constitutional starc but
its content. A constitutional sate may also be threa-
tened if it shows that it is no longer able to guaranree
the securiry of its citizens.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) It is well-known that
the attempt on the Pope's life has been linked by the
Italian authorities, unsuccessfully of course, with
activities by Bulgarian cirizens.
I would like rc ask the President-in-Office of the
Council if the fire in rhe Reichsag was also stancd by
Bulgarian communisrs, and also if he is aware of the
P2 freemasonry scandal, that terrorism in Iraly, that is,
has links with the State itself, indeed with people in
high places, and that in marry instances is used to fur-
ther political ends?
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) I must reject the insinuation
that the aftempt is being made to compare fascist Ger-
many with democratic lraly.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in reply
to an earlier question on frontier controls you w.ent
into gratifying deail on the approximation of legisla-
tion, which, of course, also raises the quesdon of the
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legal territory of the Communiry. Can you say specifi-
cally what initiatives will be taken next? Ve have long
heard talk about the need for the approximation of
legislation and the legal territory. It is now time this
was achieved so that we can do away with fronder
controls.
Mr Gcnscher. 
- 
(DE) The specific initiative is the
Italo-German European Act.
President. 
- 
The first part of Question Time is
closed.l
I should particularly like rc thank the President-in-
Office of the Council for literally standing through the
whole of Question Time, without being brought to his
knees !2
(Appkase 
- 
Tlte sitting closed at 8.20 p.m.)
See Annex of.12. l.1983.
Mcmbership of Parliament 
- 
Agenda for next sitting: see
Minutcs.
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ANNEX
Votes
This annex indicatcs fapportcurc'opinions on amcndments and reproduccs the texts
of explanetions of vgte. For further detafu of the voting tte reader is referred to
the Minutcs.
ELLES [,arO*t (Doc. t-e77/82'Cyprus'): ADOPTED
l, *pknatiois ofoote
Mr Papacfstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall vote in favour of Lady Elles'
report on the problem df missing persons in Cyprus because I would like to hopi that it
will make some contribption towards resolving a major humanitarian problem in a coun-
try which has an association with the EEC. This problem, which is a blot on the very
meaning of civilizationr arose with the Turkish invasion of 1974 and with the unfonu-
nately still continuing pccupation of 400/o of the territory of the independent Cyprus
Republic. It is an indispptable fact that Turkey is failing to show due respect for decisions
on the issue by the UN] some of which she herself voted for, and thus, eight whole years
after the Cyprus tragedir, the wives, the parents and the brothers and sisters of 1 800 per-
sons do not know if their loved ones are alive or dead. The European Parliament, with its
long tradition, must strhntly condemn the unacceptable position of the Turkish Govern-
ment in showing contcrhpt for every canon of moral behaviour and international lay, and
in continuing to violatd the most elementary human rights of 200 0oo Greek Cypriou in
defiance of the United lNadons charter. In concluding I would say that to appiove Lady
Elles' repon is the least we can do for the human beings of a counrry with a civilization
thousands of years old fnd which lies in our own conrinent of Europe.
Mr Beyer dc Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, qry group and I per-
sonally will vote in favour of the report by Lady Elles. I want ro explairi to her why.
'$7'e-are obviously 
"n*i{u, over the fate ofthe missing persons and moved by the distressof their families. I sho{ld have liked to see you, Lady Elles, give greater attention to the
fate of the missing perlons in the other communiry which you dealt with rather rapidly in
a rcn-line paragraph. Fhr be it for me, Lady Elles, rc criticize you and your action L.""ur.
you xrell know the estdem in which I hold you 
- 
and I say that nor as a rite statement
lgt i1 real sincerity; liorrever, I should have preferred you to go rc both parts of the
island. The truth may differ and I am afraid we have heard only one side of rhe truth
however true it may bep
Thgn_ I h* T:{ doubtl about paragraph 5. kt us not be deluded by your references to the
withdrawal of foreign iroops. Believe me, I do not endorse the action of the Greeks or of
the Turlrs- I do not fea, a Greek skin or the fez to which Attaturk was so deeply
attached. But facts arp f""trr the Turkish cypriot population does not look upon ihl
Turkish army as a fo{eign army. It sees it as the bulwark of its security. Moreover the
panition is a fait acclmpli: rhere are ll3Turks in the south, 5o0Maronites and 2000
Greeks in the north id the Carpathians. I have been rhere and I know what I am talking
about.
'!7e are witnessing thf bitter lemons of the panition of the island. In 'Biter kmons'
Durell recounte{ the hisrcry of 'Enosis' with much fervour and nostalgia based on his
familiariry with the cl4ssics and his affection for the ordinary Greek peofle. It is a bitter-
sweet history with eleinena of both cruelry and tendernerr.'Th.r" was litde reference to
the Turks in that boo!. Now they have written their own history.
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Lady Elles, you do not seem rc have understood that history. This is why your repon
seems incomplete to me. However, I shall vorc in favour of your report because I do not
want to cause any injustice to the Greek or Turkish families. The Greeks and the Turls
have suffered, they have inflicted great suffering upon themselves. Today they are learn-
ing to live separately. Let us leave them time enough m learn not to fear one another.
Mr Battenby (ED).- Once again I am speaking for myself and not for my group. But I
will be voting for the Lady Elles resolution and I beg to differ with the previous speaker. I
believe she does understand the history and understands it very well. First of all it is a fair,
balanced and humanitarian resolution. And, secondly, its paragraph 5 emphasizes the one
obvious f.act 
- 
a fact which cannot be emphasized enough 
- 
which preoludes any lasting
solution. The presence of approximately 25 000 Turkish troops occupying the nonh of the
Republic, in addition to the Greek and Turkish troops which are there under Treaty, is
causing the major problem. Their withdrawal is a prerequisite to any solution rc the,basic
problems of Cyprus.
Mr Kallias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the Group of the European People's Parry has
decided unanimously to vote in favour of the motion for a resoludon contained in Lady
Elles'report,concerning the search for missing persons in Cyprus. The resolutiiln deals
with the humanitarian aspect of the missing person tragedy. The issue was raised origin-
ally in a motion for a resolution tabled by all the Greek Members of the European Parlia-
ment who belong to the New Democracy Parry prior to its being subsumed in the Group
of the European People's Parry. Those of us belonging rc the New Democracy Party,
namely Mr Bournias, who has aheady spoken, Mr Papaefstratiou, Mr Gerokostopoulos,
Mr Gontikas, Mr Kaloyannis, Mr Protopapadakis, Mr Kazazis and I myself 
- 
who are
all of us part of the Group of the European People's Party 
- 
confined ourselves, out of
deference for the tragedy of the missing persons and the distress felt by their families, to
the humanitarian aspect of the problem and avoided seeking to attach blame, political and
otherwise, in the belief that we could thus gain unanimous suppoft, or at least the support
of a broad majority of Members, on the great moral and humanitarian problems of the
missing persons. 'We express our warm gratitude to Lady Elles, tb the Political Affairs
Committee and to all the speakers who have voiced their sympathy for the victims and
offered their sympathedc understanding in lightening the burden of grief felt by their fa-
milies. However, we are saddened because a few colleagues, in playtng the advocate for
those responsible, have sought, with inaccurate references and false assumptions, to alter
the truth and break down'the unity of Parliament on a humanitarian issue.
Mr Marchall (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the guestion of the missing persons is pan of a very
much widcr problem, and one of the tragedies is that Europe's efforts to deal with this
much wider problem have been so feeble. !7e have been outmanoeuvred by the Easrcrn
bloc, and one can point to three specific areas where we should have taken acdon.
The first such area is the Association Agreement. Despite the unanimous vore of rhis
House, the Council of Ministers has failed to move to the next stage of the Association
Agreement. Secondly, universities in cenain Community countries discriminate against
Cypriot students, whilst I 500 Cypriot students are awarded scholarships to study et aca-
demies and universities in Russia. The Eastern bloc is interested in making Clprus a
dependency of them rather than a free country. Thirdly, there has been limle direct effon
to achieve a political solution on the part of the European countries. I believe that the
three guarantor pow-ers should call an international conference to try to solve the political
crisis in Cyprus which threatens the future of NATO and threatens to have a searing
impact on the future of our Communiry.
Mr Chambcirbn (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the repon by Lady Elles has the essential
vinue of adopting the necessary objectiviry in dealing with a painful problem to which the
French Communists and Allies would like to see an equitable, rapid and effective solution.
This is essentially a humanitarian problem. The fate of the missing persons in Clprus must
be clarified primarily for the benefit of the families directly concerned. The inhuman situ-
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ation facing those famili{s cannot be allowed m last. If we help to resolve it we shall be
making our contribution fo respect for human rights.
\7e also believe that an {quitable solution to this humanitarian problem can contribute to
a peaceful serlement to {re Cyprus problem, panicularly through respEct for and applica-
tion of the UN resolutions.
The Political Affairs Corlrmittee of our fusembly unanimously adopted the repon by Lady
Elles. \7e hope that, giv$r its exclusively humanitarian nature, the whole Assembly will do
likewise. For our part, wb shall vorc in favour of the resolution contained in the report by
Lady Elles.
I
Mr Gerokostopoulos (tiPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall supporr the modon for a
resolution on the problefn of missing persons in Cyprus despite having reservations about
the way in which certainlaspects of the resolution are framed.
I shall confine myself, {vlr President, to voicing my main reservation. This rests on the
view that the factor wlich constitutes the main reason for the prolongation over eight
whole yearc of a situatidn justly described as tragic and inhuman-by both the honoura-ble
rapporteur, Iady Elles, lnd others who have spoken earlier, is not emphasized as it should
be.
This factor is the obstrlrctiveness of the Turkish and Turkish Cypriot sides which have
succeeded up until the fresent time in impeding the work of the'bommittee on Missing
Persons by conjuring uf inadmissible hair-splitting argumenr. fu other colleagues have
pointed out, our emine{t colleague, Lady Elles, showed panicular diligence in compiling
her repon, and I wishrto congratule her on this diligence except in as much that she
limited herself to makin[ only one feeble allusion to the aforementioned factor. She men-
tions the willingness m]cooperate shown by the representatives of the legitimare Cyprus
Government who have ]accepted the conducting of an investigation in the territory con-
trolled by them, where{s she did not meet with the same helpful understanding from the
other side.
In finishing, Mr Presid]ent, I deem it my dury to extol paragraph 5 of rhe motion for a
resolution over which {ur dear colleague, Mr Beyer de Ryke, raised unwarranted objec-
tions, and also to expr(ss my intense displeasure that some colleagues, fonunately only a
very few, have sown a fiote of discord in what should have been a unanimous declaration
of suppon for tlie missiirS persons in Cyprus and their families.
Mr Forth (ED). 
- 
Mt President, the title of this repon is 'Missing persons in Cyprus';,
and one would therefo[e have hoped and assumed that [t would coiei the problem'of ali
missing persons from both of the'major communities. Tire amendm.n,, ,"bl.d by myself
and others attempted tb reflect this by referring to ce4tain dates which are of great signif-
icance in the history df Cyprus. Unfonunately, the House has seen fit to reject these
amendmenr and thus lleaves the repon with only one date, which therefore reflects the
problem of only one od the major corrr-,rnities of ihe island.
I think we have to ackhovledge that this is principally because Greece is a member of this
Community and Turkly is noi. There are Greek'Mimbers in this House but no Turkish
Members, and Greek bolleagues have been able to exert influence, quite fairly, on rheir
colleagues to make thib repon one-sided. Ve have heard many speeches today in Greek,
but none in Turkish. X am afraid that the repon reflects this fact and reflects the fact of
Greek membership oi the Community and of this House. This is regretable and it is
equally regrettablc thah an aft,empt to balance the report by making allu-=sion to the earlier
dates of the problems lof the island was rejected. I am now unable, to support this repon,
because I am afraid it do'es not do credit to the House and reflects the facr that one of the
main communities coJcerned is represenrcd here and the other is not. I think that rhat is
regrettable and unfonLnate and has not allowed the House to take a fair view of the mar-t€r. l
That, Mr Presidenq is why I am nour no longer able to supporr this repon.
l
l
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Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I must join with Mr Fonh in saying that I
cannoi t ote for this report. I also cannot vote against it for, of course, I fully realize that
the fate of the Greels who have disappeared must be investigated but, as I said yesterday
during the debate, I take the view that we in Parliament must support the principles of
justici, and justice in the present case is something which is due to the citizens of both the
sourhern part and the nonhern pan of Cyprus. The draft resolutioh is insufficiently- tied in
with the .iplan"tory statement itself. I can accept the draft resolution, for it is sufficiently
vague in its-wording. On the other hand, I cannot accept th€ explanatory statement which,
in my opinion, is politically one-sided and could be misused.
Mr Cottrcll (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I have to say wirh regret that if this House votes in
favour of this repon, it will be regarded as a ProPatanda victory for Greece and Greek
interests in Cyprus. I do not say that the rapponeur intended it to be so, but it will be
interpreted as-such and used as such in Athens and Nicosia. I regard the repon astreath-
takingly silent on the issue of those Turkish Cypriots who have lost their lives in the- long
history-of sadness and misfonune which has divided this island since 1953. I feel that it
fails utterly to ake accounr of the real issues that have atrophied the United Nations
Committei on Missing Persons, which was set up to discover the real facts of the missing
persons in Cyprus and whose work has in my view been subjected to improper political
interference by Greek and Greek Cypriot authorities'
I regret therefore, Mr President, that I shall not be able to suPPort this repon.
J. D. Taylor (ED) iz writing. 
- 
This report is inadequate, poorly researched, and cer-
iainly biased. It ignores the hundreds of missing Turkish Cypriots between 1953 and 1974
as documented by the United Nations.
This Assimbly brings itself into disrepute by approving one-sided resolutions. The rappor-
teur has donq a disservice tq both Cyprus and this fusembly. She could and should have
been more evenhanded.
It is a remarkable achievement to ignore the missing Cypriou since 1953; it is deplorable
that she spoke to four Greek Cypriot but no Turkish Cypriot political paniei, it is an out-
rage that;he restricted her contacts to Southern Cyprus; it was wrong to have made her
travel arrangements when the Turkish Cypriot spokesman was away in Geneva; it is
inexplicable why she refused rc speak to the Turkish Cypriot Member of the ICMP in
Straibourg; it is inexcusable that she took advantage of the private hospitality and a holi-
day from the President of the Greek Clpriot Assembly, Mr Ladas'
The 'Troops Out' slogan is an oversimplification. Greek, and indeed Turkish ffooPs, can
only leave in coordination with constitutional Progress.
The leader of our Cyprus Delegation was refused permission by the Greek Cypriots to
stay overnighr in Nonhern Cyprus 
- 
how can the rapporteur honestly suggest that there
is free movement?
By including an amendment which will refer to missing Cypriots since 1963 some balance
will be restored to this resolution. Otherwise, like the majority of the 434 Members of this
House, I will not vote for the resolution.
Mr Hord (EDI, in writing. 
- 
Mr President, I shall vote against the Elles repon as I do
nor consider the report to be balanced and the Turkish point of view has not been taken
into account. I believe we could have had an evenly balanced report if the rapporteur had
visircd the nonh side of the island rather than just the south (Greek) side.
Furthepmore, in my view the repon does nothing to advance a soludon of the missing
persons in C1ryrus over and above the actions of the United Nations.
I am therefore unable rc support the repon and feel that it deserves a negative response.
4.
16 ,S
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PENDERS B.EPORT (Doc. t-786/t2 'Middlc Easd): ADOpTED
The rapponeurspoke: 
l
- 
IN FAVOUR of Anlendments Nos l, 6,21,22,50, 78 and 83; and
- 
AGAINSTAmendmfntsNos2,3,4,5,7,8,9,lO;11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,lg, lg,20,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 3g/corr., 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 49, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 59, 59, 50, 61,62, 63, 54,65,66, 67, 69,
70,71,72,73,74,75176,90,91,92,94i g5, g6,g7, gg, go, gl,92,93,94,g5 andg6.'
Expknations ofoote
Mg veil G).. (F$ lnr President, I must aplogize ff you and to my colleagues for
asking to explain my votp in this way and not in wriling. I believe, however, that ie have
rarely discussed a repon which is so imponant to world peace and I see that, for the first
time, we are using this procedure 
-of presenting all the- explanations of votc in writingwhereas we are speakin! not only for our electors and for th. press but also, I hope, foi
our colleagues and to express our own personal views as is the right of a Member 
"f 
p"r-
liament.
L! ry say at once that ishall abstain. I shall abstain because I believe we have voted veryquickly 
.on amendments 
-whose implications we did not always fully appreciate. Theseimplications are far-reaghing because, for many years, rhere haue b.e, disilutes in the
Middle East over a single word or comma in Anicle 242 and each single *oid *hi"h *.
use 
- 
autonomy, peoplQ, State, autonomous troup 
- 
has a totally differenr meaning.
I did not vote in favour [f ,h. *orion by our 
"oll."gu., Mr Blumenfeld, because I felt ituras too late rc postpond the vorc on the amendments. But I would hope that on another
occasion for so importarft a debate, we shall allow a delay of on" p"a-*rrion berween the
tabling of amendments dnd the time at which they are discussed. Th.r. are extremely ser-
ious matters. I have sufficient respec for the European Parliament rc believe that'these
resolutiorls are highly inlponant and that they are studied by the panies on both sides. l7e
cannot vote without co{nplerc cenainty when each word is so in{ponanr. That is why I
shall abstain.
(Applause) 
i
Mr Galluzzi (coM). a (m Mr President, we and other groups had tabled a number of
amendments which woqld have.removed from the Penders r.ion rorn, ambiguous fea-
tures regarding the three kev points 
- 
that is; the need for a European initiativ"e, the fact
that the !1mp Dayi.d agr-eements are norr out of darc and the needio give full recognitionto the legitimare fights of the Palesdnian people.
These amendrn.n* h"rt been rejected. In the view of 'our group, however, rhe penders
repon still has somethinig t9-be s.aid for it, panicufarly as regards ihe call foi a negotiated
solution of the conflict, pnd for this reason we shall vote in fivour.
Mr Blumenfcld (PPE), I'in a,iting. 
- 
(DE) I found that I was unable ro vore for the reso-
lution and,.afur due. cc{nsideration, voted against ir. I regret this, because the rapponeur
has done his best to bripc some balance into the very coriplex political subject 
"i tr{iaat.East poliry. 
i
Nevenheless, in my,vief, the resoludon, which the House evidently intends to adopr by a
large majoriry, has been deprived of a basis of political realiry in iesp""t of a number'of
fu.ndamental demands and statements and is worded in ambiguous rather than clear rcrms.
The'-e will be no peace.lor security in the Middle East untilihe Arab States in the regionjoin Israel.at the negotilting table, as Eglpt has done. For over 30,years, all the Head"s of
the front-line States with the exception of the late Presidenr Sadat have refused to take
this step and instead have tried to destroy Israel with war and rcrrorist attacks since 194g.
I
rl
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It is therefore high time we Europeans called on the governments of Syria, Jordan and
Saudi Arabia to -accepr, without prior conditions, thC open invitation extended in the
Camp David agreement to take pan in negotiations with Israel.
Since [srael's campaign in Lebanon in June 1982 the political strategic and military pic-
ture has changed iraiiratically in the Middle East. A flw weeks ago lebanon, having suf-
feied so *u"( b.g"n negotiations with Israel, with the USA in attendance, on the with-
drawal of foreign- troop-s from I*bane$e soil and the normalization of lgighbo-urly
relations bec*eei Leban'on and Israel. Jordan is about to take a similar step. These facts
have not been considered, and instead Iirael is held up as the country in the'region which,
through its insistence on iafeguards for its citizens, is blo-cking the Peace Process. Amend-
*.nf*t i"t sought to 
"orr.It this incorrect 
depiction of the siuation have been rejected
by varying majori-ties. I have consequently vorcd against the motion for a resolution.
Mr Dc Goede (NI) 
- 
(NL). Ve believe the Penders Repgn rc be first-class. ve are
ft."r"d to subsciibe to the motion for a resolution, albeit with rwo reservations. fu far as
ihe siruation in Lebanon is concerned we believe it is no simple matter to provide troops
for the international peace-keeping force' 
rch a force underIn the first place we have a suong preference f-or the maintenance of sl
UN 
"urpi".s. In the event 
of this'not being feasible we believe that any international
peace-keeping force would have to comply *ith th" Jolloying:_(l) the-approval o{ all par-
li"s irr"olrned,-(2) a clearly delineated framlwork such as the MFO in Sinai, and (3) clearly
circumscribed tasks and responsibilities.
'We see no role for a large-scale Communiry Middle East initiative at this point. Despite
considerable differences E.r*r., the Reagan Initiative, the Fahd Plan, as adopted by the
Summit in Fi:2, and the Communiq/s Vinice Declaration the most recent of these, the
Reagan Initiative of September 198i, clearly goes a long yay tow_ards matching the.terms
of tf,e Venice Declaration and, most importint, the Arab and US proposals, possib-ly in
coordination with the ideas expressed by-King Hussein of Jordan would appear to offer a
basis for further talks with 
" 
ui.* to iinding an eventual all-embracing soludon to the
Middle East problems.
'\7e feel that the Community should play a more important role in this process by acting as
a mediator berween the Camp David signatories on the one hand, and the moderate Arab
States, on the other, than by once again launching new Communiry Middle East peace
proposals. ,, /
Mr Ephrenidis (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) Our position.".l t malt€r under'debate is
founded on a deiire to contriburc io a just peace in the Middle Easu Such a soludon is in
the best inrerests. of the people of the area, panicularly of the Israeli and Palestinian Peo-
ples. The rationale of the Penders resolution runs counter to this end.
After a long drawn-out meander through the history of the Middle East problem 99n9i1-
ing many iiaccuracies and distonions aLout facts and incidenu, it-attempts misleadingly in
thI enjoin.ent to fence up the problem of the Middle East, and specifically the Palesti-
nian problem, within the fiamework of Camp David and the sttategic cooPeration agree-
menr:becween Israel and the USA. \Tithin processes, that is, which have been rejected by
all the.Arab countries except Egypr, and *hich life itself has rejected during the course of
the last four. years. Becausi, in-ieeking to establish American and Israeli dominance over
the Middle East, these processes havJ led to, amongst other things, the Israeli inyasion,
slaughter and genocide in Lebanon. The resolution fails to explicitly condemn this inva-
siorithough itias been condemned by international public 
-opinion, 
jus as it avoids the
qu,estion Jf the immediate withdrawal of the Israeli invaders from Lebanon.
The resolution is also unaccepable because it underrates the imponance of Securiry
Council Resolutions 242 and 3j8, and likewise the proposals of the Arab Summit atEez in
1982, which hold fonh a serious possibility for the achievement of a peaceful and just
settlement.
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' At the same dme, in refqrence to the rights of rhe Palestinian people, the resolution uses
the term 'self-determination' but speaks only of the 'option' of an indipendent palestinian
State.
tjb.*lt: it disputes the losition of the PLO as the sole legitimate representerive of the
Palestinian people, tg"dh it has gained this right through Lrrnng on a bloody struggle
over.many years, and is 4ecognized as such by the UN and mosi ofihe international c6ir-
munrty.
In all these relpects the ]Penders resolution offers nothing new, and much less can it be
deemcd as a Ctmmuni{, initiative since 
- 
by vinue of iuite J-pfi"i, references 
- 
it is
subordinate to and serve$ American plans in the area.
ve.shall thus vote against it, and we maintain, without wishing ro appear as prophets, that
it will not help. rc propote a solution to the Middle East problem, but will .L-pli""t. th.
issue even further and a$$avatc the dangers to peace, not only in this area bui also on a
wider scale.
Mr Isr.€l (DEP), io 
-lt;og. 
- 
(FR) I-shall abstain in the vote on all the resolutions
because a number'of mpst imponant amendments tabled on behalf of the DEp Group
were not accepted by tho rapponeur.
I believe it is essential to[ay for the European Parliament to denounce all those who vish
'to PerPeruaE the war ir{ Lebanon and all those who wish to make peace berween Israel
and the Arab States imfos.lible. Here Syril bears an obvious responsibility as has beenproled p9y.h the Trfnoli combats. But behind syria there is a much 
-or. po*,.rfuI
nation which is t#ng t! confuse the issue and prevent the possibiliry of peace *hi"h ,n"y
be appearing at long last from materializing.
Of course I believe that Israel must make certain-gestures of good will especially by put-
ting an end to its policypf seftlemenm.Ife should also allow a-common Jordanian mites-tinian front rc be establihed because this is the only way of obtaining ,t 
" 
,uppo. oiiL
Palestinian people for the peace process
L"t P9 repeat that the llalestinian people are entided to justice and to their own existence
on their own rcrritory, lut there 91 be_1o_qyestion as paragraph 10 of the pendeis .epoiunfortunately s9e_ry to {uggest, of.the Plo-being unconditllo""ily associated ilth; ,J;-
tiations. The PLO is urlable to achieve a balancid position: sometimes it claims rc be"in
favour of a polidcal sohftion at others it seeks to wate a purely military war confined to
the.occupied tcrritoriesN.on other occasions it subscribes ro a rotal 
"o-b"t ir"l;;iil;";:r9ri1m as proved by the bomb recendy planted in a civilian bus in Tel Aviv. The doltrine
of the PLO is totally corlfused.
I therefore.catt uporr-oul R"se.mbly so show greater rigour in dealing with the Middle East
question which may holf the key ro world piace.
Mrs Le.Roux (coM), ln witi,ng. 
- 
(FR) Despite the few amendments which have been
adopted the repon by trfr- Pendeis still retains its original conrenr and sfirir. It follows the
camp David line and fflls ln with American policy. It holds out no prorp"", fo, 
" "oi-structive contribution !o. the.peace effgrt oi. thi dialogue no*, oi"rr.d through iheFranco-Eglpdan propocals and those made by the Fez Surimit and thiplo
On the contra.y,. thT refon fails to take account of the lesson of recent history and Israeli
aggression namely the rfational lS.hts of peoples and the rights of a people rc build th.i,own independent Surte. F ,h9 Palestinian people not legitimatety eniittei to benefit fromthrs nght just as rhe othtr peoples of the region benefit from ir today?
The report by Mr Pendbrs takes no account of the need for immediate w.ithdrawal of theIsraeli forces from kb{non. That is the essendal first step towards ..rp.", for the sover-
eignry of this country.
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Finally,.in t_eneral terms.the report fails to draw attenrion to rhe responsibility of Israel
and of the United States in the terrible events of last summer and in thi presenr iifficulties
in.making Progress towards a peaceful settlemenr; rhis only confuses the conditions and
principles which must underlie the search for a peaceful seitlement and the political pro-
cess leading to that aim.
Those are rhe essential reasons for which we shall vote against this report.
Mr Marshall (ED) in witing. 
- 
I shall vote against the Penders Repon for two basic
reasons.
The first is that it now calls for Israel to 'withdraw immediately from the occupied territo-
ries'. This_ignores the special position of East Jerusalem. No jew can ever be expected to
allow th_e \Tailing Vall to be given up. Just as importantly it ifnores the imponance of the
Golan' Israel has never used the Golan to attaCk Syna. The Syrians used the Golan to
send rockem and murderers against Israel. For Israei to leave the 'occupied territories' is
to invite her destruction. If she had not occupied these territories before the 1973 war,
there might be no Israel today. That sobering ihought should cause us to re-examine thii
proposal.
Sgcondly, ther-e are too many who look on the PLO as some old-style freedom movemenr.
The leaders of the PLO ale not latterday Gandhis. They are the only so-called freedom
movement whose philosophy is based on genocide. They ieek to destroy Israel,
Israel has m4ny friends in Europe. Irt us remember that, unlike us, she has four dmes had
t9 figlt for her freedom in the past 35 years. !7e should ry*p"t[,ir" with and nor con-
demn her.
!e los (ED), in witing. 
- 
It is with the greatest regret that I shall vote against the
Penders resolution on the situation in rhe Middle East.-But there is no way ii which I
could vote in favour of a resolution which, as amended, goes beyond Reso[ution 242 of
the Security Council and puts virtually the whole of the-blame for the situadon in the
Middle East on Israel.
The amendment which has made a nonsense of the resolution is that of Mr Seeler (Ger-
man Socialist), which says Israel must withdraw from the occupled territories immediately.
It was adopted by only 90 votes to 88. That would leave her with no security 
".rd no ,ellguarantees of secure borders or of continued existence as a State.
The resolution, as ir now stands, is not only out of line with the policy of our govern-
ments. It is also out of line with reality. In order to indulge the anii-Israel sentim-ents of
some, and the oil-supply considerations of others, the resolution supporrs policies which
are totally unachievable.
The resolution was also voted in considerable chaos. Rarely have I seen such conf,usion in
this }Iouse.'S7hat happened testified to the incomp.t.rr". of the Burea,r, the i*possibl.
burden on the Eanslators 
-50 of the 95 amend*ints *ere available only this morning,.
not long before the vot€ 
- 
and the confusion created by the chaiiing: the-Presiden, *.ii
through the amendments so fast, much of the. time, that the interpretfrs were quite unable
to keep up with him.
On some amendmenm, members did not know whether they were voting for or against or
abstaining, or even which amendment they were voting on.'One could Jnly thanf heaven
that from time to dme an electronic vote slowed thingstown.
My main reason.for voting against this resolution, however, is the flagrant lack of balance
and fairness in the text which has emerged. Owing to the obsession iith recenr evenrs in
kbanon 
- 
which is panly understandable 
- 
Israil is given the lion's share of the blame
for everything that has l'rappened in the Middle East in-the last 34 years. There is ,o ;.;-
spective, no mention of the y-ears of Ara-b intransigence which muir surely bear the main
responsibility for the repeated wars and the thousands of deaths they have Lrought.
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East be achieved.
In shon, the Penders ,rqolution has become a nonsense, a piece of unreality. It offers 
-no
p.orp..i or guidance fot the peace which the people of the Middle East are longing for
and so badly need. 
]
Mr Schmid (Sl, in afitlng.- (DE) The modon tabled by Mr Penders is, notvrithstand-
inp the rnot .'riill intact so far as its cenual features are concerned. Moreover, the House
ha"s adopted amendmenfs tabled by my group wtrich make its position even clearer. Our
s*o 1n"in concerns 
- 
[hat is rc iay,'sicurity for Israel and self-determination for the
Palestinians, even in thelform of a State 
- 
have been taken into account.
The Socialist Group the[efore gives the resolution its backing.
Mrs Meczorck-Zai (!7, in afiting. 
- 
(DE) Although I sdll have political objections to
the report, I shall vote flr it onthe following grounds:
1. Fundamentally, it rlp.esen$ a steP forward.
2. It calls for a homelfnd for the Palestinian people.
3. It calls for negotiatJions between Israel and the Palestinians.
4. Amendments tabled by the Socialist Group have changed it so that less importancc is
now anached to tlle Camp David agreement and more to the Fahd Plan and the Fez
Declaration.
Furthermore, while mfintaining my position in principle, I withdraw my criticism of the
decision takcn by a m{joriry of rhe House not, for example, to give full recognition to the
Pl,O as the sole iepresinrative of the Palestinian people or to condemn the massacres Per-
petrated by the Israeli hrmy in Lebanon.
I
For 24yegs, with th. hlnou."ble exception of Egypt, and 
-now at last of Lebanon, the
Arab States have refusedlrc recognize Israel, to talk to Israel, or even to consider ending-
the state of war with Israbl which-they rhemselves declared against her when the armies of
six Arab States marched into rhe infant State of Israel, just set up by the United Nations in
1948. Only by negotiati{n, compromise, and above all goodwill can Peace in the Middle
1/
I
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Mr Vgenopoulos (S) rapPorteur. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presi-
dent, Fellow Members, this report on olive oil follows
the reports on fruit and on wine, and completes the
group of Mediterranean products concerning which
problems are likely to arise, or already existing prob-
lems will be exacerbated when Spain and Portugal join
the Communiry. The European Parliament is now
called upon to express an opinion on the proposal of
the Commission modifying Regulation 136 of 1966
that deals with the sector of fatry substances.
In drawing up the present report' account was taken
not only of the Commission's proposal but also of
three proposed resolutions by our colleagues Mr Kyr-
kos, Mr Costanzo and others, who called for some ac-
tion to protect olive oil against other, cheaper seed
oils. The culdvation of the olive is particularly impor-
tant for the economies of various parts of the Com-
rtuniry, where this activiry is an essential source of
income for a significant fraction of the population, but
also where olive oil is the most imponant source of
fatry substances for notable categories of consumers.
The areas in which the cultivation of olives predomi-
narcs are among the most disadvantaged in the Com-
muniry, with fairly low incomes and with very little
chance of convening the agriculture to other products
owing to the characteristics of the terrain. The main
150
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producer country is Italy, with 700/o of the production
in the Communiry, with Greece second at 29'60/o and
France third at 0.4o/o.lt should be remembered that
the Community has placed linlits on the production of
olive oil, and that production'units created later than
1978 no longer receive any support.
The fact that the olive is cultivated in mountainous
and infenile places in the Mediterrnean is a factor that
limits the possibility of increasing productiviry, and
consequently redu'cing the costs of producdon. If to
this we add the great extent to which the production
units are scattered, where r/+ of the olive groves
occupy less than one hectare, the difficulties associated
with mechanization will be readily understood. The
result of this is that one and a half million agriculrural
workers in the Community are occupied in the cultiva-
tion of olives even though the mtal area of the land on
which they are employed amounts to only 2.50/o of
the rctal agricultural area of the Community.
From one point of view this is encouraging against the
background of the unemployment crisis we are passing
through, since the cultivation of olives occupies
12.50/o of the'total agricultural population in the
Communiry. This happe--ns because ihir. 
"r. 
no capi-
talistic forms of exploitation within this sector and
nearly all the olive cultivators are agricultural workers.
However, if we take into account that this 12.50/o of
the Communiry's total agricultural population produce
orrly 1.40/o of the Community's total agricultural out-
put, the social and economic problems associated with
the cultivation of olives become clear.
The Communiry of Ten is now self-sufficient in olive
oil to the exteni of 95010. However, the degree of seif-
sufficiency in vegetable oils derived from seeds is poor,
amounting to about 210/0. This means that overall,
there is a shonfall of vegetable fatry substances in the
Community. However, with the accession of Spain,
which is a major producer of olives, the Community's
degree of self-sufficienry in olive oil would increase to
1070/o 1f today's rate of consumption of olive oil were
to be maintained. However, this is unlikely rc be the
case because the comsumption of olive oil in Spain is
at the moment powerfully protected against seed oils.
This means that high uxes are irhposed on seed oils to
ensure that they will not be subsandally cheaper than
olive oil. To be specific, the price ratio berween olive
oil and sunflower-seed oil in Spain is 1 .4/1, and in the
case of soya oil 1.7/l; there are, moreover, quotas
limiting the imports of seed oils. But these protective
restrictions applied today will cease to be once Spain
has joined the Community, and as a result olive oil will
no longer be able to compete on the Spanish market
and the consumption of seed oils will increase.
I call to your attention that the same thing has hap-
pened in Greece, where in the last 2years, i.e. follow-
ing our accession to the Community, the consumption
of seed oils has increased to the disadvantate of olive
oil. Thus, the Commission foresees that the Com-
muniq/s degree of self-sufficiency in olive oil will not
be 1070/o after the enlargement, but 1220/o as a result
of the fall in the consumption of olive oil within the
Community, unless steps are taken to prevent such a
development.
Now, since this surplus will not constirurc a problem
for Spain or for the other Mediterranean countries
that produce olive oil, but will be a problem for the
CAP, i.e. for the Communiry as a whole, the Commis-
sion proposes the price ratio for olive oil 
- 
seed oils,
which is at the moment about 2.7/1, should be made
2/l so that the consumption of olive oil will remain at
the Same level. According rc the Commission's calcu-
lations, it is anticipated that the degree of self-suffi-
ciency will no longer be 1220/o but 1050/0. In the long
term this would be an advantage from a budgetaryi
standpoint, as I shall explain. If today's consumpiion
of olive oil is not ma:intained, the Community will be
obliged to pay the producers at the intervention price
and to store the olive oil. Thus, we would find our-
selves facing the same problems'that we have at pres-
ent with a butter mountain that we don't know what
to do with.
According to the Commission, then, a price ratio of
2/l will allow the consumption of olive oil to be main-
tained, and in the long term this will bring a benefit of
40 million accounting units to the common budget,
compared to the expenditure entailed by not having
this price ratio. The manner in which the Commission
proposes that this ratio should be achieved is rc sup-
Port consumPtion.
I will now digress slightly, to say that there are wro
kinds of support: One, the support of production, is
designed to guarantee the incomes of the producers.
The other, the suppon of consumption, aims at assist-
ing the absorption of the Communiq/s olive oil, also
taking into account the prices of the competing seed
oils.
Thus, with the Commission's proposal for a price ratio
of z/t it will be ensured that the Community's pro-
duction will be used up within the Communiry itself,
so avoiding any world-wide upheavals in the market
for olive oil. Moreover, this situation creates no diffi-
culties in countries that supply vegetable oils to the
Community, since the proportion of these on the
Communiry market will not be affected since the
effon is directed at maintaining the consumption of
olive oil at today's levels.
The Commission should have submimed proposals to
modify the price ratio of olive oil 
- 
seed oils in paral-
lel with the accession of Greece to the Community.
This omission places an obligation on the Communiry
to take immediate measures before there is an irrepar-
able deterioration in the situation of evident declining
demand for olive oil in the countries that are tradition-
ally consumers of it, such as Italy, Greece and France.
For this reason, the modified regulation should come
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into force as soon as possible and this is indeed called
for in an amendment put forward by tlie Commimee
on Agriculture.
Funhermore, the committee on Agriculfu.e is of the
opinion that suppon for consumption shbuld not be a
substitute for suppon for production, an{ that the cor-
nerstone of the market organization wilf still have to
be the support of production, to avoid {ny exacerba-
tion of the income problems of the producers.
As for the controls, the Committe. o{ Agri"ulru..
calls upon the Commissiori to propose {neasures and
regulations to ensure:
1. that conrols in the provision of supfon for pro-
duction should be facilitated,
2. that support for consumption should [rave an inte-
gral effect on the price paid by consume{s, and that it
should not benefit only the packaging corhpanies, and
3. that no mixtures or adulterations qith seed oils
should be allowed, to protect the consumer.
On the pasis of all the above, Mr Plesident, and
because the matter is both imponant and urgent if the
consumption of olive oil is to be maintainld, at least in
the countries where it is produced, I call upon Parlia-
ment to approve the Committee on Agriculture's
repon calling for the amendment of Ariicle 7 of the
Council's Regulation 136 of 1966.
(Apphase) 
I
Mr Gatto (S).- (17) M, President, I sh[ll only say a
very few words to express my support fol the rappor-
teur, who has presented a much-ne'eded, falanced and
carefully prepared repon. A great deal (ould be said
on this subject; we appear to be talking a]bout a food-
stuff, but in the background lie problenls that are in
my view'more complex, and which conce[n the whole
equilibrium of the common agricultural policy. Olive
oil is being attacked with all sons of acbusations; to
whdt end, it might be asked, but we will ppss over that.
There are things that are not right about {he CAP, but
there are things that are not right in eve4l sector. You
can criticize the way it is managed, but thpn, again, no
other sector is beyond similar criticism. fhe problem
facing us should be seen instead in a socfhl context: a
Community policy that rook no accounr bf thb wide
social base-involved in the Mediterranean area and the
other areas of the Communiry, would 
""{rr. " seriouspolitical crisis. From this point of view, tlrerefore, the
question is not one concerned merely witti agriculture,
production or food 
- 
it is, a political mattfr also.
I do not want to keep going over all the prguments. I
know that there is opposition, some of it i{r good faith,
'and such opposition in good fairh is enlitled rc the
greatest resPect.
But some of the opposition, on the other [rand, seems
to me in all sinceriry not to be in very good faith,
because, when criticism is expressed which, if applied
in practice, would favour the interests of large econo-
mic and industrial groups at the expense of small
growers, I think that good faith no longer comes into
it. However, since my purpose was only to say a few
words in support of the rapporteur, and m thank him
and compliment him on what he has achieved, I will
stop here.
Mr Ligios (EPP). 
- 
(17) Mr. President, before say-
ing anything about the Vgenopoulos report, which I
consider a good one, and regarding which I compli-
ment the rapporteur on the excellent work that he has
done, I think it is necessary to make some reference rc
a cenain atmosphere of 'scandal' 
- 
which Mr. Gatto
merely referred to in passing 
- 
that has been created
around this olive oil problem in precisely these last few
weeks; at the time, in other words, when we are about
to discuss 
- 
4nd, we hope, launch 
- 
the proposals
prepared by the Execudve Committee for placing this
sector on a footing that will take account not only of
the problems that have been under consideration for
some ,time now but, above all, those that will be
crearcd when Spain and Ponugal join the Community.
It is, I believe, the fact that the entire seed oil industry
is officially up in arms against this proposal 
- 
4nd,
not least, is endeavouring to put pressure on many of
us 
- 
that is at the bottom of this atmosphere of scan-
dal that has grown up over the Christmas period. Per-
haps it might be as well, for the benefit of members, to
go over the course of events.
Last December, an internal document of the Commis-
sion (which should have remained 'internal') gave
emp\asis to a series of assumptions that prompted the
suspicion that there is a discrepanry berween oil prod-
uced and oil consumed. This document was fed to the
press, and the Financial Times published its contents in
an afticle that, however, if you read it carefully, pro-
vides no concrete proof. I therefore invite the honour-
able member to examine the anicle carefully (I have
had it translarcd, because I don't speak his language
very well): he will find that it says absolutely nothing
firm, and the reason why other nevrspapers, including
Italian ones, reponed the news is solely because it
appeared in a paper of the standing of the Financial
Times.
If we look at the question of fraud, the only official
document that I have available is the one regarding the
conclusions on EAGGF that were brought to our
attention in October 1981. The investigadon reponed
in this document cenainly contains norhing against the
olive oil producers, or against any specific counries.
Fraud is something rhat must in any event be investi-
gated in all sectors and, if it exists, the facr must be
established. The Commission cannot allow insinua-
tions. It must set up proper machinery of its own to
combat fraud. It is in fact up to the Communiry 
- 
and
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not Member States 
- 
to fight food frauds, which not
only concern the, producer but must concern, above
all, the traders and wholesale dealers and, where adul-
teration is concerned, the manufacturers. Ladies and
gentlemen, you will undoubtedly be familiar with what
happened to olive oil in Spain a few years ago when,
through chemical adulreration and inadequate refine-
ment of the product, the dealers 
- 
not the olive oil
producers 
- 
caused the death of hundreds of people,
whilst others will carry the marls of that adulteration
for the regt of their lives.
The Commission must therefore set up the machinery
to enable us rc combat fraud in all sectors 
- 
not only
olive oil 
- 
and stamp out this wretched evil, that
today has technological resources at its command that
are often so sophisticated as to defeat the rcchnical
and laboratory skills of governmenr scientists. On this
point we are perfectly in agreement but, my honoura-
ble conserrrative friend, to go on from there and hand
out gratuitous insinuations unsupported by proof is
unacceptable, and does not constirute a yery valuable
contribution, either from this Parliament, or from rhe
persons making such insinuations.
Having said this"-Mr President, I come back to Mr.
Vgenopoulos' report, which I welcome, and the value
of which I acknowledge. I reaffirm the suppbrt'thar
we, as Parliament, are giving, and that we have solidly
given in the Committee on Agriculture and in the EPP
group, to the proposal that the price rario of rwo ro
one between olive oil and other vegetable oils, which
the manufacturers dislike so much, shall finally be put
into effect. This is one of the very few ways open ro
us, ladies and gentlemen, not of increasing olive oil
consumption 
- 
which no-one asks,- but at least of
maintaining the level of consumption for a product
that is not 
- 
my honourable conservative friend 
- 
in
surplus production; a product on accounr ofwhich the
Community 
- 
and perhaps the honourable member is
unaware of this 
- 
spends less than ir spends on rape-
seed oil, the problem of which simply did not exist
before the Communiry was formed, whereas the olive
oil problem did.
Vith regard to the need, menrioned in the repon, for
the producdon of the oil register, I would point out
that this is being done at the expense of the growers'
association and not at the expense of the Community
- 
the only case of its kind in Communiry poliry.
Finally, I must again emphasi4e that olive oil in the
Mediterranean regions is a fundamental problem, not
only social in character, but mainly economic.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the olive oil sector
is in a mess. Ve do not know how many olive trees
there are, even though counting staned back in 1978.
Ve do not know how much olive oil is produced. \7e
do not know how niuch is consumed and by whom.
Ve have massive ongoing frauds in Italy, currently
esdmated to cost the Communiry some 238 million
ECU a year. !(e have the prospect of Spanish and
Portuguese entry, and the likely effect on consump-
tion of olive oil is that this will fall dramatically after
accession. \7e have the forecast that the 
"ort 
of th.
olive oil regime will increase from something like 685
million ECU this year to more than double this figure
- 
to 1 600 million ECp 
- 
in 1985.
Over and above the chaotic and uncontrolled situa-
tion, there is a presumption, accepted by the Commis-
sion, that one can automatically substiture cheaper
vegetable oils with very expensive olive oil regardless
of price. Olive oil is not acceptable in most food pro-
cessing operations. The strong flavour of olive oil pre-
cludes such use. Rapeseed oil, a good alrcrnative, costs
9246 per tonne. EEC olive oil costs S 1.475 per
tonne, i. e. five times as much. The Commission pro-
posal for olive oil is nothing more or less than a blatant
attempt to manipulate the market in olive oil and other
competing vegetable oils. The Commission states:
'thou shalt have a price ratio. of two to one'.
\7hat have the producers of cheaper vegetable oils
done rc deserve this high-handed, autocratic and ani-
ficial dictum from the Commission? Since when has
the Treary of Rome ordained that the Commission can
regulate the price in the market place? \7hat'have the
consumer,s and thc large number of taxpayers done to
deserve the prospect of dearer vegetable oils, more
inflation, bankruptcies and more unemployment?
'Vhat have the taxpayers done to deberve the further
demand for a thousand million ECU after 1985? \7e
can all ask what the Commission is doing about the
huge frauds that beset the olive oil industry. The pres-
ent situation is that the cost is nearly swice rhe margin
of manoeuvre that Parliament concerns itself with in
the Community budget and which it agonizes over for
some three months every year. Vhen is the Commis-
sion going to do something about this ourrageous
scandal of false claims in respect of an estimated 350.
thousand tonnes of olive oil? Has the Commission
yielded to the mafiosi without so much as an enquiry?
Vhat is clear, Mr President, is that the Commission's
proposal is premature. Its initiative is irresponsible,
insofar as it is specifuing price proposals when officials
are still engaged in the production of a detailed repon
into olive oil. It has nor yer finished compiling the
olive register. Mr Presidenr, my group is exrremely
disturbed about the scandal of the Communiry olive
oil sector. It feels that there is an increasint prospecr
that consumpdon will fall and that the cost ro rhe
budget will rise dramatically. A series of amendments
has been tabled recognizing the need to sustain the
olive oil growing, but rhat supporr, should be of a
structural nature and related ro the number of existing
trees. In this way it is felt thaq with grubbing-up
allowances, the olive oil surplus can be reduced and
alternative crops, such as almonds, and forestry
schemes introduced. My group deplores the Com-
mittee on Agriculture's amendmenr designed to bring
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Mr. Vitde (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gendemin, the olive oil question is the subjeEt of a vast
debate that has been going on for many yoars within
the Commission and the Council: a debare that has
perhaps never before been accompanied, as it is now,
by very heavy pressure 
- 
let us make no bpnes about
it 
- 
from large margarine manufacturerf who are
trying to influence public opinion, even wi{h scandal-
smear campaigns the echoes of which 
- 
anp as politi-
cian I regret this 
- 
are to be heard in thif chamber,
regarding the use of price integration.
Of course 
- 
and I say this very clearly 
- 
lf there are
frauds let them be punished, as happens in fvery civil-
ized sociery. The same with th6 land registlr, too! Let
us step up'the checks! The Commission las already
undenaken rc do this, and we, as a group,'fvill be put-
ting forward proposals in this connection.
Hord
forward the date of the implementation of the propo-
sal prior to the accession of Spain and Po{tugal. It is
our hope that the Commission, being i ingly
aware that the olive oil secor is utterly out of control
and cosring Bxpayers millions of ECU
claims, will withdraw its proposal. That is o$r demand.
emphasize, can only be done in the framework of a
policy that reopens 
- 
as Parliament has already done
when approving the Sutra report on enlargement 
-the question of the 'zero dutt' on oil products
imported from outside the Community. A zero dury
the greatest benefits of which go not, as many would
have us believe, to the developing.countries, but to the
United States. S7hen it is said that olive oil must be
supported so as to maintain a fair rado to seed oil
prices, it mu$ be remembered that much of the com-
petitiveness of seed oil, which obliges the Communiry
to pay out mon€/r is a direct result of the zero dury on
oil products.
'!7hilst, therefore, we give our approval today to the
Vgenopoulos report as it stands, we call on the Com-
mission to put forward longer term programmes and
strategieq for this sector that will show the true extent
of the commitment which the Communiry intends to
undenake where the Mediterranean regions are con-
cerned.
(Appkasefrom the benches of tbe Left).
Mr Delatte (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, for time out of mind the'production of olive
oil has given employment to many families of pro-
ducers in the southern regions of the Community.
Moreover, considerable numbers of these families lead
a precarious existence in the most disadvantaged
regions. This is very often the only form of production
available rc these families in the.regions concerned. It
'was on these grounds that the Commission originally
decided to support. the incomes of these producers by
means of production aids in combination with aids to
promote consumption. The system has so far proved
efficient, although a number of difficulties have arisen.
'![hat is the problem today? It is of 
"ourr.'n"..rr* 
ro
sustain output and ensure that produce is marketed,
but this can not be done without continuing to provide
finance for aid, although the conditions must be
acceptable. It is for this reason that it is urtent for a
proper register to be drawn up, for the number of
olive trees m be established and for appropriarc con-
trols to be maintained. It is necessary to prevent fraud,
certainly; this is essential. But why this constant harp-
ing on scandal when it is often lack of organization
that is to blame?
\7e have to demonstrate that we are capable of organ-
izing production, of organizing a marker and, above
all of enforcing the rules. That is the message of the
proposals made in the Vgenopoulos report, and of the
Commission's proposals. Personally 
- 
and this is also
the opinion of my group 
- 
I am prepared to accepr
these proposals.
I should like to make the funher point that olive oil
has a repuation for quality which we cannor allow to
be tarnished by the scandals that are being brought to
Funhermore, the arbitrary nature of
price ratio is impractical, indefensible,
and contrary to market forces. Ve call
mission to take back its proposal and
inidative only after it has completed its
gation into the olive oil sector and
oil register.
nery to put products on the market so as
price speculation and avoid any alteration
between the price of seed oil and that of
measures, Commissioner Dalsager! Ve
beyond mere'assistentialism', making the fi
Having said that, we reject the multi-natiorfah' use of
rhis kind of argument as a pretext to brin! about the
downfall of the Mediterranean olive growinf industry.
The problem facing us is, how to ensure the survival of
a centuries' old agricultural industry thdt involves
I 600 000 small producers in the CommUnity. This
indusry, I must tell my friend and comrade Gautier,
must not be sacrificed to the interests of a gtoup of big
businessmen! This is the problem, which is political as
well as economic.
proposed
unfair
the Com-
it a fresh
nt lnvestl-
the olive
must to
use of
\[e shall vorc for the Vgenopoulos
amendments do not twist it beyond all
'\7e shall vote for it also because the rttee on
Agriculture has approved many of our ments,
including the one that allows the interven machi-
Prevent
the ratio
oil.
Ve must however go beyond these i 'buffer'
the
the Communiry instruments at our di The mar-
ket regulations must be revised. But all of .is, I must
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the surface day after day. If we are seeking to organize
this market, I believe that it is precisely in order to
avoid all these mistakes that are being made. I would
add, Mr. President, very briefly since my time is
limited, that the need to tax all fats, and imported fats
in panicular, has become'urgent. Vhen we entered
into the GATf agreements we had a serious shortfall
in production of fats. \7e have now increased our out-
put subsnntially. Overall taxation of fats has become a
mafter of urgency.
Mr Pesmrzoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
would like to call upon the European Parliament rc
ake note that the matrcr under discussion is presently
of concern to 1 '5 million cultivators within the Com-
munity of Ten, and that this will become 3 million in
the Communiry of Twelve. Moreover, ol'ive oil is a
basic commodiry that interests the entire population of
Europe's Mediterranean countries, and allow me rc
observe that the two basic characteristics of dre Medi-
terranean tradition of civilization, which is the foun-
dation of European civilization, are olive oil and wine.
I do not think, therefore, that the matter can be dis-
- 
missed by the son of comments that we heard a little
while ago from Mr Hord, concerning the satistics and
the allegations of scandals which, as poihted out by
Mr Ligios, are a litde srange and of doubtful accuracy
and reliabiliry. I should like to put before Parliament
certain information that I think is worthy of attention.
The expenditure on olive oil, which as I mendoned
now involves I .5 million cultivators, is 450 million
ECU.
The expenditure on milk, involving 3 million workers,
is 4 000 million ECU.
I think this ratio ii striking because of the anomaly it
reveals, and I want to add something that Mr Hord
did not mention a liwle while ago, namely that 560
million ECU are spent on seed oils, which involve an
incomparablf smaller number of cultivators. Thus,
there is an anomaly in these ratios and this anomaly
jusdfies rhe need for a policy by the European Com-
munity. It is precisely this policy that is being proposed
by the Commission and by Mr Vgenopoulos' very
praisewonhy report.
My second comment is that in a'European Community
that is developing towards economic and political
uniry, the application of a consumer policy is some-
thing self-evident. lVhat is needed, and what is indeed
very simple to achieve, is to establish ratios that will
allow the absorption of the olive oil produced within
the European Community and even in the Mediterra-
nean countries of Nonh Africa, an/ this can in fact be
done.
Mr President, Fellow-Members, I ask you to norc that
the consumption of olive oil represents only 1/10 of
the rcal consumption of olive oil and seed oils taken
together. Thus, if the rado and the measures proposed
by the Commission are established, this will comfona-
bly ensure the absorption of the olive oil produced
rcday and that will be produced when Spain and Por-
tugal join the Community. It will also be possible to
absorb the surpluses of the Nonh African Mediterra-
nean countries. This means that vith a total of about
5 million tonnes of oils 
- 
olive oil and seed oils 
-there will be an insignificant increase in the proponion
of toal olive oil consuinption. And I also ask the
European Parliament to note that 80 0/o of the seed
oils consumed are imponed not from developing
counries but from the Unircd States. The economic
interest of the USA is well founded and indeed it is
reasonable for our friends the Americans to protrct it.
However, I think that there can be an undersanding,
a fair negotiatidn such that will ensure normal absorp-
tion and avoid surpluses of a commodity that is of
national imponance for all the Mediterranean peoples.
I would therefore like, Mr President, m ask all our
colleagues to ake note of the Commission's proposal
, 
and of Mr Vgenopoulos' report, which constitute logi-
'cal solutions compatible with the overall policies of the
Communiry and which ensure a proper and absolutely
fair solution for a European product of fundamental
imponance.
Mr Louwes (L). 
- 
(NL) Nlr President, I must apolo-
gise for the fact that I was not present in the Chamber
when you called me the first time.
The Committee on Budgets on whose behalf I am now
speaking, showed great caution on the agriculrural
policy aspects of olive oil. \7e did not wish to go into
the merits of olive growing nor into the benefits or
drawbacks of suppon for producers or consumers and
cenainly not into the general policy relating to oils
and fats in our Communiry. Our com{nittee has finan-
cial terms of reference and we considered this subject
within that'framework.
First of all, we naurally endorse the need which has
been generally emphasised for greater ransparency
and beuer control of existing regulations even if they
require certain adjustments. S7e vould stress the need
for adjustment of the existing rules in connection with
Spain and Portugal. However, we are afraid that these
adjustments will make the financial'consequences and
the budgetary implications even greater than has been
the case up to nov. ln 1979 we witnessed a sharp
increase in the budgetary costs of olive oil production.
Ve are afraid that this will continue after accession
and that we,shall once again have an open-ended
expenditure item.
By open-ended I mean expenditure which cannot be
controlled. Ve are now trying to bring all other prod-
ucts under effective conrol and the Committee on
Budgets is afraid that in this panicular sectorwe may
lose all conrol.
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'!7e have doubts about the Commission's proposal that
a iwo to one price relationship should be established
berween olive oil and other oils. !7e doubt whether the
elasticiry of consumption is large enough for that, par-
ticularly because available statistics and publications
do not suggest that a reduction in the price of olive oil
will stimulate consumption correspondingly.
fu I said before, we have serious doubts about the pos-
sibiliry of effecting local control. I have therefore
Bbled sc/o amendments on behalf of the Commiwee
on Budgets. These are additions rather than changes
and, on behalf of my committee, I hope that'Parlia-
ment will adopt them.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
tendcmcn, I have been trying to fight my way through
the olive oil jungle for about a year and a half and I
can tell you that there is scarcely any other area of
. Communiry policy about which so little is known and
on which there are so few reliable stadstics. It is a dis-
aster area.
May I establish one thing in advance: it must not be
said in this debate that the proposal is directed against
the small-holder. Vhat ve are discussing today is not
primarily concerned with the income of farmers, for
that is determined by the production target price and
not by the amount of aid to consumption, and the
production target price is in no wary affer'nd, by these
measures.
In view of the fonhcoming accession of Spain, the
Commission is proposing that the price ratio of olive
oil to other seed oils should be fixed at2:l in order to
boost consumption. Personally, I have never heard
anything so absurd!'Ve have no statistics at all to sug-
gest that this would be reasonable. Just imagine, a
price rado is expected to boost consumption!
To give an example: if I litre of olive oil costs DM 2
and I lisre of seed oil costs DM l, that gives a price
ratio of 2:l.lf I litre of olive oil costs DM 100 and
I litre of seed oil costs DM 50, that is also a price rado
of 2:1. The purchaser is not intcrested in the price
ratio, however; the buyer who goes into the shop to
buy olive oil is interested in the actual price level and
whether he can afford it or nor. I can calculate a 2;l
price ratio by all kinds of means. For instance, a rise in
the dollar rate . which happened recendy 
- 
neces-
sarily increases the price of all sons of vegetable oils,
as Mr Pesmazoglou has just said, because most of
them are imported. This also changes the price ratio
between vegetable oils and olive oil. So, even from this
point of view, the idea is ridiculous.
Secondly, the Commission has no information on
where olive oil can be marketed most sensibly. People
who want to sell somerhing these days have a market
survey done and ask where rhe main market is and
under what conditions the consumer would buy rhe
product. The Commission has not done this but simply
states that if the price ratio is changed, everything will
be all right again, which is not true.
Thirdly, the Commission's statistics in fact show how
absurd this is. For example, in 1979 production aid
was paid for 540 000 tonnes and consumption aid was
paid for 193 000 tonnes. That gives a difference of
340 000 tonnes or so, for which no consumption aid
was paid. So most of the olive oil production must
have been sold at a price of about 400 ECU more than
that for the other 200 000 ronnes. And then I am
expect6d to believe that the price ratio has an effecr,
even though most of the olive oil was sold without any
consumption aid at all!
Vhen I asked the Commission to explain this, it said it
could be panly explained by the fact that a qmall pan
of the production was for own consumption and,
moreover, one mu$ take into account the difficuldes
of conrolling production aids. That leads me to ask
whether these 300 000 tonnes of olive oil even exist. I
wonder what more has to,happen in rhis sector before
a bit of sanity returns and Parliament does not simply
follow the motto thar rhe most imponant thing is for
money to go to Italy or Greece, because every ECU
that goes to Greece is a good ECU. If that is how we
make policies, we might as well s4y: let us send off a
cheque evr.ry year 
- 
as we do to Mrs Thatcher 
- 
and
that will setde the matter!
Since the Commission's proposal leaves the door wide
open for swindles and, moreover, is unnecessary
because Anicle 11(6) of the'Commissign's regulation
akeady makes it possible to fix the aid to consumption
in line with market requirements, I cannot understand
why this is now to be laid down formally. Ir would be
of no use at all to the Spaniards because they already
have a price ratio of I .i :l or 1 . 3 :1. In fact,- it wouli
be a disaster if the absolute price level went up in
Spain while at rhe same time rhe price ratio changed
too.
So there is no need for this Commission proposal and
I call upon the Commission to withdraw it and to pro-
pose other alternatives. It might be wonh considering
a degressive aid per hectare or a flatrate aid per olive
tree and shutting out the large-scale producers on
whom none of us is so keen 
- 
though I still do nor
know why 
- 
and giving the small producers more. In
my view the existing system, as it sands, is a swindle,
has no real basis and needs to be changed radically.
Mr lGloyannis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I have
listened to all the speakers most attentively and I was
particularly impressed by the repon of my colleague
and compatriot Mr Vgenopoulos, which apaft from
being an excellent piece of work in its own right, is at
the same time the product of many monrhs of work by
the Committee on Agriculture within whose frame-
work the necessary improvements, amendments and
Y ..'
!
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adaptations were formulated. After all that I do not
think we should have heard some of the objections
raised against the report, vhich I think covers all the
weaknesses indicated. I'share the indignation of my
colleague Mr Ligios against those who, in alleging
scandals of a rather unproven nature 
- 
which I would
not wish to support if thcy are indeed true 
- 
seek to
arrive at conclusions opposite from those of the report.
These are the actics according to which the patient,
instead of getting cured, would do better to die. The
controls envisaged in the repon we are debating, con-
cerning the suppori of production and consumption,
when they are applied, and they must indeed be
applied as is emphasized in the Committee on Agricul-
ture's proposed resolution, are I think unlikely to
create dangers, or at eny rute the said dangers should
not threaten the iroducers of the olive oil who,
according to the figures quoted to us here, today num-
ber some I 500 000 families and will shonly become
2 000 000 or even 3 000 000.
As my colleague Mr Pesmazoglou also mentioned,
when the support for olive oil, which concerns a num-
ber representing 120/o of the total working agricultural
population, amounts to only 4 000 000 ECU and
when, for other products such a's milk and wine there
is a great deal more made available for a proportion-
ally much smaller fracdon of the working agricultural
population, ir should not be possible for there to be a
reaction of this kind in Parliament, even though iso-
larcd.
In the light of all this, Mr President, and because I do
not wish to abuse my allocation of time, I think that
this repon should be approved because it is both
objective and realistic, and because it will, I repeat,
render possible the survival of a category of people
who are exclusively occupied in the cultivation of the
olive ree.
Mr Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the olive
oil issue has in a sense become the kernel of the nego-
tiations on enlargement. At the same time it is very
revealing. How can the Commission expect to con-
vince us that it is going to solve the problems raised by
the market in oils after enlargement by simply reduc-
ing the price ratio berween olive oils and competing
oils? Granted, this in itself is not a negative measure. It
is a first step towards stabilizing consumption of olive
oil at its current level, but it is far from certain how
effecdve it will be, panicularly in view of the sharp fall
in consumption of olive oil in favour of imponed
vegetable oil that has occurred in Greece since its
accession. In fact the Commission, while obliged to
recognize the seriousness of the problems raised by
enlargement, is divening its attention to side-issues
and setding for yet another parching-up exercise.
However, even this litde step is still too much for some
of the adherents of enlargement, who are keen to
expand the markets of the financial groups whose
interests they habitually defend, but only as long as the
cost is borne by the peoples of the applicant States and
the regions in the South. Instead of quibbling at the
few.ECUs paid to olive oil producers, why does not
Mr Gautier, for instance, make a scrutiny of Uni-
lever's accounts so that he can tell us the amount of
sums divened by failure to comply with Community
preference requirements ?
(Apphuse)
It is regrettable 
- 
but significant indeed 
- 
that the
Commission has not grasped this opponunity to
undertake an overall analysis of the problem of oils
and fats which could lead to the establishment of a
genuine policy based on observance of the principles
enghrined in the Treaty, and more panicularly on
Communiry preference. Although it has improved in
recent years, the Ten's self-supply rate in vegetable
oils other than olive oil is currendy aboae 20010. This
being the case, is there not an urtent need to restrict
impons of vegetable oils and fats and to develop Com-
munity production? I can already hear the chorus of
keeners bemoaning the fate of the developing coun-
tries. Enough of their crocodile tears- It is true that we
import oil or seed for crushing from the developing
counrries, notably the ACP counries, but what pros-
pect is there of groundnuts, copra, palm nuts etc.,
being produced in the EEC? This is why, in the inter-
es'ts of these countries, we are proposing the mainte-
nance and even extension of the advantages granted rc
them. But can the same be said of other countries,
such as the United States, which export soya and sun-
flower, which we can produce, to our countries? Here,
the only solution is to uphold the principle of Com-
munity preference by taxing such imports.
The Vgenopoulos repon provides a peninent analysis
of the problems of the olive oil sector, from which it
draws practical proposals which we approve. It also
expresses an avareness that these proposals, however
valid they. may be, will not be enough rc solve the
problems unless they are implemented as part of'a
common poliry on oils and fats. In this it is on dll fours
with the main drift of our approach. Ve shall not fail
to suPPort it.
(Appkuse)
Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, I would like to com-
pliment the rapponeur on his report. I am not srying
that I would agree with every line of it, but it is a very
comprehensive report and, I think, a veqy useful one
for the work of this Parliament.
I want to draw attention to just a couple of points as I
have very little time. I think, Mr President, we will
continue to discuss the problem of the supply of fats
and oils interminably and without really making any
protress until such time as the Communiry makes up
its mind to have a concened approach towards the
whole question of oils and fats production within the
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Community as well as imports. !7e do nor have that
policy as of now and we are all the dme floating
around in a sea of uncertainty. I would plead strongly
that we adopt a comprehensive approach to rhis ques-
uon.
It is not very realistic to talk about having open bor-
ders for the imponadon of substitutes for fats and oils
produced within the Communiry and at the same time
to claim to be trying ro ensure that the people who so
often are endeavouring rc make a subsistence living
from these products cdthin the Community conrinue
to live in the regions in which they now are.
I would urge also, Mr President, the need for funher
research into the uses of this kind of product. '!7'e are,
for instance, very shon of energ;y within the European
Communiry. Is there a way in which olive oil or this
kind of oil could be used to produce more of the
energ:f of which we are shon, or do we agree that
inevitably the use that is presently made of a product
like olives is the only possible use? Ve are consrantly
pushing back the boundary of research. This is one
area where a Ereat deal more needs to be done.
A further point, Mr President: should we not look at
this problem in the context of an overall forestrf
policy? The regions which are currendy growing olive
trees could conceivably be growing trees for other
uses. 'Ve are imponing large quantities of wood and
will continue rc do'so into this Communiry over a very
long period. '!7e are not going to be self-sufficient
even in the new cenrury. So could we look ar rhe ques-
tion of whether we could support a forestry poliry in
these regions growing other kinds of trees? Of course
it would be expensive, but ir is also expensive to sup-
pon the producers of olive oil.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
seed oils. One of the arguments used is that olive oil
places a great burden of expense on the common
budget. Expensive compared tb what, though? You
have had an answer to rhat from Mr Pesmazoglou in
connection with milk, and I would like to add here,
that for the same number of producers the cost ratio
of milk compared with olive oil in the Communiry is 6
rc 1. Vhy then is there all this fuss, when the oil-bear-
ing seeds that compete with olive oil benefit from an
impon situation that is the most liberal that could pos-
sibly exist and whose purpose is to safegurd the inter-
ests of the seed-oil multinationals? Vhat more do we
have to do? Vipe out rhe cultivation of olives to leave
the field open to the seed oils? Uproor our olive trees?
For that is what it amounts to. !7e are dealing, here,
with a product, olive oil, that is produced to rhe exrcnr
of 100% within the Community, and with rhe seed
oils, 800/o of which are imponid. So yet again, Mr
President, I have to raise the subject of Community
preference, because the non-application of Com-
munity preference cannor be allowed to affect Medi-
terranean products exclusively, and not only that, but
we cannot allow the endre olive oil sector to fall into
disrepute.
It is no fault of the olive cultivarors if the EEC cannor
or will not make a decision concerning the creation of
a global policy covering fats and oils.
Mr President, the price ratio of 2 to I proposed in
order to maintain the consumprion of olive oil is a real
step forwards. But we should nor leave it at that. The
Committee on Agriculture's proposed resolution con-
tains sufficient posirive indications to face the prob-
lems of olive cultivation in the Communiry. However,
studies should also be carried out to ensure a real reor-
ganization of olive cultivadbn in the Community, with
an improvement of the infrastructure, the producdviry,
but also bemer informarion to those living in the EEC
countries. I can mention as an example that last Octo-
.ber, in this very chamber, when we were debating a
report dealing with the organizations of olive oil prod-
ucers, I heard Mr Purvis saying rhat he would like to
buy olive oil but that he could not find it in Scotland.
Now, this is what needs to be done: rhere should be
publicity campaigns for olive oil so that.consumers
may become informed about it, and so that its special
health propenies may become widely known.
Mr President, olive oil is a product thas has been culti-
vated since the earliest timis in the Mediterranean
regions and that involves 12.50/o of all the agricultural
workers in the Communiry. In my oy/n country, in
panicular, the 
- 
olive has been and still is the staple
nourishment of poor inhabirants in many areas, wliile
the olive branch is a well known ancient rymbol of
peace and friendship. Even rcday olive oil is one of the
most important products of the labours of my country-
men. If 
.yg do. nor rry to find solurions thai will heip 
,this traditional cultivation, which is part of the very
lives of the Meditcrranean peoples, then we shail
indeed be facing a real social problem. Because what is
Vce-Presiden
Mr Markopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR)Mr President, the
report presenrcd by Mr Vgenopoulos deals wirh the
very imponanr matrer of .olive cultivation, which today
concerns 1 500 000 agricultural workers, and after rhe
accession to the Communiry of Spain and Ponugal,
which this Parliament approved some f,wo monrhs ago,
it will involve 3 000 000 workers.
Olive oil is quintessentially a Mediterranean product,
and as has indeed been said repeat€dly already, Medi-
terranean products unfonunately receive poor treat-
ment compared with products from the north.
Recently in panicular, there has begun a campaign of
calumny against the sector of olive oil, whose ainr-is ro
bring about its capture by the multinationals dealing in
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to become of all those producers? Should we add
them, too, to the queues of urban unemployed, or
should we send them up nonh?
PASOK is in favour of Mr Vgenopoulos' report
because it is a positive effort towards solving the prob-
lem of olive culdvation in the Communiry, and we
shall therefore vote in its favour.
(Apphase)
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
too come from Greece, a country quintessentially
involved in the production of olives, and I come from
the island of Lesbos which is lucky enough, or rather
unlucky enough to have had a few million olive trees
for the last few thousand years. The production of oil
is the only work, and the only source of income for
I .5 million agricultural workers in the EEC who, as
has already been said, would not find it possible to
turn towards the production of other products
because, as fellow-members will know, olive trees
usually grow in mountainous, semi-mountainous and
generally infenile areas that do not offer themselves
for other crops. Moreover, there is each year a large
amount of insecuriry and uncenainry concerning the
quantities uldmately produced, owing to unfavourable
weather conditions, diseases such as blight, etc. For
this reason the Commission's figures concerning the
quantities produced are not always absolute because
they are usually lower than what had been foreseen.
Moreover, the Mediterranean regions in which this
product is produced are affected by high inflation and
high'production costs. And this raises the question:
'!7hat are we to do with these hundreds of thousands
of our fellow citizens? Vill they be forced rc join the
millions of urban unemployed? No indeed, my friends!
'Ve must grant them every possible reasonable sup-
poft, for the sake of their survival but also for resons
of fairness because, as we have heard, there are other
privileged agricultural products on which he Com-
muniry spends far greater sums. However, we must at
the same time consume other adulterated products and
thereby lose the high biological and nutritional value
of olive oil, which has been acknowledged scientifi-
cally. On this point, I am sure that if our colleague Mr
Hord vere to try really pure olive oil he would change
his mind on several of the issues he raised earlier. In
addition, stress has frequently been laid on the need m
impose a high dury on imporced fatry vegetable subst-
ances, but this has not been done to date. The Com-
muniry should therefore bear the cost of revealing the
truth to the wide consumer public, namely the great
' advantages of consuming olive oil. Thus, the Commis-
sion's proposal and the excellent repon by my col-
league Mr Vgenopoulos place matters on their correct
footing and should be approved by our vote for that
reason,
MrAdamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the mat-
rcr of supporting the production of olive oil is very
vital for Greece. The value of olive oil represena 1 10lo
of the value of the entire agricultural production of
our country. 300 thousand families are involved in
olive producdon, i.e. about 1 million people. And since
the gathering of olives and their processing to extract
the oil are tasks that require much labour over 5-5
months of the year, it becomes possible during this
period for thousands of unemployed rc find work,
panicularly those who come ftom olive-producing
areas. Thus, apart from the fact that it provides a basic
fawy substance suitable for consumption, the produc-
don of olives acquires considerable social imponance
for the occupation of labour, panicularly in the pres-
ent period of severe economic crisis and high unem-
ployment. However, olive production in Greece is fac-
ing a crisis. It is known that the 117 million olive trees
in our country'are located mainly in semi-mountain-
ous, hilly and infenile regions which are unsuitable for
other crops. But the low price of the oil, which is
determined not by the cost of production but by the
price level of seed oils, i.e. on the basis of the interests
of the monopolies, have led to the desertion of entire
olive growing areas. The consumption of olive oil has
already fallen a Breat deal and it is estimarcd that this
year rhere will be a surplus of 200 000 tonnes. More-
over, the Communiq/s decision not to give suPPort to
new olive-producing units compels many new agricul-
tural workers to seek employment in the cities, i.e. to
swell the numbers of the unemployed. Again, instead
of subsidizing production the Community is subsidiz-
ing consumption, i.e. the factory owners and the
exporters who process and package the oil in 5-litre
containers. However, this shuts out the producers who
in pan consume their own produce, the exponers of
unpackaged oil, and the quantities of oil passed on for
boncentration. This manner of subsidizing does not
substantiatly help either production or consumption,
but only secures exaggerarcd profits for the factorT
owners and the major exporters.
The repon presented by Mr Vgenopoulos character-
ized the whole problem very accurately. Ve would
like to add and to stress the following:
The producers should receive support via collective
pannerships which will also guarantee the true levels
of their production.
The suppon should be related to the price of olive oil,
and should be exempt from deductions.
Dury should be imposed on all fatty substances
imported into tle Community from third countries.
Measures should be aken to reduce production costs,
and productivity should be increased. The infrastruc-
ture of the production and distribution of oil should be
improved, and finally oil should be included among
the products that are given away as aid in the form of
foodstuffs, so that the surpluses may be absorbed.
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- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, the problem of olive oil is simply expressed,
but finding solutions is a very different maner.
The problem is the problem of enlargement of the
Community. In Spain there is already overproducion,
while consumption is heavily protected by all manner
of customs barriers. The Commission has informed us
of the gross effect in prospecr; assuming no change in
the present rules, Spain's accession will result in addi- ,
tional expenditure of 800 million units of accounr,
bringing the total to 1 650 000 000 ECU. The only
expens who do not atree with the Commission are the
French, who believe that the realiry will be even worse
and that, although this figure is correct for the first
year, the expenditure will have doubled within three
years of enlargement if nothing is done. The problem
is therefore simple in its terms, but very difficult to
solve.
I would merely say thar rhe Commission's proposals
are along the right lines and that the Vgenopoulos
report is very good, but it only makes improvements to
the Commission's proposals so that its chief merit con-
sists in having said that the Commission's do n'or to
far enough.
I would add that the task of'solving this already diffi-
cult problem has been funher complicated by what I
make no bones about describing as the defamatory
comments that have been peddled here and there, as
though by chance, over the past few days.
It is not true that any panicular scandal has arisen in
recent wecks. There is a problem of management
which has persisted for years. However, rhe press'cam-
paign which has been orchestrated over the past week
- 
and we know who is behind it 
- 
is absolutely scan-
dalous. In common wirh a previous speaker, I find it
regretable that reverberations of this scandal should
have reached the chamber of the European Parlia-
ment. Itre are well aware rhar Unilever and various
other companies would wish us rc ruin the poorest
regions and the mosr defenceless farmers, leaving them
to use all means at their disposal to grab the markets
of Spain, Italy and Greece. My country is only very
marginally concerned, and it is as a responsible. Euro-
pean 
- 
and there will be many orhers with me 
- 
that
I support the only realistic proposal that we have seen.
Having adopted my report rwo monrhs ago, rhe Euro-
pean Parliament would be displaying consistency by
accepting this repon.
If I may say a final word, through you, Mr President,
to the rapporteur; it was too modest of him to have
failed to menrion at the beginning of his speech that he
is a cardiologist and rhat t[is is anorher ri"son why he
speaks in favour of olive oil.
(Appkuse)
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, first and foremost I would like to say that
the Commission has read, with grear interesr, rhe
Committee for Agriculture's and Mr Vgenopoulos'
-motion for a resolution on amendments of the current
Community law for ihe Olive Oil Sector, and I have
also listened with great interest to rhe speakers this
morning who have come forward with such broad-
ranging viewpoints.
'!7ith 
regard to the amendmenr ro the Commission's
pioposal on the way of puming forward the date for
commencing the use of the proposed price rado of rwo
to one, I would like to srarc rhe following considera.
tions: the base for the Commission's proposal has been
the price situation and the presenr price ratio berween
olive oil and other vegetable oils in the Ten and in
Spain. The price ratib menrioned, which, by the way,
the Commission is trying to maintain for the dme
being within the Ten is approximately 2.3 ro l. In
Spain it is 1.6 to I . The present price conditions in the
Ten do not prevenr the balance berween prbduction
and consumption from being maintained. And there-
fore 
- 
under the present circumstances 
- 
it is not
necessary to change this for the moment. On the other
hand it musr be said, that when Spain ha's joined the
Communiry, then, because of the more advantageous
price ratio betcreen olive oil and othervegetable oils in
that country, it will become necessary to change the
price ratio in question in the enlarged Communiry.
This is the background to why the Commission has
deemed it necessary and sufficient that the sdpulations
in the proposal for a regu[ation, which you are debat-
ing, will come into effect from the dare Spain and Por,
tugal join the Communiry.
The rapponeur has dealt with certain fundamental
aspects of the Common organization of.rhe olive oil
market. Several of the arguments starcd are not within
the scope of this debate on the problems in relation ro
the accession. It must be admitted, however, that the
existing problems in this sector will increase with the
accession of the new states. The Commission has dealt
with these problems earlier in connecrion wjth the
mandare, and the Parliament has debated the propo-
sals for a soludon contained in Doc. COM(81) 60ti of
23 October 1981, and has delivered its opinion on this
matter.
\fith regard to rhe deliberarions in the repon on rhe
basic aspects of the Common organization of the olive
oil market the Commission agrees fully with the aims
listed, but in spite of this ir does not deem it necessary
to deviare from the policy that has so far been fol-
lowed in the fats secror. However, the Commission
must underline one of those problems which it has ear-
lier on pointed out in its document concerning the
m-andarc: that is, control of aid granted to producers
of olive oil, and this has alreadybeen referied to by
sevegal speakers today. The Commission has ro norc,
that in spite of of great endeavours, there has nor been
any success in solving rhis problem. Therefore it
intends to use all its means to improve the control and
inspection of aid to producers within the framework
J'i
J
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. of the present arrangement. In view of this the com-
pletion of the olive-grove register must be speeded up,
as this will give a clearer picture of the size of the olive
areas, and thereby it should be possible to safeguard
that aid payments are only given to those who have a
right to them.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed.
, The vote will be aken at the next voting time'
2. Aatomobile market
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the report (Doc. l-997/82) by Mt Filippi, on
behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relations,. on the impons of Japanese cars into the
EEC
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. l-149/82) by
Mr Berkhouuier and others, on behalf of the Lib-
eral and Democratic Group, to the Commission:
Subject: Community automobile market
In view of the fact that the Communiry automo-
bile industry is characterized by an extremely high
degree of national compartmentalization and con-
sequently considerable consumer price discrepan-
cies between the various Communiry Member
States for cars of identical m3ke and type, does
the Commission consider that the rules on comPe-
tition of the Treaty of Rome are being respected?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. l'544/E2) by
Mr Christopher Jatlson and others to the Com-
mission:
Subject: The private vehicle market in the Com-
muniry
Vhat action does the Commission proPose to
take:
(a) in order to remove the non-tariff barriers to
trade in motor vehicles between Member
States?
(b) in order to ensure that consumers may, within
reason, purchasc the vehicle of their choice in
the cheapest market available in the Com-
muniry?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-802/82) by
Mrs Hoffmann and others to the Commission:
Subject: Employment, qualifications, competi-
tiveness and research i4 the motor vehi-
cle indusry
In view of the morcr vehicle industry's current
problems, which are chiefly caused by the increas-
ing number of motor vehicles imported from
Japan and other third counries, would the Com-
mission indicate what might be the main features
of an effective trade policy designed to impose
Breater resrictions on such impons in order to
afford greater protection to the Member States'
domestic markets and m help their employment
situation?
Vould the Commission sate itl views on the fea-
tures which an industrial poliry for the motor
vehicle sector ought to embody for it to be capa-
ble of generating productive employment in every
country of the Community? Does the Commission
. aBree that the introduction of robots and 'flexible
workshops' and the general principle of encourag-
ing technological progress in production pro-
cesses, especially in the conrcxt of global growth,
are important factors both in improving comPeti-
tiveness, and in creating employment, Particularly
skilled employment? And do such trends not also
greatly encourage the development of industrial
democracy?
Vhat action does the Commission intend to take,
in terms of industrial poliry or financial measures,
to help Member States' research and development
efforts in this sector?
Mr Filippi (EPP), rutqpoltet4r. 
- 
(17) Mr President,
Iadies and gentlemen, I should like to stan by recall-
ing, first of all, a number of very relevant points: the
authoritadve starcment by the President of the Execu-
dve Commission, Gaston Thorn, at the inauguration
of the academic year in Bruges in September 1982, in
which he emphasized that Japan must realize that the
Communiry automobile industry must have an ade-
quarc period of time available for reorganization,
during which it will be obliged to ake adequate mea-
sures for its protection; the decision of the Executive
Commission, at the end of this year, to include cars
amongst the list of 'sensitive' products deserving ade-
quate protection; the very recent visit during the last
few days of the Japanese foreign minister to see Euro-
pean governments and, most important'of all, the
Executive Commission; and the imminent visit of
Prime Minister Nakasone rc the !7hite House 
- 
and
it is not without significance that I refer to this visit,
not least because, in my repon, I point out that Japan
appears to be working along other lines, and taking
orher initiatives, with a view to forms of association 
-particularly with American manufacturers 
- 
that may
it some future date constitutp a serious threat to the
European car indqstry.
I am referring .here to the recent meeting between
Ford Motors and Toyo Kogyo, which manufactures
the Mazda range. These rwo companies are examining
the possibiliry of manufacturing a new car together,
which will be very largely Japanese in origin, but
which will be marketed throughout the. world, and
therefore also in the EEC, by Ford. General Motors
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and Toyota envisage forming a company of the same
kind. The consequences for the European car industry
are obvious, in terms of the competition that these new
Japanese-American cars will provide. At the end of
1982 the position of the European car industry can be
summed up in terms of z SOO 000 unsold cars, and
spiralling unemployment in those counrries where the
car industry operarcs. In Greap Britain, in 1979, there
were 482 000 employed in the indusry, whilst at the
end of'82 the figure had fallen rc 3OO OOO (rhese are
figures supplied by the SMMT). In France, where
453 000 persons were employed in 
.the industry in
1978, the figure had fallen by the end of 1982 to
340 000, from which ve must funher deduct the
10 000 made redundant by Renault in the last 48 hours(and these figures were provided by the Chambre
Syndicale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles). In Bel-
gium, which has no car industry proper but assembles
cars, the number employed fell from 59 000 in 1980 to
approximately 50 000 at the end of tggZ (figures sup-
plied by the Federation Belge de l'Indusrie Aurcmo-
bile). In Italy, which employed 280 000 in 1979, the
number has fallen to about 235 000 in 1982 (figures
supplied by the Associazione Nazionale Fabbricanti
dell'Industria Auomobilistica). The only country that
is an exception is Germany, and we are delighted by
the fact: here the level of employment remained con-
stant, with around 658 000 employed in the industry.
This, Mr Presidenq ladies and gendemen, is the back-
ground to our parliamentary initiative, our morion for
a resolution. A background of crisis. And why crisis?
Because there have been deep changel in the economic
order and, above all 
- 
which is the modve underlfng
the modon that we have presented 
- 
there has been
very heavy Japanese peneffarion.
Berween 1970 and 1980 Japan has increased its vehicle
producdon by 140/0, and has exponed 27.20/o ofvrhat
it produced. I will only quore rwo particularly indica-
tive years: in 1970 Japan exponed,0.60/o to Eqrope, a
rctal of 48 000 cars. In 1980 it exported 8.90lo of its
production, amounring to 750 000 cars. In l0years,
that is, we have gone from 48 000 to 750 000 cars.
True, in the first 4 months of 1982 there was some
easing off, but ar rhe end of this period Japanese
exports stancd to flow again at the same speed as
before.
Vhat are the reasons for Japan's success? This counry
makes use of the advantages offered by a social/
economic rystem rhat is withour equal in Europe and
the other industrialized counrries. It knew how ro
make the logic of industrialized systems ils own,
applyrng it rigorously and with shrewdness. In addi-
tion to all this, Japan gives quite appreciable tax con-
cessions, which put Japanese industry in an advanra-
geous position compared wirh the car industries of the
rest of the world.
4od, by no means last, there is the currency pariry of
the yen, which allows Japanese industry in-general,
and the car industry in panicular, to be competitive up
to the hilt. Japan has ser up an extremely efficient
production and marketing sysrem, and the combined
effect of all these factors is that Japanese products
reach foreign markets ar a cost that is on average 25-
300/o lower than that of similar products from Europe
or from the rest of the world. At this poinr we have to
say'that Europe cannor allow itself to repeat, in this
field also, the tragic errors commiwed in the case of
the photographic industry, mass electronics, rhe
motorcycle industry, and so on. In rhe light of the
foregoing, therefore, we have to make an appropriate
response. My motion for a resolution contains various
points that I am prepared to look at again and com-
pare with the many amendments that have been put
forward. I say this pardy because I have the impris-
sion, as I read the amendmenrs, that some of them
tend rc re-shape my rexr along the lines of the original
conceptual format that we duly presented to the Com-
mittee on External Economic Relations. The Euro-
pean Parliamenq Mr President, cannor lose this
opponunity to take a central position, that is not in
favour of protectionism 
- 
as is said in paragraph 15
of my motion for resolution'- but is not in fa-vour,
either, of holding back, with a sort of pseudo-free
trade outlook, as is likewise srared, on page 35 of the
explanarory statemenr. This crisis is pan of the
broader picture of the crisis in European industry. I[e
have on a number of occasions passed resolutions that
have referred in a general way ro the britical state of
European industry: on this occasion, too, our response
must be consisrenr with the positions we have already
aken up. It musr be a united, uniform response in
regard to everything reladng rc the internaL market,
work disribution, research policy, safery at work, the
connection betc/een cars and electronics, and the
needs of the environment which on this occasion, too,
deserves to be proteeed.
The role of Parliament has already been abundantly
emphasized in the Committee'for External Economit
Relations, as also have the roles of industry and the
trade unions. I think we have to bring this European
logic to bear on everything in order rc draw up, for
this specific question also, a European plan.
Mr Berkhouwer (D.- @L) MrPresident, there are
several different aspects to this debare. One funda-
mental factor is the position of the European automo-
bile industry in relation ro orher producers, panicu-
larly in Japan, with whom it has to compere. Hbwever,
in tabling this 
_question we concenrrated specifically on
the aspect of fie unity of the internal market.
Unfortunitely we are experiencing a trend for the
domestic marker no longer to be considered as the
common market of the whole Communiry but rather,
to an increasing extent, as the fragment€d national
market of an individual Member State. A neul expres-
sion has been coined: reconqu6rir le march6 int6iieur
- 
to retain control of rhe domestic market. But rhis is
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not the domestic market of the whole Community 
-Mr Narjes knows exactly what I am talking about.
1250 years ago in Poitiers, Charles Manel halted the
advance of the Moors; Michel Jobert is now trying to
stem the flood of Japanese imports.
I must make one point clear, Mr President. Ve have
not embarked on a crusade against the European auto-
mobile industry; that is cenainly not our intention
since the European motor industry is already in real
difficulty and is having to contend with all kinds of
national barriers. However, I have in front of me a
report by the European Bureau of Consumers Unions
which makes the following valid point:
'In a genuine, unified common market the price of
such a common and standardized product as a
motor car should vary very little from country to
country. This is quite obviously not the case.
There are several reasons for this, the most impor-
tant cenainly being the desire of the motor manu-
facturers to treat each country as a specific market
in which they pursue a specific marketing policy.'
That, Mr President, is a valid point. It is usual, indeed
almost raditional, to attribute the wide price differ-
ences for the same model of motor car in the different
Communiry countries to the considerable differences
in tax levels. That is avery panial explanation since, as
the European Bureau of Consumers Unions goes on to
point out:
'Our study shows, howevcr, that the compaftmen-
talisation of the market rc which the Commission
refers is not due so much rc differences in tax sys-
tems as to a deliberate policy on the pan of the
manufacturers. The differences befireen the tax
systems quite clearly conceal this companmentali-
zation from the consumer. However, it is surpris-
ing that the Commission should apparently be
unaY/are of this phenomenon.'
This surprising fact is irrefutably confirmed in a table
which I have in front of me which indicates incredible
price differences before tax has been added, and I
think you should all take note of this. To begin with
an expensive model, a Jaguar, costs 24 000 units of
account in England; the same car costs 16 000 units of
account, or two thirds of the English price, in Den-
mark. An Englishman has to pay 24 000 units of
account for the vehicle which he can buy in Copen-
hagen for 16 000 
- 
in other words a difference of
8 000 units of account or one third besween London
and Copenhagen. And this situation does not apply
solely to luxury vehicles; the situation as regards
popular models is much the same; a Mini-Morris costs
4 000 units of account in England but can be bought
for 2 500 in Luxembourg. Somebody must be making
a profit on this transaction. I can give you other exam-
ples, Mr President. A rather more luxurious vehicle,
the Rover, 
- 
which meansdp-off in Durch but what's
in a name 
- 
costs 19 000 units of account in the
Unitcd Kingdom and 9 000 in Denmark. The differ-
ence is 10 000 units of account or more than 500/0.
The most astonishing situation, and this will be my last
point, concerns the Mercedes in Denmark. It is a great
piry that we should have all these different tax levels
but I cannot do anything about it. Taxes are of course
necessary but they should not be too high..Vell now,
Mr President, I am speaking to you as a Dane and I
hope that you will conradict me if I am wrong. If you
buy a Mercedes in Denmark you are irr fact paying the
price of three Mercedes i.e. one to the dealer and two
to the Danish Governnrent. That is quite incredible.
This is the reason why it is so convenient for Germans
who live in Schleswig-Holstein to cross the frontier
and buy a Mercedes in Denmark which they then take
back with them to Germany before the other m/o
Mercedes have been paid to the Danish state. Then
they have a cheap Mercedes from Denmark.
That, Mr President, is the horrifying situation of car
prices in the Communiry today. I hope that my hon-
ourable interlocutor, in this case I suppose, Mr Narjes,
will not now try and pull the wool over our eyes but
will instead take a serious look at this whole matter
because the situation is really horrifying.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Berkhouwer, I listened with great
interest to your comments on the Danish system of
taxes and duties. You may have thought I was not pay-
ing much attention, but in fact, having been at one
time Minister for Finance in Denmark, I was very well
aware of all the facts that you set fonh so clearly.
Mr C. Jaclson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I am very
pleased to be able at long last to introduce the oral
question by myself and colleagues on the subject of the
private vehicle market within the Community. This
debate is, I believe, of exceptional imponance. First,
for many people buying their car is the biggest pur-
chase they make, apart from buying their own home.
Yet despite the existence of the common market,
today, more than 25 years after the EEC was created
and more than 10 years after the Unitcd Kingdom
joined the Communiry, our citizens still cannot freely
buy the car of their choice where they wish through-
out the Community. This is nothing short of a scandal.
Second, in just over one year's time the people of the
Commgniry will express 
- 
through the polls 
-'theirverdict not only on this Parliament but also indirectly
on the Commission and the Council. Now yesterday
Mr Genscher called this Parliament the engine of uni-
fication. let us show today that the engine can work,
for the subject of our debate is to millions of people
symbolic of whether the Communiry has the will to
progress in a way that will bring a direct and obvious
benefit to them. It is a horrifying indictment of the
lack of progress of the Community, and especially, I
must say, of the lack of will in the Council of Minis-
ters, that it is necessary rcday. for Members of this
Pailiament to stand up rc affirm that consumers
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should have the right, clearly envisaged in the Treaty
of Rome, to buy the car of their choice where they
wish in the European Community free of technical
barriers and of anificial resraints on competition.
For me the whole thing,was summed up by a British
car dealer who said to me two years ago: 'Vhat sort
of a Common Market is this where I am prevented
from buying cars in the cheapest market in the Euro-
pean Communiry and then selling them on to my cus-
romers?' He had been buying left-hand drive British
hyland Minis in Belgium and then convening them to
right-hand drive, undercutting all his local competitors
by several hundred pounds in the process. Not surpris-
ingly he had a thriving local business, but he was
stopped dead in his uacls by cenain safery checks
called British national type-approval. His complaint to
me w-as that the application of these type-approval
regulations was contrary to the Treary. His complaint
was upheld by the Commission, which then staned
infringement proceedings. The British Government
then announced that it would maintain the personal,
impon system and expressed its intendon to make
type-approval readily available. Discussions to that
end are, I understand, still proceeding. Infringement
proceedings along the same lines are pending against
Belgium and France as well.
Such national type-approval regulations ,ue a totally
unacceptable barrier to trade in this Community. They
effectively place an imponing monopoly in the hands
of the manufacturers, preventing wider competition
and permitting the huge pre-tax discrepancies of
which Mr Berkhouwer spoke to arise between the dif-
ferent Member States. This is absurd, because despite
all the rype-approvals in the name of safery we can all
of us legally and easily drive our cars in any Com-
muniry country we wlsh. It's all very well that the
Commission and the Council have since 1973 agreed
no fewer than 59 directives on details of rype-approval
of cars. Three more are needed. Agreement on wind-
shields, ryres and railer weights still eludes the Coun-
cil. If they were agreed, we could have a Community
type-approval, a common safery standard for the Ten,
sweeping aside the barriers of which I have spoken.
Apparendy all the technical difficuldes are resolved,
but national bureaucrats and the Council of Ministers
sdll drag their feet. Some Member States feir that a
common type-approval would leave them without ade-
quate defence against Japanese impons, yet this is the
reverse of the truth. Common sype-approval is a vital
weapon which we need. So I ask Commissioner Narjes
whether we can expect Community type-approval for
cars to be agreed by the European Council dtadline of
March 1983.
Type-approval is not, however, our only concern. In
some countries, including the UK, individuals are
allowed to bring back, regardless of rype-approval, a
vehicle which they have purchased abroad. Now let us
leave on.one side the fact that this makes a mockery of
the argument advanced by some governments that
national type-approval is necessary on safery grounds.
Not surprisingly, this personal imports practice has
grown rapidly. It is estimated that last year some
70 000 people from my country crossed the Channel
to bring back,a cheaper car from abroad. Some of my
colleagues vere among them. The Consumer fusocia-
tion in Iondon has had 50.000 requests for informa-
tion about imponing cheaper cars from the Continent.
\7hy? Quite simply, as has been said, savings of thou-
sands of pounds, from 20 to 50 0/o of the pre-tax list
price, could be made. Last year it was estimated that
British consumers paid I 400 million pounds more for
their cars than they would have done had pre-tax
prices been at Continental levels. Of this some 1 000
million pounds flowed abroad in the shape of super-
profiu going to manufacturers around the world.
Now the. truth is that British manufacturers with his-
torically poor productiviry have been only too happy
to take these high prices and to let other manufactur-
ers take advantage of them as well, thanks to the co$y
non-tariff barriers. However, in the last 18 months, as
the Commission well knows, worried by the under-
mining of their import monopoly through personal
imports, certain manufacturers have unleashed what I
can only call their 'dirry tricfts depanments' to srop
supplies of right-hand-drive cars on the Continent. I
v'elcome the Commission's firm legal action against
these practices, and I congratulate especially Commis-
sioner Andriessen on the work he has done. But we
need something more general and stronger. I know a
draft regulation on distribudon and dealership exists.
May I ask thc Commissioner when will it be pub-
lished? Above, all, will it contain some formulation
establishing the basic right of our consumers to buy
the vehicle of their choice as a right-hand-drive model
in continental countries?
But, as Mr Berkhouwer said, this is not a crusade
against manufadurers,. although I have so far been
stressing the abuse of the right of consumers. The
manufacurers do have several legitimarc complaints.
First, competition from Spain, Japan and the Easrern
bloc is unfairly protccted, to the disadvantage of our
manufacurers. Ve urgently need a common rype-
approval and a common Communiry position ro wield
our full bargaining srength on this point.
Secondly, currenry and inflation fluctuations do
create difficulties for all trade in the Communiry. I
believe thi Commission's proposed regulation must
make some allowance for this. Bur more, we need Mr
Ortoli to get progress towards economic and mone-
tary union on the move again.
Third, price controls in cenain countries cause distor-
tions. I believe such price controls will be found rc be
against the Treary, and I hope the Commission will
soon come off the fence and say so.
,'t 1 '
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Finally, I reject the manufacturer's complaint about
the distoning effects of .national fiscal poliry. It is but
a minor factor in this case.
Mr President, the people of the Communiry should
have been able to enjoy the benefits of a true common
market in cars many years ago. I can promise the
Commission my support in their work to bring this
true common market about, But I also can promise
them unremitting pressure until' this right is estab-
lished, not only as a principle but as a fact.
(Apphuse)
Mrs J. Hoffmaon (CAM). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentle-
men, the difficulties of the motor industry in Europe
are not new, but it is universally acknowledged that
the situation has never been so disturbing. I7e have
been ovenaken by recession, even in the traditional
strongholds of the Communiry market, with thou-
sands of jobs being lost each year while Japanese and
American manufacturers invade our market.
According to Mr Filippiis report, the blame is to be put
on oil and on competition. The market is saturated.
Consequently, there can be no solution without an
overall industrial sffategy and a thoroughgoing struc-
tural reorganization of the automobile sector.
My immediate reaction is to ask why competition is so
fierce in Europe if the market really is saturated? How
can the French market be saturated when 300/o of
households do not yet have a car? No, although very
fashionable in reactionary circles and among employ-
ers, these explanations are unsatisfactory, and the
same can be said of effons to lay the blame for the
industry's difficulties at the door of workers such as
those at Citroen, Talbot and Renault in France who
are demanding better wages and respect for their dig-
niry. On the contrary, these workers'struggle can only
help rc bring about a recovery in motor vehicle pro-
duction, whereas the basic reasons why this industry
has lost competitiveness in Europe are to be found in
the austeriry measures drat have been applied, the
excessive exploitation of workers, indiscriminate rede-
ployment policies and the waste of human and marcr-
ial resources that they are causing.
However, serious though the situation may be, there is
no justification for taking a camstrophic view. I believe
that each of our countries has the necessary resources,
the companies and workers capable of making the
motor industry competitive again, as long as new man-
agement criteria are adopted so that profitability
ceases to be the only consideration and the people's
needs and aspirations are aken into account. The
solution is not to copy the Japanese model, but to give
due weight rc serious proposals and realistic objectives
such as those which we want to see adopted by our
own counEy.
The first of these objectives is the re-capture of our
domestic market. This calls for a more rigorous res-
ponse to the protectionism of a trading parmer such as
Japan, which is invading our market while keeping its
own closed.
The second objective is to change the content and
organization of work in our companies.'On the one
hand, the employees want the opponuniry to do better
work organized along different lines; they are no
longer content m remain semi-skilled operatives for
the whole of their lives. On the other. hand, consumers
want cars prodrced to the highest standards of qualiry.
In advanced technologies such as robotics, automarcd
production, fl exible worlshops and computer-assisted
controls, the means with which to satisfy these twin
aspirations are available. In order to increase produc-
tivity and reduce production costs, we must invest
both in technology and in the skills of our workforcel
as of now we shoqld be raining young people in the
skills that will be needed in the year 2 000. Hence the
need to promote the development of research on new
technologies, new materials, energ'y conseffation and
safety, this on the basis of cooperation. The money for
increased investment is available, as long as action is
taken to prevent the wastc of material and financial
resources.'This means that the recovery of the motor
indusry depends above all on involvement of the
workers in decision-making, so that they can bring
influence to bear on the manufacturers' strategic
options and invesrment planning.
In this connection, in view of the fact that France was
the only country in a crisis-ridden Europe where car
sales increased by over 100/o in 1981, I cannot share
the view of the rapporteur 
-that national solutions are
out of the question. Vhat explanadon is there for this
improvement other than the new economic and social
policies adopted by the French Government? Only if
the domestic markets of the various Member States are
developed can there be better cooperation based on
murually advantageous trade; only if our national
industries are competitive will the Communiry be able
to meet the challenge of maintaining employment and
growth in this sector.
Mrs Meczorek-7ail (S). 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentle-
men, the debate on the repon by Mr Filippi, whom I
would like to thank for his work, responds to a spe-
cific need, especially as regards Japanese car exports.
My group also sees it as an opponuniry rc check what
the Commission has done in connection with Mr Bon-
accini's repon which we adopted here only two years
ago. In the resolution, which was adopted by a large
majoriry, Mr Bonaccini and Parliament called upon
the Commission to negotiate a voluntary restraints
agreement for Japanese exports to the Communiry and
at the same time to propose funher practical measures.
This discussion is taking place against the backdrop of
a worldwide satnation of demand and thc 
- 
nov,'
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slighdy weaker 
- 
Japanese expon offensive on the
automobile market, which recently also led rc sharper
competition with the European motor vehicle industry
on the world market.
Since our last debate in this Parliament, there has been
a slight fall in 1981/82 in exports ofJapanese cars io
the European Community, but Mr Filippi righdy
points out that this only applies overall and that the
figures for individual markeu, in panicular Greece,
are ve{F much higher.
I would like to ake this opponunity to ask whar nego-
tiadng strategy the Commission is following. Ve
know that a senior Commission official is currently in
Japan to negotiate. IThat is the strategy? Is the Com-
mission aiming at an informal voluntary restraints
agreement for the aurcmobile sectgr? Vhat relation
does it bear to the negotiations on other producu such
as video, hi-fi, etc.? Vhat is thc position? In any case,
and I am addresssing these words to rhe Commission,
you have the suppon of the Socialist Group for such
negotiations, even if informal, with the Japanese. On
the occasion of this debate, ve would like to know
what general guidelines the Commission will propose
m the Council in the discussion on trade with Japan.
In Mr Filippi's report the Committee on External
Economic Relations proposes a common foreign trade
policy. That means 
- 
and you must take this point
very seriously 
- 
that individual rules in the national
Member Starcs mirst be suspended and that we must
have a stratety towards Japan that is planned on a
Communiry basis and does not simply operate on rhe
principle of free trade. This would really have to hap-
Pen.
A final point that is very important to my group:
employment in the automobile industry. More volun-
tary restraints on the pan of Japan would only very
panially solve the job problem. Restructuring and
cooperation agreemenr go hand in hand with massive
rationalization measures and the desrruction of jobs.
The employment prospecr in the automobile industry,
as forecast, sugge$ that up to 100 000 jobs will be lost
in this secor in the coming years. I find it admirable
that Mr Filippi, the rapponeur, calls for workers and
unions to join forces in this situadon and to try to
obtain adequate information on future plans from the
employers, because the workers and their jobs are the
pledges for the undenakings'policy in rhis sector.
That is why I ask the Commission again: what have
you done to follow up the request made in Mr Bon-
accini's report under the heading 'employment and
social measures'? This report calls for information-to
be given rc the workers in the framework of an indus-
rial policy. \Zhat are you doing rc respond rc rhe
demands of the European association of metal-work-
ers and rc help ro ensure that in future tripanite talks
will be held at European level so that industrial policy
and restructuring will not pur jobs at risk?
Mr Miillcr-Hcrmann (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
the repon by Mr Filippi, who has taken great pains
with it, conains tvro extremely important points which
deserve the full backing of this House. One is the
request m the Japanese Government to open up the
Japanese market to European products, in panicular
morcr vehicles. The second is the request rc rhe Com-
mission and the national tovernments to ensure rhar
we follow a common trade policy ttis-ti-ois Japan and
suspend the existing national measures, especially in
the motor vehicle sector. These are swo fundamental
demands made in the report, which deserve all our
suPPort.
At another poinr Mr Filippi suggesr in his report thar,
the existing national regulations in France and Italy,
with their quandtative restrictions and quotas, could
be extended io the whole Communiry.'!7e must con-
sider whether we should take that road, since it would
cenainly not strengthen our negotiating position ois-
d-ois lapan if we in the Community ourselves followed
such practices and followed the path of protcctionism.
Then there are also a number of amendments which
we mu$ still discuss.
In my view, our answer to the Japanese competirion,
which is panicularly'strong in the automobile secror,
must be for the European automobile industry to take
up the challenge and try to overcome rhis competirion.
The Japanese build good cars bur surely not bener cars
that the Eurpeans. But there is no doubt their cars are
cheaper. I find it very encouraging that in recenr years
the Eurpean automobile industry in all the Member
States has been undenaking a gigandc invesrment pro-
tramme. That means that we are trying very hard, on
the basis of technological developments, ro become
sufficiently competitive and to offer cars that are at
least as cheap as the Japanese cars and to improve our
compeddve position by saving costs.
May I hazard the slightly critical observation that the
repon would have made even more impact if it had in
fact confined itself to these crucial poina in our rela-
tions with the Japanese. In practice we all agree that in
Europe today we can only compete successfully if we
produce on a mass basis. Ve will cenainly have to
consider the'question of the distribution rystem separ-
ately one of these days.
I have some doubts about the remarlc that we are
going through a crisis in the automobile industry. \7e'
have enough sectors in Europe which are really at cri-
sis point, and we should not talk a Community econo-
mic asset, which is still strong and healthy, inrc a crisis
situation by making such remarks or expressing such
fears on these benches.
Throughout Europe rhe ,automobile industry has,
experienced years of excellent sales. Now, of course,
huge problems have cropped up, and not only because
purchasing power has fallen in a number of Member
States but panly also because major markets, such as
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the Middle East, have disappeared or at least dwin-
dled, especially in the commercial vehicle sector.
However, if we look at the figures for motor vehicle
licensing and production, including those for 1982, we
still find a considerable increase in the Communiry.
New licences, including, of course, those for Japanese
cars, rose by an average of 1 .80/o in the Communiry in
1982, although with major differences from one place
rc another. The main areas of improvement are to be
found in Germany and Ireland. But all the other coun-
tries also recorded some considerable increases, to
which we are no longer accustomed now. As for the
production of motor vehicles, it increased by 4.9o/o in
1982 compared to 1981, although this was accompa-
nied by a fall in the production of commercial vehicles
for the reasons I mentioned earlier. That is why I
really do not see any reason to use the word crisis.
Vhat we are facing is a more difficult situation in
world competition.
The repon also rightly calls for an industrial policy
adapted to the situation. However, I would warn
against adopting sectoral indusrial policies for the
various branches in the Community, as the repon or-
iginally asked. Ve need the right framework condi-
tions to enable all areas of industry to adjust to the
new international division of labour and the sharper
competition. So I would warn against formulating a
specific industrial poliry for each sector of our Com-
muniry industry. I was most interested in the proposal ,
by Mr Berkhouwer and Mr Jackson on the price situa-
tion in the common market. I too made a proposal on
this subject, which will probably be forwarded to the
Commission without delay.
May I refer to one further aspect on which Commis-
sioner Narjes should perhaps also speak. It is the cus-
tomary practice in the Communiry for automobile
manufacturers to fix different ex-works prices for the
different Member States on the grounds that, in view
of the different tax imposed, this is the only way for
them to maintain their position on the Member Smrcs'
various markets. In fact the differences in tax within
the Community range from 13 to 1600/o. Vhat does
the Commission propose to do about this? If we wait
for turnover tax to be harmonized in the Community,
we may have to wait 20 or 30 years. It is doubtful
whether the consumer will allow this. The Commis-
sion must do something about this and say what it
intends to do. In my view and that of my friends, the
car has a long and happy future in the Communiry;
and since it is an instrument of personal freedom, we
should do all we can to promote it, although of course
without going to extremes.
So we should really not nlk about a crisis when, thank
God, there is no crisis yet wonh speaking of. There
are difficulties, and in political terms the Commission
and this H'ouse can make their own conribudon
towards overcoming these difficulties. Vhat we should
avoid doing is to over dramatize the situation.
Sir John Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I
first of all say that I regret that two such irqponant
subjects as the internal pricing of cars and Japanese
automobile impons should have been combined in one
debate. It really does not make for a good debate.
I welcome Mr Filippi's report. I would say, first of all
to the European car industry, that we do undersand
their problems, but this is no substitute for being com-
petitive. If we over-prot€ct home markets, the
Japanese will take away tade from us overseas. For-
tunately, there is much evidence that the right action is
now being taken in our automobile industries in the
EEC.
Secondly, there really is no mistake about the Japanese
workforce. It has been proved in rclevision manufac-
turing that Japanese management can obtain almost as
good results with European workers as with Japanese.
It is largely a question of management methods, of
entrenched union attitudes in European industry and
of automation.
Thirdly, to the Commission and to national govern-
men$, I would say that we must have joint Com-
muniry action to agree with the Japanese on impons of
vehicles per country. If not, the Japanese will play off
one country against another. In the first nine months
of tgBZ over 1981 German car imports were down by
350/0, but British car imports were up by 130/0.
The Japanese arc:very good at making cars ahd trucks;
they are also very good at making robots and compu-
rcrs and elecrical components. The threat to the auto-
mobile industry today will be the threat to the new
technology industries tomorrow. Therefore the closest
cooperation bemeen the Commission and national
Bovernmen$ is vital and has effects well beyond auto-
mobiles.
Finally, to the Japanese I would say that by showing
statesmanship they can also be businesslike. I would
like rc quote from a speech made in Geneva last year
by the President of the Confederation of Japanese
Automobile'$7'orkers' Unions. He said:
The automobile industry means, for any country
which possesses it, an industry involved in the
total national securiry of the country. Ve in the
Japanese automobile trade union believe that the
international morcr trade should be conducted in
an orderly {ray rc ensure fair trade. If the unem-
ployment pfoblem of countries concerned, caused
by trade frictions and their political and social
problems, are given no prospect of improvement,
then the world economy will be pushed into the
cal de sac of ever-recurring contractions. The role
of the Japanese trade unions today is to prevent
such a danger.
I welcome that starcment. Unemployment in Europe is
increasingly serious. In the automobile industry in the
i\
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UK 482 000 people were employed in 1979. By 1981
this had reduced to 330 000. The Japanese must recog-
nize this. Firsdy, they must open up their markets.
Secondly, they must continue to moderate their
exports. Thirdly, they must increase their investment
in the EEC. Founhly, in doing so, they must do as the
Americans do, i.e., integrate into the European scene.
Mr President, I beg to support the motion.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I think
that today's debate has already shown its usefulness,
because of the broad spectrum of opinion and judge-
ment that we have seen, and which will cenainly be
useful for a funher examination of the general situa-
tioh in this sector.
I am grateful to Messrs. Berkhouwer, Jaclson and
Hoffmann for what they have said regarding market
problems. In this connection, Mr Berkhouwer, I once
put forward a proposal, when presenting a report on
the price problem, but the Assembly did not a{ree. I
do not remember how you voted on that occasion, but
I think v'e can always correct our past mistakes and
we cin,,for example, still create the conditions where-
by monetary union, so warmly hoped for by Mr Jack-
son 
- 
and I agree with him 
- 
can receive, from him
and his group, the help that is indicpensable rc its real-
ization.
I am grateful to Mr Filippi because he has rid the field
of an outlook, which to me seemed apparent in a
whole series of amendments, based on an ideological
approach that would deny that there is any crisis.
Mr Hermann, there is no panicularly deplorable sig-
nificance attaching rc the word 'crisis', which derives
from a verb that, in classical Greek, implies judging or
reflecting on 'a situation that, obviously, requires
reflection, investigation, and a degree of reorganiza-
tion, at least where a whole number of factors are con-
cerned. It seems to me, therefore, that Mr Filippi's
report today has made it clear that these elements exist
and cannot be ignored.
In my view, rc discuss protecrionism would be to give
way to ideological pressure. Ve are concerned with
the internal market and we are, I think, united, or
should be united, in wagting the internal market to be
as frce as possible. T6e EEC Treary and common
sense itself, however, lead us rc give a certain amount
of thought to extbrnal trade relations which musr, of
course, be as free as possible 
- 
and I share that view
- 
but not divorced endrely from realiry.
Realiry, where Japanese exports are concerned 
- 
and
I am coming now to the central point in the repon we
are discussing 
- 
consists of an exhausting series of
netotiations and meetings that lead nowhere. In my
view it would indeed be odd for us to recognize rhe
difficulties of reaching agreemenr with Japan on rhe
reasonable settlement of these problems, and then
conclude that the only way is to open our frontiers to
Japanese intenrention!This would really be an unusual
conclusion, one that I hope we shall not reach. The
amendments that we and other members have pre-
sented are founded on this precept.
After fi/o years it is time to draw conclusions, and this
the Council of Ministers appears alreedy to have done.
I should not like us to draw back, in regard to the
poliry of the Council.
The measures that we take must therefore be firm and
precise, and must not leave the Japanese manufadur-
ers or the Japanese Government with any illusions as
to the possibiliry of our continuing in this direction.
This means no sales or commercial war 
- 
which
would be madness 
- 
but firmness of policy and the
determination, called for in this chamber by a number
of members, to achieve a fair outcome to this batrle.
Mr Filippi hoped for a single, united verdict from Par-
liament on a line of action that, for that matter, it had
already approved. I share this view. Our amendments
are aimed at achieving this, and we hope therefore that
they will be accepted. That is the basis on which we
will give our final verdict on the motion.
Mrs Pruvot (L).- (FR) l, along wirh my colleagues,
wish rc thank Mr Filippi for having presenrcd this
report to us and especially for having overcome all the
difficulties that he had to tackle in order to table this
motion rcday.
I should just like to say that the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group has serious doubts as to [he usefulness of
adding a funher report to the excellent one drawn up
two years ago by Mr Bonaccini. I7e feel that the con-
tent of Mr Bonaccini's repon could be diluted by the
presentation at this stage of a second report serring out
some of its clearly reasoned conclusions in different
ways. '$7as it really necessary to go over ground which
had already been covered?
A central aspect of the motion gives our Group cause
for concern. This is the matter of the common indus-
trial poliry and industrial cooperation besween Euro-
pean motor industries. The Liberal and Democratic
Group considers thar it was not a bad idea rc esablish
an indusrial policy which could accompany the run-
ning-down of public aid and subsidies in various
spheres so thar companies producing consumer goods
could be helped to make their way gradually into the
market economy. Such a policy would be a great step
forward. However, the repon before us makes litde
atrcmpt to deal with the practicalities of how a Com-
muniry poliry for the motor industry would be
applied. A few concrete proposals on this sirbject
would have been welcome, ahhough, I iepeat, they
should have been pur into a report from the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
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Funher points about which we have certain reserva-
tions are the coordination of research between private
industrial concerns and the scheme to set up a pilot
marketing system. It is obviously desirable to avoid
wasteful use of resources in research and development,
both in individual companies and at the level of
national economies. However, it is clear that direct
public intervention would have the effect of limiting
the range of research work done by the European
motor industry and would in all probabiliry cause it to
lose ground rapidly to competitors in the United
States and Japan. t
Another key issue raised in the motion for a resolution
is the question of Japanese investment in the European
Communiry. In common with the rappofteur and the
majority of the committee, the Liberal and Democratic
Group considers it extremely desirable to have such
investment. Hovever, the limitations that the rappor-
teur wishes to see imposed would represent such ser-
ious obstacles to Japanese investment that ,in most
cases it would never materialize. In stating that such
investment is disirable as long as it does not lead to
overcapaciry, paragraph 16 betrays a misunderitand-
ing of the situation. The automobile sector is at one
and the same dme a domestic market and an export-
oriented industry. The problem of capapitj, has to be
settled in the light of outlets; in other words, it is not
some government body, but consumers themselves,
through the pattern of their spending, who determine
which producr are right for the market. Moreover, it
should be remembered that Japanese investment,
whether organized under official conrols or on the
basis of arrangements with European industrial con-
cerns, will not only make for a considerable reduction
in impons of Japanese cars, thus cutting the serious
deficit on our balance of payments with Japan, but will
also create jobs and eamings within the Community.
In our view such investment and production within the
Community will not lead to an immediate increase in
sales of Japanese cars oir the Communiry market. On
the other hand, they will create jobs and income for
thousands of unernpioyed people in the Communiry.
Paragraph 5 of the resolution for a motion refers to a
central political objective which the Parliament has
consistently emphasized. It is indecd necessary for'the
Member States to agree on a common negotiating
stratory and to give the Commission the means with
which to defend this srategy. It is not acceptable in
the longer term for our voluntary restraint agreements
to Yary from one country to another.
Even if some people are tempted to believe that it
would be in the interests of, say, the Iqlian motor
industry to-be protected by the most restrictive agree-
ment possible limiting impons of Japanese cars, this
view is only partly justified since, if the Italian market
is too heavily proteced, Italian manufacturers will lose
oude6 in Denmark, Belgium and other Communiry
countries which have no such agreement or only much
less strict agreements. The European market, which is
the biggest in the 'l7estern world, is so heterogeneous
that Japanese manufacturers have had no difficulty in
playrng off the 10 Member Governments against one
another.
In conclusion, I have no alternative but to confirm on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group that,
unless many essential parts of the motion for a resolu-
tion are substantially reworded, our Group will have
to vote against the repon. Ve would find it preferable,
unless of course amendments are made, for the Parlia-
ment to abide by the repon drafted by Mr Bonaccini
which it has already adopted, since that report
expressed Parliament's position on the motor indusry
faithfully and comprehensively.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should first of all like to thank the rap-
porteur, Mr Filippi, and tell him that his repon has
been received with panicular inrcrest by the Group on
whose behalf I have the honour to speak in this debate.
The Japanese industry, which did not even exist
20 years ago, is now the world leader and by far the
biggest exporter of cars. If no action is taken, Japanese
penetration in Europe, which has increased fourlfold
in rcn years, will, within a few years, rise to beween
150/o and 200/o of. the market, taking account of all
European makes. It'should also be borne in mind that
Japan's prosperiry has been built up on the strength of
20 years of uncompromising protectionism.
There are many reasons why Europe cannot contem-
plate abandoning this industry. It is an essential outlet
for vital sectors of our economy. Vith its ongoing
large-scale investmerlt protrammes, it stimulates pro-
duction of plant, machine tools and now robots, for
which it is the biggest market. Ladies and gentlemen,
my dear colleagues, it is now and will remain in the
future one of the most promising oudets for Europe's
electronics industry. Consequently, confronted with
the extraordinary extent to which our markets have
been penetrated by Japan, and since there can be no
question of abandoning such an important branch of
economic ictivity, Europe must make a stand. In so
doing, ladies and gentlemen, it should rely, not on the
uaditional armoury of protectionist weapons, but on
analysis of what it really is that makes Japanese firms
successful.
The essential factor is Japan's competitiveness, which
it achieves through the combination of its productiviry
and its exchange rarc. The fact is that the yen is struc-
turally undervalued; Japanese revaluations are always
gradual and lag behind the counuy's economic
development. The Japanese are therefore very price-
competitive in export markets. The second factor in
their favour is the level of their productivity. The ratio
of mro to one in relation to Europe is accounted for
primarily by more efficient use of plant and equip-
ment. An effon is called for from Europe to improve
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its competitiveness, and this can be achieved through
grearcr responsibiliry on the pan of company manage-
ments and better use of manpower. It has to be recog-
nized that a country cannot disriburc more wealth
than it produces and that it is therefore no longer pos-
sible rc raise the level of general benefits already avail-
4ble in Europe. In fact it is arithmetically impossible to
work less and earn more. Another factor to be borne
in mind is the absence of major industrial disputes in
Japan, which relieves manufacturers in that country of
the need m incur the considerable cost of maintaining
strategic stochs. In short, ratiohalization of the Euro-
pean motor industry is inevitable, and this will mean
redeployment to secure its future.
In conclusion, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
hope that the Japanese will come to a realistic asse6s-
ment of the abiliry of expon markets to absorb their
products. \7ith the inter-penetration of markets and
interlocking financial structures, our future and theirs
are bound up with each other, and reasonable volun-
tary restraint on the pan of their exporters could avoid
an undesirable use of protectionism in Europe which
would be to the advantage of no one, except of course
those who exploit the weakening of the entire world
economy.
Mr De Goede (NI).- (NL) Mr President, the rap-
porteur, Mr Filippi, has quite righdy pointed out that
the problems of the European automobile indusry
must be dealt with in the context of 4 Community
indusrial policy. The whole economic position of our
Community must be reviewed in the light of a
depressed world economy. Our relations with the
United Starcs, Japan and the developing countries
have changed considerably while our own internal
problems are increasing.
I think that we should be clear about a few facts in
looking at the problems of the automobile industry.
Firstly, this industry is extremely important. The Com-
munity used to be the largest motor manufacturer bur
we have now been displaced by Japan. ln 1979 the
EEC countries manufacured ll.4 million motor cars
but that figure has now fallen to 9. 8 million. Ar the
same time Japan has increased its ourput from 9.6 to
11 .2 million while production in the United States has
fallen from 11 .4 to 7.9 million vehicles.
A second point: the situation is fortunately not as bad
as in the sectors of electronics, photography, moror
cycles and so on where Japan has almost-completely
ousted the Communiry but che ffend is dangerous. In
1970lapan sold only 48 000 cars in the EEC; they are
now selling 20 times as many.
Third point: in ten years our moror vehicle exporrs
have fallen by 230/0, from 2.5 million ro 1.9 million.
At the same time world exports have risen by 770/o and
Japanese exports by more than 4000/0. If the Com-
munity had been able rc preseffe its share of world
rade we would have sold 2.4 million vehicles more
than has in fact been the casel our disadvantaged posi-
tion seems likely m become permanent. In 1983
Europe is likely to import more cars than it exports.
Mr President, the rapporteur, Mr Filippi, makes a
number of imponant observations about structural dif-
ferences between the European and Japanese motor
industries. Some differences are difficult to remedy
such as the different level of involvement of the
employees in the undertaking. However, productivity,
absenteeism and commitmen[ are worse in Europe and
there is room for e great deal of improvemeni here.
Japanese peiletration is cenainly atributable to some
exrcnt to the gradual elimination of differences in
qualiry beween our respective products. But here too
there are new possibilities for our European industry,
for example in the areas of fuel economy, noise abarc-
ment, environmental protection and so on. The situa-
tion of the Japanese currency to which the previous
speaker referred is a funher important factor. Interna-
tional pressure can help here. I have the impression
that not all the possibilities have been used as yer. The
divided approach of the United Sntes and the EEC to
Japanese activities is definitely harmful. Faster and
more effective intervention by the European Commis-
sion would have been appropriate. I cannot escape the
impression that the atreement reached last year
berween the United States and Japan made our own
problems even woise. Is it not always the case that
Japanese self-limitation on the American market
almost automatically leads to more intensive activity
on the European market?
Mr President, the Filippi repon rightly calls for an
effective industrial policy adapted to the new needs of
the European industqy. !7e need a policy which
qncourages innovation and new rcchnology and
improves competitiviry. It is also vital to introduce a
better Community expon policy. \7e willingly endorse
the view that the European Commission should be
encouraged rc show vigour and inventiveness in put-
ting forward new proposals and ideas with the help of
the European motor industry. The sakes are high and
we must act accordingly.
Mr Scal (S). 
- 
Mr President, while there are many
good points in the Filippi reporr, we feel that it is mis-
directed and misdnted and, in facq that this whole
debate is mistimed. In our opinion, irwould have been
much better to include the Filippi reporr in a joint
debate when Mr Bonaccini produces his second report
on the car industry for rhe Commirtee on Economic
apd Monetary Affairs.
This repon is supposed to deal purely with imports of
Japanese cars. Now we know that you can not totally
divorce trade from the industry. However, if you
examine the repon, you will find that 14 of the para-
graphs actually deal solely with the internal industry,
whilst only 9 deal with rade- Because of that, we feel
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that the report covers a lot of the ground that has
already been dealt with in the first Bonaccini reporr,
and dealt with, in our opinion, in a better way. Ve
also preferred the way in which Mr Bonaccini sug-
gested that we approach the Japanese.
As speakers have mentioned already this morning, one
of the main points in this repon concerns a common
EEC trade poliry. In fact, what they mean, end whar
the report sugtes6, is that we have a common protec-
tionist approach by the EEC towards the Japanese.
Now I support this. I actually agree with this. Bur do
not let us fool ourselves, Mr President, that we are
alking about voluntary restraints or a gentle approach
or whatever. Vhat we are talking about is a common
protectionist approach towards the Japanese. But we
must be consistent. Ve are never consistent in this
House. !7hile we talk about a protectionist approach
for the EEC as a whole, and no doubt we will suppon
this, I feel we have got to go funher. \7e have got to
support the car industries on a national basis. You see,
the car industries in each Member State are too neces-
sary rc wealth and jObs to allow them rc disappear.
I also agree wholeheamedly that vre musr rry rc force
the Japanese,to open their markets, otherwise we take
action. Japan has shown, in spire of what has been said
in talks with Japan, thar it is not prepared to give one
inch as far as opening its markets is concerned.
'$Thatever acdon we do take, Mr President, I feel that
this Parliament and the Commission',must db some-
thing to ensure that every Member State with a car
production faciliry is able to maintain that car produc-
don faciliry. I also suppon very much the sections on
cooperation within the EEC. \Thatever spccesses rhe
Japanese or the Americans have had, the fact is that
European engineering at its best is far and away the
best in the world. The industry could and should work,
together, for example, on a European basis to produce
a European engine for motor cars. This is something
that I feel the industry would benefit from and some-
thing that is needed. It should use its best resources ro
make such an engine'and to make it the most efficient,
the most economical, the best engineered and
designed and yet the cheapest to produce. Ve did it
with Concorde; there is no problem in doing it with
cars if we work rcgether. I know that the Vankel
rotary engine was actually designed in Europe and
then abandoned by the car manufacrurers to rhe
Japanese, who now have it in their production cars.
The repon also suggests, Mr President, that we con-
tinue with European-Japanese links, such as the ones
forged by BL, Fiat and others. I feel that these should
be ended. I feel thas it was a tnistake, for instance, for
British Leyland to tie up with Honda. A much better
link-up, in our opinion, would have been between Bri-
tish I-eyland and Renaulu This was on the cards; had
it not been for the attitude of the chairman of BL at
that time, I feel that would have gone ahead.
\Vhat we need, Mr Presidenr, is not Japanese invest-
ment. '\trith reference rc the poinrs made by Sir John
Stewaft-Clark, I would point out what we need is for
our management rc have more self-confidence. \rhen
Sir Fred \Tarner and I met the head of Nissan in
Tokyo, he was quite prepared to come and build a car
plant in Europe using British workers, British educa-
tion and British components to take on rhe rest of
Europe. It is management that needs to improve its
attitude, not the trade unions.
I will finish, Mr President, by saying thar European
cooperation is a must. I suppon it absolutely. The
European car industries are a must. '!7'e must take
whatever action we can to ensure that they continue ro
survive.
Mr Blumenfeld (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
European automobile industry is not in a state of cri-
sis, as Mr Mtiller-Hermann also said earlier. I agree
with him. Ve are, however, facing extremely sharp
worldwide competition. \7e should accept the
Japanese challenge as such, and I think the European
automobile industry, its good hard workers and engi-
neers and the heads of the undenakings are able to do
so.
Now, European undenakings are just as dependent on
exports of their production as the Japanese and Ameri-
cans. A large pan of their producdon is sold on mar-
kem throughout the world. Substantial financial
resources have been invested in recent years in the
necessary disribution and service organizations. That
is why the European car industry is dependent on
unrestricted access to rhe markets. Any protectionist
measures 
- 
aken for whatever reason 
- 
risk leading
to chain reactions and reprisals.
So impon restrictions are no answer; what is needed is
non-bilateral negotiations conducted by the Com-
munity with Japan, rcgerher with a demand for gen-
eral restraint in view of the economic decline which
has meanwhile also affected Japan. But the main thing
is to make it clear to the Japanese rhar they cannot, as
they did in phst years, blithely wander around the
Community market organizing sectoral sales which,
sad to say, were supported by the governments of
some of our Member Sates.
European economic policy should resrrict itself rc
creating the general framework conditions for all
undenakings and should adhere to rhem, especially
when harmonizing safery and exhaust standards and
legal provisions, while of course always remembering
what is economically feasible.
It is essential to European economic policy that the
technical efficiency of the European car industry is
strengthened, and I expect proposals to that..effecr
from the Commission. Yet ir is up m rhe undertakings
to embark on the necessary restructuring of produc-
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tion planning and rc carry out investment projects.
The success of the investment measures to improve
production will depend upon whether free access to all
world markets is maintained.
For the rest, free co-petition amont European auto-
mobile producers gives a grearcr incentive to the effi-
cient use of research and development than any guid-
ance measures and mechanisms imposed from above
or even bureaucratic Communiry bodies can provide.
In my view 
- 
and I also emphasize what Mr Mtillcr-
Hermann said on behalf of our group 
- 
a number of
amendments must be very carefully perused in the
hours to come before they can be adopted, to ensure
that the significance and impact of the Filippi report is
strengthened. I hope this will be the case.
Mr Beazley. (ED).- Mr President, Oscar Vilde with
his sardonic wit made the cultural and ethical disdnc-
tion between the qmic who knew the price of every-
thing and the value of nothing and the romantic who
knew the value of everything and the price of nothing.
In this debate I have no wish to be either sardonic or
wiwy but merely practical. I wish to distinguish
berween those who know the price of everything and
the costs of nothing. In regard to the motor cars and
the common market, we hear a Ereat deal about price,
litde about value and nothing about costs. Failure to
make proper assessmenrc as to these three important
concepts gives rise to weak economies and unemploy-
ment. History shows all too clearly where this
approach to price, value and costs has led great
nations. Hence the present recognition of the truth of
the statement that there is no such thing as a free meal.
Consumers expect to be able to buy motor cars within
the common market where they like at the lowest
price, and this is quite right, Manufacturers must not
be allowed to build technical barriers to protect
national markets. The Commission, furthermore,
believes that arm's length compedtion berween manu-
facture5s across frontiers helps to crearc a common
market, and this is right too. Vhere then lies the prob-
lem? It lies in the extent to which the price of a motor
iar within this common market is only panially
dependent on the manufacturer's costs. The rest of the
price is dependent on the decisions of 10 separate sov-
ereign States, only four of which have a genuine
motor car manufacturing industry rather than assem-
bly plants for knocked-down kits or pure impon mar-
kets.
Two of these national markets, which are much better
protected against Japanese imports than other national
marke6, also enjoy nationalized indusries. Mean-
while, large State subsidies are available in one Mem-
ber Statc, quite legally within the terms of the Treaty,
to reconstruct a major nadonalized industry so as to
provide employment and, hopefully, to return it to
profirabiliry. How then do we assess the price levels of
such an industry in competitive terms?
First, let me point out that the economics of countries
which are gdnuine manufacturers, compared with
those which are imponers or assemblers of knocked-
down kits, are quite different. The factors which the
Commission must take more seriously into considera-
tion, as BEUC, the European Consumers fusociation,
has done in its latest repoft, are the extent to which
the government-controllbd elements of price affect the
flows of rade rather than the manufacturer's costs
alone and how far the stripping off of high national
fiscal costs assists in making a common market.
'$7'e must not only create e common market for pri-
vate-enterprise manufacturers but also a common'mar-
ket for value-added taxes, discriminatory car ta:Kes,
interest rates, price freezes, erc. And we must all srive
to remove all forms of restrictive practices which ser-
iously affect the achievable level of productivity and
hence competitivity witlrin both the internal and the
external market. Currency parity differences can
change the flow of trade overnight. If the pound ster-
ling continues to weaken against European currencies,
or if Britain, with a different government, w'ere to
have a devaluation, as France and Belgium have had,
the direction of the flow would change back to where
it was largely between 1973 and 1979 
- 
that is, from
the UK to the Continent and not vice versa. Vith
devaluation the manufacturer's costs. will in fact
increase in real terms, as he pays more for his
imponed raw materials and in due course for his
labour but will have to service his capital over five to
seven years with real and not with devalued money.
So let our aim, to be achieved over thre'e to five years,
be to remove all technical barriers to trade. '$fle can
quickly dismantle national q?e-approyal tests and
institute a Communiry test, but we must expgse motor
manufacturers to genuine arm's length competition
with other manufacurers who have the real costs of
operating in an up-to-date motor industry.
Finally, we must also persuade Member States to take
prompt and genuine srcps to align their fiscal, financial
and economic measures in'order to create a real com-
mon market which will offer stable employment and
economic securiry.
Mr Petronio (NA). 
- 
(A M, President, we of the
Italian political right would not like the recenr visits
from the Japanese authorities, and the tall$ bemreen
them and those who would be their European part-
ners, to be seen at more than their true valui, and con-
sidered something to be welcomed. \[e should not like
these talks to be smoke in the eyes of the European
Community, preventing it from a full realization of all
its crises, expecting who knows what from these dis-
cussions, at a time moreover when, over Europe's
head, from the Atlandc to the Pacific, Japanese-Amer-
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ican cars are being planned, through the agreements
berqreen Ford and Toio-Kogyo, and General Motors
and Toyota. The fact that these two great world pow-
ers, with the forthcoming visit of Prime Minister
Nakasone to the Vhite House, are in fact examining
the possibiliry of combining the great experience of the
Japanese and the financial resources of the Americans,
and of launching one or.two such cars on'European
and world markets, confirms that the situation is a ser-
ious one, so that we have every reason to thank Mr
Filippi for [aving drawn our attention to the irrefuta-
ble facts of the crisis which 
- 
as Mr Bonaccini rightly
said a short time ago 
- 
is a 'dme for reflection' but is
also, etymologically speaking, the dme when an illness
is at its peak.
A crisis, this, the evidence of which is there for all to
see in the increase in unemployment, the frightening
number of EEC cars remaining unsold, and the con-
smnt loss of foreign markets that it will be very diffi-
cult to recapturc, unless Europe equips itself ade-
quately in regard to research, new technologies,
energy saving, electronics in cars, and the develop-
ment of new materials, so as to produce products that
are comPeririve.
But how can we expect to give a market time to pause
and reflect, to reorganize itself and rise again, unless it
is defended 
- 
I will not say 'protected', because that
is a word that might cause misunderstandings 
- 
eL e
time when it is in greatest difficulry? How can this be
expected in the face of an invasion that causes crisis,
and as a result brings less investment in plant and
research, so tha[ v/e, are unable to keep abreast of
technological advance and regain our competitiveness?
This is not a question of protectionism 
- 
we are faced
here *ith bald facts, facts wc simply have to face, and
rc which we must find an answer. And the answer, as
Mr Filippi so rightly said, must be given with one
voice. As Mr Pininfarina said at a press conference, we
have to put an end to this Europe with its 55 car indus-
tries in as many States. The componenm industry must
be concentrated, as also must research in every dirbc-
tion and every sector, so that overheads act as a multi-
plier and are not merely the simple sum of the various
national aid schemes or research programmes. In other
words, as a treat German author once said, we must
not ler an advanced civilization, such as the industrial
civilization of the motor car oncq was, become a tra-
gedy, Iike any other civilization 
- 
cultural ones
included. And if we do not react now it really could be
a tragedy for Europe's car industry and the rest of
European industry as well, for employment prospects
in Europe, and for European sociery and the Euro-
pean economy generally.
Mr J. Moreau (S). 
- 
(FR) The repon by our col-
league Mr Filippi is concemed with a clearly defined
subject: impons of Japanese cars into the Communiry.
The repon drawn up by our colleague Mr Bonaccini
also dealt with this issue and we discussed it at length
du.ring our debarc on that report. In addition, over tfie
months ahead .the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs will be preparing a repon, in the
light of a srudy by the Commission, in which it will be
making a first appraisal of Communiry policy in this
field and putting forward further proposals. I fully
appreciate that all the issues involved are intercon-
nected, and when are discussing Japanese imports, we
are naturally tempted to talk about the motor industry
as a whole.
Nevenheless, it is undesirable in my view for this Par-
liament rc adopt an unduly fragmented approach to a
problem as essential as the furure of Europe's motor
industry. In the light of the repon submitted rc us this
morning, I should like rc stress three points.
The first naturally concerns our relations with Japan.
Europe should present a united front; it is very much
in its interests to do so in negotiations with Japan, just
as it has everything to gain from adopting a uniform
line of conduct in regard to the establishment of
Japanese firms in Europe and the possibiliry of cooper-
ation with them.
I fully realize that a common negotiating stance has to
be consistent with the policies of the firms operating
on Europe's internal market and on markeu beyond
our frontiers. Nevertheless, negotiations with the
Japanes6 should be conducted by the Community, not
by individual Member States. This is a necessiry which
we cannot afford to ignore; if we do, Japanese pene-
tration will increase, with the agreement, more volun-
tary in some cases than in others, of a number of
Member States. A common stratery towards Japan,
and towards the other countries concerned, is essen-
tial, and I believe that any delay in setting it up will be
prejudicial to the surviyal of the motor industry and,
of course, the survival of our own firms.
The second point concerns the internal market. An
oral question has touched upon this topic. Unification
of the market is a priority, as we keep repeating, and I
believe that it is constantly in the minds of our own
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. How-
ever, the fact that we talk about it often does not mean
that progress is being made, and I for my pan believe
that we are 
- 
regrettably 
- 
witnessing an increasing
fragmentation of the internal market, panicularly in
the motor industry.
Proposals were put forward in the Bonaccini repon.
Our impression is that matters are progressing far too
slowly. I am well aware that some developments are
likely to be seen in the coming months, but I for my
pan believe that unification would not only strengthen
European firms, but would undoubtedly also enhance
our solidariry and therefore our strength as Euro-
Peans.
The third and final point is concerned vith the desira-
biliry of a Communiry srarcgy in the automobile sec-
tr',
I
I
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tor. I should like to stress a specific asped here. Ir
would appear 
- 
and all of us bn the commirtee
involved in preparing the Bonaccini repon gained this
impression from our soundings 
- 
that the manufac-
turers are too concerned to operate alone, or at least
to decide when and with whom they should in fact
cooperarc, and that they do not regard the formula-
tion of a common srategy by the Conimuniry on this
issue as a matter of any great urgency.
The central ajm of Community strategy is therefore to
make this industry competitive. This strategy, as I have'
indicarcd, comprises several aspects, to'which we have
referred. f'he future of Europe's motor industry will
be decided over the next very few years. Ir is therefore
important for this industry not to try to rely on the
internal market alone, but m display an aggressive
approach to external markets; it is for this reason, in
my opinion, that the agreement with the Japanese
must not be confined to the problems of the internal
market, but must also cover the forms of cooperation
to be developed on external markets.
Mr Mihr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I find it a pity
that a branch of industry as importanr as rhe auromo-
bile industry in the European Communiry is being dis-
cussed in rcrms of an important but nevenheless minor
problem. I am srying this panly because I was
inscructed by the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs to draft an opinion on the Filippi repon
and advised my committee, afrer examining this
report, ro request the Legal Affairs Commirtee ro post-
pone it, because only two or three secdons deal with
foreign trade questions and all the resr is really con-
cerned with internal market questions which fall
within the terms of reference of the Commitree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs.
It is not only the quesdon of terms of reference which
led me to do so. Mr Filippi, as can be seen from his
report, also noticed very soon that rhe problems of the
European automobile industry cannor be resolved
through trade policy only. Rather, they should be
regarded as a whole. ,I think this will have to be dis-
cussed again here in the course of the year, in con-
junction wirh the Bonaccini report.
In the past few years the Japanese automobile industry
has had a considerable effect on the world economic
balance. No doubt the European Community's politi-
cal influence helped to maintain some balance on rhe
markets, but we should no[ have any illusions about
the future. Potentially, the Japanese auromobile indus-
try is sdll a very serious rhrear. If the Japanese fully
exploircd their existing advantages in competition, the
imbalances would worsen dramatically.
That is why' I do not think,it is enough for the Com-
mission to regard foreign invesrmenr and industrial
cooperation as rhe main instruments for restoring the
balance. I consider economic cooferarion eq-ually
important if not more so. !7e musr consrandy make it
clear to Japanese economic policy-makers that their
procedures cannot serve as a worldwide model.
Thanks to economic support, the Japanese automobile
industry set in motion an unequalled process of ration-
alization and aummation, and the only reason why the
resulting gains in productiviry did not lead to disasters
in employment policy is that the industry achieved a
similar growth on the exporr, markets.
For compellint reasons of logic, this procedure cannot
serve as a model for the other major automobile indus-
tries in the world. Initially, no doubt, they will be
forced to,adopt the Japanese level of rationalization.
But the second smge cannot be imitated. Not all autS-
mobile industries can compensate for the gains in
productiviry obtained in the first stage by increasing
their exports. For exports from one place are always
imports into another. If everyone wanted ro expoft
more, this would necessarily lead to a complerc jam on
the world marke6. The logical consequence would be
a worldwide crisis of employment in the automobile
industry. Thi: Commission must keep this danger in
mind. A poliry of voluntary restraina is the only desir-
able alrcrnative to this uncontrolled headlong rush
which brings hundreds of rhousands of workers and
their families uf against insoluble problems.
The Commission has also set itself another ambitious
target. In order to find a new balance, it considers it
essential for the three major producer zones ro coordi-
nate their investments abroad. The closer the Commis-
sion comes to achieving this aim, the more the prob-
lems in the major automobile zones in the \(est would
be eased. I assure the Commission that we fully sup-
port it here.
Ve also call on the Commission to do all it can to
xandardize the Community automobile market fur-
ther. It is the second largest market in the world and is
therefore an imponant strategic trump card for the
European Communiry.
Ve do not only ove this harmonization to rhe people
of our densely settled Europe. It is also urgenr for
purely economic reasons. Our penetration of foreign
markets is already being impeded by lack of direction.
Here I would like ro stare emphadcally that the stan-
dardization of the European automobile market will
give us grearcr political pow'er.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this is not
our first debarc about the motor industry and, signifi-
cantly enough, the Commission has on each previous
occasion announced a series of measures which came
rc nothing because we quite evidently have no indus-
trial poliry. I admit that this situarion cannor easily be
remedied if we are not to fall back on prorecdonism
from which nobody would really benefit. The motor
industqy must make heavy and condnuing invesrmenr
in order to produce vehicles of competitive quality ar
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prices which are internationally competitive. The
motor industry also needs time to implement its plans
and is waiting for a period of prolonged economic via-
biliry to make a returh on its investment.
In the next 10 years heavy investment will be necessary
to improve our products and hold costs down through
iicreased productiviry. The motor industry is becom-
ing increasingly capiml-intensive and a process of
adaptation is necessary. '$7'e must not look for protec-
don for this industry but we must be allowed the time
m become competitive and allow the natural market
forces to play their role. The Commission must there-
fore take action to enable the motor indusry not sim-
ply to survive but to grow funher.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, first I would like to thank Mr Filippi, the
rapporteur, and those Members who put questions for
giving us the opponuniry, thanks to their careful and
most useful contributions, to provide a kind of interim
report on the state of the European automobile indus-
try. In our view, this interim repon follows the guide-
lines which we set out in our comprehensive opinion in
June 1981, which will shonly be expanded into a pro-
gress report setting out all the practical measures and
initiatives takert by the Commission in this sector.
I am sure this progress repon will be useful to the
Committee bn Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the other committees concerned in drawing up the
second Bonaccini report. I called it an interim repon
because at present many things are in a state of flux
and, to use an expressicin drawn from photography, at
present we can only give a kind of snapshot view
which, moreover, will be quite fleeting, because this
debate has taken up more dme than the Bureau had
expected. To keep matters brief, I shall therefore make
a few preliminary general remarks.
In our view, the problem does not reside in the medi-
ocre technical qualiry of European cars. '!7'e have no
reason to regard our products as being of lower
qualiry or in any way backward compared to those of
any other automobile producer. Technically speaking
[oo, w'e have some grounds for confidence. The prob-
lem lies in mandfacturing techniques, production con-
ditions, production costs and all the aspects which
determini the competitiveness of the European auto-
mobile industry. 'S7e must not forget either that at
present the European automobile industry is only just
entering the stage where it can reap the benefits from
the enormous investment effons made in the past three
or four years. As you know, major investments were
made in the European automobile industry in nearly
all the Member States in the past few years. This did
much m ensure that the stagnation and slight recession
w'as not even worse.
That is why it is now the task of European and
national economic poliry to identify the specific rea-
sons for the lower competitiveness, higher manufac-
turing costs and inadequate manufacturing techniques,
to remove them and, in panicular, to ensure that this
situation does not repeat irelf by creating better
framework conditions.
Ve know that it is not our responsibility to influince
or interfere with the autonomy of decisions taken by
undenakings and thus to reduce competition, since the
competition principle is rooted in the Treary of Rome
and thus has a constitutional character. And when we
undenake analyses, we must guard against confusing
macroeconomic developments and the current reces-
sion, to which no end is yet in sight, with problems
specific to certain industries.
At any rate I think it is important to repeat what many
speakers have said, namely, that the automobile sector
is most imponant to the European economy. Ve are
aware of this. For reasons of dme I will not go into
this matter in detail and will instead discuss a number
of problem areas which were referred to in the debate.
Vith respect to the internal market, much has been
achieved for the European automobile industry, per-
haps more than some critics realise. On the question of
type-approval rules, i.e., on the technical side, we have
a deadline which may prove very imponant. You
know that in Copenhagen some weeks ago the Euro-
pean Council instrucred the Councils of Ministers to
adopr, no later than the end of March 1983, an imme-
diate programme fo1 the development and stimulation
of the internal market. One of the three main points of
this first programme is the third-country aspects of our
technical standards. If the question of third-country
effects has been resolved by the end of March 
- 
and I
have no doubt it will, given the unanimous request by
the Heads of State or Government to the Councils of
Ministers 
- 
this would allow for a limited break-
through in the'question of rype-approval rules on the
automobile market.
fu far as I can see, there would then be no difficulry
about implementing the three remaining and still
pending directives on the approximation of technical
standards in the Community. So here we have a
chance to make a limited breakthrough in the coming
months. If the European Parliament can agree with
this view in its resolution, it would be making a useful
contribution to our negotiations with the Council on
I March. The internal market aspect also includes the
question of different price trends. Since tl'ris is a matter
closely connected with competition law, may I begin
by pointing out that, following a large number of oral
questions and statements by Members of this House,
the Commission is fully aware of the importance of
this question and of the scale of the differences. May I
remind you of one yery blatant case in which the
Communiry defended itself before the European
Court of Justice in an action taken by Ford of Ger-
many. I will quorc a sentence frogr the Commission's
defence, which also answers Mr Jackson's question.
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The Commission stated that a marketing rystem must
on principle enable the customer to buy through any
authorized dealer any mass-produced car model
offered within the Community. This is all the more
relevant in that Ford-AG itself produces right-hand
drive cars and sells them in the United Kingdom. That
is one of the crucial points of our defence before the
European Coun ofJustice, and I think that in that res-
pect we agree with the requiremenr ser out by Mr
Jackson.
Funhermore, we are, of course, considering how rc
tackle the problem generally, and it is no secrer rhar
we are considering whether and if so to what extent a
general exemption regulation in respecr of
Anicle 85(l) of the Treaties could create she oondi-
tions for protecting the consumer and creating calcul-
able marketing strategies in the Communiry. These
deliberations, which have by no means led rc Commis-
sion decisions yet, aim in the direction of exemption
clauses for marketing de-ups, provided they fulfil our
' requirements. Our requirements will include a general
clause on the right of disposal, obliging producers, in
line with our gubmission in the Ford case which I just
quoted, to supply all models to all Member Srates,
even if these models are nor usually supplied rhere.
I am giving away no secrets when I say that this would
not necessarily be welcomed wholeheanedly by thg
producers, but we owe it to the common internal mar-
ket and to the consumer, and we think that when rhe
Ford proceedings have been decided, we will have a
. 
chance of success on the basis of such a formula.
'$7e are also considering whether m recommend spe-
cific percentates up to which differences in price are
possible. But such percentageb would be so low as to
give the consumer no further incentive rc pay the
additional cos6 of imponing a car from a neighbour-
tn8 counEy.
Mr Mtiller-Hermann asked, referring, I rhink, to the
Danish case, what we intended to do specifically about
the wide discrepancies in indirect Bxarion. May I
point our that the legal situation is definitely against
us. The 'f reaty of Rome contains only Article 95 for
the transitional stage, and thar does not apply to the
existing situation.
Apan from rhat, I basically share his slepticism about
the rate at which'indirect raxarion will be coordinated
in the Communiry, but I regard this as a'challenge m
tackle the mafier of harmonizing indirect taxes more
forcefully, more consisrently and on a more political
basis than before, instead of settling for a trend which
under cenain circumstances could totally paralyse us
in this and many orher areas of the internal market.
'S7'e cannot mutely accept rhe trend towards disparate
taxes as a punishment of fare at a time like now when
we are rying to resrore the public budgets to health.
.The point is, when can we politically advise the Mem-
'ber States to harmonize their indirett taxes? Until this
happens, with a 1:10 rado berween the lowest and
highest indirect Exation, we have the situadon where
producers from the Community and from third coun-
tries are always faced with the question of whether to
continue to sell at a low price on rhese particularly
heavily taxed markets in order ro cover at leasr soqe
of their costs and not be driven right off rhe market in
case the indirect taxes should some day be more
closely approximated to each other, or whether to
withdraw completely from this market. That is, of
course, a very difficult decision for any undenaking.
The Communiry must realise that this is a mosr unsar-
isfactory state of affairs. Schleswig-Holstein was men-
tioned just now. There the problem is that cars
re-exponed from Denmark are exempt from all indi-
rect Danish taxes and can be offered on neighbouring
markets at the highly competirive prices of the Danish
market, e.g. in Schleswig-Holsrcin, overseas, in the
United Kingdom and in the Benelux.
So here we have a situation of discrimination against
marketing 
, nerworks which must nor continue bur
which is e great headache to us for purely legal rea-
sons, because we do not have the instruments to deal
with it that we would like to have. Only a political
solution will have any longterm effecr, based on rhe
harmonization of duties and indirect Exes. Bur please
do not think I am being pessimistic if I point our rhat
in the present crisis the Finance Ministers of all the
Member Statcs will fight for each unit of account of
revenue because they are already up to their ears in
debt and don't know what to do about it. fu for
employmenq may I refer to our written reporr.
Now we .o*, ,o the quesdon of Japan and the trade
policy problems that arise there. First, we must of
course differentiate berween the various prorectionist
tendencies in the world. The Spanish problem, which
was referred to here, will of course lose in imponance,
the sooner we manate to complete the accession nego-
tiations and to move ro the transitional stage. So the
Spanish question can be regarded as a purely
medium-term problem that can cenainly be resolved.
The real problem therefore lies in our differences with
Japan. I musr formulare this rather carefully, since we
are in the midst of negotiarions. I cannot at this point,
as requested by some Members, identify the strategic
maximum and miniirum aims, since this would endan-
ger the negoriarions.
But may I point our thar after the l98l debate in the
European Parliament and the subsequent serious talks
with Japan, the Japanese began a policy of voluntary
restraints which remains gnchanged, although ar pres-
ent this is overshadowed by the fact that Japanese
exports to Europe are now falling anyway for other
reasons. Anyway, it would certainly be very useful to
analyse these reasons in more deail, because this
would show that Japanese producers only use ordinary
methods too and cannot work miracles, since they rco
I'
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must do their sums. In passing I may note that macro-
economic trends play their pan there too.
In 1981 a rext was produced which serves as the model
for these relations; I will read it out in English:
The Japanese authorities are requested to provide
tarrgibll assurances that from 1982 onwards Japan
will pursue a poliry of effective moderation
rcwards the European Communiry as a whole as
regards Japanese exports in secors where an
increase in Japanese exports to rhe Community
would cause significant problems, notably passen-
. 
Eer cars, colour televisions and so on.
That is more or less the basis on which we negodated
and which would remain valid tomorrov if Japanese
exports to Europe of these products rose again for
other reasons. Moreover, you know that we have
referred to Anicle 23 of GATT, to a proccdure which
I do not think has yet been applied in GATT in this
form and which offers us ways and means of influenc-
ing Japanese poliry as a whole.
In the interests of the European automobile industry
we must cenainly take the offensive and be dynamic.
Ve niust not only seek access to the Japanese market
but also create the right conditions to enable the !uro-
pean automobile industry to compete with Japan again
on third country markets. Only then, and only to the
extent that we manage to become competitive again on
third country markets, will be able to reverse the
worldwide production trend and acquire a greater
share of the market, which will give us a chance to
market European cars, and especially European car
components, throughout the wodd.
Basically this offensive approach consists of a joint
analysis in GATT of the Japanese impon restrictions
which, I think, in many cases have been wrongly
assessed in the past. The Japanese problem is not a
problem of high duties; it is not merely a problem of
language barriers. It is a problem of the structure of
marketing syst€ms, of access to investment, of deliber-
arc quotas, of regulating technical type-approval mea-
sures and suchlike, all of which have for years forced
the European exporter and even the European investor
in Japan to risk starvdtion in the vague hope that one
day he would make a profit.
This is in pan related to the funher hope 
- 
and this is
another subjeit which will arise 
- 
of one day bcing
able to supply the Far East from Japanese soil. Here
too it is wonh considering the possibility of opening
up other sites in the Far East for supplying that mar'
ket.
These are a few remarls on the subject of Japan. Yet I
cannot conclude without mentioning the third partner
involved, the United States. I would like to recom-
mend caution rc all those who might want to follow
the questionable precedent of local content rules. Ve
should offer neither prercxts nor precedents for the
protectionists in the American Congress who are
trying with the help of local contrnt provisions vir-
tually to seal off the American market. For us, the big-
gest trading power in the world, this would entail a
considerable risk in many other areas of production. If
we start rc apply such provisions for one product, it
will only rebound on ourselves in regard to coundess
other products
'We are standing on the threshold of a suicidal protec-
donism. Ve must do all we can to tackle these local
content problems with the Breatest caution and treat
them simply as problems that may arise. In this way we
can build up our bargaining power ais-a-ois one or
other panner and preserve our European idendry, but
v/e must not exploit the situation as a long-rcrm means
of guiding and directing trade fl<iws. If we were to do
this, we would certainly be the losers in the medium,
term.
I ask your understanding, for I have spoken for some-
what longer than intended, but I have only been able
to answer some of the questions put to me and would
ask you.to accept that we will answer the remainder in
wrltlng ln our ProSress rePort.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR VANDE\7'IELE
Vice-President
The debarc is closed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.l
3. Intra-Community trade 
- 
Tumooer
,
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the repon (Doc. l-g6)/82)by Mr von'$7'ogau, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the
proposals from the Commission td the Council on
I. a directive on the facilitation of formalities
and inspections in respect of the carriage of
goods between Member States (Doc.
r-226/82 
- 
COM(82) 189 final)
I Request for an early vote: see Minutcs.
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II. 
- 
a reguladon simplifying cusroms formali-
ries in trade within the Communiry
- 
a regulation amending Council Regula-
tion (EEC) No 2102/77 introducing a
Communiry expon declaration form
- 
a regulation amending for the fifth time
Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 on Com-
muniry transit (Doc. l-550/82/partb 
-COM(82) 401 final)
- 
the report (Doc. l-976/82) by Mr Rogalla, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
taqy Affairs, on the
proposal from the Commission ro the Council
(Doc. 1-550/82/part c 
- 
COM(82) 402 final) for
a founeenth directive on the harmonization of rhe
laws of the Member Stares relating to turnover
taxes 
- 
deferred paymenr of the tax payable on
imponation by taxable persons
- 
the repon (Doc. l-968/82) by Mr \7elsh, on
behalf of the Commimee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on increasing the number of customs
personnel at the Communiry's external borders
and the elemination of controls at the Com-
muniq/s internal borders.
Mr von Vogau (EPP), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, honourable Members, yesterday's debarc on the
protramme of the German presidency and the debate
on the automobile market which has just closed
showed the priority this Parliamenr attaches to the
completion of the internai marker, measures ro combat
protedionism in the European Communiry and open-
ing up the borders of the European Communiry even
further. Ve at the European Parliament must show
that we are able as Europeans to provide the citizens
of Europe with practical benefits and progress, and it
is not enough ro say thar we will inrroduce a European
passport in 1984. Ve must ensure rhat the borders
remain as open as rhey are today and that step by step
they will be opened wider, on the model already fol-
lowed in the Benelux counrries and in the Scandina-
vian passpon union.
May I refer ro anorher aspect of grear impoflance in
this context. 1983 is the year of the small and
medium-sized undenaking. And we must remember
that more than half rhe workers in dre European Com-
muniry are employed in small and medium-sized
undenakings. In recent years, during the economic
crisis, they proved most flexible and willing to inno-
vate. The poliry for small and medium-sized under-
takings which we are pursuing here cannor srart our
from the idea that we should begin by grandng addi-
tional subsidies but should be aimed ar creatint fairer
conditions of competition for them in the European
Communiry. Here I would liie to touch on the ques-
don of internal frontiers. The maze of different para-
graphs in the regulations has created a kind of rwo-rier
sociery at the borders. For iqstance, if tenders are
invited for the ransporr of a complicated load of
goods from Stuttgan to Paris in a period of 24 hours,
there will only be a compararively small number of
specialized, and usually large firms that have sufficient
staff to do so. Smaller undertakings who do nor have
specialists of this kind will lose this order. That means
that if we manage to rhrow lighr on this maze of pro-
visions applying at the frontiers, we will also help
ensure fairer conditions of competition for the small
and medium-sized undertakings in the Community.
It was pointed out in rhe debate yestcrday that
bem/een 50/o and70/o ofthe turnover from the carriage
of goods within the Community remains stuck at the
internal frontiers. The figure menrioned by
Mr Genscher was besvreen DM 36 000 million and
DM37 000 million. The European undertakiqgs have
to find this sum every year ro pass the internal fron-
trers.
These sums which have rc be found, but which do not
have to be found by undenakings with a large domes-
dc market, threaten our compeririveness and therefore
jobs in the Communiry. Our artempr to combat these
internal frontiers in the European Community and rc
open up the internal market is one of the main con-
ributions which we as ,a European Communiry can
make rcwards combatting unemployment.
That is why I cenainly welcome the fact that in the
past year and past months the Commission has been
very active in this area and has submimed a whole
package of individual proposals to this end. Three of
these proposals are the subject of our debate rcday.
First, the proposal on rhe facilitation of formalities in
intra-Communiry rade, which proposes an end to sys-
tematic inspectiohs, mutual recognition of facts by the
customs administrations and harmonization of open-
ing dmes for the undenakings. The European Parlia-
ment made several further suggesrions, such as serting
up data banks at frontier posts where ransporr opera-
tors and others may obtain informarion on the open-
ing times of the internal and exrcrnal frontier posis of
*re Community. \7e think this could do much io facil-
itate the carriage of goods for small undertakings.
Ve also wanr ro do away with the difficuldes which
constandy arise when money has to be changed at the
frontier. Ve call for the acceprance of Euricheques,
for instance; at the frontier and do not think one can
expec the lorry driver rc drive into town to obtain the
correct currency for pafng rhe required customs
duties. That is another very imponant proposal as
regards currenr pracdce. \7e hope the Commission
will approve it.
The second proposal from rhe Commission concerns
'the_ single adminisrrative documenr, designed ro
replace the numerous orher cusroms and trade docu-
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ments currently used in the European Community.Ve
are very much in favour of the basic principle of this
proposal. Yet we would like ro,suggesr rwo restric-
tions. Firstly, it must not affect the more far-reaching
simplifications that have already been implemented
and are now being carried out in the Community.
They must remain as rhey stand. Nor musr rhe propo-
sal for a single administrative documenr impede or
prejudice the future use of elecronic data processing
for customs formalities.
Thirdly, before giving our final opinion, we would like
to see this document. It seems that the various Mem-
ber States made so many demands about its content
that it was feared the document would become so
complicated as not to improve ma[rers at all. That is
why we want to see this document and be able to dis-
cuss it in,the Committee on Econimic and Monetary
Affairs before giving our final opinion on it. Ve accept
the principle of a single documenr, however.
Lastly, a few words on the third proposal, which is
perhaps the most imponant now and was dealt with in
Mr Rogalla's report. It concerns the deferred paymenr
of the import-turnover tax payable at the frontier.
Impon-turnover mx is not a customs duty, it is a tax.
So it is logical for it not to be collected by the cusroms
administration but dealt with by the tax offices,
together with the other declaradons. Since a large
number of the formalities which cause delays at the
frontiers are connected with VAI, we believe this is
one of the areas where we should really move forward
without delay. This procedure is already followed in
the Benelux counrries, in the United Kingdom'and in
Ireland. Vhy should it not be possible for the other
Communiry countries? That is why I give my full sup-
port to the Rogalla report.
May I mention one last point. During our debates here
*e constantly hear people say, as regards rurnover tax
on imponation: yes, of course we could do it, but
what about the passenger checks and why should it
not be done there too? Others refer ro the countervail-
ing impon dury payable at fronders for agricultural
products, others ro sr,arisrics collected at frontiers,
others to veterinary contlols, and so on and so forth.
'!7'e must break through this vicious circle. In my view,
the proposals before us today could grearly help to
' throw light on the maze of provisons applying at the
frontieis of the European Community.
Mr Rogalla (S), rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
my report too is run of rhe mill. It does nothazard any
new polidcal initiative but is carefully linked to the
customs union provisions. Fonunately there is little
controversy among us here and anyone in this House
or among the public who has nor yer noticed this
should realise that in recent monrhs a working parry
was formed of representatives of all the groups which
dealt with imponant and difficult adminisrrarive mar-
ters in great detail, which knows all the traps, tricks
and arguments and intends to remind the public again
and again that we must make progress along this road.
It is merely a quesdon of technical maffers and not of
political barriers, yet,such matters require constant
work.
Parliament was consulted on my report pursuant ro
Anicle 100 of the EEC Treaty, which makes such con-
sultation obligatory. According ro a sarirical saying,
which you may know, nearly everyone is keen to
produce great political ideas but very few will consis-
tendy and patiendy devote themselves ro rhe necessary
legal and practicel details, which often involves labor-
ious attempts to convince others. Ve Parliamentarians
generally belong in the first category!
On behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs I can say that the Commission's proposal
on the deferred payment of rhe turnover tax on impor-
:'aitgn can be regarded as responding to rhe repeared
wishes of the European Parliament, and that the Com-
mission is to be thanked for submitting this proposal
with a view to the completion of the inrernal marker
and the customs union which, contrary to what many
think, have nor yer been achieved. May I emphasize
that for taxable persons this proposal has indisputable
administrative advantages and rhat any ensuing diffi-
culties in reorganizing the customs aurhorities, rc
which rhe Commission also refers in its repon, must
simply be iccepted 
- 
for instance the changed rela-
tions berween the customs administration and the tax
authoritieq, the setting up of a consisrenr information
procedure, the information which is forwarded from
the customs posts to the ax offices, etc. These prob-
lems will arise, but they are far Iess important than the
resulting advantages, and especially the incentives, ro
those liable to cusroms duties, taxable persons and
economic circles.
Ve were not convinced in my commirree rhar deferred
tax payment and the minor effects on liquid resources
would cause any serious problems and we think that
the use and funher development of electronic data
processing, and especially the mutual aid of the Mem-
ber States' tax administrations, will absorb these pro-
cedural changes without itifficulry and without incur-
ring additional costs. Closer administrative assistance
also means that the Member Stares' administrarions
must'enable their officials to learn foreign languages
so that they can deal with documents in the various
languages.
The Sixth Council Directive, on which this Commis-
sion proposal is based, dates 
- 
do nor look surprised
- 
from 17 May 1977. So nearly six years have pissed,
and the citizen of Europe may show suprise ar how
long the preliminary work took until the Commission
proposal was finally submitted in July 1982. But if you
remember that this is a quesrion of payments and that
tax differences of a financial nature had to be calcu-
lated very carefully, since in some Member States it is
possible to defer the payment of tax on imponation
I
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and in other Member States this is not possible, it
becomes fairly clear that a great deal of preliminary
work was necessary before such a proposal could be
submitted to the European Parliament for its opinion.
Therefore I would like rc warmly thank the Commis-
sion and its many experts, and the officials here in
Parliament and in the Council, who gave their assist-
ance and ensured the progress of the work.
I regard it as a wise procedure, and one worth imitat-
ing, that some Member States collect the turnover tax
on imponadon neither at the border nor later but
allow it to be included in the periodic tax return,
which saves a major administrative procedure. This
procedure of including it in the general tax collection
and return is perhaps not an immediately acceptable
one, but it is a very constructive procedure. The disad-
vantages are only a few minor losses of liquidiry and
interest. !7hat is possible in the Benelux and the
United Kingdom should in my view, and here I can
only support Mr von !7'ogau, surely also be possible in
other Member States.
Vhat is cenain is that we must all make funher effons
in this area. This includes reducing the differences in
the Member States' taxation rates 
- 
what is called
harmonization 
- 
and here I can refer back to what
Mr Narjes of the Commission just said. I am my com-
mittee's rapporteur on this subject and I know what I
am talking about. Moneyt a great deal of money, is
involved, and it is fiis financial question which I shall
keep in mind in my activides. I wonder whether it is
even necessary complercly to harmonize all the tax
rates, and whether one could not beBin by introducing
a standstill with a binding upper limit. Once a rysrcm
to funher approximarc these rates has been intro-
duced, then individual Member States must not be
able to increase or reduce the base rates again. I hope
this repon, which will be submined to Parliament in
the next few months, will also encourage the Commis-
sion to submit new proposals on introducing a step by
step procedure 
- 
perhaps over a l0-year period 
-and set up a ransparent qfstem of financial contribu-
tions.
I should also like to take this opponuniry to encourage
the Commission and its officials to continue along this
thorny path of approximating legislative provisions.
Here too I am sufficiently aware of the realities, espe-
cially in the Communiry, so my appeal cannot be
regarded as empty rhetoric. Ladies and gentlemen,
apply the technique of wearing out the opposition.
Exert pressure on the Member Statcs without respite
and at all lwels! Try to tackle and resolve the problem
practically, and not just from your desks. Make your
presence felt in the Member States in as many differ-
ant nationalities as possible 
- 
Members, senior Com-
mission officials and others; the French in Germany
and vice versa, the English in Italy, etc.
Give the experrc homework to do. Try to pressurize
the middle mantement in the ministries and try to
offer these officials promotion incentives if they can
achieve simplifications in the internal market and the
customs union. Vithout constant pressure and the
accompanying public reiations effon on the pan of the
Commission and Parliament nothing, or at least not
enough, will happen.
Finally, a word on the small question of the ax basis,
which is not the subject of my repon but could arise
during the funher negotiations, although no oppor-
tuniry has yet arisen to prepirq an amending proposal.
The Sixrh Directive wants to create close parallelism
berqreen the tax basis for domestic turnovers and for
imponation and has therefore taken the customs value
as its basis. During the negotiations the Commission
could perhaps suggest to the Council that it no longer
allow the Merpber States to apply the provisions of the
customs regulation and the customs value when valu-
ing an object imponed from a Member State. Parlia-
ment would hdve no quarel with this kind of simplifi-
cation.
I hope that today we will take a big step forward along
this practical road towards achieving the internal mar-
ket.
Mr Velsh (EDI, rapporterr.-Mr President, in intro-
ducing this repon, I feel rather humble at having to
follow Mr van Vogau and Mr Rogalla, because they,
of course, are very treat experts in these matters. I
think it is an excellent thing that these three reports
were all adopted unanimously by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. There are many
things rhar we disagree about in this place, but one
thing I believe we all agree about is the supreme
importance of the completion of the internal market.
'!7e look to the Council in particular to honour the
declaration made by the European Council at Copen-
hagen and to make sure that rapid, speedy and impor-
tant progress is made by the end of March in building
a genuine Communiry market.
My repon, Mr President, concerns ieself with the cus-
toms service. The customs, of course, are the visible
- sign and the visible symbols of national barriers. They
get a Breat deal of unfair criticism, because very,
largely they have to reflect the attitudes of nadonal
governments. Ve Europeans tend to resent-customs
officers, because we feel that they stand for all the
things that we dislike most about the way in which our
common market is censtructed. However, if the cus-
toms service is to really grow and reflect the ideals 6f a
unified market, then it has to be given a great deal of
encouraBement. It has to be given encouragement in
the form of training, it has to be given encouratement
in the form of rystems and, above all, the habit of
cooperation besween the different national cusroms
services must be encouraged. My report makes five
what I hope are constructive suggestions to the Com-
mission as to how this might be improved.
II
t
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The second element I would wish to draw attenrion ro
is the question of how goods within the internal mar-
ket are physically handled. It is really quite ridiculous
that in many cases it is actually more complicated
clearing goods that have originated in intra-Com-
munity trade than goods that have actually come from
outside the Communiry. Surely what we should be
aiming for is a little positive discrimination in favour
of Communiry goods. Two small measures that would
cenainly expedite this are, first of all, the development
of inland clearance cenrres and secondly, the physical
segregation, wherever possible, of intra-Community
goods from extra-Communiry goods within those
clearance centres. Some action and some thought by
the Commission on thcse lines, we feel, would be most
welcome.
'!7e are, as I said at the.beginning, all committed to the
idea of the internal market. \7e all rcnd to lecture the
Commission on how irnponant it is to get on with this
work. I think we do this a little unfairly, because the
Commission and Mr Narjes, whom I am glad tg see in
his place, have been in the forefront of the attack on
non-tariff barriers to trade. They have introduced
many many proposals, all of which get blocked regu-
larly in the Council. I think that honourable Members
would be bemer employed, rather than preaching at
the Commission here to get on with things, to go back
home and preach to their national governments about
getdng the Commission's proposals implemented fast,
because the delay, Mr President, does not lie in Brus-
sels, it lies in places like London and Bonn and Rome
and, dare I even say, Paris. And it is there we should
be directing our fight for the approval of public opi-
nlon.
May I close with a warning. There are those who
believe that the best way to promote the inrcrnal mar-
ket is to discriminate agairrst products coming from
other countries. In other words, the internal market is
a cover for external protection. One of the criricisms
that was levelled at the Community in rhe early days
was that it was an inwardlooking club for rich coun-
tries. I think it would be a great piry if we allowed our-
selves to get rapped into a position that was oudined
very clearly by Mr Seal in an earlier debate this morn-
ing, when he suggested that the price of European
cooperadon should actually be excluding goods from
other countries wherever possible when they compercd
with European goods. That son of inrernal market is
not the one I believe in, and I think that we should be
very careful to ensure that we build our internal mar-
ket by improving our own systems, by making the flow
of goods easier, as advocated by my friends, Mr von
\Zogau and Mr Rogalla, but not by leaving things as
they are here and putdng up all sorts of protective bar-
riers to keep other people's goods out.
Mr Moreland (ED), draftsnao i7 oo opinion for the
Committee on Transport. 
- 
Mr President, the object
of these directives, panicularly the directive on facili-
ation, is to improve procedures at borders so as ro
reduce the ilaiting time for Eansport operators. The
final decision is the responsibiliry of the Transpon
Council, but when it comes to the Parliament it is nor
the responsibility of rhe Committee on Transporr bur
that of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs.
Now, Mr President 
- 
and I am sure that as a member
of the Committee on Transpon you will agree with me
- 
as the representative of the Commitree on Trans-
port I should complain loudly, panicularly as ar firsr ,
sight the amendments of the Committee on Transport
have not all been accepted. Nevetheless, my com-
plaints are muted, because the rapponeur, Mr von
'V'ogau, has done aq excellent job and has accepted
the main amendments of the Committee on Transpon
or improved upon them and has introduced good new
amendments of his own. I hope the House will accept
his repon.
Nevenheless, committee jurisdiction is imponant in
the sense that controls are introduced at borders for
many reasons. But very rarely is consideration given to
the difficulties they crearc for transport operators. Yet
lorries can be delayed at some borders for an average
of an hour. Railway freight can be shuttled for days
across borders. Vessels on v/aterways can be passed
from jery to jetry because it is unclear which jetty
should deal with the vessel.
The Commission's proposal, of course, does not
remove the need for controls, but it is a useful stan
and should be generally welcomed. It is also to be wel-
comed that at the Copenhageh Summit the Transpon
Council was instructed to come to a conclusion on rhis
directive quickly. Ve welcome much that is in the pro-
posal, particularly the ending of qystematic checks,
express lanes, the harmonization of documents and
'jmprovements in the opening time at borders.
Nevertheless, there must be a question to the Commis-
sion, which is: could the Commission have gone fur-
ther? fu I stressed earlier, the proposal is only a step
and has perhaps cenain limitations.
First of all we believe that it should be clarified to
cover all modes of ffansporr, panicularly in the con-
text of Ardcle 8 of the directive which refers ro express
lanes. The Commission's explanatory memorandum
on this anicle appears, and I emphasize appears, to be
primarily concerned with road haulage, whereas it
should be made more clearly comprehensive ro cover
procedures at airpons and at border railway marshall-
ing yards. \7e in the Committee on Transpon recot-
nize that our original amendmertt was roo detailed,
and perhaps Parliament will therefore accept rhe
amendment in my name which seeks rc clarify
Article 8.
Secondly, qie very much agree with Mr von '$7ogap
that the directive could be exrended ro cover the
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removal of unnecessary stadstical collection and esab-
lish a computeized data bank on all matters such as
opening hours of border crossings so as to provide an
information service for all operators before embarking
on a journey.
Perhaps I should say to the rapporteur, and indeed rc
the Commissioner, that the problem of unnecessary
satistical collection is, I understand, panicularly a
problem at the German borders, so perhaps they might
use their influence there.
Thirdly, we stress not only the imponance of this
directive but also of wider European agreement and
agreement on the LIN convention, the international
convention on the harmonization of frontier controls
of goods. It is imponant rc have our procedures in line
with third countries.
Finally, Mr President, may I ask the Commission and
the Council yet again: why is it that we cannot get rid
of such controls as the checks on fuel tanks at borders,
the carnet de passage, the cenificates of origin, which
later the Commission itself has declared to be illegal.
\Vhy does it not follow thai up? It seems to me, there-
fore, that there is some more room for manoeuvre.
Perhaps the time has come for a Member such as
myself to ram this home by taking a trip across Europe
and seeing how things stand. Other Members are
doing the same. I might perhaps follow in the foot-
srcps of my colleague, the depury leader of my group,
Captain Kirk, to prove what European law really is.
(Laaghter 
- 
Tlte sitting was adjo*rned at I p.m. and
resamed at 3 p.m.)
IN THE CFIAIR: IADY ELLES
Vce-Presi.dcnt
Mr Seal (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent, I understand that there is i,n this Parliament
building at the present time a delegation from South
Africa. I wonder if you could rcll us who invited them
and whether they have rtret the President officially.
President. 
- 
I cannot give you an answer straight
away, I will find out and have the answer read out in
due course during the afternoon.l
4. QuestionTtme
President. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time.
\7e shall begin with the questions to the Commission
(Doc. l-1094/82).
Mr Lomas (S).- On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent, under Rule 44, Annex I, paragraph 3, which
refers to guidelines for Question Time, I want to raise
rwo serious points.
I submitted a question two months ago for an oral
reply. This was kept off the agenda last month and I
was advised that it was too long for a question for oral
reply.
I checked with previous questions and can give you
several examples of questions much longer than mine
which have been received for oral reply. I advised your
office therefore that I was,not prepared to withdraw it.
I was then approached by .y own political group,
because your office had been to the group secretariat
asking them to try to persuade me to withdraw the
question. I believe it is very serious, Madam President,
firstly that questions should be excluded from the
agenda and secondly, that my political group should
be asked to lean on me to withdraw it.
I know it is an embarrassing question 
- 
it is about the
issue of contracr to American multinationals. There is
some very shady business going on probably some-
where, and I can understand the desire of peopJe to
keep it off the agenda. But there is no reason under
the Rules for that to have been done, and I want to
raise this serious matrcr and ask you to act under the
Rule which I have quoted.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Thank you for raising that matter, Mr
Lomas. I am advised that your question is now under
consideration by the President and you will get a reply
directly from him. I, of course, cannot give you an
immediate answer now, but it is under consideration.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED).- Madam President, is
it in the interests of Parllament to allow a pan of the
question, which was a very proper question, to carry
with it innuendos suggesting that there are wrong
motives behind the people who are organizing the
machinery? To suggest that this question was not pur
on the agenda because, for policy reasons, people in
charge of the machinery did not agree with rhe impli-
cation behind the question is dangerous and, I believe,
unacceptable.
To suggest that the question was too long is a firm
enough point to argue, but I do not believe that the
record should stand with the suggestion that this ulter-
ior motive was the reason for the question not being
accepied.
President. 
- 
Lo.d Harmar Nicholls, both your inter-
vention and the sratemenr by Mr Lomas will be senr ro1 Topical and urgent debate (objections): see minutes.
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the President so that he can take note of what has
been said in the House on this issue. Thank you for
making that statement.
Question No 1, by Mr Kaloyannis (H-449l82):
I have received information that all the various
material originadng in the Member States of the
Communiry and destined for the construcdon of
the Russian gas pipeline is being transported in
Russian vessels. Can the Council confirm whether
this is true?.If so, why did it not take care to pre-
vent this state of affairs and what action does it
intend taking to cnsure that from now on these
, materials are shipped by Communiry vessels since
.the Community merchant marine has for some
time been going through a serious crisis which is
adding considerably to the number of unemployed
in the Community and is increasing the number of
Communiry ships laid up? As the Greek fleet
accounts for 260/o of the Community's merchant
marine, the prejudice it suffers is particularly
greet.
Mr Contogeoryps, Member of the Commission 
-(GR) According to the Commission's information
some construction materials for the gas pipeline have
been transported in merchant vessels from the Com-
muniry but,most, it is true, have gone on Soviet ves-
sels. fu you know, when the terms of a sales agree-
ment are cif it is the seller of the goodo who has the
right to choose the ship. In the cases when cif terms
had been specified it was not certain that the seller of
the product or goods could always use ships from his
own country, or more generally Communiry shipping,
since sometimes none were available and sometiines
the freight charges quoted were not competitive.
However, in cases when the terms of the sales agree-
ment are fob it is the purchaser who has the right to
choose the ship, and as you know, the Soviets gener-
ally favour and specify fob terms in sales contracm for
rhe purchase of materials. This gives them the right to
choose the ships used for fiansport.
Mr Kaloyannis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I think the Commis-
sioner's answer goes some way towards explaining the
matterr but at out last sitting the representative of the
Council of Ministers gave a different ansurer to the
same question. He said, in fact, that he was not fully
conversant with the matrcr but that it could be looked
into. My question, then, was as follows: Vhat were
the possibilities open to us for influencing and exening
pressure on the Member States that were about to
conclude these sale and transpon contracts with Rus-
sia? That was the content of my question, and also
whether during that phase any specific guidelines had
been given by the competent Ministers in Council to
the Member States, aiming to help the Communiq/s
merchant shipping which, as is known, has been pani-
cularly hard hit.
Mr Contogeorg . 
- 
(GR) I would like to point out
that the Community's policy on the subject of shipping
is a policy of freedom, and we do not intervene during
the procedure of allocating freighr
Besides, the concluding of sales contracts for materials
from countries in the Communiry to the Soviet Union
is a matter 9f negotiations between the seller and the
purchaser, and I repeat that in this too, the, Com-
muniry cannot intervene. If the seller considers that it
is more in his interests to sell fob, he will draw up his
conract in fob terms, when the purchaser, in this inst-
ance the Soviet Union, will have the right to choose
the ship. On the other hand, if the seller sells cif, then
of ocurse he retains the right to choose the transpon
vessel, but then again it is up to him to find a ship
offering competitive rates and of course ships must be
available. If in this situation too he finds a cheaper
Soviet Ship it is obvious that his economic interests
will lead him to choose the cheapest ship he can find.
It is not possible for the Community to intcrvene in
this purely commercial transaction 
- 
for that is what
it is.
Mr Marshdl (ED).- Vould the Commissioner not
agree that the Falklands crisis underlined the virtue of
having a strong merchant marine, and what steps does
he intend to take to ensure that the Communiry indus-
try remains prosperous, or does he regard benign neg-
lect as a policy?'
Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 
(GR) The Commission shares
the view that it is of course in our interests to have a
strong'merchant marine, and the poliry of the Com-
mission is to strengthen the maritime strength of the
Community through whatever measures can be taken
at an international, or indeed a Community level.
However, I repeat that freedom of transpon is the
basis of its policy. This is the cornenrcne of our
poliry. '$7e strive for reinforcement by other measures
designed to make the Comguniq/s shipping more
competitive on the international market.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 2 will be answered in writingl.
Question No 3, by Mr Maher (H-a22/82):
Vhat proponion of the finance used in the CAP
for the support of European agriculture is going
direct to farmers in the Member States and what
proponion is being used under other headings,
including administration, at European level and at
the level of the Member States?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.
(DA) Firstly I would like to say that Mr Maher's
1 See Annex II.
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question is not quite clear m me, as it is phrased in
such a way that it leads one to believe that Mr Maher
thinks that the common agricultural policy functions
in such a wey that we pay money directly to the
farmer. This is only done in very few cases. Therefore
I can say that generally speaking, the agricultural
poliry worls in such a way that we, for instance, guar-
antee the farmers some minimum prices that are
secured by intervention purchases or the payment of
expoft refunds. But in neither case would the money
be paid directly to the farmer, but to those in charge of
export, storate erc. Therefore the question is is very
difficult to ansv/er if it does not become rephrased. But
evqn then, it will be very hard to answer, because it
implies that we must carry out a study of the national
administrative costs as regards the common agricul-
tural policy as we simply do not have these figures at
the moment.
As regards the administrative cost at EC-level \re can
refer to the accounts and the budget, wherein the per-
sonel dealing with these matters and their salaries are
listed in order to enable one to see how large a pro-
ponion of the Communiry budget is used for adminis-
tration in relation to the amount spent on the actual
agricultural policy.
The other aspec appears to concern the methods by
which European agriculture is supponed. They vary
considerably depending on which sectors are con-
cerned, and which measures have been chosen ro sup-
pon the incomes. Tliere is direct support for producers
in cenain cases. In other cases the support is given to
the processing industry, thus giving an indirect supporr
to the producers, in so far as the processing industry
also consists of, e.g. administration and salaries and
wages for the staff that process these goods.
On the other hand the measures used to carry out rhe
structural poliry also vary: rhere are socio-structural
measures, mainly with a a view to modernization of
farms, and in the less-favoured areas to mainuin the
farms by granting farmers compensarory allowances'
because of physical handicaps; there are measures
designed rc improve prodtrcdon srf,ucrures, e.t. con-
version and re-planting. Finally there are measures 16
improve the marketing and processing nerworks.
Nearly, all the measures within the first two groups
imply direct payments. '!7'hereas in the case of the last
group the payments will usually be indirect payments
to the farmers. Regardless of the nature of the various 
,
Community measures rhey all contributc towards sup-
portint the farmers' income and improve the econo-
mic conditions of agriculture, whether they be paid
directly or indirecdy.
I can say that as far as the Guidance Section is con-
cerned, then 232 m ECU, or 320/o of the budget is
used for structural measures; 300 m ECU, or 430/o of
the budget is used for production strucrures; for mar-
keting and processing, which are rypical examples of
indirect support for farmers, l72m'EClJ, or 250/o of
the budget. I have, of of course, also figures which tell
the size of thg percentages of the Guarantee Section
budget allocated to various purposes; but in all cases
there will be two kinds of supporr, namely direct and
indirect support.
To answer the question with a thorough compiladcin
of these figures would require the work of many men
and women over a very long period of time. And I am
not sure if that is really what Mr Maher is looking for.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
I thank the commissioner for his
answer, even if he did not understand what I was ask-
ing about, although m judge from his answer he must
have some notion of what I was talking about. I could,
of course, have asked a long-winded question, but I
decided not to do so because I thought it would only
confuse the issue. The trouble is that I have got
one...
President..- May I suggest that you do not now give
a long-winded explanation of your question but either
put a brief question or put another quesrion nexr dme.
You have a choice.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
\Zhat I do want to ask the Com-
mission is that, if they do not have rhe information
about the proponion of the resources going to farmers
under the CAP, then they should find out, because we
are constantly discussing this problem in the House.
Ve shall be discussing it in a month's timel the media
talk about farming, and it is imponant for us to know
exacdy how much is going to farmers and how much
to other people. Then we can begin to discuss the CAP
on a more precise basis than before.
Could the Commission also tell us in precise figures 
-and I did not gor rhis answer either from rhe Commis-
sioner 
- 
exacaly how much is being absorbed in
adminisradve cosis at Communiry level in relation to
the policies that are being adminisrered by the Com-
mission? 
,
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) The administrarive costs at
Communiry level are evident from the published budg-
ets and accounrs. \7hat is spen[ on administration at
national level is nor known to the Communiry, as
these costs will vary country ro counrry. I7hai, for
instance, is spent on processing costs, will also depend
on the general level of expense and on the levil of
salaries and wages in the different counrries. There-
fore, what I am saying; Mr Maher, is: it will ake a
grea[ amounr of investigation and it will be extremely
work-consuming to produce thar precise information
which Mr Maher is asking for. I do not think this large
amount_of work will yield a result which will satisfy
Mr Maher, because it.is evident that administration
constitutes a very small part of rhe overall expenditure.
l, II
I
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It is just as evident that the proportion that goes
directly to the farmer will vary from country to coun-
try, and that it will depend on those poinm I have
already mentioned. Therefore I think that it will be
very difficult to produce this exact information. But I
do believe that the vast majority of the funds used by
the Communiry for the'CAP, is spent on ensuring the
farmers those ,prices which the Communiry has
decided must be the ,minimum prices for their prod-
ucs; and 
- 
when all is said and done 
- 
that is what
CAP is based on, and not on the proponion of money
the farmer gets directly either from the Community or
from the buyers or producers who process his prod-
ucts.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) I think that Mr Maher asked a
very relevant question, and I understand completely
that Mr Dalsager cannot answer it verbally. Therefore
I would like to ask Mr Dalsager, if this question
should be repeated as a written question, would he
then be willing to give extensive answers with regard
to the iroportion of Communiq/s finance which is
paid to agriculture and to various other purposes?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) It is a well known fact that the
Commission is always ,very willing to answer ques-
tions, even questions which are almost unanswerable.
Part of this answer is rc be found with the national
tovernments, as many of the items we are talking
about here are administered by the national govern-
ments. It can be difficult for the EC Commission
always to kno* what proportion is attriburcd to
'wages, for instance, and what proportion of the price
for a slaughtered animal goes to the slaughter house;
what proponion is given rc the farmer, wh2t propor-
tion to transport; what proponion is given to storage
in the relevant country, etc. But, to the extent that we
have the possibiliry to answer a quesdon 
- 
involving
an acceptable amount of work 
- 
we will, naturally,
always do so.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 4, by-Mr Moorhouse, for
whom Dame Shelagh Robens is deputizing (F{-sll/
82):
In the light of Parliament's action against the
Council under Article 175, does the Commission
regard ransport as a priority area for the alloca-
tion of staff and other resources?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The Com-
mission has up to the present time been able to allocate
sufficieni resources to the trarlspoft sector to enable it
to fulfil its obligations in the followint three respects:
(1) to initiate proposals to the Council on a series of
major transpon policy issues;
(2)
and
(3) to monitor, where required by the relevant legisla-
tion, the implementation of Council decisions in the
ffansPort area.
The honourable Member will be aware that the Com-
mission would welcome any new impetus given to the
development of a common Eansport policy by Parlia-
ment's present actions and, in the event of any new
decisions being taken by the Council, would take such
decisions into account in the allocation of staff and
credits to priority sectors and the establishment of its
new budgetary requests.
In this latter respect, I would point out that in the past
the Commission has seen its requests for additional
staff regularly reduced by the budgetary authoriry.
The additional resources made available to the Com-
mission each year have in consequence to be shared
out sparingly between the urgent prioriry sectors. If a
major new initiative is aken on transport poliqy, the
Commisson would therefore ask Parliament and
Council to take full account of the consequences of
such an initiative in the examination of future budget-
ary requests.
Dame Shelagh Robcrts (ED). 
- 
Vill the Commis-
sioner accept from me that the Committee on Trans-
port will be dismayed by that answer and probably
Parliament as well? The Commissioner has reiterated
that sufficient resources are available to implement
transport policy which is currendy in being, and there
is no quarrel on that score. But the question is directed
towards Parliament's action agaihst the Council for
failure to implement a transport policy in accord with
its obligadons under the Treaty, and I do not think the
Commissioner, in his reply, addressed himself to that
in any shape or form. It would be quite absurd for this
Parliament to proceed, with 
- 
as we have been led to
expect 
- 
the suppon of the Commission, in our act-
ion against the Council if the Commission have not
made contingency plans, in the event of a favourable
decision in the Coun, to implement the Coun's find-
ings. May I now ask the Commissioner for an hssur-
ance that he will take very seriously into account the
prot6st which I have just made, hnd may I also ask the
Commissioner for an assurance that the Commission
still share the enthusiasm and determination of Parlia-
ment to ensure that the Council does implement a
transport poliry in accordance with its obligations
under the Treaty of Rorne?
(Appkuse)
Mr Burke. 
- 
In reply to the honourable Member, I
can understand the frustration which qhe and a num-
ber of Members may .feel about the slow progress of
the common ffansport poliry, having had th'e responsi-
bility myself for four years in the previous Commis-
sion. I therefore understand the first pan of her sup-
plementary questbn) but the second part I think I have
to carry out studies of urgent ffansport problems;
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already answered. If in fact these major new initiatives
do take place, I can assure the honourable Members of
this Parliament that within the limits put on us 
- 
as I
have explained in the latter pan of my answer 
- 
the
Commission will do what it can, subject to Parliamen-
tary and Council approval of the necessary resources,
to give effect, in staff and credits, to rhe resulr of such
policies. 
.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Vhile the Commissioner may
be correct in passing the blame largely to the other
institutions of the Communiry, is it not also fair that
the Commission should take some of the blame imelf
for not giving prioriry within the Commission to the
subject of transpon, and in panicular by giving it very
scanr arrenrion in the mandate of 30 May?
Mr Burkc. 
- 
I have some difficulry in replying to
that, because I was not around this Commission at the
time of the said mandate.
I am sure that my colleague more particularly respon-
sible can reply on another occasion to the ransporr
aspect of the matter; but I would reiterate that, given
the scarce resources available generally to the,Com-
mission for staff and staff poliry, while one would
have wished in the past to have more staff, we do the
best we can. I can assure [he honourable Members 
-and they know this from my previous responsibiliry 
-that as far as I personally am concerned I will do
everything I can to help them on the road on which
they have now embarked.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mrs Ewing (H-518/
82):
In view of the fact that more than 60 Spanish fish-
ing vessels have gained access to fishing grounds
and quotas in Irish and UK waters by registering
in those counrries, will rhe Commission state what
measures are envisaged in the proposed CFP to
prevent vessels from other countries (including
vessels from other Member Starcs) from gaining
access to natioial and regional fishing gioundi
and quotas by flying flags of convenience?
and Question No 32, by Mr Harris (H-587 /82):
How many fishing boats from non-EEC counries
have been re-registered in Member Stares over the
last three years and so have gained access to Com-
muniry warers and what action is the Commission
now considering in conjunction with Member
States to deal wirh this pracrice of 'flag of conven-
ience' fishing particularly by Spain, which has
re-registered over 60 boats in the United King-
dom?
Mr Gintogeorg1s, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) The Commission has no filures relating to the
number of ships from third countries registered with
Member States of the Community in the lasr three
years. fu the Commission has repearcdly said in reply
to both written and oral questions, the registration of
fishing vessels with Member Stares is a matter for rhe
competent authorities in those Member States, whose
own legislation defines the conditions and precondi-
tions for the registration of ships. Thus, the Commis-
sion has no authoriry m inrcrvene directly in the mat-
ter. If Council eventually accepts the Commission's
proposals for a common fishing poliry and the regula-
tion proposed by the Commission for a common sys-
tem of conserving and managing fishery resources is
accepted, then the Commission will examine the possi-
bilities that might emerge from this regulation, for
ensuring that the use of the quotas defined for Mem-
ber States will indeed be confined to fishing vessels
belonging to the Member States, and that there can be
no circumvendorls by means of registration. However,
as I have mentioned, Council has not yet decided and,
I reieat in order to avoid misundeistandings, only
when it does so will we examine what possibilities'
exist. There can be no positive order giving the Com-
mission a right to intervene in Member States over
their procedures for the registration of ships.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner agree
,with me that it is an incredible answer ro a very serious
question when he states to rhis House that he doesn't
know about the number of vessels? How can he justify
his job if he doesn'r know about this? Is it nor true rhat
I 0 years of patient and painful negotiation on delicate,
vital questions such as quotas and licences are totally
undermined if this practice is not stopped? That is in
the interests of all Member States who want ro atree
on a common fisheries policy, and most of them do.
Mr Contogeorgl.. 
- 
(GR) As I have said, the proce-
dures and conditions for the registration of fishing
vessels in the Member States are governed by the com-
petent authorities in those Member Srates. The Com-
mission cannof intervene. !7e know that in recenr
years, in one country in the Communiry, namely Great
Britain, fishing vessels from a counrry outside the
Communiry have been registered and thus, since those
vessels fly and circularc under the flag of their counry
of registration, they share in the exploitation of the
quotas. However, I repeat that we are not empowered
to intervene. The matter is in the hands of the compe-
tent authorities of the counrry that accepts the r{is-
tration of those vessels. As for the exploitation of the
quotas I would like to remind Mrs. Ewing that the
apportionment of fishery resources berween the Mem-
ber Staces is not carried out according to how many
vessels each country can lay claim to, and conse-
quently that these registrarions do not affect the
apportionment. The apponionment is governed by cri-
teria such as traditional fishing merhods, the protec-
tion of the fishing populations of sensitive regions, and
other criteria laid down by the Council of Ministers.
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Mr Harris (ED). 
- 
Could I reinforce the point that
the whole business of the common fisheries policy
could be totally undermined if this dangerous pracdce
is allowed to spread?
Can the Commissioner confirm that the United King-
dom Government has been in touch with the Commis-
sion to look for Commission action on this subject?
My information is that they have been in touch asking
and pressing for Cornmission action, because it is notjust a matter for the United Kingdom. If that is the
case, when on earth ig the Commission going to take
this action, or is the Commissioner just going to sit
there and do nothing?
(Appkasefrom tbe European Democratic Group)
Mr Contogeorgrs. 
- 
(GR) The Commission is 'first
awaiting a Community decision for a common fishing
policy, because this is the basis and cornerstone on
which we can act. As I mentioned earlier, within the
framework of this poliry there will exist the possibili-
des for the Communiry to intervene in the scctor of
ship registration as well, but in the absence of any
decision by Council concerning a fishing poliry, the
matter of registration remains in the hands of the com-
petent authorities in the Member States, who should
face the problem and take steps to avoid the registra-
don of ships from third counries under their flags.
President. 
- 
fu the author is not present, Question
No 6 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 7, by Sir Pcter Vanneck (H-546l82):
Are military aircrak manufacured in the Com-
muniry placed at a competidve disadvantage, rela-
dve to similiar aircrefv of US design or manufac-
. ture, in those Member States which invoke
Anicle 223 of. the EEC Treaty as a straightfor-
ward entitlement to impon products originating in
the United States of America i$tended for use in
the construction, maintenance and repair of mili-
tary aircrah?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.- (DE) lnthe
Commission's view, the tax-free imponation of mili-
tary aircrak or components, in respect of which a
majoriry of Member States invokes Anicle 223, does
have an effect on the conditions of competition in this
branch of industry.
In assessing this situation, the Commission must also
take into account that decisions on procurement mea-
sures of this kind involve not only financial but also
important military and political considerations. The
Commission alsb knows that the step by step develop-
ment of a European defence industry will require a
common internal market for armaments and a coordi-
narcd procurement policy. So, as I have shown, this
guestion touches on some aspects of a complex politi-
cal issue.
In ptactical terms the Commission, as it indicarcd in iu
reply to Question H-353/82, will for the time being
continue to urge that the existing situadon, character-
ized by autonomous meaiures taken by individual
Member States, will be replaced by a Communiry
regulation pursuant to Article 28. However, ,\nicle 28
calls for a unanimous decision and does not give the
Commission the right of proposal.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED). 
- 
I agree, of course, with
the Commissioner that this is a complicated issue, but
what I would like to hear from him is the answer'to
this question. Does this mean that intra-Communiry
airuak trade is inhibited by bilateral agreements
between individual Member States and America, or
can I be reassured that in each Member State there is
fair competition, if not a European pref.erence, ois-ri-
zis the sales effons of the Unircd States?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) |
think we should distinguish between three cases. 1.
There are several suppliers in a Member State. In that
case there are no competition problems. 2. A European
firm wants to purchase and has several European sup-
pliers. In this.case there is not yet a European prefer-
ence in the public procurement system. This subject
will come on the agendalater. However, I expect that
once the Genscher-Colombo proposal has been
adopted, it will give us grounds for creating a Euro-
pean prbference in the area of the procurement of
European armaments. At. present, however, there is
nothing of the kind.
3. A European purchaser is faced 'wirh competing
European and American firms. In this case too there is
at present no preference for the European supplier.
But the situation would change if our proposal on
Anicle 28 was implemented. In that case rhe European
producer would cenainly enjoy a limircd tariff protec-
uon.
President. 
- 
As the authors are nor presenr, Ques-
tions Nos 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 will be answered in
writingl.
I would like to state for the benefit of Members 
- 
and
I will ask the President of Parliament ro write,to all
Members to this effect 
- 
that when they do put down
quesdons, they should be here in the House when they
are aken. This is panicularly rue of queirions to the
1 See Annex II. 1 See Annex II.
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Presidcnt
Commission. !7e have had au least eight Commission-
ers sitting ready waiting to answer these questions.
Applause)
It is quite disgraceful that Members are not here to put
their questions. !7hen they are npt able to be here,
they should at least get a representative from their
group or a colleague to put the question on their
behalf. I really think it is a great discourtery to the
Members of the Commission, especially when we ask
them to come and answer on their own areas of res-
ponsibility to this House.
(Apphrse)
Mrs Kellctt-Bowrman (ED). 
- 
May I point out that
,two very imponant questions on textiles have unfor-
tunately already been omitted, precisely because those
who claim to care for textiles simply are not here?
Presidcnt. 
- 
I am well aware of that, Mrs Kellett-
Bowman, and I think it is a very great pity that the
House as a whole is deprived of the answers of the
Commission because Members themselves have failed
to meet their responsibilities by being here for their
questions. I put it therefore rc all of you 
- 
and I
should be glad if you would raise it in your groups as
well 
- 
that-when Members cannot be present for
some specific reason, they should ask their colleagues
to take over the question. I take this opponuniry of
apologizing to the President and Members of the
Commission that some of the quesdons put to them
could not be raised in this House today.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I am very
apologetic. I should explain that I went out of the
Chamber about seven minutes ago when you were on,
I think, Question No 6. I really did not think that you
would leap through six questions in just as many min-
urcs.
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
Mr Moreland, you should take nothing
for gra4ted in this world, especially when I am presid-
irg.
(hugbter)
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Madam President, with you I
never take anything for granted.
(Laughte)
Presi&nt. 
- 
Vell, since you do not take anphing for
granrcd, I will allow you to put your question.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Madam President, while I am
the very first to accept your strictures on those who do
not attend 
- 
and I myself really like Question Time
and try to attend 
- 
I would say this, that Question
Time keeps being changed. The very fact that there
was a total swirch between questions to the Commis-
sion and questions to the Council means that many
Members have got their appointments arranged
accordingly. I think your strictures 
- 
while I agree
with them 
- 
were not justified because it was not the
Members who created that change. And that change
was quirc unjustifiable.
President. 
- 
Thank you for making that point, Mrs
Ewing:
Mr Bcazley (ED). 
- 
M'adam President, when Mem-
bers have put down questions on which others want to
ask supplementaries and have already nodfied the
Presidency that they want to do so, would it not be
more pracdcal for those other persons to take over the
questions? Otherwise the questions go by the board,
the Commissiohers sit here wasting their time and
answers are not provided to current imponant mat-
ters?
President. 
- 
Ve will now close this discussion, I will
raise this matter with the President and we will try and
come to some satisfactory arrangement for dealing
with all the different aspects of the problem that have
been raised.
Question No 12, by Mr Moreland (H-561/82):
Recent reports have indicated that Commissioner
Richard has been taking an interest in the mem-
benhip of football clubs on behalf of the Commis-
slon.
\Zhat role does the Commission believe the Com-
munity can play to improve the state of European
foodall?
Mr Davignoq Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Judging from the results of the last \Zorld Cup
competition, it is clear that there is little call for action
on the pan of the Commission to improve the state of
football in the Community5 since three of our reams
where among the four best in the world, which is no
doubt the direct result of our suppon, althbugh not of
any action that we have mken.
On the substance of the quesdon, as rhe honourable
Member is aware, the Commission takes an interest in
these matters in so far as they affect the free move-
ment of workers, in this case professional foorballers,
whose status has been defined by the Coun in rwo
judgments. A number of arrangements have been con-
cluded during the 1980s and we are watching the situ-
ation to ensure that they are being observed in the best
interests of spectators and the Community.
t'
I
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Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
The reason I put down this
question was that I had read in the press that the Com-
mission had recently been having talks with UEFA
about the playrng membership of cenain clubs and the
national make-up of cenain clubs and discrimination
against nationalities.
Can the Commissioner say anything about that? Also
does he not think that there is a role for the Commis-
sion, as I have put to him before, in looking at the ini-
quities of the transfer fees scheme across Europe?
Mr Davigno t, Wce-Presiint of the Commission, 
-(FR) Ve are concerned here with the ,professional
footballer, since people who play this spon for plea-
sure are happily able to do so without reference to any
rulei other than those of the game.
fu far as professionals are concerned, we and the var-
ious European federations have agreed upon an
arrangement reconciling satisfactory operation of
national compedtions and compli4nce with the rules
against discrimination between nationals of the Com-
munity, and my colleague Mr Richard has simply
aken stock of the situation recently to satisfy himself
that this ariangement is working properly.
The second question that you ask is concerned with
the problem of transfers and contracts of employment;
this belongs to another context and is not specific to
this spon. Here again various legal discussions are in
progress and the Commission is watching the situation
ro ensure that fair rules are applied.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I do not have a very serious'
quesdon, but as a member of the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon I
feel that we do not give enough atention to the sport-
ing aspects of foodall and I think we should do more
to encourage the practice of amateur football as
opposed to the professional football that Mr Moreland
was referring to, particularly in the school curriculum.
Football is a British invention, it is our contribution to
rhe Community, and it should be taken into account.
Presidcnt. 
-'S7as that a question, Mr Seligman, or astatement?
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
It was a son of question.
(I-augbter)
Mr Davignoq Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) I thought that your comment was intended to
draw my attention m the fact that a number of mem-
bers who had put down questions w'ere absent because
they were playing foodall!
Mr Paisley (ND. 
- 
In view of the very fine perfor-
mance of the Nonhern Ireland rcam in the Vorld Cup
series, would the Commissioner not agree that the
people of Nonhern Ireland deserved to have their
intervention buuer before Christmas and not after
Christmai?
(Applaase)
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) lwill leave Mr Dalsager to reply on the technical
aspect, but I should like to say that in the days when I
played football 
- 
some fifry years ago 
- 
ordnges and
lqmons were discributed at half dme, not butter; I
should imagine that this is still the practice.
Mr Scefcld (S).- (DE) Now that Mr Seligman has
esablished that football is an English invention I real-
ise why Mr Moreland put his question. He seems con-
cerned less about the state of European foodall than
about that of English football.
But to be serious, Mr Commissioner. Some time ago
you said you would talk to the UEFA about ways of
abolishing the blocking clause which exists in some
European foodall associations and under which there
is no guarantee of the frce choice of job in profes-
sional football.
I would be grarcful if you could say what resqlted
from these talks and whether there is any prospect of
the blocking clause being abolished and, if not,
whether the Commission sees this as grounds for
intenrention.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commitsion. 
-(FR) The Commission took action in this mamer sev-
eral years ago when a worker who was a Communiry
national suffered discrimination in regard to taking
part in the championships. The problem of national
teams, which have a different structure, is another
matter.
\7e have been able to conclude, with UEFA and the
various federations, arrangemenff under which it will
be possible to eliminate these forms of discrimination
in the Communiry. fu a result, players who are nation-
als of other Community countries can now play in
Italy. S[e had the impression that these arrangements
were found to be generally satisfactory, bearing in
mind that the numbers of people'who can hope to play
in these rcams are not great.
My colleague Mr Richard checls whether the
arrangements made are satisfactory on all sides, and
we think that they are. Should this prove not to be the
case, rest assured that we would take further steps in
the interests of spectators, players and fair competi-
tion.
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Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) I presume that foo6all was not
what one had in mind at the dme the EEC Treary was
signed. Therefore I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner when football became the reson of the EC
authorities?
Mr Davigno 4 We-President of the Co*-irsior. 
-(Ffl) Vhen a fqotballer took his case to the Coun of
Justice, which found in his favour.
President. 
- 
Question No 13 by Mrs Lizin (H-571/
82):
In a television intenriew on Sunday, 2l Novem-
ber, Mr Davignon stated that three Members of
the Commission, Mr Ortoli, Mr Andriessen and
himself, were dealing with the steel problem.
Does not the,Commission consider it odd that Mr
Richard is not also one of the Members involved,
since the social implications are a matter of
urtency for regions in difficulry such as Vallonia?
Mr Davigno4 Vce-Presi.dent of the Commission. 
-(FR) Two commenr on this quesdon. First, as the
honourable Member is well aware, the Commission's
decisions are always taken collectively, as the sructure
of that institution requires. Secondly, Mr Richard has
on more than one occasion expressed his deep appre-
ciation to the honourable Member for the kindness of
her concern for the exercise of his responsibilities,
which he has already mentioned in public during a
meedng of the Ministers of Industry in Elsinore, and
the absolutely essendal responsibilities in the field of
social affairs are being discharged most satisfactorily
in the Commission and Communiry.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) My supplementary question is
as follows: The Commission is at present preparing a
second social programme, the budget for which
amounts to some 300 million ECU; I should like to
know what prioriry is to be given to Vallonia's steel
industry, bearing in mind that social aspecr have now
become a matter of prigriry in many struggling steel
concerns.
A second supplementary question: To what exrent will
the Commission be taking account of the recent fire
which has caused such devastation at one of rhe Cock-
erill-Sambre steelworks, creating even more difficult
and urgent social problems in the past 48 hours?
Mr Davigno o, Wce-President of the Co* iss;ion. 
-(FR) Contrary to what the honourable Member
thinks, social measures on behalf of steelv'orkers are
not applied on the basis of quoras, nor according to
any breakdown by country or company. These mea-
sures are applied in accoidance. with the ECSC Treaty
in order rc deal with problems as they arise. This, I
believe, is the extraordinary merit of the ECSC: It
ackles pracdcal problems, without concerning itself
with proportional scales; in other words, social mea-
sures are adoprcd according rc the seriousness of the
problems concerned.
In the same spirit, the Commission has submitted prac-
tical proposals not only for social'measures but also
for conversion, proposals relating to the non-quota
section. Consequendy, account is aken of prioriry
automatically, as soon as a real problem presents itself.
Specific problems arising out of short-time working
are dealt with through the agreements concluded
between each Member State and the ECSC. There can
therefore be no depanure from these rufes.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) | am interested in the mater-
ial aspect of this quesdon and the search for European
solutions for the steel indusry. Can I therefore ask
whether the Commission intends to contact high-
ranking figures and experts on this matter, to consider
possible solutions in the steel sector in various Member
States, and whether, in case it has ndt yet given
thought to this, it will accept my proposal rc establish
contact with leading national experr and officials?
Mr Davignoq Vice-Presidcnt of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) I truly believe that, in the case of iron and steel,
contact besvreen those who are directly involved in the
problems 
- 
whether structural reorganization or con-
version, whether at national or regional level 
- 
and
the Commission is organized on a rystematic basis.
More specifically, three persons who. have the task of
analysing these problems in the Federal Republic 
-and it is no doubt to this Mr Rogalla's question refers
- 
will be having a meerint nexr Monday with Com-
mission officials responsible for moniroring rhese
problems, myself included.
Mrs Clwyd (S).- The Commissioner musr be aware
that Member States do not always play this according
to the rules. If he remembers the situation in Britain
[wo years ago when vre had massive job losses in the
steel indusry, the then Social Affairs Commissioner,
Mr Vredeling, said that the Commission was nor con-
sulrcd by the British Government or the British Steel
Corporation abour its plans to restructure the industry
and that if it had been consulted, then it would have
prevailed upon the British Governmenr ro take greater
account of the social consequences of rhe job losses
caused by running down the steel industry in Britain at
that rate.
Can he assure us that this time the social and all rhe
other consequences will be thought about more deeply
as far as the United Kingdom is concerned, taking into
eccount that last time round the Commission was not
consultdd and that the social consequences of the viry
rapid job losses in the steel industry have been exces-
sive as far as the United Kingdom is concerned? !7ill
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Cl*yd
he please also assure us that other steel-producing
countries will now take their fair share of job losses in
the srcel industry?
Mr Davignoo, Vice-President of tbe Commisi
(FR) I think that, since the time to which the honour-
able Member refers, the new legal instrument adopted
unanimously by the Council 
- 
the Aid Code 
- 
has
come into force. This instrument stipulates 
- 
and this
is the only qualification in my reply 
- 
that where
public aid is to be provided the Commission must be
consulted and the proBramme to be implemented must
take account of all relevant aspects of the case. These
include the social impact of conversion since, unfor-
tunately, as the Commission has indicated, the deter-
ioradon in the steel industry will necessitate funher
restructuring over the period to 1985, and this will
inevitably entail more job losses.
Regarding the need for a display of solidariry with
everyone in the Community working for a solution to
this problem 
- 
without which there will be no solu-
tion 
- 
the Commission is very much aware of its res-
ponsibility and of the fact that nothing shon of total
solidariry will serve the purpose. If the objective that
we have set ourselves is to be achieved, a combined
effort from all concerned ii required. The Commission
is very mindful of this aspect of the situation.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner if it is not reasonable to make special allow-
ances for the one and only steel vorks of a single
Member State, considering that'Det danske Stllvalse-
verk' in Frederikwerk is based on rerycling, and con-
sidering that Denmark is a big net-impofter of iron
and steel products from the other EC Countries? Vill
the Commissioner then make special allowances and
avoid carrying out the tough quotas for the steel pro-
duction in Frederikwerk? And, finally, I would like to
ask the Commissioner if he would show us what
re-structuring plans for the steel works in Frederiks-
vark that may have been designed in cooperation with
the British firm of consultants?
Mr Davignon, Wce-President of the Commisssion 
-(FR) On this point it is clear that the Commission has
formally recognized that Denmark and Ireland are
special cases by vinue of having only small steel indus-
tries in comparison with others. It was this that led us
nearly rwo years ago, under very difficult conditions,
to find an arrangement under which the Danish steel
industry was able to receive substantial State aid. Simi-
larly, if we have allowed for possible exceptions, parti-
cularly in ilre context of the steel arrangement con-
cluded with the United States, so as to find a balance
between what is legitimate in view of the special situa-
tion and what is necessary in order to maintain the
Communiry approach, I think that we have so far been
successful.
Regarding the last point 
- 
structural reorganization
plans 
- 
it is too early for the Commission to make
any statement. As always, a number of concomitant
plans are under examination and a decision will have
to be taken as to which is the best. Ve are working on
this at present and I feel that it would be premature at
this stage to state a position on any of the formulas.
Ve shall do so by the month of June.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
My question is a long way
from the television interview which was the original
point, but I would like to take advantage of the pres-
ence of the Commissioner to ask him how it is that
Italy has in fact been increasing its srcel producdon
during his period of office. Secondly, what measures
does he intend to bring in to expand demand for steel
and to resist the flooding of the European markit by
steel from outside?
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commision. 
-(FR) | think we can take it, Mr Seligman, that it is
inappropriate to use words like invasion or flooding
when referring to imports. The statistics prove the
exact opposite. Over the past three years imports into
the Community have fallen in proportion, whereas our
exports have increased. I think we should be clear on
this. I am not suggesting that theie have not been
problems here and there, but that is not the general
pattern,
Secondly, it is true that the Italian steel industry has
expanded, and this stands to reason since Italy, which
had been lagging considerably behind other industrial-
ized countries in developing its steel industry, invested
in capacity in 1974, at a time when no one suspecrcd
what was going to happen. This capaciry came on
stream during the crisis years.
Moreover, the Italian steel industry has benefited frcim
the advantages of competitiveness in the case of small
electrically powered plants using a techriological pro--
cess which has proved very cost-competitive, having
coincided with a slump in the price of scrap. Today,
scrap is very much cheaper than ore.
This being the case 
- 
and I refer back to my replies to
the two previous speakers in connection with the
structural reorganization programme calling for a
concerted effon 
- 
our discussions with the Italian
Government will culminate in the Commission giving
its agreement only if the ffo conditions of the Aid
Code are fulfilled, the first of theie conditions being a
conribution to the reduction of capacity in the Com-
munity, given the structural overcapaciry, the second
being the organization of the srcel industry on lines
guaranteeing future viability.
President. 
- 
Question No 14 by Mr Bocklet (H-
586/82):
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President
Is it true thar an information seminar with experts
on electoral law has been held at rhe instigation
and/or with the participation of the Commission
on the European Parliament's proposal for a uni-
form electoral system, and on what grounds did
the Commission not see fit to invitc the European
Parliament, the rapporteur on rhe drafr electoral
law, in particular, or any other Members con-
cerned with this subject?
Mr Thorn, Presidcnt of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) I
should like to reply to the honourable Member that
the Commission has not held any seminar on the sub-
jecr of. a uniform electoral sysrcm. But the honourable
Member no doubt refers to what should more cor-
recdy be called a consulrarion of gxpens on electoral
systems which was organized by our staff in a per-
fectly normal, not to say routine way, precisely for the
purpose of preparing for the Commission's contribu-
tion to the proceedings of an expen working parry in
which the Council of Ministers had invited it to take
paft. Under, the circumstances, as always in such cases,
we consulted experts in order to obtain the necessary
background information. This was not exacrly a semi-
nar on the subject of a uniform electoral qystem.
Mr Bocklet (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President of the
Commission, can you also make the results of this
consultation, to use your term, available to Parliament
or inform us of the results of rhis consultation? How
will you follow up these results? And a last quesdon:
in this electoral lav procedure, the roles are allocated
in a different way from the usual sysrcm under rhe
Treaties. Parliament has the right of initiative and the
Commission is consulted. \Zhat is your view of this
step from this aspecq for rhere is a risk that because of
these special relations berween Commission and
Council, Parliament might forfeit its role as initiator in
the introduction of universal suffrage?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(FR) I would reply to the honourable
Member that this consulatation of experts took place
in Florence in September 1982, as you probably know.
If the Parliamenr's relevant committee wishes to dis-
cuss what was said,,we shall of course be pleased to
pabs on the technical information. My colleague Mr
Andriessen has been in conrac with Mr Seitlinger, on
2 December last I believe, to brief him on what actu-
ally happened; there is therefore no reason why this
exchange of information should not be enlarged.
Regarding the essential prerogative of this ParliamenqI should like to underline 
- 
nor once, bur rwo or
three times 
- 
that the Commission has pointed out to
the Council how imponant it is for the European Par-
liament to be involved in its work. It has done so on
many occasions and will not fail to do so again. Ve
are essentially on standby, but when the Council asks
us to send officials to atrcnd rhis working perty, we
do, and as a result we are a little better informed. But
we have no intention 
- 
and nor does the working
parsy or the Council 
- 
of depriving the Parliamenr of
its right of initiative, least of all in this maner.
Dame Shclagh Robcrts (ED).- ITould che Commis-
sion accept my assurance that there are a number of
Members of this House who would regard it as per-
fecdy appropriate for the Commission to wish to ake
expen advice on Parliament's proposals for a so-called
uniform electoral procedure? Indeed, if rhe rapponeur
had thought about it, it might have been appropriate
for him to have associated himself with the Commis-
sion in taking that son of objective and expert advice
before he produced a reporr to this House. Had he
done so, he might have produced a repon command-
ing a greater degree of interest than rctal vote of Par-
liament, which I believe was less than 500/o of all
Members, would indicare.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(FR) I have lisrened most anentively,
but I do not think that the second part in particular of
the honourable Membels quesrion is addressed m the
Commission, so rhat it does not call for an answer
from me. However, I have norcd the first pan and
assure her that we shall take all necessary sreps rc
comply with what she suggests.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since they deal with rhe same subject, I
call Question No 15, byMrKazazis (H-588/82):
Could the Commission inform the House of the
terms of the Franco-Soviet agreement (signed by
Mrs Cresson, the French Minisrcr of Agriculture)
providing for expons of cereals and sugar to the
Soviet Union and can it assure us that the terms of
this agreement are not contrary to the common
agricultural poliry or the rules on cargo sharing
laid down by UNCTAD, of which Frence is a
member?
and Question No 29, by Mr Hord (H-659/82)t I
'Vhat atreemenr have recendy been made
befi/een the Government of France and the Sovier
Union for the sale of agricultural products?
Vhat steps have the Commission taken to ensure
that full information as to rheir atreemenr has
been given to them?
Vhat action is the Commission preparing to take
to ensure that the provisions of the Treaties relit-
ing rc trade atreements between a Member State
and a third counrry are obsened?
'\7hat is the estimated cosr to Community funds if
these agreements are implemented?
I Formcr oral qucstio-n without debate (0-125/82), con-
vencd into question for Question Time. 
-
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Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Our
Commission has indced received t coPy of the
exchange of letters between the French Miaister of
Agriculture and the authorities of the USSR signed in
Moscoy on 15 Ooober 1982, concerning the sale to
the Soviet Union of ccnain agriculural produce and
foodstuffs of French origin. The Commission has
righdy carried out a detailed examination of these let-
ters. Vhile resenring its final judgment of the agree-
ment in question, the Commission very recently, on
5 January 1983 to be precise, wrote to the Govern-
mlnt of the French Republic pointing out the
exchange of lemers in question is in breach Ardcle 113
and Council Decision 69/694 (EEC). In this letter we
insist on accepance of the exclusive comPetence of the
Community in this matter, which the Commission is
determined to uphold by taking the steps for which
provision is made in the Treary of Rome against any
Member State which disregards Communiry comPet-
ence by signing such agreements. Thirdly, in this same
letter the Commission asls the French Government to
provide funher informadon and additional clarifica-
tion.
Regarding the specific aspects raised by the honour-
abli Member 
- 
and although no final assessment of
these aspects have yet been made, as I mentioned ead-
ier 
- 
the Commission considers that various asPects
of the exchange of letters are incompadble with cer-
min fundamental provisions of rhe Treaty of Rome,
and in panicular the principle of not discriminating on
the grounds of nationaliry. However, having received
cenin very positive assurances from the French
Governmeni, the Commission is awaiting confirmation
and further clarification, following which we shall be
pleased to give you the additional information sought
by this Parliament.
Mr Kazazis (PPE). ' (GR) I thank the President of
the Commission warmly for the answer he was kind
enough to give to my question. This answer com-
pletely satisfies the question, because it confirms cer-
tain information that some quarters have attemprcd to
discredit, and which if confirmed, implies a contraven-
tion of Anicle 113 of the Treary of Rome.
I would like to ask, if after the clarification due to be
given it is in fact established that there has been a
dep"rtur. from the principles of the Treaty of Rome,
*li"t *easu.es will the Commission take in view of
this violation, granted that we are all fully aware of the
crisis affecting the Community's merchant fleets and
particularly th1 Greek merchant fleet, about 25 0/o of
whose srength is llng idle while according to infor-
mation all this transporting between France and Russia
is to be carried out exclusively by the merchant fleets
of the two countries involved.
Mr Thorn, Pregidcnt of the Commission 
- 
(FR) ltaie
the honourable Membe/s declarations as exhonations
addressed to the Commission, and it is as such that we
note them, particularly as rbgards the transpon aspect
of the Soviet agreement, which is concerned essen-
tially with foodsruffs. Ve are currendy examinin-g it.
Heie again, we are awaiting further information from
the French Government. I shall not fail to bear in mind
the concern expresied by the honourable Member.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
I am somewhat encouraged by the
reply given by the President of the Commission. I
wouldte grateful, however, if he could indicate to the
House, ai this stage, the quantities of produce
involved, reponed to include 10 million tonnes of
cereals. \7ill.he also confirm that no Communiry funds
will be utilized for these sales?
Mr Thorn, Presidcnt of the Commission.- (FR) Given
that we have intervened to remind the French auth-
orities of the need m adhere strictly to the Community
rules, it is impossible at this stage to talk of guaranteed
quantities, which we are still discussing with the
French Government. Should the honourable member's
fears eventually prove to be founded, I shall be pleased
to return to this question at the material time.
Mr Marshall (ED).- I thank the Commissioner for
his encouraging reply on this discouraging agreement.
Vould he agree that what the French Government is
trying to do is to institutionalize surplus food produc-
tion which would cdst the Communiry taxpayers very
dear as well as introducing an aBreement in breach of
Community law?
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) | am
not here to give notice of intent to take proceedings
against the Government of a Member State. fu the
honourable Member's words make very clear, such a
policy would be a bad policy. How, then, could a
Member State take such a course?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 16, by Mr Bonde (H-355/
82/rev.):
Can the Commission tt"t" '#hi"h budgetiry
guidelines were put forward for Denmark during
ihe ministerial meeting on l}July 1982 and
whether the proposed quantitative. budgetary
guidelines were drawn up in Brussels or in coll-
aboration with Danish officials?
Before it put forward those guidelines, did the
Commission solicit ideas from and hold talks with,
for instance, the Danish Trades Union Congress,
trade unions, pensioners' organizations,'students'
organizations, etc.?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) The budgetary policy guidelines for 1983, which
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were examined on l2July 1982 by the Council of
Ministers for Economic Affairs and Finance, were
drawn up by the Commission in accordance with
Anicle 3 of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974
on the examination of the economic situation'in the
Communiry, which ukes place in the middle of each
year. This article specifically states that the quanrira-
tive budgetary guidelines are considered on this
occasion, and that they are not published.
In the case of Denmark, in common with all other
Member States, the Commission made preparations by
making conract as appropriate with national Govern-
ment bodies and obtaining opinions from dle relevant
committees, specifically rhe economic poliry com-
mittee and the economic and financial policy coordi-
nation Broup, on which all the Member States have
high-level representarion. fu for contacr with the
social panners, our policy in this sphere is not directly
connected wirh the budgetary guidelines. Nevenhe-
less, before submitting the guidelines to rhe Council,
we contribute to rhe.drafting of two opinions by the
Economic and Social Committee, one on the econo-
mic situation, rhe other on social trends in rhe Com-
munity; these opinions were adopted on I July 1982.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) I would like to ask the Commis-
sion if this economic advice could nor ar leasr be pub-
lished a posteiori, in order that one could ger a fair
chance to find out to what exrent the Member States
obey these guidelines which are called binding in the
directive'? Funhermore I would like rc ask the Com-
mission, if they consider that the complerc cancellation
of the cost of living allowance, which certain govern-
men6 have enforced, is satisfactory in relation to the
Commission's guidelines?
Mr Ortoli Wce-Presi.dcnt of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) As regards the opinions of the Economic and
Social Comniittee 
- 
if I have correcdy understood
the question 
- 
they are published. There is therefore
not the slightest problem on this poinr. In rhis connec-
tion, I would mention thar in October, yrhen all the
work covering 
^year has been completed, we submit arepon which is discussed 
- 
indeed all economic
reports are discussed in this very chamber 
- 
and
which gives an indication of the general outlook in the
Communiry, inc-luding foiecasu and discussing the
contexr in which each of rhe countries will be pursuing
its own economic acriviry and the implications in terms
of compatibility with bbth nationaf and Communiry
objectives.
Regarding high cosr of living allowances, I am not
sure 
- 
and I apologize for this 
- 
that the translation
into French is correcr, because the term high cost of
living allowance is extremely specific and applies onlyin exceptional circumstances. Perhaps you could
repeat the quesrion, since I do not think that you were
referring to high cost of living allowances. An example
of a high cost of living allowance would be if, say,
tomorrow morning it was decided to give people
50 Belgian francs a day because chere had been a shirp
rise in prices. Since this is nor, as I understand it, what
you are referring ro, may I ask you to clarify your
question so that I can reply more fully.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) It concerns the cost of living
allowance 
-'dynidsregulering' is the Danish expres-sion, 
- 
and it is called 'indexation' in some of the
other languages. I would like to ask the Commission ifit is sadsfied with, for, insrance, the cancellation
enforced by the Danish government of the index regu-
lations for the coming rwo years, or if one wants it
completely abolished?
Mr Ortoli, Wce-Presi.dcnt of the Commission. 
-(FR) That could be the subject of a long debare. In
July last year the Commission submined a communi-
cation on the subject of indexadon, indicating the
rypes of problem which cou.ld arise if indexation were
introduced on a widespread basis throughout the
European economy. Ve recommended a number of
developments which have in fact been raken inro con-
sideration not only in Denmark but also in other
Member Srares, so that they are now pan' of the
debate going on within each of the countries in our
Communiry. I can therefore readily refer the honour-
able Member to the clear position of the Commission,
which is expressed in unambiguous terms in the docu-
ment submirted last July.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, euestionNo 17 will be answered in writingr .
Question No 18, by Mr Gontikas (H-421/82):
Can the Commission definitely state wherher the
five grade A 2 posts originally allocated to Greece
have recently been reduced ro four, and if so,
why? And can Parliament confirm that, before the
. end of 1982, persons will be recruited and
engaged for the A 2 posts of direcror and the
grade A 3 posts allocated to Greece under the
Derogatory System?
In addition, would the Commission inform parlia-
ment whether it is true tliat the delays in the A 2
and A 3 appointments are due to prissure on rhe
pan of the present Greek Goveinmenr, which
would like its nominees from amortg the ranks of
lAsgry m. be appointed instead of those pre-ferred by the Commission and selected on the
basis of strict criteria?
ft{r Byke, Member of the Commission.- The originalintendon of the Commission was to allocate five dlrec-
I See Annex II.
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tor posts and twelve head of division posts ro Greek
candidates. For reasons of internal organization, the
Commission-subsequently decided to recruir only four
Greek directors and to increase to fourteen the num-
ber of Greek heads of division.
It should be norcd that the Council derogation under
which most Greek recruitment took place, anil which
ended on 31 December last, did not and does not
apply to the A 2 level appointments.
The delay in filling these imponant and demanding
posts is due to the Commission's obligation to find the
very best candidates available.
fu for the head of division posts, at A 3 level, the ser-
ies of special compeddons was concluded at the end of
last October and the nominations resulting from these
competitions were all adopted by the Commission
within the deadline established under the derogation.
Not all of the posts have been filled, however, because
one successful candidate has declined the offer made
to him by the Commission.
It follows from ihis that there have been no undue
delays in making these appointmenr, and conse-
quendy the question of pressure oF the part the Greek
Government does not arise.
Mr Gontitas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I am surprised by the
insincerity of the Commigsion's answer. I cannot
accept that two whole years after Greece joined rhe
Community no suitable candidates have yet been
found to fill the A 2 posts. The Commission's srare-
ment is a provocation against all the Greek profes-
sional people whose applications, in entirely sufficient
numbers, akeady lie in the Commission's archives
today. The matter must therefore be transferred to a
different dimension which is anything but flattering
for the methods of selection by merit pursued by the
Commission.
(Tbe speaker continued his question in English)
Har4ing said that, I call upon the Commissioner to
ansvrer clearly whether or not rhe reduction of the
number of A 2 posts was made under pressure from
the Socialist Government of Greece in order to get an
A 3 post, as has already been mendoned by the Com-
missioner, for one of the PASOK candidates who fin-
ally did not accept the post, so that Greece is losing a
post which nor/ cannot be filled under the derogatory
system.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I have already replied in some derail rc
the honourable Member's question and I would point
out that at A level the Greek nadonality have had
more than 1200/o success in that particular and very
imponant grade.
I would funher say that if we take into account the
whole gamut of Greek appointments in the Commis-
sion, and if we take a balanced picure as we should
do, it can be seen that the recruitment has been
extraordinarily successful. Greek representation in rhe
senior grade of the Commission services is now pro-
ponionately ahead of that of any of the three Member
States who joined the Community in 1973.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I would like to submit
a supplementary quesdon to the Commissioner, but
before doing so I would like to say, following Mr
Gondkas' Greek-English intirvention, that the only
parry vhich can level no criticism at the Greek Cov-
ernment on the grounds of panisanship is the New
Democratic parry, whose prime minister, when they
were in power, had called for cenificates of political
affiliation for all Greek subjects due to work for the
Community.
The supplementary question I would like to put to the
Commissioner is: Is he aware that there is a great deal
of disquiet among those working in the Communiry,
both for the Commission and for the European Parlia-
ment, because problems of favouritism and various
other problems do indeed arise, mainly in the Com-
muniq/s seffices? Moreover, is the Commission dis-
posed rc look into the case of the Auditing Cotrncil,
where the wife of a Greek already working on the
Auditing Council was taken on by a Greek superior
without.any competition?
Prcsident. 
- 
The Commissioner is not bound to
answer this question because I think it is outside his
competence to do so, but perhaps the Commissioner
would like to make a comment on this.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I think I will avail myself of your very
clear indication that ir is not my responsibiliry, except
perhaps with your permission io r"y, funhei to the
general answer I have already given, that while I have
given certain broad indications of magnitude, it is
always to be remembered that there is no such thing as
a legally binding quota for any nationality in the Com-
mrsslon serylces.
Mr Lagakos (S).- GR) | would like to thank the
Commissioner for his answer, which however seems
vague to me, and I would like to know whether rhere
is in fact some sort of collusion berween Mr Gondkas
and the Commission leading to the question and the
answer given, because from what I know and from
informadon I have received, there is still a great deal
of favouritism so far as the appointments made by the
Commission are concerned, and most of the Greeks 
-if not all 
- 
appointcd to A 2 and A 3 posts are unfor-
tunately all members of the New Democratic Parry
and were appointed on criteria other than merir alone.
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Mr,Burke. 
- 
I can assure the honourable Member
that there has been no collusion between Mr Gontikas
and the Commission or indeed myself in this matter.
Prcsident. 
- 
I must say, chairing this sitdng at the
moment, that I regret some of the comments that have
been made on this particular question implying mis-
conduct on the part of the Commission.
Question No 19, by Mq Lalor (H-afi/82):
\[ill the Commission admit it has begun talks on
the possibility of developing a 'uwo-speed' Coni-
munity and starc at whose request such talks have
been initiated and how it intends to safeguard Ire-
land's position within the Communiry?
IvIr Tto.q President of tbe Commission. . 
-(FR) Although the Commission did not moot any
such idea, it is nevenheless of the opinion that it has a
dury to examine 
- 
even on its own initiadve 
- 
any
proposal which may be favourable to the future
development of the Communiry.
Consequently, although it has had absolutely no paft
in originating the idea of a two-speed Community, the
Commission regards it as one among veqy many ideas
for consideration, and it has a dury to make its voice
heard. It is on this basis that we have made various
comments, and in the past we have drawn attention to
the dangers involved in the development of a Com-
muniry comprising two groups of Member States mov-
ing ahead at different speeds.
Our position on this matter has not changed. I will
therefore reply to the honourable Member that the
Commission has no intention of proposing the aban-
donment of any pan of the Community patrimony or
of excluding a Member State such as Ireland 
- 
since
he has mentioned that country 
- 
from its rights and
obligations with respect to that patrimony.
Situations could nevenheless arise in which one or
more Member States were unable to go all the way
with the others along the Communiry path, or rather
were unable'to do so immediately and at the same
pace. Unification of rules does not necessarily pre-
clude all differentiation. As we have said on many
occasions, differentiation can be necessary. kt me
quorc a few examples of differentiation, purely to
illustrarc what I mean. Ve have had differentiated
time limits for the application of certain rules or tem:
porary derogations, the transitional periods in connec-
tion with enlargement, the different agricultural com-
pensatory amounts, the' organization of the market in
sheepmeat, the reguladons on agriculrural producir
troups (whose application is limited to Belgium,
France and Italy), the different margins of fluctuation.
In the EMS, and the United Kingdom's opting out of
the exchange rate and inrcrvention mechanism. This is
what we understand by differentiation, which is not
incompatible with uniformity of our law. I trust that
this covers the essentials of Mr Lalor's question.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
I thank President Thorn for his
reply. Quite frankly I had prepared two supplementar-
ies, one in the event of his saying that they were guilry
and the other that they were not. Can I have an assur-
ance from President Thorn that Ireland, which he
mentioned in this regard, will continue rc benefit in a
full and ccimplerc way from the revision of the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund and the Social Fund
and that the Commission will actively pursue and
implement new policies seeking to reduce the imbal-
ances berween the Member States, Ireland ais-ti-ois
Germany, say, in relation to regional assistance?
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) To
paraphrase a slightly iiifferent answer given by one of
my colleagues, my reply to this supplementary ques-
tion from Mr Lalor is: yes, yes, yes . . .
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Since the matter is
one of general political imponance and since the
meaning of the two speeds has been defined and made
known from previous debates in Parliament, we can
place a cllar interpretation on what the President of
the Commission has said, namely that there is no sense
in which a rwo-speed Community is intended. Even
Mr Lalols comments do not refer to a rvro-speed
intention. They relate to policies that are of greater
interest to some countries than to others. However,
this in no way implies two speeds. I think it politically
necessary for the. President to give a categorical
answer on this point.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(FR) No comment.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Question No 20, by Mrs Castle (H-
570/82):
Vill the Commission state what increase in milk
production it anticipates in the current year and
where and in what way it proposes to dispose of
the excess?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.- (DA) The
Commission estimarcd that milk producdon would
increase by 2.50/o in 1982 in relation to 1981. The rise
in the amount collected will apparentlybe 2.70/o,in so
far as we have not ybt the final figures. Considering
the development on the internal markpt we can say
that approximately 2- l million tonnes of milk can be
considered surplus'production, which corresponds to
90 000 tonnes of butter and 179 000 tonnes of
skimmed milk powder. The Commission has proposed
to dispose of the surplus by using special arrangemenrs
in the case of an augmentation of the butter consump-
tion in the Communiry, namely by granting consumer
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aid to butter, by granting aid to butter and butter oil
used in bakeries and ice cream factories, and also by
the special sale of Christmas butter. fu regards
skimmed milk powder the Commission, amongst other
things, has inroduced the sale of extra quantities to
the pigmeat and poultry sectors. In 1982t80 000 tonnes
were sold there, and 250 000 tonnes are expected to be
sold there in 1983.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vce-kesident
Mrs Casde (S). 
- 
But is it not a fact that some of this
ridiculous surplus is to. be disposed of once again by
selling to third countrics at cut prices much lower than
the European consumer has to pay? \7ould it not be
far bener to avoid this nonsense by fixing the original
price at a level which the consumer could afford to
pay? And far from the Commission proposing, as it
now is, that there should be a funher approximately
3r/+0/o increase in the intervention price of buter and
skimmed milk in the coming year, should not rhe
Commission demand a f.reezing of all prices in the sur-
plus sectors until the surpluses have disappeared?
Mr Dalsagcr. 
- 
(DA) It is completely correct, Mrs
Qastle, that when we sell agricultural products, includ-
ing butter, from the Community to third counrries,
then the Communiry must sell under the same condi-
tions as all the other countries dealing in this product.
Otherqrise we could not compete in the third counrry
market. But, what Mrs Castle wishes, is that we cancel
the common agricultural policy and, for insance,
f.reeze the prices without regard to rhe income of our
farmers. There is hardly a majoriry in the Community
in favour of conducting such a poliry, as I believe that
there is general agreement that we have some obliga-
tions towards the farmers [hat we musr fulfil in
accordance with the Rome Treaty.
Mrs Kcllctt-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Is the Commissioner
aware that, welcome though the sales of Christmas
, butter were, there were a cenain number of teething
uoubles? For example, Maqypon in my constituenry
ran very short of buter because of some difficulty over
the packaging. ITould he take this on board for next
yeat?
Vould he funher consider doing all he can to encour-
age the production of regional and local farmhouse
cheeses, which are of a high value and would help to
use up any temporary surpluses which may in future
arise?
Mr Dalsager . 
- 
(DA) I agree with the honourable
Member that last year we did not'have much time in
which to prepare this sale of Christmas butter, and
that this fact presumably has led to cenain technical
difficulties in the single Member States. I do hope very
much 
- 
if we want to undenake a similar action nexr
year 
- 
that that we cin prepare better for this situa-
tion and in adequate time. It does not solely depend
on the Commission if the decisions that are to be taken
in this context are in fact taken in their own good
time. If v/e vant to continue these actions, we must
have more time for technical prepararion, so that the
difficulties referred to by the honourable Member, do
'not 
arise again.
'![ith regard to the cheese production in the Com-
munity, the faci is that it has certainly risen. But so has
the consumption of cheese, more so than for instance
the consumption of fresh milk and other rhilk prod-
ucts. Therefore cheese production in the Communiry
may have had slightly better conditions than other
forms of milk production. But apart from that, it is up
to the producers themselves to choose whatever frod-
ucr they presume will sell best, and which will render
the highest profits.
Prcsident. 
- 
I declare Question Time closed.l
Mr Marshall (ED).- Madam President, I would like
to raise a point of order about the order in which
questions are printed. Question No 13 was clearly
received by the secretariat no earlier than 22 Novem-
ber, and it may well have been received later than that.
My question, which is No 25, was cenainly received
before then. I would like to know why my question is
at No 25 and not ahead of No 13.
Furthermore, all the questions have an index number,
which, I suggest, probably relates to the date on which
they are received. Yet those index numbers do not
bear any relation to the order in which they are
printed.
President. 
- 
Mr Marshall, I shall consider the marter
and let you have a reply as soon as possible.
5. Intra-Community trade 
- 
Tumooer (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe condnuadon of the
joint debate on the inrcrnal markel
Mr Rogalla (9). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I have
been asked to present thc opinion of the Socialist
Group on the von !7ogau and Velsh reporrs and to
I See Annex IL
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say that essentially we fully agree with both. \7e are
pleased that once again the European Parliament can
give its support to the important work being done on
the internal market by delivering its opinion. Ve will
vorc in favour of the amendments tabled by the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and those
mbled by Mr Moreland.
Ve have one criticism to make about one of these
amendments, since it calls for conflicting procedures
and rules berq/een the Communiry and third countries
to be reduced to the minimum. Afur considerable
doubt, we decided to vote for this amendment too,
although in our view it could bring new harmonization
problems into the debate. Perhaps this is not the
momenr to burden or complicate the already difficult
adjustment befireen Member States on the internal
market with funher demands for harmonization and
new provisions relating to wider legal frameworks
than that of the Community.
A funher remark on the amendment on committee
procedure which calls for the provisions to be
amended in such a way that the European Parliament
can also be heard during this procedure.
May I urgendy request the Commission rc approve
this amendment in spite of any systematic doubts and
rc defend it before the Council simply because 
-given that the committee procedure is an institutional
procedure 
- 
the fact that the European Parliament
represents the people and is close to them certainly
enriches and gives more depth rc the proposals. If
there are any doubts as to formalities, I can to some
exrcnt alleviate them by saying that our proposals in
fact provide for a three-month time-limit and that the
procedure can continue uninterrupted if Parliament
makes no proposals during this time-limit.
I must not miss this opportuniry, as a former official of
the German Federal Customs Administration, most
strongly to support Mr Velsh's proposals in his repon.
For I think that many of the duties of the customs
authorities at the external borders must be assumed by
a European atency and European officials if we really
crant to create the internal market and abandon super-
fluous controls, if only to counterac any doubts as to
the trustqronhiness of this or that national administra-
tion. The simple fact is that as a result of raditional
developments in our Member States prejudices have
arisen here and there. These can best be counteracted
by building up a common customs administration. I
know there is no legal basis for this yet in the Member
States or the Communiry, but as always in the case of
good ideas and imponant matters, nothing prevenm us
from creating such a legal basis.
I therefore conclude my brief opinion with the above
appeal and hope that the Commission, with its facili-
ties and contac$ in the Member States, will work very
acdvely to ensure that this happens in the foreseeable
future, within a period of five years.
Mr Beumer (PPE). (NZ) Madam President,
everyone is deeply concerned in this Parliament and
elswhere at the problem of employment, and in pani-
cular the quesdon of the specific European contribu-
tion that we might make. Is it not true that one of the
most European, most practical, most feasible and most
useful contributions could be much more thorough
exploitation of a freer domestic market? !7hen we
read the explanatory starcment in Mr von Vogau's
report we are astonished to see that 50/o of turnover in
goods crossing our frontiers has to contend with bar-
riers; this crearcs huge costs. These resources could far
more usefully be employed to create a more dynamic
market and encourage investment. It is therefore pani-
cularly desirabh to emphasize the imponant links
between this thrcatened market, the inextricable links
within our market and the need to take action to
improve the employment situation; I am pleased to '
note that these observations were made in Copen-
hagen. Against that background we welcome the
reports by Messrs von'S7ogau, Rogalla and !7elsh.
If I may be allowed ro comment briefly on Mr
Rogalla's report, I would point out that one of our
important principles is that the processing of VAT at
every stage from calculation to collection should be
effected between the Member States in exactly the
same way as it is within the individual Member States
- 
as emphasised in the Rogalla report. !7e believe
that despite the remaining tariff differences which
should be reduced, the situation can be helped by
making use of rcchnical facilities 
- 
I have in mind the
use of elecronic data processing and suppon provided
bem/een the individual countries.
In this connection I should like to ask three questions:
can we assume that the assistance in axation matters
at present given between the Member States could be
made more effective to deal with the problem raised
by Mr Rogalla and also included in the proposals put
forward by the Commission, namely much better pro-
cessing of VAT 
- 
not simply at the frontiers? Because
there ban be no substiturc for the harmonization of
legisladon we would hope that the Commission will go
much furhter towards harmonization which is neces-
sary if we are to liberalize the domestic market.
I should also like an answer to the quesrion raised in
the Rogalla report: should it not be possible to do
away with frontier barriers in the case of goods which
are subject only to VAT? I should like to hear the
Commission's conclusions on this point. I know,
Madam President, that cenain objections have been
made to these proposals; rhey are mentioned in the
Rogalla report 
- 
I have in mind the possible objec-
tions of the public authorities from the angle of cash
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flow and as regards the greater possibiliry of fraud 
-but I do think thaq given the much better technical
facilities now available and the good experience gained
in other countries, the advantages rc rhe rax-payer, to
industqy and to the public authorities far outweigh the
drawbacks. My group will therefore unreservedly sup-
pon the proposals contained in the Rogalla report.'!tre
therefore also support the Commission's proposal and
would encourage the 
, 
Commission to achieve much
greater progress in this area.
Mr Turner (ED). 
- 
Madam President, on behalf of
my group I would first of all like to say that we sup-
pon all these repons.
Secondly, I would like -tb say that we congratularc
Commissioner Narjes on what he has done. I think he
has found the basic answer to the question of customs
delays: it is in the concept of one uniform document.
As Mr von \7ogau said earlier, he is killing all the
birds with one stone.
The great point about this singulai document is that it
accompanies the goods from the stan of their journey
to the end and is basically unchanged throughout the
whole procedure. Thar makes it impossible for
national authorities to start practices of their own that
diverge from those of other countries, which, of
course, cause the delays.
It will be a revolution. I believe, if we achieve this sim-
ple objective. The exponer will now fill in the form,
and he is the best person to do it because he knows
what the goods are. He is the one who is most con-
cerned to have a successful ffansfer of the goods. In
the past the exponer has had to face unknown and
uncontrollable difficuldes when his goods arrive at the
border of the country to which he is exponing. Now
this will change. Now the onus will be on him to get
his forms right in the first place, and they will go
through with the goods from one end of the journey
to the other. I think it will be a great incentive to him
rc fill in his forms accurately.
I represent a fairly imponant set of ports: the haven
pons of Felixstowe, Harwich ahd Ipswich. There quite
often the difficulties arise because goods arrive on the
quay of which the imponer does not know all the
details because they have not come with a form filled
in by the exporter which will deal with the problems
raised by the customs of the imponer. Now that is the
basic principle.
Secondly, I would say this. I have seen the draft of the
single document and I believe it is basically what we
v/ant. It has a common classification code for all
goods, which will probably amount rc eight digits.
Those digits will cover all the starisrics rhat any
governmen[ should want, and all governments will
have the same smtistical information because they will
all be using the same code. You will note, Madam
President, that the committee has already proposed an
amendment to Aniclg 6 of the relevant directive to say
that statistics should not be allowed to add rc the
delay of goods crossing a frontier. It is most impor-
tant, therefore, that we have this one common code.
There will be seven copies of this document. The con-
signor gets one, the consitnee gets another, the var-
ious authorities get the others. The imponant thing
from the point of view of the customs serrices is that
both the consignor and the consignee sign the docu-
ment, and therefore they will have. the Buarantee that
they need against fraud and error. In my constituency
this matter has been specifically raised. There need be
no checks because both the consignor and the con-
signee will have signed the document.
Madam President, I have consulted with the port users
in my constituenry in Felixstowe and Harwich for six
months on this and, of course, they have fears about
any change as people normally do. They also have
fears that the customs services may not adopt the pro-
posals; that they will be rejected. But I believe that we
can succeed here ifwe can persuade the national auth-
orities to accept the proposals that the Commission is
now putting forward. If we in the European Parlia-
ment can join with the Commission and say to.the
Council that they should act now, I believe that it will
produce the biggest breakthrough in speeding up rran-
sit inside the Communiry that we have had since the
EEC was staned.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
attainment of the domestic market,is a cornerstone of
Community commercial poliry. At a time when pro-
tectionist trends threaten the very existence of the
Community from both within and without, a srrong
common transport poliry is more than ever necessary
to support the imernal market. It is regretable that
such a policy has not been laid down more effectively
at an'earlier stage and we cannor criticize the Coun-
cil's negligence in this matter too highly. However, it
is not enough to point an accusing finger at the Coun-
cil. Ve therefore endorse the report by Mr Rogalla
and Mr von '!7'ogau who have emphasized, on behalf
of the Committee on Econbmic and Monetary Affairs,
the importance of transport policy and the urgent need
to take appropriate action. The Rogalla repon rightly
points out that the harmonization of tax legislation in
the Member Sntes is a necessary condition for funher
strengthening of the market. That was apparent too
from the Council's reply to Mr Seefeld's perrinenr
question when he asked what had actually happened
about the demands which Parliament had put to rhe
Council as long ago as 1979.
In addition to a number of other arguments, the
Council referred for the first time to the lack of fiscal
harmonization. More specifically, the harmonization
of VAT presupposes idendcal tax rates. There is also
no uniformiry at present as regards the point in time at
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which payment must be made. In principle VAT is
paid on imponation but simplified procedures are
applied beween the different Member States so that in
pracdce there is a degree of harmonization. I might
also draw your attention to what happens in the Bene-
lux which is a very good example of how things should
really be'done. The fiscal problem must also be solved
to prevent the Council from using it as a permanent
excuse for its lack of energetic action on transport
policy.
The repon by Mr von 'Vogau lends support to the
Commission's proposal concerning the simplification
of formalities and controls in the ransport of goods
and for Erearor flexibility in trade flows within the
Communiry in general. A number of structural adjust-
ments at our frontiers would already provide a mea-
sure of improvement. There is still far too little differ-
ence between controls at the external fronders and
conrols at the internal borders of the Communiry.
As regards transport documents the same considera-
tions apply as to fiscal provisions. If these documents
are harmonized the crossing of frontiers and process-
ing of traffic in general will become easier. The
consolidation of transpon policy clearly has both prac-
tical and technical aspec$. Practical in the sense that
border crossing infrastructures will have to be adapted
as regards staffing policy, opening hours and so forth;
technical, since it is essential to harmonize tax provi-
sions and formalities. In the normal course of evenr
technical measures precede practical developments.
For that simple reason we must make sure that invest-
ments in frontier posts, however well intentioned they
may be, do not create infrastructures which then
acquire an existence of their own and a right to con-
tinue to exist in future. Once technical barriers have
been eliminated these infrastructures would be an
obstacle to the effective opening of our domestic fron-
tiers.
I have almost finished, Madam President. The difficul-
ties are not insuperable. Transpon policy must be revi-
te,lized and there is reason enough to do so. Firstly,
rans-frontier goods and passenger Eansport repre-
sents an enormous cost to commercial transactions.
Secondly, the smooth movement of goods and persons
has an enormous prychological impact on European
citizens. Thirdly, a healthy transport policy must form
pan of the basis of the internal market which will
determine the Communiq/s commercial poliry. A
strong internal market is essential if Europe is to play
its part in instilling fresh vitaliry into the world econ-
omy. But there can be no internal market without an
appropriate Eansport policy.
Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mrs
President, may I begin by warmly thanking Mr von
Vogau, Mr Rogalla and Mr Velsh for their most
stimulating and positive reports. Vith these three
reports, they have successfully concluded rhe acdvities
of. tggz. In our view, we managed in that yeer to
enrich an important area of inua-Community uade by
the practical implementation of earlier intentions and
proposals, by creating the conditions for a rapid deci-
sion in 1983 
- 
we hope. Large areas of our proposals
comply with the suggestions made in this Parliament
since 1978/79, under the heading 'inroduction of the 
.
Benelux system at Community level'.
I very much hope Parliament will continue to give its
support in the coming months too. At any rate we have
not heard any misgivings voiced during this debate.
'!7e 
are all the more dependent on such support in that
we should make no mistake about the nature and
obstinary of the opposition we will have to face in
implementing these proposals. The combination bf
bureaucratic opposition and some opposition from the
middle ranls of the large undertakings is one form of
resistance. In both areas there is resistance to change,
ind in both there are attempts to retain minor assets
without consideration of the political implications and
disadvanages this would entail overall. Ve hope we
can overcome the opposition. And nov/ we come to
the guidelines of our proposal.
Basically, the Benelux procedure destroys the wide-
spread theory that substantial progress in the simplifi-
cation of intra-Community trade is dependent on prior
harmonization in the nlost varied sectors, such as in-
direct taxation, statistics, etc. Such objections, which
we hear all rco frequently and wfiich have prevented
any progress for 25 years, ignore the fact that a proce-
dural differentiation between intra-Communiry trade
and foreign trade is an essential prerequisite for
approaching anywhere near the ultimate arget of
intra-Communiry trade, which is surely to remove any
form of control or document and not just to produce
standard forms.
Ve have made considerable progress along this road
with our proposal. The critics, who can often not see
the connecilon, mistake the aims and the requirements
which we must respect'when pursuing them. More-
over, the more than 10 years of experience in the
Benelux show that even if different tax rares and other
administrative provisions remain in force for rhe time
being, this still leaves considerable scope for rationali-
zation and the reduction of formalities. \7e are con-
cerned with exploiting these rationalizarion possibili-
ties as far as possible in the initial sage. Certainly this
also demands a change in rhe attitude of those
involved. In panicular, it means abandoning the idea
that as long as the least linle differences in rhe legal
systems of the various Starcs have not been completely
harmonized, each administrarion will continue with-
out question rc follow the same procedures and defend
them, with total complacerrcy and sealing itself off as
far as possible against outside influences. This applies,
for example, to their own panicular customs docu-
ments and formalities.
'SZe know what this would mean in pracdce in the case
of 10 or even 12 Member Sutes. Ve are taking three
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major srcps towards the creation of a genuine inrernal
market; firstly rhe introduction of the so-called single
documentl secondly, relieving the burden on the cus-
rcms offices in collecting VAT; and thirdly, the simpli-
fication of controls and formalities in rhe carriage of
goods. I need not again describe the single document.
It has received the attenrion ir deserves in the reports
and the speeches made today. The Commission com-
pleted its deliberations on this single document, which
is to be put into circulation, shonly before Christmas
and forwarded it to the Council with rhe requesr rhat
it would also consult Parliament on it. SZe hope Pai-
liament will be able to express its views without delay
on the Commission's proposals regarding the actual
formulation of this single documenr. 'We urge speed
because if possible we would like to be able to take full
account of the ourcome of your discussions when we
consider the first package of repons towards the end
of the first quarrer of 1983. May I suggest that perhaps
the simplified committee procedure under Rule 33 of
the Rules of Procedure would be,most suitable in this
case, so that the outcome may be decided rapidly.
The second pan of our reform proposals 
- 
rhe
deferred payment of VAT on imported goods at the
tax offices of the Member States 
- 
is, in our view,
also of signal importance. Here again we wanr ro
change an obsolerc ritual.
Again the arguments have received sufficient atrenrion
already, so I need not repeat them. And here again I
urge that this step be taken and the proposal imple-
mented as soon as possible.
The third pan of our proposal, facilitation of formali-
ties and inspections in intra-Communiry trade, aims at
simplifying and speeding up border formalities in res-
pect of the carriage of goods by a package of organi-
zational and practical individual measures. Ve regard
this as a first rational step towards tangible simplifica-
dons. The remainder musr come later. These simplifi-
cations will not be purely administrative and for the
convenience of those concerned, but will also have a
considerable impact on costs. I shall refrain from talk-
ing in hundreds of millions, given the differences in
methods of calculation depending on the assumptions
on which these savings are based.
Lastly, I offer special thanks to Mr Velsh for his
report on increasing the number of customs personnel
at the Communiq/s extemal borders and the elimina-
tion of controls at the Communiq/s internal borders.
He is responsible for making us more aware of certain
important organizational aspects of our policy of sim-
plification. Ve have spoken of this matter many rimes
in this Chamber and called not only for a uniform
European customs law but also for a European cus-
toms administration as a medium-rerm aim. Mr
Velsh's repon shows the way ro achieve this aim by
various practical measures, and especially by indicating
practical means of simplifying border formalities.
Everything that points in rhat direction is good, pro-
vided it does 4ot call for any additional buildings or
investment at the borders, since all these measures are
designed to be a ransitional solution before total abo-
lition, and must not lead to new buildings, to new
bricks and cement at the borders.
In conclusion I would like to say a few words about
some of the amendments 
- 
we are in full atreement
with the majoriry 
- 
and rc let you know our views on
them. Firstly, there is Amendmenr No 5 which refers
to Community EDP banls. In principle we are for rhis
proposal, but cannot supporr it unril we have carried
out a feasibiliry study to establish whether ve are
really aware of all the implications of this tcchnical
change and whether it really would bring progress.
Ve have slightly more resfrvations and doubts about
Amendment No 10 to Anicle 4(2) which calls for a
clause to the effect that translation may nor be
required if the declaration is drawn up in a language
normally used in international trade. The question of
language in customs formalities is a v6ry thorny one
and has become highly political. May I once again
request the authors of this amendmenr to reconsider
all its aspects in detail. Our doubts primarily concern
the words 'language normally used in internadonal
trade'. There is no reference material for rhis at all.
The interpretation of this concept would give rise to
disputes and cause more difficulties than it would
bring benefits. The formula we have chosen has
abeady been used successfully in other Community
legislative documents. \7e have particular reservations
about accepting your formula because negarive con-
clusions could be drawn from it, i.e. anything drawn
up in gther, not internationally used languages must
automatically and in very case by ffanslarcd in full and
integrally. That would be a further barrier to trade and
not a simplification. I am only poinring to these few
aspecs in order to ask you ro look ar Amendment
No 10 again before vodng on it.
'!7e then have Amendmenr Noll to AnicleS(a),
introduction of a new article to determine the proce-
dure for urgent consignments. On this matrer we have
no quarrel with Parliament, but we do think that the
procedure you propose would result in unnecessary
delays, complications and slowing down of the ac-
celerated procedure we are aiming at.
Surely we should leave the details of the accelerarcd
procedure to the implementing provisions and nor ser
them out in full in alegal aa or regulation. A legal act
cannot by its nature include such details, for example
on the use of compurers or suchlike, which will of
course be needed. Implementing provisions and legal
acts would be unnecessarily inrerrwined, with the
result that the slightest change of practice would
require a change of law and could not be corrected by
amending the implementing provisions. That is why
we also have reservatio$ of principle about
Anicle 155 which, as you know, the Council of Minis-
ters has unnecessarily curtailed and limited but which
,l
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we, on the contrary, must expand if we are to manage
to conduct the day w day affairs of the Communiry
competently. Your proposal also cunailed Anicle 155
and for that reason alone would not be compatible
with the institudonal aims iursued by Parliament in
other committees and other conrcxm. The same applies
indirectly to Amendment No 13 to Article 14(3). In
the form in which you have proposed it, it would lead
to a delay of up to three months in the decision-mak-
ing procedure on matters which fall within the terms
of reference of the executive body and, secondly, ii
would adversely affea and restrict Article 155, which
is precisely the one we aim to expand so that we can
make rapid and meaningful decisions. If we are unable
ro act in the executive area, the Communiry will do
itself further unnecessary damage. So I would be
grateful if you could take into account my remarks on
these two anicles.
Lastly,'we accept without reservation the supplemen-
tary amendment by Mr Rogalla tabled today.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time .
6. Parliament and discbargefor 1980 
- 
Discharge to tbe
Commission on tbe implementation of the bdgetfor
1980 
- 
Embargo on ex?orts of cereak to the USSR in
1980
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the joint debate on
- 
the report (Doc. l-760/82) by Mr Key, on behalf
of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on
I. the accounts of the European Parliament and
the discharge in respect of the 1980 financial
yeat
II. the discharge to be granted to the Commis-
' sion on the implementation of the budget of
the European Communiry for the 1980
financial year and the repon,of the Court of
Audircrs (Doc. 1-820/81)
III. the discharge to bi granted to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities in respect
of the utilizadon of the appropriations of the
- fourth European Development Fund in the
1980 financial year
lV. the comments accompanying the decision
granting a discharge on the implementation
of the budget of the European Communities
for the 1980 financial year (Anicle 85-of the
Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977)
V. the dischagge rc be granted to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities in respect
of the activities of the first, second and third
European Development Funds in the 1980
. 
financialyear
- 
the repon (Doc. l-1003/82) by Mr Battersby, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control,
on the budgetary control aspecr of the 1980
embargo on deliveries of agricultural products to
the USSR.
Mr Key (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President, the
Treaty of 1975 strengthened the powers of this House
insofar as the control and use of Communiry funds
were concerned. This Treaty also reinforced public
accounting pracdce and capaciry of this Community.
\fithin the European Parliament the Committee on
Budgetary Control has been given the responsibiliry
for carrying out the continuing ,supervision of the
implementation of the Community budget. This work
has entailed checking both the legality and the regu-
lariry of expenditure, investigating allegations of fraud
affecting Communiry funds, developing techniques of
examining cost effectiveness of expenditure, and we
have had to cooperate with, and we are desirous of
cooperating very closely with, the Court of Auditors
and other spending committees of this House.
The Parliament and the Committee on Budgetary
Control look upon, this role from a very political point
of 1riew. As far as possible we try to cooperate with the
other institutions.
The major power of this House, and of the commitrce,
is to be able to grant or refuse the discharge of the
budget within our control, within the financial regula-
don. Vhen this House grants discharge, it indicates to
the Commission and to the other institutions that the
management of Communiry funds during that relevant
year has been found to be sound, regular and cost
effective.
If this House decided to refuse to grant discharge, it
would in fact be tantamount to srying that the Com-
mission has misused resources available to it. That
should be a very political pronouncement. Indeed Mr
Tugendhat, in very many statements he has made, has
recognized this on behalf of the Commission.
In carrying out the work the committee has been con-
cerned with looking after the Communiry taxpayer's
money. That is what we were elected to do. For
behind the granting of discharge we look a good deal
at very complicarcd technical problems much of the
time. Indeed in the spring of last year, when we
looked at the 1980 budget, when we considered the
Court of Audimrs report, we found that there were
many issues that needed clarification and further
investigation. But we did recognize in this House, and
the House agreed, that it was nor the moment to
refuse discharge. \[e mok a middle course and we
asked the Commission to go back and give us answers
on 11 issues. Ve gave them until 1 September to pro-
vide answers to us.
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All I can say is that the Commission responded totally
both in written form and verbally to us, which meant
that in September the committee was able to listen to
and accept the statements made by the Commission. I
think you can see from my explanatory statement that
we got many reassurances and many comments from
the Commission which we found acceptable. I know a
number of colleagucs who are also pleased to be ablc
to see t€xts provided to them by the Commission on
many issues which were causing concern to this
House.
'$7e 
accepted many of the assurances that the Commis-
sion have given and we are very grat€fuI for many of
their staterirents. Ve also took account of the real pro-
gress that has been made from April 1982 until the
present time and we give due credit rc the Commission
and their staff. \
The decision before use today is to granr discharge,
and I think it is important rc reoord exactly what *'e
are granting discharge for. First, we are going to grant
discharge to the President of the Parliament w'ith re-
spect to the budget of our own institution. In pani-
cular I would ask Members to refer very carefully to
paragraphs 2 to 8 of this proposed decision. I know
my colleague Mr Schon will also be speaking dn this,
because this House has been yery conccrned about the
problems within our own institution. All I can say is
that those discussions s'ill continue and progress.
The second decision on discharge is what we grant to
the Commission.
The third discharge is on the European Development
Fund.
The point about the Commission discharge is that
there is a harmonious relationship betwecn the Com-
mission and ourselves, aad I knovr that we can move
on with that.
My position in the committee has always been that I
do not go in for a lot of flowery specches or verbal
infladon. Indeed many of my comments, I would say,
have been vcry polite. But that does not pr€vent us
from feeling the binding charao.rr of thc assurances
that the Commission have given to us. They 
"re 
very
important and we will be foilowing thcm very care-
tully.
The element of the discharge we have to grant is in
respect of the Commission's activities in relation to the ,
European Developmcnt Fund. 'Sfe have bcen vcry
concerned in this Housc about thii fund. Vc do grant
discharge on that an{ I hope that all thosc issues will
be covercd by them.
Can I just noxr gurn to the issuc which has given us
most conc€rn. At this stage I do not just spcak on
behalf of the commiaee, I spcak on behalf of the
Socialist Group because I understand that src have run
out of dme rcday.
I havc not, nor have any of us, yet spokcn about the
1980 cmbargo problem. This has bccn a vcxcd qucs-
tion for the Commitree on Budgetary Control, and wc
have had many debatcs in this Housc on the issuc. I
know Mr Bauersby will bc raising it in his oryn report
Thc real work of the Committcc on Budgetary Con-
uol, w{rich has thc full suppon of the Socialist Group,
is conccrncd with the effcctiveness and legaliry of thc
embargo imposed in 1980. Ve have no interrtion as a
group of intruding into the sphercs of responsibiliry of
the Committee on Agrierlture or the Committce on
Extcrnal Economic Rclations. But I think I must say
this: the polirical wish of Parliamcnt and thc Council
in 1980 was not respeaed. There was also an informa-
tion failure within the Commission.
Further, there was a failure to pass on the news of this
breakdown of the embargo until it uras far too latc in
1980 to do anything about it. This u,as a very complex
and worrying issue for us all. As I have said, I know
Mr Battcnby will be pursuing it. Ve have slight differ-
ences vith his group on some of the amendmen$, bul
the point is that the Commission has given us veqy
extcnsive urrittcn statements ori rhe embargo and from
our point of view, both as a committee and as a group,
there is no longer a problem concerning discharge.
The frnal point I want to raise, on behalf of the com-
mittce, and which has given us Brave conern, is the
importancc I mach to ve{F sound managcmcnt policy
within the budgctary control cooitexL This applics
both to the Commission and to rhe House irelf. I
rccept th4 by i"y yardstick, to c4rcrata vithin an
intcrnatiooal communiry, an intcmationd organ-
lzetion, is vcqy difficult- In spite of all thc criticisms yc
tet, wc xe lairly efficient on rnany 6rogr Indecd at
many levels, especidly at thc middle and lower rantcs
of our staff, the standard is very good.
Howcrcr, there is always roost for irnproancm,
apccially at thc top lcvcls of rcsponsibilfuy.Thcrc xc
cascs vhcrc officials havc bccn promotcd eod hayc
kcpt tf,eir old responsibilitics. Thcrc havc boen insc-
anccs of inadequarc delegation vithin directoratce-
generd. Dirccrors have o{tcn failod both to iniriarc
and dircct- Many dmcs direson and dircctor-gencrals
have tackcd managemfnt tcchaiqucs which-are desir-
ablc in any institution; I think there is e ral a*d lor
frcquent mobiliry of direoort and dircoon-gcncrd.
Vhen s,e dr.al rrith staff martcrs, rre dcal vitfr a zub-
stauirr,til chunk of thc cxpcndinrrc of thir Comrnuoity-
trn thosc mattcs cfficiacy should bc thc kgmotc end
wc should continudly scek rcforms.
Beforc closing rrry r€mark6, Madan Presideoq I vould
like to gey a spocial tributc to thc cheirrnan of our
committcc, Mr Aigncr, and to dl the mcrnbcrs of thc
committoe who submiucd cxocllcnt rc?orto and vork-
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ing documents to me. I would also like to thank the
Membdrs and staff of the Commission, and in pani-
cular Mr Tugendhat, with qrhom I have often not seen
eye to eye on many issues. Indeed we had a big argu-
ment not many months ago. But I really must say that
he has worked hard at pulling together the responses
rc the Commission and I am very grateful for that.
I would also like to record the help that I have been
given by the staff of this House at all levels. That has
been very important to me.
The discharge procedure is very complicated and often
rcdious, but it is a very important instrument for safe-
guarding the taxpayers' money. I think that this year
we have sffengthened this instrument and have rein-
forced the effecdveness of this House. The examina-
tion of the way in which the Communiry budget was
spent and the preparation of'the discharge debate are
major responsibilities conferred on this Houie by the
Treary.
I think I can safely say that the reports put before you
today, drafted by the Committee on Budgetary Con-
rol, fully reflect our mandate.
It is with these words, Madam President, that I recom-
mend the 1980 discharge for the institutions to this
. 
House for approval.
(Appkase)
Mr Battcrsby (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President,
this House has attached very Breat imponance to var-
ious aspects of the failure of the 1980 embargo on the
export of agricultural products to the USSR. The
embaqgo was introduced early in 1980 following clear
political pronouncements by Parliament, by the Coun-
cil and by the Commission itself. The embargo came
into force because of the clearly-expressed political
will rc show abhorence of the way in which the USSR
was disregarding the rights of individuals, notably in
the case of Andrei Sakharov, and also because of the
use of Soviet military forces against the small, virtually
defenceless, independent neighbouring country of
Afghanistan.
The intention was that deliveries of agricultural prod-
ucts to the USSR should not exceed in 1980 the aver-
age of deliveries in the three precedint years. The pur-
pose underlying the embargo was to make the Soviets
aware of the potential hardship which could be
imposed on Soviet consumers if the USSR persisted
with its objectionable policies.
However, the outturn in 1980 was quite different from
what had been hoped for. The tables given at the end
of the report now being presenrcd to you indicate the
extent to which Community agricultural exports to the
Soviet Union in 1980 exceeded average deliveries over
the three preceding years. The increases were huge in
the cases of cereals, buter and butter oil, milling-
industry products, sugar and soya cake.
The repon now being put before you notes that it
proved impossible for the Commission at the dme to
render the 1980 embargo effective to any meaningful
degree.
I should say that this is not the first occasion on which
this House has pronounced strongly on the 1980
embargo. For example, on 8 March 1982 a resolution
was adopted which stated:
The Commission not only gave incorrect informa-
tion to Parliament but, contrary to its own state-
ments, conducted a poliry which differed from
that which Parliament had been led to understand
was being conducted.
Again, on 20 April 1982 Parliament adopted a reso-
lution accompanying Mr Key's report on the defer-
ment of the 1980 discharge, which made srong com-
ments on the failure of the embargo.
I must emphasize that the report which I now present
on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control is
not an attack on individuals. Its purpose is to underline
a serious point of principle. It must be recognized that
over the years the Commission has tended far too
often to ignore the political wishes expressed by the
European Parliament.
In the pase of the 1980 embargo, the fact which
troubled this House most of all was that in statements
made in Parliament the then Commissiori did nor fully
reveal the situation in regard to the extent to which
deliveries exceeded the average for the years 1977-79.
Had such revelations been made in good time, it is
possible that the Commission would have been given
instruments adequate to meet the task entrusted rc it
by Parliament and by the Council.
Paragraph 3 of the motion for a resoludon proves thar
those measures actually taken by the Commission
during the early monrhs of 1980 helped to reinforce
the rystem of control. It is, however, to be regretted
that such measures were not taken earlier. The Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control asks the Commission to
take any further necessary melsures that will enable it
in future to ensure that all declarations of destination
are respected.
The increase in deliveries of milling-industry products
was very considerable. Ve are talking here of
hundreds of thoirsands of tonnes. Therefore, in view
of the significance of the logistic effon involved in
these transactions and in view of the exceptional
nature of these transactions, the committee believes
that the Commission should provide detailed informa-
tion on this substantial change in trading panerns.
I would draw the attention of Members rc paragraph 7
of the motion, which reflects the positive approach
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which the Commmittee on Budgetary Control follows
in its reladons with the Commission. Here once again,
we welcome the Commission's realization of the
advantages they would have from improved program-
ming and realistic, profitable, long-term agreemen$
with third countries, including the Eastern Bloc.
There is a wind of change beginning to blow from
Moscow, and we hope it is also a rade wind. How-
ever, we must not give our agricultural products away
just because the customer or his agent is pla!'ing hard
rc Bet 
- 
one of the oldest tricks in the game 
- 
or be
used as the salami in world agricultural price-fixing.
It is for this reason that I welcome the fact that the
Commission accepts the idea of greater coordination
with other mdjor supplfng poril/ers such as the United
States. !7e have now succeeded in bringing in a f.ar
greater degree of control, and it would be a retro-
grade, stupid and short-sighted act if the Commission
gave way to any pressure, be it from the trade or indi-
vidual Member States, to revert to an unregulated and
uncontrollable open-cenificate system. The Commis-
sion has our assurance that it will receive every possi-
ble suppon from the Budgetary Control Committee in
standing firm against these pressures.
At rhe heart of the dispute between Parliament and the
Commission over the 1980 embargo, there was the
failure to make the facts available to Parliament
promptly, fully and clearly. Therefoie I would suggest
to colleagues that paragraph 8 of the motion is of not-
able imponance insofar as relations berween Parlia-
ment and the Commission are concerned. In this para-
graph the Committee on Budgetary Control puts for-
ward the criteria that should apply when statements
are made in Parliament: at all times, such statements
should be scrupulously correct, unambiguous and
trustworthy.
To sum up, the repbrt I no* Or.r.n, to the House is
positive in several aspects. It shows the improvements
that rhe Commission has already effected. It approves
of-the changes that are now under way. Nevenheless,
it draws attention to the massive increase in deliveries
to the USSR for the year in question, an increase
which was not revealed in good dme to the political
authorities. It lays down the criteria that should apply
to statembnts made in this House by the Commission;
and finally, on a point of detail, it calls for funher
clarification of the facts surrounding the huge increase
in the 1980 deliveries of milling products to the USSR.
As for the amendments, Madam President, these have
not been discussed in the Budgetary Control Com-
mittee. I personally believe that the report as it stands,
unamended, is strong enough, makes its point, and
that the .present Commission has responded well to
our demand to be given the whole unadulrcrated truth.
Vith these remarks I would like to leave the decision
on the amendments m the wisdom of the House and
to present this report to the House for its approval.
(Appkase)
Mr Tugendh*, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-Madam President, as the House knows, thr Commis-
sion would have wished this debate and this decision
to 'have taken place some months ago. Parliament
decided, for reasons which Mr Key has described, that
there should be a delay and Parliament obviously has
the right to take such decisions. I am grateful to Mr
Key for his remarks about the way in which the Com-
mission has cooperated in the work to which Parlia-
ment's decision gave rise.
I would also like to ake this opportuniry of thanking
the services of the Commission, on whose shoulders
the burden of the work to which Mr Key has referred
actually fell, and congratuladng them on having risen
to the standards that he set. I should also, Madam
President, like to say at the outset of my speech that I
will in fact be addressing myself to Mr Key's repon
and not to Mr Battersby's. My colleague, Mr Dalsa-
ger, who, as the Hotlse can see, is sitting beside me,
will be winding up this debate for the Commission,
and he, as I think is appropriate, will deal primarily
with Mr Battersby's report.
Madam President, Mr Key said some kind things
about the Commission, but his resolution also raises a
number of specific points on which I imagine he would
like me to comment, albeit briefly perhaps, because of
the dme at which we now are. I have in mind, for inst-
ance, the safeguarding of the financial autonomy of
the Communiry. At its last session of 1982 Parliament
adopted opinions on'the draft regulations concerning
os/n resources. I know this is a subject which intcrests
a number of the Members here present, particularly
perhaps Mr Notenboom with whom I have had a
number of exchanges on this subject in the past.
The Commission's prgposals include the possibility of
the Commission making conrol visits on its own res-
ponsibiliry rather than in association with the Member
States. The Commission has also proposed that assets
held in its accounts in the Member States should
hencefonh bear interest m the benefit of the Com-
muniry, a rather more topical point at the moment
perhaps than it might have seemed when that sugges-
tion was made earlier. Panicularly in the light of
recent exchanges in this Chamber, I feel I can say that
the arguments in favour of Commission accounts
receiving interest have perhaps been underlined. I
hope very much that those Members of the House
who doubrcd the wisdom of this proposition by the
Commission will now be encouraged to support us.
Furthermore, Madam President, the Commission has
taken up again its proposal for the revision of the
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financial regulation which dates from December 1980.
This proposal, which was not adoprcd by thc Council,
would significantly suentthen the financial auronomy
of the Communiry by introducing a neur provision
whereby the balance of a budget year'should remain
available for two years rather than one year. Your rap-
porteur, Mr Simonnet, has given this formula his full
support. \7e shall continue to make wery effort to
have it succeed.
I should also like to comment on the references in Mr
Kg/s motion for a resolution to the provisional
welfths regime. Here I can confirm that the Commis-
sion's view is that the European Parliament must be
able to exercise a real influence over the way in which
the Commission is authorized to implement the
budget. Nevenheless, for this influence ro be exer-
cised, the Commission must have an exact luiowledge
of the will of Parliament expresscd in a timely, clear
and unambiguous fashion on the basis of responsibili-
des belonging to it by vinue of the Treary and the
Financial Regulation. In other words, we are very anx-
ious to carry out the will of Parliament, but Parliament
for its part must make its will clearly known et t ree-
sonable stage and in a manner that we can all of us
undersand. Vork on the revision of the Financial
Regulation will be resumed very shortly in Parlia-
ment's Committee on Budgeu. It is important that it
should allow the ambiguities with which we are famil-
iar in this areeto be eli-minated \
In paragraph 4 of Mr Kq/s modon for a resolution
the Comminee on Budgetary Contiol is asked to pre-
pare a report on the management of cenain adminis-
trative appropriations. The Commission is prepared m
@operate, but I must point out that we would need
the assistance of the other institutions, since the report
conc€rns them all. Vhile I am on the subject of other
institutions, I should add that vinually all the out-
sanding problems of a procedural nature berween the
Commission and the Court of Audircrs in reladon to
the annual as well as to the special reporrs have been
resolved in a pragmatic manner.
As regards questions relating to accounting, I am
pleased to be able to say rhat substantial progress has
been made, as Mr Key mentioned. These effora will
be continued within the framework of the new
accounts directorate, which I hope will be set up in the
context of rhe 1983 budget, thanks rc the suppon of
Parliament which, at the initiative of Mr Aigaer, chair-
man of the Committee on Budgetery Control, and Mr
Jackson, the budget rapporteur, agreed rc granr rhe
Commission a supplementary post of accounting
director in the 1983 budget.
As regards research, this was reat€d in detail in the
Kellett-Bowman resolurion adopted by Parliainent on
15 November 1982. This resolurion not€s rhe improve-
ments already achieved. The Commission will con-
tinue its effons in this direcdon. On the ERDF, Parlia-
ment is familiar with rhe proposed revision on which ir
gave a favourable opinion. Vork at rhe Council level
is, unfoftunately, slow. There is nothing unusual in
that. It is, however, important rhat ir should reach a
positive conclusion, panicularly since the solution ro
the problems of the non-quoa section has also to be
found in a nev'framework. As for the European Social
Fund, work is now actively proceoding on rhe recenr
imponant proposals we have put forward for revising
the rules to take account of today's problems.
On the'EAGGF (Guidance Section) the Commission
will in .the course of this year discuss its future
development and present appropriate proposals. The
Guarantee Section of the MGGF was rhe subject of
the Vettig resoludon adopted by Parliament on
15 November. That resolution dealt with a large num-
ber of question in this area, and I do not think, that it
is necessary for me to refer to it in the present contexr.
So far as the decentralized organs are concerned, the
Commission has made the necessary proposals for rhe
modification of the financial regulations applicable to
Dublin and Berlin. Parliament will, I hope, deliver its
opinion on them soon without awaiting rhe revision of
the financial reguladon or the general budget. The
Commission is also exercising panicular vigilance over
frauds affecdng both own resources and Community
expenditure. I understand rhar the Committee on
Budgetary Control wants shortly to to inro this sectorin depth. It can count on the Commission's enrire
cooperadon. In the realm of food aid and development
I.noted that the views of Parliament and Commission
are almost identical, as'the rapponeur, Mr Key, has
indicated. I wish to confirm that the Commission
shares the conclusions of the repons concerning the
necessiry of budgetizing the next European Develop-
ment Fund. \7e shall maintain our position on this
point and crill insen an appropriate reception srructure
into our preliminary draft budget.
That, brings me to the end of my remarks. I would
like rc finish by underlining once again that the Com-
mission fully recognizes rhe imponance of Parlia-
ment's powers in this area. Indeed, I think I may fairly
claim that I.was emphasizing the importance of those
powers even before this Parliament vras elected in con-junction crith a polidcal friend 
- 
perhaps a personal
friend too 
- 
of Mr Key, namely, Lord Bruce of Don-
ington. I am pleascd to be able to make the point
agarn.
'Sfe must now close rhe debate on the 1980 discharge.
The Court of Auditors' 1981 report is already being
examined, and Parliament has designated Mr Schon as
its rapporteur on that subject. The Commission can, I
assure you, promise him all the assistance that he
deems useful, and I hope very much that we will be
able to rise to the occasion with him as we have with
Mr Key.
Mr President, as rhe House has filled up a limle since I
began my speech, I would like to emphasize that I
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have dealt only with the points in Mr Kds repon and
that my colleague, Mr Dalsager, will be replying to
those in Mr Battersby's report. Mr President, I would
also like to thank the Committee on Budgets for the
very hard work which it has put in and to say how
much I believe that it is absolurcly essential that, at the
European level as well as at'the national level, every-
thing possible should be done to ensure that taxpayers'
money is not only used as it should be used, but that it
should be seen to be uscd as it should be used.
Mr Dalsagcr, Member of the Commision. 
- 
(DA) I
vish to thank you, Madam President, for orlce again
giving me the opportunity to have the floor on the
question which is dealt with in the Battersby repon.
And I also hope that this will be the last dme we shall
deal with this quesdon in the Parliament.
I also believe that the Members of this Parliament wish
that we could conclude this debate now. I presume
that several of us have the feeling that we are discuss-
ing problems which we have only read about, and
which throughout this debate, time afrcr time, hlve
been pointed out as problems which go back some
years, when several of us at eny rete were nbt in the
Parliament or in the Commission and had not then the
possibiliry to panake in the then current debate.
Many times previously the Commission and Parlia-
ment have debated how, in connection with the export
of certain agricultural products to the USSR, the mea-
sures worked in 1980-1981 during the duration of the
embargo. The Commission hopes that this debate can
lead to a general improvement of trade connections in
the agricultural sector with the State-trading countries
, in Eastern Europe.
'lfith regard to the way in which the embargo actually
operarcd during 1980-1981, Parliament, as already
mentioned, discussed this question on previous occa-
sions, also with members of the Commission. After the
Council had made its decision in January 1980, Parlia-'
ment, in a resolution adopted on 15 February 1980,
called on the Commission to impose a trade embargo
on all sales of surplus commodities involving subsidies
to the Soviet Union. The Commission, through its
Vice-President Mr Gundelach, however, made it clear
to Parliament'that the Commission in view of the
Council's decision could not agree to this. And I shall
allow myself to refer to Mr Gundelach's answer,
which was as follows: 'I undersand very well the feel-
ings and motives which are the basis for what has been
said by the European Parliament. But at the same time
it is, however, my duty to tell this Assembly that the
Commission has no authoriry to impose a trade
embargo on the expon of agricultural goods, or any
. orher product for that matter, nor to take any other
steps which in realiry arc tantamount to an embargo'.
This does not mean that we did not understand the
opinion of the Parliament at that time: on the con-
Eary, we understand it fully, but the Commission
worked within cenain boundaries.
lct me stress 
- 
as the Commission has already done
in its extensive airswer to the proposed decision my lvLr
K.y 
- 
thaq with regard to the most important prod-
ucts, the situation was as follows: The Commtrniry did
not issue any licences at all, with or without a prefixed
export refund, for the export of wheat to the Soviet
Union during the whole of the embargo period. Funh-
ermore the Communiry did not issue any licences with
or without a prefixed refund for use in 1980 for expon
of barley to the Soviet Union. Vith regard m cenain
products, as e.g. flour, where we had no instruments
to monitor the tender system, we took srcps to cut
down or cancel the normal refunds. I conclude that
the Commission, on the grounds I have adduced, can-
not agree on whar is starcd in paragraphs I and 2 at
the beginning of this motion for a resolution, but that
the Commission can endorse the more imponant con-
clusions made in paragraphs 3 to 7.
As for the tabled amendments, indeed it is Members of
this Parliament and not members of the Committee on
Budgetary Conrol who have tabled a number of
amendments. And in the light of what I just said, I
must stress that in my opinion these amendments are
unrealisdc and amount to 
.a completely exaggerated
criticism of the Commission. Therefore I hope that
Parliament will not accept them, but instead concen-
trate on the constructive elements of the Battersby
report.
Mr Sctron (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gendemen, the Group of the European People's
Pany will support the Key repoft in its entirery; may I
also announce that after careful examination we have
decided to reject all the draft amendments.
The reason why this report could not be adopted until
today is largely because the Committee on Budgetary
Control and this Parliament very carefully checked the
accounr on the basis of the report by the Court of
Audimrs.
,I am grateful to Mr Tugendhat for agreeing that he,
and his colleagues, are prepared to meet us halfway at
any time in respect of the next discharge. In recent
times this was not always the case, and I must point
this out. At times the Commission proved rather
obstinate. To stress one point again; the repon of the
Court of Audircrs is no use if we do not draw the pol-
itical consequences of this control. The Committee on
Budgetary Conrol exercizes political control. It is a
feature of the nature of our parliamentary democrary
and of this House that despite its autonomy as an
institution the Commission is also subject to parlia-
mentary control.
The result set out in the Key report are notable. But I
assure the Commission, and here I offer the construc-
tive cooperation both of the group and of the com-
mittee, that we will have to check whether the assur-
ances made will be respected. It is not enough to
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accept verbal statements. Continuous conrol by Par-
liament also means continuiry of discharge decisions,
and apan from our share of budgetary pow'ers, our
most important right, which we will have to excercize
very seriously in future we have the right to dismiss
the executive, body of the Community, namely the
Commission.
Three political aspects had to be considered in this dis-
cussion and at first they led to some disappointment in
Parliament. First there was the question of safeluard-
ing own resouroes. On that subject I may say to Mr
Tugendhat that Parliament unanimously approved the
repon by Mr Notenboom. So it has no reservations
about the interest rate policy of the national accounts.
Parliament showed this by approving Mr Noten-
boom's report unanimgusly.
The second political point we regard as important is
the question of repayments to the Member States,
vlhere we were particularly critical of the methods by
which resources were ransferred to the national
accounts, and we shall carefully check on this in
future, again on the basis of Mr Notenboom's argu-
ments.
The third aspect which we shall continue to keep a
close eye on is the tiresome question of food aid. Here
again, gentlemen of the Commission, matters should
be cleared up soon.
A further remark in my capacity as rapporteur on the
discharge for the European Parliament. I have much
rympathy with the proposals of Mrs Booserup. The
President should provide Parliament, and in particular
the Committee on Budgetary Control, with 'more
prompt, deailed and open information on any defi-
ciencies in its own administration. If we have accepted
the right 
- 
and we have dbne so 
- 
of controlling the
other institutions, then the conrol by the Committee
on Budgetary Control of our own institution must be
carried out with as litde friction as possible. Para-
graph 5 of the Key reporr was formularcd as it is wirh
en eye to the Europeart Parliamenr and, Mr Rappor-
t€ur, we fully agree with this.
'!7e give a discharge today, but we shall still continue
conscientiously to carry out investigations wherever
we have any doubts 
- 
and the doubts have by no
means all been cleared up 
- 
and especially in areas
where, as todays's debate on the embargo showed, we
are dealing with longer-term political trends.
It is not a question here of the sense or nonsense of
embargires. That is a matter of philosophy. It is simply
a question of whether the political resolve which is
defined and formulated in the Communiry is respecrcd
by those responsible for transladng it into action. The
Commission has again declared itself prepared to do
so rcday. But in spite of our confidence in it, we shall
naturally not give up our right to in-depth control.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vce-Presidcnt
Mr Kcllett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the dis-
charge for 1980 has had a troubled passaBe through
Parliament. It is nine months later than required by the
Financial Regulation, and this is the third time it has
come before the House. Parliament was nor satisfied
with some of the Commission's replies rc criticisms
from the Coun of Audircrs and the Comminee on
Budgetary Control. Howeyer, as stated in the'excel-
lent motion for a resolution which Mr Key has put
before the House today, this situation has improved.
Special ipvestigations have been carried out, and some
are still aking place.
The discharge for 1980 can safely be granted today,
but that is not the end of the story. Discharge does not
finish by closing the books on the past: it merely
gran6 a discharge of liabiliry to the handlers of the
funds for the period concerned. In addition, the
motion for a resolution accompanying the discharge
contains expectations and demands for the future.
This resolution is not just a starcmenr of the opinion of
Parliament, it is quasi legislative in its effecr The
Commission must take on board Parliament's requests,
and failure to do so mi$ht result in Parliament's taking
action in the 1984 budgetary process.
Yes, this is the big stick, bur Parliament has a responsi-
biliry to act on behalf of Europe's taxpayers, and it
must not be ignored in this field. Parliament's treary
powers ale very much limited to the budget, so furure
institutional development for the Parliament will be
oia the budgets, which will be closely monitored
through im control powers. These control powers are
execurcd through the discharge, through close scru-
tiny of the quarterly accounts and through the watch-
ful suplrvision of transfers.
It is possible that the big stick of withholding funds
will not be necessary. Not all rhe staff of the Commis-
sion resent Parliament's interest. in controlling the
budget; in fact of the Commission's saff believe in the
Community and see Parliament as an ally and its role
as the road to progress.
An offspring of the Key reporr is the Battersby repon
on agricultural products to the USSR. I thank Mr Bat-
tersby for his hard work and his hard-hitting repon,
which I commend. He has not shirked his task of
uncovering the facts dnd apponioning the blame in a
forthright manner. He would be the first to thank Mr
Aigner, Mr Tyrrell and Mr Hord for their contribu-
tions to the work.
Parliament's owfl accounts have been the subject of a
special repoft. The President of Parliamenr, togerher
with the Bureau, and the Commirtee on Budgetary
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Control are carrying out investigations in depth. Mr
President, we who have the responsibiliry to control
the budgets of the other institutions must be seen to be
above reproach ourselves.
The 1981 discharge is already under consideration,
with April as the likely date. This is too early for the
Coun of Auditors, to whom we owe a very great debt,
rc iepon on any improvements. Ve shall therefore
place a great deal of emphasis on the statements of
intent which the Commission are able to maki
between now and then. There must be promise of a
better performance. The Committee on Budgetary
Control will extract special points and seek to produce
'own-initiative' reports. In this way the spotlight of
enquiry will go more deeply into trouble-spots.
Under the chairmanship of that stalwan, Dr Heinrich
Aigner, the committee is ready to get on with its new
work.'$[e are glad-to see he is safely recovered from
his serious operation.
I commend the Key report and the Battersby report to
the House.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
fu voting time has arrived, we shall now
adjourn the debate which will be resrimed tomorrow.
7. Votesr
VGENOPOULOS REPORT (Doc. l-964/82 
- 
oils
and fats)
Proposalfor a reguktion 
- 
Article 2 
- 
Amendment
No6
Mr Vgenopoulos (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(GR) I wish to
add that the representative of the Commission this
mcirning was also in favour of changing the date
before the accession of Spain and Portugal, and there-
fore in favour of the amendment.
President. 
- 
I did not ask the rapporteur for his opin-
ion, because afur all the amendment was tabled by his
own committee.
Afier tbe adoptiott of Amendment No 5
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission
(DA) Vhen I ask for the floor it is for the purpose of
explaining a misunderstanding, that must have arisen.
In my speech I have expressedly said the opposite of
what the rapporteur claims I am in favour of; I said
that this decision should come into effect at the samo
time as the accession of Spain and Ponugal to the
Communities.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve shall see to it that that is recorded in
the minutes.
Mr Pattenon (ED). 
- 
Did I understand the Com-
missioner to say that he was not in favour of the
amendment of the Committee on Agriculture? Is that
what he said, because when the rappofteur spoke he
misled the House very badly. If that is the case, we
ought to take the vote again.
President. 
- 
That has all been cleared up, Mr Patter-
son.
Paragrapb 4 
- 
Before the oote on Amendment No 7
Mr Ligios. 
- 
@) Mr President, I ask that voting on
Mr Aigner's amendment, Amendment No 7, be by
way of separate votes on the two pans of paragraph 4.
From the Italian text I consider, in fact, that to ask for
pan of the paragraph to be delated makes no sense,
since we have all of us accepted, verbally at least, a
greatcr deg5ee of control against fraud and so on.
Besides, knowing Mr Aigner as I do, I am sure that
this is not what he meant.
'!7ith regard to the second pan, there is some confu-
sion due, in my opinion, to the way in which the para-
graph is worded. I think in fact that the wording is
incorrecr, since the trade associations, which the Com-
munity wanted, must in my view be motivated: their
work needs greater supervision . . .
President. 
- 
If I may interrupt you, Mr Ligios, you
have presented your request, but the only thing I gath-
ered from it is that you want d separate vote. This is
not possible, however, since the. amendment merely
seeks to delete paragraph 4.
Mr Aigner (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I know that
this amendment is being wrongly interprercd, as
though I were aiainst professional associations or
producer associations. The background to it is simply
that we are drawing up a report on the olives scandal
and only this repon can discover whether the irregu-
larities 
- 
I am being careful about my terms 
- 
are
specifically connected with the producer a3sociations.
Of course I am leaving the question open of where the
blame lies. .
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.15 p.m.)l
I Decision on requests for early votcs 
- 
Agenda 
- 
Agenda
for next sitting: see Minutes.I SeeAnnexI.
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The Report of Procccdingp records in an anncx the rapporteu/s position on the
various .Ecrdmcots as well as cxplanations of votc. For details of the voting tlc
rcadcr io rcfcrrcd to thc Minutr.s of the sitting.
VGENOPOULOS REPORT lDoc. t-e64/t2 
- 
Oils and fats): ADOPTED
The rapporieurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 8,9 and 12;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2,3,4,5,7,11,13,14, 16, 17,18, 19, 20,21,22,23,
25 and 26.
Exphnations ofoote
Mr Sutra (S). 
- 
(FR) Mt President, my dear colleagues, we shall be voting for the
repon of my friend Mr Vgenopoulos and many of us will be doing so, especially since all
the amendments which sought to undermine and diston it have been rejeoed.
I should like to say that I am most surprised to see how Mr Hord sets himself up as an
expert on such a wide variery of subjects, in this case Medircrranean agriculture. After
what he told us this morning about olive oil, its flavour, its smell, its strength and its disad-
yantages, I not only reject any claim he maylay to being a specialist, bur assure him rhar I
would not take him on as a cook.
(Smiles)
On the other hand, I would have every confidence in entrusting my health rc Mr Vgeno-
poulos, who is a cardiologist. He knows what he is talking about; he is aware of the essen-
tial dietary role played by olive oil in the developed countries.
(Applaase)
Mr. Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ve are voting in favour of the proposed
resolution and the repon of our colleague Mr Vgenopoulos. In a proposal of our ourn we
called for more radical measures and we hope that in due course the Community will
shgw 1 more positive approach. Vith our uoie *e will also be severely condemning the
voices heard in this House and the atrcmpr made to degrade and rc eliminate one o1 the
most imponanl Mediterranean products. Some people referred to scandals allegedly per-
petrated in Italy, while others called for the olive groves to be replaced by foreG bicause
the Community could not afford to pay for the accumulation of undisposid surpluses.
For any scandals perpetrated there must of course be srict mechanisms of censure, and
earlier we had proposed timely finance for the drawing up of a land register; moreover,
we stress the imponance of the relevant paragraph in the,resolution.
fu for the uprooting of the olive rees, those who proposed it should think mice because
this should be preceded by stopping the accumuladon of the butter mou,nrain, granted that
butter is indeed harmful to the human organism and that the butter mountain is paralysing
the CAP.
Vith our vote we shall be calling on Parliament to prorecr the production of olives in
Europe, which provides work and incomes for millions of agriculrural workers, by adopt-
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ing the measures basically put forward in the Vgenopoulos report: the immediate enforce-
ment of the reguladon, the diminution of the price differential between olive oil and other
vegetable subsiances, and the promotion of olive oil and olive consumption oh the Euro-
pean market m the detriment of imponed substitutes.
Vith our vote we shall at the same time call for support for the producers of olives, their
associations and their collectives, and ask that the relevant provisions should not remain
on paper, because there is a Ereat problem of underdevelopment in Mediterranean agri-
culture, and that the cost of the products 
-.oil and olives - should be reduced, vhichcan only be achieved by introducing new technology and by modernizing the organ-
izaion of the production.
Fellow Members, today's debate refleced the war of the monopolies, and panicularly the
American ones, against the European olive producers. Are olive producers to be elimi-
nated? Are the olive trees to be uprooted? Certainly, so that fortunes can be made by the
purveyors of the American Soya and of other vegetable oils. At the same tinie, this is a test
of the sincerity of the Communiqy's statements that it wishes to protefi Mediterranean
agriculture and to contribute to bridging the gap bemreen the rich and the less developed
regions in the Communiry.
Mr President, we shall reply to both these matters by voting in favour of the proposed
resolution.
Mrs Castle'(S). 
- 
Mr President, I am going to vorc against this motion for a resolution.
This is not because I dp not believe that poorer regions of the Communiry, such as Greece
and Italy, need greater help under the CAP. Of course they do. However, I am voting
against, because I believe that to pursue these proposals would have exactly the opposite
effect. Of @urse our Greek and Italian colleatues are right when they say that they are
unfairly treated under the CAP. Of course they are right when they say the CAP, as at
present organized, is widening disparities besween farmers' incomes and berween regions
and is leading to waste as well as fraud. But what I said to them before and I say to them
again is that they will not solve the problem of povery in their area by extending the prin-
ciples of the CAP, which have caused such waste and disparities in the northern regions,
rc the southern part of the Community. That is no answer. That is no alternative to proper
regional policies. That is no proper alternative rc direct aid, directed where it is most
needed.
Above all, I say to them that while it is a Socialist principle to fight poverty, it is also a
Socialist principle not to do that at the expense of the poorer consumers in our Com-
munity. This proposal is d proposal to solve the problem of poorer producers in the south-
ern regions by taxing thc commodities which our own working people need m buy, such
as margarine. Never will I vote in this Parliament for taxes on the food needed by those
hardest hit. That is why I shall vote against.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenq ladies and gentlemen, I shall also vote against this
report. As I already explained this morning, this has nothing to do with farmers' incomes.
They see none of the monby, because it is really only a form.of consumer aid which goes
to the undenakings.
The only thing that baffles me is the attitude of my German colleagues from the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group. In Germany they throw it into our faces that we are not able to
handle public money. Yet here they can lightheanedly give away 300 million DM for a
measure of doubtful social value, while at the same time they vote in paragraph 10 for the
imposition of cenain taxes on vegetable oils and fats.
All I can do is ask them to put forward the same position back home in Germany and not,
to put out lying repons there while taking a different line altogether in their voting here in
this House.
Protopapada&is (PPE), in witing. 
- 
(GR) The suppon of the olive produceri is not
only a fair act, but also one that is beneficial to the Communiry as a whole, because the
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olive is a factor for economic development mainly in infenile'areas, and has also been a
symbol of civilization and peace since ancient times. For those reasons I shall vote in
favour of the proposal in the cenainry that the few reservations expressed are ill-founded
and are not based on scientific or technical facts, as for example the view that olive oil is
supposedly not good for people or'that certain managerial errors, or even frauds perpe-
trated by isolated individuals should become the reason for limiting the suppon granrcd to
olive producers. More. panicularly, I wish to insist that by voting in favour of support for
olive producers, w'e are not courting the risk of creating over production, as happened in
the nonhern countries of the Communiry with cereals and dairy products. The production
of olive oil cannot be adjusted upwards or downwards by temporary measures. An olive
tree does not develop easily, and its production depends on the climatic conditions and
not on factors such as watering, etc.
+
rg !+
- FILIPPI REPORT lDoc,l-997/82-Automobilcmarket):ADOPTED
The rapponeur w'as:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 6, 10, 14, 15, 17, 19,20,25,27,28,36,37,38,
39,44,45,47 and55;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2, 7, 8, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 33, 34, 40,41, 50, 5 I
and 52.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the modifications envisaged in Mr Filippi's
report and in the proposed resolution are aimed at a reorganizadon of motor manufacrur-
ing within the EEC, based on the creation of an even more conccntrated trust of the
major monopolies of capitalist Europe which will be founded on the intensiry of the
exploitation of the common market, the national economies, and the workers. This will be
all the more harmful to our country, Gieece, which has no motor manufacturing industry
of her own but only an auxiliary industry and craftsmanship that basically covers rhe needs
for coachwork and that depends, like Viamax, on large'West German companies like
Deuz. \Zith the accession of Greece to the EEC all talk of a motor manufacturing indus-
try in our country ceased, as also did any discussion of the possibility of increaiing the
added value of cars, because of the increased grandng of prerogatives ro moror manufac-
turing industries within the Communiry. The reorganization envisaged by the Filippi
repon will make the consequences for our country even more harmful and we shall there-
fore vote against the proposed resolution.
Mr Pininfarine (L). 
- 
U7) M, President, rhe Liberal Group will abstain from vodng on
the motion for a resolution put forward by the Committee on External Relations. Our )
attitude reflects the fact that, a short time ago, Parliamenr introduced a number of amend-
ments designed positively, if only parrly, to change the original rcxr. Other points, how-
ever, which we did not feel it important enough to change, have remained as they were in
the initial text. Tlken overall, therefore, the text of the motion represenc a small improve-
ment compared with the position approved by the Commitree on Exrernal Economic
Relations, but still connins a number of contradictions thar make it impossible for us to
go so far as rc support the motion.
I shall personally vote against it. By absaining, the Liberal Group shows its acknowledge-
ment of the changes introduced in this chamber, apd the valuable work carried ouiin
recent months by the rapporteur, but at the same time it is intended to show our criticism,
in part also because we dercct a certain contrast begween the explanatory statement
attached to the motion, and the motion itself. The larer, in facr, even with rhe amend-
ments inroduced a shon time ago, still appears based on cenain assumpdons regarding
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the situation in the car industry that are in fact far from reality. In order to pursue a policy
of agreement and trade with Japan as outlined, we should in fact need to be in a situation
of growth and expansion, of sustained employment in the industry, and this we are unfor-
tunately not. It would therefore be anachronistic, if, at the sart of ayear that is uncenain
to a degree we have rarely seen before where the car industry is concerned, the European
- 
Parliament w'ere to base its decisions on something that is really no more than a hope for
future revival.
Ve should all obviously like trade relations with Japan to be better and more open on
both sides: and we know very well that w'e cannot think of the future in terms of protec-
tionism. But today we have to fight hard, first of all, to ensure any furure at all for
Europe's car industries.
Especially after the modifications that have been made, the Filippi motion contains a num-
ber of points that take this into account: I refer particularly to the prioriry that investment
from outside the Community must have over impons, in a climate of collaboration, parti-
cularly in the fields of research and component production. To avoid the fi/o evil
extremes of hard-line protectionism, on the one hand, and surrender to penetration from
outside the Community, on the other, European poliry for the car industiry must finally
take shape within the institutional framework to which it belongs, and that is, under the
auspices of the Commission. The Commission must be responsible for taking stronger,
more penetrating action in a sector of industry that is still of prime importance if we are to
come through the present economic crisis, the repercussions of which on investpent and
emplgyment must be of the gravest concern to us in this difficult early part of t983.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, i do not think that we have all of us,
together, done a very good job 
- 
and I say this both critically and self-critically 
- 
as far
ai helping'the forthcoming negotiations with Japan is concerned. By coming to these dis-
cussions with the weak elemenm that, at the end of the debate, the motion still shows, ve
are not helping those discussions and, I repeat, we are fostering illusions amongst the
Japanese that we ought not to fosrcr. Just imagine, we have approved an amendment in
which the word 'European' has been taken out; the Community is not'even taking part as
a European Community, but as just any community 
- 
it is not quite clear what kind.
For the reasons already given from many sides during the debate, and also because of
everything that happened during voting, we consider that in the end we cannot vote for
this resolution which, in our view, finally constitutes more an elemenr of weakness than
one likely to strengthen Communiry policy in this sector.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlimen, my dear colleagues, we were prepared
to vote in favour of this repon, but unfoftunately cannot do so in view of the adoption of
Anicle 13. In our view, asking us to give up cenain national measures, albeit limited, is
tantamount to sacrificing the present for a rather hypothetical future.
Mr Damseaux (L), in afiting.- (FR) Mr President, I shall confine myself to three com-
ments:
First, if we accept the principle that free trade is the only way to secure the general wellbe-
ing and thc vitaliry necessary rc economic progress, the problem is not one of finding ani-
ficial means of limiting Japanese exports to Europe, but of developing our export oppor-
tunities. Consequently, there is only one course open to'us if we are to reduce our trade
deficit with Japan, which is currently running at 14 billion dollars: we must make a realis-
tic response on a lasting basis through innovation and structural reorganization of our
national industries according to a Community model.
This takes me to my second point: the real damage to Europe's economic activitiy derives
much more from Japan's tariff and nontariff barriers than from its excessive exports to our
countries.
The measures announced recently by Mr Abe, Minister for Foreign Affairs, which are
expected to reduce the customs dury on 73 products, are not enough. It is the other pro-
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tective barriers, the invisible ones, which are most prohibitive, and here the Japanese have
the most subtle technology.
These non-tariff barriers include the structure of the customs authorities and the economy
in general, the rype-approval procedures, the plant health measures limiting our exports of
food and agricultural produce, and the many national oligopolies that the banks, industry
and commerce run among chemselves. This is what we are up against. '
My third and final point is to stress the urgency of the need for action, for we must realize
that the Japanese might well give prioriry to acceding to exreme demands from the
Unitcd States, where the situation is becoming critical, with the result that they have no
funher scope for netotiation.
Any victory gained by the United States over Japan will intensify the pressure on the
European market.
Mr Vurtz, (COM) in afiting. 
- 
(FR) It is clear that the trade problem must be taken
seriously, given the increase in Japanese impons. In 1981 ,their car manufacturers took
more than 8% of the European market.
In France, although their market share was only 20/o that year, the general situadon on the
automobile market has been deteriorating steadily. In 1982 registrations of foreign vehi-
cles rose by four times as much as those of vehicles produced in France. In the first nine
months of tggZ France had a deficit of about 1 .8 billion francs with Japan, but one of
over 8 billion francs with the Federal Republic of Germany. This problem therefore calls
for the closest scrutiny.
In our view, however, the industrial and social aspects are the real crux of the matter. Ve
should be deding first and foremost with the quesdon of the resources and conditions
necessary for development of the motor sector, which is outside the remit of Mr Filippi'S
report, which was supposed to have been concerned exclusively with impons of Japanese
cars.'$fe hope that it will be possible to discuss these problems in a future debate ln this
House, when we shall put forward constructiie proposals.
Finally, although we have formed a rather favourable view of some of the things con-
tained in the Filippi report, we shall be voting against it, first because ir goes beyond the
range of the subject that it should have tackled and secondly.because its proposals for
industrial and social measures do not represent a realisdc approach to the development of
the motor industry in the current crisis.
*
:++
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ANNEX II
l. Qrestions to the Council
Qaestion No 65, by Mr fynetl g-\lttszl
Subject: Second directive on motor insurance
Is the Council aware that the second directive on insurance against civil liability in regard
to the use of motor vehicles has been awaiting implementation since the Parliament's
adoption of the Jecchino report in October 1981; can the Council state when implementa-
tion is envisaged, and why there has been such delay in removing so manifest a restriction
to the free movement of persons within the European Community?
Ansaner
Since the proposal amended by the Commission in the light of the Opinions of the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee was received on 4 March 1982,
the Council bodies have held swo meetings, in April and June 1982, in order to finalize
the text of the directive. The Presidency intends to continue the work on this proposal.
;, estion No 66, by Mrs thieczoreh-Zeul (H-t99/52)
Subject: East-Vest Trade
Have the USA and the EEC Member States agreed on restrictions in the field of East-
'Sflest trade which are conneoed with the lifting of the US pipeline embargo and, if so, is
the Council's position a united one? Vhat is the situation with regard ro credit resrrictions
and are any EEC measures envisaged in this field?
Ansaner
The suspension of the US embargo against firms supplying equipment for the Siberian gas
pipeline was a unilateral decision on the pan of the US authorities.
As the honourbable Member no doubt knows, consultations rcok place besween the Vest-
ern countries and it was agreed to carry out investigations into East-Vest relations in the
fields of economy and trade in suitable forums, such as the OECD.
In the near future the Commission will be presenting an overall analysis of these relations,
especially in the following areas: expon policy, trade in agricultural products, energy sup-
plies and trade in technology.
\[hin the current investigations are concluded, the Council will decide what conclusions
rc draw and how best to delibeiate on the matter with the main indusuial counrries. To
date, therefore, future practical measures have in no way been prejudiced.
Qaestion No 67, by Mr Antoniozzi (H-500/52)
Subject: Protection of tourists engeiged in international travel
Does the Council intend to support the proposals put forward by the Commission con-
cerning tourism and, in particular, does it inrcnd to adopt common rules for the prorec-
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tion of tourists engaged in international travel in view of the numerous serious incidenr in
various parts of the world, including the recent episode in which mro Italian tourists in
Bulgaria were deprived of their freedom, and of the fact that the free movement of tour-
ists promotes understanding between peoples, brings nations together at a human level,
encourates ddtente, prompts exchanges and strengthens cultural ties and that the Helsinki
Charter, whose signatories include Bulgaria and the ten European Community countries,
also requires resped for these freedoms as part of the wider framework of human rights?
Ansuer
In July 1982 the Council received a communication from the Commission giving the first
guidelines for a Communiry policy on Touring, which will be examined in the first half of
1983. In this communication the Commission declares its intention to draw up proposals
for the prot€ction of tourists. No proposals on those lines have however yet been passed
to the Council.
+
*+
Question No 69, b MrAdanou (H-506/82)
Subject: Subsidization of Communiry butter in the EEC
During the Christmas period I 500 tonnes of EEC butter will have been imponed into
Greece at a special reduced price, a quantiry roughly equivalent a r/+ of. Greek produc-
tion, one of the results being that major problems have arisen as regards the disposal of
Greek produce and Greek dairy farmers have been seriously affected.
Could the Council state why the Greek market was not subsidized solely for butter of
Greek origin irrespective of iu packaging, which would have benefited the consumers and
helped local production?
Answer
On November 9, 1982 the Council issued Regulation (EEC) No 2989/82 r concerning the
provision of support for the consumption of butter in Denmark, Greece, Italy and Luxem-
bourg. This regulation was issued within the framework of the action known as 'Butter for
Christmas' and envisages the possibiliry of subsidizing cerain quantities of marketed but-
ter in the above countries. In the other Member States the 'Buter for Christmas' action
applied to intenzention quanlities of butter, which were not available in private or public
(State-owned) srcrage in sufficient quandties in the above four Member States.
The measures for applying Regulation (EEC) No 2989/2 were defined by Regulation
(EEC) No 2991/82 of the Commission. They aim, as is fitting, at the absorption, without
penurbing the smooth process of trading, of markercd or privately stored butrer, whether
this comes from the Member State in which it is consumed or from any other Member
State of the Community. The Cominission's regulation envisages the possibiliry of subsi-
dizing in Greece, the packaging in small packs of a qriantiry of t SOO tonnes of. 'Com-
manity'marketed butter. For legal reasons the 'Butter for Christmas' action cannot in fact
be limited rc the butter produced in just one Member State.
+
*, ,+
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Qrestion No 70, by Mr Ephremidis (H-609/82)
Subject: kmon imports into Greece
The large-scale imponation onto the Greek market of lemons from Spain, Turkey and
wen Uruguay, channelled via the Federal Republic of Germany, is having dangerous
repercussions on domestic production, while, at the same time, the general obstacles
erecrcd by the EpC to the development of commercial relations with the Socialist coun-
tries are creating iroblems for the disposal of lemons on that traditional market.
In view of the Commission's lack of interesr in the fate of lemons and, more generally,
citrus fruits produced in Greece, does the Council intend aking any immediate measures
and, if so, whar meaiures to pr, otect and suppon Greek production?
Ansarcr
To encourage the producpion of lemons in Greece, Council decided, on May 18, 1982, to
extend thc field of application of Regulation (EEC) No 26ll/59 to lemons.
According to this regulation 'sellers of lemons who are established in the producer Mem-
ber States have the right, subject to certain preconditions, to economic compensadon for
lEmons from rhose Member States sold to other Member States'. Moreover, the regulation
envisages support for the conversion of lemon orchards to other varieties of lemons with
the aim of adapting their produce to the demands of consumers.
To secure Communiry preference and rc allow economically significant exports of the
Communiq/s production, the rules in force envisage returns in exporting. So far as con-
gerns, among other things, the exporting of lemons to countries of cenral and eastern
Europe with planned economies, the levels of these returns were raised in December 1982,
from the previous figure of 6.04ECU/100 Kg to 12 ECU/100 Kg.
t(.
sub jec,:rhecommis:':::*',::"::':'::::::':::s,-or-,ivingad jus,men,
mechanism in Greece
In its documenr on the 'Economic Situation in 1982 and Economic Policy Guidelines for
1983'the Commission direcdy interferes in Greece's incomes policy, claiming that in 1983
Greece will have to slow down considerably its cost-of-living adjustments an6, in panic-
rular, effons to restrain the rise in incomes will have rc be continued while pursuing appli-
cation of the automatic cost-of-living adjustment mechanism that will avert dangers.
Seeing that similar EEC interferenqe led to the abandonment of this mechanism in Bel-
gium"and to its adulteration in the'Netherlands, Denmark and Italy, could the'Council
srarc whether and why it adopts the Commission's inadmissible interference in adulterat-
ing today and abandoning tomorrow application of the automatic cost-of-living adjust-
ment mechanism in Greece, and, more generally, whether the economic poliry guidelines
for Greece met with the unanimous approval of the Council of Ministers?
Ansanr
The annual report on the economic state of the Community and the general guidelines on
economic poliry for 1983 were decreed by Council on December 17,1982. The texts of
these were published in the Official Bulledn of the European Communities.
Council's decision of last December 17 is based on the Treary concerning the founding of
the European Economic Community.
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In anicle 103 the Treaty envisages the obligadon of the Member States to consider as a
matter of common interist rhe p6licy of mut]ual approach.
In anicle 145 the Treary provides that 'Council shall ensure the coordination of the gen-
eral economic policies of Member States, and shall have authoriry to make decisions'.
\[ith its decision of Februaqy 18, 1974, Council laid down the procedures that allow rhe
achievement of a high degree of coincidence between the economic policies of Member
States. In this decision it is envisaged that Council, following a proposal by the Commis-
sion, 'shall decree the guidelines of the economic poliry that the Communiry and each
Member State.must follow in order to achieve a harmonious economic development'.
Owing to the importance of incom", poliry within the framework of rhe general econom-
ic policies of the Member Starcs, Council considers that it has the right rc decree guide-
Iines in relation to incomes policy when ir judges rhis rc be opporrune,
*
**
Qaestion No 73, by Mrs Poiier (H-625/82)
Subject: Problems relating to Spanish fishermen
French fishing boats off the Atlantic coast have recently been subject ro severe harassment
from Spanish vessels some of which were under British licence.
Has this matter been referred rc the Council and has it decided to take acrion over rhe
above offences and to remedy swiftly this situation which is harmful to French fishing
interests ?
Answer
A solution to this problem, which was raised by the French delegation during the 794th
session of the Council, held in Luxernbourg on Monday 4 October 1982, should be
worked out during the annual negotiations with Spain on the fisheries poliry. These nego-
tiations were suspended on 16December 1982, and they are scheduled to resume in the
coming weeks.
ooo
Question No 74, by Mr Scou-Hophins (H-62G/82)
Subject: Recent GATI meeting in Geneva
In the light of the recent GATI meetint in Geneva, how does the Council of Ministers
intend to reinforce the commitment of the Ten towards freer trade in world markets?
Answer
The guidelines formulated by the European Council at its meeting in Copenhagen on 3
and 4 December 1982 concerning trade policy and relations with ihird countriei form a
package intended to help the fight against the economic crisis and protectionism and to
help maintain stable and open trade reladons. \7hat is more, t[ey complement the
approaches to rhe economic and social situarion defined on the domestic front.
Absolute priority,must be given to strengthening intertational cooperatioa in all major
areas to combat the crisis, particularly through a return to monerary, financial and com-
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mercial stability. In this connection, I would in panicular not€ that, as the European
Council had wished, a decision has subsequently been aken to increase IMF quotas.
The Communiry is resolved to play a construcdve role in the follow-up to the GATT min-
isterial meeting. \fork will enter an active phase in Geneva as from the beginning of 1983.
fu far as tbe United States are concerned, it is vital to continue talks in all areas in which
conflicts could arise. Major consultations berween she Commission and the United States
were held quite recendy on the problem of agriculture in particular. Contacts will be pur-
sued in the first quarter of next year.
I shall have an opportunity to inform you of the recent decisions of the Council on the
subject of. lapanin my answer to the Oial Question put by the Honourable Mr Deleau.
Ensuring that the developing counties are better able to bring their own economic and
financial problems under control is another significant way of helping to overcome the
cnsls.
Finally, the council has emphasized how vital it is for the pommuniry to mainainiu unity
as it has succeeded in doing in receni months under difficult circumstances.
o'o
Qrestion No 79, By Lord Bethell (H-649/52)
Subject: Landing cards for nationals of other Mbmber States
In view of -the welcome decision by most EC-governments, most recendy the French
Government in December 1982, to abolish the landing card requireinent for nationals of
other Member States entering their territory, will the Corincil consider this matter and
agree that the Italian and Greek Governments should also abolish this requirement?
Answer'
The Council would draw the Honourable Member's attention to the fact that the Italian
Government informed the Commission in December 1982 that nationals of the Member
States were no longer required to fill in landing cards as from 1 December 1982.
At present Greece is therefore the only Member State which requiies nationals of the
Member Statcs to fill in landing cards.
The Council has on several occasions stated its interest in the simplification of border
checls.
*
**
Qrestion No 84 b Miss Hooper (H-550/82)
Subject: faper recycling
In view of the unanimous support by this Parliament for the Recommendation on Paper
Recycling sent to Member governments and Community institutions.in 1981, would the
Council indicate both the percentage of increased use and the actual amount of recycled
paper used in:
a) its publications
b) its internal documehtation
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c) its paper for phorccopying?
Ansuer
The Council uses no recycled paper for its publications, internal documentation or photo-
copfng.
'F
**
Question No 81, by MrJobnston (H-651/82)
Subject: Seals
In view of the Council's failure to achieve agreement on the Commission's proposal for a
regulation to bar the importation into the Communiry of products coming from young
harp and hooded seals, will the Council undenake to return to this item as a matter of
urgency and in any case in time to allow the draft regulation rc be adopted before the
beginning of the next seal-hunt in March 1983?
Ansuer
At its meeting on 17 December 1982 the Council undenook to examine the Commissign's
communications and proposals on the subject of hunting baby seals, and in panicular the
proposal for a regulation already submitted concerning an impon ban. It also undenook
to adopt by I March 19.83 at the larcst, in the framec/ork of its rwiew, all appropriatc
measures on the basis of all the necessary data, while honouring the Communiry's obliga- '
tions, panicularly in the field of internadonal rade.
,rb
*14
Qaestion No 82, by Mr Conrell (H-653/82) '
Subject: EEC/Cyprus
\7ill the Council sr6te whether it is satisfied with the operarion of the current EEC/
Cyprus agreement in all respects, and if not, which aspeo causes it concern?
Ansaner
Trade has developed under the EEC-Cyprus Association Agreement. Progress has been
noted in financial cooperarion and the Association bodies have operated normally.
It is nonetheless true that there has been a delay in implementing the Decision of the
Association Council of 24 November 1980 on the process of ransition to the second stage
of the fusociation Agreement between the Communiry and Clprus for a number of rei-
sons relating to the internal situation in the Communiry, acceision negotiations'and the
current work on the consequences for the Mediterranean countries of the future enlarge-
ment of the Community. Turning more specifically to the contractual definition of the
trade arrangemens-to apply in 1983 in EEC-Cyprus uade, negotiarions are now in pro-
gress but becaase of certain dffiaities have not yet been concluded; this has led rhe Coun-
cil unilaterally to exrcnd until 30 June 1983 the arrangements hitheno applicable to trade
with Cyprus:
re
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. Qrestionsto tbe Foreign Ministers
Qaestion No 8), by Mr Galknd ff-ao1/l2)
Subject: Employment of prisoners in the construction of the trans-Siberian gas pipeline
fu in August it was learned in Europe that the workers employed in the construoion of
- the trans-Siberian gas pipeline were common law prisoners and political detainees, have
the Ministers decided, as the'French Government has, to inquire into this matter?
Answer
This question has already been answered in Answer No H-339l82 of. 13 October 1982
and in the written answer of 19 November 1982 to Question No 1278/82, to which I refer
the honourable Member in tiis mamer.
+
r$ rs
Question No 92, by Mr Scon-Hophins (H-59a/82)
Subject: Relations EEC-USA
Vhen next does the President of the Council of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs intend
to meet the President of the United States of America?
. 
Answer
At this stage the German Presidepcy has not yet fixed any dates. In view of the importance
which all Member States attach to good relations between Europe and the United States, I
assume that a meetintr on a da:a yet to be.decided, will take place bemreen the President
of the Council and the American Foreign Minister during the German Presidency.
+
*
Qaestion No 9j, by Mrs Vieczoreh-Zeul (H-598/52)
Subject: Restrictions on East-'S7esr trade
. Do the possible restrictions on East-Vest rade concern the COCOM list of security-sen-
sitive producu and the products which would be excluded from such trade? If nor, ro
whar could the restrictions otherwise relate?
Answer
So far, no'decisions on any new restrictions of East-!7est trade have been aken. Various
bodies are currently examining various aspects of economic relations berween East and
Vest or will do so in the near future. Following the practice of many years, the COCOM
lists are confidendal. So I cannot make any public statement about their content.
+
*tt
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a restion No 94, by Mr Afumou (H-607/52)
Subject: The Ten and US poliry in Central America
Recently the EEC has been taking a series of economic and political initiatives in Central
America.
Vhat has been the attitude of the Foreign Minisrcrs to the repeated provocations and
threats of military intervention by Honduras 
- 
which has relations with the EEC 
-against Nicaragua, and to the open support given by the Reagan Administration rc the
sanguinary juntas of Cenual America, which the US President himself described as
'democratic regimes' on his reccnt visit?
Ansuer
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten have repeatedly discussed the siruation in Cenual
America. Like other States in that region, Honduras mo is suffering,the effects of the
recession and of social injustices which are difficult to surmount and are accompanied by
border tensions resulting from the influx of refugees from neighbouring countries in the
throes of conflict.
The US Governmpnt is well aware of the concern the Ten have expressed about certain
developments in Central America and of the position the Ten have adoptcd ois ,i ois these
worrying developments.
It must be pointed out that the Ten welcome any propoSals aimed at promoting peaceful
solutions by means of negotiations and reducing the tensions between the countries of that
reSlon.
+
**
Qrestion No 95, fiy Mr Ephremidis (H-610/82)
Subject: The Cyprus question and the recent European Council in Copenhagen
Once again the European Council has in its communiqu6 demonstratively omitted to
mention the critical problem of Cyprus, even though a proposal was made on the subject
by the Greek Government and even though 400/o of Cypriot territory conrinues ro
undergo military occupation by Turkish NATO troops.
Could the Foreign Ministers state why the EEC continues to cover up the occupation by
troops from Turkey, a country associated with the EEC, and thus undermines the applica-
tion of the UN Resolutions on the independence, sovereignty and demilitarization of
Cyprus?
Answer
fu we starcd in the replies to similar questions 
- 
including H-12/82, H-lO2/82 and,
H-820/81 
- 
the Ten support a solution to the Cyprus question that is based on Resolu-
tion 3212 (XXIX) which'was adopted by the UN General Assembly on 1 November 1974.
The Ten reiterate their hope that the talks berween ethnic groups under the aegis of the
Secretary-General of the UN will resolve the problems between the rwo groups and rhat
substantial protress will be made as soon as possible.
*
*r*
I]
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Questioi No 96 b Mr Akoanos (H-611/82)
Subject: Insallation of new MX inrcrcontinental missiles
The communique issued by the European Council in Copenhagen, while mentioning the
EEC's views on the major international issues, passes over in silence the USA's provoca-
tions against world peace with its programmes for constructing MX intercontinental mis-
siles, which infringe the SALT I and SALT 2 Treaties, and the installation of Pershing
and Cruise missiles. ' ,
Could thc Foreign Ministers state why the Ten do not mention the fundamental problems
for international peace creat€d by the USA's policy, why they go along witlr the USA s
aggressive cold-war policy (since most of the Governmenu of the Ten adopted the Ameri-
can projects at the NATO meedng of Defence Ministers held a few days ago in Brussels)
and why they demonstratively ignore the requests of the mass European movement for
disarmament?
Answer
The Ten attach great importance to all anempts directed at subsantial, balanced and
comprehensive worldwide arms control. and disarmament. But this specific quesdon has
not been discussed by the foreign ministers of the Ten in the European Council.
,&
Question No 97, by MrAntoniozzi (H-614/52)
Subject: Conclusions reached at the meeting of the European Council in Copenhagen at
the beginning of December 1982
Alatming repons are currently circulating about the economic situation, unemployment,
trade relations with the USA, securiry problems, East-!7est and Nonh-South political
relations and institutional development which is the fundamental instrument of European
Progress.
'Vhat prospects are open to Europe following the meeting in Copenhagen?
Ansuer
As the honourable Member knows, the President-in-Office of the Council and of Euro-
pean Political Cooperadon informed this Chamber of the outcome of the European
Council in dctail on 15 December. So I can confine myself to the following observations:
At the European Council in Copenhagen, the Heads of State and Government agreed on
a number of practical aims, which are priority elements bf a comprehensive economic stra-
rcgy to improve the situation on the employment market.
The responsible Community bodies will start on the necessary work without delay. The
Council (General Affairs) will repon on this at the next European Council in Brussels on
2l/22March 1983.
The European Council also emphasized the importance it attaches to international coop-
eration with other industrialized countries with a view to overcoming the worldwide
recession. As regards the United States, the Communiry has reiterated its desire for a gen-
uine and effective dialogue and has since made funher progress in talks bemreen the Com-
mission and a delegation headed by the American Foreign Minister.
As regards institutional developments, which are an important instrument in the progress
of Europe, several proposals were put forrvard which are now being examined by the
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Member States. The questions raised by the honourable Member are in fact key questions
of European inrcgration. Europe's future prospects depend on their solution.
The European Council also considered in detail the East-Vest quesdons, especially the
situation in Poland and the Madrid CSCE follow-up meeting. The exchange of views on
these questions will continue in,the framework of European Political Cooperation. The
Ten will urge the rapid drawing up of a substantial and balanced final document which
should conain improvements in the humanitarian field and a precise mandate for a con-
ference on disarmament in Europe.
In the case of Poland, the Ten will observe with panicular attention how the situation
created by the Varsaw Government with the suspension of manial law develops.
The Ten will continue to pursue e poliry of cooperation in partnership with the Third
Vorld countries, with a view to peaceful progress in the world. They respect the indepen-
dence of these countries and regard the policy of non-alignment with the blocs as an ele-
ment of peace and stabiliry. They are against imponing the Easr-\7est dispute into the
Third \7orld.
As the major rade panner of the Third Vorld and the most important sourse of develop-
ment aid, the Communiry is endeavouring to bring about a trustful and fruitful dialogue
with these countries. It believes that in view of the scale of the current crisis in all the
economies of the world and especially in the developing countries, special importance
must be amached to this dialogue.
The European Council also agreed on the urgent need to ensure that the developing
countries manage to overcome their economic and financial problems more successfully,
which would be an important factor in bringing about an inrcrnational economic upswing.
In this context, the Sixth UNCTAD meeting in Belgrade in June 1983 should offer an
opponunity to make significant progress in international economic cooperation. In this
respect, the Ten are resolved to move.forward.
,f+
Question No 98, by Mr Pearce (H-616/82)
Subject: SouthAfrica
'\fhat steps have the Minisrcrs aken to study the course of constitutional development
being undenaken in South Africa, with the starcd aim of enabling all national groups ro
panicipate in decision-making as regards common issues, ohrough inter alia; the formation
of a new Ministry responsible for constitutional development, headed by a minister of
cabinet rank; commitments to reform strong enough to cause rwo ministers and eighteen
other MPs to leave the governmeffi parry in protest; the announcement of proposali for a
'confederation' and for consultations vrith various troups to esablish ir; and do Ministers
agree that the economic and strategic imponance of South Africa to the European Com-
muniry requires them to support these developments as pan of a gradual procesi of reforrir
in South Africa?
Answer
The Ten, meedng in Polidcal Cooperation, regularly consult on South African affairs.
During these consultations, the Ten take into consideration all developments of any
importance, including the intended constitutional changes in South Africa to which the
honourable Member refers.
These proposals provide for a limited right of political co-dercrmination for those of
mixed race and Indians, but do not concern the black majoriry in South Africa.
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The Ten reaffirm their conviction that it is urgently necessary to sadsfy the political, social
and economic expecrarions of all South Africans. The apanheid system must be abolished
quickly. The Ten will continue their crucial dialogue with South Africa with a view to
encouraging peaceful change. They will also continue to bring the great influence of the
European Communiry to bear on South Africa, to urge it rc abolish the apanheid system
and build a sociery which offers all its members peace and justice.
,s
Answers to the qaestions to tbe Commission
Qrestion No 2, by Mr Galland @-a0il82)
Subject: Four new Japans
In view of the industrial dwelopment in Asia of four new Japans 
- 
South Korea, Hong
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan 
- 
which are currently preparing for a transition from
labour-intensive indusries to high rcchnology, has the Commission implemented the mea-
sures needed ro ensure that Europe has a concerted plan to respond to competition from
these countries?
Ansuer
The policy of the Communiry toward countries such as those mentioned by the Honoura-
ble Member is based on the following factors:
- 
the need to preserve freedom of trade, insofar as this is possible;
- 
the desirabiliry of b gradual assumption by the developing countries, whose economic
performances are increasingly comparable rc those of the industrialized countries, of the
responsibilities which constiturc the rights'and duties of the industrialized countries, and
this also in the context of the international organizations;
- 
the opponunities for Community industry represented by the markets of the countries
in question (some of these countries have a panicularly high purchase potential in the
areas of equipment and high technology: Korea and Taiwan, for example.
Because of the highly competitive nature of cenain goods and the effon made by these
countries to penerate the Community market, and not ruling out eventual recourse to
piotective measures if they should prove to be indispensable, cenain specific provisions
can be distinguished:
- 
import regulations for textile products and clothing (by contract, except in the case of
Taiwan);
- 
regulations for cenain products, such as those with Korea on iron and steel producu;
- 
rhe limitarion of tariff duty on the impon of very sensitive products, in the context of
the GPS, originating in countries which are particularly competitive (Hong Kong and
Korea, in panicular; Taiwan does nor benefit from the Generalized Preferences Scheme.)
In order ro meer international competition, including that of the four countries in ques-
tion, the Communiry must also increase im own competitiveness. The policy of industrial
restructuring and the high technolog;y research piogrammes, particularly the Esprit pro-
tramme (research and development in the field of informadon technologies) are intended
to bring new assets to the Community in this respect.
lt
!l
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Funhermore, the proposals made by the Commission in its communications rc rhe Coun-
cil on innovation and on the stimulation of productive investments represent an approach
that can strengthen the Communiqy's commercial position in relation to its panners.
Qaestion No 6, by Mrs Bosen+p (H-535/82)
Subject: The Commission's panicipation in EPC
Can the Commission explain what specific implications the statement that 'in future the
Commission will be fully involved in political cooperation at all levels' (Commission of tle
European Communities: Fifteenth General Repon on the Activities of the European
Communities in 1981, p.286) has had in terms of Commission panicipation in EPC?
. 
Ansaner
The full association of thc Commission at all levels of European Political Cooperation is
the result of the decision taken by the Foreign Affairs Miniiters in the framewbrk of the
London report, adopted on 13 October 1981.
In concrete terms, the Commission, owing to this decision, was able to participate in all
the meetings and additional acdvities of Political Cooperation.
,$
**/
Qtestion No 8, by Mr Mouchel (H-5 5 5/52)
Subject: Renegotiation of textile agreements
Exactly what stage has been reached in the current renegotiation under the MFA of mul-
tiannual bilateral rcxtile agreements between the Communiry and low-cost supplier coun-
tries, what are the countries virh which negotiations have not yer been completed, and
what difficulties has the Commission encountered in the negotiations?
Ansaner
The Commission has concluded negotiations with the member countries of the MFA wirh
the exception of Argentina. The 'dominant' countries, like Hong Kon!, Korea, and
Macao are amont those with which negotiations have been concluded. The negotiations
in general were carried out in conformiry with'the directives issued by the Couniil in res-
Pecr to the legal enacting terms and the volume of impons, including the comprehensive
ceilings.
Question No 9, by Mr Pailban (H-557/82)
Subject: Selling price of French cigarettes in Germany
Is the Commission aware. that a packet of the French cigarettes 'Gauloises filre longues'
which sells for FF4.90 in France costs DM3.80 in Ger*any, three times the Frlnch
price net of ax? Does it feel that this practice is commensurate-with the economic objec-
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tive of a single internal market in the Communiry, and is it in a position to react to this
form of masked protectionism by a Member State?
Ansarcr
The Commission is aware of the differences berween the sales prices (pre-tax) of cigar-
ettes of the same brand in the various Member Statcs. Clearly this applies to the prices of
'Gauloise filter 
- 
long' in France and in Germany, although the German pre-tax price is
not, as the honourable Member asserts, three times but only about sc/ice as high.
Apart from additional costs for ransport, advenising, packaging and trading margins, irt
wholesale and in retail, these differences can also be traced to the export market policy of
the producer concerned, which in turn is influenced by the mx burden on the product
concernedl.
In any case, the EEC Treary does not prohibit, subject rc the possible applicabiliry of
Anicle 85 and 85, the producer from setting different prices for.a same product sold on
different markets.
This possibiliry is formally set out in Council Directive 72/464/Erc, of 19 December
1972. Anicle 5 of that directive states that producers and imponers may freely decide the
maxirnum retail price for each of their products, although they must also take account of
the level and structirre of the axes imposed on these products.
+
Q*estion No 10, by Mrs Anglade (H-t58/82)
Subject:'Acid rain' pollution
Is the Commission aware of a report by the US Congress on pollution by sulphur dioxide,
apparently originating in coal-fired power stations and ore processing plants, which can
be fatal for man and a very serious threat to the bnvironment? Has it already taken up this
problem and made suitable proposals?
Answer
Despite great efforts, the Commission has been unable as yer to obtain a copy of the spe-
cialized report to which the question refers. V'hen it does, it'will examine it without delay.
[n any case, the Commission is as fully informed about the problem of acid rain and its
c4uses as the existing data permiu. It very much hopes that scientific research in this field
will progress rapidly. It also noted with some interest the studiei carried out in the Federal
Republic, during which the public was informed of the part played by ozone. All these
developments are being followed with great attention.
Independendy of the definite results which funher scientific invesdgation may produce,
there is enough evidence on ,hand to jusdfy, in certain areas, preventative measures with
respect rc the most likely causes, i.e. plants etc. which emit SO2 and NO2. The Commis-
sion has taken measures in the past aimed at reducing harmful pollutants which produce
acid rain. They include the directives on limiting the sulphur content of gasoline and limit-
ing the SO2 concenration in the atmosphere.
Funher measures which should make a significant contribution to resolving this problem
are under preparation^ For insance there is the preliminary draft of a general directive on
I Cigareces are subjeo to different proportional taxes in the various Member Satcs (consumer
taxes * VAT), calculated on the basis of the retail sales price, and to different specific consumer
taxes; so the producer has to take-the effects of these tixes into account when fixing the retail
salcs price on a panicular market.
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strengthening the conuol of pollutants from fixed plant which, as is well-known, contri-
bute considerably to producing acid rain.
The Commission has nearly completed a draft directive on'limiting the NO2 concentration
in the atmosphere.
This proposal will indirectly contriburc to conrolling the polluticin from nitric oxides.
On the basis of current scicntific knowledge and the implementation of the relevant inter-
national agreements 
- 
with special reference to the Geneva Convention on widescale, 
.
uansfronder atmospheric polludon 
- 
the Commission will examine the need for and
prospects of success of funher measures in this area.
*
*+
Question No 11, by Mr l*not (H-560/82)
Subject: Change in the place of origin of officials of the Commission
Vhy, afur more than four years,'has the Commission still not responded rc the applica-
dons made by some of its officials for their place of origin to be changed pursuant to rhe
administrative rules it issued in April 1978, and can it assure Parliarnent that it will quickly
seftle the problem in accordance with the Staff Regulations and be seen to act like a fully
responsible institution?
Ansary
1. Following the republicadoa in 1978 of the inrcrnal guidelines (origirrally adopted in
1958) on the criteria for detcrmining and revising the place of origin of Commission offi-
cials, requests were made by a number of officials for a change in their established place of
ofltln.
2. In the course of considering the requests, certain difficulties in the interpretadon of
the guidelines became apparent, the legal aspeds of which required careful consideration
as did the individual merits of each case.
3. Vhile a certain number of the cases have been setded, the difficulties mentioned
above have caused quite considerable delay in the final determination of these cases.
However, I can assure the Honourable Padiamentarian that it is envisaged thar a final
position on the remainder of the cases will be aken by the end of February.
oo o'
Qtestion No 1 7, b7 Mr Daoern (H-414/82)
Subject: New Zealand's share of the UK butter market
Vill the Commission explain its interpretadon of Communiry preference in the butter
market where EEC figures show that while in 1975 Denmark and Ireland had75o/o of the
British market, in 1981 their share had sunk to 330/o and the share of a non-Member
State, New Zealend, had risen fuom 250/o to at least 3070 ?
Ansaner
Communiry preference is based on absence of restriction in intra-Community trade, rhat
is without either quantitative limitations or financial charges, whereas imports from }{ew
Zealand are subject both to a quoa and an impon levy.
1t
It'
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Supplies from Member States to the British market have reduced in the period beween
1975 and 1981 as a result, particularly, of a substantial increase in UK production(* 2560/o in the period mentioned) coupled with a decrease in consumption by 3 I 0/o in the
same period..
According to official Community statistics imports from Denmark and Ireland in 1975
represented 280/o of British consumption whereas in 1981 this figure was 210/0. The New
Zealend share in ihe same period has increased f.rom 250/o to 280/0.
This situation has arisen because io 1975 New Zealand did not expon its full quota of
about 152 000 tonnes which at thar time represented 310/o of UK consumption.
+
**
Qaestion No 21, b.) Mr Cousti (H-467/82)
Subject: Replacement of the Head of the Commission delegation rc Japan
Does the Commission consider that leaving the post of Head of the Commission deleg"-
tion to Japan vacant for so long is good for the image of the Communiry in that country?
Answer
On 20 October 1982 the Commission ha's taken the necessary srcps rc allow for rapid
nomination of its Head of Delegation in Tokyo.
Follbwing normal procedures the Commission has on 11 November 1982 received the
agreement of the Japanese Government for nominating Mr Laurens Jan Brinkhorst. The
appointment has been formally decided by the Commission on 17 November 1982 and Mr
Brinkhorst has taken up his new functions in Japan on 4 Decemb er 1982.
+
{.+
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a uestion No 25, by ifir Marshall (H-)23/82)
Subject: Sugar
In its answer to my oral question 14th September 1982 (H-lZSttZ|, the Commission
'states that it published a major survey of the world agricultural markets in 1976. Can the
Commission state: the increase in Community output, as well as the extent to which Com-
muniry surpluses have increased, relative to the world market, since that date and wherher
it has carried out a survey of the effect of high EEC sugar prices on sugar-using industries
in the EEC?
Answer
\7e estimate that over rhe 7-year period 1976/77 ro 1982/83 Communiry sugar produc-
tion has increased by about 3.5 million tonnes white value and that the Communiqy's dis-
posable surplus has risen by roughly the same amount. From 1976 to 1982, the latest
period for which ISO data are available, the rctal net trade on the world free market rose
by 4.8 million tonnes rav/ value (4.4 million tonnes white value) and otal world produc-
tion increased by 5.8 (5.3) million tonnes. It is wonh nodng that the increase in world
free market rade has been almost exclusively in white sugar (4 to 8 million tonnes), of
which the EEC is the main world supplier. Ve have not made a survey of the kind
I Debates I-288 of 15.9.1982.
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referred to. Such a suffey would present great difficulties because of the continu ally vary-
ing relativities between the Community price and the world price. But if the Communiq/s
sugar-using indusries themselves feel that a suffey is desirable it would be for them to
carqy it out.
ooo
subject: UK lamb .*ro*Y'i"ll :: " 
bv Mr Adan (H-t t 1/s2)
'!7hat progress has the Commission made in eliminating the border health checls which
are delrying the enry of lamb into France from the UK?
Answer
Subsequent to the problems which arose in September of 1982 concerning the import into
France of sheepmeat originating in the United Kingdom, the Commission alerted thr:
French authorities to the restrictions imposed on their action by Anicle 36 of the EE(l
teaty.
The Franch authorities informed the Commission that these border checks had been dis-
continued on 22 October 1982.
+
**
Qrestion No 28, by Mr Basil dc Fenanti (H-t6t/82)
Subject: Raw material costs for the biotechnology industry
Is starch, glucose and sugar available in Europe at low enough prices to ensure the compr:-
titiveness of the biotechnology indusry; this industry is small ar presenr but is the Conr-
mission aware of how viml it will be for future employment?
Ansuer
The Commission is well aware of the likely future imponance of the biotechnology indus-
try and of its potential for adding value to agricultural raw matcrials, irtcluding starch,
glucose and sugar, and the necessity for this to haye aocess to them at compedtive prices.
It is therefore studying ways of encouraging the development of these industries as a lo1;i-
cal extenqion of the agricultural sector, with a view to lauching such initiatives (including)
research, developmenq and demonstration) as are shown to be necessary.
Small production refunds arc already paid for raw materials used in the manufacture of
starch (which also influences the output price of glucose) and for sugar used in the chenri-
cal industry. In the present price paclrage the Commission is proposing modest increases in
these refunds.
The Community pays a production refund for raw materials used for the manufacture of
starch. Thi! also influences the output price of glucose. The production refund is intended
to keep the Community starch industry coppetitive and in rhe presenr price package the
Commission is proposing small increases in these refunds. The Communiry also pays a
production refund on sutar used in the chemical indusry which is calculated in order to
maintain a fair balance berween sugar and cereals as a raw material for these productions.
{.
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Q*estion No 3Q by Mrs Soioener (H-t79/82)
Subject: Lcad in petrol
Can the Commission say whether the Community is, carrying out research into the reduc-
tion of the lead content of peuol and whether it intends rc draw up new regulations aimed
at gradually promoting the production of lead-free petrol?
Ansarcr
For many years now the problem of the lead content of petrol has been a crucial element
of the Commission's environmental and consumer protection poliry.
An imponant first step was taken with the adoption of Directive 78/6ll of 29 June 1978
on the approximation of Member States' legisladons on the lead content of petrol and the
fixing of an upper limit of 0.4 g lead/litre.
For rcchnical reasons, the directive provides for a lower limit of 0.15g leadllire and
allows the Member States to reduce the lead content for their territory to that level. Hith-
erto, however, only the Federal Republic of Germany (1976), Denmark and the United
Kingdom have made use of this possibiliry to reduce lead pollution. The Danish measures
will come into force in July 1983 for normal petrol and in July 1984 for super petrol. The
British measures are due to enter into force at the end of 1985. The Netherlands govern-
ment has also announced that.it intends to follow suit. So it is still quite possible for the
other Member Starcs to reduce the lead content of their petrol.
On the question of replacing lead in petrol by the addidon of other substances, the Com-
mission has just concluded a study which will be published in the near future.l
The reduction of lead in petrol has a direct effect on energy consumption and on pollu-
tion values in general. These rwo factors in turn affect vehicle weights and driver and pas-
senger safery 
- 
a further area in which the Commission is called upon to act. The same
can be said for noise levels.
Because of this interrelationship, it would be reasonable rc coordinate the legislative activ-
iry on the various areas, if only to prevent rules having to be amended again after a shon
period of time. That is why in June 1981 the Commission decided in favour of a global
approachwhich would take account of all the above problems, including lead pollution.
Under this global procedure, the Commission is examining a wide variety of rcchnical
solutions, including those requiring the use of low lead content or lead-free petrol. It is
aking into account that the refineries and the petrochemical industry are already moving
increasingly towards the manufacure of componenm, such as methanol or'higher alcoh-
ols, which to some extent increase the antiknocking propenies of the moror fuel and can
therefore, at least in part, replace the usual lead compounds.
I hope to be able to present an interim report on this global approach before the end of
the first half of 1983. Then it will also be possible to determine the darc of the proposal for
the entire package of measures. It is my aim to present a document before the end of rhis
term of office.
Qrcstion No 33, by Miss Qain (H-t92/82)
Subject: EEC Agricultural expon restitutions
Vhich other countries in the wodd use the rystem of expon resdtudons to subsidize agri-
cultural exports in the same way as the EEC and how does the level of export restitutions
t 
'Study on the possibilities for tle replacement of lead in gasoline by the addition of compeunds', a
survcy carried out for the Commission of the European Communities by Chem Systems lnterna-
tional Ltd.
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of other countries (if these exist) compare with the avera1e EEC level for such products as
cereals and dairy products?
Ansaner
It is first necessary to explain that the Communiry system of expon restitutidns is not
intended to subsidize agricultural exports but solely to make up the difference berween
intcrnal prices and world prices. The EEC maintains the level of its inrcrnal prices by
means of levies on imports.
At the present time few counries have a sysrcm of expon restitutions for agricultural
products which is analogous rc that of the EEC. There is the case of Sweden, however,
which compensarcs upon expon for differences besween domestic prices and world prices.
The premiums rendered necessary by such a system are financed by domestic taxes and
levies on imports.
This having been said, any aountry which practises any sort of price support in favour of
agribultural producers finds iaelf obliged to adopt some form of intervention in order rc
help its exports.
Occasionally the balance berween domesdc prices in the exporting countries and world
prices is restored through direct state aid to a central body responsible for export. This is
the case in Swiverland, where the Swiss organization for the expon of cheese is compen-
sated for its losses by the federal budget.
This is also the case for the expon of the stocks of the Commodiry Credit Corporation ro
the USA (the sale of buner in 1981). I
Among other forms of aid to exports one can mention long term credit at special condi-
tions (the mixed credit introduced by the USA for the, expon of agricultural products).
Aid to agricultural expons takes many different forms which are difficult ro compare or
evaluate.
This is the reason for the decision taken at the most recent GATT conference ro crearc a
Committee on Agriculture. One of the principal tasls of this committee will be to study
subsidies and all other forms of aid to exports on the basis of a system of nodfication
which should increase the transparenry of the various sysrems.
*
*+
Question No 34, by Mr Scott-Hopkins (H-593/82)
Subject: Barrage across the River Severn
Has the Commission'at any stage over the last nine years received a request for financial
aid towards the building of a barrage across rhe River Severn; if such a reque$ were
received, would the Commission view it favourably?
Ansuer
The Commission has not received any request for financial aid tos,ards the building of a
barrage across the River Seven.
It emphasizes, however, that the European Communiry could use some of rho financial
instruments that are available, to help towards the construcion of the rype of infrastruc-
ture to which the honourable member refers.
lltl
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Obviously, a final decision regarding eligibiliry for financial aid for such a project can
only be aken after formal application has been made, and following scrutiny to show that
all the requisite conditions for the use of such aids are sadsfied.
+
**
a*estion No 35, by Mr Haagerup (H-t95/82)
Subject: Greenland's withdrawal from the Communities
\Fould the Commission please state what schedule it has drawn up for considering
Greenland's withdrawal from the Communities?
Ansaner
The Commission can say for its pan that the opinion it is required to give in rhe procedure
laid down in Anicle 236 of the EEC Treaty and Anicle 204 of the Euratom Treaty will be
submitted in January of this year.
It is not for the Commission tg make any pronouncements on timetables in relation to
matters that fall within the terms of reference of other institutions, such as the opinion of
Parliament, the decision of the Council on the opening of negotiations berween the Mem-
ber States or the decisions of the Member States themselves, the actual negoriations them-
selves and the national ratification procedures.
o*o
a uestion No 36, by Mr Patterson (H-t96/82)
Subject: National language.used as a non-tariffbarrier
Can the Commission categorically state that the insistence bf the French Government that
all documentation concerning goods coming from other EEC countries musr be in the
French language constiturcs an illegal and unacceptable non-tariff barrier? In view of the
fact that, if such a barrier is allowed ro conrinue, every other EEC country could take
similar steps, with catasrophic results for inra-Community trade, will the Commission
give an assurance that legal proceedings ag4inst the French Government will be pressed at
the highest degree of urgency?
Answer
1 In ia circular order of 20 October 1982, the French Government revised the imple-
mentation of the law of 31 December 1975 on rhe use of the French language. This makes
it obligatory, without exception, to use the French language in the accompanying docu-
ments for the importation of goods and services into France (bills, forwarding and con-
signment documents, erc.) and to describe the goods themselves (labels, instructions, erc.).
The French Government justifies these measures with special reference to the need to pro-
tect the French language and the consumer.
2. The Commission considers it legitimate in principle to want to protect the French lan-
guage and the consumer. However, it takes the view that the measures taken by the
French Government rc this end as set out in the circular order of 20 October 1982 go
beyond the basic objective and conflict with Anicle 30 of the EEC Treary. The general
and rystematic requirement that all the necessary documents, descriptions of gbods erc.
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for the imponation of goods and services must be drawn up in the French language, or
that where necessary translations must be provided, have a disproportionately adverse
effect on imports from other Member States.
Under Communiry legislation, a translation of customs documents may be required only
in exceptional cases; in principle they can be drawn up in ani of the official languages of
the Community. For the rest, the needs of consumer protecdon by no means require
checks at the dme of the impon formalides as rc whether descriptions of goods, instruc-
tions for their use, etc. have been drawn up in the French language; in this respect it
would seem quite sufficient for such checks to be.carried out at the level of the wholesale
or retail trade.
3. On 9 November 1982 the Commission staned proceedings against the French
Government for infringement of the Treaty, which it is actively pursuing. Meanwhile it
presumes that the French Government is endeavouring rc find a solution compadble with
Community law as soon as possible.
+
+*
Qrcstion No 38, by Mr Vandcmeulebrotche (H-602/82)
Subject: Restructuring of the petrochemical industry
At its annual meeting in October 1982, the European section of the Union of Chemical
Indusries requesrcd the Commission rc driw up rules on competidon and to work out a
restructuring plan for the petrochemical industry in order rc eliminate production sur-
plusps of over 40%0.
Also according to the Union of Chemical Industries, current monthly losses total 200 mil-
lion EUA.
\7ould the Commission state its views on this matter?
Answer
The Commission is of the opinion that the sector of the petrochemical industry is experi-
encing cost/price restrictions for various reasons:
- 
economic recession (circumstantial cause)
- 
overcapacity (structural cause)
- 
financial losses (non-competitive system of producdon)
- 
competition (struggle for shares of the market)
and that this sector, in order to deal with its structural problems, needi to carry olut a
rationalization of the structure of supply.
This problem is not limited to the production of thermoplastics, particularly PVC and low
density polyethylene, but it also affects intermediarc and primary products, especially
ethylene.
In certain Member States the problem is cenued around the number of products affected
and the volume of the uneconomical producdon to be restructured.
In July of tgsZ the Commissioners competent to deal with the problems of this secor(industry, competition, and internal market) received representatives from the large Euro-
pean chemical groups.
These representatives stated thar they wished:
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- 
to make a joint study of the problems of the sector,
- 
to present their view of these problems to the Commission,
- 
to draw up proposed solutions for their problems.
They offered to submit a study and proposals for soludons to the Commission within a
few months.
The Commission is still waiting for the results of this work.
In regard to the rirles of conduct in an eventual restructuring of this sector, the Commis-
sion has described_its position in the 11th report on comperirion.
It will provide funher clarifications in the 13th Competition Repon, which will appear at
the beginning of January.
{.
subj ect : Accession 
", 
#;': :t :?"' 
Rado *x ( H: 6 0 3 /8 2 )
Considering the benefim which Denmark has derived from its membership of the Euro-
pean Communities, does the Commission not think that talks should be resumed with
Norway, as sufficient time has now elapsed to enable that country to reconsider what
accession to the EEC would represent in terms of its own and Scandinavian interesm?
Ansuer
A request for membership in the Communiry implies a political initiative on the part of the
country wishing to become pan of the Community. In th6 panicular case referred rc'by
the Honourable Member this initiative depends upon a political assessmenr to be made by
the Norwegian government, which has not discussed this matter with the Communiry
since the defeat of the referendum of September 1972.
For its pan, the Community can feel satisfaction at the excellent relarions existing berween
itself and Norway, relations confirmed by the Free Trade Agreement of 14 May 1973.
Question No aQ by MrAdamou (H-605/82)
Subject: Impons of citrus fruit into Greece
The problem of imported citrus fruits (oranges, mandarins, ecc) from EEC countries and
countries with preferential relations with the EEC (Spain, Turkey, erc) has become parti-
cularly acute at i time when Greek farmers are anxiously seeking ways of disposing of
their own crops of citrus fruits for this year and the prices for their products are conse-
quently being depressed.
Vhat immediate measures does the Commission intend taking to counteract the above-
mentioned imports and to bring about the timely disposal of this year's Greek crop of
citrus fruits (last yeag thousands of tonnes had to be destroyed) by developing impons of
the other nine EEC Starcs and by facilitating development of our exports to rhe socialist
countries, which are the traditional purchasers of Greek citrus fruits?
I
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Answer
1) Import anangements
The rystem of reference prices set up on the Community level applies to Greece as well as
to the other Member Sates. The Greek authorities have forwarded no information on
quantities or rates in connection with the import of citrus fruit originating in third coun-
tries, as EEC rule No2ll8/74 requires them to do, and this would seem to imply that
there have been no imports of these products from third countries.
2) Financial compensdtion
Member States which produce citrus fruits and expon them to another Member State
receive a financial compensation called a markedng premium. In the case of Greece, the
premium is adapted to the provisions of the Act of Accession, specifically Articles 58 and
75. According to the information available it can be affirmed that no exchange of these
products is taking place between Italy and Greece.
3) Measures concerning market administration
Expon refunds for citrus fruit, panicularly oranges and lemons, were considerably
increased on 15 December 1982, especially for exports to the Easrcrn counries, with the
purpose of improving marketing prospects for citrus fruit produced in Greece.
4) Structuralrnensares
EEC regulation No 2511l19, recendy made more attractive for producers by the Council,
provides, for measures aimed at the reconversion of citrus orchards to crops in greater
consumer derirand.
*:t
Qrestiotr No 41, by MrEpbremidis (H-605/52)
Subject: The Cyprus question and the Commission's sandpoint
In the daily bulletin put out by the Commission's Spokesman's Group, an interview with
Mr Kenanan Atakol was published under the tide 'The Federal Starc of Cyprus and the
EEC', this representing an inadmissible cover-up of the plans for dividing Cyprus into two
pans by Turkey, whose troops have occupied 400/o of Cypriot territory.
Does the Commission categorically condemn these provocative actions which are repeated
every so often to the detriment of the Republic of Cyprus, a country associated with the
EEC, does it suppon the UN Resolutions on the Cyprus question and does ir intend to
ake definite measures against thbse responsible for rhis political provocation?
- 
.,Ansuer
The anicle in question was taken from a Turkish weekly press review and reprinted in an
internal Commission bulletin. The Commission acknowledges that the wording of the
article was inaccuratc and has asked the editor of the Turkish press review to take greater
care in future with the qualiry of his anicles.
The Commission has not changed the position it has taken up ever since 1974 on rhe
situation in Cyprus and the soludon of the problems arising rherefrom.
*
tb*
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auestion No 42, by MrAkoanos (H-513/52)
Subject: The Greek pharmaceutical industqy
The Commission, through its Commissioners Narjes and Andriessen, has been interfering
in Greece's economic affairs, namely in qiresdons of regulation by law of pharmaceutical
and insurance companies, seeking to nullify regulations in these sectors which, in the
Commission's opinion, stren$hened the public secor's role.
In the Commission's viev, is the Greek Government the competent authority to formdlate
policy in Greece or is it the Commission?
Ansaner
Anicle 155 of the EEC Treaty instructs the Commission to ensure that the provisions of
the Treaty and the measures aken by the institutions pursuant thereto are applied, in
order to ensure the proper functioning and development of the common market.
That means that the Commission must examine the compatibiliry with Communiry legisla-
tion of all legal and administrative provisions df the individual states which could run
counter to the Member States' obligations under Community rules.
In carrying out its role as the guardian of the Treaties, the Commission acts either on its
own initiative or in response to complaints brought before it.
In the above case the Commission found evidence of serious,incompatibility between the
draft law and the EEC Treary 
- 
in panicular Anicles 30,37 ,90 and 92 thereof.. I
Consequently, the Commission drew the attention of the Greek authorities rc those points
in the draft law which in its view needed to be changed in order to make this bill compati-
ble with Greece's obligations under the EEC Treaty.
Thereupon the Greek authorities expressed their intention to make the necessary changes.
The'Commission is now awaiting the official forwarding of the text of the law as adopted
by the Greek Parliament in early December 1982. Only when it has carefully examined
the final text of the law can it decide its further position.
'In the case of the insurance companies mentioned by the honourable Member, the Com-
mission has received num€rous complaints. Law No 1256/82 stipulates that all goods
owned by the state or national undertakings must be insured with Greek state insurance
companies. It also obliges state-owned Greek banfts to urge borrowers to insure them-
selves with these state insurance companies.
During its contacts with the Greek authorities, the Commission also pointed ou[ the
incompatibiliry of these measures with the Treaty.
In this matter too, the Commission cannot adopt a definitive position until it has received
an official answer from the Greek authorities. It hopes to receive this answer in the near
future.
!9
*+
Question No 43, by Mrs oonAlemann (H-518/82)
Subject: Nuclear power stations in border areas
\fhen will the Commission be submiming a directive on nuclear power stations in border
areas?
Il .!
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Answer
ln 1976 the Commission introduced a draft Council reguladon instituting a Community
consultation procedure in cases where electric power plants potentially affect the territory
of another Member State. This proposal is not restricted to nuclear pov/er plants, but
applies to all electric power plants above a cenain power level.
During 1977 and 1978 this proposal remained blocked at the technical level of the
Council.
In May of 1979, the Commission resubmittedits 1976 proposal to the Council, together
with a new statement on the reasons behind it.
Since that time, Council-level discussions and the search for a compromise have led to
modificadons of the original proposal, but no agreement has as yet been reached within
the Council.
The Commission is now examining the problem of nuclear safery, and it will eventually
submit proposals to the Council concernitrg nuclear installations in frontier areas. The
Commission reminds the Honourable Member that an important aspect of the problem is
covered by Anicle 37 of the Euratom Treaty. According to this provision each Member
State must furnish the Commission with general data concerning any projed to dispose of
radioactive effluents in any form, making it possible to derermine whether the realization
of the project would cause radioactive contamination of the water, soil, or air space of
another Member State.
The communication of data should take place not less than a year and six months before
the installation goes into operation.
After. consultation with a group of expens, the Commission gives its opinion within six
months.
Furthermore, in its recommendation of 3.2. 1982 on the implementation of Anicle 37, the
Commission called for preliminary data for new projects to be submitted before the grant-
ing of a construction permit by the national authorities.
t$
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Question No 4g by Mr Ryan (H-537/82)
Subject: Taxes on Inrcr-Community travel
Does the Commission approve of the imposition of national taxes on travellers engaged
on journeys within rhe Errop"", communiry such as the Irish rax on journeys 
"6rJ"doriginating in Ireland and the Belgian Airpon tax, which taxes appear to infringe the right
of free travel within the Communiry, and if the Commission disapproves, whaiaction will
the Commission take to prevenr the collection of such taxes?
Ansaner
The free movement of persons within the Communiry is one of the foundations of the
common market. It follows that the Commission is oiposed in principle rc any measure
which renders travel and tourism from one Member State to 
"noih", more expensive thantravel within the frontiers of a Member Smte. The Commission has therefoie examined
the compatibiliry of the taxes in question with the fiscal provisions of the Treaty, but has
concluded that, in their present form, and at the pr6senr srage of development of Com-
muniry law these raxes are not unlaw'ful.
+
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Question No 49, by Lord Bethell (H-6a8/52)
Subject: Landing cards for nadonals of other Member Stares
In view of the welcome decision by cenain EC governments, most recendy the French
Government in December 1982, to abolish the requirement for landing cards for narionals
of other Member States, will the Commission urge the Iulian and Greek Governmenrs
also to abolish this requiremenr?
Ansuer
In December 1982 the Italian Government informed the Commission that nationals of the
Member States need no longer fill in a landing card from I December 1982. The proceed-
ings against Italy for infringement of the Treary have therefore been suspended. Since
France has also abolished landing cards for nationals of the Member States, as the hon-
ourablJMemberwas informed ii December 1982 in replyto his question (No 567/82),
the only current proceedings,for infringement of the Treaty concern Greece. These pro-
ceedings were initiarcd later than the other two. The Commission expecrs Greece to
follow the example of the other two governments in the near future.
+
,8, *
Qaestion No sq by Mr Cottrett (H-6t2/82)
Subject: Contacts besween the Communiry and the Turkish Cypriot administered area of
Cyprus
\7ill the Commission describe the present position with regard to conracs betwebn the
Communiry and the authorides in the Turkish Cyprior administered area of Cyprus?
Ansater
The policy of the Community, like that of all Member States, has always been to recog-
nize the Government of the Republic of Cyprus as the sole legitimate represenrative of die
island. Vithin the framework of the Association Agreement, the Commission has always
endeavoured to ensure that the interests of the island's population as a whole are safe-
guarded.
+
*,*
Question No 53, by Mr Normanton (H-6tZ/82)
Subject: Foresry in the_ACP States
Recalling the report by Mr Seligman on biomass for energy and the ecological benefit of
trees, what steps is the Commission taking to encourage forestry in the developing
countries?
Answer
The Commission is aware that serious problems exist in the forestry sector in the develop-
ing countries. Population increases lead m extended cultivation ar rhe expense of the for-
est, and the consumption of fuelwood by households and small-scale industries atgravates
the situation, resulting in excessive exploitation of the sector. It was with this in mind that
thg Commission, in 1981 in the context of a programme ro combat world hunger (doc.
No 1-2931198 Debates of the European Parliament ' 12. t.83
COM(81)550) proposed certain priority measures, one of which concerns reforestadon
and the more rational use of wood as an energy source. In another communication (doc.
COM(82)320 final), in June of 1982, also sent to Parliament, the Commission proposed
measures to implement this plan. More detailed proposals are now being elaborarcd by the
services of the Commission and they too will be communicated to Parliament as soon as
they are ready.
,t
++
Qrestion No 15, by Mr Gifftbs (H-653/82)
Subject: ERDF grants
\7ill the Commission detail how each national government's tax laws affect ERDF grants
made m companies in private and public sectors?
Answer
In the shon dme available the Commission has not been able to carry out the thorough
research needed in order to answer this question.
+
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President. 
- 
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I
- 
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eries besween Member States;
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motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1132/82) by
Mrs Ewing and others on rhe common fisher-
ies poliry crisis.
Mr Helms (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we begin today's topical and urgenr debate
with the question of the Communiq/s difficult pro-
tracted fisheries atreements. AJter the expiry of the
deadline of 31 December 1980 set by the Council fdr
reaching a decision, the European Parliament has
repeatedly called upon the Council and Commission in
urtent resolutions to take the urgently necessary deci-
sions to institute a common fisheries policy, initially in
line with the Treaties of rhe Six and then with the
260
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Treaties of Accession of the other Member States. Just
two years ago, at the plenary session of January 1981,
I tabled an urgent motion for a resolution on the fish-
eries issue in the European Parliament on behalf of the
EPP Group, which was adopted unanimously.
In 1982, in funher urgent resolutions, the last of
which was mbled in December, the European Parlia-
ment appealed to rhe Council to avoid at all aosts the
impending legal vacuum from 31 December 1982, and
hence any risk of jeopardizing all compromises and
agreements reached hitheno. According to the repons
given to us here in Strasbourg the day before yester-
day by the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Genscher, on the intensive efforts and consultations,
and by the Danish Foreign Minister on the positive
atmosphere during the Council negotiations, the situa-
tion has now become relaxed. In actual fact, however,
although the Danish Government has called the pack-
age of compromises submimed by the Commission in
December a carefully prepared solution, the Danish
Parliament's veto has brought the crisis rc a 'head.
Seen from the Danish point of view, it was justified on
principle. Our colleague, Mr Kent Kirk, commented
on it yesterday at a press conference which I attended;
this sensational, well-orchestrated incident is a further
sign of the incapaciry and inability of the entire Com-
muniry to take action, and for many underscores the .
desolate situation it is in.
From intensive consultations in the Fisheries Subcom-
mittee and with the Commission in the Fisheries
Council we know that there have been intensive
effons and good progress has been made. Now, how-
ever, it, would be intolerable if again no decision were
to be aken at the Fisheries Council meeting scheduled
for 25 January.
Our group welcomes the Commission's compromise
proposals, which have been approved by the nine
Member States. It acceprc the national atreements
made on 5 Jantrary. In shon, we call upon the Com-
mission and Council Lo carry on on the basis of the
national agreements accepted by nine Member Smtes
if the deadline expires on 26Jantary so that no vac-
uum is created. These 'national' agreements must ena-
ble negotiations with rhird countries to be continued
immediately by the Commission with a mandate from
all the Member States. This is the most imponant
point in my view. My group expects the disrupted
negotiations with third countries to b.e continued, and
in this connection I would like to refer to the text of
our resolution.
Even if the effons to achieve agreemenff are particu-
larly strenuous, the Group of the European People's
Parry expects a majority decision rc be taken accord-
ing to Anicle 3 and the spirit of the Treaty. Ve would
like to encourage the Commission and Council Presi-
dent to proceed along these lines. The European Com-
munity is a Communiry of law and we exped these
conflicm not to be settled by force. These were the
main ideas of the EPP Group. '!7e shall approve the
joint motion'of all the major groups.
Mrs Pery (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
demen, the events which occurred at sea last week
between Danish fishermen and the British authorities
only bear out the cpncern voiced last month by Parlia-
ment,
Our colleague over there playing the pirate with the
Queen's fish 
- 
if I may put it that way 
- 
is but d1e
first act in a comedy vrhich can soon turn into a tra-
gedy, as we all know. It is more necessary than ever to
reach agreement on a common fisheries policy signed
by the 10 countries, without however losing sight of
the bases which have aheady been accepted by nine
Member States. One could hardly pay more dearly for
this agreement. Funhermore, the fisheries crisis in
Europe is not without repercussions for the non-mem-
ber countries with which we have concluded agree-
ments, such as Spain and Norway.
These agreemeirts have been suspended since
31 December by vinue of the lack of agreement
among the Ten. Every year, pending Spain's enfiy to
the EEC, an agreement is negotiated between that
country and the Communiry. To limit the extent of the
crisis,'the Commission had proposed to Spain an
interim atreement for sixry days, broadly reproducing
the 1982 agreement for licences and quotas; on the.
other hand, Spain had to agree to reduce the number
of its small deep-sea trawlers from 45 to 15, in view of
the many incidents which had occurred in the Bay of
Biscay, off the coast of Brittany and in the southern
Ireland zone. At the last Council meetint of fisheries
ministers, several member countries approved the res-
triction of the number of trawlers but wanted to limit
the agreement to 30 days, in the hope that an overall
solution could be found at the Council meeting of
25 January. The Spanish Government refused this pro-
posal.
\7hat is the situation mday? Communiry vessels can
no longer fish in Norwegian waters, and Spanish ves-
sels can no longer enter EEC waters. Negotiations
with European non-member countries must resume
before the situation completely seizes up and the
Franco-Spanish border is closed to impons of fish
from the EEC.
Even assumin! a new failure on the pan of the Ten on
25 January, the Commission must study the legal
framework in which these agreemenrs could be signed,
of course without prejudice to their cont€nt, which is
to be negotiated on the basis of Commission propo-
sals.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, although public
attention was mainly focussed on the events off the
Shetlands, the absence of an agreement among the
Ten has many repercussions. I wanrcd to emphasize
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one of its consequences which is ,perhaps less well
known to you. The European Parliament must reaf-
firm forcefully to the Council the need to arrive at a
global agreement at the Council meedng on 25 Janu-
ary, so as to ensure peace al sea, resPect for access and
good management of stocks. The failure of Com-
muniry fisheries pgliry in 1982 is but the reflecdon of
the crisis shaking Europe. A successful common fisher-
ies policy is therefore bound to give fresh impetus to
the building of Europe, and we must apply ourselves
to this with all the determination we can muster.
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I had the pleasure
yesrcrday of being on the inaugural flight from Hum-
berside to Esbjerg. I took the opponunity whilst in
Esbjerg, which seems to be the hotbed of problems for
the common fisheries poliry at the present time, of
acquainting myself with some of the views of the peo-
ple of Denmark. I must say I have come back, as I
expected to come back, Mr President, finding divided
opinions. Some people think that what has happened
recently has been correct and, of course, other people
like myself feel that what has happened v'as wrong.
That seems to be the consensus in Denmark as well.
\7e had a demonsrative expedition last week which, I
feel, was wrong, because in fact it is hardening opi-
nions within the Community. It is hardening opinions
in favour, Mr President, of an urgent setdement for
the common fisheries policy. Now, the people who
want to see the Communiry achieve something want to
see stability for the common fisheries policy. I hope
that the proposals that are on the table from thc Com-
mission are properly understood by the fidhermen of
Denmark and by the fishermen of the Community. I
believe that we have had very, yery difficult negotia-
tions and I know that this House has had many tor-
tuous debates and we have come in fact to a consen-
sus. I understand that, as far as cod equivalent is
concerned, Denmark since 7973 to 1978, has been
catching 23.560/o of the cod equivalent. In the propo-
sals and I think this is imponant for all those con-
cerned to understanil, from the Commission, it is pro-
posed to enact 24.38o/o and therefore, that would be a
stable catch quota for the fishermen of Denmark,
slightly an increase on what they caught during the
period l9Q/78. Therefore, when vre are talking about
a resource that is scarce for a Member State that, I
accept, is dependent to a large extent on its fisheries'
to have that rype of enactment, I believe, is sensible
and right. I ask everybody involved in this debate to
realize that other Member Starcs have nken quite
considerable cuts in their proponion so that v'e can
get stability for the industry.
There is one thing that I would like to commenr on
specifically, Mr President, and that is a charge that is
made against the United Kingdom fishing industry,
namely that it is not an efficient industry. The Unircd
Kingdom fisheries catching sector is one of the most
efficient in the Communiry, and just because at rhe
present time we are going through ffaumadc experi-
ence of instabiliry, it has been decided to tie the
amount of fish that a cenain boat can catch to the
number of people it is carrying on board. But that does
not mean to say that our industry could not operate at
veri'reduced manning levels. It is only when we get a
common fisheries policy in operation, when we have
the restructuring that is necessary for the entire Com-
munity fleet and when we know what the total catch
quota is, that any Member State can really get down
to achieving the manning levels and the size of fleet
that are matched to the fishing capability it requires.
On 30 May 1980 the Council of Ministers decided
that free fishing, as defined in Council Reguladon
10l/76, would end on 31 December 1982. Only one
Member State has prevented the Council from adopt-
ing regulations giving effect to that decision of lO May
1980. The proposals on the table cover very, very
interesting possibilities, I believe, for giving Com-
muniry fiihermen a stable future and a piopei 
"cono- 
'
mic return. There are proposals for marketing, there
are proposals for structures, there are proposals for
quotas and for policing. If we put the whole package
together, all the rcrture we have been through in this
House will have been worthwhile. The Commission
and the Council have worked extremely hard rc try to
get the proper atreemenm by 31 December, and,
unfortunately, time is slipping past. It is therefore
urtent that it does happen and as soon as possible.
The resoludon before us this morning has been subjecr
to a compromise amendment. I am glad that my group
will be able to support fully and endorse the com-
promise resolution before us. The Norwegian Govern-
ment has also been pafiy to some of the problems that
we have been facing. Ve well understand the problems
of the Norwegian fisheries sector and its interest in
our negotiations and our effons ro reach agreement.
'I7e welcome assistance given us by the Norwegian
Government in ensuring that we have got proper fish-
ing capacities and opponunities in our shared warers,
so that we can have proper managemen[ within the
Community.
Mr President, I urge all in this House to show solidar-
ity so that T/e can at this srage reach the agreement
that we all urgently want.
(Applaasefrom the European Democratic Groap)
Mrs Le Roux (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, despite
the progress made in drawing up a common fisheries
policy, a legal void has existed since the 31 December
1982, just as we had feared would happen. The Com-
munity's fishery resources are seriously thieatened,
and here it is my duty to inform the members of rhis
Parliament of the lbgitimare concern of French fisher-
men, and of all those who depend on fishing for their
livelihood.
Ii
1i
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This is why we wished to sign the joint amendment
submitted this morning, expressing a reservation, how-
ever, as regards the reference 
- 
which we consider
debatable 
- 
to Article 43. It is urgent that the Com-
mission reach an agreement. It is urgent that a policy
be introduced which respects national raditions, per-
mits progress in the working and living conditions of
fishermen, and guarantees the future of marine
resources. This common poliry must not be contrary
to the interests of fishermen and to the benefit of a few
large companies, but rather 
-in the interests of fisher-
men, and therefore in consultation with them. '$7hen
this policy is being drawn up, they must be consulted
extensively, and professional organizations likewise
must be consulted.
Vhat do we regard as the most imponant elements of
this policy? First of all we welcome the fact that the
negotiations solved the problem of rights of access in a
manner satisfactory to French fisheries.
Concerning the allocation of catches, recent events,
namely the sailing under the British flag of some 20 or
30 Spanish trawlers and small trawlers, confirm the
legitimary of our claim for a fairer quota for our fish-
ing industry. If the United Kingdom has to call on for-
eign vessels, is it not because the quotas allocated to it
are too large?
.A,s regards the organization of marker, we welcome
the progress which has been made, but we hope that it
will be possible to examine the posribility of greater
protection against excessive imports. Our countqy's
economy is suffering from these low-price imports
*liich, far from benefitting consumers, simply help to
increase the profits of big fish processors.
fu regards prices, the Commission's proposals to
retain last year's prices for herrings and sardines this
year and to raise the guide prices of the other speci,es
from 2 to 60/0, are totally,unacceptable to us. It is the
income of a whole population sector which is at sake,
and we know only too well the risks which fishermen
mke to earn a decent living. Only yesterday, off the
coast of Britany, twelve sailors on two trawlers per-
ished. Every year 50 Breton fishermen are lost at sea.
And here I am speaking only of my os/n region.
This is why we regard it as essential that a large por-
tion of this fisheries policy be devoted to an examina-
don of social questions, to a serious attempt to har-
monize social provisions upwards. The social aspect
must not be an appendix but rather the hean of this
poliry. The poliry of protecting resources in the Atlan-
tic and in the Nonh Sea has proved its worth. Today
we are reaping the fruits. This is why I would [ike, to
conclude, to draw attention to the need to examine the
possibility of reducing fishmeal fishing, to introduce
rapidly, in cooperation with the coastal states, a poliry
to protect the resources of the Mediterranean.
Finally, I would like rc repeat the conviction of the
French Communists and Allies 
- 
and this is funher
confirmed on reading the Commission's list 
- 
that the
enlargement of the common market would be caa-
srophic for all the fishermen of the European Com-
muniry, birt also for those of the applicant countries.
The problems posed by the invasion of French coasts
in the Bay of Biscay are only a prelude to these diffi-
culties.
(Apph*sefron the Communists andAllies Group)
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I have no criti-
cisms to make of the remarks made by any of the pre-
vious speakers, dnd I think that those of you who have
listened patiently over the years to many fishing
debates will know that those of us who represent
directly large numbers of fishermen usually do find a
wide consensus.
Mine is the only resolution left on the agenda before
you, other than the composite resolution which
replaces 
- 
as I understand it, by amendment 
- 
all the
resolutions put down by the groups. I was unable to go
along with that composite resolution, not because I
disagree with it 
- 
it is a good resolution, 
- 
but
because it does not say certain things that have got to
be said in this Chamber if this Parliament is to do its
job.
I am borry it should be me that has to say the unpleas-
ant things, but then it is my duty. It is my duty to those
whom I have tried to represent and who have been
patient in their negotiations. Even the Danes, I am
sure, will concede that the UK fishermen, of whom a
majoriry come from Scotland and from {ny area in
panicular, have been patient and fair in their long
10 years of negotiation. No one can say otherwise. So
it falls rc me to call a spade a spade and to remind you
that the race shouldn't be to the unreasonable and the
battle to the publicist, but the reward should go to
those who have fairly compromised in a cornmunity of
spirit. That is what I am here to do, and I would like
you to look at my resolution, because it narrates the
straightforward facts of recent times.
I am afraid I regard the attempt by the Tory group as
a whitewash job to excuse the actions of their own
vice-chairman, Mr Kirk, which I regard as rctally con-
temptible. Against 10 years of patient netodation, we
have a vice-chairman of a political group playing the
pan of the most publicized MEP breaking the law 
-certainly the law of the Member State I belong to 
-and being fined, but, as my fishermen say 'millionaires
dinna make very convincing marryrs!'
Now I'm sorry it should be my lone voice to narrarc
these events. \(hy didn't the Danes get worked up
about these matters earlier? Vhy did they wait until
the eleventh hour? Vhy did they oppose urgent proce-
dure in recents months and then play this kind of
game, where apparently it's in the Danish vital interest
to secure a few thousand tons of mackerel, while the
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Norwegians contemptuously say that the Danes are
making no sacrifice and the other Scandinavians are
offering to make up some of the gap? How, in the
light of the Danes' fishing record and their expansion-
ism, can a few thousand tons of mackerel which they
want from.my Vesr-coast waters be of vital interest to
them when we, the whole of the UK, have halved our
catching capacity in 10 years? 
.
The figures are there for eneryone to see. The UK
fleet has halved its capacity to 900 000 tons, while the
Danish fleet has doubled its capaciry from a million
tons and over to rc/o million rons.'Strhen you look at
the other countries, you find that Germany has
reduced her catching capacity by a third, France has
cut back, and the capacides of Italy, the Nerherlands
and Belgium have remained more or less static.
Against this background and for the sake of a few
thousand rcns of mackerel, they are holding up an
agreement and causing the hardships that Mrs Le
Roux mentioned. The Norwegians have closed their
waters to all Communiry fishermen. Admittedly, the
Danes suffer most there, ironically, because there are
more Danish boats 
- 
450 of them rc 150 EEC boats
- 
but that is one of the direct results of their intran-
sigence, which, quite simply, is this: they are playrng
politics against 10 years of patience, of compromise, of
sacrifice that was called for and given, and that sacrif-
ice is a human tragedy every rime a,boat is tied up. I
have had to watch it, and like Mrs Le Roux we have
all had to watch disasters and losses of life in this very
dangerous job that fishermen voluntarily spend their
lives pursuing.
How is it that we have arrived at a situation where we
halve our fleet, the Danes double theirs and now rhey
are srying that a few thousand tons of mackerel are a
vital interest? Ve have heard from Mrs Le Roux about
some of the Spanish consequences, the Norwegian
consequences, the consequences with the arrange-'
ments made about the Shetland box, which I think are
very unfair but which concern French and other Com-
munity fishermen.
The situation is extremely serious, and is made even
more serious by what seems ro be a cenain degree of
unawareness on the part of the Commission. In Ques-
tion Time, rwo quesrions were pur 
- 
one by Mr Har-
ris, one by myself 
- 
on rhe fact that, by a device,
Spanish boats can register in a Member State. Thar
Member State 
- 
the UK 
- 
has asked the Commis-
sion for support here, arld the Commission seems to
know nothing about it. On 5 January, we had a state-
ment from'the Commission about avoiding a suspen-
sion of fishing operations with Norway when they
were already suspended! \Ihat confidence can we,
represenadves of fishing interesr, have in this state of
affairs? At least rhe chaos should not be caused, bla-
tandy and deliberately, by one Member Stare.
I would ask you to look at my resolution, which talls
in pracdcal terms about compensating rhose fishermen
from any Member State who have suffered directly as
a result of this failure to reach atreement. I would say
to you that if you are prepared to turn deaf ears when
one Member State behaves in this way and leave it to
one person to stand up and say what has got to be
said, then I suggest, as an elecrcd Member, rhat the
man in the street in the end isn'r fooled: he is not
fooled by a whitewash job, because a whitewash job,
in my long political experience, rebounds on rhose
who attempt it. Your man in the street and mine will
know perfectly well what is going on.
I ask you to support my resolution.
(Applaase from tbe centre)
Mr Brondlund Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) On a point of
order, Mr President, I am in doubt again today as ro
who is speaking on whose behalf, Mr President, I
would like to ask whether Mrs Ewing was speaking on
behalf of her group, whether she had speaking time
for her troup, and whether Mr Nyborg belongs m this
grouP.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing had extra speaking time for
her group.
Lord O'Hagan (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr
President. On behalf of my group, I wish to make it
clear that I object strongly to dre vicious attack of the
nation of Denmark, which is an equal Member of this
Community, and the unpleasant tone of the personal
assault made by Mrs Ewing on a member of this
group. I ask for Mr Kirk to be given exrra dme m
reply to Mrs Ewing, who has degraded the anan that
she wears.
President. 
- 
That was not a point of order.
Mr ContogeorySs, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the Commission has lisrcned
carefully to the views expressed by the honourable
Members in the course of this debate.
As you know, ar the Council meeting on fisheries on
21 December last, ir was established that, despite all
efforts, the Member Stares were unable to agrCe on a
common fisheries poliry rc run from 1 January 1983
and based on an overall compromise proposal from the
Commission which rcok accounr of the interests of all
Member States and which, as you also know, was
accepted by nine of the Member Sates. In the face of
this failure, the Commission issued a satemenr calling
on the Member States to rake, as soon as possible,
national conservarion measures which would then be
submimed to the Commission for examination, coordi-
nation and a decision on their approval. The dury and
the right of the Member Sates to take narional meas-
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ures to conserve fish resources, and the need for such
measures to be approved by the Commission, derive
from Anicles 5 and 155 of the Treaty of Rome, whose
interpretation has been confirmed by the judgments of
the European Court of Justice. At the same time, the
Commission starcment reminded the Member States of
their duty to adhere to the requirements of the regula-
tion on the monitoring of fishing activities, which was
approved last year and which came into force on I
January 1983, and on the basis of which the Member
States are obliged to inform the Commission of their
catches.
At the meeting on 5 January 1983, in order on the one
hand to provide time for a study of the content of the
national measures which had been submitted in the
meantime by the Member States, and to coordinate
these measures begvreen the Member States, and on
the other hand to prevent any unpleasant situation
arising while these national measures were being
studied, the Commission decided as follows:
Firstly, all the national ' measures submitted were
approved provisionally until 25 January 1983;
secondln this interim decision does not prejudice the
content of the measures to be decided upon in the
final analysis. Until 26 January 1983 this decision esta-
blishes a system under which fishing in Community
waters will be carried out as laid down in the proposals
which the Commission has.submi*ed rc the Council
- 
proposals which are now before the Council and on
which it was impossiblc to reach a decision at the last
Council meeting in December.
All the Member States have now communicated to the
Commission the national measures which they intend
to take to conseffe Community fish stocks- and to
allow fishing. Many of these replies are not as com-
plete as they should be, but the Commission 
- 
as I
said before 
- 
is studying all the measures which have
been submitted with a view to reaching a definitive
decision.
I would, however, ask you to bear in mind that the
Commission's coordination of these measures by the
Member States is not a simple ask, particularly when
some Member States were late in submitting their
national measures 
- 
which they adopted only two or
three day ago 
- 
or when the measures they have sub-
mitted are incomplete and require additions or clarifi-
cation.
As regards the fishing situation in 1983 for third coun-
uies such as Norway, the Faroe Islands and Sweden,
the Commissiqn has discussed the relative agreements,
and I must inform you that it decided, at its meeting
yesterday, to initial the agreiments immediately and to
ask the Council immediately to approve them for an
interim period up till 30 April 1983, so as to allow fish-
ing by these countries to be resumed immediately until
such time as the Council reaches a decision after con-
sidering, among other things, the views of Parliament,
which will be debating these agreements.
Mr President, that is the situation on fisheries in the
absence of a decision by the Council and with the
implementadon of a temporary system which will run
until 25 January of this year. At this point I might add
that the last few days have produced a political initia-
tive aimed at achieving acceptance of a common fish-
eries policy. Vithin the framework of this initiative,
the Commission is making 
- 
and will continue to
make 
- 
every effon to achieve agreement as soon as
possible, because this is in the interests of the Com-
munity and im fishing population, and in order to
avoid friction befi/een the Member States in future.
Miss Quin (S). 
- 
Mr President, when I left Stras-
bourg at the end of the December pan-session, I fer-
vently hoped that this month I would not be involved
in yet another debate on the fisheries issue because I
also hoped that by this time an agreement would have
entered into force. Unforcunately, this is not the case.
Since then, the rcmperature has been raised by various
events, panicularly of last week, and Mrs Ewing has
shown just how strong the reaction to those events has
been in certain areas. I myself have already spoken
about this both in this Chamber and, strongly, outside
it. I think, by now, far too much attention has been
paid rc ir
I should just say one thing, however, in passing to
Kent Kirk. I remember that in a report he did on fish
catches over a year ago, he called for more sophisti-
cated fishery control. I am sure that he was just
delighted to find how effective his fishing control is
. 
off the Nonh-East English coast.
(Appkuse)
Now we are told that the signs for an agreement next
week are good. Vhile I hope that this will be so, I
would like to make one point strongly, namely, that
this possible agreement does not represent a situation
in which one Member State is unhappy and everyone
else is perfectly content. This agreement involves con-
siderable sacrifices on the part of many countries and I
would like to say that in my own country, for exam-
ple, a great deal of criticism of the agreement has been
expressed by various fishermen's groups and also in
my own political parry. The best that can be said for it
is that its is better than some kind of dangerous free-
for-all which would harm the future of the fishing
industry throughout Europe.
My Danish colleagucs are obviously worried aboutjobs in Denmark, but I would respectfully point out
that jobs have been lost in the fishing industry in the
last 10 to 15 years for various reasons, but panicularly
because of the loss of fishing opportunities in third
country waters. Both the Unircd Kingdom and Ger-
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many in particular have lost out in this respect. \tre
know what it is to lose jobs, panicularly in areas where
alternative employment is scarce and where the stan-
dard of living is not very high.
Finally, as we have said time and time again in this
chamber, that we need a climate of securiry for the
fishing industry to plan for the future and to prosper,
and it is the foundation of this security that we look to
the Government to assure for us next week or as soon
as possible. Ve need this agreement now and without
any funher delay.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, we are fonunate
in this Pariament in having a number of people who
know quite a lot about the fishing industry. And when
they have spoken there is very litte left to be said. I
must admit that I had considerable reservations as to
whether a long list of resolutions from the various pol-
itical groups in this Parliament would help the present
difficult situation, and I am now very pleased that we
have all been able to reach a common position on our
approach rc trfing to find a soludon. Of course Mrs
Ewing did not feel able to join with the other groups
in this regard, and one can very readily understand her
feelings in this matter because she represents an area
that is very dependent on the fishing industry.
It is right indeed that Parliament should be concerned
and it is right that this concern should be expressed in
a reasonable and constructive manner. Much valuable
work has been done in this Parliament in an effon to
prepare the ground for a common fisheries policy that
would benefit all the Member Stdtes' fishermen. If
ever there was a strong case to be made for a common
policy it is certainly in fisheries because, as we know
only too well, fish do not respec any boundaries. And
if we are to have proper conservation measures, if we
are to have the sea properly farmed, we can only do
that if we have a common fisheries policy. My feeling
is that we are inclined to come into this Parliament
very often and call on the Commission to do rhis that
and the other about many things in fact that they have
Bone as far as they possibly can to. Vhen it has done
all its work and when the Councif has done all its
work Parliarnent sits down and akes no specific action
itself, only expresses its view. I had rhe very srrong
feeling in relation to,this matter thar perhaps what we
should be doing is to appoint a high-powered delega-
tion and go to Denmark and speak rc the government
there and speak to the special committee that is hold-
ing up a final decision on a common fisheries policy.
I want to say quite clearly that I fully understand the
Danish attirude on this whole matter, because fishing
is so imponant m the Danes. They are an extremely
small countrtr and they have a strong fishing fleet and
they want to hold on to it. And I have nothing but
admiration for the way their Minister has done his
negotiations. I wish I could say the same thing about
the Irish Minister that conducted our negotiations in
relation to fisheries. The Danes are arery small coun-
try, as I said. They are landing approximately two mil-
lion tonnes of fish. Ireland is landing 150 000 tonnes
of fish. And we are expected to smy with rhat for
20 years and have no expansion. And the Danes are
complaining 
- 
recently the Minister himself com-
plained bitterly that he was bound rc accepr this for
20 years. He could accept it but this special committee
could not. And I would now appeal very strongly to
the Danes to look at the actual position, look at the
position of the other Member States look at the other
Member State who is the weakest Member State, and
see the deal it tot as a result of its negotiations. See
that it is prepared to accept something that it never
should accept 
- 
and that is 150 000 tonnes of fish.
Denmark is the size of one of our provinces, and so
we all have to try to be reasonable, we bll have to try
and compromise if we are ever to have a Communiry.
(Apphase) 
1
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I have been
listening to the proceedings this morning and noticed
that what everyone has been talking about all the time
is 'we': we kish, we Scots, we English, we Danes, we
Germans. ![hat has happened rc the Community?
Vhere is the Communiry?
On 21 October 1805, Admiral Nelson signalled to his
fleet'England expec$ every man to do his dury'. A lot
has happened since 1805. There is no longer eny need
to signal: we have efficient communications equip-
ment. Also, we live in a Communiry in which rhe
countries of Europe have come together, and can we
say that the Communiry today expec$ every man to
do his duty for the Community? Has the Commission
done its dury with the proposals it has tabled? Has the'
Commission managed to safeguard the Communiry's
inrcrests? Speaking as someone who is very deeply
committed to the European ideal, my answer is no.
The Cqmmission has not managed to do this. It has
allowed itself to be forced into a situation in which it
has become the mouthpiece and mediator for the large
Member Starcs. Has this anything to do with the
Communiry?
Since 1977 we have devoted our energies to the estab-
lishment of a commori fisheries poliry. I myself have
worked on it, first directly as an organizadon repre-
senadve and later, from 1979 on, as a Member of this
House. And what has happened? Great Brirain has
said 'no' over and over again. The Commission has
tabled one proposal after another and Great Britain
has said 'no'. I do not rriproach Great Britain for this
because she was in a difficult political situation after
the extension of the economic zones to 200 sea miles
in 1977. I understand this. But now, all of a sudden,
because Denmark says. 'Ve can no longer agree, you
have taken too much away from us: our fishing fleet
cannot conrinue to exist,' Denmark is then told that
she must agree. A country can rherefore say 'no' for
I r r i , , ,' l'
l,
ll
'l
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five years because it is a large Member State, but when
a small Member State says 'no' for five months, the
heavy anillery is, brought in against her, and by the
Commission as well! The Commission has used every
diplomatic means to pressure the Danish governmenr
into a solution which is unacceptable to the Danish
fishing indusry. I am talking about Denmark now; I
would like to talk about the Communiry. I would like
to talk about the Communiry in which there are some
ideas we should defend.
One of the ideas is that there should be no discrimina-
tion by nationaliry. lfhat is the Commission doing?
The Commission has agreed that, because a Danish
fisherman sailed to the British coast in a Danish fishing
vessel, he can be fined $30 000. If it had been a Ger-
man, French or Belgian vessel, nothing could have
happened to him. Or if it had been a British vessel. I
shall not repudiate all the personal attacks. I know tlat
Mrs Ewing and others living in the Scottish Highlands
bear the samp of nature, and I am used to associating
with people who bear the stamp of nature. And so
under no cirumstances, Mrs Ewing, do I intend to
take your attack personally. I understand what it is
you are fighting for. But I believe all the same that in
many ways you have been giving us incorrec[ informa-
tion. I know the Scottish fishing fleet, too. I know,
too, how it has developed. it is not the Scottish fleet
that has been forced to cut back! It is other pans of
the British fleet, and therefore it is pntamount to pre-
senting slightly false figures when you try to show that
the problems are especially grave in Scodand.
\7hat has happened to free competition in the.Com-
mission's proposal? May I ask the Commission, 'Vhat
has happened to free competition?' How is the Com-
muniry to develop?
(Intemrption by Mrs Castle)
It is not just,a question of the Communiq/s fishing
interests, it is also a question of consumers' interests,
Mrs Barbara Castle. They are also interested in getting
fish supplies as freshly and cheaplyas possible. Btrt if it
is the most inefficient fishing fleet that is to be allowed
to catch the fish, what does this mean in terms of con-
sumer prices? They will go up.
'(Intemrption 
by Mrs Castle)
Mrs Casde (S).- I am not speaking on behalf of any
Group. I am speaking as an individual Member here. I
am speaking as an individual Member and I want to
explain to everybody that we have to go back to ideas
and stop all this crazy talk about nationaliry.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I was
just going to raise the point. You announced in your
original introduction that Mr Kirk was speaking on
behalf of the Conservative Group. Mr Kirk has now
himself,cleared up that point: he was not speaking on
behalf of our group, but as democram we allow other
points of view to be expressed.
President. 
- 
Your comment is noted, Mrs Kellen-
Bowman.
Mrs Casde (S). 
- 
I just want to clear up one very
imponant procedural point. Is it not a fact that when
you announce that someone is speaking on behalf of
the group, they get a longer speaking dme than they
otherwise would? STas this or was this not British
Conservative time'that he was using? And was he or
was he not speaking with their agreement?
President. 
- 
Yes, Mrs Castle, he was using the time
allocated to the European Democratic Group, but
each group may divide up its speaking time as it
pleases. \
Mr Kirk (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I believe there
was a slight misunderstanding when you allowed me
to speak before, because you definitely said I ,was
speaking on behalf of the European Democratic
Group; I was not, and I poinrcd this out in my speach,
and therefore I believe the misunderstanding is that
you introduced it as such from rhe President's chair.
Ve all know that Mr Provan was speaking on behalf
of the European Democratic Group. I have my own
individual point of view, and the fact that we are
allowed to do so is one of the things we atach great
value to in our group.
Mr Balfour (ED).- Mr President, I simply wanr ro
draw your attention to the fact that you consistently
refer to this group as the British Conservadve Group.
It is actually known as the European Democratic
Group which has a powerful Brirish Conservative con-
tingent in it and if this group is prepared to allow one
of im Danish Members troup time, th4t is not a con-
cession of the British Conservatives, it is a decision of
the European Demo_cradc Group.
President. 
- 
That is correct, Mr Balfour.
Mr Calvez (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, may I point
out that I am speaking here on my own behalf as iig-
natory of a motion for a resolution.
By including amongst the questions for urgent debate
this morning the failure to arrive at a common fisher-
ies poliry, Parliament has displayed realism and com-
mon sense. First of all I would like rc pay tribute to the
Commission and in panicular to its President, Gaston
Thorn, for the effort ir has made to try ro convince the
Council to adopt a majority decision.
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The work to establish or, to use a more maritime term,
to launch a common fisheries poliry started about
seven years ago. Seven years of reflection, is that not
long enough to arrive at an agreement? Last year it
looked as if everything was about to be settled. It was
too good to be true, but a tidal wave suddenly upset
everphing.
How often in this hemirycle have we discussed the
situation of fishermen and the difficulties of getting
this European fisheries policy off the ground! At the
end of each year, the legitimate hopes of seeing the
birth of a new common poliry to be added to that of
agriculture, a new policy would open the door to
other common policies which a very large number of
the members present here would like to see, have given
' way to disappointment.
The 120 000 or so European fishermen who are eager
for the conservation of the fish banls and do not wish
to destroy them, convinced that the zones most rich in
fish situated in Britsh warcrs must not be depopulated,
are looking to us. '!7'e must not disappoint them,
because they count more on Parliament than on the
Council.
Danish fishermen, who make one quarter of European
catches, also have problems which they wish to have
solved, and here there should be no accused and no
accusers. 'We are very concerned at the treat uncer-
tainry of the present situation. The failure of the
Council of Fisheries Ministers has created a legal void.
The,Commission has told us that all the Member
States have informed it of their national measures 
-incomplete measures in the case of some States 
- 
but
it has remained silent on the measures which the
Member States must take to ensure that these national
agreemenu are observed.
'!7hen 
nine Member States out of 10 are in agreement,
a decision will have to be aken one day on the basis of
Anicle 43 of the Treaty of Rome, which provides for
the possibiliry of a majoriry decision. I believe that
what is at stake here is the future of European integra-
tion, and the debate this morning is an illustration of
what awaits us tomorrow in finding the necessary
compromises between 10 today and 12 tomorrow in
order to build new common policies.
Mr Skovmand (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the
motions which have been tabled hardly do justice to
the Danish position in the fisheries issue. They men-
tion a fair solution for the Danish fishing industry to
which we did not agree. They mention sysremaric
obstruction on the pan of one Member State. They
also talk about making the Danish fishing industry
fully aware of Communiry solidarity and making cer-
tain that the proposals are fully understood by the
industry in Denmark.
I believe it is not inappropriate to seek to create under-
standing for the problems which exist in Denmark and
resulted in no agreement being reached in December.
The Danish fishing industqy is characterized by small
boats and near-water fishing from ports along the
entire western coast of Jutland. For a good few years,
the Danish fishing industry had a very large propor-
tion of the fishing in the North Sea, and in some years
accounted for over 35 0/o of the cod or cod equivalent
landed. The reduction with which this fishing industry
is now threatened is more severe than that affecting
any other country and is being introduced at the same
time as other fishing industries are being given permis-
sion to extend their fishing. It is therefore not a good
idea rc say how unreasonable it is for one country not
to accept something which nine others agree to. One
could also ask why there are nine countries agreeing
and one country disagreeing? The answer could be
that it is precisely because the nine are taking some-
thing away from that one country.
Mr Fich (S).- (DA) On reading the motions which
have been tabled on fishing, one finds that they all
have the same refrain 
- 
that it is completely incom-
prehensible that a single country among the Ten
should not quite be willing to accept the compromise
proposal which has been put forward. Allow me to
explain in simple words why this is actually so.
A few years ago, for example, the one counry, namely
Denmark, landed 42 0/o of rhe EEC's fish, and accord-
ing to the proposals now on the table, our share'would
be reduced ro 24 0/o of the EEC s fish. This alone
shows that our share has been cut back year afrcr year
and that we have now simply reached the limit beyond
which we cannot go.
According to the current proposal, the nine countries
would be given higher quotas than they have had on
average over the past three years while only one coun-
try, namely Denmark, would be given a lower quota
than she has averaged over the past three years. And
so it suddenly becomes very clear why nine counrries
can accept this, namely because they get more, and
why there is one country which must absolutely disa-
gree with such a solution, namely because it gets less.
May I also add that it is of course completely impossi-
ble to explain to Danes working in the fishing industry
that we cannot, for example, obtain a guaranteed
quota of 20 000 ronnes of mackerel, whereas we know
from the British Intervenrion Board thar 30 000 ronnes
of mackerel are destroyed every year in Great Britain,
and in Holland for example mackerel is vastly over-
fished up to a level of some 150 000 tonnes. Why can a
single country not be given 20 000 ronnes of mackerel
then? You cannot explain rhis to any reasonable per-
son at all. \Zhat s{e are dealing with here is of course
jobs, first and foremost. It is really a grave situation. In
quite a number of small towns it will cost hundreds or
even thousands of jobs if we accept the current propo-
sal.
}J
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The issue has been debated for an entire day, and one
Member of this Parliament recently carried out a note-
wonhy action. Our party clearly dissociated itself
from this action because we believe it was not produc-
tive and did not serve any purpose at all. If anyone
wished to take the matter to courr, he could lodge a
complaint against those he had in mind, and there was
no need for any action. On the conrrary, this action
has in our opinion resulted in an unnecessary worsen-
ing of the climate for negotiations.
I would like to conclude by saying that a compromise
was recently proposed by the Danish Government
which also meem with sympathy from our parry, and I
am so optimistic that I believe a solution can be found
within only a few weeks.
Mr Bettcrsby (ED).- I had not intended to speak
today because other Members have'spoken extremely
'well on this and made the point very well.
I would like, however, to say that Mr Kirk is wrong in
his interpretation and presentation of the historical
rights siruation round the British coast.
The great majority in this Parliament are fully behlnd
the Commission and fully behind the Council. !7e
want an agreement; we have to have an agreement and
we have to have it now. And any afiion or any declar-'
adon which wittingly or unwittingly delays that agree-
ment is anti-communartaire and as such is biuerly
opposed by the European Democratic Group.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
Voter
Tbnoism
President. 
- 
The next it€m is the joint debarc on rhree
motions for re solutions:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1104/82),
tabled by Mr Isra€l and orhers on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Demo-
cra6, on the attempt on the life of John Paul
II;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-lll3/82),
tabled by Mr Antoniozzi and others on bahalf
of the Group of the European People's Parry
(CD Group) and Mr Visentini and others, on
international connections between secret ser-
vices and their attempts to desabilize the
countries of the Vest;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-lll5/82),
tabled by Mr Bettiza and others on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, on rhe
activities of secret services of the countries of
the East on the Communiry's rcrritory.
Mr Isratl (DEP). 
- 
@R) Mr President, why an
emergency resoludon on an assassination aftemp[
which took place 18 montlrs ago? Simply because we
believed for a long time that the attack on Pope John
Paul II wes the isolated ect of. a madman. \7e were
unaware that it was a conspiracy, and now that we
know that there is arrually an oiganization trying to
assassinate the Holy Father, we have the right to ask
questions. This organization, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, is not all composed of a band of criminals,
but rather it is an organization controlled by responsi-
ble and sovereign States.
This is extremely grave and dangerous. The person
who is the target is not just an ordinary man, he is the
head of the Catholic church and the champion of
human rights, but he is also of Polish origin. This con-
spiracy is directed, therefore, against a man w'ho
intends to say'no'to oppression in his country, 'no'to
all forms of violation of human rights everywhere in
the wodd. This man uses his ovrn weapoos, which are
not political weapons properly speaking, but spiritual
weapons. This is what disturbes the people who organ-
ized the assassination afte{npt. In fact spiritual
w'eapons are ofrcn far more powerful than political
weaPons.
Of course, Mr President, the whole of Europe is not
Catholic. Our continent is the home of iarious faiths.
Allow me 
- 
perhaps me more than another 
- 
to say
that this Europe feels personalty slighrcd when States
plot against the Pope's life.
(Appkuse 
- 
Intemrptions from tbe Communist and
Allies Group)
It is urgent today, Mr President, ro expose this danger.
Now I should like to emphasize an aspect which will
demonstrate to you thar the inrerruptions of our Com-
munist colleagues are not jusdfied. In fact my resolu-
tion does not accuse anyone, does not mention secret
services or give any details. It simply se6ks rc de-
nounce a veritable scandal, a scandal the like of which
we have not seen for several'centuries, namely that
men conspire against a champion of peace who nalur-
ally enjoys our treatest resped.
(Applause)
Mr Antoniozzi (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, l"di",
and gentlemen, for some years novr the world has
been witness to various events in the form of crimes,
atncks and massacres, and it has often been said rhat
secret services might be behind them. More recently1 See Annex.
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incidents of this kind have increased alarmingly, espe-
cially in the \[est. The attempt on the Pope's life spot-
lighted a situation which I have no hesitation in calling
serious. The fact is that Pope John Paul II has an irre-
placeable role for peace and for people's freedom. To
all of us he stands out as a persuasive and fundamental 
.
point of reference, and consequently the afiempt on
his life takes on a very imponant and broad signific-
ance, whicjr we should all consider with a proper sense
of responsibiliry.
The Italian magistrates are an independent body
within the set-up of a democratic States and together
with various institutions in other countries they have
staned investigations which are revealing connections
with the secret services of eastern European countries,
especially Bulgaria. These connections also point to
terrorism, drugs and arms smuggling. In view of these
events which are directly affecting western Europe and
are clearly inrcnded as a destabilizipg factor, the Euro-
pean Parliament invites the Council of Ministers, and
the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation,
m obtain more detailed information, to speed up the
process of creating a European judicial area and to set
in train the appropriate political initiadves to remove
rhat which threatens peace add peaceful coexistence,
so as to discourage any recourse to unacceptable
forms of action by secret services. in international
activities.
All this is to be done in conjunction with countries
which have signed international reades and conven-
dons which do not tolerate such action. I am tllinking
of the Convention on Human Righu, the UN Charter
and the Helsinki Agreement. It is the view of the
Group of the European People's Parry that the Euro-
pean Parliament 
- 
an institution which emerged as
pan of a Community move towards peace, progress
and friendship among peoples 
- 
must voice its protest
against such action and must reject it and condemn
those who are behind it or those who go along with it
eirher actively or passively, wherever they may be.
It is for these reasons, which are vibrant with feelings
and values which are panicularly dear to all of us, that
we are asking Parliament to adopt this motion for a
resolution which was tabled by the Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party and which has been merged in ajoint motion tabled also by the Sociali* Group, the
European Democritic Group, the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group and Mr Bord.
Mr Bettiza (L). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the Liberal and Democradc Group's motion
for a resolution has a relevance which goes far beyond
the Bulgarian connecdon which has jrrst been revealed
so dramatically in Italy. Of pourse, we shall have to
wait for the outcome of the investigations before
assigning any blame or compliciry. As Mr Genscher
said the day before yesterday, we do not have any
proof yet regarding the attempt on the Pope's life.
However, after the alarming starcment by the Italian
Minister of Defence who said that the attempt was an
act of war in peacetime against the backdrop of the
serious crisis in Poland, after the disconcerting evi-
dence of the Turkish gunman's links with Bulgaria,
after the relevations about the contacts which Bulgar-
ian agents made with Italian citizens and with the Red
Brigades and after the repeated statements by the
President of Italy on the international background to
rcrrorism in the Medircrranean, we feel that a clear
disdnction has'to be made between what is legal and
what is political.
There has never been a case in which the more or less
permanent fingerprints which some secret service has
left behind at the scene of the crime have led to those
behind the crime. It has never happened arid it is
unlikely it is going m happen this time. This does not
alter the fact, however, that a number of clues
unearthed by several Italian panies, by the interna-
tional press and by people who must be respected for
the position they have or have had suggest an element
of political suspicion which is serious and, if the truth
be known, also quite alarming.
There have been too many weapons, drugs and terror-
ists passing from Turkey to Italy by way of Bulgaria
not to cast a suspicious shadow on the lafter country.
'!7hen there are so many questions to be answered,
you cannot help getting suspicious. !7hat is the
reason? How is it that Ali Agca, the St Peter's Square
gunman, found refuge in Bulgaria in 1979 after he had
escaped from a Turkish prison? S7hat was Ali fuca
doing for another seven weeks in Bulgaria in 1981,
shonly before the attempt on the Pope's life? How
come that Bekir Celenk, dnother Turk and a well-
known dealer in weapons and drugs, was able to oper-
ate with impunity from a luxury hotel in Sofia in spite
of an international arrest warrant issued by Interpol?
Vhy is that many of the smuggled weapons seized in
Turkey in recent years were packed in cases bearing
the name of Kintex, the state organization which con-
trols all Bulgarian imports and expons?
There is no question about it that a broad plan of de-
stabilizing tactics has been unleashed in the countries
around the Mediterranean, and especially in Italy. And
as far as Italy goes, you would be taking a very blink-
ered view if you thought that what was going on vas
simply a bilateral matter berween my country and the
secret service of'a foreign pow'er. Italy is pan of the
EEC and the Atlantic alliance and it is perhaps the
European Community and the \Zest as a whole which
they are trying to get at.
It is for this reason that we feel that the fight against
terrorism and its international ramifications must 
-and here I should like tb recall what Mr Genscher said
- 
represent a top priority for the Ten Member States.
\7e need to come up with as soon as possible a real
definition of this European legal area which we have
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talked about so much but about which so little has
been done.
'!7e do believe that if there is collaboration among the
Ministers of the Inrcrior and the Ministers of Justice
within the Community, there is no doubt that it will be
possible to do something about creating this area of
coordination and collaboration, among the various
national legal systems.
'$7'e are placing a lot of faith in the six months of the
German Presidenry and in the personal commitment
of Mr Genscher, and I do not mean just political
cooperation among the Foreign Ministirs but also
cooperation between these ministers and their coun-
rerparts in the Ministries of Justice and the Interior.
(App hus e from o aioas quarte rs ).
IVIr Didd (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, it goes without
saying that the general public in the world was
shocked at the criminal amempt on the life of Pope
John Paul II, even if it was simply the most recent in a
long series of similar incidents which had involved a
wide range of people. Luckily the attempt failed on
this occasion but it did show the depths to which polit-
ical struggles in the world, and not only Europey have
sunk.
It is not our job here to reach any hasry conclusions
before the Italian magistrates have completed their
investigations. Anyway, we fully realise how very diffi-
cult it is in such cases to uncover definite proof. \7hat
has emerged as a very clear f.acl,, however, is that there
is a nets/ork of international complicity with the
involvement of cenain secret services in massive arms
dealing which is in fact tied up vith the drugs traffic
and which gives suppon and help to terrorist activities
in various European countries, including Italy.
This is the proof of a cenain approach. There are
some people who will not hesitate to use criminal
methods to achieve their political ends.and these meth-
ods are designed rc destabilize democracy in the free .
narions. The worst thing we could do would be to
underestimate the ffemendous threat which stems
from sich actions. It is not simply democracy and
freedom in our countries which are being undermined
- 
and you only have to look at history to see that
when democrary collapses in a country the negadve
consequences are felt throughout Europe 
- 
but the
even greater risk is that world peace itself is being
threatened.
That is why, Mr President, ladies and tentlemen, the
Socialist Group together with other groups feels there
is an urgent need for our tovernmentp to adopt a clear
sand on terrorism, arms dealing and the international
connections behind them. There has rc be more col-
laboration and cooperation among the Member States
to deal with the situation, no matter who is affected.
There has to be no delay in creating the methods and
the means to enable this Community of ours to act
swiftly and effectively to thwan any attempt to de-
stabilize the political fabric of our sociery.
(Applause)
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I am not going to repeat what
has already been said about the truly deplorable and
abominable attempt on,the life of the Pope which
shocked international public opinion, because the
available facts have been analysed with sufficient
throughness by our Italian colleagues, who naturally
are following the subject more closely. At the same
time we are waiting for the final conclusions of the
coun which is hearing the case.
\7hat I would like rc point out is that our countries
seem to have atached no special significance to the
fact that for about 35 years now, ever since the end of
the Second'$/orld Var, there have been a Breat num-
ber of incidents of international espionage against
countries with free parliamentary systems and many
cases of terrorism. It is also to be deplored that, as can
be seen from the findings of independent couns in free
democratic countries, all these acts fit into a common
pattern and point in one panicular direction 
- 
and
this despite the fact that all the countries have
approved d6tente and have signed the Acts of Helsinki
and Belgrade. kt us hope that sometime it will be pos-
sible m put an end to this attempt to destabilize. our
free democratic systems which 
- 
as we know 
- 
have
but one ambition: to ensure the peace and prosperity
both of their own peoples and of the entire wodd.
Accordingly, Mr President, we should appeal'to the
Council of Ministers rc pay closer attention rc the
known facts and to prepare the way for decisions
aimed at discouraging those 
- 
whoever they may be
- 
who unfortunately persist in these condemnable
actions in their attempts'to destabilize our free and
democratic systems, because it is quite obvious that
free men cannot but condemn facts and actions such as
these.
Lord Bethell (ED).- Mr President, there can be no
doubt whatsoever that the people of the European
Communiry are alarmed at the facts which are begin-
ning to emerge from the Italian authorities with re-
spect to the assassination attempt against Pope John
Paul II. As yet there is no proof that any foreign coun-
rry was involved in this terrible crime. Nevertheless,
cenain suspicious facts have emerged and these have
been carefully enumerated in the speech of my col-
league, Mr Bettiza,
I would only add that the State of Bulgaria has, I
believe,,been involved in certain other assassination
attempts in recent years, and I would mention in
particular the murder of Mr Georgi Markov in Lon-
I'
!
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don a few years ato. It is proved, certainly rc my saris-
faction, that he was murdered and there can be no
other logical conclusion than that it was done'by the
East European securiry services 
- 
such vere rhe cir-
umstances of his violent death. There is also no doubt
that Bulgaria and the Soviet Union have in the past
indulged in political murder in western countries, as
proved by the murder of Mr Stephan Bendera some
years ago and other well-knovn opponents of Soviet
rule. And so while there is as yet no proof of Bulgarian
involvement, and I sincerely hope for political reasons
that there will not be such proof, nevenheless suspi-
cions must remain. Given the close link besween the
Bulgarian iervices and the Soviet services, rhe mamer
becomes even more alarming.
Terrorism is, of course, only one of the very serious
elements in this whole matter of East European secret
services and their attempts against our 10 Member
Stares.
In my Member Starc there have been four Soviet
diplomats or officials expelled in the past 18 months.
Only yesterday Mr Chernov, an official of the Inrcr-
national Vheat Agency, was asked to leave the United
Kingdom for activities unsuited to a member of an
intcrnational organization.
So there is case after case. In Switzerland only a few
days ago another Soviet diplomat wds asked to leave
because of espionage. Other colleagues have men-
tioned probleins over drugs, and arms and, of course, I
should mention the fact that Soviet arms are fre-
quendy found in the possession of members of the
IRA in Nonhern Ireland.
I would therefore like rc echo the words of colleagues
inviting the Italian authorities to make the most scru-
pulous inquiries into the Antonov ease and orher per-
sons involved and to ask the ministcrs to make the
Breate$ effons to coordinate their inquiries and to
establish the judicial area as set our in the amendment
to this resolutions.
Ideological conflict berween East and Vest will con-
tinue, but there can be no normal reladons becween
Eastern and'$7'estern Europe so long as rhese activities
are allowed m carry on.
Mr Pafetta (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President,ladies and
gentlemen, there is far too much about this debate
which we feel is simply a pretexr and which is being
used deliberately as a propaganda exercise. fu far as
the Italian Communist are concerned, our view on thi
problems connecrcd with the criminal arrcmpt on rhe
Pope's life and the political implications of these prob-
lems has been clearly stated in the Italian Parliament
and all we can do here is to state that view again.
There are a number of legal cases pending 
- 
this is
men[ioned in one of the various documents which
people then thought it better to consolidate in a less
shameless rcxt 
- 
and if these cases are pending we
have to acknowledge the fact that there is now a need
to search deeper for the truth concerning very serious
matters which we have already condemned at home
and in our Parliament. It was in our Parliament rhat
we urged the Italian police. and magistrates to be
brought into this affair. They are the ones with first
and immediate responsibility in this matter because the
crime was committed in Italn If a number of Italian
MPs here have wanrcd to make it clear that they are
still present, I do nor see how this helps the course of
justice.
Ve said in Rome 
- 
and I am going to say it again
here with good reason 
--that no Parliament can an-ticipate the results of the investigations. It is useless,
Mr Bettiza, to say so and rhen to deny it with the next
breath. Ve cannot anticipate rhe police investigations,
and so we have to be even more careful when it comes
to satements and senrences which are rhe job of the
magistrates and which, before anyone else has his say,
have to be given in a coun of law.
I believe that in every counrry with represenarives
here, and not pnly in Italy, there is a division of au-
thoriry.'Ve are nor here as the jury or as rhe plaintiff.
kt me make it quite clear thar we are not represenring
anyone in court here. Ve have said and we shall go on
saying that we shall have to ger ro rhe bottom of the
matter and that the invesdgation has to go ahead with
the sole aim of findirrg our rhe truth. !7e feel that
there should be absolutely no interference in the work
of those who have to deal with the maner. fu I said
before, these people are ,the Italian police and magis-
trarcs.
The only thing we are asking here 
- 
and we hope
that one day it will be possible 
- 
is that rhere should
be no manipulation of all this for propaganda pur-
poses. You have ro remember that we are looking for
the guilry parties, regardless of who they might be and
where they may be found on the political map. And we
should like people ro remember that there are four
directions on any map.
'We 
condemn any bias for propaganda purposes just as
we can want to make it clear again that we condemn
the. attack on the Pope:nd hope that the truth can be
discovered. At the same time we reject the tone and
the intendons of the people who tabled these resolu-
tions because we feel they are not going to help mat-
rcrs. If there was any doubt about this, it was dispelled
when Mr Israel spoke. And we heard the same thing
from a British Member and, you know, I found it dif-
ficult to believe that I was listening to the representa-
tive of a country with a long parliamentary tradition
and who should therefore be able to teach us a thing
or [wo.
There was somebody who mentioned 
- 
I think it was
Mr Bettiza 
- 
an Italian minister who said something
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about an act of war in peacetime. \fell, Iuckily, these
unfoftunate words have not been taken up by any
member of the Italian Governmenr or by any member
of the Italian Parliament. It is precisely because of the
tone people have tried to stamp on this debate that we
have decided to have no parr in the vote.
(Appk*se from tbe Communkt and Allies Group)
IVfts Castellina (CDI). 
- 
(IT) Quite honestly, Mr
President, I have no idea what w'e are being asked rc
vote on. Are we supposed to condemn rhe efforts to
destabilize the Vest? Vhat effons? The references ro
the attempt on the Pope's life and Italian-Bulgarian
relations which appear in various-texts, including the
one by Mr Did0 and others, shows in fact that the idea
is rc get Parliament to consider this ridiculous and-
scandalous story which is being put about in Italy, and
by no less a person than our own Minister for Def-
ence, Mr Lagorio. You know, it was not at dinner
with a few friends but openly in Parliament rhar he ,
came out with the statemenr that the Soviet Union
decided to put a contract on the Pope because it had
not gone into Poland.
Any sensible person must realise what a stupid theory
this is, that the Soviet Union is going to use the Bul-
garians to recruit a Turk who has escaped from prison
and who is obviously open to all kinds of blackmail
and who cannor be relied on to keep his mouth shuq
and that they then actually have him taken rc the scene
of the crime in St Pete/s Square by a diplomat who is
officially accredited rc the Italian State.
The apparent proof which led our minister to make
these irresponsible statemenrs comes from the sudden
confession which the Turk made from his Italian pri-
son swo years after the events and 
- 
would you
believe it? 
- 
after tetting an unannounced visit from
the Italian secret service. This is the real scandal. He
was visited in prison by the Italian secret service and
the magistrate in charge of the casi knew nothing
about it. Even the parliamentary committee responsi-
ble for monitoring the activities of the secret service
was not informed.
It is quite right for rhe Italian magistrates to ter to rhe
bottom of things and find out what all these secrer ser-
vices are doing in Italy, beginning,with the Bulgarian
agents who like everyone else are, undoubtedly
involved in shady goings-on. But before the magis-
rates arrive at eny tangible conclusions, it is quite
irresponsible to link Bulgaria in this absurd fashion
and without any proof to such a politically-charged
event as the attempt on the Pope's life. The western
secret services have had a good laugh at all this, and
now the whole of Italy is joining in. But it is no joke.
In Italy this ploy has been an amempr ro sreer our
country towards a break-up of Europe. If a similar
idea is taken up 
- 
even indirectly 
- 
by this Parlia-
ment, it has the same serious political significance and
I am surprised that groups which are usually more
careful about siding with rhe more blinkered ideas of
US exremism can go along with this ploy here today.
(Applaasefrom the lefi)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
Greek Communist Parry, which has severely con-
demned the amempt on the Pope's life, equally sev-
erely condemns today's anempr by some Members to
exploit it against peace, against the panicipation of
Catholics in the peace movemenr, against the cause of
ddtenrc, in an irresponsible manner which is unwonhy
of the European Parliament.
Firstly, they call on the European Parliament rc make
decisions when not even the secret serices of the
United States and Israel have dared to give their back-
ing to the Italian authorities and the Italian secret ser-
vlces.
Secondly, Mr Antoniozzi and the other Italian Mem-
bers did nor mention 
- 
before speaking of the secret
services of other counrries 
- 
the secret services of
Italy itself. I would merely like to remind you of the
well-known scandal of the P2 lodge, where terrorists
and those responsible for hunting rerrorists pursued
the same political goals.
Thirdly, these Members have come half a cenrury roo
Iate. Exactly 50 years ago Dimirov and the Bulgarian
Commmunists were accused of trying to destabilize
democrary in Germany. Ve have seen who desabil-
ized whom and who it was finally laid the fire which
destroyed peace and the democratic institutions and
led to the camage of war.
Finally there is one point which we find panicularly
regrettable. This motion for a resoludon has also been
signed by rwo Greek Members of the European Par-
liament, Mr Papaefstrariou and Mr Gondikas. The
question arises: have they the backing of their parry
and are they unaware of the great efforts which the
President of the Hellenic Republic himself has under-
taken with a view to srengthening and developing our
links with our Bulgarian neighbour, when they adopt
this irresponsible stand in the European Padiament?
The Greek Communist Parry will vote against this
modon for a resolution.
(Appkusefrom the Commanist and Allies Group)
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
believe that one can say a lot in 30 seconds. I am not
going to explain again the position of the French
Communists and Allies with regard ro acrs of terror-
ism. Ve have denounced them and we have never
been ambiguous or equivocal on this point; there is no
need, therefore, for me ro repear this rype of speech.
ll
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I want to say that I am not quite clear, after our debate
as to what we v'ant to prove. I was somewhat con-
cerned, however, to hear the representative of the
European Dernocratic Group, rcll us that there were
no proofs, there were only suspicions. There is a desire
here to set ourselves up as a tribunal; we are neither
prosecutors 
- 
is has been said 
- 
nor judges, and so
let justice mke its course and shed light on the issue.
For my part I wish nonetheless to denounce this'pro-
paganda operation, which is designed to damage the
good relations which some countries have with Bul-
garia and, generally speaking, with the countries of
the Eastern Europe.
This is why we will vote against the motions for reso-
lutions before us.
(Apphusefron the extreme left)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Pragae dcchration
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-lll8/82), tabled by Mr Fergusson on
behalf of the European Democratic Party, on the
Prague declaration.
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, following what
Mr Genscher said to us yesterday, we now have the
opponuniry to put on paper our positive Community
response to the concened declaration from the !Var-
saw Pact meeting last week. It is a chance to put on
record once again what we mean by peace and how
we hope to maintain it.
First, we are only interesrcd in the guaranteed combi-
nation of peace and freedom. S7'e are not interested in
the peace of the desert, the peace of the grave, the
peace of the police starc, the peace of oppression.
Second, inasmuch as the existence of two heavily
armed blocs carries a frightening inherent risk of war,
and of nuclear war in particular, we want disarma-
ment. Inasmuch as the price of miliary preparations
today makes more wofthy worldwide aims unachieve-
able, we need disarmament.
So far as the Atlantic Alliance is concerned, what
stands in the wiy of disarmament and prevents an end
to the arms race is quite simply our lack of trust in the
good faith of Moscow. Our mistrust is both reasonable
and necessary. To justify our mistrust we need look no
funher back than the ultimate schocking agression
against Afghanistan, which still continues and even
includes the use of chemical weapons, which the $Var-
saw Pact nonr say they want eliminated. 'S7e have seen
the rynical, wilful abuse of the years of rust, the years
dedicarcd to d€tente after Helsinki, as the Soviet
Union, exponing destabilization to the entire world,
attempted to change the balance of military pov/er on
a global scale. So why should we believe that anything
has changed in Moscow, in the Kremlin, simply
because the soldier there has been replaced by the
head of the secret police? To borrow Mr Andropov's
own phrase, we are not naive.
However, there is one seed of hope in the latest offer
from the Varsaw Post, couched as it may be in the
sickly cloud of propaganda. And we all know that this
offer would not have been made had any members of
the Atlantic Alliance embarked on a programme of
highhanded unilateralism in the meantime. Our hope
is in the indication that Moscow understands that
there can be no progress without trusu The Prague
Declaradon refers to proper measures to verify the
implementation of arms reduction including, when
necessaqF, international procedures.
'!7e may ask *hy the Soviets do not make their belief
in non-agression credible by leaving Afghanistan. !7e
could ask why they do not simply refer their new ideas
to the Madrid Cbnference, where confidence-building
measures are permanendy on the agenda and where
our ocm wish for mutual, balanced arms reduction is
prefectly plain. \7e can ask why Mr Andropov and his
approach places such high emphasis on nuclear disar-
mament, and when we ask that, we are bound to
reflect on the build-up of Soviet convendonal forces
whose imponance would be so signally promoted in
the absence of the deterrent.
Nevenheless, there remains the possibility and the
hope that, against all our experience of the dark work-
ings of the closed secretive sociery by which we all feel
threatened, the Soviets.now require change so badly
that they are able rc trade for it the conditions under
which the Vest might at last feel safe. For that reason,
though withoqt lowering our guard, it is our duty to
take up the challenge we have been given and to press
it as hard as we can until we find oul So we invite the
Unitcd States, on our behalf and sharing our hope, tojoin in this positivb approach and to pursue, wherever
it leads and as far as it will go, the road to genuine
multilateral disarmament.
\fith that I commend this resoludon to the House.
(Appkuse)
Mr Van Miert (S). 
- 
(NL)Mr President, lrdi., 
"ndgehtlemen, I welcome this resolution and what it con-
tains on behalf of the Socialist Group, although we
have proposed an amendment aimed at making para-I SeeAnnex.
ll(,
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graph 4 more precise. However, my colleague, Mr
Bruno Friedrich, will go into this shortly.
'!fle welcome this resolution because it clearly states
that lasting peace in Europe can be guaranrced only by
negotiation and the conclusion of international agree-
ments to reduce the nuclear and other forces
deployed, or capable of deployment, in Europe. This
represents a depanure from the naive belief that more
and more weapons mean more securiry. This resolu-
tion makes it clear that it is high dme to call a halt to
the lunatic arms race and return to the period when
negotiations were conducted seriously and results
were achieved.
I am pleased to note that the Conservatives would also
appear to be returning to this realization. There has
been far too much procrasdnation, and serious nego-
tiations have far too long been overshadowed by
play-acting on the part of the major powers or simply
by a reluctance to negotiarc.'!(i'e are currently entering
a crucial phase, since in the absence of substantial pro-
gress over the next few months as regards arms control
- 
both strategic and conventional weapons and
medium-range missiles 
- 
Europe in panicular will
end up in a verT precarious situation, and in view of
this we welcome the Prague Declaration by the Var-
saw Pact countries. Vithout actually adopting this
Declaration ourselves 
- 
since question marks have
been placed against a great many points and some of
the objections are quite reasonable 
- 
it would be
nevenheless politically irresponsible not to take it ser-
iously and not to produce a well-founded reply.
Ve think it is imponant that the Soviet Union would
nov/ appear to be prepared rc offer new points of
depanure for progress in connection with balance of
conventional weapons in Europe and verification mea-
sures. As the German defence specialist, Egon Bahr,
put it only recently:
(The speaker continued in German)
... negotiations on a balance of conventional
weapons will also shed new light on the questions
concerning nuclear weapons, and in particular
:.acti,cal nuclear weapons, in Europe. In many
cases when strategic and medium-range missiles
are being discussed, it is forgotten that the
so-called small tactical weapons represent a pani-
cular risk of crossing the nuclear threshhold in the
event of a conflict in Europe.
He went on to say:
. 
. . . so many pleas have been made for a global dis-
armament strarcgy for the Vest which would
leave no loopholes or grey areas for a further arms
race. There is now a chance for the 'lfest to rcst
the word of the new Soviet leader. The \Zest
should, for its pan, propose negotiations for a
comprehensive conventional balance in Europe
which might make tactical nuclear weapons super-
fluous.
(Tbe speaker continued in Datch)
The ball, ladies and gentlemen, is now in our coun. It
is high dme that serious proposals were made with a
view to achieving results. Even in the United States the
debate is already well underway between those who
wish to reach agreements in spite of being referred to
as hawks in cenain quaners, and those who have pub-
licly spoken out against atreements of any kind, such
as the negotiator, Mr Rawney.
It is a good thing, therefore, that Parliament should
side with those who call for agreement on the basis of
a comparable military balance at as low a level as pos-
sible. This will subsantially increase security in
Europe, take the strain off the budgets which are
showing deficits, and offer the younger teneration
some prospects other than the hopelessness with which
they are often confronted.
Nor have we any alternative. If no agreemenm are
concluded, we will get more SS20 missiles, SS21 mis-
siles and SS22 missiles, which will be able to reach
Vestern Europe even quicker in a few minutes from
East Germany or Czechoslovakia, and over 9 000
cruise missiles on the American side, as well as yet
more submarines and yet more nuclear weapons, when
there are akeady 31 000 nuclear weapons in the !7est
and over 20 000 behind the Iron Cunain. It is time we
called a halt rc this lunary.
IN THE CFIAIR: MN NITOMOU
Wce-President
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, to
anyone dealing with Europe's recent history, the
words 'non-aggression pact' have an odd, if not omi-
nous, ring about them. 'I7henever Hitler was planning
an invasion, he presented the victim he had in mind
with a non-aggression pact like the Padishah in the
Ottoman Empire presenting victims with a silk cord.
He then attacked on a Saturday. In actual fact, this
son of pact 'is not worth the paper it is written'on
because since the Kellogg Pact of 1928 all our States
have been committed to not invading their neighbours.
If in spite of these misgivings we approve this motion,
then it is in order to reaffirm our staunch desire for
peace, which, however, should never be mistaken for
willingness to capirulate or unilateralism. '$(e are
always there to negotiate, but have no illusions. Ve
are willing to probe every possibility but not to forget
the lessons we have learned from Budapest, Prague,
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'$Tarsaw and Kabul, b.""rr. Andropov is not a fresh
start: he is only the new version of the old hegemonic
nomenclature. No liberalism can come from the KGB!
Now more than ever, we as Europeans are called upon
to continue the unification of this continent with all
our might and without delay because a united Europe
is the only realistic hope for peace according to the
centuries-old historical prec€pt that peace cannot be
achieved through day-dreams, magic words and rhe-
'torical 
appeals, but only if the peace-loving countries
are strong enough to make the belligerent ones afraid
to auack them.
(Appkuse)
Mr Pajetta (COM). 
- 
(n Ladies and gentlemen,
we are pleased with the motion vrhich Mr Fergussoq is
asking the House to adopr Ve shall be voting in
favour primarily on account of the thinking behind it.
A lot of the things he said here we do not agree with
of course, but what is down in the text echoes our
desire for peace and also our firm belief that only
negodation, supervision and a balanced reduction of
arms are of any use in a serious situation in which no
option could or should be neglected,.not least any
slight chance that might help us along the road of
d6tente .
Ve are not voting here, and we are not asking other
people to vote, for some biased diplomatic motion.
Vhat we are voting for is an appeal for reflecdon and
good will, and it is an appeal which we feel is even
more imponant in the sense that it comes from a point
on the political spectrum which is far removed from
ours in this Parliament. 'Sfe really do hope that this
appeal will get the backing of all the political panies
which are represented here in the European Parlia-
ment,
Mr Haagerup (L).- (DA) Mr President, the Liberal
group also supports Mr Fergusson's proposal. How-
ever, we do not support the amendments, so had there
been an opportuniry for a broad discussion we might
perhaps have wished to submit amendments ourselves.
I must agree with Mr Habsburg that a non-agression
pact does not evoke a purely positive reaction on our
perti a fair amount of scepticism is called for. But I
agree with phe basic concept in Mr Fergusson's propo-
sal, namely that in the present situation we musr grasp
at even the slightest indication of a real change in the
Soviet attitude expressed in the exremely long-winded
declaration by the \Tarsaw Pact countries.'!7e are in
favour of taking up this offer of netotiations, if that is
what it proves to be, but I wish rc add that, should
nothing come of the negotiations, we will be all the
more disappointed. Ve think ir imponant, therefore,
to take up the'invitation contained in the'![arsaw Pact
countries' move, bu[ we musr undoubtedly remaih
scepdcal in view of the many years of vain negotia-
dons and the sream of propaganda from the other
side.
(Apphusefrom the extreme ight)
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, all the Members of this Assembly are com-
mined rc peace. Even so, I feel there is very little we
can do to influence the course of political events and
prevent conflict. In our view the Prague declaration is
a tactical ploy, and so we believe that our first dury is
to be prudent, because we have heard many such
declarations in the last few years. And we have not
forgotten the writings of Marshal Gretchkov.
This being so, it seems to me that the Soviet Union is
engaging in a son of campaign of charm, which might
well appear interesting but which, in my view, is sim-
ply intended to gain time by influencing public opi-
nion. Ve agree to the idea of negotiations because we
believe that the Soviet Union must provide much more
tangible proof of its desire for peace. This is the think-
ing behind our decision to vote for Mr Haagerup's
motion for a resolution.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
would like tb stress the importance of Mr Fergusson's
resolution and to say that it desenes unanimous
approval. Such an outcome would underscore rhe
common political and defence interests of our peoples
as well as the need for an attentive scrutiny of the
'Varsaw Pact proposals.
I have lisrcned to the observarions of the earlier speak-
ers and noted their reservations, irrespective of
whether they are justified or nor, and I think that it is
the political dury of the European Parliament to call
for an evaluation of the proposals contained in the
Prague Declaration and rc dercrmine to what extent
they can broaden, political and military d6tente and
help consolidarc peace in Europe and the world. I
think this is a very valuable iniriative and I hope, Mr
President, rhar the ourcome will be a unanimous
approval of the motion for a resolution.
Mr Bnrno Fricdrich (S). 
- 
(DE) Ve approvi of Mr
Fergusson's motion, which stands in pleasant contrasr
to what Mr Habsburg had rc say because, in the face
of the arms racc in Europe and the rest of the world,
no member can afford to dismiss the proposal of a
newly elected General Secretary of the Soviet Union
simply as propaganda without examining it first. Ve
must follow Mr Fergusson's proposal and rcst the
Soviet proposition for its credibiliry.
But we can only rc$ it if the other superpower, too,
presents precise proposals. It is our hope, also
expressed in our amendment, that during .his visit
Vice-President Bush will agree ro provide us with clear
II
!
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'details of the American proposals, which are currendy
the subject of controversy in the USA, too. Ve also
expect specific US proposals on the continuation of
the Madrid Conference in the next few months. !7e
have therefore tabled our amendment and ask you to
adopt it.
l!ft f,,f1aimifis (CQM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
believe that Mr Fergusson's motjon has bben prepared
under pressure 
^t 
a time when peace is in grave jeo-
pardy; it has been influenced by the activities of the
worldwide 
- 
and in panicular European 
- 
peace
movement and also by the impossibiliry of ignoring the
sincerity and realism of the proposals contained in the
Prague Declaration.
However, we would like to point out that the resolu-
tion is framed in a very hesitant manner and that this
indecision was. compounded 
-in Mr Fergusson's oralpresentation, ignoring the fact that a number of
imponant leaders in Vestern Europe itself 
- 
includ-
ing the Prime-Minister of our own country 
- 
have
greeted this declaration as a very important contribu-
tion which provides opportunities for pupting an end
to the Cold \Var climate which characterizes the pres-
ent critical situation and for opening the way towards
d6rcnte, disarmament and peace.
\7e will vote for Mr Fergusson's motion, while natur-
ally maintaining the reservations I referred to above
concerning cenain formulations it contains.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Voter
Nicaragua
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
don (Doc. l-lll2/82), abled by Mr Langes on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Parry (CD
Group), on Nicaragua.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
@b Ladies and gentlemen,
the aims of my group's motion on Nicaragua are
purely humanitarian. Vithout any doubt, one of the
European Commuhity's main commitments is to pro-
vide help to people in the world who need it. Before
doing so, we always ask how great their need is. This
is the aim of our motion.
I know that the European Parliament, especially in the
past few years, has always been prepared to provide ,
appropriate funds from the various budget items, and
the disaster fund in panicular. !7hat we now ask of
you is I million ECU for the original inhabitants of
Nicaragua 
- 
the Miskitos, the Ramas and the Sumos.
fu you know, the representatives of these races have
asked both the UN and the European Community for
help.
The situation of these three 'Indian races is an
extremely difficult one. They have no food supplies
and medical aid is inadequate. Ve should therefore be
generous and provide aid without hesitation, and I am
glad the President of the Commission is present and
knows that we are calling upon the Commission,
deliberately and yet very clearly, to provide these
funds.
I ask you to give your support to my group's propo-
sals. h is certain that the relief materials will reach the
right people via church or other non-government
organizations. In this uray we Europeans shall be ful-
filling a commitment.
Mr Thorn, Presidcnt of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, as Mr Langes has just said, the European
Community recognizes the complexiry of the events
- 
although they are contesrcd by some 
- 
but it has
not remained inactive in the face of the problems of
the Meskitos, which are very tangible:
Last year, in 1982, we granted food aid to the
UNR\7A for the refugees in Honduras. This decision
involved nearly 600 000 ECU and was intended for
the distribution of maize, beans, milk powder 
- 
just
to give you some details 
- 
to Salvador refugees but
also to the Meskims.
I am informed that the distribudon of the aid has
almost been completed. Funhermore, as pan of an
emergency aid of 10 million ECU for the refugels of
Cenral America, which was adopted in 1982, rhree-
quaners was paid. to the same organization, which
itself has spent 2.2 million ECU in assisting the Mes-
kims who have left their homes.
I know that it is a modest sum, but I want to tell this
fusembly that we are awere of the problem and that
we are trying to do as much as we can within the
bounds of budgetary limits and the many requests.we
recerve.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
1 SeeAnnex I SeeAnnex.
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President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1117 /82), tabled by Mrs Th6obald-Paoli
and others on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
reduction in 1982 of the number of Jews authorized to
leave the USSR.
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, it is the bounden'duty of this Parlia-
ment, elected by universal suffrage by 270 million
Europeans, to use its indisputable moral authority to
defend human righr wherever they are in danger. !7e
must be vigilant wherever in the world liberry is threa-
tened. Experience has proven that the accused govern-
men$ are at least embarrassed in respect of their
wrongdoing by the accusing vote of a Parliament com-
mon to 10 democracies, which, despite some imperfec-
tions,.remain models of respect for human rights.
Is a basic freedom not that vhich we consider so'
natural when we can exercise it: namely the simple
freedom to come and go? This right is again being
challenged in the case of the Soviet Jews who wish rc
leave the USSR. The historical reasons motivating
them are a mystery to no one. The immense hope at
the time of the overthrow of the Tsarist Empire was
followed by a return to discrimination during the
1930s and then by the Nazi barbarity which ran riot
for three years in Russia and itr some neighboring
countries. Then there was the return to anti-Semitism
by the State after the Var and, simultaneously, the
creation of a State of Israel, which cristalizes the-aspir-
ations for a normal life for a communiry which has
never known it.
Since 1959, the road into voluntary exile opened up
for the Jews of the USSR. By tens of thousands they
were authorized to leave, obviously not without hav-
ing to wait for one, ts/o or three years for an exit visa,
during which dme they were deprived of work and the
effective exercise of any rights and exposed to every
son of discrimination. But finally, they left, apan from
a few dramatic cases when, as an example, people
were prevented from leaving.
Since 1959, two thousand have left of the three million
Soviet Jews, of whom at least one million have applied
for exile. Apart from the specific problem of Soviet
Jews, the policy launched by the USSR in i969 ,"pr.-
sented a move towards more liberalism. However,
since 1980, probably for international political rea-
sons, because of the revival of East-Vest tensions,
Soviet leaders have considerably reduced the number
of visas granted to Jews. The figures speak for them-
selves: 51 000 in 1979,21 000 in 1980, 9 500 in 1981
and 2 600 in 1982, or 950/o less than in 1979.
The period required to 6btain visas is growing, and it
is time for us to intervene. The resolution that I pro-
pose for your approval is a sign of hope, in a great
couritry which fought so bitterly alongside Vestern
democratcies to free Europe from the Nazi sourge;
the vote on this rcxt is a call to the new Soviet leaders
to renounce their former erring ways and return to the
course of liberalization, permitting those who choose
to take the road to freedom.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, the
case of Soviet Jews is characteristic of a specific human
rights situation in the USSR. It is not a problem
peculiar to the Jews; it concerns the deep aspirations
to freedom of all the peoples of the Soviet Union.
However, as regards the specific case which concerns
us, it must be stressed, Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, that we are witnessing the inadmissible com-
pounding of a form of internal persecution and the
ban on emigration. This is an entirely new phenom-
enon!
But gravest of all is the fact, Mr President, of using a
humanitarian question as the baromercr'of interna-
tional relations. If the situation is good, the USSR
pleases the Americans and allows some Jews to leave;
otherwise, the door is closed. That is unacceptable! It
is a form of inrcrnational blackmail to which we are
being subjected, and I pay special triburc to our col-
league, Mrs Theobald-Paoli, for having presented the
problem in all its complexiry. I suppon her in her call
to the country in which tens of millions died during
the war trying to save a certain form of libeny and
which, unfonunately, since that time has not suc-
ceeded in finding its way to what Mrs Th6obald-Paoli
very aptly called the road to freedom.
My group, Mr President, will vote in favour of the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs Th€obald-Paoli.
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, this resolution is also addressed to the
Commission, though principally to the Council and
the governments of the Member States. I am bound to
point out the great value the Commission has always
attached to resped for human rights and accordingly
my instinctive support for this resolution. kt me
remind you that, in panicular at the Madrid Confer-
ence, our Communiry, either through the Presidenry
or through the Member States, has always done every-
thing in its power to further the application of the
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act regarding human
rights. \7e share your regret that our repeated appeals
have not always been effective. But that is not a reason
for not making them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1124/82), tabled by Mr Luster on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group), on the need for development aid to Namibia.
Mr Lustcr (PPE).-- (DE) Mr President, we all hope
that Namibia will be given her independence as
quickly as possible; however, the negotiations on how
this is to be achieved have been dragging on for at
least six years now. Unfortunately, it is not in the
power of the people of Namibia to bring about their
own independence. In the past, the people have been
generously promised development aid by the interna-
tional communiry'for the day after they gain indepen-
dence.
In our view, however, the black and brown population
of Namibia should be given humanitarian aid now
because the people there have suffered long enough.
They necd our humanitarian aid. Although legally the
policy of apanheid may no longer be applied in Nam-
ibia, its consequences are still noticeable, especially in
rhe field of education and raining.
Our motion excludes all aid for the government in
Namibia or for pany-political purposes. It provides for
the creation of projects at the non-government level
between non-government organizations in Namibia
and Europe, e.g. foundation trusts, to irhprove the
daily life of the black and brown population and make
it more bearable. ![e know that this type of project
can be implemented effectively. European aid in pani-
cular is needed in the fields of vocational raining,
adult education, training and further education of
rcachers and in the field of health for the black and
coloured population of this country. \7e have ried rc
word our motion in such a way as to allow anyone,
irrespective of his political and social beliefs, to
approve the application for aid for the black and col-
oured population of Namibia. Ve ask you to back this
motion.'S7e want Namibia to gain independence with-
out any problems or difficulties and without delay.
Our aid is also intended to senre as a symbol for
Europe, providing relief to the black and coloured
people of Namibia in their dire need.
(Appkase)
Mrs Lentz-Cortrette (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
would just like to underline what Mr Luster has just
said, namely that it is not a question of judging or suP-
poning individual political Broups. The funds go to
neutral groups which use them directly so that they
really benefit the men and women and above all the
children. It would be particularly useful if European
aid could be used to guarantee the water supply,
which is a panicularly big problem there. In addition
to Namibia's own problems there is also the problem
of refugees, who come from various countries, e.g.
Angola, ind to whom international groups have paid
very little attention so far.
The European People's Pany would welcome it if this
resolution were approved and money could be sent to
this country for humanitarian purposes.
(Applause)
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, that
which has been well thought out can be clearly
expressed. It has been said, and emphasized often
enough, ihat the aid which v/e are being asked rc sub-
scribe to belongs in a'humanitarian context: for this
reason we will subscribe to it. However, it remains
undeniably a polidcal problem which deserves to be
discussed, but that will not be today. 'S7e take note of
this and will answer next month when the repon by Sir
James is debated.
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, while panicipating fully in political cooPer-
ation, the Commission must, out of respect for Parlia-
ment and the Members who have spoken, give a few
words of explanadon as to why the allocation of aid
which would not be purely specific, humanitarian aid,
by our Community to Namibia, would raise serious
problems at present, since South Africa is illegally
occupying this territory and the \Tindhoek administra-
tion is not recognized by us or inrcrnationally.
Thus until now, in line with your wishes, Communiry
aid has been directed towards the humanitarian and
educational needs of Namibian refugees in neighbour-
ing countries, panicularly in Angola and Zambia lt
has been despatched through the intermediary of
European non-government organizations and interna-
tional bodies such as the United Nations Institute for
Namibia.
Undoubtedly very considerable progress has been
made in recent months in the negotiations of the con-
tafi group on the subject of Namibia's independence.
Resolution 435 of the Securiry Council provides, when
the resulm of these negotiations have been submitted,
for the conclusion of a cease-fire in these rcrritories
and the setting up of a transitional United Nations
assistance group at Vindhoek under the direction of
the special representative of the Secretary-General of
the United Nations.
Ir is at that stage, Mr President, that it will be possible
for the Community rc envisage granting direct assist-1 See Annex.
lr
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ance [o Namibia, as was the case in similar circum-
shnces for Zimbabwe, for example, which was allo-
cated exceptional aid cofinanced with European non-
government organizations. Vhen this smge has been
arrived at 
- 
and this is rhe opinion gf the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperarion 
- 
the
Commission will define rhe uses to which these various
forms of aid could be put, keeping.in mind the suttes-
tions made on this subject in the resolution ar presenr
under discussion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Voter
' Natural disasters
Presiy'ent. 
- 
The next item is the joinr debate on five
motions for resolutions on natural disasters:
- 
motion'for a resolution (Doc. 1-1099/82), tabled
by Mrs Cinciari Rodano on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group, on emergenry aid for
the towh of Ancona which had been seriously
damaged by a landslide;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1103/82), tabled
by Mf de la MalCne and Mr Remilly on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrars,
on urgenr acdon to be taken to assisr the French
dipartements stricken by floods at the end of
December 1982;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-llO9/82), tabled
by Mr Barbagli and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Party (CD Group), on
the huge landslip in the stiburbs of the town of
Ancona;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1110/82), tatled
by Mr Barbi and others on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Parry (CD Group), on
emergency measures t'o assist rhe catalonia region
hit by serious floods;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-ll3l/82), tabled
by Mr Simonnet and others on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (CD-
Group), on urtenr measures for the benefit of the
victims of the recent floods which have affected
many regions of France.
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should Jike
to draw rhe attention of the House rc rhis morion
1 SeeAnnex.
which concerns a natural occurrence for which Parlia-
ment is usually willing ro granr aid. I shall simply say
that this is a matter of some importance rc those
affected by the floods.
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(17) It is not to explain the
motion 
- 
which speaks for itself 
- 
thar I have asked
to speak, Mr President, but to say that I am against
the amendment pur forward by my Communist col-
league, Mr PranchEre, who wan$ ro see rhe deletion
in recital (d) of the reference to the facr that Spain will
be joining the Communiry in the near future. If you
ask me, it is precisely on account of this accession that
we should be paying particular arr.enrion ro evenrs in
Catalonia. I would therefore ask the honourable
Members not to amend rhis recital.
Mr d'Ormcsson (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
motion for a resolution which is before the House
speaks for itself. There has been very serious flooding
in the regions in question and we are asking for the
solidarity of the European Communiry to be expiessed
m the victims.
Mr Giolittl Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(17) M,
President, the Commission has taken a careful look at
the options open to it with regard ro granting emer-
genoy Communiry aid to the people of Spdin who
were affected by the flooding in Catalonia last Octo-
ber. As there was no way of acting under Anicle 590
of the budget, since these funds are for emergenry acr-
ion within the Community, the Commission resoned
m the funds which come under Article 950 concerning
emergenpy aid for third countries. Undel the terms of
this article the Commission made 80 000 ECU avail-
able to the Red Cross in order to provide the victims
with foodstuffs, blankets, clothing, tenu, field kitch-
ens,.medical supplies and so on.
As for the disaster which struck Ancona, the Commis-
sion decided in principle on 21 December to grant
emertency aid to victims in that city. On the basis of
the official information which has been forthcoming
on the extent of the disasrcr, rhe Commission decided
to trant aid of 100 000 ECU. This aid, which comes
under Anicle 590 of the budget, is to go ro those who
are less well off and who have suffered most from this
tragedy.
Lastly, in the case of the disasters which have hit
France, the Commission's depanmens have been in
touch with the Permanenr Representatives of rhe
French Governmenr in Brussels to ask the French
authoriries for official information on the repercus-
sions of the exrreme c/eather conditions which
affected in particular rhe Atlantic coasts of France. As
soon as the information is fonhcoming, the Commis-
sion will quickly be in a position ro assess whether
emergency aid, again under Anicle 690 of the budget,
can be granted to rhose affected.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votel
. Mediterraned,n progfttmtnes
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-ll2l/82) by Mr De Pasquale and others
on the delay in presenting Mediterranean pro-
grammes.
Mr De Pasquale (COM). 
- 
@) Just a couple of
words, Mr President, to urge the Commission to sub-
mit the Mediterranean , pr.ogrammes [o the Council
and Parliament. Undef the terms of the mandarc rhey
were promised for 31 December 1982 but this promise
has not been kept. I would point out that'failure to
keep promises and to observe deadlines undermines
the credibiliry of the Communiry, and this credibility is
already precarious in the Medircrranean regions. I
think there is a call for some explanation, especially as
these are matters which are prompting a lot of expec-
Btion.
I *"n, to make it clear that the economic and social
situation in the Mediterranean regions is getting worse
every day, that unemployment is growing at twice the
Community rate and that the submission of these pro-
trammes is consequenily a matter of the utmost
urgency. I urge the House to adopt this resolution.
Mr Piittering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Ladies.and gendemen,
we agree with the motion tabled by Mr De Pasquale
and his-colleagues. Incidently, we would have thoughr
it right for Mr De Pasquale, who after all is the Chair-
man of our Committee, to contact other groups on
this matter, who suppon its content. It was precisely
our troup, the Group of the European People's Parry,
that introduced the Mediterranean Plan into this Par-
liament. Ve adopted it in February last year.
Now we are waiting for the Commission to announce
its proposals for the integrated programmes. However,
Mr Giolitti, we also expec you to examine these ideas,
especially the one on the introducdon of a loan system
as part of the integrarcd programmes for the Mediter-
ranean region. If you now present, your proposals
soon, and I know you are devoting your energy to this
work, you will receive the full support of the Euro-
pean People's Pany.I therefore ask you to do this. Ve
approve of Mr De Pasquale's motion.
Mr Giolitti Member of the Commission. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, I can assure the honourable Members who
spoke and the House as a whole that the Commission
attaches special importance to the urtency of this mat-
ter. It shares the feelings that were oudined a few
moments ago by Mr De Pasquale. And I can tell Mr
Pottering that when it eomes i.o these programmes
attention will of course be paid to the use of the loan
faciliry which he mentioned 
.;'ust now.
It goes without saying that the preparation of the inte-
grated programmes for the Mediterranean regions,
along the lines which the Commission originally indi-
cated in its famous report on the mandate of 30 May
1980 and subsequently in the communication to the
Council on 23 October 1981, required a Ereat deal of
work.
In the first place we had to carry out a thorough an-
alysis of the characteristics of the regions in question,
their drawbacls and their potential, so that we could
identify the sectors and activities which are best suited
to the development of these regions.
This work was done during the first half of 1982 and
came to an end with the adoption of an internal repon
by the Commission on 22June 1982. This was an
internal working document for the Commission and
was used as a basis for the inirial contacts with the
authorities of the Member States who were directly
involved so that we could chick out the guidelines that
had been elaborated and see how they fitted in with
the nadonal programmis for regional development.
Once the scope of the programmes and the appro-
priate geographical areas had been defined, the next
step was to define the aims of each programme, ro see
what measures were most suitable for achieving these
aims an{ to calculate the necessary finances.
The nature of these integrated programmes has meant
that we had to study the operating procedures which,
on the basis of past experience, were the most suitable
in order to ensure the optimum effectiveness of these
measures.
The tremendous amount of work that had to be got
through and the fact that we were trying to come up
with something which to some exrenr was original and
new meant that the Commission deparrments overran
the original schedule.
The preparatory work can nov/ be considered over.
The Commission had a first exchange of ideas on rhe
general outline of the programmes ar its meeting on
5 January, with the result rhat it expects to be able rc
adopt formal proposals for rhe Council within the next
few weeks.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.1 See Annex.
I
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(Tbe silting utas suspended dt I p.m. and restmed at 3
p.tn.)2
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
2. Political cooperation and European secuity
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next ircm is the report (Doc.
l-946/82), drawn up by Mr Haagerup on behalf of
the Political Affairs Committee, on European political
cooperation and European security.
The following oral questions are also included in the
debate:
- 
oral question with debate (Doc.l-616/81) by Mr
Filippi and others to the Foreign Ministers:
Subject: Need for an integrated defence plan for
the European Community countries in
view of the seriousness of the current
international situation
- 
In view of the deep concern felt by the people
of Europe at the seriousness of the current
international situation;
- 
Bearing in mind the evident tendencies of the
superpowers to pursue policies which are
becoming more dangerous every day, with
less and less regard for the demands and
expectations of the peoples of Europe;
- 
Having regard to the consequent risk that the
Communiry counries will simply be required
to bear the consequences of catastrophic deci-
sions taken elsewhere without even being
consulted or given any say in the matter;
- 
Considering the giave risk that the concern of
the peoples of Europe for peace could be
exploited rc subversive and undemocradc
ends through dangerous, alarming and barba-
rous acts of terrorism such as the attack on
,NATO bases and on the commander of the
American forces in Germany;
\7ould the Foreign Ministers please state:
- 
whether they do not feel it imperative for a
European initiative at politico-diplomatic
level to be introduced without further delay,
I See Annex.2 Agenda: see Minutes.
in order to restore essential international'
credibiliry to the Communiry as a whole and
to the individual Member States zis-d-ois both
the USA as allies and the USSR as interlocu-
tors;
- 
what initiatives have or will be taken to give
fresh impetus to the process of Cornmunity
integration, not only at economic level but
also at political and defence level, in order to
ensure securiry and peace for the peoples of
Europe and of the world et a very difficult
,conjuncture in world affairs;
- 
whether they do not consider it essential to
draw up immediately an integrated defence
plan 
- 
at all levels 
- 
for the Community
counries and within the more general context
of NATO;
- 
whether they do not consider it necessary to
hold special talks immediately on these vital
matrcrs in the relevant Communiry bodies,
calling on all the polidcal forces of Europe to
give their opinion on the best ways and means
of protecting our independence,and of ensur-
ing the very survival of our peoples.
- 
oral question with debate (Doc.l-591/82) by Mr
Seligman to the Council:
Subject: Non-Proliferation Treaty
Is the Council satisfied that the Inrcrnadonel
Atomic Energy Agency is exercising its responsi-
bilities at the world level in such a manner that the
Agenqy's credibiliry is maintained, or better still
enhanced?
Is the Council concerned about the effectiveness
of safeguards in countries which are not signa-
tories of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, panicu-
larly the Argentine, Brazil, India, Israel, Pakistan
and the Republic of South Africa?
Is there cause for disquiet about moves by these
counries towards the possession of nuclear explo-
sives?
Mr Denis (COM). 
- 
(FR) On a point of order,
Madam Presidint. I want to speak under Rule 84. \7e
are being asked rc debate an oral question by Mr
Filippi on the need for an integrated defence plan for
the European Community countries. The fact is 
- 
as
everyone knows and as the Council itself has stated 
-the Communiry has no competence when it comes to
military or defence matters. \7hile cenain political
matters linked to dltente and disarmament can be
accepted as a topic for discussion, we cannot accept
when people try rc go too far. It is obvious that an
integrated defence plan is inadmissible as a subject
because it affects the authoriry of each Sthte. By add-
ing this item to the agenda, there is an attempt to
.influence the debate on Mr Haagerup's report and to
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give it a panicular bias. In the circumstances, Madam
President, under Rule 84 of the Rules of Procedure I
move the inadmissibiliry of Mr Filippi's oral question.
President. 
- 
Rule 84 of the Rules of Procedure in fact
allows for an item to be ruled inadmissible. However, I
must inform the House that in the meantime Mr
Filippi has withdrawn the oral question which he
tabled together with a number of other Members.
Mr Haagcrup (L), rapportear.- (DK) Madam Presi-
dent, this is by no means the first time that Parliament
has discussed political cooperation befi/een our Mem-
[er States. lrt me stan by acknowledging the value
and imponance of the reports on political cooperation
which have preceded mine.
First of all there was Mr Mommersteeg's report, now
10 years old, dating from a time in the history of the
indirectly-elected Parliament when there was as yet lit-
tle political cooperation, but when Mr Mommersteeg's
report 
- 
and Mr Mommersteeg is again amongst us
here in Parliament 
- 
constituted an imponant
development. Then we had a repon by Lord Gladwyn
in 1975 and another by Erik Blumenfeld in 1978. After
that, the directly-elected Parliament adopted
LadyElles' report in 1981, and I should like to say
that I have built on these reports and upon the experi-
ence which has been gained in the field of political
cooperation, particularly in the most recent years.
For this reason my report is a follow-up to these earl-
ier. repons, but it greatly extends and develops the
security dimension, and it does so for several reasons.
Security problems, as we all know, are a cause of very
great concern to our peoples, among other things
because of widespread anxiery about current develop-
ments in this field, and it would be strange if Parlia-
ment did not react to this marked preoccupadon with
securiry problems, nuclear weapons, the threat of war
and disarmament proposals. And the other reason I
have dwelt at length on the securiry policy dimension,
as was envisaged in the mandate I received when I was
appoihted rapporteur more than one-and-a-half years
ago, is of course that political cooperation berween
our 10 Member States has long had implications for
the security aspect of foreign poliry. Moreover the
London repon of 1981 stated that the political aspects
of security problems could and would be discussed, as
in fact had been done for some time in connection
with the Conference on Securiry and Cooperadon in
Europe, the plans for a disarmament conference etc.
Hswever, securiry poliry is also involved in political
cooperation when our l0 Member States take a stand
on developments in the Middle East, developments in
Eastern Europe, including Poland and Afghanistan, on
the possible imposition of, sanctions etc. This is why
my report expressly emphasizes the gradual emergence
of a special European view of security. This means that
the Community countries have, and are to an increas-
ing extent aware of, a range of overall interests which
are nor always identical with, for example, those of the
USA. That does not mean that we cannot cooperate
with the USA on defence and other matters, but I
believe. that we can do this better if we fully recognize
that there are, and must necessarily be, differences of
opinion besween us. This is the background, Madam
President, to my call in paragraph 5 for more effective
coordination of the political consultations berween the
Ten and the corresponding political consultations in
NATO. Theie is, of course, no question 
- 
as has
been feared by some 
- 
of subordinating political
cooperation berween the Ten to what happens within
NATO. On the contrary 
- 
and this emerges clearly
from 'my report 
- 
I regard. it as important that our
10 countries often adopt a common approach, but it is
essential that this approach is expressed just as clearly
in the Ten as it is expressed within the Sixteen, and
that th'ere are no unnecessary misunderstandings with
countries such as the USA, Canada and Norway, who
are members of the Atlantic Alliance but not of the
Community.
However, to make this clear and to show that coordi-
nation does not concern the military issues within
NATO, I myself submiwed an amendment 
- 
my only
one here in the plenary session 
- 
to paragraph 5, so
as to emphasize that this coordination, which is more-
over already a fact, shouid involve only the political
and economic issues related to securiry. This is also
inrcnded to demostrate that this coordination will not
raise special problems for Ireland.
Madam President, this repon has, I realize, taken a
long time to prepare. This is not due solely to the rap-
porteur's idleness, but just as much to my desire to
obtain the broadest possible support here in Parlia-
ment. I considered this particularly necessary for a
repon of this nature, so as to demonstrate that over
and above party and ideological lines we can reach
agreement on a basis for joint reflections while staning
from different attitudes on European security.
It has been amongst my most positive experiences in
Parliament to conduct these negotiations with all six
political groups before finally drafting my repon. It
was gradually possible to get pafiy groups such as the
European People's Parry and the European Demo-
cratic Group to understand that it was necessary to
tone down one's expectations with regard to this first
real security policy repon from Parliament. There can
and will, and I had to make this clear, be no question
at present of doing anything even remotely evocative
of a European Defence Community. On the other
hand, it was possible to get the large majority of the
members of the Socialist and Communist groups to
drop a number of strong reservations about'concern-
ing oneself with securiry at all and to recognize that it
is quite possible to discuss securiry without necessarily
at the same time demanding a special military dimen-
sion for the. Community.
.! r
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I should like here to compliment my negotiating pan-
ners and at the same time thank them for their readi-
ness ro adapt their views of each other during these
long negotiations in the recognition that it is impor-
tant that this repon should not split Parliament down
the middle. On the other hand, Madam President, I
call on the minoriry which also exists here in Parlia-
menr, and vhich is opposed to the development of the
Communiry, which is opposed to cooperation with
North America, to vote against my report. Of course,
I wish to have a large majoriry, but I should also like
rc put the spotlight on those who are opposed both to
both the one and the other.
Allow me, finally, Madam President, to sum up my
conclusion in English.
This Parliament, Madam President, of talkative Euro-
pean parliamenarians 
- 
and I admit freely I am one
of those talkative European parliamentarians 
- 
has
shown that it can not only talk, argue and adopt reso-
lutions, it can also listen. This is the message from this
House to all those many millions in Europe who have
expressed, and are expressing, their serious concern
about peace and stabiliry in Europe and in the world.
By adopting this resolution, Madam President, our
Parliament, with the support of all six political groups,
will be telling the outside world, and especially our
own voters, that we are as concerned about the issues
related to peace and securiry as they are.
'$[e are also saying that peace is not won just by slo-
gans and demonstrations in the sree6. Nor are peace
and securiry won by the production and deployment
of arms. Securiry is a much more complex issue than
that involving military as well as non-military means.
'!7e 
are not presenting to the outside world a definitive
formula for peace and securiry. Rather, we are
attempting to show, Madam President, that we present
reports that are the product of many months of nego-
tiation and discussion and that reflect our concern and
preoccupation with problems transcending narrow
political 
. 
and ideological bounds. 'SZe have not all
agreed, and we cannot all agree, on one security
policy but by giving almost unanimous suppon to this
report we ciill at least demonstrate our deep awareness
of the most imponant issues that we are facing and
our dercrmination, Madam President, to Bo on explor-
ing in what ways we can possibly contribute to a more
enlighrcned debate leading to a constructive policy on
how to maintain peace and securiry in freedom.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mertes. I should like, on behalf
of the House, to exrcnd to him a cordial welcome in
this Chamber.
(Apphase)
Mr Mertes, Presi.denrin-Offce of tbe, Co*ncil. 
-(DE) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I have
read the repon before us now with great interest, and
it is, in my view, an encouraging development that the
European Parliament should be concerning itself with
European security. It therefore gives me great pleasure
to take pan in this debate, another reason being that
the joint German and Italian initiative on European
Union has already resulted in an agreement to the
effect that the Member States should coordinate their
views on the political and certain economic aspects of
the securiry issue. I regard that as a subsandve ele-
ment of the joint initiative. All our thinking on a Euro-
pean peace and securiry concept must be based on the
political and military realities obtaining in Europe.
In view of the tremendous military potential of the
Soviet Union 
- 
a porcntial which is steadily increas-
ing as the arms build-up continues unchecked 
- 
and
given the unabating virulence of the political factors
behind this build-up,'lTestern Europe has no alterna-
dve but rc cooperarc closely with the Uniqed States
and Canada in bringing about the military balance of
power which is essential to oJr common securiry. The
continued presence of American troops dndthe United
States' nuclear guarantee for Europe 
- 
and no-one
else can give us this guarante6 
- 
lsrn4in indispensa-
ble .
Transatlantic cooperation in the interests of our joint
securiry remains a matter for the Atlantic Alliance,
which is the basic element in the Vest's securiry sys-
tem. Any security policy cooperation on the pan of the
Ten must likewise build on this foundadon.
Arms control and disarmament are integral elements
of our securiry policy, and I have no hesitation in say-
ing that our effons in this field are dictated by the eth-
ical and rational thinking of our age. Any steps taken
in this direction must, however, be balanced and veri-
fiable. At no dme since the Second \[orld'Var have
negotiations on the questions of disarnrament and
arms control been conducted in so many places at
once as is the case at present.
, As regards conventional arms conuol in Europe, rhe
aim of the negotiations in Vienna on a mutual and bal-
anced reduction in forces is to ensure that both sides
reduce the strength of their miliary forces in the cen-
tral European theatre. Negotiations are still being
hampered by the fact that East and Vest have so far
failed to reach agreemenr on the numerical basis on
which such reductions should be effected. Clearly,
therefore the central elemenr is the data problem,
which is more of a political than a technical problem.
The significance of these negoriations is funher res-
ricted b,y the fact that the rcrms of reference are con-
fined to central Europe. There would be more chance
of including the whole of Europe 
- 
from the Atlantic
to the Urals 
- 
in the East-'!7est disarmamenr dialogue
if a conference could be held on disarmamenr in
Europe, and that is why the Ten supporr rhe French
_proposal for the convening of such a conference, and'are in favour of the formulation of a precise negotiat-
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ing mandate as part and parcel of a balanced and sub-
stantive document at the Madrid review session on the
Conference on Securiry and Cooperation in Europe.
Ve have taken note with interest of the willingness
expressed by Secretary-General Andropov in his
speech on 21 December 1982 to seek reasonable and
mutually acceptable solutions on the quesdon of cbn-
ventional arms limitation. If the Soviet Union were
prepared to enter into negotiations on conventional
arms control in the whole of Europe 
- 
including the
European pan of the Soviet Union 
- 
it would give a
great boost to the current negotiations on both con-
ventional and nuclear arms limitation. As far as
nuclear weapons are concerned, we welcome the fact
thar the United States and the Soviet Union have
commenced START negotiations in Geneva on drastic
cuts in the number of intercontinental missiles.
Mr Andropov professed willingness to reduce strategic
systems by 250/o is a step in the right direction,
although the American START proposals go a good
deal further.
I feel I must sound a warning regarding the Soviet
demand that British and French missiles be taken into
account in the negotiations on medium-range missiles.
The fact is that third @untries' rystems are not cov-
ered by the NATO double decision. Their inclusion
would violarc the principle of equaliry, in that it would
be tantamount to recognition of Soviet superiority
over the USA, thus giving the Soviet Union a mono-
poly of bamlefield land-based nuclear weapons in the
European theatre. In the quest for peace, we would
view this as an intolerable situation.
The Federal Government, along with its allies, will be
subjecting the Prague Declaration of the lTarsaw Pact
of the beginning of January this year to careful and
detailed scrutiny with a view to substantive proposals
in the interests of maintaining and securing peaceful
relations. The same goes for the proposal for a treary
of non-aggression on the pan of the two alliance sys-
tems.
Non-aggression has always been the policy pursued by
the Federal Republic of Germany and the '$7'est as a
whole. Indeed, it features in the Helsinki Final Act and
more particularly is enshrined as current internadonal
law in the UN Chaner. A renewed public declaration
on the subject would teke humaniry a srcp funher if it
were coupled with the cessation, of the use of force on
the part of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan and the
disavowal by the Soviet Union of the right of interven-
tion laid down in the doctrine of proletarian intcrna-
tionalism. In this instance, it is up rc the Soviet Union
to march words with deeds. As far as non-aggression is
concerned, what we need is not more verbiage, but
more action.
kt me now move on from my introductory remarlk
to th€ central theme of this repon. Virtually ever since
its inception in 1969/70, European Political Coopeia-
tion has concerned itself 
- 
sometimes highly energeti-
cally 
- 
with security issues. Most of the EPC working
parties have to do with securiry poliry issues or have at
least some connections with security policy. Allow me
to cite as an example the cooperation on the pan of
the Ten in the CSCE process, which has undoubtedly
been one of the most remarkable successes of EPC
and which is again today 
- 
with the review confer-
ence going on in Madrid 
- 
in the forefront of foreign
policy efforu
As I mentioned earlier, in the statement of 20 Novem-
ber 1979, the Foreign Ministers gave their support to
the French proposals for the convening of a disarma-
ment conference in Europe. Cooperation on securiry
poliry is therefore of a long-standing practical nature,
and has proved irc worth. In the London report of
October 1981, the Foreign Ministers formalized the
existing pracdce in thaq for the first time in an official
political document, they expressly stated that securiry
isSues were also the subjeci of European Political
Cooperation.
Over recent years, there has been a rcndency among
the Ten to widen the scope of their interest in security
matters. The negotiations on the European Act are
evidently going beyond the rcrms of the London
report, and there is already agreement amont the
Member States of the Community on the fact that
European Political Cooperation should embrace polit-
ical and cenain economic aspects of the security issue.
However, despite this progress, the Ten continue to
insist that military and defence poliry aspects of secur-
ity are not a matrcr for EPC. For those Member States
which are also members of the Atlandc Alliance, these
aspecrc remain a NATO matter. So much for the basic
asPec6.
I should now like to move on ro deal briefly with the
repon itself, whose main point 
- 
that European Polit-
ical Cooperation is at present the only forum in !7est-
ern Europe which can play an increasingly imponant
pan in the development of a European securiry con-
cept- I fully eadorse. I too see no alternative rc this
policy. The reasons set out in the repon carry convic-
tion. Allow me in panicular to advance two major
arguments in favour of EPC. For one thing, if the Ten
are to develop in the direction of European lJnion, we
cannot ignore security issues. Secondly, the coopera-
tion among the Member States aimed at European
Union must include all the Member States, which is
only possible in an EPC context. Anything that applies
rc the Ten as a whole must of necessity apply to secur-
ity policy cooperation too. 'S7e cannot afford an d k
carteEtrope in this respect. Securiry is indivisible.
I feel bound rc deny the claim made in the repon that
EPC consultations have tended to devalue consulta-
tions within the Alliance. The Alliance is concerned
primarily with security poliry in the transatlantic con-
text, and there already exists within NATO an Euro-
pean consultation forum in the shape of the Euro-
'-- i-
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Group. fu far as securiry policy is concerned, EPC is
given a more specific flavour by the fact that it is res-
tricted to Europeans and does not extend to miliary
issues. In other words, EPC and NATO should not be
in competition with each other, but should instead
complement and strengthen each other. The important
thing is that the members of NATO and EPC should
share common convictions and security interests, and
should be convinced of the fact that the basic element
of their existence 
- 
security 
- 
is truly indivisible.
There is therefole just as little likelihood of rivalry
bem/een EPC and NATO as there is of a division of
work, whereby EPC would deal with the polidcally
more attractive issues including arms control and dis-
armament, leaving the more controversial and more
unpleasant issues to NATO. A strong and united
Europe is a welcome factor in the Alliance by vinue of
its political predictability, and there is general acknow-
ledgement of the imponant role we play vis-,i-ois pol-
itical stabiliry in Europe and hence for peace in the
world. The fact that we are discussing security policy
issues can have no effect on the close and trusting
cooperation which characteri2es the relations of the
Ten tq other friendly and allied states.
A second critical comment I have to make relates to
the differences of opinion besween the Europeans and
the Americans, dealt with in the chapter entitled 'EPC
yersus NATO consultations', which rc my mind is
excessively pessimistic. It is perfectly normal for differ-
ences of opinion to arise among equal partners in the
Alliance, just as in the Communiry. The members of
the Alliance can no more be forced into line than can
the Member Statcs of the Community. In rhe Alliance,
any differences of opinion often result from the more
global view of problems taken by the USA compared
with the more regional oudook of the Europeans. Ve
shall simply have to learn to live with this fact, which is
caused by a variety of geographical, historical and
other factors.
So far 
- 
and this is a measure of the true value of the
institution 
- 
the Atlandc Alliance has always man-
aged to atree on a common approach as a result of its
closc consultations in a spirit of mutual confidence.
Ve should not underestimate the political strength of
this abiliry of ours to reacl agreement. The latest in-
stance we have of the phenomenon is the gradual con-
currence of views' on East-'Sflest economic relations,
which resulrcd in the lifting of American sanctions
against European firms. In this respect, the repon
could be a little more up-to-date.
I should like to follow up these comments on the
report itself by pointing out that the government of the
Federal Republic of Germany, which I am here to
represent, has always attached very greet imponance
to security policy cooperation within the framework of
EPC, and we shall continue to do so during our tenure
of the Presidenry.
Allow me to say in conclusion that there is conflict and
tension in the c/orld not because we have,soldiers and
arms. The soldiers and the irms are in fact themselves
the consequence of unsolved political problems. For
that reason, we cannot talk about peace and securiry
unless we are prepared to go to the very roots of the
political problems. In that respect, any form of politi-
cal cooperationis a conditio sine qua nonfor a discus-
sion on peace and securiry.
(Applaase)
Mr Radoux (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, allow me to make the point that some
of the Council representative's speech was outside the
terms of reference of Mr Haagerup's repoft and that,
in fact, he was speaking as a member of a national
Eovernment and not on behalf of the Council. As such,
his remarls had no place here.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
i would just like to draw atten-
tion to the fact that the Minister did not answer my
oral question with debate on nonproliferation. \7hen
does he intend to answer that question?
Mr Mertcs, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, I think it was evident from
what I had to say in what respects I put the position of
the Ten, and in what respects I was refeiring to a spe-
cific position of the Federal Republic of Germany.
As regards Mr Seligman's oral question, I should like
to remind you that the Council does not think it
appropriate to pass a value judgement on how the
IAEO in Vienna goes about its tasks. I am sure Mr
Selifman knows that, under the terms of the Treaty
establishing the European Atomic Energy Communiry,
it is up to the Communiry to foster the development of
nuclear enerry for peaceful purposes and to establish
controls to ensure that nuclear materials are not used
for purposes other than those for which they were
intended. The Community and the Member States
have concluded agreements wirh rhe IAEO on the
basis of their specific responsibilities to ensure thar, on
the sovereign territories of the Member States, IAEO
inspections and checks can.be carried our according to
the modalities laid down in the said agreements. In this
respect, it is up to the Commission, acting on behalf of
the Communiry, to ensure that the verification agree-
ments function as they were intended. Of course,
everyone in the council is well aware of the problems
to do with the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,
and the policies pursued by the Member Srates are
specially geared to their international commitmenrs.
Mr Bnrno Friedrich (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, no matter what decision, this
House may take today on Mr Haagerup's report, the
fact that we are for the first time discussing the basic
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issues of European sccuriry is a milestone in the work
of the directly elected European Parliament. Regard-
less of whether we approve or reject the report, it is
wonh reminding ourselves at the beginning of this
debate that the rwo world wars which have been
fought in this century began as European civil wars,
and it was only after Europe had destroyed itself that
the process of peaceful unification could get under-
way, the European Community being the major
expression of that process to date.
It therefore follows that, given the experience of those
rwo world wars, the only demand we can really make
in this debate on the Haagerup Repon is that we, the
Members of the European parliament, must do every-
thing in our power to ensure that European civiliza-
tion is not annihilated by nuclear war. That is what the
Haagerup Repon itself says, and I should like to add
that the people of Europe have entrusted no more
imponant task to us than the obligation to use every
means at our disposal to prevent a third world war
beginning in Europe. The Socialist Group therefore
endorses the major demands made in tlie repon,
although we shall only decide on our final position
after the vote has been taken on the amendments.
The basic principle of the European Community is the
inviolabiliry of its Member States'vital national inter-
ests. European securiry interesm as a European con-
cept are only conceivable as the sum of national secur-
ity injerests, and in that respect, I regret the fact that,
in imponant passages, Mr Menes was speaking on
behalf of his government rather than of the Council.
After all, on military issues in panicular, we must work
on the basis of the principle of the inviolsbiliry of
national sovereignty, and that principle applies not
only to the Irish, the French and the Danes, who 
- 
as
we know 
- 
have very different views on this matter.
Only if this principle is adhered to will a lot of Mem-
bers feel ab[e to give their support do the Haagerup
Report.
The view of the Socialist Group is that the European
Communiry is not a parallel organization rc NATO,
and that European Polidcal Cooperation is not a par-
allel poliry to that pursued by NATO. NATO has 16
member countries, only eight of which are likewise
Member States of the European Community. That is
something y/e must bear in mind in discussing this
rePort.
The Communiry should therefore harbour no ambi-
tions to take the.place of NATO or do its job. How-
ever, at the same time, we shall ilways oPpose any
atrcmpt on the pan of the superpowers to develop a
form of securiry which is increasingly based on one-
sided dominance and on the military aspect to the
exclusion of all other,aspects.
Since Helsinki, security has come to mean something
complercly different from just military securiry policy.
The increasing dominance of miliary matters in the
superpowers''thinking in the midst of a world econo-
mic crisis which is having its effect even on those
superpowers will, with frightening inevitabiliry, bring
mankind to the very brink of a nuclear war. Ve there-
fore deplore the fact that, in the Polidcal Affairs Com-
mittee, the Socialists' amendment direced agains-t the
dominance of purely military aspects of security policy
was rejected.
Over recent weels, we Europeans ha* come ta, real-
ize that some movement is taking place in the super-
powers' negotiations on arrns limitadon and control.
The major world powers are beginning to realize that
the arms race cannot continue at its old pace. "\7hat
this amounts to 
- 
and what the European Parliament
expects 
- 
is that compromises must be found by the
superpowers on questions relating to arms limindon
and control. In this respect, the Haagerup Repon
could be an imponant contribution on the pan of the
Europeans should it come to a resumption of the pro-
cess of ditente as envisaged by the Helsinki Final Act,
a process which was interrupted by developments in
Afghanistan and Poland and the superpowers' hew
armaments spiral.
But solutions in the form of compromises 
- 
and I
stress the word 'compromises' 
- 
will only be possible
so long as neither of the superpowers tries to establish
' 
'a position of superiority over its rival, and we Euro-
peans are cenainly not mere putry in the hands of the'
superPowers.
Right from the start, the directly elected European
Parliament has espoused the peace poliry enshrined in
the Helsinki Final Acr In the first weeks of this Parlia-
ment's life, \Zilly Brandt initiated a hearing on the
Final Act which was well received throughout Europe,
and we have consistendy recognized the imponance of
the Act despite the cooling-down in the process of
ditente. It should be the Council's job to formulate a
European proposal and present it as a European con-
tribution at the Madrid review conference, and we can
only hope that the French proposal on confidence-
building measures will lead to genuine arms limitation
and control in Europe.
The passive attitude of the Council as regards the for-
mulation of a European securiry concept is bound to
reinforce the impression that we Europeans are pre-
pared to leave it up to the superpowers to define what
is meant by a European security poliry. In making this
point, I am in no way criticizing our American allies,
who have taken on major burdens, but this House did
make the point in July of last year that we expect to be
Eeated on equal terms by our American partners on
securiry matters and on all matters involving cooper-
ation. Let us not forget that, in 1979, the European
Communiq/s Bross national product exceeded that of
the United States. '!7e attach great importance to ac-
knowledgement of our specific European identity on
these maqters.
{i
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Ve also wish to enter into a dialogue with the Soviet
Union and the other countries of Eastern Europe, and
this would be an easier matter if the Soviet Union were
prepared at long last to accept the Communiry as a
political realiry. The establishment of a Sbviet Embassy
attached to the European Communiry in Brussels
would constitute a qualiitative change iir the naure of
the dialogue with the Soviet Union and the other
countries of Eastern Europe.
The Socialist Group rejects point 5 of the Haagerup
Repon. Ve think it would be entirely wrong to har-
monize the political elements of European Political
Cooperation and NATO on the grounds that it would
be a wrong step at the wrong time. lIhat has hap-
pened to the European securiry concept which was
supposed m be fonhcoming here? Even the Presi-
dent-in-Office pf the Council made no reference to
this. I deplore the fact that NATO is at present in a
state of structural crisis and that a great deal of con-
troverry has blown up in the United States between
.Globalism and Atlanticists, who want to sei America's
securiry poliry orientated towards the global interests
of the USA, which would mean ousting Europe as the
central element of securiry poliry. That is how things
stand in the USA, and it is the kind of thing we wanr
rc hear more about when Vice-President Bush comes
to Europe. In that respect, point 5 rcnds, in my view,
to weaken the European position. If, Mr Haagerup,.
you take a look at points 1 and 5 of your morion for a
resolution, you will realize that there is not only a pol-
itical contradiction, but also a logical one. It therefore
seems to me that you too should be prepared to strike
out point 5. In codclusion, I should like to make the
point that the Socialist Group is firmly roorcd in the
tradition of the worldwide peace move.ment.
(Apphuse)
That being so, allow me to remind you of what Jean
Jaurds said about European politicians making rheir
own fate and their own existence dependent on rhe
maintenance of peace in Europe and throughout the
world. And so, in our first securiry debate here in
Srasbourg, I should like to conclude by saying that
we Europeans as a whole 
- 
no marrer.what political
group we may belong to 
- 
should deal wirh this
report in the tradition and the obligation expressed by
Jean Jaurds.
(Apphuse)
Mr Schall (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Group of tthe European People's
Pany very much welcomes this motion for a resolution
on the subject of European Political Cooperation and
European security, and I should like to address a first
word of thanks to our rapporreur, Mr Haagerup. He
has managed to make a political subject which has
been the source of many years' controversy and which
is of importance to the future of the European Com-
munity acceptable to a majority of the Polirical Affairs
Committee as well as 
- 
I am sure I am right in saying
this 
- 
to a majority of this House.
The motion for a resolution we have before us now is
based essentially on another modon for a resolution
which I tabled on behalf of my Group on 9 March
1981 
- 
in other words, almost two years ago 
- 
on
European Political Cooperation on matrers of securi-
tiy policy.
Of course, it is true that this House has already
adopted three resolutions on detailed securiry poliry
matrers, bur, in adopting this panicular resolution, the
European Parliament will be taking decisions of prin-
ciple which will be of major future imponance. The
Member States of the European Communiuy share a
number of imponant securiry inreresrs which are
wonh investigating wirh a view to the formuladon.of a
genuinely European peace and securiry concepr.
Public opinion in Europe musr be kept better informed
than has been the case so far on a future European
security concepr, and in rhis respect, it is up to the
European Parliament to formulate joint European
securiry inrcresr by extending 
- 
both quantitatively
and, in panicular, qualitatively 
- 
its responsibiliry, its
scope and 
- 
let me stress 
- 
its powers.
It is with a sense of grear satisfaction that my Group
sees this motion for a resolution as rhe fulfilmenr of a
demand made many years ago in the Tindemans
Report, in our election manifesto and most recently at
the EPP Conference held in Paris in December that
political prioriry be given to the creation of a future
European Union. The same is also true of all the
Members from vinually all the Groups represented in
this House who, for more than two years now, have
been discussing questions reladng ro European secur-
iry policy in the inter-group working pafiy on security..
At this juncture, I should like to welcome the very,
clear points made by Mr Menes on behalf of the
Council and the fundamental principles spelt out just
now by Mr Friedrich. The oft-cited criticism that the
Treaties of Rome prohibit the European Parliamenr
from discussing securiry policy issues is erroneous and
must be rejected. It would be quirc grotesque and
absurd if this House were ro debate any number of
political details, but refuse to discuss a political marrer
of the very highest prioriry.
It is only undersandable thar those Members who
deny that the security of our Member States is under
threat from the Soviet Union or who refuse ro recot-
nise that fact will vote against the motion for a resolu-
tion, along with Members who are opposed to the
European Communiry as such. The rapporteur has
already made this point, and I should like to underline
his arguments. However, the overwhelming majority
of this House is conscious of its responsibilides zis-ri-
vis the people of Europe and their viral interests, and
are thus working rowards the aim of European Union
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as a peace-keeping force and a force capable of peace
on the world political suge, and these Members will
welcome this motion for a resolution as a milestone
along the road towards a joint European foreign
policy.
Konrad Adenauer wrote in his political memoirs that
domestic policy determines bow we live, but that for-
eign and security policy determines whetherwe live at
all, and what he had in mind was of course living in
freedom. As Foreign Ministe; Colombo said in the
explanatory statemenr on the Genscher-Colombo pro-
posal, which is so vital to the further development of
the European Communiry, Europe must be concerned
not only to create such imponanr facbrs as sabiliry,
political development and economic growth, but must
also make a coordinarcd and effective contribudon
towards im own security. He went on to say that a
European security poliry seemed in this respect to be
not only justified, but essential, a policy which would
take on its true dimension by way of European Politi-
cal Cooperation.
Following on from these commenm on the main
aspecm of the motion for a resolution, I should like to
sress swo panicularly imponant facrors. Securiry and
the maintenance of peace as the principal and all-per-
vading aim of a common European security poliry run
like a thread throughout the motion for a resolution.
The principal aim and the true justification of all polir-
ical activity is peace 
- 
peace in libeny and wirh rhe
right to self-expression and self-determination on rhe
part of all the peoples of the European Community.
Security policy as such is not an absolute political aim,
but is in fact the means whereby politics can attain and
guarantee the principal aim of peace. As a resulr of the
all but inconceivable changes which have taken place
in the kind of military hardware available, the princi-
ple of preparing for war if what you wanr. is peace,
wlrich had been valid from the beginning of dme until
just a few decades ago, has now undergone a qualita-
tive and quantitative shift to become 'if what you v/anr
is peace, then prepare for peace'.
Along with the demands for joint acrion as a contribu-
tion to peace and stability, for negotiations on arma-
ments control and for the dismantling of milinry
deterrence potendal, rhe morion for a resolution calls
for the preparation of a European security concepr
capable of making a genuine contribudon towards the
esablishment and maintenance of peace.
I should like rc draw your arrention ro rhe amend-
ments tabled by my Group, and to appeal to J/ou ro
accept their inexorable logic and give them-your sup-
port. In conclusion, I should like rc smre,on behalf of
my Group that this motion for a resolution represents
a milestone on the European Communiry's road
towards European Union, that European Political
Cooperation is for the firsr dme becoming an effective
instrument, that the European Parliament is thus tak-
ing a major step forward in terms of its importance
and its democratic responsibilities, and that the adop-
tion of this resoludon will underpin the most impor-
tant issue facing our countries today 
- 
the mainte-
nance of peace ina spirit of libeny.
(Appkuse)
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Madam President, it is to my
mind a fine thing that this thoughtful and persuasive
and timely report should coincide with this morning's
unchallenged declaration by the Parliamenr in favour
of lasting peace through mutual negoriarions on disar-
mament 
- 
nuclear and conventional 
- 
by East and
Vest. For here now arises the essenrial companion of
disarmament: the security which alone can guaranree
the freedom of the peace which it musr help promore.
It is evident that some aspects of this repon passed by
the Political Affairs Committee by so large a majority
still disturb various elements in the Parliamenr. To
those who affect to maintain that it threatens ro [urn
the Community into a military complex of some kind I
have nothing to say because argumenr is a waste of
time as regards .rhose who use rhe issue of mutual
securiry, our very survival, to undermine the Com-
muniry or to play on the popular fear that membership
of the Communiry could drag us into war, there is no
time to wasre on them either. And actually not many
of them are here with us today.
But to those who fear rhat this report, or orhers on rhe
same subject, represent some new and possibly hazar-
dous depanure, I would poinr this out! !7e have in this
document 
- 
all parts of it 
- 
a skilled and instructive
assertion of what in terms of Communiry and parlia-
mentaiy competence the process of political coopera-
tion, if nothing else, already is. It is the more impres-
sive and forceful precisely because it embodies and
gives wings to an idea whose time has come 
- 
a Com-
muniry security policy; as the Minister has assened to
us, not in rivalry to the Atlantic Alliance bur comple-
mentary rc ir I agree with Mr Friedrich. 'S?'e are not
replacing NATO and must nor. Mr Haagerup is now
bringing the Parliament ro rerms with a srate of affairs
in respect of securiry 
- 
call it whar you will 
- 
which
already exists. He invites us to accept, as we all have
to, that for that growth of political union in the Com-
munity in which we have conrinually expressed ourjoint belief, the political securiry aspect is as important
as the foreign poliry one.
And this is not merely to ,p.rk of defence. The Com-
muniry aftiilde to Afghanistan, rc Poland, to the Mid-
dle East, to East-'!7est trade, to South Africa, to Tur-
key, to energy, to raw materials supplies, the lot 
- 
all
this is pan and parcel of our security, our survival.
\Torries have been expressed again about clause 5,
which covers political consultation with the Vesrern
Alliance. But this consultation is already aking place,
as the Council has pointed out. How else could we
usefully have concened our joint position' for the
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Madrid talks on d6tente? If this consultation is essen-
tial and accepted by the Council, why should this Par-
liament deny itself the right positively to influence the
course of such events? If we limit our scope as a demo-
cratic body, we are merely hobbling ourselves. Vorse,
we make ourselves incredible if we deny in such a way
our concern, our interest in our own safery.
I must agree with Mr Schall. The Treary of Rome
does not, and cannot, confine what we think and what '
we say. No doubt, of course, th'ere are limits, if not to
the legaliry, at least to the propriery of our involve-
ment.
But let me put this to you. Those in the European Par-
liament who demand disarmament, whether multi- or
unilateral, are already interfering fundamentally 
-perhaps critically, if their advice is taken 
- 
in defence
poliry. Indeed, some of them, in doing so, come dan-
gerously close to asserting what this report does not,
i.e., a parliamentary role in deciding military strategy'
For to call for the removal of, say, theatre nuclear
weapons has as many strategic implications as to call
for their installation.
There is one other matrcr to which I must refer in this
connection. Again and again our right to speak on
security matters has been challenged .- it has hap-
pened again today 
- 
in spite of the accepted fact that
they are dealt with in political cooperation and in spite
of the fact that Members of this Parliament with no
apparent love for the Communiry or its development,
siill less foi the United States, have sent to the Political'
Affairs Committee resolutions expressly dealing with
security, including questions concerning arms sales, or
nuclear weapon deployment or anything else you like.
Once this repoft has been passed by ourselves, it
would be of the greatest satisfaction to all of us who
are anxious to save time and patience, if we were all to
. accept once and for all that no power, no treaty on
eanh has the right to srcp us from discussing what we
wish to discuss and that arguments about security-
related reports, in which the Commission, I suspect,
will have a more direct concern than it has in this pres-
en[ one, should be rational in argument and not
crudely emotional.
Madam President, my group, as'I am sure you will
know, gives its.wholeheaned suppon to what the Pol-
itical Affairs Committee, through Mr Haagerup, has
said to us.
(Apphuse)
Mr Gremetz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen,
the scale of the popular movement with unprecedented
vigour demanding peace and disarmament in Europe
can be felt even in this Assembly. I would like rc say
straightaway that this is a good thing which cannot but
encourage all those akeady working for these noble
objectives to reinforce their efforts in joint and separ-
ate acdon.
France, and the other countries represented here, have
in fact an imponant role to play with the help of this
movement, in the context of political cooPeraton, too,
in putting an end to the insane arms raci, so that the
netotiations started as a resuli of popular pressure will
result in genuine balanced steps to reduce arrns, guar-
antceing securiry for all.
However, in spite of the references to this general
concern featuring in the resolution before us, is this in
fact the road it is suggesrcd we should take? Ve
aheady know of other plans of the past which in actual
fact amounted to attempts to introduce here a climate
of cold war and crusading, and attempts to make us
debate issues which the Council itself has recognized
as being ouuide our competence. The problems of
defence and security are the exclusive domain of each
sovereign State.
I would like solemnly to reiterate here the basic posi-
tion of the French Commirnist Parry on this matter.
Being in favour of our independent deterrent force,
which is a basic element of our countr;/s securiry, the
Communist Parry could not allow it to be discussed by
this Assembly or any other body. The motion may
present things less crassly than on other occasions, but
the reference to movement in public opinion cannot
hide the main point. fu the report incidenally shows
in its conclusion, it is 'a search for a common strategy
in the field of security' that is being proposed to us for
ratification.
As illustrated by the note submitted by the French
Government, Mr Haagerup's report tends to go well
beyond the defined limits. One paragraph of the reso-
lution is just as revealing as others. \Vas it in fact not
necessary, according to this text, 'to coordinate the
political consultadons conducrcd by the European
Political Affairs Committee and NATO respectively',
although our country is no longer a member of the
organization of the Atlantic Alliance, and has no
intention of returning to it? For us, it is quite simply
unacceptable.
Completely different channels should, we believe, be
sought when questions of peace and disarmament have
m be discussed, which is quite normal. The accumula-
tion of arms, missiles, bombs and nuclear weapons,
whose use would lead tir our planet's destruction, has
become intolerable for the various nations, countries
and governmena. The fabulous amounts of money
wasted are also intolerable at a dme when 800 million
human beings are suffering misery, poverty and often
hunger and most countries of the so-called Third
\7orld do not have the financial, rcchnological or
economic means for their development. This is what is
deeply repulsive to the universal conscience.
The Communists' commitment to peace and disarma-
ment is not new. Ve have always been militanm for
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peace. Our ideal is a world without arms and war. This
is why, and I will confine myself here to a recent
period, we have never stopped making proposals to
advance gradually but rcsolutely in this direction. This
was the spirit of the 20 proposals made in 1979 to
achieve a Europe of cooperation and peace, and it is
the spirit of the French Communist Pany's address to
the UN lastJune.
'$7e are pleased that today associations, political par-
ties, churches, men and women of varying sympathies,
in shon the most varied movements, in a multitude of
actions taking the most varied forms and for the most
varied motives, are expressing common concerns as
recently formulated in our country by us in conjunc-
tion with the Socialist Parry: 'the need for progressive
conrolled and balanced disarmament, a reducdon in
all weapons and the link betcreen disarmament and
development'. '
It is in this spirit that we believe that France , while res-
pecting her alliances, must shoiv that she is active and
take the initiative to achieve peace and disarmament.
Yes, it is urgently necessary that the negotiations being
conducted in Geneva should result as quickly as possi-
ble in the limitation and reduction of arms in Europe
on the basis of an equilibrium cif forces and security
for each country. It is also necessary that the meetint
in Madrid should lead as soon as possible to the call-
ing of a conference on disarmament in EuroPe. These
negotiations are the aff.air of the governments, but of
all the nations as well; they must be held completely in
the open.
Large numbers of proposals are presented by numer-
ous States, by the movement of non-aligned nations
and by the neutral countries, etc.'$Therever these Pro-
posals originate, they must be scrudnized seriously
enough to find every means of making progress. Inci-
dentally, this is why, although items were still open to
discussion, we vorcd for the Fergusson resolution,
recommending a close srutiny of the proposals made
by the lTarsaw Pact in Prague.
Ve have always been believers in the simultaneous dis-
solution of the blocs, and we think it is today up to the
States or governments, with the backing of the people,
to take the initiative for peace and disarmament' In
this sense, there is plently of scope for cooperation,
but this is not the spirit of the resolution we are debat-
ing.
Even though it is not up to our Assembly rc deal with
- 
and I repeat 
- 
problems of defence and securiry, it
would nevertheless be quite useful and a positive step
if we maintained the hopes of the people of Europe
and adopted a resolution in favour of peace and disar-
mament, in favour of a positive conclusion to the
netotiations which have been staned.
This is the spirit in which we shall support the amend-
men6 to the proposed rcxt tabled by the European
parliamentarians for Nuclear Disarmament which is a
sign of the dmes and of the power assumed by the
popular movement of the European parliamentarians,
and which we are in favour of. Coming from different
countries and being members of different parties, they
all have this one essential target, this prime human
right, that of living in peace and, since I have respect
for the Assembly, you will see that I am finishing 30
seconds before the end of my speaking time.
(Appkuse fron the Communist and Allies Group)
Mr Nord (L).- (NZ) Madam President, my grouP
has decided unanimously to give its backing to the
report produced by Mr Haagerup on behalf of the
Polidcal Affairs Commitrce. I should like briefly to
explain why we are so much in favour of the report
and, at the same time, comment on our own attitude
to the subject dealt with therein.
Firstly, Madam President, I should like m say that we
are delighted that this debate is mking place at all. N7e
Liberals have always found it impossible to understand
how anyone could claim that we have no right to dis-
cuss such matters in this House. As we all know, very
many people throughout Europe are worried about
the seclriry issue, and rightly so. Th"t" 
-atte.s geher-
ate highly emotional reactions in many quarters, and
we therefore have not only a right but also a dury 
-
as the elected representatives of the people of Europe
- 
to discuss in public these matters which rightly are
of great concern to our people. That is the view we
Liberals have always taken, and vle are pleased that
many others have now come around to our way of
thinking, and that a broader measure of consensus has
now crystallized on this point.
Madam President, in the debate on the stat€men[
made by the President-in-Office of the Council on
Tuesday, Mr Bangemann made the'point that security
poliry involved a lot more than just military self-def-
ence. 'What we need above all is a joint European
approach to all aspects of the securiry of our pan of
the world, and it is up to us rc Bet together to formu-
late such an approach. The Haagerup report is a first
step in this respect, and we welcome the way in which
the rapporteur has set about his task. He has endeav-
oured in the first instance to stress those elements that
many of us here can agree on, and he has evidently
succeeded in his aim, if the vote in the Political Affairs
Committee is anything to go by. Let us not delude
ourselves into thinking that, when it comes to discuss-
ing the problems raised by Mr Haagerup in more
deail on future occasions, there will be no differences
of opinion within this House. Of course, there will be
differing views, and that is of course as it should be. At
the moment, though, we should like to congratulate
the rapporteur on choosing to adopt an approach
whereby, in the current phase, he has set out to
achieve as broad a consensus as possible among all
those in this House who really have the fate of Europe
, ,.1" i
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at heafi, who know that it is only by acting together
that we can serve the intefests of our people and thar
major prioriry must be given to securiry matters.
To speak of European security, Madam Preiident, is
automatically to speak of the Atlantic Alliance and our
relations with the United States. As far as we are con-
cerned, there is no inherent contradiction in formulat-
ing a European security concept oi our own and at the
same time continuing rc believe that the Atlantic ties
are of vital importance to our future well-being. On
the contrary, we believe that Europe has no right to
simply sit back and leave its security up to the Ameri-
cans. Our true strength lies neither in European isola-
tion nor in disregarding our own responsibilities
within the Alliance. It is precisely by formulating a
European securiry concept of our own that we can
ensure that the Atlantic factor is more effective, aqd
can free our transadantic relations from many of their
shackles. '!7'e are quite sure that this kind of. develop-
ment would be heanily welcomed by the Americans
too.
Madam President, we regard this debate as a starting
poinl This is, as far as we are concerned, the Haage-
rup Repon Mark I, which we hope will be quickly fol-
lowed by Haagerup Mark II, dealing with a number of
detailed and fundamental matters and giving more
form and subsance to the European security concept
we so urtently need. It is with this in mind, Madam
President, that I can assure you of my group's support
for the report.
Mr Ttorn, President of the Commission.
(FR) Madam President, I vould like to thank you for
allowing me to speak and I would ask all the honoura-
ble Members, beginning with Mr IsraEl, to excuse me
for asking to speak before them but, because of other
tasks I have ahead of me, I shall have to leave Stras-
bourg in a few minutes.
As you can well imagine, ladies and tentlemen, rhe
Commission has not spent. a long time examining this
repon and has not decided to adopt any stance for
legal reasons you are well aware of. However, since
the Commission fully fianicipates in political coopera-
tion, I thought it would be normal for us to take parr
in this debate and for me to sey something, at least
from my personal point of view since I believe that
when it is a question of extending the Community's
powers, we should all accept our responsibilities and
commit ourselves to an opinion.- And I would like rc
say straightaway rhar this debate and your Political
Affairs Committee's report are of prime importance,
which is obviously not appreciated by some people
and, without wishing to bring the term 'historic' into
disrepute, I would like to say that for us, the European
Community is a Community which must be interested
in everything and from which nothing, absolurcly
nothing, should be excluded.
I would therefore like to thank your Political Mairs
Committee, and above all your rapporteur, for the bal-
anced report he has presented and for the ideas ser
fonh in it.
My personal opinion is that the European Com-
muniry, as you wish it, ladies and gendemen, and as
cenainly the Commission would like it to be, is a com-
munity desdned to a common future and to which
nothing should be alien. Let us be honesr: we know
that we shall proceed towards economic integration
right to the very end and have begun by being an
economic community; we shall nor be a properly inte-
grated economic community and we cannot ask for
the solidarity of all our citizens until the day we really
have common views dn the main items of policy.
'Vell, 
can we achieve this economic inrcgration? Can
we ask our citizens for these sacrifices? Can we, as
you have just said, set the lines of poliry if we have not
got the courage to talk about our security together?
(Applaase)
There is no example in the history of human sociery,
since the sart, of securiry not being whar it should be:
the fundamennl aim of every society. A society is
,created, and a collectivity is created ro ensure its survi-
val and securiry, and we seem to be acting here as
though we thought we could form a communiry on
the basis of the essential and ask sacrifices from the
professions or the people, without sharing the same
concern for our securiry. It is absolutely impossible
and we must realize this once and for all.
It is not because long before us (the economic com-
munity suned in 1950 in the form of the ECSC),
those who preceded us, following this logical se-
quence, commined themselves to political union one
year later, nor because, following rhe sanie logical se-
quence, they committed rhemselves to the European
Defence Community two years later, nor because four
years later this Defence Communiry failed, thar we
rcday, with our legs still severed, should nor have i,he
courage for the rest of eterniry to assume our respon-
sibilities and talk about what is Cssenrial to each of us.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, and I would like to con-
clude with this, it is nor up ro us ro say rhat we are not
to talk about NATO and rhe IZEU or the links
between these organizarions. Security at an initial
stage is essenrial and we should nor repea[ rhe same
errors as were perhaps commirted in 1950. Let us talk
about security and defence; we shall talk a lirtle later
about the military, i.e. the execurive arm. '!7'e should
begin by discussing among ourselves how we envisage
security: pacta sunt sentanda.
'!7e shall assume our responsibilities, the countries
which are members of NATO will assume their res-
ponsibilities. Thoie who do not wish will refrain from
doing so, but let ir be said among us that nothing
I'
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should be taboo among the members of one and the
same communiry; we should be ready, I believe, to
talk about everything rcgether. Then we shall see how
far we can go. But how can we hope to share a grand
design and a great destiny if we do not see eye to eye
on security, i.e. the survival of those whose lives have
been entrusted to us?
(Appkase)
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, we are aware above all of a major con-
cern of the European nations: the people want to safe-
guard their own existence. There is a feeling of inse-
curity in our consumer sociery and a number of citi-
zens of this ancient Europe of ours are wondering
about their future and casting an anxious eye on the
incredible accumulation of weapons lining the rwo
camps which share our continent from East to'!7e'st.
The Haagerup report asks us to consider the argument
that the European Parliament should reflect these
wishes of the people and define a policy to guaranrce
this security.
Since the meeting held in London in December 1981,
European Political Cooperation includes, legitimately
in our view, this concern for security in the European
Communiq/s general policy. It is obviously pan of our
duty to ensure that the European nations are con-
cerned about collective security. It is certainly not a
question of setting up polidcal cooperation in a son of
defence institution, with structtrral links with the
NATO military organization. Neither should the
European Parliament be confused with the parliamen-
tary assembly of the !/estern European Union. Fur-
thermore, as Mr Haagerup says in his repon, a new
European Defence Community would be neither real-
istic nor desirable. However, since the countries of the
European Community and the. other countries of
'$flestern Europe, as well as the United States and Ca-
nada, are conducting negodations with the Eastern
bloc at the Conference on Securiry and Cooperation
in Europe, it is normal that the conditions for collec-
tive security should be examined joindy by our Assem-
blv.
In spite of the tragedies of Poland and Afghanistan,
this joint examinadon should be oriented towards
ditente, because ditente and security are indissolubly
linked. Many will say that there has been peace in
Europe for 35 years because the Vestern community
has been armed. But what sort of peace, ladies and
gentlemen? A peace which ruins our economies,
ireates distrust and guarantees the misery of the Euro-
pean nations enslaved by totalitarianism.
A poliry of security and cooperation in Europe could
not be conceived as representint accePgance of the
polidcal and moral imbalance affecting our continent
and transforming half of the European population,
and I say it with regret, into a community of slaves.
\flhat everyone has agreed to call the balance of terror
, that is supposed rc be held by nuclearweaPons implies
a certain degree of stability in East-Vest relations.
This balance vill be positive in its effect only if the
causes of the conflict are eliminated. It must be real-
ized that, in an event of serious crisis, nuclear balance
is not necess arily a factor which would create calm
and peace. The European Communiry must try to
define a securiry poliry, i.e. a common strategy to
maintain peace and constantly seek channels for the
peaceful development of the Community countries in a
spirit of international cooperation. This is a duty we
have towards the nations of Europe, and it is true that
the collective security of the Europeans Presents the
European Communiry with inescapable problems.
\7e are well aware of the existence amont the ten
nations of the Communiry of tendencies rcwards
pacifism and neutralism as well as a kind of general
weariness in reaction to the war-torn record of human
history. Ve know that large-scale movements, often
led by major spiritual forces, extol a kind of demobili-
zation of the spirit.
The main obligation of the European poliry for secur-
iry in Europe is to make the people understand that
the dury to survive, which is a genuine collective form
of self-preservation instinct, is the moral imperadve
for our sociery of freedom and abundance. The anti-
nuclear movements, however respectable they may be,
actually pose a serious thr6at to the securiry of Europe
and it is up to the European Community to ensure that
people are aware of this danger.
There is one funher problem: it must be admiued that,
at the moment, Europe is not capable alone of provid-
ing its own defence, in other words, a proPortionarc
and 
. 
adequate response to outside aggression. The
French and Bridsh atomic weapons are forces whose
,use would have a totalizing effect, a litde like the arm
used by a terrorist. The denuclearizetion of Europe
would quite simply consist in the re,cognition of Soviet
dominaiion of the continent and tlie finlandization of
the countries of the Communiry.
. And now for my last question, Madam President: Ger-
many's contribution to security in Europe is essential.
The difficulties are clear to everyone. Germany cannot
, be given the atomic bomb and does not want to have
the supreme weapon. She is rocked by very strong
pacifist movements. Tomorrow, she will perhaps be
rcmpted to begin monumental negodations, with the
dizzy heights of reunification in mind. The Eastern
countries are probably prepared to pay very dearly to
detach the Federal Republic from the rest of us. Ger-
many must stand fast.
As we can see, the whole range of problems surround-
ing the definition of a European securiry policy is of
concern to both the governments and the nations
represented by the European Parliament. They are
problems which, in spite of the differences in interpre-
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tation and the various difficulties naturally associated
with them, concern Europe's future. It will be ro our
Assembly's great merit to ask these quesdons and to
the satisfaccion of our colleague, Mr Haagerup, to
have referred ro rhem. The questions of securiry in
Europe are questions of survival. How could they be
absent from our minds?
Mrs Hemmcrich (CDD. 
- 
@A) Madam President,
it is not difficult to see through this report in spir,e of
its caudous language. Its intention is quirc clear from
the explanatory note. The underlying idea is that of
union and a European Defence Communiry. Mr Haa-
gerup writes that 'if the European Communiry has a
future at all it is inevitable that securiry and one day
even defence will become pan of it'. However, as
Mr Haagerup knows, it would be unrealistic to think
in terms of a Defence Community until the dme was
ripe, and this is exactly what the repoft'wants, i.e. to
take the small cautious steps involving, for example,
coordination bemreen NATO and EPC. Mr Haagerup
v/ants to extend the concept of'Securiry' to include
defence and military marrcrs. This is hinted at in para-
graph 2, 3 and 4 and starcd more explicitly in the sec-
tion on EPC, which recommends that strictly military
questions should be discussed in that forum.
However, ingenious the report might be, it is miles
away from dre Treary of Rome, from Danish Law and
from what Mr Haagerup's eledorate thinks the Euro-
pean Communiry should be dealing with. This Parlia-
ment is not competent to discuss military matters, as
Mr Haagerup does for page after page, and voting
against the repon is obviously the only possible course
of action open to every Dane and everyone else who
wishes to respect law and order. Even people involved
in the various peace movemen$ should reject the
repon and nor ler themselves be taken in by the fact
that the word 'peace' is used eight times in the motion
for resolution. The peace movements get quirc a rea-
sonable mention in paragraph F, or 7 and paragraph 8,
but a few pages later we read that they can represenr 'a
serious threat to European securiq/, as Mr Isradl also
maintained.
The report is full of such self-contradictions, which
are there for the purpose of a depressing piece of dou-
ble dealing. The repon speaks of concern ar the num-
ber of nuclear weapons in existence but frinher on it is
stated that security depends on rhe exrent of one's de-
fence rystems. It also claims to advocare ditente
between East and \7est but later goes on to say thar
the Soviets will probably attack us enrya1 It speaks
piously of the Nonh-South Dialogue but throughout
that repon the developint counrries are merely
referred to as places from which we can ger our raw
materials.
Members of the peace movemenr in Denmark were
shocked at the report and its outdated and dangerous
concept of securiry. People should think rwice Lefore
giving themselves over ro an absrract faith in the idea
that a large united European Community would be in
the interests of peace. lZhen has the formation of a
new power bloc ever promoted peace? Ve must be
realistic and realize that Mr Haagerup's report unfor-
tunately reflects the approach to securiry which gener-
ally prevails in the Communiry mday. Just imagine a
European Communiry in the form of a large military-
industrial complex! Imagine joint arms producdon 
-which is one of the things Mr Haagerup in fart advo-
and, over and above thar, a polirical council
making binding decisions so rhar the individual coun-
ries could nor act independently 
- 
rhis would be a
military-industrial complex and we know how difficult
it is to steer a complex of this kind in a peaceful direc-
tion.
Imagine a European Community of the kind I just
described with limited raw materials at its disposal in,
an acute situation. !7e have already seen wars over
raw materials or 
- 
as people prefer to describe it 
-protection of wodd trade. SZe should realize that the
safest thing to do *ould be to insist that rhe European
Community has nothing to do with defence and mili-
tary matters.
Finally, a presenr for the rapporreur 
- 
a dove with a
chain around its foot in a cage with a solid padlock so
there is no chance of it fllng out and becoming, as
Mr Haagerup has called the peace movement, a se-
rious threat rc European securiry. There are.much
more serious threats!
Mr Romualdi (NI). 
- 
(17) M, President, rO. *r",
that in the sphere of p6litical cooperation the Euro-
pean Communiry has a fundamenral duty to take an
interest in problems concerning the securiry and def-
ence of its people and of the rest of the world 
- 
and
therefore arms and the production and selling of arms
- 
is a fact that can be challenged, and even denied,
only by the Communists and by the most rabid and
.radical leftwing panies and by everyone, left or right,
'who is against the political uniry of Europe. I mention
the Communists because they are in favour of Europe
- 
and perhaps they are sincere, I am not safng they
are nbt 
- 
but what they wanr is a Europe which is
neutral and also neutralized almost ro the extenr of
yaking sure rhat there is grearcr freedom and leeway
for Soviet poliry and for the power of the'\Tarsaw
Pact countries.
And I mention the leftwing parries because they are
lliLity faithful 
- 
in spite of constanrly being rudely
disillusioned 
- 
to their naive and etcrnil role is pacif-
ists. The sad fact is that in the lasr fony years or so this
role has served only to help the material, moral and ,
pqychological erosion of the Vest, whose narions,
peoples, political parries and cultural circles have
become incapable of reacting against or even under-
standing the tremendous outflanking manoeuvre
which international Communism is larryiqg our
l-
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against the free world, and doing so in the name of
fieedom and national liberation' This is freedom and
liberation which Soviet Russia fiercely denies the peo-
ple in its own imperial thrall which is shamelessly
colonial. And then you have all those, across the polit-
ical spectrum, who do not want to see Europe united
politically and therefore not even economically,
Lecaus" phey realize that it is practically impossible for
any political and therefore economic community to
exisq capable of producing real political action and
developing its own economy, unless it is also in a posi-
tion to take an interest in matters cortcerning sequrity
and disarmament, the production and selling of arms.
These are sectors of acdviry on which our lives depend
in the general sense of existence and production, and
there ii no way they cannot be carefully and responsi-
bly monitored by the great powers.
Is this the surreptitious rourc we want to follow in our
efforts to built the European Defence Communiry
which failed so miserably at the Palazzo Borbone
some rwenty years ago? Is this what the Haagerup
repon is suggesting? Of course not! It i5 6xdre quirc
clear in the report that this is not an atrcmPt to suP-
plant NATO. The efforu of the esteemed Members
and the repon by Mr Haagerup are just an attemPt to
make the European Parliament face up to its responsi-
bilides. Ve have to state an imponant need in that we
have to assess all the aspects of the crisis in the Com-
muniry. It is not only economic but political and mili-
tary as well. Our indifference could make thi-ngs worse
ani this would make the problem of defence and
peace even more tricky. I am talking about a sense of
iesponsibiliry which the European Parliament is quite
right rc remind us of. Ir is a shame that the Commis-
sion, whose favourable view we heard voiced rcday in
the brief but stirring words by Mr Thorn, was not able
to realize this even before we did and take the neces-
sary measures.
Mrs Charzat (S).- (FR) I would like to make two
criticisms of Mr Haagerup's report.
The first basic criticism is that the Haagerup rpport
rcnds to continue the logic of Yalta. It dissociates
Europe's securiry from the search for the inroduction
of greater autonomy for Europe from the two blocs.
Thi political aspects of securiry in Europe are mainly
analysed from the viewpoint of the Protection
affoided by the Atlantic Alliance. Now to my mind,
Europe's securiry presupposes the development by the
Europeans themselves of .a dynamic, autonomous and
voluntary project for the European Community for
the decade to come. I have only time to give you one
example: the absence of a common indusrial policy
and ihe presence of some 12 million unemployed
expose tli,e European Communisy rc the risk of
betoming dependent on others for all advanced indus-
trial equipment. How'could the Communiry face the
political problems of security in view of the fact that it
would become not only economicallybut also militar-
ily dependent for lack of the technology for the means
oi defence it employs to guarantee Europe's freedom?
The development of a Munich spirit in Europe, which
does not favour the necessary disarmament, is a dan-
ger. But why should the youth, who make up a large
majoriry of Europe's unemployed, defend a Com-
munity which offers it nothing but discouragement
and resignation?
The second basic criticism I shall make of Mr Haage-
rup's repon concerns the fact that he establishes a link
beween European Political Cooperation and the
Atlantic Alliance. The Atlantic Alliance cannot be the
medium for examining questions of securiry from'the
European viewpoint: in actual fact, Ireland, which is a
full member of the European Community, is not a
member of the Alliance, France is not integrated in
NATO and the French representatives are not Present
when the Atlantic Council deals with military prob-
lems, because it is then supposed co be acting as a
NATO body. Finally, there can be no question here of
defence by the Ten since the Treaty of Rome gives the
Communiry no compercnce in defence matters.
Mr Haagerup acknowledges that it is the VEU which
is competent for Europe as far as collective security
and defence are concerned. However, in his repon he
refuses m recognize the \7EU as the vehicle for Euro-
pean cooperation in defence matters. France; for her
pan, believes that the \ZEU is an authentic European
insdtution which should be developed and reinforced
in the future. Furthermore, the seven members of the
\7EU belong to the European Community and Atlan-
tic Alliance.
Better coordination could be created becween the
fusembly of the \7EU and the European Parliament
with regard to the political aspects of securiry, and the
European Council could repon on its acdvities to the
two fusemblies. The European Parliament's Political
Affairs Commiqee and the E!7'U's General Affairs
Committee could meet to discuss questions of com-
mon interest.
It is by confirming its identiry that Europe will contri-
bute to the dissolution of the blocs, as well as to secur-
iry and peace.
Mr Mommersteeg (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
the report on European Political Cooperation which
was 
- 
as the rapponeur has reminded us 
- 
adopted
in the then European Parliament almost exactly ten
years ago was concerned, among other things, with
the idea that EPC, directed as it is towards the con-
vertence of the Member Sates' foreign policies, could
not itnore security matrcrs. This had nothing at all to
do with the idea that it was time to breathe fresh life
inrc the European Defence Communiry, but stemmed
from the conviction that peace and securiry policy
were an integral aspect of foreign policy. Some of the
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then Members of rhe European Parliament may recall
that, at the time, this was a conEoversial issue, but the
repor! was adopted nonetheless.
The attitude adopted then has been legitimized de
factoby events over the last rcn years, and Mr Haage-
rup's report gives ample and balanced documentary
avidence of this state of legitimary. Events have shown
that it is of the urmost European interest for rhe Euro-
peans to seek a common sandpoint, a concensus of
the securiry needs of Europe and the'!7est, based on
the facts of life in Europe and European views, analy-
ses and considerations. Mr Genscher said the day
before yesterday that we musr work towards a Euro-
pean securiry concepr, and in view of the disquiet,
confusion, and justified concern among sections of
European public opinion, it is highly importanr rhat
clariry is brought to what consritures European secur-
ity and a European security policy. Do we, as the
directly elected represenudves of the people of
Europe, nor have a duty to give consideration to this
matter?
There need be no contradiction begween the process
of European awareness in this respect and the Atlantic
Alliance. The important thing is that the European ele-
ment musr be srengthened in what in essentially a pol-
itical body 
- 
the NATO Council. That is implicitly
what paragraph 6 of the modon for a resolutiorhas to
say. In my view, rhe distinction besvreen true Euro-
peans and pure Atlahdcists is obsolete.
I cannot go inrc all the points of the motion fo, 
" 
..ro-
lution, but I should like to devote particular arrenrion
to paragraph (j) of the preamble, expressing the con-
viction thar 'arms control negotiarions berween East
and \Zest are important for boths sides, that they
should take the form of a conrinuous process and thar
they should be aimed ar mutual securiry based on bal-
anced military relations at the lowest possible arms
level'. The Haagerup report sets out principles and
ideas, and presenm convincing arguments for common
securiry interests and the need for a genuine European
security concepr. !7hat it does not do 
- 
and was nor
called upon to do 
- 
is spell our such a concept.
'It therefore follows that this morion for a resolution is
merely a stardng point, and the House is bound to ask
iaelf what comes nov/. In our view, paragraph 4 of rhe
motion for a resolurion gives only a partial and too
general an answer to this question. !7e feel that ir is up
to the European Parliament ro embark as soon as pos-
sible on a stock-taking exercise and a rhorough -and
rigorous analysis and definidon of what conltitures
common European security interesr, securiry risks
and security needs.
That will be first and foremost the job of the political
Affairs Committee, wqrking on the basis of the princi-
ples set out in the Haagerup Repon, and the sinsible
approach with regard ro rhis urtenr and tricky under-
caking would be for the Political Affairs Committee ro
set up a working parry to pass on information to the
committee itself. That is the tenor of Amendment
No 52 tabled by Mr Shall on behalf of the EPP Grbup
- 
no morg, no less. I would call on this House to give
its approval to the said amendment.
Madam President, I should like rc conclude by refer-
ring to something said by the President of the Euro-
pean Parliamenr, Mr Danken, in a speech he gave last
month in Brussels to the Belgian Royal Defenct Insti-
tute. He said 
- 
and I go along with him 
- 
that the
Alliance can only survive if it is based on a more inde-
pendent European poliry. As Europeans, he said, we
have a right and a dury ro stress the soundness of our
vision of securiry and stabiliry for Europe, but if we
wish to lend sufficient weight ro this view, we musr
have the political will m formulate and uphold a com-
mon and consistent standpoint, and in view of what is
at sake, this could well the the supreme challenge the
European Community will face in rhe 1980s.
Madam President, is it also a challenge to us,
European Parliament, and the Members of
House? It is up ro us ro decide.
the
this
Mr Normanton (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I am
delighted to follow Mr Mommersreeg, panicularly
bearing in mind the words of President Dankert whicL
he quoted to rhe House.
May I congratulare Mr H""'g.*p on rhe sense of real-
ism and the sinceriry with which he opened this
debate. If I may compliment him on his skill and
integriry in every sense of rhat word in the drafting of
the explanatory srarement in his reporr. Vere the
House to be voting on this, I for one would be much
more enthusiastic in my contribution. But when I
study the morion for a resolution on which we shall be
voting and set it alongside rhe long and ever-growing
list of problems and dangers with which Europe and
the free world is beser, I am, ro say rhe leasr, a little
concerned.
However, let me say at once that I am in no way criti-
cizing-Mr_Haaterup. fu rapporteurs, each 
"nd "lr..yone of us knows that we are required to draft resolu-
tions to meer the accepance of the committee which
appoints us, not exclusively to represent our own
deepest feelings. Ultimately, the objecrive is to get
them through this House. The almosr anodyne termi-
nology of thi resolutions is, in my view, but a reflec-
tion of the extbnt to which some 
- 
some would say
many 
- 
honourable Members in this House ire at
best politically out of touch wirh the realities of the
world and ar worsr, dare I sugges[, wanting ro ensure
that Europe opts our of the world evenrs. Sf'. c"nnor,
we must nor. That is what Mr Haagerup is saying.
Some honourable Members who served in the Euro-
pean Parliament before direct elections may well, of
course, recall rhe Klepsch resolution and the attached
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report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. That repon was
adopted by a very significant majority of the House
but with very strong vocal opposition to its content.
However, I think it resurrected a line of political
thinking which has gained some, but still insufficient,
momentum. The development of European political
cooperadon, which really is at the heart and core of
this panicular report, is the most significant political
development since the founding of the Communiry.
Events in the last rwo or three years have confirmed
that, if there had been any doubts in any of our minds.
It means and what is more important, the world sees
and hears that it means that Europe is no longer pre-
pared to be purely a commercial giant but a polidcal
pytmy, which we were and to sonie extent still are.
Instead ure are determined rc develop a political ident-
iry and an awareness that, in order to be responsible to
our peoples in Europe and responsive to the demands
placed upon us by the world, we the Communiry and
this House must develop into something more thah a
producer of fine words and pious platitudinous declar-
ations.
The Haagerup report makes this abundantly clear.
The resolutions serve, as far as I am concerned, only
as a pointer to the road which we the Community and
this Parliament must take. However, given the political
climate in this House and the political realities in the
world outside, I put it at the level that even a figleaf is
better than political nudiry. I shall vote for thC adop-
tion of the Haagerup repon and I shall, together with
others in this House who do see the realities of the
world in which we have these responsibilities as
elected representatives, continue to give Mr Haagerup
himself my fullest and total support in bringing the
Communiry one more clear step forward along the
road to political realism.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
[7) Madam President, in spite
of what the new President of the Council seemed to
suggest, I would point out if I may that this is the
European Parliament and not the Bandestag. \7e are
discussing the Haagerup report here, at a dme when it
can be reasonably hoped that East and \7est are man-
aging through negodation to become aware of the
danger which threatens us all and therefore they are
becoming aware of the need to tackle the problem and
make a serious atrcmpt to find solutions which in
guaranteeing the securiry of everyone also guarantee
general security, this being the spirit of the Helsinki
Agreement. The fact that we are discussing this'repon
reflects the hope that Parliament expressed this morn-
ing when it vcited on the Fergusson resolution.
'lfhen the long and involved work on this repon first
began in the Political Affairs Committee, the interna-
tional situation was tense in quite a different manner
and the clouds on the horizon were much blacker. The
rapporteur is to be praised 
- 
and I should like to take
this opportuniry of paying tribute m his effons 
- 
in
spite of the differences of opinion on certain parts of
the text. I am thinking in particular of paragraph 5 of
the motion for a resolution, which has already been
mentioned by Mr Friedrich for the Socialist Group.
The rapponeur managed, I feel, to take a well-bal-
anced view based on three specific points of reference.
First of all, he has managed to convey the unaccepta-
biliry of the arms build-up in Europe and the world
and together with rhis he has reflected the deep con-
cern which has affected and aroused the general public
on the subject of a shift in international relations,
away from a rational approach [o one of non-com-
munication on account. of an arms race which seemed
- 
and to a large extent still seems 
- 
ineviable and
uncontrollable and likely to sveep over everything,
including the ability of the politicians to halt this
plunge towards the abyss and operate an about-turn.
Secondly, there is the conviction that this about-rurn
must be helped by the consant effons of the Ten.
They have to stop assuming that there is n6 other
option and instead develop a policy of ditente and dia-
logue.
Thirdly, the report is based on a profound sense of
commitment to Europe, in the sense that the Europe
of the Ten and the'political cooperation which has
resulted will be able to exert a posidve influence on
events and srcer the rwo superpowers away from their
collision course, provided we can make it more and
more clear 
- 
and I am talking about security, and
therefore peace, as well 
- 
that we have a common
destiny and common interests.
Madam President, the Italian Communists share these
three convictions and we want to do all we can to give
international prominence to this role of Europe and in
this way to advance the process of European union, in
the economic as well as in the political sphere. Ve are
well aware that to get anywhere 
- 
and today's debate
bears this out again 
- 
we have had in the past, we
must rcday and we shall be obliged tomorrow ro cope
with all kinds of stubborn and even exaggerated reac-
tions. If we believe that this process of building Europe
is vital for the futuri, we cannot and must not be put
off by this. \7hat we have to do instead is ro make
gradual progress forward, expanding the range of our
ideas and of our common policies.
Here of course there is a point of disagreement with
many of the Members who have spoken. Vith today's
debate and the vote on the Haagerup repoft another
step forward is being made. \7e are taking this step,
aware of what it means and the fact that by doing this
and pointing out the benefits of joint securiry we are
creating the conditions for 
^ 
grealer contribution
towards ditente and peace, towards halting the arms
race and towards a Europe which insrcad of increasing'
its stock of terrible weapons of war can exert strong
pressure on the rwo superpowers, and lasdy towards
rl
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moves to bring about definite measures for a con-
trolled and balanced reduction of arms.
Instead of being a year in which new missiles and new
weapons are deployed, this new year ol 1983 can and
musr be the year which sees the stan of an about-turn
that mkes us back to a sense of reason and joint res-
ponsibility and the year which sees the emergence of a
peace strategy. As this new year begins, there are some
encouraging signs of light at the end of the hitherto
dark tunnel of East-\7est relations.
If we are really going to make some progress in this
direction, Eirrope has to hold on in there in the same
way as all these movements and people and groups
who in recent months have acted to put a stop to what
seemed to be a mad rush owards disaster. In all these
areas, so that 1983 will become the year when there is
a decisive about-turn in the direction of peace and
arms reduction and disarmament, the Italian Com-
munists intend to pledge themselves to an even greater
extent.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the rapporteur, whom I would like to
congratulate, asks 
- 
not without reason 
- 
about the
extent of our Padiament's competence in dealing with
problems of securiry and defence, and in actual fact,
the Treaties are quite forftral on this (Mr Thorn
poinrcd this out to us a few minutes ago) but we know
that, however imponant the wording of the Treaties
may be, the spirit of a law must be considered, and
one cannot imagine that in such a grave and essential
area the legislator should have wished to forbid any
discussion of this subject in the absence of an estab-
lished coherent doctrine.
History always takes it upon itself to reply rc ques-
tions, even to those which it was thought would never
or should never have been, asked. It could have been
said that vrar y/as the continuation of politics by other
means. Vell, let us look at the starc of war and then
consider politics. Direct engagement of armed forces
constitutes a state of war. Today, more than ever
before, the nuclear hypothesis would appear rc be the
most probable, and by this I mean compared with a
conventional type of conflict, and there is a reason for
this: when the accurary of ballistic weapons is
improved to perfection, chiefs of saffs change their
approach to nuclear conflicts.
Ve must be realistic. Today, for a distance of over
10 000 kilometers, the aiming acarrtcy is about 100
meters. The energy of destruction can therefore be
considerably reduced and as a result, the large major-
iry of fixed military installations could be desuoyed
without substantial human loss. This has dual conse-
quences, ladies and gentlemen: no more apocalyptlcal
conflicts on the one hand, and, since the conflicts are
no longer apocalyptical, they become more probable.
And so one of the difficuldes we face lies in a mistaken
approach.to certain concepts such as the parity of
forces.
Finally, victory in a modern nuclear war depends on a
combin4tion of three factors: initiadve (it is obvious,
as we know, that democracies will never learn this),
surprise, which makes all allied consultation impossi-
ble and, finally, the accuracy of the ballistic weapons
which prevents any response by annihilating the adver-
sary's nuclear potential by pinpointed 'surgical' opera-
tions.
Victory therefore goes to the one who takes the initia-
tive in the conflict.
Pariry is a lure.'!7e must envisage every possibiliry. Ve
hear it said that in the event of war, Europe will be thc
first to be hit. If we imagine a conflict between the
Unircd States and the Soviet Union, it is difficult to
imagine Europe remaining on the sidelines. It is then
better for Europe to have an effecqive weapon at her
disposal. If we imagine a conflict berween Europe and
the Soviet Union, either of rwo things will happen:
there will either be no Pershing rype rocket in Europe,
and then the United States, under pressure of their
own public opinion or for other reasons, could regard
Europe as not being a prioriry arget to be,preserved:
in shon that Europe was not worth a third world war,
or alrcrnatively, there are Pershing rockets or Cruise
misseles in Europe, and then the Soviets are blocked,
i.e. deterrence comes inrc full play. They can either
choose to destroy our nuclear force without touching
American weapons, but they cannot take the risk of
encountering reactions from the Americans, especially
if the national commands are involved in the firing of 
.
these rockets. The Soviets, Mr President, ladies and
tendemen, can still decide rc destroy the entire
nuclear-potential of the adversary, but they would be
striking a direct blow against the interests of the
Americans, who would thpn not fail to respond.
The Pershings in Europe are a funher guarantee for
our security. Therefore, to conclude, I hope we find
the means for our securiry. Today, many organiza-
tions are studying this question and giving the impres-
sion of 
-doing so without any panicular concern for
unity, or perhaps even coherence, and under no cir-
cumstances are they doing it efficiently enough.
Being the Gaullist that I am, I would like to remind
you very briefly of what General de Gaulle said in
March 1948. He said that for us, first of all, an econo-
mic, diplomatic and strategic groqp had to be formed
ben/een the free States of Europe, who would unite
their production, exchanges, exr€rnal action and
means of defence. This assembly of perhaps 250 mil-
lion people, uniting substantial and often complemen-
tary resources, eminent intellecual, spiritual, moral
and social values, would give the old world its change
again. Ladies and gentlemen, we must grasp this
chance and, for the sake of this problem of Europe's
securiry, I firmly believe in the.need for this Parlia-
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ment to provide itself officially with a consultative
sructure (and I congratulate the rapporteur on this)
but personally, I would have liked us to gd perhaps a
limle funher, in other words, go so far as to create a
Parliamentary committee.
It is high time, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
that we became aware of an alarming situation by
reacting no longer simply with words but with action.
This is the price of the peace to which we are very
deeply attached.
this spirit that I hope my arnendments will be viewed
and approved by this House.
Mr Pesmezoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr
Haagerup's report on behalf qf the Political Affairs
Committee is of major importance, but I believe it will
be of even greater imponance if it is adopted unani-
mously or at least by an overwhelming majoriry. There
are three points I should like to make'
Firstly, the economic and social progress of our peo-
ples is impossible outside the European Communiry,
ind it is impossible for the European Communiry to
make. any progress unless it is founded and con-
structed on an active and joint European foreign and
defence policy. The progress and security of our peo-
ples 
- 
ail our peoples 
- 
are closely,interdependent.
Secondly, European defence policy means a joint and
collective efforrm protect the vital securiry interests of
our peoples. This principle must be acceprcd both
within and outside Europe, and, if this mission is to be
accomplished, major responsibiliry will attach to the
political leadership in our countries, and in this con-
text today's contribution and initiative by the Euro-
pean Parliament, is of major significance.
Thirdly, European defence and political cooPeration
does not mean' opposition to the United States or
NATO. I do not think the misgivings expressdd by the
\7est German Minister and President-in-Office of the
Council of Ministers are justified. Agreement with the
USA and NATO, as well as contacts and dialogue
with the Soviet Union and the Varsaw Pact on arms
verification and limitation and on efforts to avoid an
armed confrontation will be srengthened, not weak-
ened, by an ever sffonger European foreign and def-
ence poliry. The answer to the remark by Mr Fried-
rich 
- 
who was speaking on behalf of the Socialist
Group 
- 
that our main objecdve mu$ be to avoid a
nuclear war, is that bringing the political weight of the
Communiry to bear and establishing a common def-
ence policy with cooperation and a joint concePt on
defence 
- 
at least as far as conventional weaPons are
concerned 
- 
is the surest way of protecting Europe
against a nuclear confrontation and, more generally,
of safeguarding peace in Europe and throughout the
world.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the Danish mem-
bers of the Socialist Group will be voting against the
Haagerup report, and I should like to set out a few of
ihe reasons why we shall be doing so.
Paragraph m) of the preamble says that'the European
Community and its institutions have no explicit res-
ponsibiliry for defence and military securiq/. As the
paragraph stands, what is being intimated 
- 
or some-
what more than intimated 
- 
is that the Communiry
does, however, indirectly have some degree of respon-
IN THE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER
Vce-Presidcnt
Mf Vandemeulebroucke (CDD. 
- 
NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlernen, I should like to comment
very briefly on the amendments I myself have abled
with the aim of basing this debate on the full range of
the peace problem, covering not only securiry within
the Atlantic Alliance, but also international and human
rights and world-wide improvements for the common
good.
After all, securiry covers much more than just the mili-
tary dimension. As far as we in Europe are concerned,
rhi issue has long since ceased to be just a matter of
safeguarding our own sovereignty, and has n-ow come
to cou.r the safeguarding of all the aspects'of our ourn
particular development model. In other words, threats
r,o our securiry can take many forms in addition to '
pure and simple military aggression on the part of. a
neighbouring country.'We can be faced with economic
sanidons, threats to our supplies of raw materials, aid
conditions, and so on. The present world crisis shows,
indeed, that our economic and social well-being can-
not be safeguarded by military means alone. The
Europe of the Ten has degenerated into a free-trade
zone, with the political thinking and 
- 
above all 
-the political leadership being surrendered increasingly
to NATO.
Our view is that a European poliry should be sup-
poned by other elements such as European autonomy
within NATO, East-Vest cooPeration as a Suaranrce
of European securiry, the dismantling of trade barriers
berween East and Vest, development cooPeradon on a
non-commercial basis and rejection of an economi-
cally and financially ruinous policy of a balance of mil-
itary power. The way rc show the true desire for peace
on ihi pan of us Europeans would be to accePt the
well-publicized project for a securiry zone in Vestern
and Eastern Europe free of nuclear weaPons. Another
way would be to place restrictions on the arms trade,
of which so many Member States are guilty. It is in
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sibiliry for these matrers, an idea which we find unac-
ceptable.
In paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution, an even
more serious element in our opinion is the reference to
the European Parliament's 'growing participation in
European Political Cooperation'. Our view is that
European Polidcal Cooperation is first and foremost a
forum for consulations between governments, and we
do not want this House rc have any responsibiliry for
foreign policy consultarions.
Finally, we have paragraphs 5 and 6 of the modon for
a resolution, which are closely bound up wirh each
other, lumping together foreign policy consultations
within the European Communiry and political consul-
tations in NATO. Ve simply cannor accept any such
thing. These are in effect rwo separare institutions
which do not have 
- 
arid should not have 
- 
anything
to do with each other; nor should there be any form of
coordination beffeen the rwo.
'!7e therefore feel bound to reject the Haagerup repon
on the basis of our election manifesto, which states
clearly that membership of the Communiry should
have no effect whatever on our securiry and defence
policy. Our feeling is that, by adopting the Haagerup
report, we would be taking a first 
- 
albeit cautious 
-step towards a process which would run counter to
our manifesto.
In conclusion, I should just like ro say that we of
course accepr thar there should be something of the
nature of European Political Cooperation and foreign
poliry consularions between governments. Indeed, we
think that kind of thing quite useful, but the Haagerup
repofl,'s proposals go beyond what we think should be
the scope of such consultations. Major changes would
have to be made to rhe reporr if we were to give it our
approval, and I am pleased ro norc that the entire
Socialist Group goes along with us in thinking that
paragraph 5 will absolutely have to go. Nonetheless,
we know rhar the Right can count on a majoriry in this
House; we know that we cannot expect the requisite
changes to be made, and we shall rherefore be voting
against the report.
Mrs Gaiotti De Biase (PPE). 
- 
gn Mr President,
ladies and gendemen, this cautious and balanced
repon contains tvro basic truths which we should con-
sider. Firsr, there is a need for a definite conrribution
by Europe ro [he cause of peace, and this means thar
we need a European plan on securiry. Secondly, this
Parliament has the duty and rhe necessary authoriry to
help formulate such a plarr and a sensible decision-
making process.
It may be possible for a European securiry plan to be
framed in many ways which we cannot fordsee at the
moment. But there are f,wo resricrions. On the one
hand it cannor be either neutral or non-neutral, while
on the other it is bound to reflect the traditions, inrer-
ests and particular requirements of the people of
Europe. Of course, the need for such a plan stems to
some extent from the existence of new weapons and to
the emergence of this idea of a European theatre of
war, which explains the concern of the public and of
young people in Europe.
The fact of the matter is that we are nor neutral. This
Parliament has shown that it is not neuffal in judging
democratic sysrems, human righm and the qualiry oI
foreign policy which in democracies depends on public
support. Our aims are srill peace and general disarma-
ment bur ir has not been shown yer rhat the way to
achieve this is by disarming ourselves. Our aims are
security and peace bur, ro obtain rhese, it must still be
shown that a mounrint deterrent is sufficienr.
'!7'e want to point out that a political approach is the
main way of obtaining securiry. !7e need a European
poliry which takes accounr of the feelings, needs and
requirements of the people of Europe and which nkes
account of the geographic, technological and human
factors which affect us.
The second basic truth in the Haagerup reporr under-
lines the role of this Parliamenr in working our a
European security plan. The genuine feelings of soli-
dariry which increasingly link our citizens ro a com-
mon destiny are much sffonger and deeper that we
politicians like to believe.'SZe have no desire ro ques-
tion national competence in this area, but we all know
that this comperence is just a legal formality because ir
is no longer possible for anyone on his own to back ir
up either diplomatically or militarily. The sensible
thing to do now and increasingly in the future is to
look at these problems. But I should say rhar rarher
than common sense it is the need for peace which will
make us do this. Vhat becer place is there for work-
ing out a common securiry poliry, which is nonerhe-
less neither neutral.nor neutralist and.which can be a
symbol of peace, than in a supranarional parliament
which emerged from the desire to unite two different
nations after two wars, a parliament which is aware of
the rcrritorial restrictions of a Communiry Europe
when compared with the Europe of the past, and a
parliamenr which is naturally critical of myths of
power and of individual narions' illusions of domina-
tion? The ways in which we carry out this task are still
to be decided, [he answers to be given to the fusembly
of the Vestern European Union and the De poii
repon and the follow-up to the Fergusson and prag
reporrs in the Commitree on Insritutional Affairs. Ve
have to avoid hypocritical excuses which seek to make
an abstract distinction berween this or thar body when
our common desdny is in the balance. Vhat we hope
to see with today's vote, which we hope will be carried
with a large majoriry, is a signal of peace and strength
to those ouride Europe.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED). 
- 
Like the last speaker, Mr
President, I am fully 
.in favour of Mr Haagerup,s
report on polirical cooperarion and security.
tf
I
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In the first place, it has been researched with ability
and diligence, and all and sundry concerned with these
affairs have given evidence, been interviewed or been
consulted.
Secondly, it is timely in that, with the death of Presi-
dent Brezhnev, the affairs of the Soviet empire, about
which we in the Vest have most concern, are under
new dictatorial direction and this, therefore, is a time
when we must reflect on our attirude in the European
Community to the nevr and probing initiatives that are,
already being tried out on us today.
Thirdly, as Mr Nord has said, the fact that this debate
is taking place at all here in the chamber in Strasbourg
musr encourage those many of us wfto have peace
truly at heart that the European Parliament itself will
give proper consideration to its continuance, its
develdpment and its funherance inrc the foreseeable
future.
There is in this repon, I suggest to Mrs Hammerich, a
peace movement in itself because there is understand-
ing of the need for balanced arms reduction on both
sides and the need for truth on both sides about the
vreaponry in each other's hands.
I am so pleased that in this discussion on securiry and
defence we have in the official gallery representatives
of the \Testern European Union. Members of this Par-
liament are of course aware that under the Treaty of.
Brussels, modified by the Treaty of Paris, the '$Testern
European Union of nominated national parliamentari-
ans plays a prime role in discussing and advising within
the conrcxt of the North Atlandc Treaty on matters of
defence and I have believed for a long while rhat we
must coordinate with them in order rc achieve a sym-
bolic relationship where we each feed one on another,
and a synegic outcome where our efforts combined
can be more effective in the totaliry than those of
either one of us alone.
Vith the exception of the Irish, the Member States of
the EEC are equally members of the Nonh Adantic
Organization. Ve look foiward rc Spain and Ponugal
joining the Community. Ve have the prosped there-
fore of a coordinated security outlook from the Vest
to the Eastern bloc and this is something we must
build on.
Forgetting the Irish again, an easy thing to do,
although of course they are always happy to share our
liberties while sheltering under our defence umbrella,
we can surely in this forum, taking due note of this
report, integrate more closely and effectively with
each of our European neighbours. And thus in the
fields of common arms procurement, with a common
wish for multilateral arms reduction, common grounds
with equally peaceful Nonh African and indeed
worldwide aspirations, we can forge hand in hand rc
form a st4ble, cohesive and effecdve deterrent to any
military or, hopefully, even ideological attack on our
European Economic Communiry.
Mr President, Mr Haagerup's report is a milestone, a
giant milestone, in the progress and the maturity of
this Parliamenr
Mr Efrcmidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presideirt,to par-
aphrase a famous saying, at this critical moment and
on this critical subject, the spectre haunting Europe is
not the spectre of Communism. It is the spectre of the
nuclear holocaust, since it is from Europe that the first
nuclear strike'with medium-range missiles is intended
to come 
- 
with those missiles whose establishment is
now being promoted 
- 
and Europe will be the theatre
of the limircd nuclear war, if it is possible to limit it.
Mr Haagerup's motion for a resolution does not deal
with this terrible danger to which attention is being
drawn by the powerful peace movement 
- 
which does
not, as my colleagues Mr Gremetz and Mrs Hammer-
ich have already said, consist only of Communists, but
of people of all religious, ideological and political con-
victions. Instead of dealing with this danger it actually
worsens it. Ve shall therefore resolutely oppose the
motion 
- 
but for various other reasons as well.
Firstly, for reasons of principle. \7e are opposed to
political integration, because that means economic
sub)ugation 
- 
particularly of the small countries 
-and a restriction of their national sovereignty, and
since the motion promotes political integration
through so-called political cooperation, it is only
natural that we should be opposed to it.
Secondly, we shall vote against the motion because, by
means of political cooperation and, hence, polidcal
integration, it will lead rc the invohement of the Com-
munity in securiry, defence and military matters 
-despite Mr Haagerup's skilful arguments to try to
deceive us. In other words, this is an atrcmpt to turn
the Communiry into a military and political bloc, and
this at the very dme there are calls and proposals from
the other side for both the existing alliances to be dis-
solved. Mr President, we are extremely attentive to
this call, because our country has suffered terrible con-
sequences from our accession to the military and polit-
ical sides of NATO. In yesterday's debate someone
iaid that we came from a srange country. That is very
rue, because as a member of NATO we are now suf-
fering danger and threats to our rcrritorial integrity
and national sovereignry from another member of the
same alliance, Turkey, and it is therqfore impossible
for us to be in favour of a motion which proposes that
the Community turn itself inrc a new polidcal and mil-
iary bloc.
Thirdly, Mr President, we oppose the motion because
this development of the Communiry into a new politi-
cal and military bloc will simply be an addition to
NATO. It will be yet funher confirmation of our peo-
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ple's slogan 'EEC and NATO are one 
"nd ,h. ,"..gant'.
Mr President, I would add that this complemenary
role for the Communiry in the military side of NATO
is in no way acceptable even to those who dream of an
independent presence for the European Community.
On the contrary, it would mean the subjugation of the
Communiry to Atlandc policy. For these reasons we
shall vorc against the motion, and we do not believe
that any individual amendments will change its ess-
ence.
Vc, for our part, are proposing something which is
within the sphere of responsibility of the Communiry
as laid down in the Treaties. \7e have tabled 'an
amendment which says that Parliamenr should express
its hopes for a successful ourcome to the negotiations
in Geneva and for protress in the CSCE talks. That,
Mr Haagerup, is the security qfstem which will reduce
the insecurity felt by the peoples of Europe 
- 
and not
what you propose with your misrepresented facts,
events and figures. I do not have time to tell you how
many such inaccuracies and suspicious omissions there
are in your long-winded and one-sided explanatory
statement.
Mr Alcxiadis (ND. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, I must stan by safng that instead of
touching upon the nub of the problem, Mr Haagerup's
repon circumvenls it. If Europe is oday in a subordi-
nate position ois-ti-ois the swo super-pow'ers, this is
not for economic reasons or because of a'lower level
. of technology or science, or even for any lack of crea-
tive initiatives, but rather because of the lack of auton-
omy in defence. Anyone dependent for his protecrion
on the arms of others lacls political decisiveness and is
obliged to align his steps with those of his protector, as
the Romans already knew. The aigument that increas-
ing defence spending ar a rime of economic crisis will
ag}ra]late the situation does not hold waqer, because
new jobs will be created and consumption stimulated
through the increased resources available to those who
are no longer among the ranks of the unemployed. On
the eve of the Second Vorld !Var, political forecasters
- 
you might call them astrologists 
- 
foresaw a rapid
downfall for the Nazi r6gime because of its enormous
expenditure on arms to the neglect of all other prod-
uction effons. They were shown to be resoundingly
wrong, and those who refused rc bear their own arms
were soon forced to manufacure and bear the arms of
the victor. It required six years of cruel war and an
alliance of nearly the whole of humaniry to put an end
to the Nazi ryrrany. However, there appear to be
some of us who have srill not learnr this lesson. Once
again, we are starting to hear declarations in favour of
peace 
- 
with or without doves, such as the one which
was brought into this House bound in a cage 
- 
and
voices opposing arms. The inrendons may be honoura-
ble, but it is being forgotren that peace and interna-
tional ditente 
- 
like love 
- 
require the cooperation
of rwo sides, otherwise they end up as a battle for
self-suficiency to the detriment of one's health. In
ancient times in Southern Italy, which was known as
Magna Graecia because of its Greek population, there
were neighbouring cities 
- 
Sybaris and Croton. The
former had set up what would today be called the con-
sumer iociery par excellence. The latter was marked by
the srictness of its morals, by its arhletic achievements
and by its military training. Vhen it came ro a battle
between the two, Sybaris was not simply defeated but
was wiped off the face of the eanh, and it is only
recently that some minor traces of its former existence
have come to light.
If Europe is not to suffer the same fate as Sybaris it
must decide to increase its defence spending.
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(QR) Ladies and gentlemen,
for us Greek Socialisa securiry poliry in Europe
within the framework of European political coopera-
tion can only mean the acceptance and practical imple-
mentation, with all the means ar our disposal, of a
poliry which will lead a ditente and arms limitation,
is *ett as to the.peaceful coexistence of all nations ani
peoples on.the basis of the principles of the UN and
the 1975 Helsinki Declaration. Acceptance of such a
poliry is the reason we have tabled Amendment
No 28, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the Haa-
Berup report. !(e believe thar this amendment should
provide an absolurcly clear basis for discussion and a
precondition for the acceprance of the report.
Our aim and our wish is ro continue to believe in a
Europe with common cultural ideals, with a profound
awareness of the great historical tradition which binds
all the peoples of Europe, regardless of the country in
which they live, whether ir be in the \7est or rhe Easr,
and we are in no way prepared ro accepr fatalistically
the present division.
None of this can be achieved if the European Com-
munity simply adopts any old security and cooperation
policy. Such a poliry must be based on rhe clearly-
expressed wishes of the peoples and on the facts 
- 
in
other words it must be a genuine peace poliry and not
one which, under various preiexts, we are being urged
to pursue along the lines of the ancient doctrine of
Imperial Rome: 'If you wish peace, prepare for war'.
Because that, ladies and gentlemen, is what is happen-
ing at the moment. The repeared or unremitting
increase in arms, and panicularly in nuclear arms, is
preparing for war under the prerext of peace, and this
has been realized by the broad masses in our counrries,
and especially by the young people, who would be the
first to be used as cannon-fodder.
It is true that the rapporreur *"k., 
" 
praiseworthy
attempt to reconcile in the motion for a resolution the
differing positions and the various views held on
security policy in Europe. Nevenheless, his attempt at
reconciliation does not succeed in giving a clear mean-
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ing to many imponant points in his repon, with the
result that there are understandable doubts and mis-
givings about the final objective of the rePort. The
report aims to conc€rn itself with securiry poliry in
Europe and rc distinguish between this poliry and
matters of national defence 
- 
on which it is quite
clear that neither the Communiry nor the European
Parliament has any competence under the Treaties as
they stand.
If, however, the aim 
- 
willingly or unwillingly 
- 
is
rc link security poliry in Europe with defence policy as
expressed by NATO and the Atlantic Alliance, then
we are absolutely opposed rc this. NATO does not
even include all the counuies of the Communiry, nor
does it include all counries on the same terms' The
sarcments in paragraphs 5 and 6 of Haagerup's
motion, referring to consultations and talks on secur-
iry poliry in cooperation with NATO and the Atlantic
Alliance, thus destroy the very foundation of the reso-
ludon.
If the rapporteur insists on this provision, and if the
views on the Socialist Group on securiry are not aken
into account, 
-we too shall be obliged to vote against
the repon.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President and Mr Presi-
dent-in-Office, in relation to my oral ciuestion, one of
the biggest threats to peace is the danger that a minor
power will accumularc enough weapon qualiry pluton-
ium to build an atom bomb, and that is why my group
considers the Non-proliferation Treaty to be abso-
lutely vital. It allows the International Atomic Energy
Agenry in Vienna to inspect nuclear installations and
materials in order rc prevent the secret manufacture of
nuclear weapons. It is ragic that the IAEA has
recently been weakened by the withdrawal of the
USA, which, I hope, is only temporary. Non-prolifer-
ation has also been weakened by some other countries
who, I believe, have supplied nuclear materials for
commercial gain 
- 
a very shon-sighted thing to do.
The President-in-Office said that it was'not appro-
priate for the Council to comment on the IAEA. That
is just not good enough. The Members of the EEC
should act together immediately in order to pressurize
non-signatory nuclear nations into signing the Treary
and accepting regular nuclear inspection. Surely
economic aid should be withheld from non-signalory
nuclear nations until they do sign. I am glad to see
today that Pakistan is at last negotiating to join the
Treaty. \7ould that India and the Argentine and
others did the same!
The EEC's full economic and political authority is
needed now to get worldwide nuclear inspection
esablished as the main tool for nuclear peace. My
group would like rc raisi this subject again: because it
is such an imponant one it deserves a debate on its
'own, and my group will move a resolution to that end.
Mr Kirkos (COM), 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr Haa-
gerup took treat care in drawing up his repon, which
contains useful smtements as well as others which we
find unacceptable. We are opposed to two main pro-
posals in his motion for a resolution. These are Pera-
graph 5, which calls for more effective coordination
between the political consultations in EPC and NATO
- 
something which must be rejected for many reasons
- 
and paragraph 7, which calls for increased effoms
to sustain close relations and intimate cooPeration
with the United States on the vital question of Euro-
pean security.
Both these proposals reflect a years-old concept of
European securiry which has led to the Present terrible
dangers and to the threat of nuclear destruction, as
well as to the total dependence of Europe on the
United States, and more particulady,on the hawks of
the American military and industrial establishment. Ve
do not underestimate the difficulties involved, the
mutual distrust and enmiry which has grown up over
decades by the confrontation and antagonism of the
military alliances. Ve are not d pioi anti-American,
but at the present time, when the people of Europe are
transcending ideological barriers to rise up against the
nuclear threat, against the deployment of the Pershing
and Cruise missiles, in favour of disarmament and
cooperation, there is a need for a new concept of
European security whose central objective is not a fur-
ther aggravation of antagonism becween the military
alliances, but their mutual reduction and dismantling.
Vhat we need is not Breater dependence of Europe on
the United States but an increase in its self-confidence
and power of initiative ais-i-ois both the United States
and the Soviet Union, so that Europe can become a
bridge for peace and not a battlefield.
That, Mr Haageru'p, is how we can reply to the feeling
of insecuriry and disquiet of the peoples of Europe.
\7ith this in mind I have tabled some amendments,
and I also fully support the two amendments which we
have submitted jointly with the members of the Group
for Nuclear Disarmament.
Mr Treacy (S). 
- 
Mr President, at first sight this is a
report which could command suppon across a wide
spectrum of this Parliament. It contains an intelligent
and comprehensive analysis of the current situation,
and is based on what seems an objective and moderate
view of Europe's security requirements. But then,
appearances deceive. This report lays down the foun-
dation for a future European security policy which is
integrated into that of NATO. Should this report be
adopted, it will give an enormous impetus to all those
who are seeking to revive, in some form or another,
the ill-farcd European defence communiry of the
1950s. This Parliament should tefrain from nking
such a far-reaching step. It should not attempt to alter
the basis upon which the Member States of the Com-
munity cooperate with each other. It should not seek
to amend the Treaties of Rome and Paris by cunning
il
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or by srcalth.
The report begins by asking: 'Vhere is the border-line
between defence and securiry?' The answer is that
there is, in effect, no long-term difference and that the
securiry of Europe is indissolubly pan of the Atlantic
Alliance.
This is a position which I, as an Irish Socialist, cannor
accept. For a sart, the lrish labour Parry, to which I
belong, has been committed to a policy of Irish neu-
traliry since 1918 
- 
a position reaffirmed as recenrly
as 1981 at the parq/s annual conference.
Secondly, all Irish political parries are committed rc
the neutraliry of Ireland and to a poliry of non-
involvement in military alliances. Ireland is rhe only
Member State of the Community which is not a mem-
ber of NATO. That unique position is contemptuously
dismissed as being of no consequence by this repon.
There is the briefest of recognitions of this part of the
alliance, but the argument is conrinued without any
reference or regard to that fact. This is rctally unac-
ceptable, and it is a view which musr be rejected by all
the Irish representatives in this Parliament, irrespective
of the group to which they belong.
Again, there is a reference rc Irish neutraliry on
page 29 of the report, which is historically inaccurare
and paronizing. Irish neutraliry cannor only be seen as
pan of my countr;/s historical relationship with the
Unircd Kingdom, with all its tragic consequences srill
vividly before the eyes of rhe world today; neither can
it be dimissed as an aberration which adversely affects
EPC deliberarions on security. It is much more, Mr
President, it has a posirive, ideological content, and it
is the dury of this House to recognize it for what it is
and not to dismiss it so contempruously, as does this
report. The resoludon does that in paragraph 5, where
it urges that, a more effective coordination should take
place between the consulradons in EPC and NATO
respectively'.
Should the resolution be adoptcd containing this irara-graph, then it would constiturc an unwarranrcd and
unprecedented inrcrference with the political sover-
eignty of my counrry, Ireland. Should rh4t happen, it
will give cause for a reassessment of Ireland's member-
ship of this Communiry and it would lead many people
in my country to oppose any funher attemprc ar Euro-
pean integration at any level for fear of eventually
creating a new version of the European defence com-
munity.
For these reasons, Mr President, and for many others
which time does not allow me ro menrion, I ask Parlia-
men[ not to accepr this resoludon as it now stands.
Mr Haagenrp (L), rapportear. 
- 
(DA) Mr President,.
I shall be brief, as there are plenry of other imponant
matters on the agenda, and we shall afur all be dealing
with my repon again this evening when we come to
vote on the report itself and the 62 amendments which
have been tabled.
I should therefore just like to address a word of thanks
to all those who have taken the trouble to read and
comment on the report. My thanks are also due to the
President-in-Office of the Council and the President
of the Commission. I was perhaps slightly more
pleased about wtat the President of the Commission
had to say than about Mr Mertes's contribution. I got
the impression that Mr Menes thought I was being a
little pessimistic in my views on relations between pol-
itical cooperation and political consultations within
NATO.
I should -like rc say to Mr Menes that ther,e have at
times been cerain misundersrandings 
,as a result of
developments in EPC over recenr years, and I have
always made it abundantly clear that my report is
based on a very positive arrirude on my pan to the
Atlantic Alliance and,to rhe continuation of coopera-
tion begween'l7estern Europe and Nonh America on
defence issues.
I am very keen to mairc the poinr 
- 
as I expressly
stated both in my repon and in my introductoqy
speech here today 
- 
rhat there should be no misun-
derstanding of she kind which, as Mr Friedrich men-
tioned, might give the impression rhar we in Europe
might be thinking about setting up a separarc Euro-
ppan defence organization. I am rather surprised at the
fact that so much attention has been focused on para-
graph 5 of the motion for a resoludon urging coordi-
nation, and I must say to Mr Friedrich thas there is no
mention there of harmonization, but only of coordina-
tion, which is another thing entirely.
That is, as other speakers have pointed out, precisely
the point. Any work we may do in the Ten on matrers
relating to securiry, for instance in relation rc the
security conference in Europe 
- 
as Mr Menes himself
has said 
- 
will subsequendy benefir the 16 NATO
member counrries. I would be glad to see rhese con-
tacts extended, and I can see nothing wrong in a
majority of this House corfiint our in favour of contin-
ued cooperation on security policy beween '!7'estern
Europe and Nonh America; nor do I have any objec-
tion to a conrinuarion of military cooperarion 
- 
and
here I can go along with Mr Bruno Friedrich and
many other Members 
- 
under the terms of rhe Atlan-
tic Pact. On the other hand, we can and must'discuss
the polidcal aspects of securiry matters and, over the
coming weeks and mondrs, develop our ideas here in
this House too, as is already the caie in the context of
European Political Cooperation ar government level.
I could mendon a number of speakers whose views I
entirely concur with, and orhers whose views I am
rather less enthusiastic about, but I see no point in
going into detail. I should just like ro say rhar I think
this debate has demonstrarcd how sensirive a subjecr
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we are dealing with here. I for one ha.ve never har-
boured any illusions on that score.
I greatly appreciate the kind remarks made by some
members of the European Democratic Group, but I do
feel that we could have done with some of the critical
remarls which have been made to me more privately
on the side, which would have set what we have heard
today in somewhat more relief. For instance, one of
the Danish Social Democrats said that the three Dan-
ish members of the Socialist Group would be voti4g
against the motion for a resolution 
- 
including, pres-
umably, the present chairman of the European Parlia-
ment delegation to the USA 
- 
which just goes to
show that there are people in this House who feel that
my proposal on European security,is very far-reaching.
On the other side of the coin, there were some critical
comments from another source to the effect that my
proposal was too tame and innocuous and had got this
Hogse no funher at all.
I should like to say in conclusion that I expect the
report to be approved, but not that total agreement
will be reached on a particular security poliry stance.
Vhat my report sets out to achieve is to lay the foun-
dation for this House to continue its deliberations on
securiry pqlicy, and in this respect I should also like to
thank all, those critics who have acknowledged that
this has been my aim, even if they did not entirely
agree with my polidcal premises, which inevitably
reflect the majoriry opinion in the Political Affairs
pommittee, for which I have been actint as rappor-
teur.
It goes without saying, Mr President, that I cannot
spare any thanls for the small group of Danish and-
marketeers, who have thought fit to reduce the Euro-
pean Parliament to a place for having a bit of a politi-
cal row in. That is the kind of level the Danish anti-
marketeers are wont to move on. At a time when the
rest of us are discussing matters relating to peace and
security from a variety of political standpoints, there is
a small group of Members 
- 
and I-am sorry rc say
that they are compatriots of mine 
- 
who have been
elected to this House as self-professed saboteurs, and
who have now shown themselves to be no more than
cheap troublemakers. I believe this was a disgraceful
intermezzo in this debate, and I as rapponeur would
like rc express my thanls once again for the long
debate and the many constructive eleinents that have
emerged from it.
Mr Mertes, Presi.dent-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have lis-
tened very attentively to this debate and, one way or
another, I have learnt something from each and every
conribution. I shall be reponing back on it to the
Council, and the Presidency will derive great benefit
from what has been said.
Secondly, I should like to clear up what appears to be
a misunderstanding with Mr Haagerup. 'S[e value the
balanced and thorough nature of his repon, one of the
most imporant elements of which is the fact that it has
led to a serious exchange of views rather than a polari-
zarion in this House. Like Mr Haagerup, I should just
like to underline the fact that we cannot afford to
indulge in illusions as regards European securiry in
this world of ours 
- 
a world in which 970/o of. all
nuclear weapons are in the hands of the Soviet Union
and the Unircd States of America, and in which we
belong rc an alliance with free trade unions, but in
which there is also an alliance in which free trade
unions are being suppressed. It is absolutely essential
that we continue to foster our alliance with the cham-
pion of freedonl, quite consciously and without any
trace of undignified subordination. Like you, I simply
wanted'to sound a warning about harbouring any illu-
sions in our discussion of the security issue.
Thirdly, I share the view of Mr Schall in as much as
peace and security are our people's most deeply-held
interest and concern. A European Parliament cannot
simply cut itself off from this deeply-held popular con-
cern, and if Europe is to be a respected concept in
1984, it goes without saying that the European repre-
sentatives of the peoples must take the matter to hean,
so that people realize that you are in touch with their
feelings. That, at any rete, is the view we take.
'::::;,-:,chier Soviet represenrarive at the MBFR
talks in Vienna once told me during a personal discus-
sion that security was the most valuable and most
sacred asset a State and a people could have. I believe
he was quite right in this, and it is up to us to make
this sacred and valued asset our concern, regardless of
the conclusions we may draw.
Disarmament is essendal at a dme of mass-destruction
weaponry. As variouS speakers said, though, we must
not view the disarmament issue in isolation from the
securiry issue. That is why we are in favour of cou-
pling the disarmament and security issues. '!7e must
not.allow talking about disarmament to become a con-
tinuation of the arms race by other means. !7hat we
are after is disarmament with security, given that dis-
armament without security would, in the long run and
in the light of historical experience, put peace at risk.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
3.Estoni4 Ldtoil dnd Lithaania
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-656/82), drawn up by Mr Habsburt on behalf of the
1
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Political Affairs Comminee, on the situadon in
Estonia, Lawia and Lithuania.
Mr Habsburg (PPE), rdpporter4r. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, the main element of any poliry is its credibiliry.
The crises of our day are due in panicular to rhe fact
that words are often not matched by deeds, the mean-
ing of expressions is distorted and frequently things
are measured by ruro different yardsdcks and judged
by different standards. No improvement is possible,
according rc the trear Italian philosopher Guillermo
Ferrero, until the same principles apply to everyone,
weak or strong.
In its present meaning, the widely used concept of
colonialism signifies the domination of a nation
against its will by another, the exploitation of its
labour and natural resources by the foreign rulers,
contempt for and repression of iu own independent
culture, and often arrcmp$ to obliterate its nationaliry.
These characteristics are continually referred to in the
context of UN decolonization poliry, especially in the
world organizarion's Decolonization Subcommirtee.
Today, there are few overseas colonies left. On the
other hand, however, we have a colonial problem in
Europe as a result of the Soviet Union's poliry of
hegemonylThe Baltic Srates are a classic example of
this. The Soviet Union has not only robbed them of
their independence and democratic rights but as
shown by this report, has also carried our a consistenr
brutal colonial extermination policy, that of rystematic
russification.
These Soviet efforts are meeting with the resisrance of
the Baltic nations. The religious forces in parricular
are determined not rc be robbed of rheir faith. A
remarkable aspect of this is that it is primarily the
young people, who have bpen educated in milirantly
atheistic schools, who are putting up courageous,
unselfish resistance. However, I would also like to
mention the exemplary way in which the Baltic emi-
gran6 throuthout the world have kept alive their feel-
ings of attachmenr ro their home countries, defending
their nations' rights with disregard for party-political
differences in their fight for rheir counrries' self-deter-
mination: in shon, the very embodimenr of genuine
patriotism. I hope you will allow your rapporreur ro
welcome the Baltic visitors who have come here today
to witness a debare which proves that for us European
parliamentarians, Esronia, Lawia and Lithuania are
integral parts of Europe.
(Appkuse)
The Balts are wesrern Christians who consider them-
selves to be Europeans and believe.in our form of par-
liamentary democracy. In the past they have contri-
buted a great deal to our common cultural heritage.
They have a right ro our active solidariry. For this
reason, many European countries, such as the United
Kingdom, have not recognized the Soviet occuparion
of the Baltic Republics. It is true that we cannor do
much for these nations in the form of direct acdon.
However, as the European Community, we can help
to safeguard rheir rights. A right does not cease ro
exist until it is renounced. !7e can also mobilize world
pdblic opinion. This has made an impression even on
the oppressors more than once already. This is the
purpose of this report and motion. To give ir a positive
feature, it is proposed that the question of the Baltic
States be brought before rhe UN Decolonizadon Sub-
committee. No lawyer can quesdon rhe legitimacy of
this demand. The UN cannot evade the problem if ir is
to retain its credibiliry. If it did so, it would reveal its
own crass incapaciry. Seen from this angle, the ,ques-
tion of the Baltic Statis is a touch-stone for rhe
srength of legal and democratic declarations. I there-
fore call upon this House to approve the motion,
whict was unanimously adopted by the Political
Affairs Committee.
(Apphuse) .
Mr Seeler (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, at almost all its sessions, this Parliament deals
with the fate of opp4essed, disenfranchised peoples of
this eanh. fu recently as this Tuesday, we gave our
support for a securq existence for the Jewish people in
Israel as well as for rhe Palestinian people. This is why
I believe it is in fact dme to make a clear sraremenr on
the fate of the Baltic narions.
My group will approve the repon, in particular
because we consider human rights m be indivisible. If
the Final Act of Helsinki is to become more rhan jusr a
piece of paper, it must also apply to the Baltic peoples,
and therefore we call upon rhe foreign ministers meet-
ing in European Political Cooperation ro pur rhis sub-ject on the agenda of the next follow-up conference.
The Soviet Union must know that she has assumed not
only rights but also dudes: duties rowards all the
nations in her sphere of influence. It is cenainly true
that the USSR continues to rule all the regions which
were conquered and colonized by Tsarist Russia in the
age of imperialism. Unlike the Vest European States,
Russia has nor granrcd these former colonies indepen-
dence, and therefore it would be quite logical foi the
UN Decolonization Committee rc take up this ma[rer,
especially in order to make this state of affairs very
evident to the narions of Asia and Africa which were
once colonies. However, we should not overrate the
vdlue of this rype of stcp for the fate of the Baltic
States. The right of narions ro self-determination has,
even today, nor ye[ become a generally accepted part
of international law.
After the Firsr Vorld Var, bemreen the wars and after
the Second \7orld Var, it was, time and time again,
almost always powerwhich decided the fate of territo-
ries and nations and not rheir self-determination. The
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annexation of the Baltic States was the result of close
cooperation between Hitler's fascism and Soviet com-
munism. It is therefore for very good reasons that
none of the EEC Member States has so far recognized
this annexation under international law.
Ve can now ask ourselves what we can do as the
European Parliament. \7hat effect can a resolution of
the rype we intend to pass now have? Cenainly no'
immediate change in the current situation in the Baltic.
However, we can make it clear that these nations are
not without their rights and that the Helsinki Agree-
ment also applies rc them. As representadves of the
free nations of Europe, we have the right as well as the
responsibility to do this because the Baltic nations are
just as much part of Europe and its culture as the Pol-
ish, Hungarian and other nations of Eastern Europe.
In so doing, we shall be giving the people there some
measure of hope and cenainty that they will not be
forgotten by history.
(Apphase)
in so doing she can with impurity gain advantage in.
her struggle for greater imperial power and succeed
further in hegemonistic claims.
Secondly, anti-colonialist slogans uttered by the Soviet
Union are pure hypocrisy. The greatest colonial
oppressor of the present day is the Soviet Union' A
rigime which is without principles and without credi'
biliry, and-liberal and anti-democratic.
Vith this in mind, what are we supposed to think of
the dove-like cooings of a man like Andropov? Abso-
lutely nothing! Unless it is proven by facts. Talk from
the mouths of Soviet leaders, or even ffeaties, as well
as non-aggression pacts eto, are nothing but deceitful
and wicked lies, which, incidentally, knin actually
recommended to this regime as a legitimate instrument
of poliry.
I approve of this motion and hope that the European
Foreign Ministers will in fact have the courage to
bring this issue before the UN Decolonization Com-
mittee in order to move one step funher in this matter.
I have my doubts, however, about the will of the
European Foreign Ministers to take action' I believe
there will be some delicate diplomatic manoeuvring
and a good deal of cowardliness involved.
This will probably lot be the last campaign to exPose
the feudalistic bureaucratic regime in Moscow and m
make it clear that we do not believe the lies it propa-
gates.
Let us reflect that the Baltic States in the 1920s were
the most ardent Europeans and wanted to have Euro-
pean unity even as early as the period beween the turo
\7orld Vars. If we had acted as the Baltic States have
always wished, free Europe would extend over the
endre continent. \tre would have saved ourselves the
Second !7orld \Var. Ve have responsibiliry for all
Europe, and Lawia, Estonia and Lithuania are pan of
this Europe and will remain so.
( App kus e' from th e rig bt )
Mr Simmonds (ED).- Mr President, I am proud to
speak on this issue, which was raised originally in the
Parliament by both British and Danish Conservatives.
Likewise, I am proud to support the subsequent repon
of Mr Habsburg, whose very name is identified with
progress in Europe.
Also I am proud to welcome in the gallery rePresenta-
dves bf the people of the Baltic States to our Parlia-
ment. Some of them have travelled many thousands of
miles to be with us for this debate. I would also like to
thank my own constituents who have lobbied me on
this issue.
Mr President, there is a danger that we in the Euro-
pean Communiry ake parliamentary democracy for
IN THE CFIAIR: MR DANKERT
President
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, first of all I would like to thank Mr
Habsburg for his most excellent rePort, which illus-
rates from many angles what this Baltic States issue is
actually ail about, and I would hope that we adopt this
repon with great unanimity.
Over fony years ago the'Soviet Union, in agreement
with the Hitler regime, in an action akin to a war
crime, invaded the three peace-loving, independent,
Iiberal-democratic States of Lithuania, Lawia and
Estonia and annexed them by military force, terror
and suppression into the inhuman Red Empire, and
this after the Soviet Union had concluded with these
three States in 1920 treaties in which they were guar-
anteed the inviolabiliry of their frontiers and eternal
peace. Only twenty years later, for the imperialist,
hegemonistic and, in my view, criminal gang in Mos-
cow, these treaties were just scraps of paper which
v/ere svept off the able. Once again, the rulers in
Moscow had proven that for 'them treaties were
wonhless. Once again, three nations had been raped.
For over forry years these three States of Estonia,
Lithuania and Lawia have been colonially exploited
and oppressed against their declared political will and
have had their cultural, religious, economic and politi-
cal libenies taken away from them.
Here we have swo very good examples from which we
can learn. First, the Soviet Union breaks any treaty if
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granted. Indeed, in my own counrry many people
complain about rhe high cost of dcmocracy, and some
cannot even be bothered m vorc. But ask any one from
the Baltic States how rhey value democracy; how they
would value the right ff votr in a genuine election; ro
speak freely in their own language; to worship the
religion of their choice without risk of arresr, persecu-
tion, deportadon and c/orse; and then you will know
from their answer the real vdue of democracy!
So often we debate and deplore the absence of human
rights in far-away places and frequently we identify
individuals who have been persecutcd. But today we
are mlkhg about such problems here in conrinental
Europc, and we rcfer to the fate of literally hundreds
of thousands of people who are denied a whole cata-
logue of rights rhar we in the European Communiry
take for granrcd.
ln Eastcrn Europe, much use is'made of the word
'solidariq/ as an expression of uniry and challenge to
force against tyranny and for democracy. Today, the
European Parliament has an opponuniry m demon-
strate solidariry with the people of the Baltic States,
and that must be an issue which members of all panies
and from all Member States can support.
(Applause)
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
(m Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, some of the references in rhis document by
Mr Habsburg to a referendum and the self-determina-
don and independence of the Baltic States may seem
unrealistic and seem to indicate unanainable goals.
And of course they are unattainable because the Soviet
Union will never give in to what is simply moral pres-
sure from international organizadohs such as the
United Nations or this Parliament.
If you ask me, anyway, a referendum is not all thai
essential. My view is that the history of the Baltic
States over the last forry years 
- 
since the dme when
the pao berween the Nazis and rhe Russian Commun-
ists allowed Salin's roops ro move in 
- 
is quite sim-
ply an on-going referendum against the Soviet Uriion.
In spite of police persecudon dissent has never been
quelled and rhere have been demonstrations and
appeals and documents bravely pur our by the clandes-
tine press, especially in Lithuania.
Just over a year ago I was in Vilnius and I saw with my
own eyes just how far russification has gone, with
churches turned into warehouses and museums of
atheism. I was able to see how brazenly the Soviet
secret police, the KGB, operarcs. Right in the centte of
the rcwn rhey physically prevented the wife of an
imprisoned dissidenr with whom I had an appointment
from talking to me and telling me her story-
I know, ir can seem senseless nowadays to talk about
the self-determination and independence of the Baltic
States. But we should not forget the imponance of
principles and we musr not forgive injusdce simply
because the situation has existed for a long time. If we
do this, in a few years it will seem senseless to talk
about the self-dbtermination and independence of
Afghanistan.
As I said at rhe saft,'it is not our adoption of the
Habsburg resolution which is going to influence the
Kremlin. The question we have to ask is this one: if
the Soviet system is indifferent to external pressure,
can it be reformed from within? More specifically,
could Andropov be the man to bring abour this
change? However, I am afraid 
- 
even though I hope I
am v/rong 
- 
that for many years ro come Lithuania,
Lawia, Estonia, Poland and Afghanistan and the rest
of the world are going to have to pur up with Soviet
power. It may be a little more willing to curb the arms
race but it is going to remain,deaf to any desirg for
freedom and democracy within its empire.
(Appkase)
Mr Romualdi (NI).- (17) MrPresident, ladies and
tentlemen, my words here as I speak very briefly on
behalf of the members of Italy's Destra Nazionale are
in the first place a gesrure of solidarity wirh those who
are campaigning for the freedom and independence of
the Baltic peoples, who are held in a state of perma-
nent colonization by Soviee Russia and subjected to a
systematic process to destroy their national identity by
the authorities of the vast Communist empire.
The Baldc peoples have deteminedly resisted this pro-
cess for more rhan forry years. The European Parlia-
ment 
- 
which is the voice of the independent will of
the free people of Europe, who are linked rc the peo-
ple of the Baltic Srates by unbreakable ties of culiure,
civilzation and religion J canno[ fail to condemn this
serious and blatant violation of every human and polit-
ical right and cannot fail to express its feelings of
brotherly solidarity with these oppressed peoples.
Naturally, the adoption of this resolution is not going
to induce the Kremlin to free these peoples, bur ii will
certainly do some good.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the next voting
trme.
4. Cons cientio us o bj e ct ion
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-546/82), drawn up by Mrs Macciocchi on behalf of
the Legal Affairs Committee, on conscientious objec-
tion.
1'
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Mrs Macciocchi (S), rdPporteur. 
- 
(17) The report
on conscientious objection that I am Presenting on
behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, Mr President,
is based essentially on the European Convention on
Human Rights,, and pore exactly on its Article 9,
rcgether with Resolution33T of the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe. This resolution on
the right of conscientious objection smtes that:
Persons liable m conscription for military service
who, for reasons of conscience or profound con-
viction arising from religious, ethical, moral,
humanitarian, philisophical or similar motives,
refuse to perform armed service shall enjoy a per-
sonal riglit to be releised from the obligation to
perform such service.
Parliament must state its opinion on this basic point of
the law: is consciensious objection a right? Does the
refusal m kill on the pan of a conscientious objector
constitute a right? The Legal Affairs Committee,
which is competent for human rights within the Com-
muniry, has practically said 'yes' akeady by stating its
almost unanimous approval of the recognition of such
rights (fourteen vorcs in favour and eight abstentions).
If I am to abide by the Committee's opinions and pay
duc respect to the discussions we have had, I feel I
must say that it will not be possible to accept most of
the amendments that have been proposed to the rcxt of
the motion for a resolution. I do not mean to show
disrespect to anybody in saying this, but the amend-
ments are generally unacceptable because they would
spoil the homogeneous qualiry of the document and
upset the balance between its various parts.
I should like to begin by correcting straight away the
misapprehension in some minds that we on the l,egal
Affairs Committee have not followed European and
international legal texts 
- 
such as those of the United
Narions, Vatican II, the Gouncil of Churches (at the
ecumenical and European levpl) and Resolution 337 of
the Council of Europe 
- 
where it is stated that those
who refuse to perform military service ought to benefit
from a right which a[ows them exemPtion from such
service.
'S7e have analysed the problem with great care, using,
above all, the legal rcxts at our disposal as a basis and
we really did want to disassociate this very delicate
topic from other problems such as safery, defence, and
the relationship between conscientious objection and
the pacifist movement in Europe. '$7e are not asking
for demobilization, ure are not confusing the issue
with any national defence requirements or linking it
with ill-defined patriotism. Nor are we advocating
absence without leave or desertion; for us, the con-
scientious objector can no longer be viewed as an
abnormal, cowardly or selfish creature. \[e have
merely put forward the idea that conscientious objec-
tors are young men who can still serve a useful pur-
pose in their country and society, with an active and
dynamic role rc play in changing times.
Conscientious objection is therefore no longer some-
thing of which to be ashamed. On the contrary, it is a
right to be exercised. I have met conscientious objec-
tors myself in Cambodia; I have seen them helping to
fit out make-shift boas to help South East Asian refu-
gees. Conscientious objectors have been the first to
come forward and offer help when disasters or catas-
trophes occur such as the earthquake which rocked
Italy a short while ago. Many of the young conscien-
tious objectors listening to us here today could offer
us examples of their idealistic motivations: they are
helping the most wretched sections of our societies,
working in psyciatric hospitals and hospices for old
people, helping out drug addicts trying to kick the '
habit, and giving assistance to invalids and disabled
people.
Just as, in the past, this House exercised a positive
choice for the abolition of the death penalry, the right
of women to have abortions and the right to divorce,
so today it must consider whether to uphold a subjec-
tive right which is both a matter of indiw4l conscience
and that of society.
Some people have raised the point that conscientious
objection should be subject to the supervision or con-
trol of some kind of high authority or commission. But
I ask you this: is it possible to enquire inm the motiva-
tions of a right? Did anyone ever dream up the idea,
for insance, of sening up a committee to investigate
what was in the minds of women seeking to exercise
their right to abon? lZho on earth would be capable of
deciding whether a man who rebels against the idea of
killing another man and says so is sincere in his belief?
These questions answer themselves, I believe. I should
like m refer to that ironic tale by Thomas Mann, in
which the protagonist, Felix Krull, pretends to be
wildly enthusiastic about military service and is there-
fore rejected because the military tribunal'assessint
him think that he is uazy. Conscientious objection,
therefore, cannot be ascenained; the same respect that
is shown towards all the othei rights exercised in a
democratic and free society must be shown to the per-
'son exercising conscientious objection. Such recogni-
tion differentiates democratic States working along
these lines and totalitarian States which prohibit any
form of objection.
Another specious artumenl that has been invoked is
that there are too many divergences benreen Euro-
pean countries for the existing'legislations to be
aligned. In this respect, the opinion of the Political
Affairs Committee 
- 
the committee which is compe-
rcnt on quesdons of human rights in the world 
- 
s,'as
of absolutely no help to us, since, with a somewhat
paternalisdc attitude to our kgal Affairs Committee,
they counselled prudence, saying that it would not be
wise te present this repon at the present time.
On the contra4/, however, this is precisely the right
time, since changes in attitude 
- 
including that of
't'
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governmenr 
- 
in favour of conscientious objection
have been noted. A number of European countries 
-Greece is an exception 
- 
have undenaken, ar this
very moment in time, to devise and improve regula-
tions governing conscientious objection; rhe begin-
nings of a set of regulations governing conscientious
objectors can be found everywhere. An ad hoc com-
mission set up in Matignon is expected to presenr rhe
French Parliament with a law authorizing updated
reguladons which reveal a new awareness of this prob-
lem, as the Socialist Government has abolished judg-
ments on exceptions whether made by the Coun of
Nadonal Defence or by military ribunals. I happened
to be present in the Paris military ribunal in 1979
when the srcrmy trial of the conscientious objector
Jean Fabre took place. The President of the tribunal
read out a letter from President Mirterrand, addressed
to Jean Fabre, which stated that a conscientious objec-
tor should be 'neither penalized, nor given preferential
treatment' compared with other young men. In this
way, the idea of condonation 
- 
which still bothers a
number of benighted souls 
- 
was avoided.
The Italian Parliament will soon be presented with
three draft laws which all srcm from the need to put a
stop to the confusion resulting from the 1972 law,
which was a first faltering and hesitant step in this
direction and was invalidarcd by attempts to thnrart irs
innovations.
The Italian Constitutional Coun has recently been
called upon to pronounce on the u/arped application of
this law and, more precisely, on rhe time limit of
5 months within which the Ministry of Defence must
give a decision on a conscientious objector's appeal.
There is such a scandalous delay in replying, and the
wait is so wearing and mortifying that thi best juris-
prudence experm in Italy have not hesitated in describ-
ing a circular put out by the Minister of Defence on
l9 September 1979 as grotesque. According to this cir-
cular, after a delay of 25 months, conscientious objec-
tors would automatically be excused from military ser-
vice. This is an open admission on the pan of the
Ministry of its failure to act and its indifference.
Vithin the Community, countries like Germany and
the Netherlands grant rhe right to conscientious objec-
tion which is enshrined in the Constirution; the diffe.r-
ence in.length berween military and civilian service is
only a month in Germany, four months in the Nether-
lands, mro months in Denmark and five in Belgium. In
some counrries, it is accepted that information can
freely be disseminated 
-like in Belgium - and con-scripts can get hold of it easily, whereas in others it is
still outlawed (France) or fails m circulate through
inertia (Italy). In the United Kingdom, Ireland and
Luxembourg, military service is not compulsory and
citizens in those countries have the right to refuse to
do such service for reasons of conscience.
To sum up, the main point of my report is that Parlia-
ment should recognize consciendous obj6cdon as a
basic human righr
Surely it would not be possible for this House 
- 
the
first to have been direcdy eleced 
- 
rc deny a right
which has already been inscribed in the European
Convention on Human Rights and the Intcrnarional
Covenant of the Unircd Nadons? I do nor believe rhat
it can and I look forward to seeing a big majoriry vot-
ing for such a right to be adopied
(Applause)
Mr Sieglersch-idt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the prorection of freedom of consci-
ence has been made a binding obligation in rhe Euro-
pean Communiry and its Member States, by vinue of,
on the one hand the European Convention on human
rights 
- 
as already mentioned 
- 
and by the national
constitutions on the other. The right to conscientious
objecdon is a specific instance of this right to freedom
of conscience. In principle, this right is protected in all
our Member States 
- 
but the way in which it is pro-
tccted reminds one a little of rhe famous answer [o
questions to radio Erevan: 'yes, in principle, bur...'.
This but covers a multitude of sins. Thus it is a ques-
don of how one can exercise this righl
First of all there is the question of recognition as a
conscientous objector. Obviously, we wanr to avoid a
situation whereby people who simply want to avoid
having to do military service but are not genuine con-
scientious objectors being recognized. There are at
present tvro possibilities for distinguishing these people
from genuine conscienrious objectors. On the one
hand there is the tribunal, and so far I have only heard
about negative aspecs of this procedure. Hair-raising
questions tend to be asked and unfortunately time
does not permit me to give you any examples. How-
ever, some of them would not be admitted in criminal
proceedings, at least in most of our Member Sares, on
thc grounds that they were leading quesdons.
Secondly, this so-called 'examination' of conscientious
objectors' morives puts intellectuals in a privileged
position as they obviously tend to be more articulate.
A better idea would be alternadve service under condi-
tions which would simply stop it being wonhwhile for
people simply wishing rc wriggle out of military serv-
ice from refusing to go into the army.
Finally, the possibiliry of so called 'civil' service is
imponant, since it can nor be right to recognize con-
scientious objection ro military service, on the one
hand while ar rhe same time expecting the person in
question to do his alternadve service inside the war
machine 
- 
if I may put ir rhar way. Furthermore, one
shoul.d obviously be able 
- 
and I am still speaking
about the situation in our Member States 
- 
to discusi
the possibilities for conscientious objection publically.
Conscientious objection should not 
- 
as would
appear to be the case, as I see it, in at least one Mem-
ber State 
- 
be regarded so much as being a similar
level to prosritution as to make it seem an imbarrass-
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ing and indeed reprehensible business which can not
unfortunately be prohibited, with the result that one
can not talk openly about it.
Finally, refusal rc do military service. on the.pan of
persons not recognized as bona f/e conscientious
objectors or refusal to do even 'civil' alternative service
should be penalized in a manner which is in keeping
with the scale of the offence. Four years imprisonment
for refusal to do military service or alternative service
is simply disproportionate.
(Appkasefron tbe Socialist Group)
Ve fully realize that we have no competenry under
Community law in this area and that we should not be
too hasry in attempting to achieve harmonization in
this field. However, we should nevenheless endeavour
to approximate our views and arrive at common prin-
ciples, as mentioned in the motion for revolution' The
question is how best we can do this. Should officials or
Members of Parliament get together in order to make
an attempt of this kind? I have experience in both
areas and I would therefore recolmmend Members of
Parliament to get together if we want to achieve initial
pragmatic results. Thus, the Socialist Group panicu-
larly recommends that you adopt Amendment No 19.
(Appkuse)
Mr Janssen Van Raay (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the Christian Democratic Group
supports Mrs Macciocchi's repon but I would never-
theless point out, in the midst of all these pleas for res-
pect for those who object to military service on ethical
grounds 
- 
although these pleas are ,quite appropriate
- 
that my group obviously also has resPect and sym-
pathy for those who do carry out their military service,
and this is something we should obviously not lose
sight of when discussing the respectable excePtion of
the conscientious objecror. That was the first general
point I wished to make. Ve Christian-Democrats have
in fact always felt that this was hardly a controversial
issue in Europe, since even the two Member States
which have abolished compulsory military service sdll
recognize conscientious objection even in the case of
an emergency.'I am referring, of course to the United
Kingdom and Ireland. \7e would not have thought
this was a controversial issue in Europe. Thus, there is
no objection whatsoever to taking an inrcgrated
approach to this matter, as embodied in Mrs Maccioc-
chi's proposal, but we would nevenheless object if 
-
and I should like to stress this point 
- 
the debate in
this House were to turn into a full-scale attack and
complaint against the youngest member of the Euro-
pean Communiry, i.e. Greece.
I should like to stress once more on behalf of my
group that our support for the Macciocchi repon and
our respect for and acknowledgement of conscientious
objection should under no circumstances be inter-
preted as a covert attaik on Greece, and for this
ieason my group has left it to its members to decide
which way to vorc on a number of amendments tabled
by a Greek fellow Socialist Member'
Those who think that by voting in favour of these
amendments th-ey would be eliminating any attack on
Greece from the Macciocchi report have an oPPortun-
iry to do so. I particularly sress this point since I think
it would be a pity if Mrs Macciocchi's view, which in
itself is entirely defensible and has also received the
firm support of the Legal Affairs Committee, should
be exploited for the purposes of purely political axe-
grinding which has really nothing to do with the sub-
ject as such. It is almost as though I am giving an
explanation of vote on behalf of my group. However,
this is not my intention, Mr President, since then I
would-be speaking out of order. I merely wished to
explain the context of our support for the Macciocchi
rePort.
Mr D'Angelosante (COM). 
- 
(17) \7e harie litde
time at our disposal, Mr President, and I should like to
use what there is to give a rapid explanation of our
vote.
The Italian Communists and Allies will be vodng in
favour of the repon by the Legal Affairs Committee
on conscientious objection, just as we said we would
in committee.
I should just like to make two quick points. As a gen-
eral principle, the idea that one of the basis of the right
to conscientious objection is the right to life seems
questionable to us. If what is meant by this refers to
the life of the person who would risk being killed by
the objector's hand, then that is all well and good, but
if it is meant to refer rc the objectoy's life, I do not feel
that the basis is legitimate. Conscientious objection is
based qn the right to express an opinion and consists
of the refusal m kill a fellow creature 
- 
and that is all
it is.
Funhermore, apan from the need for supervision,
which others have already spoken about, I should like
to point out to this House what I feel to be the need
for the law to define with absolute scrupulousness
exactly how objectors are to be assigned to-other serv-
ices. For it can happen 
- 
and has in fact happened in
my country, where we have more than 20 000 objec-
tors 
- 
that objectors who happen to be pals of the
Minister of Defence's peray are shown preference and
sent to a replacement service in their own town, while
others do not know where they will end up.
Having made'my rwo brief points, made mainly with
the aitn of marking our presence in this debate, I
repeat what I said at the beginning 
- 
namely we will
be voting in favour of this repon.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(fR) This modon for a resolution,
Mr President, fim in with the European Parliament's
i'
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activities 6n behalf of human rights both within and
outside the,Communiry. It is an expression of democ-
racy on the pan of a communiry of ten countries who
hold the defence of basic human rights dear to hean,
and it is therefore quirc normal. for the European Par-
liament ro concern itself with the effecdve implemen-
tation of these principles within our countries to give
this concept its full value, particularly when whar we
are talking about is freedom of conscience. The refusal
to bear arms for philosphical or religious reasons is nor
new: one need only remember the stance adopted by
Romain Rolland during the First Vorld Var, even if,
given the circumsrances at the time, this attitude,of
refusing outright to defend one's country could have
appeared outrageous. Ve should also remember the
Jehovah's witnesses in Nazi Gernlany, who were
among the first victims of Hitler's regime because of
their refusal to join the army. I believe, therefore, that
there is a need to emphasize that the problem is by no
means a simple one and given new rypes of conflicr
and . modern forms of warfare it raises problems of
conscience which are more and more serious,
But there can be no misaking the viewpoints of the
Legal Affairs Committee in the way they have dealt
with this question and adopted Mrs Macciocchi's
report 
- 
and with a very large majority, I must say.
But before we look more closely at the viewpoints. and
concepts contained in this reporr, I think we can
afford a few moments to remind ourselves of the back-
ground to this quesrion in the last few decades. I
should like rc begin by emphasizing a fact on which
c/e may congratulate ourselves 
- 
since'Europe is
Iargely responsible for the situation 
- 
namely, that
our countries nowadays no longer feel themselves
direcdy threatened by a conflict ihich would pur ar
direct risk the interests'of the nadoni conce.red or
their rcrritories.
Secondly, an a*/areness of the possible situations in
which soliders who refuse m take parr in certain activi-
ties may find themselves was awakened, if not driveir
home, by the Nuremberg trials. It was here for the
first time that it was acknowledged that one could be
condemned as a war criminal for having obeyed the
orders of one's governmenr or of a superior. In this
way, the duty to obey 
- 
whatever the orders received
- 
has occasionally been quesdoned.
My third point is that rhe very conoept of individual
rights in relation ro rhe Starc has been deepened and
enriched, and the possibilities for the State to pass over
the individual's problems of conscience have conse-
quendy been lessened. This is in some ways the mod-
ern equivalent of Antigone's appeal rc rhe effecr that
the individual's rights should transcend those of the
State.
This is the prychological climate that has prevailed in
the Community since the war and which has led all of
our countries 
- 
I stress 
- 
to produce legislation on
this question. In one of its resolutions, thi Consulta-
tive Assembly of the Council of Europe expressly laid
down the principle thar conscientious objection was a
basic right. Paradoxically, however, the very fact of
. legislating has raised problems for our various coun-
tries, as if it were easier to regard young men refusing
to be called up as delinquents and to pur them in pri-
son because they refuse to fulfil their dury as soldiers.
It is quite true rhet, if recourse is had to the law, legis-
lators musr lay down those cases in which conscien-
dous objecdon can be invoked, the necessary appliia-
tion procedures, alternative service, procedures, and
how long and at what point conscientious objecrion
can be invoked 
- 
either when the youth is called up
or at some other point. Mrs Macciocchi's repon tries
in a very broad way to tackle all these problems. The
main aim of the report is to uphold the principle of
freedom of conscience, and I want to insist on this
point because it seems viral to me. It was nor our
intention in this repon to seek to suppoft in any way
pacifist movements or to take up a key position on
quesdons of defence and on the will of our counrries
to defend themselves and to sort our these problems
among themselves. \7e did no[ even touch on these
matters, and in this conrexr I should like to point out
that as far as the Liberal Group is concerned 
- 
of
which I am the respresenative here,today 
- 
we firmly
reject all Mrs Gaiotti de Biase's amendmenr which, in,
our opinion, totally distort the report's basic approach.
If these amendments were adopted,,we would have rc
reject the reporr because consciengious objection
would have been turned into something collective
rather than individual.
This individual approach is precisely what appears
essential to us, since we are talking about defending an
individual right which is not 
- 
I hasten to point out
- 
an encouragemenr to consciendous objection but
the simple assurance thar any individual has the right
to refuse 
- 
for religious or philosophical reasons 
-to obey military orders which would lead him to kill
another human being. Ve wanted to tackle only this
problem of individual right, grarrted to each human
individual, and not at all the collective aspec.
In the same way, anorher vital element in Mrs Mac-
ciocchi's repon is its wholeheaned suppon for the
notion of solidariry. Conscientious objectors are nor
citizens excluded from the nadon, they are not people
who refuse m show solidariry with their 
"o-munityyhen- they make rhis choice, because they do,accepr
the obligation of performing civilian service 
- 
iuch as
social service 
- 
which is of use ro the narion or possi-
bly 
- 
referring to Mr Pannella's amendment 
- 
ser-
vice to developing counrries. In other words, these
people cannot be considered second-class citizens who
turn their backs on their communiry, they simply want
to show their solidariry in a way which fitJ in with
their own conscience and its principles.
This seems rc offer all the necessary guaraniees for
respecting individual rights with the aim of funher
strengrhening the principle of freedom. For these rea-
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sons, the Liberal Group will be voting in favour of the
motion for a, resolution tabled by the Legal Affairs
Committee.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is adjourned until the sitting
is resumed this evening.
5. Action against the Council
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is my.pleasure
to inform you that an action against the Council for
failure to act in the field of ransport policy will be
brgught before the Court of Justice of the European
Communities, as decided by Parliament in its resolu-
tion of 16 Septemb6r 1982.
In accordance with the House's decision, the aim of
this action is to esablish thaq by not taking the mea-
sures provided for in the EEC Treaty concerning the
adoption of a common transport policy, the Council
has infringed the Treary. As requested and in accord-
ance with ArticlelT5 of the EEC Tieaty,I asked the
Council to act and to take a decision on the various
proposals in question. The Council replied in a letter
dated 22 November and this reply has been'considered
by the Committee on Transport and the L,egal Affairs
Committee. Since the Council reply, was found unsa-
tisfactory, the two committees asked for proceedings to
be instituted, in view also of the fact that the meeting
of the Council of Transport Minisrcrs on 15 Decem-
ber did not produce any results likely to modify the
attitude of the House.
In the circumstances Parliament is obliged, forthe first
time, to institute proceedings with the sole aim of
ensuring respect for the treaties. Before aking this
step, Parliament made every effort to persuade the
Council to adopt the necessary measures for a com-
mon transport policy, which is essential if the aims of
this Communiry of ours are to be attained. Resorting
to the courts should be done only in the most exceP-
tional circumsances. But after 25 years that the trea- '
ties have existed, the absence of a common transPort
policy 
- 
and even of the outline of such a policy 
-
represents in our opinion a serious infringement of the
treaties.
The members of the Council, which means the minis-
ters of the Member Sarcs, are the only ones to blame
for this infringement, principally because of their
refusal to adopt proposals by majoriry decision, as laid
down in the treaties. Naturally, we are counting on
the suppon of the Commission, which Parliament has
called on to endorse its action. In acting in this way,
Parliament believes that it is acdnB to maintain the law
and to safeguard the interests of every citizen of the
Communiry. 
.
(Apphuse)
Mr Seefeld (Sl, chairman of the Committee on Trans-
poft. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, on
behalf of the,Committee on Transport let me say that I
am delighted that the President of the European Par-
liament has decided 
- 
as we have just heard 
- 
to
bring before the European Court of Jusdce an action
against the Council of Ministers for failure to act in
the field of transpon policy, in accordance with our
decision of 16 December 1982 and in line with the
recommendation of our committee on 2 December
1982.
The representatives of Europe have had rc follow the
sad tale of the uansport ministers' inabiliry to take
decisions for all too long. Since the beginning of the
EEC, for more than 25 years, Parliament's Committee
on Transport has produced a stream of general opi-
nions and numerous specific opinions by way of indi-
cating ideas and proposals for a genuine. European
transport plan. For its part the Council of Ministers in
the last 20 years has indeed passed a few legdl matters
but many of the Commission's submissions and
numerous proposals from the European Parliament
have been left to gather dust where they have been
filed.
In connection with the Council's reply to Parliament's
call for action, the Committee on Transport has once
again taken a very careful look at the Council's argu-
ments. 'V'e have reached the conclusion that the indivi-
dual measures which have b-een taken so far do not
represent a common transport policy for the Com-
munity. The directly elected European Parliament,
with its directly elected representatives of Europe,
cannot and will not tolerate this situation any longer.
Our disjointed ransport system leads to distortion of
compedtion and produces barriers to intra-Com-
munity uade. The Council's inertia also goes against
the express desires of the authors of the treaties for the
creation of a common transPort policy.
Consequently, u/e accuse the Council of Ministers of
infringing Articles 3 (e),74 and 75 of the EEC Treaty
and of failing to define the framework for the formu-
lation of a common transport poliry and of failing to
act within the time limits laid down in the Treary on
numerous proposals which have been submitted by the
Commission and approved by Parliament.
In instituting these proceedings, the European MPs
are making use of a procedure for which there is prov-
ision in the reaties establishing the Communities. In
doing so, we are pursuing our political objective,
which is the establishment of a genuine European
transport policy.
It will now be up to the Coun of Justice to give a rul-
ing on this action by Europe's representatives against
the Council of Ministers. It is with great confidence
and faith that I look forward to the outcome of these
proceedings.
(Applaase)
t(
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Mrs Veil (Ll, cbaimun of the Legal Afairs Committee.
- 
(FR) On behalf of the lcgal Affairs Committee,
Mr President, I just wanr ro repea[ the opinion which
was drawn up by our commiftee at its meeting in Ath-
ens on 2-3 December and which has been submitted to
the House.
It is the committee view in fact that the Council's reply
was not a definition of iu opinion in accordance wirh
Anicle 175 of the Treaty establishing the EEC and
that as a result action could be taken. let me add that
the opinion of the commirree was adopted by 13 votes
to two with three abstentions.
You were asked, Mr Presidenq should you decide not
to institute proceedings, to inform the turo committees
of this decision in time for a repon to be drawn up for
Parliament in accordance with paragraph 5 of the
resoludon which was adoprcd by the House on
15 Seprcmber.
Finally, the Legal Affairs Committee decided that it
would be berter ro leave you complete. freedom to
select the means of supponing this action so that there
would be no debarc here vhich might then be used in
the coun proceedings. The committee felt it would be
better if you chose the methods to be adopted
together with Parliament's legal experts.
(Apphuse)
Mr Davignon, Wce President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, on behalf of the Commission let
me say that our institution endorses Parliament's aims
regarding the developmenr of a common rransport
policy and will play its pan, as allowed by the treary,
in the acdon brought before the Coun ofJustice.
(Apphase)
6. Dates of next part-sessions
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, ar rhe sitting of
14 October 1982 Parliament adoprcd a resolution in
favour of an additional pan-session before the first
European Council meeting this year. The purpose
'was:
to allow a wide-ranging debate and the drafting of
specific proposals ro stimulare coordinated econo-
mic policies capable of combating unemployment
effecdvely.
\7ith the aim of doing something by way of a follow-
up to this decision by Parliament, the enlarged Bureau
noted that the nexr European Council meering was
scheduled for the week of 2l-25 March and it there-
fore came to the conclusion that if a debate on unem-
ployment were ro be held before then it should take
place during the pan-session from 7 to ll March.
It would have been impossible, however, for any docu-
ment or motion for a resolution to be drawn up in
time by the relevant parliamentary committees which
were far from finishing rheir work on rhe mauer. Con-
sideration was rherefore given to holding the addi-
'tional pan-session whic-h Parliament's resolution
called for at alater dare, in April, so that.every effon
could be made by the relevant commirtees, and in
panicular by the Commimee on Social Affairs and
Employment, to prepare for the debate in a thorough
manner.
By majority vorc rhe enlarged Bureau decided to pro-
pose that the additional part-session be postponed
from March to April. I musr ask Parliament to vote on
this proposal.
You will realize that there is no question of having a
debate on this marter bur simply of soning our a ques-
tion of procedure. Consequently, I shall call one
speaker in favour of the postponement to April and
one against the proposal. Before tNre rwo speakers are
called, I feel it would be a good idea to hear from the
chairman of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), chairman of the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presi-
dent, I do not wish to add anphing to what you have
said, but allow me to make a small coriection. There is
no objection on rhe pan of the Commitree on Social
Affairs and Employment, which is continually dealing
with the grave problem of unemployment and which
has to submit resolutions, ideas, opinions and conclu-
sions so that the European Council can adopt suitable
measures. However we must observe and respect the
decision of the plenary session, which has scheduled a
special pan-session of the European Parliament to dis-
cuss the. critical problem of unemployment, with a
view to presenting concrete proposals on urgent mea-
sures, and in view of the fact that 
- 
as you know 
-the European Summit Council will be meeting on 21
and 22 March, it is no longer feasible to convene an
extraordinary part-session before this date.
In conclusion, with a view to a more complete exami-
nation of this major socio-economic issue, which is
undoubtedly of interest to all rhe political groups in
our Parliamenr, v/e think that this debate could be
held at an extraordinary pan-session in April or May,
before the European Council meets in June.
(Appkase)
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(m Mr President, ar the meet-
ing_of the enlarged Bureau I supponed your proposal
and my group is willing ro supporr ir here because we
believe that the problem of unemploymenr is far roo
serious and pressing and far too difficult and,compli-
cated to be solved unless the House ffeats the probLm
as a matter of the utmost graviry.
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'S7'e are dealing with a Council of Ministers and a
European Council which have repeatedly said they are
going to do something about unemployment but they
have never followed up ,their words with any real
Communiry policy. \7e are also dealing with a Com-
mission which is lacking in ideas on the subject. Parlia-
ment is therefore obliged to adopt some definite reso-
lutions which will make the Council and the Commis-
sion face up to their responsibilities. This is why we
are ready to endorse your proposal for an adjourn-
ment until April, Mr President.
Of course, if the Council-- as we have heard say 
-
were to submit proposals for the immediate expansion
of the new Community instrument, for financing and
for Community policies on working hours, we should
not stand in their way. But we have to ensure that the
Committee on Social Affairs, the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Committee on
Agriculure, the Committee on Energy and so on are
in a position to offer serious and genuine proposals, so
that the Council and the Commission have to face up
to their responsibilities.
Mr'Vurz (COM). 
- 
(FR) I just wanted to say that
we are happy with this proposal but we want a firm
commitment on the pari of Parliament that the special
pan-session on farm prices will be held in March . . .
President. 
- 
Mr '$V'urtz, I am interruPting you
because you were called to speak against the proposal.
A point of order is the only other reason for speaking.
Mr Shedock (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. I merely wished to point out, before we Bot into
the usc of Community instruments and all the rest of
it, that April is ordained on the present calendar to
have 30 days. On which of them . .
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, that is not a procedural
motion. I said April or May. That will be proposed by
the Bureau.
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Mr President, that makes it 51
days! I have other people to meet. I dare say even you
have other people to meet.
President. 
- 
I suppose so, but that has nothing to do
with procedure.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, after duly con-
sidering this morning's discussions in the enlarged,
Bureau and various conversations I have had this
afternoon, may I ask the House to look into the possi-
biliry of arranging our work as follows.
First of all, during the normal March pan-session, we
could spend half a day debating the document which
the Commission has akeady drawn up on the reduc-
tion of working hours, as well as the promotion of
public investment, particularly through the New Com-
muniry Instrument. Subsequently, at a special part-
session in April, we would examine all the other means
of implementing an improved employment policy,
bearing in mind that, in April, the Commission will be
presenting its document on unemPloyment among
young people and that, on 5 and 7 Jwe, there will be a
second ,European Council devotbd paniqularly to
employment policy, while the Council of Ministers of
Social Affairs will be meeting on 5 June.
In this way we could act without undue hasrc and
influence the deliberations of the European Council.
Presideat. 
- 
Mr Glinne, any reque$ to have the mat-
ter debated during the March part-session must be
communicated to the enlarged Bureau. That is where
responsibility lies for drawing up the agenda.
Mr Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this is just
to ask whether, on the understanding that we go along
with the proposals which have been made, you can
py'omise that farm prices will be discussed in March.
President. 
- 
I am waiting for the Committee on Agri-
culture to propose a date f.or the discussion of farm
Pnces.
Mr Bord (DEP), 
- 
(FR)All the same, Mr President,
we ought to know whether we shall be discussing farm
prices during the ordinary part-session in March.
President. 
- 
\7e are not discussing a date for farm
prices here but trying to change the date of a debate
on employment poliry.
Mr Kirk (ED).- (DA) Atyesterday's meeting of the
enlarged Bureau I undersrcod that we had decided
that, if Parliament voted not to hold a debate on
unemployment during the ordinary part-session in
March, then there would be a debate on agricultural
prices. At the same time we decided not to fix a darc
for the special part-session on unemployment. Is that
right?
President. 
- 
Mr Kirk, this is not the place to solve the
problems the enlarged Bureau has to solve. There was
a decision by the Parliament to hold a special session
on employment before the first European Council in
1983. \(e have found that for various reasons the
enlarged Bureau cannot accommodate that decision by
Parliament. And as Parliament is more imponant than
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the enlarged Bureau, Parliament has to decide whether
it agrees to change that date or whether it does not.
That is the only proposal before us, all'the rest I would
say is a matter for the enlarged Bureau and proposals
for the agenda.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
I would like clarification, Mr
President. There is, I understand,. involved in rhis
employment quesdon a cenain oligarchy 
- 
the Carh-
erwood conspirary. Now you have been talking, I
think quite properly, about what the Bureiu should do
and what Parliament should do. I would like rc know
under what rule of procedure this extraordinary com-
mittee of chairmen is operating. Should the matter not
be referred in fact to the Comminee on the Rules of
Procedure and Pedtions?
President. 
- 
Mr Enright, this is not a question relar-
ing to the subject now under discussion.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) In view of the fact that the
plenary sitting of this House agreed there should be a
special debate before the European Council meedng
of 21 and 22March, and in an effon to reach a rea-
sonable compromise, I would sugtesr that during the
ordinary part-session in March we have a halfday
debate on the problems of cutting the working week
and of boosting public investment by means of the new
Community instrument.
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne, it is up to rhe enlaiged
Bureau 
- 
of which you are a member 
- 
ro propose
an agenda for the March pan-session.
I therefore propose that the additional part-session be
postponed to April or.May.
(Parliament approoed tbe enkrged Bureau\ proposal)
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr
President. Before we proceed ro rhe vorc, will you
please clarify the question of the date of the special
session on agricultural prices? !7e need to know what
the.plans of the enlarged Bureau are in regard to the
sesslon.
President. 
- 
I cannot give you any information at the
moment because it depends on the dming of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and the enlarged Bureau has not
taken notice of this question.
. 
7. Votesr
HAAGERUP REPORT (Doc. l-946/82 'european
securiqy').
Paragrapb 3 
-Amendment No 43
Mrs Yan den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) I cannor vore on
this because I do not have the text of the amendment.
It says literally that my rexr is not applicable to rhe
Dutch version. According rc the people who have
produced this, it would seem ro be a linguistic prob-
lem.
President. 
- 
Vell, I shall have to hear from Mr
Radoux that it is a linguistic problem, as he has been
talking about a linguistic and a political problem. Can
it be regarded as a linguistic problem, Mr Radoux? If
so, there will be no need to vote and we simply have to
make it correspond to the original text.
Mr Radoux (S). 
- 
(FR) k is linguistic, Mr President,
but more than that it is political.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
!7hat cannor be ranslated into Dutch
cannot be political, Mr Radoux.
(Laughter)
Mrs Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) It it really is political, Mr
President, I should like rc know 
- 
in another lan-
tuage, if necessary 
- 
what it is about. On the piece of
paper I have'here it says niet oan toepassing in dc Ned-
erkndse tekst.
President. 
- 
This seems ro be an exceptionally diffi-
cult case. Perhaps you could explain what it means in
Dutch, Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux (S). 
- 
(NL) I am sorry, Mr President, it
is quirc clear in French.
(Mr Radoux read oat tbe French version and continucd
in Frencb)
I am saying that en deoenir is the wrong phrase. It
exrsts now.
President. 
- 
The only thing to do is to put Amend-
ment No 43 to the vorc. It has been read out in French
which was the original language.
I See Annex.
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Mr Glinnc (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the text is not
available in all languages. fu a member of the same
linguistic communiry within Belgium, I shall ask my
estiemed friend, Mr Radoux, if he would be so kind
as to withdraw the amendment.
Mr Radoux (S).- (FR) Even a prery woman could
not resist such gallantry.
(Laaghter 
- 
Applause)
Paragraph 4 
- 
Amendment No 52
Mr Haagerup (L), ropporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenq ttris is
slighdy more complicatcd, because the committee
rejicted an amendment relating to the setting up of a
permanent subcommittee. Now we have a total refor-
mulation in which the most imponant pan is that a
report be drawn up, and thcrefore I must as raPPor-
teur leave the decision rc the House.
Mr Mo--enteeg (PPE) .- (NL) I supponed the
amendment on the basis of the original text which was
tabled, and that was in French. I must say that the
Durch version goes quite beyond what is in the French ,
version. For example, we have inztentaire in French
and balans in Durch. In French there is analyse and in
the Durch version studie.The Dutch version will have
rc be revised since ir is a poor rendering'
Afier the aote on the amettdments and before the exphn'
ations of oote
Mrs Kellett-Bowmln (ED). 
- 
Mr President, earlier
in the week, when Mr Klepsch was in the chair and
there was a great deal of work to be done, he asked
people to submit their explanations of vote in writing.
Vould it not be possible for you to do the same this
evening, as we also have a great deal of very important
work to get through now? It worked very successfully
earlier in the week.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The Members knouthat they can submit
their explanations of vote in writing. You have now
invited th.- to do so, and I join you in that. I do irot
think it will make much difference, though I hope it
will. Sometimes it depends on'the rePorts whether
Members prefer to give their explanations of vote
orally or in writing.l
(Tlte sitting anas stspended at 9.05 p.m. and resumed at
10 p.n.)
I Deliberations on petitions by the Committee on the Rules
of Proceduro and Petitions: see Minutes.
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
' Vce-President
8. Conscientious objection (continaation)
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debarc on the repon (Doc. l-546/82) by Mrs Mac-
ciocchi on conscientious objection.
Mr Bonino (CDD. 
- 
(m I must sart, Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen 
- 
you few who are sdll here at
this late hour of the evening 
- 
by deploring, albeit
briefly, the fact that this 
- 
to my mind 
- 
crucial
debate has been slotted in 
- 
for reasons known rc the
\ Chair, I dare say 
- 
at such a late hour, thus making
the topic fragmented and disjointed.
I thought that this debate was crucial because it dealt
with 
- 
and indeed, sdll does deal with 
- 
the citizen's
basic rights, leading this House to discuss principles
which I consider important, such as those of non-viol-
ence, the right and the categorical imperative not to
kill, and a different idea of defence, nadonal defence
or territorial defence.
I will try to give a fuller explanation of-Yrhati rn."n
tomorrow morning when we give our explanations of
vorc, but right now I should like to say that this
motion for a resolution by the European Parliament is
a clear statement and, I trust, will give t clear indica-
tion, to all Member States, including my own country,
which 
- 
although it has had a law on conscientious
objection since 1972 
- 
is preparing to review this law
because of its obvious limitations which have not
allowed it to work properly.
The first point is the fact that conscientious objectors
are no longer considered deseners, not even from a
cultural point of view. Instead, they are citizens who
are claiming that their attitude is rctally legitimate
since it depends on their religious or philosophical
reflecdons and opinions, which cannot be evaluated by
any committee. To my mind, this is one of the most
imponant aspects to emerge from this report, namely,
that it wholeheanedly suppons the idea that no adju-
dicating committee is competent to judge the validiry
of a moral or philosophical concept or opinion no
matter what it might be.
The second point is that civilian service must not be a
kind of punishment, as if the conscientious objector
were a shirker and not just a citizen who happens to
hold different opinions.
Those are the firo most significant points 
- 
to keep it
brief 
- 
in this report, which is why ure are in favour
of it, as I will explain tomorrow morning.
't
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Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Ye shall be giving our who-
leheaned supporr to Mrs Macciocchi's excellent
report. \7e mighr seem ro be duplicating the work of
the Council of Europe, in panicular irs Resoludon 337
of Oez and its Recommendation 816 of tgZZ. This
latter recommendation proposes that a righr of con-
scientious objection be included in the Convention on
Human Rights, a point which is echoed in paragraph 8
of the motion for a resoludon before us now. But
while the Council of Europe can do no more than
issue recommendations to its member governmenu,
the Communiry institutions have more power. At least,
I assume they do, and for that reason I should like to
ask the Commission's representative in this Chamber
in what way pressure can be pur on the Member States
to ensure that this resolution becomes national policy.
Ve are afraid that rhe instruments available may
extend to nothing more rhan rhe cautious formulation
'emphasizes', 'calls on' and 'suppons' in paragraphs 6,
7 and I of the modon for a resolution. Clearly, any
amendments seeking to dilute these panicular para-
graphs 
- 
such as Nos 7 and I tabled by Mrs Gaiotti
de Biase 
- 
will nor meet with our approval. Ve shall,
however, be supponing those amendments which seek
rc clarify the issue, that is, Nos 14, 15 and 17 tabledby
Mr Pannella and Mrs Bonino, No 20 tabled by Mr
Vandemeulebroucke and Mr Capanna, and also the
constructive Amendment No 18 tabled by Mr Sie-
glerschmidt.
Mr President, I should like to conclude with a general
remark. It is not just a coincidence rhar all the amend-
ments we shall be voting against have been tabled by
Greek, Italian and French Members. Incidentally,
there are a number of Italian amendments which we
shall be voting for, and let us nor forger that Mrs Mac-
ciocchi is herself Italian. The fact is, though, that
Greece, Italy and France are rhe very three countries
in the Communiry which have received an unfavour-
able menrion in this respect in Amnesry International's
annual repon for 1982. \7e would not deny that the
situation has improved recently, nor have we forgotten
that history has taken a complercly different course in
Greece and Italy than in, say, Denmark or the Nether-
lands, and that the mentaliry and traditions of those
countries are very different. Nonetheless, I would
address an urgenr appeal to rhe Members from rhose
countries to support Mrs Macciocchi's motion for a
resolution. In any communiry, Mr Presidenq there will
always be cenain elements who will have to make sac-
rifices in the intirests of rhe Communiry as a whole,
and the European Communiry is no exception here.
Mrs Van den Heuwel (S).- (NL)'MI President, the
question of conscientious objecdon is at one and the
same time a very old and avery new problem. Old, in
that on several occasions in rhe past people have
refused to take up arms against others because rhey
thought thar they would thereby be coming inro con-
flict with their own consciences. Some of ihese have
even been prepared ro go so far as rc sacrifice their
own lives on the issue.
In the Member States of the European Communiry, of
course, those people for whom the question of
whether or not to become a member of the armed
forces is a nev problem affecting themselves have no
reason t'o fear such dire consequences. Our countries
respect the rule of law and all have governments which
respect and protect human rights. Nonetheless there is
- 
as the various resolutions on which the Macciocchi
report is based clearly demonstrarc 
- 
every reason ro
devorc attention to rhe rights of conscientious objec-
tors in our own Member States and in this Parliament
elected by the people of Europe.
The main reason 
- 
as Mr Eisma pointed out just now
- 
is that, in some of our Member States, people are
still being kept in prison because they are conscien-
tious objectors. ,Amnesty International has named
France, Greece and Italy in this respecr. Another
reason why this problem deserves our aftenrion is
because the relevant legislation in our Member Srates
is so divergent that any legislative harmonizadon in
this respect would be welcomed by the people of
Europe as a contribution towards improved European
cooperation.
Any discussion of matters relating to individual consci-
ences is bound to be a hazardous undertaking; after
all, what precisely do we mean by a matrer of consci-
ence ? All roo ofrcn, people tend to associate ma$ers of
conscience with a belief in a superior power prescrib-
ing a certain code of behaviour at any given time, 
-and I myself belong to this group 
- 
but all too often,
the implication is that believers have a prior right to
appeal to their consciences. I utterly reject this kind of
attitude, which is to my mind an arrogant one.
For the purposes of this debarc, I shall stick to
Amnesty International's definition of a conscientious
objector as a person liable m conscription for military
service who, for reasons of conscience or profound
conviction arising from religious, ethical, moral,
humanitarian, philosophical, political or similar
motives, refuses to perform armed service or to take
eny part whatsoever in wars or armed conflicts. The
charactcrisdc feature of a decision of conscience is
that only the person appealing to his or her conscience
can say when that momenr has arrived. It therefore
follows that it is, by definirion, impossible to keep a
check on who or what has given rise rc the decisiron.
This point is made in Mrs Macciocchi's modon for a
resolution, and my group wholeheanedly supporc
paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolurion, in which
that point is made.
In our countries too, Mr President 
- 
natft in our
countries in panicular 
- 
which are built on rhe foun-
dation of'democrarically enacted legislation, we musr
allow freedom of conscience and guarantee rhe indivi-
dual's right m appeal to his own coiscience. \fe
democrats in panicular must appreciate rhar no legisla-
tion enacted by human beings can ever ove.rule an
individual's personal convictions, whether or not we
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agree with those convictions. Democracy itself is in
grave danger if democrac| as an institution is granrcd
such absolute povers that individual liberties are
thereby placed in jeopardy. There is no way of scrutin-
izing a person's conscience, and consciendous objec-
tors must not be punished by being made to do alter-
native service lasting more than the normal period of
military service. Anyone who advocates such a course,
Mr President, is not taking the queition of conscien-
tious objecdon seriously. The report before us now,
which emphatically defends these views, deserves this
House's support, and I am grateful to Mrs Macciocchi
for all the work she has put in on the report.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I wish to
express my profound opposition rc Mrs Macciocchi's
report. This is both my personal opinion and that of
the Group I represent.
I should like to begin by emphasizing that the report
was unable to give an 'objective' definition of a con-
scientious objector and the elements which comprise
his beliefs. As a result, since we do not have an 'objec-
tive' definition of conscientious objection, w'e cannot,
adopt the repon and ask for it to be applied through-
out the Communiry. It is not feasible to base the right
to conscientious objection merely on a declaration by
the interested prty, because a whole variery of
motives can be masked by such a declaration.
Secondly, the repon evokes the principles of democ-
rac! as a basis for the right to conscientious objection.
On the contrary, it is my belief that this principle com-
pels us to acknowledge the unavoidable need for mili-
tary service. I think that it is inadmissible for some
members of a sociery to be responsible for its defence
while others draw advansges from this without having
conuibuted anphing. Thirdly, this report, which aims
at standardizing the status of conscientious objectors
rhroughout the Communiry does not take into consid-
eration the panicular requirements of each of these
countries where defence and strategy are concerned.
Nor does it consider to what extent some Member
Sates can afford such a luxuqy. Founhly, and more
specifically, Law No 731 of 1977 accords some possi-
bilities to conscientious objectors on the grounds of
religious belief. In such cases, conscientious objectors
do military service which is twice as long but without
bearing arms.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to specify
that, not only should conscientious objection zot be
recognized by the European parliament, but, on the
contrary, people who refuse to perform their military
service ought to be considered beyond the pale, by
their o*n choice, since they have refused rc participate
in the most vital matter of their country's survival and
safery.
Mrs Macciocchi (S). 
- 
(FR) That smacks of the
colonels!
Mr Gendebien (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Having only a few
moments to speak, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should first of all like to remind Mr Gondkas in
passing that the play Antigone was written by a
Greek .. .
I should also like to point out that the main vinue of
European civilization is that it has always acknow-
ledged the absolute supremacy of the individual's right
of conscience over the rights of the State. I would say
to those who think that the system could be abused 
-which rarely happens 
- 
that democracy has a dury to
run certain risls. That is why I will be voting in favour
of Mis Macciocchi's report and I should like to con-
gratularc her once again on her work.
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I want to begin by announcing
that I will be voting in favour of Mrs Macciocchi's
motion for a resolution, even though I feel obliged to
express cenain reservations.
This right is hencefonh sanctioned as a principle in
many countries and to step backwards would be
unthinkable, nor do I want to do so. I also reject the
dartgerous parallels made with the right to abonion.
The problems raised by the application of conscien-
tious objection nowadays stem from the fact that the
picture has changed.
This is 1983, ladies and gentlemen, and I find it shon-
sighted and a little hypocritical rc tackle the question
of conscientious objection only from the angle of the
individual's freedom of conscience, as if we were still
in the 18th century.
Conscientious objection has changed in terms of num-
bers (in Italy, the numbers have gone up from around
100 in 1973 to nearly 18 000 in 1981 and to over
20 000 in 1982 
- 
and Mrs Veil's passionate speech
cannot sweep away these facts) but it has also changed
in terms of its cultural meaning. Requests for exemp-
tion are no longer motivated by a particular religious
belief, but bf an active militanry and political choice
which is not always tied up with a religious desire to
combat violence. This is not meant as a criticism: this
desire is still respectable and may even be fruitful, but
it remains a matter of conscience. Nevenheless, it is
very difficult to control it with the outdated legal
instruments of individual conscience which respect it
for what it is, as this debate has shown and as para-
graph 3 of Mrs Macciocchi's motion for a resolution
confirms. This question calls for new instruments to
solve new problems; it requires new analyses along the
lines of a whole poliry, not just in the area of defend-
ing human rights. In saying this, I do not wish to pre-
judge rhe outcome either negatively or positively. I
just wanr to deliver this debate of ours from the hypo-
crisy of repeating things which run the risk of making
it difficult to apply the law when, every year 
- 
and I
i
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fully understand why this should be so, 
- 
an exra
10 000 young men ask rc be exempt.
I have no illusions concerning the fate of my amend-
ments, which v'ere an a[tempt to ask this House to go
into the matter more deeply. It is easier to pretend that
things are simple than to face rhem for what they are.
This applies both on the left and on the righr and I
believe that neither side of this House has really tried
-to understand the meaning behind my amendments.
I am however convinced that we will have ro rerurn [o
this topic out of respect to the young people who want
recognition for their rights and because we have a
duty to be honest with them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken ar the next voting time.
9. ERDF
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debare on rwo
oral questions, with debate (Doc. 1-1048 /82: l-1049/
82) to the Councili
- 
by Mrs Boot, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Parry (Christian-Demo-
cratic Group). Mr van der Vring, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Harris, on behalf of
the European Democradc Group, Mr Cecov-
ini, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, Mrs Ewing, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, and Mr
Kyrkos, on Council decisions concerning the
amendment of the ERDF Regulation:
Subject: Council decisions *n"r-ing the amend-
ment of the ERDF Regulation.
On Thursday,22April 1982, the European Par-
liament delivered its opinion on the Commission's
proposal tor the amendment of the above regula-
tion. In general, Pailiamenr approvcd the Com-
' mission's proposal, viz.:
- 
geographicalconcentration,
-. 
the concept of coordination,
- 
gradual transition to the financing of pro-
grammes,
- 
an increase in the non-quota secdon,
- 
integratedprogrammes,
- 
the granting to rhe Commission, rather than
rhe Council, of the power m take decisions
concerning the non-quota section.
Vith regard to these proposals, can rhe Council:
l. reveal nrhat stage has been reached in the deci-
sion-making process;
2. describe any difficulties creat€d by each of rhe
proposals;
3. state whether, in the meanrime, other proposals
have been considered:
4. indicate on what date the new regulation will be
adoprcd?
- 
by Mr De Pasquale, Mr Harris, Mr Hutton, Mr
Muntingh, Mr K. Nikolaou, Mr Poner.ing, Mr J.
D. Taylor, Mr von der Vring and Mr Ziagas, on
behalf of the Comminee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning, on the amendment of the
regulation establishing the European Regional
Development Fund:
Subject: amendment of the regulation establishing the
European Regional Development Fund.
The Coutrcil has still not adopted 'guidelines' for ini-
tiating the conciliadon procedure with the European
Parliament on the revision of the reguladon on the
European Development Fund (ERDF).
(a) Does the Council not consider thar in this respect
it has failed to fulfil the obligations it set itself in
the regulation?
(b) Does the Council not consider that rhis delay is
seriously prejudicing the improvement and
developmenr of Community regional policy, ghe
implgmentation.of which greatly assists in alleviat-
ing unemploymenr in rhe Community?
(c) Vhat is the precise timetable which the Council
intends to esablish for adopting iti guidelines in
connection with the amendment of the ERDF
regulation, with a view to gpening the conciliation
procedure requested by the European Parliament?
Mrs Boot (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Sebre-
tary of. State, ladies and gentlemen, it is in itself an
unsatisfactory stare of affairs when, as roday, we have
to table an oral quesdon and a motion for a resolution
- 
which we shall be voting on romorrow 
- 
regarding
the decision-making pr6cess within the Council. \7e
have become somewhat impatient about rhe Council's
failure to reach a decision on the review of the Regu-
lation, which is why all the political troups in this
House have appended their signatures to this oral
question. I was pleased to hear this week that when
Mr Genscher presented his programme he not only
explained the broad sweep of his policies, but also
devoted some arrcnrion to the Communiq/s instru-
ment in the field of structural poliry, i.e. the Regional
Fund. lZhat he said was that the main aim of his
effons at reform would be to concentrate rhe
resources available rc the Fund. Afrcr all, it is only by
concenirating these resources on the regions which arl
really worst affectcd rhat we can ser out to reform rhe
Fund in a meaningful way.
I
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In my view, the Commission's proposal for the reform
of thl Regional Fund is a new step towards ihe formu-
ladon of a European regional poliry wonhy of the
name. \7hat such a policy in fact amou,rirts to is a Com-
muniry approach to regional' problems, bearing in
mind the fact that these problems 
- 
i.e. the major
economic disparities between the various regions 
-
often have very different causes. Sometimes they are
the result of historical circumstances going back
hundreds of years; sometimes it is because the regions
are on the periphery of the Communiry; and some-
times it is the result of agrarian depopulation or
urbanization. Most recently, though, the regions worst
affected have been downgraded to an exffemely weak
satus as a result of national economic policies.
Mr Presidlnt, I should like to make the point that
regional poliry is essentially one aspect of general
economicpoliry, which explains why any shifts which
take place in the national economies have major reper-
cussions on regional poliry too. Comparadve study
shows that a regional poliry based on investment
incentives stands or falls with the general level of
investment in the national budgets. The upshot is, Mr
Presidint, that specific mcasures designed to aid ailing
regions will meet with reladvely limle success unless
there is some assurance that economic trends keep
pace with those of the Communiry as a whole, an illus-
rration of this being last week's devaluation of the
drachma.
If the Common Market is to continue to function
effectively, it is vital that the macro-economic differ-
ences between the partially integrated national budgets
- 
i.e. integrated as regards the private market sector,
but not as regards the public sector 
- 
are kept as
small as possible. Regional policy as a Community
poliry must be much'more effectively integrated into
an overall, coordinated macro-economic plan for the
shon term and, in panicular, the medium-to-long
term. I have the utmost confidence that the German
Presidency 
- 
which I think shares these views 
- 
will
ensure that the Commission's proposals in the field of
concentration, coordinatioh and programme financing
will be implemented over he coming six months, bear-
ing in mind the possibility of attaching certain condi-
tions to ghese measures.
Mr Dc Pasqualc (COM). 
- 
(17) Once again, Mr
President, our committee is forced to raise the serious
problem of delays on the part of the Council of Minis-
rcrs in adopting the new regulation for the Regional
Fund. Already as long ago as February 1979, the
Council undenook rc take special noie of Parliament's
guidelines in any new Fund Regulatibn. Anicle 22 of
the Regulation even specified a dme limit of
31 December 1980. In other words, w'e are already
two years behind and even today there is no hope of
any immediate outcome.
'!7e have been informed that only on one point 
- 
that
of geographical concentration 
- 
has there been an
intermediary proposal put forward by the Danish
President, but as far as we can tell, even this point is
still all at sea. There is a grave dangcr that the entire
period will pass with nothing being concluded, and we
should all concern ourselves with avening this situa-
tion.
Since we were worried by this prospect, we tried to
question the German Presidency and I also sent a mes-
sage to President Genscher before his speech that he
gave the other day.
The quesdons we asked are quirc sraightforward:
firsdy, does the German Presidency intend to do all in
its power to reach a positive conclusion before ia
mandate runs out? Secondly, when will the concerta-
tion procedure we requested be set in motion? All that
ure tot by way of reply from President Genscher was
that a reform of the Regional Fund was on the agenda.
But we had been aware of this for the last nine
months. Vhat we wanted to find out wes what we
didn't know, namely, how many months longer it
would still remain on the agenda.
It is a fact that a reform of the Regional Fund is not
one of the four priorities singled out by the Geiman
Presidency. So, as far as we can tell, the Council does
not in fact think that there is any great hurry.
Mr President, it is totally unacceptable that the Coun-
cil does not want to realize that this financial instru-
ment must be renewed without losing any more time;
it must be given neur scope and powers to boost a stra-
tegy of development in regions which are structurally
weak and in decline. '$7e cannot just sit back and sur-
render to the idea that this Fund should carty on pay-
ing out panial refunds without any guaranrce as if
there were no tomorrow'. The most devasmdng effects
of the current crisis are felt in the weakest regions and
on the weakest markets and we cannot afford inertia.
On the contrary, the Communiq/s regional policy and
its instrumenr must be renewed and they must be
adapted as far as possible to the new problems and the
new imbalances provoked by the present recession in
the European economy.
In this situation, which is provoking countries within
the Communiry to devise their own breakaway forms
of sdmulation, which are disruptive of the whole, it is
essential that an effective instrument be provided at
least rc encourage Member States 
- 
if not to oblige
them 
- 
to implement more coherent and less disor-
ganized regional policies. These are all long-term
problems which just cannot be brushed aside.
Lastly, it should be borne in mind that the proposal on
which the Council has put the brakes is a responsible
undenaking, and by no means something dashed off
at a whim by us. The Commission and Parliament
worked hard rcgether on it,,using our experience, and
taking as our starting point a coherent, organic and
realistic solution which would promote the Com-
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muniq/s regional policy in our presenr conditions.
This is a political fact which is highly significant. \7e
cannot allow the Council to wipe it all out and content
ourselves with being merely a alking shop.
That is why we have appealed for cooperation 
- 
with
as much openness as possible 
- 
rather than conflict,
with us all adopting different positions.
Mr President, we vant collaboration to continue
effectively on rhe basis of open quesdons and first of
all, we want the Council to play its hand. let there'be
no illusions thaq with a topic such as this one, Parlia-
ment can be forced rc make do with sham consulta-
tions!The Commission should be on its guard against
accepdng, behind Parliament's back, compromises
which are incompatible with the overall project rhat
we have designed togerher.
President. 
- 
Before calling Mr Schlecht to reply on
behalf of the Council, I should like to compliment him
on being here rc speak to us at such a late hour, and I
am sure that those Members of Parliament who are
here now will join me in welcoming him.
(Applause)
Mr Schlccht, President-in-Ofrc, of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gehtlemen, we have a
great deal of sympathy with tho rwo quesdons under
consideration here, and also with the impatience
which has just been voiced, and with your desire to
steer the reform of the Regional Fund in the right
direcdon and to conclude this reform as quickly as
possible.
The Council has studied the Commission proposals
thoroughly, but the reforms proposed by the Commis-
sion are generally so exrensive that it is not possible to
conclude negoriations on rhis in a shon time. For rhis
reason, I would ask you to show some understanding
on your parr for the fact that my answers ro rhe rwo
questions will not be as concrete as you hope.
The original Commission proposal of October 1981,
the European Parliament Resolution of April l9B2 and
the amended Commission proposal of September 1982
do in fact principally concern the six fields mendoned
by Mrs Boot and the other Members. Consultadons
are continuing in the Council, so unfoftunately I can-
not say when rhe draft regularion will finally be sub-
mitted to the Council.
fu the Council President informed the responsible
committee of the European Parliament already in
November last, the grearest problems arose with
regard, on rhe one hand, to the problem of geographi-
cal concentration and, on the other, to the incrlase in
the non-quota secdon. The question which arises here
is to what extent the Commission proposals can be met
on two poinrs, namely rhe limitation of the quota sec-
tion funds to the four least prosperous, structurally
weakest Member States as well as to Greenland and
the French Overseas Depaftmenr, and secondly that
of the increase in the non-quota section resources
from 5 w2}o/o ofthe Fund.
But other aspects raised by the delegates are also
creating problems for some delegations.
As regards the timetable for finally adopting rhe regu-
lation, this will depend on rhe Council's consultations.
Account musr be taken of the fact that the European
Parliament in is reSolution requested the application
of the conciliation procedure to this issue. I assure you
that the Council will also take this seriously.
In points (a) and (c) of their oral question Mr De pas-
quale and the other Members raise in panicular the
problem of the timetable for consultations on the
Community's regional poliry. Here it musr be emphas-
ized that the reform of the ERDF represenr a very
complicated measure requiring a very thorough exami-
nadon of all aspects of the problem. I have already
asked you to appreciate the fact that because of this
the Commission proposal submitted on 29 October,
which provides for a really thorough reform of the
Fund, could understandably not be adopted in time.
As regards the fear expressed in point (b), namely pre-judice to rhe whole European Regional Policy, ii must
be pointed out that, despite all the problems connecrcd
with {re delay, the ERDF is functioning as before pnd
its budget appropriarions conrinue to increaie on aver-
age proportionally more than the Communiry budget
as a result of the effons of the swo bodies making up
the budger aurhoriry. In these circumstances theie ii
no serious prejudice either to the development of the
regional policy or to the fight against unemployment,
rc. which in any event Communiry bodies accord
Pnorlry.
I can assure you that the German Presidency will do
what ir can ro make progress with this third regula-
tion, and I reserve the right [o return to this topic
again during this debate.
Mr Gioliai, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(fi) I
should like to begin, Mr President, by thanking Mn
Boot and Mr De Pasquale for the supporr whicfi they
have once again given to the Commisiion's proposa[s
on a new regulation for the Regional Fund. In so
d9i.ng, I realize that they have expressed an opinion
which is widely shared in this Houle, just as *i har"
seen on.previous occasions.
Tho President of the CounCil has correcdy described
the starc of negotiations within the Council. I should
like. to say a few words on the Commission,s position
in- these negodadons. I will not dwell on a destription
of the Commission's proposal, nor the reasoning
l
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behind it, which were the subject of a long and con-
structive debate in this Parliament last April, at the end
of which the majority 
- 
as far as I recall 
- 
gave its
support rc these proposals. They were subsequently
modified in order to incorporate the essence of
requests formulated by Parliament. The main stum-
bling-block 
- 
as the President of the Council has
recalled the concentration of the section div-
ided into national quotas and the increase in the
so-called'non-quota' section.
Nevertheless, a certain amount of consensus was
reached at the European Council held in London in
December 1981. \7e are forced m acknowledge, how-
ever, that the intentions stated at that time were not
ranslated into deeds and that within the Council itself
the very principle of concentration became a bone of
conrcntion. Vhat had happened? !7hat happened was
this: the special political climate that took a hold on
the Community in 1982 mingled with the trave econo-
mic crisis and its repercussions on national budgets
which had the effect of making people adopt rigid
positions, in turn creating serious tensions over
amounts of money which were actually quite small. I
can understand some of the motives for this behaviour,
but at the same time I have to point out that there is a
contradiction when people complain of the need to
adopt ad Doc measures to rebalance the Communiq/s
budget and, at the same time, they reject the reform of
policies which could contriburc rc this result, and do
so even when the suggested reform is rational and cor-
responds to the needs of the community as a whole.
'!7hat is the Commission's position now? I feel that it
is my duty to starc 
- 
even though I believe that Par-
liament has grasped this point perfectly 
- 
that the
main purpose of the proposals was not that of strenght-
ening financial transfers to benefit less prosperous
countries, laudable as such an aim might be. \7hat we
are seeking is a whole package of changes to make the
Regional Fund more effective and better equipped to
tackle the most serious regional problems 
- 
in all
their diversiry 
- 
besetting the Communiry. Concen-
tration, increasing the non-quota section, greater
emphasis placed on problems of conversion in declin-
ing industrial areas, the switch from financing single
projects rc that of whole programmes, the favouring
of integrated operations, support for the idea of prom-
oting regional development locally, the adoption of
more flexible and more efficient procedures and the
coordination of regional and national policies: all
these are pans in a unique and coherent whole' The
essential point for the Commission is to go forward.
\7e maintain that our proposals are valid and that that
is the aim we must pursue. \7'e are, however, ready to
look for solutions which will enable us to reach the
aforementioned objective gradually. In order to take
account of everybody's problems and sensitivities,
these solutions will not comprise 
- 
at the beginning,
at least 
- 
the exclusion of any Member State from the
section divided into national quotas. Progress must
however be made with respect to other aspects of the
Commission's proposals, particularly where the size
and role of the non-quota section is concerned. Signi-
ficant progress must in any case be made with respect
rc the concentration of the 'below quota' section
which is a necessary correlation to building up the
'non-quota' section and the imponance which this sec-
tion must assume rc ackle problems of indusrial
decline in the regions.
That explains why the Commission welcomed with
interest the effons made by the Danish President to
reach a compromise. I can guarantee this House that
with the support of the German President 
- 
and I am
sure we will get it 
- 
as just promised by his represen-
tative, the Commission will step up its efforts to reach
a solution before six months are out.
The fact that the Commission does not intend rc give
up its own objectivg is, moreover, confirmed by its
having submitted recently to the Council and Parlia-
ment a new series of action programmes in the non-
quom section for a total value of 700 million EUA
two-thirds of which are destined to suPPort reconver-
sion in'all Member States which have areas affected by
the crisis in the steel and textile industries. These pro-
posals are already in line with the new regulation.
Vhat the President of the Council has just said, Mr
President, is perfectly true, namely that, even in the
absence of decisions, the Regional Fund continues to
operate and its appropriations continue to go uP,
although they remain 
- 
I am afraid rc say 
- 
unsatis-
f.actory, given the extent of our problems' I would add
that a reform of the Fund remains vital and urgent.
The widespread nature of the crisis is creating a cli-
marc in the Communiry and Member States which
threarcns to put regional problems into the back-
ground in a cenain way. I hope you will not mind, Mr
President, if I mention in my usual blunt way an exam-
ple of this trend which I was unfonunate to observe in
this Parliament when it took its decisions for the 1983
budget.
The rue situation is different. The crisis is aggravating
the traditional regional problems and is creating new
ones. In realiry, it is the regions in trouble which are
bearing the major burden of the crisis, including where
unemployment is concerned. The Regional Fund is the
Communiq/s main instrument for helping manufac-
turing industries to adapt to nev'economic and indus-
trial realities. To strengthen it is therefore an urgent
task, not just in the interest of some Member States
but in order to benefit the entire Community.
Mr Nikolaou (S).- (GR) Mr President, it is com-
mon knowledge that over the last ten years the
regional imbalances betc/een the Member States have
increased dramadcally, and this fact emerges clearly
from the Commission report on the Mandate of
30 May.
I
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After the accession of Greece, in panicular, the differ-
ence in GDP per capita befrteen the richest region of
the Community, Hamburg, and the pooresr region,
Thrace, increased rc a ratio of rwelve to one. Our fun-
damental belief is that combadng the regional imbal-
ances through convergence of rf,e 
"conimies 
of the
Member States is one of the main objectives of rhe
Community and should be given immediate prioriry.
Attempts to change the role and the nature of the
Regional Fund with a view to pursuing other, similar
aims at Community level 
- 
spch as combating unem-
ployment 
- 
are in our viev' shonsighted and danger-
ous, because they take no account of the in any case
minimal cohesion between the rich and poor counuies
and regions of the Communiry. If there is rc be any
reconciliation of views between the Council, Commis-
sion and Parliament, wirh a view rc overcoming the
problems, it must become accepted that the Regional
Fund was not set up to help the rich and developed
countries to overcome their present economic and
structural difficulties. Essentially, it represents a coun-
rcrweight to compensatc for the negative consequ-
for the poor regions and countries 
- 
of
accession to the Community. The problem of regional
imbalances became more acurc after the accession of
Greece, and the fonhcoming accession of Spain and
Ponugal will make it even worse, with,the result that
the restructuring of the Regional Fund will become a
matt€r of the very survival of the Cdmmunirn I am nor
talking about any old restrucuring. For the Greek
Socialism restructuring means srrengrhening the quota
sedion of the ERDF, and nor reducing it,' and it
means increasing the funds atailable for infrastructure
investment, which is essential for promoting the prod-
uctive investment in the industrial secor which is so
necessary if we are to escape from the present vicious
circle of economic crisis,
Mr President, it is the Regional Fund which can con-
ribute mo$ to combating unemployment. I repeat, the
Regional Fund and nor rhe Social Fund. Vhereas the
Social Fund simply alleviares rhe problem of unem-
ployment, the Regional Fund represents a means of
reviving the regions 
- 
a genuine force for combating
unemployment.
As regards the proposals for an increase from 5 to
20o/o in the non-quoa secrion, we believe that rhey are
unjustified and would serve only a small number of
regions in the developed countries. I would point out,
for instance, that the second package of me:asures pro-
posed under the non-quota section of the ERDF does
not contain a single item for Greece; despite rhe fact
that that country is facing serious problems in many
sectors such as textiles, shipbuilding and steel. In these
same sectors, however 
- 
and I say this without envy
or rancour 
- 
countries like France, Germany and the
United Kingdom will be receiving most of the funds
under this section.
Mr President, I should like to'finish by emphasizing
that it is essenrial ro accelerare the process of revising
the Regulation governing the Regional Fund in the
spirit evoked by both Mr De Pasquale and Mr Giolitti.
Funhermore, we call upon the Council to finally lay
down the guidelines we need if we are ro respec in
full the fundamental principle of bringing rhe econom-
ies of the Member States of thb EEC into alignment 
-a principle which will eventually have to be imple-
menEd in pracrice at some stage.
(The speaher continued in German)
Mr President-in-Office, I lisrcned carefully to shat
you said. You are, of course, nor responsible for what
your predecessors have done, and you yourself have
expressed your firm intention of taking up rhe mamer.
You have nor yet been able to give us any clear indica-
tions, but I am prepared to accept that you are dercr-
mined to bring this marrcr to a positive conclusion
during your countq/s Presidency.
(Appkuse)
Mr Ingo Fde&ich (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Ve all know that
the subsantial income and strucrural disparities
between the various regions of Europe represenr a
major challenge rc-European policy. !7e know also
that the European regional policy is one of the princi-
pal sources of hope for many Europeans, particularly
in southern Europe, but also in Ireland and Scotland,
who look to the EEC and to the European Parliament
via'the Regional Fund for an improvement in their
ofrcn hopeless personal situarion. This bolstering of
the poor regions of Eurqpe is also of real inrcrest to
the rich regions,.because this will create internal EEC
marker, which are imponant for these richer regions.
The European Parliament has repeatedly and energeti-
cally worked to improve and develop the regional
poliry, the last occasion being, as Mr Schlechr men-
tioned, in April 1982. At that time it voted very clearly
for an extensive reform of rhe Regional Fund Regula-
tion in force.
In so doing we fully recognize that a geographical
concenration of resources, which are in any event
limited and far roo scanr in view of the magnitude of
the task, is endrely appropriate. Ve were giatified to
see that the new President-in-Office of the Council,
Mr Genscher, has already approved some of the prin-
ciples formulatcd by us. !7e are dissatisfied, however,
with the fact that since April 1982 the Council has
taken no acdon on this extremely urgenr issue, and we
wonder why the Council has not yet adoprcd the prin-
ciples on the future European regional poliry 
- 
in
panicular rhe ransition ro programme financing and
the increase of the non-quota iection 
- 
which were
approved by Parliament by a large majbriry. lfe also
ask the Council if it is prepared to impiement the
amendments to the Regularions requested by parlia-
ment.
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I would like rc make the following urgent appeal to
the Commission. In doing so I speak as a German
Christian Democrat arid not as the spokesman of my
group. Ve German .Democrats accepted the geo-
graphical concenration of European resources with a
heavy hean and with regret and misgivings 
- 
the
result being that structurally weak regions in Ger-
many, and my constituenry of Middle Franconia is
one of these, will hencefonh receive almost no funds
from the Regional Fund.
If, however, the Commission were now to begin, as I
have heard it is planning today to prohibit the kindcr,
for example my Innd of Bavaria, under Articles 92 ff
from providing national assistance and resources, we
will, of course, have to gradually withdraw our sup-
Port.
The Treades of Rome have been in force since 1957,
and what has been legal up until now cannot simply
become illegal overnight! One cannot and should not,
under the banner of fair competition, suddenly put a
stop to any additional regional structural policy on the
part of Starcs or linder. A new lawsqit before the
European Coun of Justice on this queCtion must be
avoided. For this reason we say 'yes' to the concentra-
tion of European resources from the Regional Fund
on the really imponant problem areas but'no'to the
prevention of a meaningful complementary regional
structural poliry at Federal and ltndlevel.
Mr Harris (ED). 
- 
Mr President, could I first of all
join you in thanking the Secretary of State for coming
here at this larc hour and for being here, and also in
thanking the Commissioner for his opening remarls.
I think, Mr President, that the Minister did gauge
accurately the feeling of the House, which is one of
deep frustration over the delays in implementing the
reform of the Regional Fund. After all, we must
remember that if we had kept rc the original target,
the new measures would have come into force swo
years ago in January 1981. For various reasons there
'were delays in inroducing the proposals, but certainly
no delay was caused by the considerations in this
House. Under the bhairmanship of Mr De Pasquale,
the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
ning dealt with the proposals as quickly as possible and
gave its opinion in this House in April of last year.
Since then it has seemed to many of us that the whole
matter has gone underground and disappeared from
view. Therein lies the danger, because I am afraid, Mr
President, that many people in the regions and in the
poorer countries of the Communiry have been setting
treat store on the reform of the Fund. They are asking
us what on eanh has happened to this new regulation
which we expected would have come into force a long
time ago.
Quite frankly, the elected Members of this House
.have had great difficulry in answering that question.
'!7'e have had to say that we don't really know what is
happening inside the Council of Ministers. Now I
understand 
- 
because I am a politician, as everyone
else in this House is a politician 
- 
that of course
national interests do come into play inside the Council
of Ministers' working groups. These are undersanda-
ble; perhapi we have just had an example of a consti-
tuency interest and, of course, we are all interested in
protecting our ow'n constituencies and in prorccting
our ov/n national interests.
For those reasons, therefore, I am a little.unhappy
with the final words of Mrs Boot's resolution, which
she has put before the House to wind up this debate. I
hope she *ill see fit to delete them. I don't think they
add much to it. However, I should like to make one
thing perfectly clear. My group is fully behind the
move initiated by Mrs Boot and by the chairman of
the Commimee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
ning and designed to throw the srength and pressure
of this Parliament behind the move to get a decision
inside the Council of Ministers.
So, Mr Secretary of Sate, I am sure you will return to
the Council with this simple message 
- 
that the
regions of Europe are looking to the Council to put an
end to the delay, to come to a decision on this matrcr
and to implement the reforms put. forward by the
Commission and wholeheanedly endorsed by this
House.
(Applaase)
Mr Cecovini (L). 
- 
(17) O" several occasions when I
have spoken in this House,'Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I have stated that there is no future for the
peoples and nations of Europe without European
Union. This opinion is widely shared, yet we are all
convinced that no union is possible as long as the
economic dispariry besween the various components of
Eutope continues rc widen which, unfonunately, is
still happening.
Reform of the Institutions and the atribution of real
decision-makint powers to Parliament are obviously
the two main goals towards which we are all working
with hope and determination. But these goals are still
far off and in the meantime, in the opinion of many,
we are not doing all thar we could with the insrru-
ments that we already possess. Nor are we doing
enough to prepare new and more suitable instruments.
Foremost among these is the new reguladon of the
Regional Fund, approval for which is sought in the
rwo oral questions. Vhy is the Council dragging its
feet over providing us with this indispensable rcol to
relaunch the regional poliry? It is not enough to cry
out that we need a regional policy, something concrete
has to be done to produce one.
This is the precise viewpoint of the proposal of
22 April 1982 which, among other things, seeks to
t
I
t
I
I
I
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increase the non-quota secdon from the 50/o decided
on in its time experimentally to 200/0, which is much
more realistic even if still inadequate. '$7e must keep
this viewpoint in mind when we read Article 29 of the
proposed regulation in which, for the first time, inte-
trarcd operations are raised to the level of a legal insti-
tution, since there is provision for projects under this
rubric to be given prioriry with respect to funds and
preferential rates, whether within quoas or outside
them. Even niore important, in my opinion, is the
unwritten desire implicit in such an institution, to con-
firm the Communiq/s power of initiadve whenever
such initiadve is lacking in the Member States.
An example will help us to comprehend the signific-
ance of the proposals. The combined effect of two of
the principles which operate today 
- 
national quotas
and geographical concentration of funds 
- 
has meant
that in Italy only the South can benefit from Regional
Fund appropriations. This is a situation which penal-
izes regions which enjoyed a cenain amount of
development in the past but which are nowadays char-
acteized by serious problems of unemployment and
indusrial and commercial decline.
This is thp case of Trilste, for example, which is in just
as explosive a situation as the bettcr known ones of
Naples and Belfast. An explicit request for regional aid
in the form of an integrated operation has been made,
but has not been officially put forward by the Ialian
Government on the pret€xt that the Council has not
yet approved the new regulation of the Regional Fund.
That is why, in my capacity as a signaiory to Oral
Question No 1048 on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, and as a member of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, which sub-
mitted the other oral question, both of which have
produced the motion for a resoludon, I am asking
Parliament to approve the motion for a resolution.and
I am asking the Council to behave in accordance with
the expectations of the peoples of Europe and of this
Parliament which is their legitimate representative .
Permit me once again to insist on the absolute need
for the non-quota increase I have just mentioned to be
managed by the Commission and not by the Council,
since the latter would only give rise to national egoism
again. According to the Treaty it is the Commission
and not the Council which is competent for manage-
ment. It is time to return to this established practice.
'!7e in the Liberal Group set great store by die Euro-
pean outlook of the Girmari President in the same
way that President Thorn can count on our total sup-
pon in backing up the Commission's powers.
As Members of this Parliament we declare ourselves
ready to mke part in a procedure of concertation
which, in line with the statements just issued by pom-
missioner Giolitti, are geared to relaunch regional
policy as one of the most effective weapons to combat
the crisis. For the time being, we hope that the Council
will do ir dury by passing as quickly as possible this
new and 
:"t.4 
awaited regulation. '
Mr Gcndcbicn (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there is
absolutely no reason for the Council's delay on this
matter which is of such concern to us.
On the one hand, the national governments are con-
cerned at the increase,in unemployment; on the other
hand, they are neglecting to improve the effectiveness
of an insrument to combat this very unemployment.
The fact is that the regional concept is popular in
Europe, as is the concept of a Communiry regional
policy 
- 
which in any case r-neets a real need. But
what is being done in the way of decisive measures to
tackle the growing regional imbalances? The sad list of
traditionally underdeveloped regions is being joined
by a new sad list of regions with old-established indus-
tries which are now being rocked by what is euphe-
mistically called restructuring. This is the case in the
steel-making regions such as lTallonia, where the
workers are on the verge of revolt. Are the powers-
that-be waiting for social unrest before they take act-
ion?
And now the Communiry is proposing a further 35
million tonne reduction in crude steel production cap-
acity over the next few years. It is quite clear that this
is going to affect employment in these steel-making
retlons.
Faced with this situation, the Commission 
- 
and it
must be congratularcd on this 
- 
is proposing an
increase in non-quota measures and the implementa-
tion of special reconversion programmes intended to
benefit these steel-making regions in panicular. This is
the essendal accompaniment to the Cdmmission's own
restructuring policies. This idea must therefore be pur-
sued, and I am sure the entire House agrees on this
point.
That, ladies and gentlemen, is only one example to
illustrate the urgency of the siruation. \7e insist that
the Council do its dury, and we are sure that rhe Min-
ister 
- 
for whose presence here today y/e are grat€ful
- 
will convey our feelings to his colleagues.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(I,,lL) h is a disressing fact that,
since 22April 1982, when Parliament expressed its
opinion on the reform of the Regional Fund, no deci-
sion has been fonhcoming from the Council. And the
situation remains distressing after the answer from rhe
German Secretary of State, because a Council which,
on a number of occasions over the last nine months,
has indicated that the employment situation is its
major worry ought to realize that this Fund is a pani-
cularly appropriate insrrument for a Communiry
employment policy. But now the Council is procrasdn-
ating on the reform of the Fund, the effect of which
would be to make it more effective in helping ro allev-
i'
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iarc the unemployment problem in the most backward
parts of Europe. The point of this debare is not to go
into excessive detail on the subsmnce of the proposed
reform of the Regional Fund. That being so, I should
just like to say that I hope that rhe principles of con-
centration and the non-quora section will be respected
when the decision is actually taken.
Finally, I should like to ask the Council to give consid-
eration to the national adminisrrarion of resources
from the Regional Fund. Too much money from the
Fund is still being used in place of national resources,
although the Regional Fund is supposed rc be of a
complementary nature. I7e shall have rc take steps to
ensure that the Communiry can keep a closer watch on
how regional aid is used, so that the Fund itself is put
to more effective use.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I too would
like m join with my colleagues in thanking the Secre-
ary of. State for his presence here this evening.
The questions which are rhe subject of rhis debate
serve to highlight the worry, the disappointment and
indeed the impadence of Members from all sides of
this House at the delay by the Council in giving the
green light to the new guidelines and regulations for
the European Regional Development Fund. Down
through the years this Parliamenr has conrinuously
and consistently called for the formulation and imple-
mentation of a coherent and realistic European
regional policy. Our hopes of having this objecdve
realized were raised following the publication in 1981
of the new proposals and guidelines by the Commis-
sion. Subsequently, the De Pasquale reporr was
endorsed by the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning and hter enthusiastically welcomed
and approved by the European Parliament.
The delay by the Council 
- 
which indeed the Secre-
ary of. State has acknowledged 
- 
in making up its
mind about this vitally imponant issue is causing grave
concern m the Members of this Parliament, particu-
larly to those of us who have had experience of work-
ing in depressed areas and those of us who are panicu-,
larly interested in regional policy. Through the
medium of the initiarive taken by Mrs Boot and Mr
De Pasquale, we appeal tonight rc rhe German Presi-
denry to do everything possible to expedite the resolu-
don of the differences wich have delayed the imple-
mentation by the Council of this new regulation.
Commissioner Giolitti referred to the various elements
contained in the new package of proposals. He
referred to the concentration of the Fund in areas of
greatest need, the formulation of integrarcd develop-
ment programmes and opcrations and the vitally
important factor of the coordinadon of the various
EEC instruments with national aids. I regard the con-
cept of multiannual inrcgratcd development pro-
grammes, specially designed to develop all the
resources of a region, human as well as physical,
through the coordinated application of the various
Community and national aids, as being the only realis-
tic and feasible foqmula with any hope of solving the
growing and very alarming regional disparities which
are a marked characrcristic of this Communiry. They
are sorely needed at this time of very severe economic
recession, which is having serious repercussions on the
economies of all our Member States with particularly
disastrous' consequences for Europe's poorer regions.
I join with my colleagues in supponing the initiadve
taken by Mrs Boot and Mr De Pasquale in appealing
to the Council for a speedy resolution to whatever dif-
ficulties might have arisen. The new instrument and
the new proposals offer the first real hope of finding a
solution to the growing disparities in this Communiry.
One final point: I understand that there are differ-
ences of opinion in the Council regarding the question
of integrated operations. I am panicularly concerned
about the fact that the proposal for an integrarcd oper-
ation in relation to housing in Belfast has not been
proceeded with. Perhaps the Secretary of State would
comment on the situation in Belfast before this debare
concludes?
(Apphuse)
M1 $impson (ED). 
- 
(DE) Mr Schlecht, rogerher
with my sol,leagues I should like to thank you for your
presence here so late this evening.
(Appkuse 
- 
the speaker continued in Englkh)
The failure of the governments of the Member States
to take the necessary action [o introduce the new
Regional Fund is yet another case of delay and inabil-
iry rc act by the Council, which in the present situation
is stultifying not merely rhe introduction of new poli-
cies but also the updating of existing policies.
I represent in my constituency of Nonhamptonshire
the steel town of Corby, where in 1980 5 500 men
were laid off and at presenr several hundred more are
being laid off from the rube worfts there. Corby ben-
efits from the Regional Fund and rc date has had
about t 5 000 000. But the delay is causing concern
for the future of Corby and rhere is also concern about
the levels for qualification 
- 
the proposals to change
the qualifications in the Commission's proposal would
mean that Corby would no longer qualify'if the third
level, which in the United Kingdom is the county
level, were applicable. They would have to take their
luck as a possible black spot, although their percentage
of unemployment is over 200/o in a counry whose aver-
age is about rhe national average of ll0/0.
If I might just permit myself, Mr President, one com-
ment. the United Kingdom is one of the countries
whose regions will benefit from rhe new proposals. It
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is not uncypical that here tonight we see no United
Kingdom Labour Members of the House who repre-
sent, in fact, many of the areas in the United Kingdom
that will benefit. It is ironic perhaps that they are pre-
pared to give more support to the women of Green-
ham Common, witness the earlier debate, than they ,
are to their own constituents.
Finally, Mr Presidcnt, the Regional Fund is one of the
newer funds which deals with unemployment, the big-
gest scourge in the Community today, and it is intoler-
able that the Council continues to ignore the call of
Parliament and the Commission and that there should
be such long delays in the adopting of the necessary
legislation.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Boot rc inroduce her motion
for a resolution winding up the debarc.
Mrs Boot (PPE). 
- 
(NL) In inuoducing my motion
for a resolution; I should at the same dme like rc reply
in some measure to what was said by the Under-Secre-
ary of State and by Mr Giolitti. Beginning with our
motion for a resolution, we think it is high dme some
kind of decision was taken. Indeed, under my breath, I
am tempted rc say: any decision, just so long as some-
thing is decided. Ve cannot persevere any longer with
a regulation which is, srictly speaking, no longer in
force. From what we read in thc press and according
to what we have heard from Mr Genscher himself, the
elections in the Federal Republic of Germany will have
no effect whatsoever on the German Presidency. On
rhe contrary, it is claimed that the elections will guar-
antee continuiry of policy and of the European spirit.
'!fe therefore thought that, if there was to be any
chance of achieving conciliadon, the joint opinion of
the Council must be known to us by, say, 1 May, so
that a final decision can be taken by 30 June. I would
point out that it is not in itself essential to set in
motion the'conciliadon procedure, because if Parlia-
ment finds .the Council's joint opinion accepable,
there will be no need for conciliation.
As regards the final paragraph of the motion for a
resolution, I should like to point out that Mr Harris
has said that he has some doubts regarding the final
clause stating that 'Parliament expects the interests of
the Community to prevail over those of the individual
Member States'. Vhat this amoun$ to is in fact pre-
cisely the same as what you will often find in connec-
tion with economic measures, i.e. that they should be
in the interests of what is the subject of the regulation.
In other words, if we are talking about transport, then
any such measures must be in the interesF of the
'transport sector. '$[hat we have here is a Communiry
measure, and we are thus dealing with the Com-
muniq/s interests. It is quite possible that the measure
in question 
- 
a payment from the quota or non-quota
section rc a panicular Member State 
- 
can rightly be
regarded as being in the interesr of the Communiry. I
would therefore call on the House to reject Mr Har-
ris's amendment when it comes to the vote tomorrow,
on the grounds that his amendment is not European in
spirit.
The Secretary of State replied to the first two points in
the Commission's proposals regarding concentration
and the increase in the non-quota section. In fact, he
did not have a very great deal to sr/r just that the mat-
rcr wai a complicated one and that there was a differ-
ence of opinion betvreen the various delegations. Mr
Giolitd expressed his indebtedness to the Danish Pres-
idency for what it had achieved, although I must say
that we nodced very little of it. During the Danish rcn-
ure of the Presidency, there was not one single debatc
of principle in the Council 
- 
only a mid-term proce-
dural discussion. That is precisely why we initiated this
debate. Our quesdons were originally tabled in Octo-
ber, and had the effect of at least exening a little pres-
sure on the Danish Presidency, because the Danish
President of the Council did not know how soon he
would be expecrcd to make a statement at the meeting
of the committee in November.
I have therefore no real idea, Mr Secretary of State, of
the intentions of the Council, and perhaps you vould
be so kind as to let us haye your personal views on the
other matters mentioned, that is to say, the financing
of programmes, the granting to the Commission of the
power to take decisions concerning the non-quota sec-
tion and the important quesdon of coordination. After
all; judging by what Mr Friedrich said, there appears
to be some misunderstanding on this point. I believe
that the Communiq/s regional policy is supposed to be
complementary to national policy, but as I said in rdy
previous speech, it is far rhore imponant for us to har- -
monize global economic poliry at Community level. It
is a fact of life both at Communiry and national level
that, when global economic policy is in decline,
regional policy measures have no effect either. I am
therefore panicularly pleased that you have come
today, because you are qualified to talk about macro-
economic policy. Unfonunately, Mr Nikolaou is no
longer here; I had intended to draw att€ntion to the
illogicalities in his speech, where he referred to the
unfavourable consequences of Customs Union, but at
the same time called for the convergence of national
economies,
Mr De Pasqualc (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, on
behalf of the committee I should like to say that this
debate has gained in imponance through the presence
of the Minister, whom I wish to thank. It was also
appropriately timed, coming as it did at the stan of the
Presidency of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The reply given to us by the President-in-Office was
provisional, and we neither expecrcd a definitive reply
norwere we in a position to exped one. The political
aim of the commitree was precisely tg underline the
imponance of this matter, which we consider under- /
J
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rated, and to underline it at the stan of the German
Presidency, so that the Presidenry'could have ade-
quate time to prepare its measures, as has been prom-
ised by the President-in-Office.
I should also like to thank Mr Giolitti for his presence
and his remarhs. \7e ori the committee hari signed,
and will be voting in favour of, the motion tabled after
Mrs Boot's question, since we feel that this vote must
be considered essentially as an encouragement to the
Council.
I should like to stress the conciliation aspect. Perhaps
Mrs Boot should remember that conciliation is
required when the Council is trying to shrug off Par-
Iiamenr's decisions. This is the meaning and content of
the interinstitutional agreements on conciliation.
Of course, if the Council approves the Commission
proposal and Parliament's amendmenrc iz toto, no
conciliadon will be required. However, since I do not
believe that this is likely, Parliament must make sure it
is involved in effective conciliation, so that it can
defend the opinions it approved by such a large major-
iry. On the whole, therefore, I feel that this debate has
been of undoubted value.
Mr Schlecht, Presidenrin-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(DE) Mr President, you have had a very serious
debate here on European regional policy, and in view
of the gravity of this debate I feel I have a duty as
representative of the Council and the Presidency,
despite the late hour, to make a few concluding
remarks and provide some answers.
Firstly, I should like to express my thanks for the
many suggestions, proposals and thought-provoking
comments made today, as indeed in previous Parlia-
ment discussions. I would like to assure you that the
Council will take these suggestions very seiiously.
Secondly, the Council is fully aware of the major sig-
nificance of the funher development of the European
Regional Fund, panicularly against the background of
the overall economic situation and the gloomy
employment situation in our countries. 'S7e must
indeed in such a situation make every effon to prom-
ote investmerit and thereby permanent jobs.
In this context the Regional Fund has its own very
important contribution to make. It has been stated
repeatedly today that regional policy must be consid-
ered as pan of geneial economic poliry. On this point
the debate also produced full agreenient.
Thirdly, the main task is therefore the efficient use of
the reiources of the Fund to improve the employment
situation in the structurally weakest regions of the
Communiry. Efficiency means mainly geographical
concenration of the Fund's resources on the weakest
regions. In my opinion efficicncy also means concen-
tratint on using the Fund, for example, to promorc
investmenr which bcst serve the objective of job crea-
tion.
In it/ efforu to arrive at solutions as quickly as possi-
ble the German Presidency will give precedence to
these prioriry tasks. After prior consultations. with the
responsible Commissioner, Mr Giolitti, I myself will
give an account on the progress of negotiations and
funher procgedings to the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning in Brussels on 28 Janu-
ary. I consider that it is important to try first of all to
eliminate the biggest obstacles to agreement in the
Council, and these are the fixing of quotas, the ques-
don of concentration but also the question of the
'non-quota' section.
Programme financing would also be useful, and the
whole thing must of course take place in the frame-
work of an effective coordination of regional policy as
pan of overall economic policy.
It is of prime imponance that we reach agreement on
and solve these priority problems, and it is with this
objective than we will tackle the negotiations with a
sense of commitment. There are still some unsolved
problems, there are still some conflicts of inrcrest.
Permit me now in two sentences to depan from my
role as objective Council representative. Firstly, con-
centration means of course geographical concentra-
tion. If some are to receive more, then something must
be taken from others, at least relatively speaking.
Unfonunately, that is not always very popular, pani-
cularly before elections.
Secondly, the increase in the non-quota section. This
is obviously only meaningful 
- 
and this is the only
objective that can make it worthwhile 
- 
if this non-
quota section is used as emertency aid in places where
there really is an emergenry and if this instrument is
not used to bring about by the back door a return to
the initial positions.
In spite of this we will enrcr the negotiations in com-
mitted fashion with the said objective, but we shall
also dilurc our enthusiasm somewhat. Thank goodness
that it is not possible in the framework of democratic
and, above all, European decision-making processes
simply to come forward with a pat soluiion at the
Council table, nor is it possible rc sirhply cut the Gor-
dian knot. In shon we must both try to reach an
understanding, to find compromises. In conclusion I
should like to assure you that the Presidency will work
towards this end. Again, thank you for your sugges-
tions and the encouragement you have given us today
but also for the pressure you have brought to bear in
this direction.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED).- On a point of order,
Mr President. If we are going to take a vote, I simply
I
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want to ask whether an explanation of vote will be
permitted.
President. 
- 
You can give an explanation of vote
tomorrov/ morning.
Mrs Kellctt-Bowman (ED). 
- 
May I put my name
down for that, because this is the most important mat-
qer that has come up before this Parliament for a very
long time?
President. 
- 
\7e are voting now only on the proposal
to have an early vote. Your name will be entered and
you can give your explanation of vote tomorrow
mornlng.
Ve will now vote on whether to hold an early vote.
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal to hold an early oote )
The debarc is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
10. Parliament ard dkcbargefor 1980 
- 
Discbarge to
the Commission on tbe implemenution of tbe bdgetfor
1980- Embargo on exportt of cereak to the USSR in
- 1980(continration)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is a continuation of thejoint debate on the Key and Battersby repons (Docs
l-7 60 / 82 and 1-1003/82).1.
I,Ii Bor"-p (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, this item
was included on the agenda for November but was
postponed. For the rest, I do not knour why it was
postponed since we have not discussed it in the mean-
time in the Commimee on Budgeu and the rapporteur,
Mr Key, has had nothing to add. There may be a few
Members who can remember that discharge was to
have been given in the spring but was then postponed
on the grounds that the Committee wanted answers
from the Commission on a few points. Ve have now
had these ansc/ers, but in the meantime a highly dis-
turbing situation has come about as regards the finan-
cial affairs of our own Assembly. Officials are being
moved around, the press are publishing deplorable sto-
ries concerning payments to members and the Coun
of Audircrs is issuing a provisional report on this ques-
tion. Naturally, these questions must be looked inrc
more closely and the enlarged Bureau has in its wis-
dom appointed private companies for this purpose.
However, we can well expect the Committee on Budg-
eary Control rc be informed about what has hap-
pened and of ways of avoiding such an unfonunate
situation in the future.
In its exclusive right to give discharge, Parliament has
a political tool, which it used last spring to wrest a few
satisfactory answ'ers from the Comrnission, and I find
it only right and proper that this tool should also be
used ois-d-ois the administration of Parliament itself. I
think, therefore, that we should give discharge to the
Commission but postpone the discharge in corrnection
with Parliament's own accoun$ undl the Committee
on Budgetary Control has received the information it
has asked for and which it needs if its work is to have
any meaning. Ve are not here just to pick on the
Commission but, I would have thought, also to see to
it that our own house is in order. There can be no
doubt that the somewhat easy-going, to put it mildly,
methods with which we are now familiar in our own
administration were also applied in 1980, and we
would be a crowd of spineless wretches if we failed to
use the tool at our disposal. .!7e owe it to ourselves to
find out what real problems there were in Parliament's
administration and what was just malicious gossip. For
this reason I have tabled amendments rc the effect that
the discharge of Parliament's accounts should be post-
poned until the various outstanding questions have
been fully looked into and the Committee on Budget-
ary Control inforrned of the results. I would call on
the Members of this Parliament to set aside any politi-
cal considerations which are totally irrelevant to this
r+atrcr and, for the sake of our own reputation, to vorc
in favour of my amendments. No one should ever be
able rc accuse us of pointing a finger at others whilst
covering up our own shoncomings.
Mr Mart (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am bound rc
make a preliminary remark on the way in which this
debate has been organized.
It is a piry that the decision on the 1980 discharge has
been held up for two months and could not be taken
last November. It is a'pity because of the imponance
of this decision, but it is panicularly regrettable in
view of the circumstances which led to the delay. The
pressure exened last November to defer the debate
consdtutes a disurbing precedent.
Be that as it may, the discharge for the 1980 budgetary
year has given rise to an intense dialogue with the
Commission, during which fundamenral problems
affecting the Communiry have been dealt with. Thanls
to the hard work and perserverance of the Committee
on Budgetary Control and of its Chairman, Mr Aig-
ner, considerable progress has been made. Mr Key's
report, and in particular the resoludon artached to the
discharge decision, outline this progress. The Liberal
Group especially welcomes the Commission's state-
ments in suppoft of reinforcing the Communiq/s
financial autonomy and rhe mechanisms of own
resources.I See Vednesday's debatcs.
i
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As regards exports of agricultural produce to the
USSR, our group is pleased to see [hat the Commis-
sion now considers it possible and appropriate to
strengthen these legal and administrative instruments
so that a better check can be kept on such exports. But
in addition to these improvements, rc which must be
added those concerning accounting, the Social Fund,
etc, we would stress the progress made with regard to
the institutional imponance of the discharge probe-
dure. I should like to take this opponuniry of drawing
attention rc the decisive role played by our colleague,
Mr Irmer, who is not here today, in helping to a great
exrcnt to make the discharge procedure the instrument
of political supervision which Parliament now pos-
sesses. Over the last few years we have {efined the
legal significance of the procedure, the compulsory
nature of the remarks included in the discharge and its
imponance for accounting purposes. This year the
progress we have made has been just as considerable.
Thanls to Mr Irmer's initiative, we have obliged the
Commission, by deferring the discharge, to carry out a
cenain number of reforms. Thus the discharge is
becoming an instrument oi the Communiq/s le[isla-
tive process.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like rc ask all
our colleagues to look more closely at the practical as
well as the institutional possibilides offered to them by
budgetary conrol and the discharge procedure.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Schon
has already expressed the opinion of the EPP Group
on the Key report. It is now my job to do the same for
the Battersby report, and the first thing I have to say is
that the EPP Group will be supporting the repon and
the motion for a resolution and rejecting the amend-
ments.
The Battersby report essentially reflects the conclu-
sions drawn very authoritatively by Mr Aigner. There
have in the past been obvious shortcomings with
regard to the embargo on exports of cereals to the
Soviet Union from the point of view both of the infor-
mation made available to the European Parliament
and the implementation of Parliament's resolutions. It
is essential that lessons be learnt in this respect for the
future. Ve can all agree on the need for greater uan-
sparency in the way the embargo works, more effec-
tive monitoring, improved coordination in sales policy
- 
including the conclusion of long-term contracts 
-and equal treatment of all countries with which we
have trading relations, and bearing in mind our export
refund policy. That does not mean, though, that we
should work out cumbersome administrative proce-
dures vrhich would have the effect of hampering or
even paralysing the flow of trade. That is a point I
should like to discuss in a linle more detail, and ask
the Commission to say precisely where it stands.
Over the coming years, the European Communiry will
have to expon substantial quantities of agricultural
products, including 
- 
whether ve like it or not 
- 
to
state-trading countries, and in particular the Soviet
Union, where the .demand for our products will
remain high for reasons of which we are well aware.
Should the Commission introduce cumbersome proce-
dures, we shall be faced with the same kind of situa-
tion we have experienced over recent weeks with
regard to butter exports to the Soviet Union. The flow
of expons will dry up, and we shall have to look
around for other openings, which will mean that it will
be impossible to achieve the aims proposed by the
House. It therefore follows that there is no point in
reducing the export subsidies to the Soviet Union to
zero and at the same time allowing the very same
products to finish. tip in the Soviet Union anyway via
satellite countries like Rumania and Bulgaria, which
enjoy more favourable trading conditions with the
Communiry. On this point, I should like to ask the
Commission in a personal capacity whether it regards
the system of public tendering for expon subsidies as
sacros'anct, and whether it would not be just as reason-
able m consider the system of prior determination,
given the necessary conuol guarantees.
I should like m state in conclusion that we are in
favour of a realisdc,, transparent and financially
acceptable policy with the right degree of flexibility
and capable of mainaining the essential expon flow of
agricultural products from the Community.
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, sre are faced today
with a constitutional issue besween Parliament and the
Commission. It concerns, on the ono hand, the deplor-
able and indefensible failures of the Commission to
cairy out instructions on €xport poliry in 1980 and, on
the other hand, the misleading and deceitful amitude
adopted by the Commission when Parliament was
questioning the Commission on its performance in
expon sales.
The indictment of the Commission is clear: the Aigner
repon and now the Battersby repon from the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control make ii abundandy plain
that the Commission was in serious breach of its res-
ponsibilities. Nocwithstanding Parliament's adopted
resoludon of 15 February 1980 on exports ro rhe
USSR and the Council's instructions of 15January of
that year regarding sales to the USSR, i.e. rc keep
these to normal levels, the Commission cocked a
snook at both institutions and at the freedom-loving
and hard-pressed taxpayers of Europe and sold by
value nearly four times more agricultural produce than
normal. Butter and butter-oil exports doubled; wheat
flour expons leapt from nil to 330 000 tonnes; sugar
exports increased by 3760/o; soya cake rocketed to
36000/0. ![hat an indictment of the Commission's
non-performance !
In the meantime, close to rhe end of 1980, Parliament
was told that huge sales to the USSR were just a news-
paper story, that normal levels of sales would not be
il
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exceeded, that the denials of huge sales had been
repeatedly made and that it was beneath the digniry of
this House to have a solemn debate on pure rumours.
So rather than admit or defend the faiiures, the Com-
mission chose to chasdse Parliament for doing its job.
Even the former President Jenkins personally said to
Parliament that traditional levels would not be
exceeded. He said it was a poliry to which the Com-
mission would stick.
Since then the Parliament's Committee on Budgetary
Control has investigated the situation and found it rc
be even worse than we first feared. Vhat was the res-
ponse of the Commission? To shrug their shoulders
and talk about the current yeafs expon levels. They
tried to sugge$ that Padiament's figures were wront
until it was proved that these were based on the Com-
mission's own figures. I7e had no admission of fault,
no withdrawal of criticism of Parliament for carrying
out its responsibilities, just a hint that things should get
better in the future.
Vhat is crystal clear, Mr President, is that Parlia-
ment's inquiries and investigations have been com-
pletely justified by the facts. I would like to pay Eiburc
to Mr Aigner and the Secretariat for their effons.
\7hat is also eviient is that the Commission stands
indicted for its failure to obey the Council's instruc-
tions. It is also to be adjudged guilry of misleading and
deceiving Parliament. These are the acts which would
normally, I believe, Mr President, warrant a censure
motion, but as there is now a new collegiate Commis-
sion body, itis my hope that Parliament will express its
dissatisfaction with the former Commission, in the
interes.ts of maintaining the digniry of this institution,
by supponing thd Batterbby report and the amend-
ments tabled in mine and other colleagues' names.
Mr Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, nine
months after the vote in the House on the Aigner
report on the sale of agricultural produce to the USSR
here we are dealing with another report on the same
subject, and it is even less acceptable than the first one.
People are obsessed about it. Can we not find some-
thing better to do in this Parliament than have endless
debates on matters which have become the pet subject
of the Committee on Budgeary Control? It is right for
the Committee to play a pan in monitoring the use of
Communiry funds, because that is its job. But it is not
right for it to be gradually transformed into some kind
of super Coun ofJustice.
After Mr Aigner here is Mr Battersby unleashing the
mob of legal expens, who go over the rcp whenever
they get on to the subject of the socialist countries. As
for the facts, they just ignore them or tvdst them. And
they juggle with the figures to suit themselves. They
find any prercxt to develop their tactics left over from
the cold war and to jeopardize the principles of inter-
national trade bitween countries with different social
systems. Mr Battersby, like Mr Aigner before him,
again accuses the Commission of not being thorough
enough in observing the embargo which was the idea
of the Americans.
The fact of the matter is that the figures show other-
wise, but no one is so deaf as the person who does not
n/ant to listen. During the embargo the Commission
did not issue a single export licence for wheat, the
level of refunds dropped and less butter was exponed.
During the same period the United States sold'butter
to Russia oia New Zealand. The Commission
enforced a stricrcr embargo than the Americans them-
selves because it was exrcnded to cover other products
- 
butter, beef and poultry 
- 
even though these prod-
ucts did not'represent traditional items of American
trade. This is an undeniable fact and it is a matter of
regret to us that at the dme the Commission and the
Council kowtowed to the Americans so willingly.
Even though the effons of Mr Aigner and Mr Bat-
tersby are not based on any serious argument, they
have unfonunately produced resula and the Commis-
sion has fallen into the trap. This explains why it is
making every effon to stop butter exports rc the
USSR. As we feared,'the tenderint system which was
so painstakingly worked out,was totally ineffective
and not a single tonne of butter was sold. But an oper-
ation of this kind to clear stocks is vital if we want to
stop market prices from collapsing. The Unircd States
was not slow in taking advantage of the opponunity
offered them to negotiate the sale of thousands of
tonnes of butter to the Russians. If milk producers
have problems during the present year, all those who
support or endorse the Aigner-Battersby plan will be
direcdy rc blame. At any rate, in the campaign over
the 1983-84 farm prices we cenainly shall not be lax in
warning producers to reject this plan as well as the
Commission proposals for a reduction of the interven-
tion price for milk. For the present, we want the ban
on butter impons from New Zealand to be maintained
fpr as long as there are no actual expons rc the Soviet
Union. \
(Apphuse)
Mr Maher (Ir).- Mr President, as I have very litde
time, I will make a brief commenr on rhe Battersby
repoft. It is not often that I take the opponuniry m
defend the Commission, but on this occasion I think
the Commission needs to be-defended.
I have never heard such rubbish as I have hcard in this
House tonight. People are complaining because the
Commission ries'to do what it was asked to do a few
years ago, which was to keep products moving. And
the very people who criticize it now for keeping the
products moving are. the first rc criticize it when
stocks begin to pile up and we have to pay increased
sums of axpayers' money ro store the agricultural
l
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produce. 'S7e bannot have it both ways: I praise the
Commission 
- 
in view of the constraints which were
put upon them 
- 
for keeping the producm moving.
Mr Battersby, I always thought you were a sensible
man, but I am beginning to change my mind about
you. Surely you know that if you begin to pile up large
stocks of products, you are immediately putting your-
self into a buyers' market: they know then that you
have the product and they will wait until you have
more of it, so that they will get it at an even lower
price. Therefore, the refunds have to be higher in
order to dispose of the stocks.
Arry*ay 
- 
and what nonsense this is 
- 
we still export
indusrial products to Russia. There is not a word said
about that.
I could also make another point. S7e talk about the
winds of change. \7here are the winds of change com-
ing from Russia? They are still in Afghanistan. They
are still behind the oppression of the Polish people.
They are still persecuting the people of their own
countries who dare to say a word against the r6gime.
Vhere are the winds of change? But now it is all right
to export. Now it is all right to buy gas from them. It
is fine now. It also suits the Americans, Mr President,
when the change comes, to supply them with wheat. A
few months before that it was all wrong.
I would like us rc be consistent in our approach to
Russia and to stop all exports, indusrial as well, and
also credits to the Russians designed to aid industrial
expons. Let us be consistent at least!
I would appeal to Mr Battcrsby panicularly.
As I said, I thought he had some common sense and
some knowledge of business. For God's sake, Mr Bat-
tersby, don't try to mix politics with commerce,
because in that way in fact you destroy trade. Let the
traders get on with the job and keep the politics apan!
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to
have to say what I am now going to say about the Bat- .
tersby repon, because Mr Battersby is normally both
reasonable and objective. This repon in my view is
neither reasonable nor objecdve. My assessment of the
Commission's management of the embargo is that it
was over-scrupulous in its performance, and I hope to
establish this before I finish speaking.
Most of the expons that took place during that period
were on foot of licences,issued prior to the introduc-
tion of the embargo, and the remainder were exports
over which the Commission had no control what-
soever because they took placi without refunds.
Vould anybody in his sane senses sugBest that traders
should be forced to break conracr entered into
before the embargo decision? !7'e cannot have one
view on contracts entered into in relation to the
famous pipeline and another on exports of agricultural
products. There must be some consistenry in the way
the Communiry acts and reacts.
In the case of wheat, the Communiry issued no export
licences during the entire period of the embargo. No
licences were issued during 1980 for exports of barley
to the USSR. The embargo in the case of barley was
therefore fully observed. The exports of animal fee-
dingstuffs were so insignificant as not to be worth
mention. Protein exports 
- 
referred to by one of my
friends here on the left 
- 
get no refunds whatsoever,
and any reference to them is totally irrelevant.
In the case of butter exports for the whole of the
embargo period, that is from January 1980 to April
1981, these represented an annual average of 75 000
tonnes as compared to the 135 000 tonnes exponed in
1979.In this case, as in the case of other products, we
can take it that at least some of this quantity was
exponed on the basis of licences issued prior to ,the
embargo. In any case, it is difficult to understand why
an embargo should have been placed at all on butter
exports to the USSR, since such exports could not in
eny way be considered, in the words of the decision,
'as replacing directly or indirectly deliveries to the
Soviet market'. The facr is that the United States had
no trade in butter with the USSR and did not include
butter among the items in its original embargo. Some
Member States in the Community are quite irrational
about exports of butter to Russia but have a quite dif-
ferent attitude to impons of butter into the Com-
munity, which is already over-supplied.
Paragraph 5 suggests a permanent extension of the
tender rystem, which is not appropriate rc the milk
sector where products in many cases are not uniform
and vary from one Member State to another. Such a
system gives rise to serious difficulties for small trad-
ers.'S7e in Ireland had established,a wonhwhile trade
in butter to Russia, but that trade has been killed
becausc of the tender system and because refunds are
not allowed to operate in the normal way.
'I7e are simply crazy not rc allow normal development
of the Russian market. Ve are going to lose it, if we
have not already done so. This is not the Commis-
sion's fault but the fault of rhis Parliament and the
fault of some Ministers in the Council. The realiry of
the situation is that the Commission have done their
job too well and too scrupulously. If they had man-
aged the market according m their own judgement,
the Community would have been saved a lot of money
and the only remaining'maiket and outlet for butter
would still be available, at reasonable returns to the
Communiry.
In conclusidn, Mr President, it is quite disgraceful to
see this House and what should be a serious discharge
report being used to fire the first shots in the fonh-
coming British general election. This applies more
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than to the amendments tabled by Mr Hord and
others than it does to the repon itself.
Mr Aigner (PPE), chabman of tbe Committee on
Budgeury Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, at the close
of this debate I should like principally to thank Parlia-
ment for permitting us to postpone discharge last year.
Everybody who has followed the debate with the
Commission 
- 
and our rappofteur will confirm this
- 
knows that this postPonement u/as a Breat help rc
the Commission. The Commission made considerable
concessions which it might not otherwise have made.
First of all therefore we would like to thank the major-
ity of Parliament for supponing us at that time. Special
thanks are due to our two rapporteurs, above all our
colleague Mr Key, who 
- 
and I do not say this just
out of politeness 
- 
prepared this discharge poliry
with great political understanding and above all great
perseverance and dercrmination 
- 
after all, that is
what politics is all about.
On the Battersby repon I should'like to say the fol-
lowing: the last speakers in this debarc, whom we have
just heard, represent a small minority in this Parlia-
ment. They appeer to be rctally ignorant of the true
polidcal purpose of our work. \7hy? It was our task to
examine the Commission's policy to determine if the
declarations made to Pprliament also reflect its polid-
cal will. And here I can state that this was not the case,
not because the Commission did not wish it, but
because the instruments necessary to carry out this
policy were not mobilized in time, with the result that
the political will of the Commission, the Council and
Parliament simply could not be carried out.
For this reason I make the following request to the
Commission: when such a political will is formulated,
then the instruments must be made operational. It
suffices to listen to the American President when he
said three days ago that it c/ould take nine months
'before an embargo become effective. Now you see the
result, it is our own fault for creating a faulry instru-
ment. Mr Narjes, you must trlr to prevent your politi-
cal will from being sabotaged by the machinery of
your officials. Now I know that that is putting it very
srongly, but that is the truth as it emerges from our
analysis. Mrs Boserup quite rightly said that nothing
had actually happened and she did not,understand
why discharge,was postponed by one month. I don't
understand it either. The background to the postpone-
ment is that the President held the view that the subst-
ance of paragraph 5 of the resolution contained some-
thing ressembling a judgement. This is not the case.
Ve are granting discharge only for the rendering of
accounts and the political will. If later a fact should
emerge, indicating budgetary infringements or even
criminal acts, this discharge will not of course affect
the political or disciplinary judgment. Thus discharge
is not a legal judgment excluding any further discus-
sion of new facts.
Nobody from the Committee on Budgetary Control is
opposed to agricultural exports to the Soviet Union. If
there is no embargo, when trading is normal, I'm the
last person opposed to such exports rc the Soviet
Union. If, however, we know that we have a potential
buyer, he does not need to be highly subsidized and
should pay the normal price. \7e have had a situation
where thousands of millions 
- 
that was not this last
time 
- 
were given in special concessions. Nobody can
claim that that is a healthy policy.
It is a piry, Mr Maher, that you did not follow our dis-
cussion in detail. I am opposed to arguing about sales
poliry here publicly in the markei place. One can only
get the highest price if one has a sales strategy. This
requires a cenain confidentialiry as well as flexibility,
which has not been adequarcly displayed by the Com-
mission to date. I welcome the fact that there has been
a good deal for argument aboul this within the Com-
mission. I no doubt have the support of the House
when I say that it is better for us to spend a hundred
thousand more and use the surplus agricultural prod-
ucts for internal measures and assistance and social
measures than m bow rc a policy of blackmail by the
Soviet Union and vinually throw away hundreds of
thousands. This is the alternative we face. It is in thii
light that I ask you to look'at this debate and our deci-
sions. I should like to say one further word about the
agenda. I greatly retret 
- 
and I am gradually begin-
ning to doubt the intelligence of the Bureau 
- 
that it
was not possible to discuss the only legislative act
which this Parliament has power to execute, namely
discharge, at a tfune other than after 9 p.m. or on the
last day. That is simply intolerable, and I therefore
move that the appointment 6f a new member of the
Court of Auditors in particular should be dealt with
tomorrow morning as the first or second item, because
otherwise we will not have the required, majoriry to
execute a legisladve act of this kind. After all, we have
bcen fighting for years gradually to acquire the right
to appoint Commissiorr members, but if we reat our
rights as we have been doing, I am beginning m doubt
whether we have the political will m do so.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
Mr Aigner (PPE), chairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) I have proposed a modon.
I request that you now take a vote on whether we can
begin the debate on the appointmenr of rhe new mem-
ber of the Coun of Auditors directly ar 9 a.m. and sub-
sequently take a vote on it.
President. 
- 
I had hoped that we might be able m
deal with that matter at about three minutes to mid-
night, but we have overrun our time. It will be the first
item tomorrow morning immediately after the votes.l
(The sitting uas closed at 12.10 a.m.)
1 Agcnda for the next sitting: sce Minutcs.
I
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Votes
The Anaex to the Report of Proceedings contains the rapportculs opinion on the
various amendments and the explena3iells of vote. For a detailed account of the
voting, sce Minutes.
MOTIONS forresolutions'fisheries'
- 
HELMS (Doc. 1-1108/82/rcv.)
- 
PERY (Doc. t-ttt6/t2)
- 
LORD O'HAGAN (Doc. t-ttt9/821
- 
LE ROUX (Doc. t-1123/821
replaced byAmendment No 1 (Gautier) which was ADOPIED.
,&
*+
EVING MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1132/82 'fisheries'): REJECTED
*
t& ,$
ISRAEL MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-tto4/t2'AttemptontftcPope',s
Iife'): REJECTED
+
,&*
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS 'SECRET SERVICES'
- 
Antoniozzi (Doc. l-lll3/821
- 
Bettiza (Doc. l-lll5 / E2l
replaced by the Didd and Gawronski amendments which were ADOPTED.
,s
*+
I
FERGUSSON MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-tttt/82 'Prasue
dcclaration') : ADOPTED
lt
,+ 14,
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LANGES MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION {Doc. t-lll2/E2'Nicaragua'):
ADOPTED
*
*+
THEOBALD-PAOLI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-ttt7/82 'Jcwsin
the USSR ):ADOPTED
,+
*+
LUSTER MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1124/82'Namibia'):
ADOPTED
,s
!s ri
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'NATURAL DISASTERS'
- 
CINCLARI RODANO (Doc. t-tOee/82)zADOPT ED
- 
DE LA MALENE (Doc. [-1t03/82)IADOPTED
- 
BARBAGLI (Doc. t-ttOe/t2)zADbPTED
- 
BARBI (Doc. 1-1110/t2):ADOPTED
- 
SIMONNET (Doc. t-tt3t/82)tADOPTED
+
,$ ,$
DE PASQUALE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc.l-ll2t/t2'Medireraneen
programmes'): ADOPTED
t4
*n
CHRISTOPHER JACKSON MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-tt4s/tz
'car industq/) : ADOPTED
*
+*
MULLER-HERMANN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1146/82
'Automobile market') : ADOPIED
+
:$+
VON VOGAU REPORT (Doc. 1-960/t2'lotre-Commuaity brade,) : ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
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IN FAVOUR of all the amendments.
Expknation ofoote
Mr Lconardi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, in this explanation of vorc I want to say that
we have voted in favour of so many of these amendmcnts because we have always been in
favour of abolishing obstacles to trade and facilitating trade within the Communiry. I
think, however, that the time has now come for us to realize that the problem is not so
much one of fighting obstacles as of making up our minds to adopt the son of policies
that will prevent the obstacles lrom arising. Otherwise, we run the risk of continuing to
vote in favour of measures without obtaining the results that we hope for. \7e shall be
committing ourselves to a labour of Sisyphus. !7hat we must do is thus prevent obstacles
from arising, and not run after them subsequendy attempting to abolish them: everyone
knows that it is much easier to creare an obstacle than to abolish it.
For this reason we have voted in favour of all the proposed measures. Nevenheless, we
should like rc draw your attention to the fact that we believe that the only way out of the
present situation is to create Communiry policies which aimed precisely at preventing
obstacles rc free trade from arising, and which will promote intra-Communiry rade, fu
for customs checks within the Community, we musr make up our minds m implement
reforms, while making a clear distinction bessreen internal customs checls and external
customs checks, because otherwise our common market would not be able to function. If
these internal checls are eliminated, many obstacles will not even be able to arise, because
there will be no basis for thetn. In other words, reform of internal customs checks and a
clear distinction between chose and the external cusroms checks.
Finally, we wish to say that the development of the inrcrnal marker 
- 
and this is some-
thing we must realize 
- 
really cannot be promoted by protectionism with regard to the
outside world. The only genuine protecdon we can offer the internal market is to improve
our competitiveness. Only in that way will we improve and protect our internal market,
not by erecting protectionist barriers against the outside world: such measures are reac-
tionary and only hamper economic development.
+
++
ROGALLA REPORT (Doc. l-97 6 / t2'turnove/) : ADOPTED
+
+ r(.
IIELSH REPORT (Doc. 1-958/t2 'bordcr controls'): ADOPTED
*
r+ ,F
HAAGERUP REPORT (Doc. l-946/82 'European securiq/): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 1, 17,34,3'5,36,39 and]3;
- 
AGAINST, Amendments Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8, 9, 10, 71, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23,
25, 26,27,28,29,31,32,39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, +9, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 55,
57, 59,60/rev.,6l/rev. and 62.
-j
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Explanations ofoote
Mr G. Fuchs (S). 
- 
(FR) MrPresident, ladies and gendemen, I should like to make one
or rwo brief commen$ on the amendments I have tabled. Having b.een born as an econo-
mic Communiry, our Communiry is gradually taking on a political dimension, which is
precisely one of the aims that we have established for it. This being so, I think that the
norion of basing the securiry of Europe for the foresebable future purely on the protection
of the United Sates is unacceptable.
The European Community must stafi rc give some thought rc the question of ultimately
providing for its own securiry in an autonomous manner.
It does nor come within our remit, in this House, to discuss purely military questions.
Nevertheless, I attaclled some imponance rc tabling there three proposals, all of which are
in keeping with the idea of a more sharply defined identiry for Europe: 
,
- 
the coordination of our views on the international disarmament netotiations, in pani-
cular those ar Geneva or Madrid, in order to prevent us from being divided by exteg-
nal maneuvresl
- 
the stf,engthening of our industriai cooperadon, where such cooperation will help to
increase our independence, in the field of high technology and armamentsl
- 
rhe promotion of cooperation with the lTestern European Union's Parliamentary
fusembly, so as to bring the military and the political dimensions of our securiry
closer together.
I should like rc thank all those members of this House who believe that Europe must cease
to be a mere issue over vhich the super-powers sguabble, a pawn even in the conflict
between them, and who have given their support m these amendments.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, European political cooperation and Euro-
pean securiry are one of the major issues 
- 
if not indeed the major issue 
- 
at this
moment of global crisis. This global dimension is to be found in the introduction and
detailed explanatory statement, and the rapporteur Mr Haagerup was deservedly
applauded for his painstaking efforts.
Even such points as the interpretation of the peace movements in Europe and America,
which are in many respects being manipulated for various reasons 
- 
one of them being
the policy of the Trojan Horse, which the Soviet Union is implementing in Europe 
- 
are
examined with the seriousness they desene.
For these reasons, and beceuse the modon recognizes the need to maintain close links
with the United States and Canada, which I consider rc be the most reliable safeguard for
European security, I will unreservedly vote in favour of the motion for a resolution.
Mn Charzat (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr Haagerup's repon on European polidcal
cooperadon and security has the merit of tackling a fundamennl problem that concerns
the future of the Communiry from the point of view of its securiry. All the same, although
it has been redrafted, paragraph 5 of the Haagerup repon still establishes a connection
between European political cooperation and the Atlandc Alliance. In my opinion, how-
ever, the Member States of the Communiry, which are all equal amontst themselves, need
wider autonomy in industrial, economic and political matters. That is why I, as a French
Socialist, shall vote against this report.
Mr De Goede (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, we take the view that NATO membership is
still the best way of guaranteeing security for the countries of Europe and we feel that the
European contribution rc the alliance should be stepped up in view of the increased politi-
cal, economic and military significance of Europe ois-,i-ois the Unircd Sates and the
increasing differences in approach m international problems. As we see it, an increased
t-
I
l1
I
i
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European contribution would be in the interests of the cohesion of the NATO alliance
since a joint European approach is more likely to encourage the United States to pay
grearcr atrcntion to specifically European security interests than a fragmented approach
on the pan of the individual Member States. trn our view, European Political Cooperation,
extended to cover security and defence matters, would be the most suitable forum for the
cobrdination and joint formulation of this European contribution to NATO. However,
we would not wish to go further than the rapporteur, i.e. we are not in favour of reviving
' 
the European Defence Communiry. Rather, we are in favour of a European branch being
set up within NATO by means of extending and insdtudonalizing the European political
system.
Certain parts of the repon are certainly open to criticism, as is the fact that neither the
. 
report nor the resolution commit themselves specifically on many questions. Nevenheless,
we feel we should support this repon and resolution as a modest step in what we regard as
the right direction.
Mrs Poirier (COM) 
- 
(FR) Mr President, once again, by rejecting 
"orir,-"riu. amend-ments, this Parliament has lost a perfect opportunity to commit imelf clearly to peace and
disarmament, whereas this morning, by unanimously adopting the Fergusson resolution, it
had evinced some openness of mind. By reaffirming its support for a system of common
defence which is not provided for in the Treaties and its commitment to a military alliance
which feners nine out of ten of the Member States of the EEC with the insane American
afinaments policy this Parliament will remain outside the powerful movement in favour of
peace and nuclear disarmament which is shaking our continent to its core, and which con-
stitutes a source of hope, in our opinion, particularly in Germany. The responsible atti-
tudes adopted by the nations of Europe in favour of life and against nuclear arms, the
associations which have been set up over and above political, social or religious differences
to defend the future of man, have found an echo even within the walls of this House in
the form of the proposals put forward by the Group of European Parliamentarians for
Nuclear Disarmament, to which I consider it perfectly normal that I, as a Communist, a
'woman and a morher, should belong.
The real security of all the peoples of Europe lies in abandoning all forms of nuclear mis-
siles, in negotiatint the disarmament of the military blocs and in doing so with the firm
will to succeed. Imagine the effect the outside world of political initiatives intended rc
achieve such aims 
- 
the aims of reason 
- 
if they v/ere to be launched by our Parliament!
Unfonunately, the resolution which has been submitted to us today is not of this kind and
we shall vote against it.
(Appkasefrom tbe Communists and Allies Group)
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, I shall abstain in the, final vorc on this resolu-
tion for the reason that Ireland is not a member of NATO. I believe therefore that I have
no mandate to vote for a coordination of the political and economic policies of this Com-
munity with those of a military alliance.
The attitude and actions of the Soviet Union and the insnbility of many strategic regions
in this world, especially in the Middle East and Eastern Europe, give \Testern Europe no
reason to be complacent about its defence and security. It is therefore necessary for Vest-
ern Europe to provide for its defence with whitever military means are considered-essen-
tial. It is obvious that the membercountries of NATO cannot afford to pursue economic
and political policies which are even sometimes in conflict with their own military strate-
gies. It is reasonable therefore to assume that economic, political and strategic policies will
be pursued in some son of harmony. However, it seems to me that to propose a formal
coordination of these policies requires a new treaty.
The position of Ireland as of now is that we are militarily a neutral state. This is not
because of any lack of goodwill on the pan of our government or our people towards
neighbouring countries which are pafiners in this Communiry. However a major factor in
unifying the Irish people behind this policy is the outstanding problem of Nonhern Ire-
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land. If this problem were resolved, I believe that the Irish people could at least review the
situation.
Mr Meczore k-7*ul (S). 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, I will ,,o,. in favour of the Haa-
gerup report. It is of,course disappointing that the clear wording on the'recognition of the
peace movement by the majoriry of ParliamCnt has not found clearer expression, and
there are undoubrcdly other points that could be criticized. However, for the first time
this Parliament recognizes the existence of an independent European security interest
which differs entirely from that of the USA and realizes that we Europeans must find an
organizational structure in which to represent our interests ois-ti-ois the USA. There is a
divergence of inrcrests between Vestern Europeans and the USA, which has become very
evident in recent weels and months. The Europeans are of the opinion that securiry also
includes political and economic cooperhtion with Easrcrn Europe. The Americans hold
the view that security is a military issue and military rearmament is the logical conse-
quence of this. The Europeans are concerned to avoid any regionalization of a nuclear
war or any nuclear war at all. \7e know from circles in the American administration that a
regional atomic war in Europe is regarded as conceivable. I quote Collin Gray: 'Victory is
possible' in a nuclear war.
The effect of this is that many Europeans regard the principal ally as a potential danger,
and I believe that this,report gives'!7'estern Europeans the opponuniry to formulate and
express this clearly. It is on the basis of this fundamental stratcgic consideration that I vote
in favour of the repon.
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the Socialist Group will vote for the repon as
it smnds, for three reasons.
Firsr, because it makes no recommendation regarding the setting up in the near future of
new Community institution to deal with the Communiry's securiry worries. These worries
are ro remain for the present the responsibiliry of the Member States and the Communiry
ircelf, acting through the institutions that make up the Communiry as it is at present, and,
in particular, within the framework of Europeaq political cooperation.
The second reason for our favourable attirude is that Amendment No 28, which was
tabled by our friend and colleague Mr Plaskovitis and which was previously tabled as
Amendment No 47 in the Political Affairs Commitrce, has just been adopted by the
House; the adoption of this amendment was of vital importance for our overall assessment
of the repon.
Thirdly, since the tgxt of the repon was submitted to us, and at the request of our friend
and colleague Bruno Friedrich 4nd others, a reference to the role and the imponance of
the various peace movements in the debate on European securiry has been insened into
Mr Haagerup's repoft, and similarly into other passages in the repon, with the result that
the concept of securiry has been closely associaced u/ith that of peace, for which we offer
our congratulations to the author and m all those who contributed to the report.
Mr Nordmqn. (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the great merir of the repon before us is
certainly to be found more in the explanatory statement than in the motion for a resolu-
tion; there is no doubt that in the case of a'subject of this kind one tends to opt for mid-
dle-of-the-road solutions in order to garner the largest possible amounr, of suppon. All the
same, taken all in all, the motion for a resolution has the merit of defining in reasonable
terms the European Parliament's attitude with regard to securiry.,Thar is perhaps more
imponant than the various, numerous and somedmes major reservations which we might
be tempted to express with regard to such and such a point, particularly concerning the
perhaps somewhat rco neutral reference to neutralism and pacifism, which these days
make not for security buq'on the contrary, for insecurity and constitute a threat to the
securiry of Europe because of the spirit of. a latter-day Munich atreemenr which these
moyemen$ are encouraging on our Continent.
That said, in spite of this resenrarion, the quality of Mr Haagerup's repoft merits our
approval. rr
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Mrs Castellina (CDD. 
- 
(m Mr President, this statement is only the first of a series
which will be made by my colleagues, all members, like myself, of the Group of European
Parliamentarians for Nuclear Disarmament; it is a statement in which we are sure we are
expressing the views of the Imlian Peace Movement, of which I consider myself an activ-
rst.
I shall vote against rhe Haagerup resolution, because I consider that it is one of the most
fraudulent and dangerous texts ever drafted by this Padiament. It is fraudulent and dan-
gerous because it begins by talking of autonomous European security and then, on the
conffary, goes on to open the way to a policy which will be not simply even more closely
modelled on rhar of the Unircd States, but which may well make Europe terribly insecure
- 
as is evidenced by Points 5, 5 and 7 moreover 
- 
given that, in essence, it accepa the
NATO rearmament plan and consequently the installadon of Pershing and Cruise mis-
siles. These weapons reduce us m the status of mere subordinate pawns of American
poliry, which, at the present time, is the main cause of the risk of war. The only real
securiry for Europe consists of a policy of disarmament, accompanied by strict autonomy
wirh regard ro the rwo power blocs and a different relationship with the Third I/orld. 
,
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, as a member of the Group of European Parlia-
mentarians for Nuclear Disarmament, I shall vote against the Haagerup report for three
reasons. This does not mean that I cannot offer my congratulations to Mr Haagerup for
having provided us with a framework within which to debate securiry problems, now and
in,furure.
First of all, I should have liked a few words of encouragement for those amongst the gen-
eral public in Europe who have given ovenrhelming evidence of their desire for peace and
their rejection of the arguments of those who are pushing us towards war, including, as
we have heard today, some Members of this House.
The Belgian peace movement, which has organized one of the biggest demonstrations that
have taken place in Europe, is preparing another demonstration of the same kind for next
autumn and it will show that European public opinion is even more aware of the impon-
ance of this debate.
I
My second reason is that I should have like Mr Haagerup's report to refer explicitly to the
subject which is occupying everyone's attention in Europe today, namely the siting.of mis-
siles within the boundaries of Europe, and I should have liked him to indicate where he
sands with regard to the major decisions that will be aken in 1983 on Europe's attitude
to this question, on the need for us to be actively involved in a debate that concerns us
very direcdy and the need for the voice of peace and negotiation to be heard.
My third and last reason is that I should have liked the report to say something about the
netotiations which are taking place right now in Geneva, and the importance of. organiz-
ing a genuine dialogue on the proposals which have been put forward by both sides and,
in panicular, on the most recent proposals frdm Mr Andropov. In thernselves, these pro-
posils are neither less nor more acceptable than the American zero optioh: they constitute
a point of depanure towards an equilibrium which should be somewhere in between. An
abrupt and unjustified rejection of these proposals is contrary to our own inrerests and,
Mr Haagerup, we should have taken advantage of this opportuniry.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mrs Squarcialrryi (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President, as a member of the Group of Euro-
pean Parliamentarians for Nuclear Disarmament, I shall be abstaining on the Haagerup
Repon, which, I admit, does have some positive aspects, but whose negative aspects I can-
not overlook.
Amongst the positive aspec6, there is the rightful recognition of movements which voice
the desire of our peoples for peace and the definition of a European security policy.
I regret, however, that Europe's role in security matters should be embodied in an alliance
in which the involvement of Community seems confused, uncertain and in any case subor-
'I
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dinated to a treat power, and that it should not be embodied in the other opponunities
for peaceful and constructive dialogue that are available to the Communiry, in order to
meet the requests and the demands of young people, women and all people of goodwill.
My abstention is also motivated by the fact that one or f,wo amendments against the insnl-
lation of the new missiles have'been rejected. I am referring to Comiso in Sicily, which is
supposed to teceive these new missiles which cause harm even before they have been
insalled. The gardens and vineyards of Comiso are already starting to be invaded by pro-
perry speculators, while the farming communiry of Comiso will shonly be transformed
into a service economy living off the army. The Mafia has also arrived, bringing bereave-
ment, desabilization and fear.
There is, however, one other qu.rrion. Vho is the target for these missiles at Comiso, in
the hean of the Mediterranean? Are thege defensive or offensive missiles?
Ve must, therefore, tenerate some form of political and moral pressure in order m
achieve genuine securiry in Europe, a securiry which will accurately reflect what the peo-
ples of Europe really want.
(Appkusefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Madam President, I mo belong to the group of parliamentarians
against nuclear weapons and I, too, shall vote against.
This is another attempt to involve the Communiry in defence mafi.ers and, even worse, to
link it with NATO, a dangerous development for which it has absolutely no competence.
In any case it makes no attempt to analyse seriously the overriding problems of how to rid
this planet of nuclearweapons and how to keep the peace. President Reagan has said that
it would be possible m limit a nuclear exchange between the Unircd States and the Soviet
Union to the territory of Europe. Robert McNamara has said that sooner or larcr, deter-
rents will fail. If we stick to our poliry of first use of nuclear weapons, which is NATp
poliry and will become ours if we link with NATO, western civilization will presumably
be destroyed. So, we are being asked to risk European destrucdon, to cut back on work-
ers' living standards, so that in the name of so-called security we can pile up more and
more vreapons of death, when both sides already have ten times more than enough to
destroy each other completely.
I hope this dangerous report will be rejected.
(Appkusefrom the left)
Mrs Bosenrp (COM). 
- 
(DA) I am now called"on to vote here and I will do so both as
an active member of the group of Parliamentarians who advocate nuclear disarmament
and as representative of Denmark's Socialistisk Folkepani which, ever since it was eet up,
has worked for unilateral disarmament in our country. Nothing is funher from our minds
than to try and force our country into a so-called common securiry policy. This would be
flying in the face of the conditions stipulated for our membership of rhe European Com-
muniry. Mr Haagerup knows as well as eveqyone else in Denmark that securiry has
nothing to do with Communiry cooperation but his unremitting efforts in the Political
Affairs Committee have now obliged us to deal with the matter in this House. Our reac-
tion is quite simple. I intend [o vote against because I am a Socialist, because I am an
active protagonist of disarmament and am surrounded by other like-minded persons in
this House and because I remain true to the conditions for Danish membership. You may
well get your joint gunpowder and cannons, but I can assure you that the Danes will have
no hand in the matter.
(Appkusefrom the hfi)
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, as an acrive member of the peace
movement in my country, which is known as the Interkerkelijk Vredesberaad or Interden-
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ominational Peace Council, I was very interested to see what the rappofteur had to say
about the peace movement in his report. I am forced to conclude that it would not appear.
from the explanarcry norc that he has understood very much of whar is going on. He
speaks about volatile public opinion and the difficulties in connection with the deployment
of nuclear weapons. Indeed, Madam President, we are fighting against nuclear weapons,
but why? Because we want to be able rc go 
,on living and we want future gieneradons to
have a chance of survival rco. This does not make us pan of a 'volatile public opinion'. 'S7e
are simply people who no longer wish to leave the future of our world to those wielding
power. Ve want to take the future into our 5wn hands and as I see it, the Haagerup reso-'
lution is far from what a resolution on European Political Cooperation and security
should be. The fact that I will vote for it nevertheless is due to the respect which I have for
the cooperative and inventive manner in which the rapporteur has sought to find a com-
promise which would be widely accepable. It was panicularly the adoption of the Plas-
kovitis amenilment after paragraph 2 which decided me. The rapporteur has, I think, at
any rale succeeded in avoiding worse things.
Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
Madam President, I am a member of the group of parliamentarians
who are against nuclear weapons. I come from 'S7ales, the country which was the first to
declare itself nuclear free. I also believe that it will be found, if the record is checked, that
I was the first Member of this Parliarirent to make a public declaration in this Chamber
against nuclear weapons. That was in October 1979 in a debate held very late on Thurs-
day night.
I would have liked to have found some \ray ro vote for rhis repon, because it did seem to
be edging towards an independent 'S7'esrcrn European strategy. However, I cannot do
that, because the repon seels to emphasize a link with NATO. It deals with matters which
are not a part of the responsibilides of this Communiry and for that reason also I could
nor suPPorr it.
Funhermore, I cannot suppoft the repon because of the way in which it seems to encour-
age even closer reladons with America at a time when the Americans seem to be planning
for rhe possibility of a nuclear war restricted to Europe, when they are escaliting the
nuclear arms race by trying to inroduce the MX missiles and when within the last 24
hours, President Reagan has sacked one of his advisors on Russian affairs because he is
considered to be soft on the Russians.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)
Mrs Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) MrPresident, as a member of the group of Parliamentarians
who advocate nuclear disarmament, I should like to explain why I intend to abstain from
voting on this report. The purpose of armament is defence, but the defence of what, at
what price and by what means? !(i'e cannot find a soludon to the problem of unemploy-
ment, the entire !7'estern economy is threatening to get out of joint as a result of the mas-
sive investments in nuclear w'eapons, there is considerable social unrest, young people are
,increasingly rejecting politics, their views are moving more and more to the right and fas-
cist tendencies are now clearly in evidence in Europe. If one also considers the fear of
nuclear war which many people feel and our inability to solve the problem of poverry in
our own countries and hunger in the world, you get a nice picture of society today. As I
see it, the peace movement, which is dismissed by many politicians as a disorganized
bunch of people who do not know what they are alking about, has finally reacted very
sensibly to the fatal nuclear anns race which has got completely out of hand and from
which nothing,good can come. I had hoped that this report, to which there were a vast
number of amcndments along the right lines, would have taken on a form that I could
wholeheartedly suppon. However, I cannot do that now and I will therefore abstain, not
only because I find that . . .
P".rideot. 
- 
You have exhausted your speaking time, Mrs Viehoff.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) I too am one of the members of this Parliament who takes part in
discussions aimed at averting the danger of nuclear weapons and I am glad to belong to
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this group. I understand that there are a number of members who can hardly take any
interest in this since they probably think they have a monopoly on common sense in this
matter. However, I am afraid they may well have a rude awakening in store for them.
I have listened with great interest to this debate and have come to the conclusion that we
have made a number of unfonunate mistakes in the voting. I regret that paragraph 5 has
been retained even in its revised form following the amendment by lvIr Haagerup. How-
ever, I regret even more the fact that the amendment tabled by Mr Vandemeulebroucke
and Mr Capanna on the establishment of nuclear-free zones was rejected by a large
majoriry. If this amendment had been adopted, I would have been able to vote in favour of
the resoludon. Now, unfonunately, I must abstain.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM). 
- 
@) Mr President, I too, as a member of the Group of
European Parliamentarians for Nuclear Disarmement, shall absain on this resolution. I
find it impossible to vote in favour, because 
- 
in spite of the numerous attempr by left-
wing members to eliminate it 
- 
paragraph No 5 has been kept and the other amend-
ments, also tabled by the left, have not been adopted. There is no doubt that Paul
Varncke, who was the head of the American delegation to the SALT II conference,
would be ill at ease here, after having said, on 11 November last year at Columbia Univ-
ersiry, that if it had not been for the peace movements in Europe and the United States the
Geneva netotiations would never have been opened.
By abstaining, therefore, I intend to stress that I am not in favour of this repon, but at the
same time I am not against the idea of closer cooperation in Europe, of a European for-
eign policy, which, on the conrary, I have always supponed and which I hope may be
based on a new'concepdon of securiry and will take account of the demands that have
been made by the nations of Europe, by the workers, by young people, by the churches
and by persons of diverse political and religious opinions who have demonstrated, who
have committed themselves to peace and who are struggling in readiness to face even
imprisonmenq like the Greenham Common women and the people at Comiso. In other
words, in the swo c<iuntries, Italy and the Unircd Kingdom, where reckless and hasry gov-
ernments have decided before any other governments in Europe where the Euromissiles
will be stationed if the negotiations fail. The peace movement in Italy and in Europe is
against all missiles 
- 
Cruise missiles, Pershing missiles and SS 20s 
- 
and calls for vigo-
rous, rapid and serious negotiations aimed at obtaining balanced, progressive disarma-
ment. Too many financial and human resources (scientists, for example) are wasrcd in rhis
qazy arrns race, whilst the economic crisis and unemployment call for investment and the
Third Vorld is languishing in underdevelopment.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I too am a member of the Group of European Par-
liamentarians for Nuclear Disarmament. I should like, first of all, to say that the many
hours given up by thousands of men and women in order to demonstrate their concern, to
voice their prorcs$ and to show their determinadon to create a better world are desen ing'
of a few minutes of the time of a few members of this Parliament. Vhat is more, I think
that these problems are also connected with the world economic system, which we should
like to make more just and more equitable. The arms race fills us with terror, all the more
so as the dangers for us in our world are real. Hunger, unemployment, rcnsions resulting
from the struggle for influence amongst the super-powsr5 
- 
dlsss are also dangers thai
may lead to war. Our responsibiliry as Europeans is a double one: we must promote disar-
mament and we must create the right conditions for peace. '$7e are demonstrating our
dercrmination to disarm 
- 
because we think that it is better to be armed with polidcal
determination 
- 
and ro creare a world of peace and justice for everyone.
(Appkusefron the lefi)
Mr Kirkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, both as a representative of my parry and as a
member of the independent peace movement in Gieece and of the anti-nuclear group in
the Parliament, I shall be voting against Mr Haagerup's motion for a resolution. At-this
moment a hope is emerging in Europe under rhe pressure of a broad mass movemenr
which transcends ideological barriers. This voice should be heard in our Chamber and
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deserves treator respect. Mr Griffiths, not one but two of Mr Reagan's collaborators were
dismissed, and both were known as hawks. However, it appears that the arch-hawk him-
self is turning against the other hawks. Europe should not become so intimately linked
with a view which is dictated by the hawls from the other side.
The anti-nuclear movement is linked with the demand that Europe should make its own
choices and we should all help to achieve this. I think that there is a common basis even
with those colleagues who will today bb voting in favour of the Haagerup motion. on the
basis of whatever positive features this motion contains 
- 
and it does contain some 
-even treatrr Pressure should be exercised. However, there are some who, while expressing
their suppon for this popular movement, wish to strangle it, and we have just heard some
bf them speaking. Ladies and gentlemen, I think that we should listen m the authentic
voice of this movement and rhat we should open up new roads in this Parliament as well.
(Appkasefron the left)
I
Mrs Clwyd (S). 
- 
Mr President, I too speak as a member of the Group of European MPs
for Nuclear Disarmement, as a member of CDN Cymru (the velsh Anti-nuclear Alli-
ance) and representing the only declared nuclear-free nation, '!7ales, in the European
Communiry.
I stand, Mr President, ro salure the women of Greenham Common, their courage and
determination, ... )
(Apphuse)
t. : _yho_ fof over a year have kept up a continuous picket oumide rhe base in protest ar the
British Government's intention to site 95 cruise missiles there later this year. These women
staned out from Vales. And I had the honour of speaking to them when they started out
on their march.
A few weehs ago, 30 000 of us, all women, linked hands in silent protest around a 9-mile
perimeter fence around the base.
(Apphuse)
Vere it not, Mr President, for such direct action 
- 
even more positive on the continent
than in Britain 
- 
there would hardly have been a debate.
Now the do.riin" of 'no first use'has been forced on rc the NATO agenda. The NATO
Supreme Commander has been forced to offer a non-nuclear defence sraregy as a possi-
ble option. If people were not willing to demonstrate and suffer for their beliCfs, Mr Presi-
dent, I doubt if even these gesrures would have been made.
(Intemtptions. Calk of 'Time, time!'from tbe Earopean Democratic Groap)
Getting rid of the bombs is . . .
President. 
- 
Mrs Clwyd, your speaking-time is over.
Mrs Cluryd (S). 
- 
Getting rid of the bombs is a political struggle and only the Labour
Party in Britain offers any serious . . .
(Uproar)
President. 
- 
Mrs Clwyd, your speaking-time is really over.
Mrvan Minnen (s). 
- 
(NL) Asa member of the group of the Members of the European
Parliament who are opposed to nuclear weapons and also as an ordinary peace activist, I
should like to give an explanation of vote.
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Clearly, many of our colleagues here today woultl appear to feel justified in being irritated
"t th.'"*ornt of their timJwe are taking 
up. These, I think, are colleagues who would
most prefer to shoot us peace activists out of this chamber by cruise missile without more
ado. It is rrue that our eiplanations of vote are taking more time than a cruise missile takes
ro ger ro its qarget once-it has been launched, and at the same time, these new tactical
,ru"--I""r *eaponi go so fast as to break the record for the time taken to give even one
single explanation of vote in this House
However, it is not only their speed which is devastadng, and this is the danger which Mr
Haagerup has completely glossed over in his repon, i.e. the danger of the quick and eary
use of whar are known for the sake of convenience as 'tactical nuclear weapons' but which
in reality must be regarded as forming pan of the arsenal of 'conventional weapons' 
-
certainly in the eyes of the 'conventional generals' for whom it is made even easier by
virtue of these actical weapons to think about conducting a war. The HaageruP rePort is
full of these false bottoms, as it were, these pitfalls. The peace movement is disparagingly
referred ro as a.'threat ro European securiq/ and this Parliament has also refused to
improve it by means of an amendment. I therefore intend to vote against this repon.
Mrs Buchan (S). 
- 
I shall vote against this resolution because I have to live with myself
and I have been a unilateralist for twenry years. Coming to Europe as I do, seeing what I
did not see gwenty years ago, I welcome now a Peace movement, a movement on its feet in
Belgiur4, Holland, Italy and everywhere else. And I shall therefore keep faith with myself.
I live in and I represent the ciry of Glasgow. I represent a cirywhich is 15 miles from the
present Polaris Base. And I am even closer to the proposed American base for Trident
which is proposed for Clydeside. I know only rco well the way that the presence of such a
base affects eve{F aspefi of one's life, whether, as I was, you are young and with children
when-the base arrived, or now middle-aged and with grandchildren, as I am. Therefore
this affects every aspect ofyour life 
- 
even ifyou have to shout against illiterate Tories as
you do it. Therefore etevery chance you declare your opposition.
I keep faith with all those who, like Michael Foot, John Collins and everyone else, set out
for Aldermaston twensy years ato.
(Appla*se from the Socialist Group)
Sadly, John Collins has died during the last week, but Michael and many other thousands
are sdll there. And I am still there . . .
(Tlte Preside* uged tbe speaker to conclude) 
|
Vote against the resolution!Vote for life!Vote against Haagerup!
(Applaase from tbe left)
Mr Begh (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I am speaking as a member of the Danish group known as
'Kristne for Nedrusming', or Christians for Disarmament, and on the occasion of the
referendum in Denmark in 1972 we were given firm assurance that our membership of the
European Communiry did not have any implications as regards defence poliry. These
were such fine promises that no decent Danish politician can renege on them, and for this
reason it is totally unacceptable that a Danish representative of one of the panies which
made these fine promises in 1972 should be acting as rapporteur in an effon rc inroduce
defenry policy into the European Community, and it is doubly objectionable that this
should be taking place in the underhand manner with which we have become familiar,
whereby people first of all speak about their respect for the Treaty of Rome and then step
right outside it by bringing in defenry policy. I would recommend to Mr Haagerup that
he go home and read the New Testament story about the brother who said 'yes' to every-
thing but then simply went and did the opposite. The Danish voters have been deceived
here and for rhis reason I will fight tooth and nail against this repon and what the hawks
in this House hope to get out of it. For the time being, I will do this by voting against it
and I call on all right-thinking compatriots in this House to do the same.
(Appkusefr_om the lefi) \
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Mr Boyes (S). 
- 
Mr President, I usually play little games wirh rhe little boys on the
opposite side, but I think tonight it is far too serious. Speaking as the chairman of the
Group of Euro-MPs for Nuclear Disarmament, I only wish they had been here in this
Chamber rc hear the last 16 or 17 contributions, and I only hope they will devote a little
time to reading what the people have said over the last 30 minutes or so.
I also represent the majoriry of people in Britain who are opposing cruise and Pershing
missiles being stationed in our count4i.
( Intemtptions from the European Democratic benche s )
But we are not only opposing them in Britain, we are opposing them in every other coun-
try where they are meant to be deployed in 1983.
I shall'vote against Mr Haagerup's resoludon, because he has not recognized the danger
or the urgenry of the period in which we live. The year 1983 threatens to be the mosr
dangerous year thal humaniry has ever faced. Vhen we get the destabilizing Pershing IIs,
when we get the nonverifiable cruise missiles stationed on our soil, we musr say as loudly
as possible, firstly, that y/e support all those who are opposing them and especially the
women at Greenham Common who have given a tremendous lead rc all of us . . .
(Apphrse)
. . . and secondly, we must say why it is a danger. Pershing II missiles and I want to
make.. .
(Tbe Presidcnt urged the speaker to conclude) \
I oppose all missiles . . .
(The Presidcnt again arged the speaker to conclude. Continuing intemrptions from the ight).
. .. my children wherever the missiles come from and the only poliry thar can help to
s4ve..,
iMixed reactionsl
l4l gshinzel (S).- (DE) On a point of order I should like rc say that it is very depress-
ing to see how few adherents of the peace movement there are in the Conservadve and
Christian-Democratic Group.
President. 
- 
That has norhing to do with the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I think 
- 
keeping quite calm about all this 
-there must be some way of distinguishing befi/een an explanation of vote and a political
speech. I could sugBest to you that . . .
( Protests from tbe Socialist Group)
President. 
- 
No, Mr Fergusson, we cannot start that debate now. You asked for the floor
on a point of order. I was under the impression that you wanted ro reacr to Mr Schinzel,
which you are not doing.
Mr K.llias (PPE), in witing. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I will vote in favour of rhe motion
for a resolution contained in the Haagerup report for the following reasons:
'I
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1. Because it would be inconceivable for the European Economic Community not to be
able to concern itself with its security, on which depends not only its existence as a Com-
munity but also the existence of each of the Member Starcs which belong to it.
2. Because for the Communiry to shirk a discussion of its securiry would mean evading a
fundamental debate on the major issue of peace and would restrict it to expressing wishes
in this respect. However, it would be naive for the Communiry to show such unconcern.
Peace depends on mutual sinceriry and this cannot be supe#ised without a supervised bal-
ance of forces, In ascenaining this balance it is necessary to include not only srategic, but
also conventional, forces, as well as the distance from the sources of supply rc the border
or the likely front line.
3. Because I believe that the European Communiry, after the planned reform of irs insti-
tutions, should acquire not only political authoriry but also 
- 
by degrees 
- 
independent
powers in the field of defence.
Only in this way can the Community fully accomplish its tasks and fulfil its peaceful and
stabilizing mission.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI), in writing. 
- 
(NL) I intend rc abstain from voting on
the entire resolution since the report fails to take account of the fundamental option for a
peace policy, since securiry is discussed in the narrow sense of the word and since no men-
tion is made of trade in armaments.
\
I must also excuse my colleague Mr Mario Capanna for his absence today, in spite of the
fact that he was veqy active in the preparations for this debate. However, his mother died
yesrcrday and his place was wifi his family.
*
**
HABSBURG REPORT (Doc. 1-656lt2'Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania') : ADOPTED
Expknations ofoote
Mr Chambciron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall not exceed my speaking time. I
simply wanted to say that I am not at ell surprised that the motion for a resolution 
- 
on
which the repoft that is before us now was based and in which the element of exaggera-
tion is only equalled by the provocative intent 
- 
should have been tabled by Members of
Parliament whose constant, and I might even say pathological, preoccupation has always
been to exhibit on every occasion their hostiliry to the countries of Eastern Europe. Simi-
larly,I should not be very surprised if one day the author of this report, whose propensity
rc call the frontiers that resulted from the last Vorld \Var into question increases day by
day, should suggest that we should raise a European Army in order to he[p to reestablish
the Holy Roman Empire of his remote ancestors.
But what is really shocking is the fact that there should have been a majority of Members
of the Political Affairs Committee prepared to take pan in such an exercise. Although the
European Parliament has all too often adopted resolutions which undermined its credibil-
iry, I did not think there was any need to go even further down that road. All the evidence '
suggests that this fusembly is split between those who want a Europe of confronntion and
those who believe that the Communiry's best hope of credibiliry lies in patiently looking
for opportunities for cooperation.
Mr Hahn (PPE). 
- 
(DE) As probably the only Member of this House who was born in
Estonia, whose ancestors lived in the Baltic countries and who visited these counrries as
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recently as last summer, I would like to express my special supporr for rhis motion for a
resolution.
(Applause)
I should like to thank the European Parliament for expressing an opinion on this quesrion.
Ve discuss infringements of human rights throughout rhe world, while here in Europe on
our very doorstep there is an example of colonialism which is a result of the Hitler-Stalin
Pact.
(Applause)
I know that there are many representatives from Estonia, Lawia and Lithuania present
here at this moment, that they are looking on and are grateful that they have an advocate
in the European Parliament, which states clearly rc the whole world that people in.these
countries are being denied self-dercrmination and independence. !7e hope rhat the United
Nations will take up our resolution and bring this question before the Decolononization
Sub-committee.
(Appkuse)
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I think that out of respect for this House
we should not be discussing Mr Habsburg's document, because what he has writren on the
situation in Estonia, Lawia and Lithuania is a fairy tale for small children.
The Soviet Union, which last month celebrated its 6Oth annivers"ry, i, ,h. first hultina-
tional state 
- 
the stupid may laugh 
- 
to be consriruted by the free choice of many
nationalities on the basis of equality, wirhout pressure, violence and bloodshed.
(Volent protesufrom the right and centre) t
The Baltic peoples have historical links with the Soviet Union. Ve remember that when,il Jylf 1918, the counter-revoludonaries attempted rc overthrow the Soviet regime and
shelled the Kremlin, it was a regiment of Estonians which defended the revolution and
Lenin's government.
(Volent protesU from the ight and centre)
The uniry of the peoples of the Soviet Union proved indestructable during the frightful
experience of the Second Vorld !Var. Nationalism, chauvinism and racism are,produits of
the capitalist world. For 15 years the British have been shedding the blood of the North-
ern Irish. The Basque patriots are being treated in the same manner. In Belgium the \Val-
loons and Flemings have not succeeded in becoming a nation in 60 years. In Turkey the
executioner of the Turkish people, Evren, is attempdng ro exrerminare 8 million Kurds.
The Zionist fascists Begin and Sharon aim to wipe out the Palestinians by genocide. In the
United Sates 25 million negroes'and millions of coloureds, such as the Puirto fucans, are
being persecuted, rormented and murdered. In Mr Habsburg's own counrry rens of thou-
sends of 'Sflest Germans are deprived of a living as a resulr of the notorioui'Berufwerbot'
because of t(eir political conrrictiorrs, while ovlr three million i"*iji **r.ers 
- 
known
as 'Gastarbeilsl'' 
- 
are subjected to harrassment and humiliating discrimination. Mr
Habsburg, who is still living in the age of his illustrious forebears, has lost all sense of
reality.
(Protesafrom the rigbt and centre)
The Bureau should have protected him from ridicule. \7e simply wish to express our
regret and we will vote against his motion.
(Appkuse fron oaious quarters)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Presidcnt
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of Proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disributed.
Are there any comments?
Mr Moreland (FD). 
- 
Mr President, page 50 of the
minutes, detailing the amendmenr to the von'Wogau
report, says: 'After paragraph8: Amendment No
ll/cor., by Mr Moreland: adopted', and the same
with Amendment No 15.
I should point out that I tabled these amendments on
behalf of the Committee on Transpon and not in a
personal capaciry. I think that the 
.Minutes should be
amended accordingly.
(Parliament approzted the minutes)
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Mr Grifftths (S). 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if you
could either confirm or deny a rumour I heard lasr
night that the July and September pan-sessions will be
held in Luxembourg.
President. 
- 
Mr Griffiths, the enlarged Bureau always
makes proposals to the House, which then ratifies its
decisions. I can tell you that I have nothing to propose
at this particular moment.l
2. Votei
Commission propo sal fo r a regaktion ( Doc. 1 - I 06 I /8 2 :
Act of Accession of Greece) (Procedure witbout report)
Mr Forth (ED). ' Mr President, I wonder if you
could guide rire on this. Could you tell me.the basis on
which something like this, which looks to me to be
tather an imponant matter, comes before us to be
dealt with 'without report'? At what stage does the
Flouse have the facility to consider such a matter?
I, as a Member, know nothing about this. I am being
asked to approve it. Can you just tell me who has, on
my behalf, looked at.this? Is it the Committee on Agri-
culture, or who is it?
President. 
- 
It is the competent committee that has
looked at it. I suppose, though I am not sure, rhar ir is
the Committee on Agriculrure which has decided that
it could be done without debate. The members of your
group in that committee will know about that.
Macciocchi report (Doc. 1-546/82: Conscientioas objec-
tion)
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, con-
cerning the vote we are about to take on conscientious
objection, I wish, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to
ask for the procedure under Rule 71. Ve are of the
opinion that this vote should not lead to a fonuitous
result, and I therefore ask that you establish, for this
vote, whether there is a quorum.
(Tbe qaorum was oeifi.ed)
President. 
- 
I have to tell you that there is no quorum
and that therefore the vote on the Macciocchi repon is
deferred to the Monday of the next pan-session.
For items concerning membership of committees, peti-
tions, and motions for resolutions under Rule 49, see the
Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting.
See Annex.
Mrs Macciocchi (S), fttpportenr. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
I am very sorry about this, because you knew very
well, having been requested several times, that this
vote ought to have taken place during the sitting in
which the report was presented. Yesterday was chaos.
'!7'e were left to kick our heels between one repon and
another, three times breaking off the report on con-
scientious objectors. You knew very well, Mr Presi-
dent 
- 
I am sorry to have to make the reproach 
-that a good many people and all the press staff were
awaiting the outcome of this debate, just as you knew
that on Friday morning the Chamber would be largely
empry and it would be difficult to achieve a quorum. I
appreciate that you have a keen political flare, but pre-
cisely because it is so keen, you should realize how
ridiculous it is for a Parliament to have rc wait until
the following month in order to register its opinion on
so vital a question as conscientious objection.
I therefore protest in the strongest terms at the c/ay in
which the Chair conducted the Assembly's proceed-
ings yesterday.
President. 
- 
Mrs Macciocchi, if everyone yesterday
had respected the speaking-time laid down, we could
have voted on your report then.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Macciocchi (S), rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I took the
floor and you interrupted me, Mr President. I would
have expeited you to subject the others to the sam!
treatment.
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(17) There were more than thiny
ridiculous explanations of vote.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I ask
Mr Barbi to withdraw the word 'ridiculous' . . .
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
,(17) . .. not just ridiculous but
utterly ridiculous, because cenain demonstrations can
degrade this Parliament!
Mrs Squarcidupi (COM). 
- 
(m Mr Barbi, I think
you musr have slept pretry badly last night if you go on
making those totally gratuitous remarks; you will
remember that there were bishops at the demonstra-
tions, with whom you have a lot more to do than us.
Mr Patterson (ED).- Mr President, quite a different
complainr I am not quite sure how this quorum is
called for. You said that Mr Sieglerschmidt had done
so on behalf of the Socialist Group, but my Rules say,
'A request on behalf of a political group is not
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Patterson
admissible'.
Do you have some other written evidence that the
requisite number of people asked for the quorum?
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, of course one can have a
count, but when a request is on behalf of a group I
think it is a waste of time. Of course if it is really
wanted it can be taken, but in this case y/e can be sure
that the number of persons required m justify the
request c/as present and therefore I do not see why
they should have to stand up.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I find it curious
that a member of the Socialist Group should complain
of this request for a verificadon of the quorum, since it
was.that very group that had asked for it.
Now there are quite a lot of us here in the Chamber
for a Friday moining. I ani quite aware that there is
the right to ask for a verification of the quorum; all
the same, that a member of 'that same group should be
surprised at the result, when there are many of us here
this morning and we could perfectly well have pro-
ceeded to vote, that I find remarkable.
(Applaase from the Centre and the Rigbt)
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the best
way of verifying the quorum is to use the elecronic
voting-niachine. I have my doubts as to whether your
count is really reliable.
President. 
- 
The Gommittee on the Rules of Proce-
dure has studied t}is question and forbidden the use of
the electronic voting-machine for the purpose of
establishing a quorum, and its decision has been
approved by the House in plenary sitting. I am there-
fore doing no more than observing a decision taken by
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and con-
firmed by the Parliament.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am sorry, but
Mrs Veil has misunderstood the point of rhe com-
plaints made by Mrs Macciocchi and also on behalf of
my group, which is that thq vote did not take place
yesterday, not the request just now for a verification
of the quorum. The blame for this lies on us all, not
just the Chair. All of us yesterday exceeded our speak-
ing-time: if everyone, including the rapponeur, had
kept to it, the vote would have taken place last night.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the situa-
tion is changing rapidly: if we made a count no\r, per-
haps we should have a quorum.
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, the Rules do not allow it.
The quorum has to be verified when the request is
made.
Boot motionfor a resolution (Doc. 1-1147/82: ERDF)
Mr Rogers (S).- Mr President, this is probably the
only place in the world where people can make politics
out of a full stop at the end of a sentence.
Could you inform me on one thing? If you say'a quor-
um is not established on one issue, how can you pro-
ceed to vote on another issue? If a quorum is not pres-
ent, it is not present. \7e just cannot go on voting.
(Protests)
Mr President, I am just as fed up as other people, but,
on the other hand, there are reports that we are sup-
posed to discuss. If there are not enough people here
to vote, then we cannot vote. 'S7e cannot pick and
choose what we want to vote on. Either we are quor-
ate or we are not.
President.,- Mr Rogers, as I said, one establishes a
quorum at the moment it is asked for, and it is relevant
to a specific point.
'Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on a poinr of
order, is it not unfonunarc that a former Vice-Presi-
dent of this House still does not know the rules under
which this House works?
(Protests)
President. 
- 
Mr Marshall, that was not a point of
order.
Battersby report (Doc. 1-1003/82: Embargo on agicul-
tural exports)
Preamble, before Recital A: Amendment No I
Mr Battersbay (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
| believe that the
report, as already amended and approved in the Com-
mittee on Budgeary Control, is sufficient for the pur-
poses of this House. I personally do not consider that
the amendments being voted on today add ro rhe
substance of the repon. However, the committee has
not had the opponuniry to consider rhem and having
expressed my personal opinion, I leave the decision on
all these amendmenrs to the wisdom of my colleagues.
3. Appointment of a member of the Court ofAuditors
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the report by Mr Aig-
ner, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Con-
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President
trol, on the opinion of the European Parliament on the
appointment of a member of the Coun of Auditors
(Doc. l-1r25/82).
Mr Aigner (P['E), rutppofiettr. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, by letter of 22October 1982,
the Danish member of the Coun of Auditors, Mr
Johansen, has asked the Council to release him from
his duties as a member of the Coun with effect from
1 April 1983. Pursuant to the Treaties, the Council
'wrote to the European Parliament on 8 December
1982, asking for its approval of the appointment of Mr
Brixtofte, the Danish Government's candidate.
You are aware that for many years we have insisted on
this copanicipation for extremely imponant political
reasons. The justification par excellence of the parlia-
menary system lies in its function of translating the
political will of the majority of the electorate,
'expressed through free elections, into political deci-
sions. The investiture, for a limited period of time, of a
government or other persons invested with powers of
decision, their surveillance and, if necessary, their dis-
missal are amont the inalienable functions of such a
parliament, and for this reason alone we shall persist in
claiming this right with regard to the investiture of
members of the Commission.
I come back m the Coun of Auditors. At its meeting
of 10January, your committee had an exhaustive-dis-
cussion with the new candidate, Mr Brixtofte, from
which it gained the impression that, as a future mem-
ber of the Coun of Auditors, he has especial qualifica-
tions to offer, particularly as regards the auditing of
the Communities's own resources. It was even sug-
gested in the committee that his career so far has been
so well designed to bring him to the European Coun
of Auditors that he must have had this in mind from
the day of his birth.
He was born in 1922. Nter studying at Copenhagen
Universiry and taking his degree in law, he was active
for a while in the legal profession before being made
Secretary at the Danish Audit Authority. After work-
ing from 1960 to 1964 as an auditor with NATO, he
took over, unt:i 1974, a division in the Danish Audit
Authority. In 1977, he was made depury Crown Audi-
tor of the Danish State.
He gained a wider experience of European affairs at
the European Centre for Medium-term Veather Fore-
casting 
- 
I hope this, too, will be a useful qualifica-
tion for the Community 
- 
and at the European
Laboratory for Molecular Biology in Heidelberg.
If I may briefly recall the history of the European
Court of Auditors, it was initiated and brought to frui-
tion by this Parliament in the face of opposition from
most Member States. In 1977, five members were
appointed, by lot, for a period of six years and four
members for four years, this overlapping of periods of
office being intended to assure the continuity of the
Coun's work.
In 1981, Parliament recommended that the first four
of these mandates to lapse be prolonged, and in Octo-
ber of this y6ar the six-year mandates will be coming
to an end, so it is already dme to initiate the proce-
dure, both in the Council and in Parliamens, for mak-
ing new appointments.
I urge the Council to ask the Parliament for its opi-
nion in good time, so that the proposals can be tho-
roughly examined and any queries senled. For us, this
procedure is not purely formal: it is our means of
ensuring that the highest possible degree of compet-
ence is recruited for the European Court of Audircrs.
The previous procedure, especially as regards com-
munication with the Council, was here panicularly
unsatisfacrcry. Because of the unique legal position
and constitutional structure of the Coun and of the
control exercised by Parliament, which makes us an
object of envy for almost all the national parliaments,
it behoves us to aim for the highest standards. This
panicularly applies to the auditing procedure 
- 
for
example, the special ad hoc reports which are asked of
us, which canbe regarded as a kind of cross check.
To sum up, your committee, after careful considera-
tion, has found that Mr Brixtofrc offers the best possi-
ble qualifications for occupying this post. The com-
mittee therefore proposes that we adopt the Council's
proposal. There are no objections to Mr Brixtofte's
appointment, and the adoption of the motion for a
resolution will enable me, on'Parliament's behalf, to
offer our sincere congratulations to the new member
of the Court of Auditors and express our hopes of
fruitful cooperation. Vhen the proper moment comes,
I shall then have the grarcful msk of thanking the pres-
ent member, Mr Johansen, on this depanure for his
helpful collaboration with the Budgetary Control
Committee of this Parliament.
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf
of this group, I unreservedly support Mr Aigner's pro-
posal that Mr Brixtofte's appointment be endorsed by
the House. Europe will continue to be well served so
long as such admirable people come forward to sit on
the Coun of Auditors.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
4. Explorationfor mineral raw mateials
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc l-974/
82) by Mr Schinzel, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
I For the vote, see Annex.
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the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. 1-555/81 
- 
COM(82) 415 final) for a
regulation on loans for projects covered by explo-
ration programmes for non-energy mineral raw
materials within the territories of the Member
States.
Mr Schinzel (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like ro make a few very
'brief remarhs on the repoft now before us. 'Ve know
from previous debates that the European Community
depends on impons f.or 70- 1000/o of its raw materi-
als, since we now have few resources of our own on
which we can still draw. Ve must therefore do every-
thing we can to promorc the exploration and also rhe
responsible exploitadon of our own resources of raw
materials.
This high degree of deperrdence on external sources of
raw materials also reflects the exposed position of the
European , Communiry as a highly indusrialized
region: hence the imponance for the Community of
developing a common policy on supplies of raw
materials.
It is not enough just to coordinate narional pro-
grammes. For a joint raw-materials policy, we natur-
ally need to know, first of all, what reserves are sdll
available in the Communiry and then what our needs
will be in the foreseeable future provided that, on the
one hand, the economic and political situation remains
unchanged and, on the other, greater account is taken
of present ecological requirements by saving on raw
materials and promoting rerycling as an alternarive.
This repon is based on a Commission proposal
designed to improve and facilitate exploration and
promote exploitadon of the Communiq/s own
resources of raw materials. This aim has our backing,
even though the programme is an extremely modest
first step and serves as an indication of how difficulr it
is to reach agreement on-a joint raw-materials policy
in the European Communiry.
However that may be, the committee was unanimous
in wishing to encourage both Commission and Coun-
cil to pursue this role funher. It gave both rhe proposal
and the reporr, irs unanimous approval and hopes that
both Commission and Council can be encouraged ro
take practical steps towards a joint European policy on
raw malerials. \
Mr Petronio (Nl), draftsnan of the opinion for the
Committee on Energy and Research. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dcnt, the Committee on Energy and Research is of rhe
opinion that the European Community, thanks in part
to its own mining industry in Europe as well as in the
rest of the world, is now able to procure the materials
and minerals its economy requires. Furthermore, the
most detailed surveys of mineral racr materials reserves
and resources give no grounds for concern over the
scarcity or depletion of supplies before the year 2OOO.
Moreover, geological science can now make use of rhe
newesr techniques in the fields of photography, satel-
lite pictures, chemistry, physics, magneric fields and
dynamics. All of this should allay our worsr fears for
the future. The fact remains, however, that the Com- 
,
muniry very much depends on third counrries for
obtaining supplies or building up reseffes of strategic
materials whenever there are unexpected shonages.
These may indeed result from the depletion of
resources, but may also be due m political or social
factors or to speculative or financial activities. It is well
known that raw-materials markets are very sensigive to
economic and monetary pressures which make prices
unstable and so have harmful effects on employmenr
and the balance of payments.
Until now the Community energy deficit, which
became tremendous after the massive rise in oil prices,
has quite overshadowed the problem of non-energy
mineral-raw materials. Now, however, rhar poliry on
nuclear €rerg)r'r energy-saving and the exploitation of
alternative seurces such as solar or geothermal energy
and biomass has made European industry less depend-
ent on oil and led m a relative fall in the price of
crude, attention is turning towards the procurement,
mosdy from our own sources, of non-energy mineral
raw-materials, It is therefore important that the Euro-
pean Communiry should devote substantial sums of
money to prospecing for its own non-energy mineral
resources.
The scope of the regulation and of rhe proposed pro-
grammes is confined ro operarions on or below the
surface of the land and has not included off-shore
operations. Mineral resources from the seabed might
well, however, be a major source of self-supply for rhe
future.
The Committee on Energy and Research is agreed on
these general observations but has expressed differing
views on the Commission proposal. Several members
argued that present expenditure is derisory and would
have to be multiplied a hundred-fold in order to pro-
duce satisfacrory results. This is because large sums
would be needed even ro begin exploiting the oppor-
tunities offered by modern geological science- The -
expenditure would, however, be worthwhile if it went
not to industry but to the universities, geological insri-
tutes and public bodies. Moreover, it has been clearly
shown that there is little rc be gained from financing
the various multinationals rhat operare in the sector.
On the other hand, other members of the committee
and Commission represenatives suggested that the
sum allocated could be seen as an inirial financial
move in this field and that if the mining industry rose
to the challenge by showing real interest in the ven-
ture, the sum might then be increased right away. And
the finance would be reserved primarily for drillings.
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Funhermore, it was noted that although it seems inap-
propriate to draw up a binding list of priorities, the
Commission appears determined to concentrate its
efforts on a number of strategic raw materials. As
regards off-shore research, the Commission expressed
keen interest in the subject and promised to compile a
special file.
These were the opinions expressed in the discussion in
the Committee on Energy and Research. I trust I have
conveyed with clarity and, above all, with objectivity
- 
erin if only in summary form 
- 
the gist of this
question.
Finally, the present Schinzel report, amended with the
agreement of the rapPorteur, incorporates various
wishes expressed by the Commitrce on Energy and
Research. I foresee favourable views and, doubtless,
votes 
- 
including, obviously my own 
- 
and I hope
that many objections vill be dropped in the light of
the new points inroduced in the Schinzel repon and
accepted most helpefully by the raPPonep, and that
this will provide the impetus for a genuine European
poliry on the supply of raw materials.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
Mr President, the Socialist Group
supports the repon, subject to some amendments that
ha-vi been tabled. As has been said by the previous
speakers, the repon itself proposes minor changes to
the Commission text. The motion for a resolution
approves the inidative as a first step towards a supply
pbiicy in mineral raw materials. Also, it further under-
iines-that the aid set aside should only be used for
exploratory purposes.
However, we would like to emphasize that'this is only
a first step in the right direction and it is an extremely
small step. I think it is becoming increasingly obvious
that many more mineral raw materials are assuming
strategic impo.tance, not necessarily because of their
scarcity but simply because of the problem of security
of supply and often rapidly changing political sirua-
tions. Unfonunately, investment and therefore activiry
in this area is largely dominated by multinational com-
panies-which are interested only in low-risk and high-
return projects. This usually means that investment
and development takes place in countries outside
Europd, simply because Europe as an area is geologi-
cally well known and most of the minerals that are
available have already been exploited. I think it is
imponant to point out, in view of what Mr Petronio
said, that all the geologists and all the geological tech-
niques in the world cannot produce minerals. They
can only find them. If they are not there, then you can
put in all the resources you like, but you simply will
not have any minerals to exPloit.
However, this heavy dependence on external sources
rnay create severe problems for our industry in the
future. Therefore, it is vial that indigenous possibili-
ties should be fully explored. National governments
and the Community should be prepared to spend more
money in this direction, but, as I said, it is obvious that
the projects that will be submitted under these ProPo-
sals will generally be in the high-risk category. For this
reason I think that we ought to be careful in assessing
the value of this protramme in the future by not
necessarily looking for a high degree of success. I
think we should at this stage recognize that there will
be very limircd success.
The Commission is to be congratulated on the frame-
work that they are proposing. I think some of their
suggestions are excellent. Some minor amendments
havi been tabled which we will be supponing, but I do
hope 
- 
and I am pleased that the Commissioner is
here today to listen to the debate 
- 
that there will not
be delays in the processing of applications for grants
under this regulation. I would like to congratulate the
Commission on this initiative; I am sure it will serve
the European raw materials scene well.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our group is in favour of this initiative of
ihe Commission for reasons that are self-evident 
-that is, Europe's exreme dependence on other gources
for its_supplies of raw materials.
In our view, every effon to reduce this dependence is
to be welcomed. The Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs has, however, tabled some amend-
ments designed to promote a broader approach and
eliminate discriminations resulting from tod narrow an
interpretation of national l"gislation. Ve d.9 not want
to see any counries excluded for nationally inspired
motives. This was not clear in the Commission propo-
sal. I think our Broup has given its support to changes
designed to make the application of this reguladon
truly European.,
For the same reason, we are opposed to Mr Papanto-
niou's amendments. It is not that we would make any
discrimination to the detriment of the public sector,
but nothing in the draft regulation is said against this
sector. Consequently, there is no necessiry to intro-
duce a phrase saying that everyone is to be treated on
the same footing: the fact that this is not stated signi-
fies that they are all on the same footing. In contrast,
Mr Papantoniou, in some of his other amendmen6,
would accord a privileged status to the national State
and its policies on mining and raw materials supplies,
and this is the reason why our group will not be sup-
poning Mr Papantoniou's amendments.
I would sum this point up by saying that what is
imponant in this regulation is the manner of its appli-
ca[ion. I have in mind the way one is sometimes led to
modify a programme for reasons quite independent of
the wishes of entrepreneurs ahd due to circumsances
which are sometimes distinctly fortuitous. In this con-
nection, the Commission should, in our view, avoid
displaying too much bureaucrary but rather maintain a
1
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broad view of the flexibiliry which is needed if firms
are to succeed
Another important point we wish to emphasize is the
need to enqourate, and therefore subsidize, not the
exploitation but thar phase which is most a matter of
chance 
- 
thar is to say, rhe drilling, for that is the
stage where rhe uncenainry and the risk are grearesr.
Consequently, it is the drilling that needs m be aided:
once it is over and has left a glimpse of reasonable
prospecm of exploitation, the aid is no longer neces-
sary. The hxpayers' money musr be kept for the most
useful projecs. This goes withour saying. Ve hope the
Commission will apply this regulation in this spirit.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Mr President, like previous
speakers, my group supports the Schinzel report and
in general terms supports the Commission's proposals.
Equally, we supporr. some of the reservations [har have
also been expressed, with the exception of the remarks
from Mr Rogers about multinationals, which are the
usual codswallop we ger on rhar subject from that side
of the House.
(Intemtption by Mr Rogers)
I will not be divened, Mr President, towards Mr
Rogers's subject. I would only say that mulrinationals
do a certain amounr of exploratory work which costs
them a lot of money on which they get very linle
return.
But let me come back rc the main point of this propo-
sal. Ve- supporr ir, but, as I said, we equally suppon
some of the reservations, particularly that made by Mr
Herman jusr now 
- 
that there is a need tb concen-
trate aL the bottom end of the programme, a[ [he
exploratory stage. Ve would like ro see rhe funds at
that panicular end of ir.
Secondly, Mr President, as is perhaps indicated by the
amendment from my group, we are concerned about
the advisory committee in the proposal, which again
seems to be an advisory committee made up of civil
serrants from the national tovernmenm rather than of
expens. Indeed, we suBgesr that this is anorher way in
which the Council may have unnecessary conrrol over
the programmes, whereas what we are looking for is
good rcchnical advice on rhe way in which tf,e pro-
gramme wil be managed.
Finally, Mr President, as I say we have reservations. I
personally wish thar the Committee on Energy and
Research could have had this panicular proposal,
because although it is about non-energy minerals, it
does come under that comminee in its ilsearch capa-
gity 
_qnd would be, normally, the rype of plogramme
handled by it. \7e had a number of detailei 
"iiti"ir-sand pr<iposals which we would have liked to have fed
in had that committee been given time. So'I would
sugBest to the Commission that there are various
details in some parts of this proposal which they
should look ar again.
In general we welcome it, alrhough I must emphasize
to the Commission that the real answer to the problem
is not necessarily within the Community. It would be
wishful thinking to say,that we shall find those miner-
als within the Community. The real answer is, of
course, diversiry of supply so rhat we can move a$ray
from countries wirh political difficulties from whicir
we-ger our supplies, such as South Africa and Turkey
and so fonh. It is diversiry that is the real answer, nor
necessarily exploradon within the Communiry.
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenq the
Commission's proposal for a regulation on Com-
muniry loans for exploradon programmes for non-
energy mineral raw materials is qndoubtedly a positive
step towards ensuring fuller exploitation of mineral
resources within the territories of Member States. It
does, however contain ceftain points which mighr lead
to problems in its implemenation, and it is advisable,
therefore, that these be're-examined. I am referring
chiefly to the points touched on in the amendments I
have tabled, which have the suppon of rhe Socialist
Group.
The first point concerns the need rc make ir clear that
Communiry assistanci may be sought by both privarc
and State_undenakings. Mr Herman was right in say-
ing that the proposal for a regulation does not discii-
minate in favour of the public secror. However, rhe
thinking behind the proposal for a regularion seems ro
refer only to private undenakings, ind i iannot see
how he could find it objectionable if ir were to be
explicitly recorded in the text that State undenakings
may draw on rhese Communiry loans.
The second point is rhat rhe assenr of the government
of the Member State in whose territory theiaw mater-
ial is situated must be made an essenrial condidon for
the provision of loan funding so as ro ensure rhar
exploration programmes do not run counter ro the
mineral resource programmes of Member States and
that due accounr is taken of the needs of the Com-
muniry. and 
-of its priorities such as, principally, theprotection of the environment.
A third point is that State agencies of rhe member
country in whose territory the raw material is situarcd
musr be exempted from the restrictions on the disposal
of the results of programmes, because it would be
ab.surd.for rhe government of a country not to have
full and reliable information on the situaiion obtaining
in the strategically imponanr mineral resources secror.
Finally, I should like to point out that the Commis-
sion's assertion in its communication ro the Council,
with reference to rhe absence in Greece of a frame-
work for promoting mineral resource exploration, is
mistaken and must be corrected. Greece does indeed
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have State agencies charged with specific exploration
programmes, and the development of these pro-
grammes is now being stepped up considerably.
I should like also to announce that I withdraw my
' Amendments No 6 and No 8 and that during the vot-
ing I shall propose that linguistic alterations be made
to my other amendmenm in order to facilitate an accu-
rate rendering of the Greek legal terms in the other
languages, in view of the fact that there are some
translation problems. I take this opponuniry to request
the correction of a translation error in Anicle 6 (a) of
the Greek text of the proposal for a regtlation, to
which Amendment No 5, which I have withdrawn,
referred. Specifically, the word'metapieimenon' (man-
ufactured) should be replaced by 'epexergasmenon'
(processed).
Mr Harris (ED).- Mr President, representint one
of the oldest non-energy mining areas in the world,
Cornwall, I naturally warmly welcome the Commis-
sion's proposal and the Schinzel report.
Any one who has visited my constituency, probably on
holiday, will have been struck by the fact that on many
hills there are the remnahts of the old mining industry
- 
the engine houses, the mineshafts 
- 
they are all
over the county. But what they will not realize from
that superficial impression is that there is considerable
interest, renewed interest, in exploring and reopening
some of these mines, because, of course, modern tech-
nology has meant that what was uneconomic in the
last century or the beginning of this century suddenly
has new relevance. And I can tell the Commission that
already their proposals have sparked off some interest
in Cornwall. Naturally, I hope Cornwall will be one of
the candidate areas for this form of assistance; but of
course the danger is, as has been emphasized in this
report, that the money available is really peanuts.
The Commission's own explanatory memorandum
points outthat the 10 million ECU over the four-year
period could really only help about three or four pro-
jects a year, and my fear is, as always with this rype of
scheme, that expectations will be built up to a point
where they cannot be realized. I am wondering just
how many applications the Commission thinks it is
going to receive for this money. I hope, therefore, like
everyone else, that the scheme will be extended, that
this indeed is just the fint step along the way.
I hope too, in the initial stages, that companies, pani-
cu'larly small ones, will not be asked to put in detailed
applications if most of those applications have abso-
lutely no hope of being considered. A lot of resources
can be wasted in drawing up applications when at the
end of the day only a handful of them really have any
chance of consideration. So I hope the Commission
will be flexible, that in the initial stage they will not
ask for too much detail with the applications, that they
will then sift out the ones which they think really do
have a chance and then go back and get a lot more
detail so that they are obviously putting the money
into schemes which do have a reasonable chance.
I also have some reservations about paragraph 6 of the
Schinzel report, which says that the money should go
only on the drilling side of schemes. I wonder indeed
whetl,rer it might not be better to have some of the
money go on the initial exploration. I personally think
that we should be pretry flexible, cenainly in the initial
stages of this scheine, until we see how it is going to
work out.
Vith those remarks I give both the Commission's pro-
posals and the Schinzel report my backing.
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the Commission is grateful for the
backing given to this proposal by the Parliament's
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and its
Committee on Energy and Research. I can therefore
confine myself m the questions that have been put and
comment on the amendments.
First point. It is clear that l0 million ECU spread over
four years is not ari extraordinary amount..I should
like to tell the Parliament that, if it should consider
these loans inadequate, it would always be possible,
since this is non-compulsory expenditure, to incrbase
them. The Commission, however, would not favour
such a course for the moment. Ve have noted that
increasing these sums is not one of Parliament's priori-'
ties and have consequently decided to make a first
experiment and adapt the programme accordingly: I
think that is the way we have to {ook at it. Since we do
nor kno.w whether rhis sum of 10 million ECU will be
enough for the four years, we shall consider, during
the first or she second year, what further activities
need to be encouraged and what additional sums
could be asked for in view of the fact that there is no
longer any ceiling.
Second point. In the main, I share all the views that
have been expressed this morning on the need to adapt
our management to the objects we are pursuing. \7e
shall bear this in mind 
- 
and, incidentally, this is
more easily done under a,programme designed to
encourage projects than under a definitive pro-
gramme, which of course, has to be subject to rather
more precise technical and legal regulations in order
to give everyone a proper chance.
As regards the amendments, I would say that.the
Commission accepts Amendment No 1, by the Com-
mittee on Economic.and Monetary Affairs, and will
modify the regulatiop accordingly. On Amendment
No 2, I would say to Mr Moreland that I do not want
to accept it, even though I am in agreement with what
he is proposing. The reason for this, as we have made
quite clear in our discussion with the Council on the
subject, is that we are not prepared to accept a com-
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mittee unless it makes some contribution to the busi-
ness of management. Ve do not want a committee of
officials delegated by their national administrations,
who would only want rc check whether the distribu-
tion key was in their favour or not. On the other hand,
we do need in this committee rc/o types of experts 
-experts in research and exploration and experts in sup-
ply policy. I can therefore assure Mr Moreland that I
shall do my best to prevent the institution of a com-
mittee composed of persons without these qualifica-
trons.
I can, however, accept Amendment No 3, by Mr
Papantoniou, on the'understanding that where we
speak of companies constiturcd under public or private
law we mean firms. There can be no questioir, in this
project, of allowing the place of firms to be taken by
goyernmental agencies: the Commission has no reason
to grant them assistance, but that we should aid firms
constituted under public law is a perfectly normal
thing to which we have no objection at all.
Amendment No 4 is unnecessary, Mr Papantoniou,
and so I do not accept it. The procedure envisaged is
that whoever sends an application to the Commission
must, at the same time, inform the State in which the
exploration project it to ake place. In this way, the
information will reach the Commission and the State
concerned simultaneously, and from that moment on
everything will proceed according to the principles
which normally apply under the legislation relating to
exploration in that Smte.
'!7ith regard to Amendment No 5, I think the wording
will have to be changed a liwle, since it speaks of
'promote*r pioi ou publici which is not very clear.
As for the other amendmenm, we should not be pre-
pared to follow them.
That, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, is what I
wanted rc say. I thank everyone for the suppon that
has been given, and would say to Mr Petronio that the
research programmes m be instituted under the frame-
work programme, programmes which will be con-
cerned with this kind of problem, nor on the supply
side but on that of research, will give us occasion ro
return to these matters as he indeed wishes.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
Mr President, I do nbt wanr ro
delay matters. As Mr Papantoniou said, there are some
linguistic problems relating to the amendmenr. Some
of them in fact do not make sense in English. Now we
did discuss this yesterday and I wonder at what stage it
would be appropriate to do this 
- 
as each amendmenr
,comes?
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. \7e shall now pro-
ceed to the votel.
Draft regulation, Anicle 2: Amendment No 3
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) I should like to pro-
pose som€ linguistic improvements with each amend-
ment. May I begin, Mr President?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Papantoniou. Linguis,tic changes
can only be made to the amendment in the original
language, after which the translations into the other
languages are revised accordingly. Unless we confine
ourselves to thc original version, we may spend hours
discussing the changes to be made.
Mr Schinzel (Sl, rapportear. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
the English version of Mr Papantoniou's amendment
is meaningless, whereas I can suppon rhe German ver-
sion.
President. 
- 
The original version is the Greek one.
Does it have to be changed?
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) It will' have to be
changed so as to make it easier to arrive at pregise
ransladons in the other languages. One can choose
other Greek terms which will make the sense clearer,
and these are the improvements I was hoping to make.
President. 
- 
Then you will propoie them in Greek
and the other versions will be adapted accordingly.
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Very well, Mr Presi-
dent.
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
Mr President, this is the one issue
which is contentious, because in English the amend-
ment, which may be alright in German and Greek,
says: 'with a legal person consrir,ured under public or
private law'. Now I am open to correcrion from some
legal experts on the Conservarive benches, but in
Great Britain, as I understand it, there is only one law
which constitutes public and private companies. Evi-
dently, this is the sense behind Mr Papanroniou's
amendment. So it is nor iusr simply a linguistic matrer,
it is also a matter of different legal sysrems in the dif-
ferent countries. !/hat we would be anxious about, as
British represenrarives, is that both public companies
and companies thar are private and not State-owned
should be eligible to apply. . .
President. 
- 
No, this is not a legal proble. Uu, , tin-
guistic problem. I think everybody has understood
what Mr Papantoniou means. The German version
does not create any difficulties, but the English does.
The meaning of rhe original Greek texr has come over, See Annex.
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clearly in the interpretation but not yet in the transla-
tion. The translation has to be adopted.
Article 3: Amendments Nos 4 and 5
Mr Prpantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Amend-
ment No 5 does indeed stand in need of the linguistic
alteration indicated by Commissioner Davignon. Spe-
cifically, the phrase '. . . stous idiotikous ei demosious
foreis' (to private and State bodies) should become
'stis idiotikes ei demosies epicheiriseis' (to private and
State undertakings).
This alteration will render the text clearer and more
conformable with the legal terminology of the other
countries.
President. 
- 
I see that the rapporteur and the Com-
missioner agree.
Article 6: Amend.ments Nos 1, 6 and 7
Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr President, the English text is
written in such 
^way that 
it would appear as if the last
two indents of this anicle should be taken out. Now
we do not want the last gwo indents taken out and we
do want to vorc for the amendment.
Could we ask Mr Schinzel therefore to confirm that in
the German text, the last two indents are retained?
141 $shinzel (Sl, rapporteal. 
- 
Jss, they are retained.
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
Mr President, I withdraw
Amendment No 6, but I am not withdrawing Amend-
ment No 7 to Anicle 6, which still stands.
Now I wish to make a small linguistic correction,
again on No 7, because it does not make any sense in
English. I will now speak in Greek so that the inter-
preters can make it clear to everybody.
(Tlte speaher continued in Greek)
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) In Amendment No 7,
in the phrase 'demosia ypeirisia tou Kratous melous'
(Srate agency of the Member State) the word 'demo-
sia' should be deleted to give 'ypeirisia tou Kratous
melous', which is rendered in English as 'agency of the
Member State'.
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOI"{OU
Wce-Presidcnt
Motionfor a resolutio4 paragr4ph 7:;tAmendment No 9
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, here too
I wish to make a linguistic alteration in order to facili-
rate the accurate translation of the text into the Eng-
lish, because the present translation is not satisfactory.
'!flhere the amendment refers to 'demosies ypeirisies
tou Kratous melous' (State agencies of the Member
State), the word 'demosies' should be deleted to leave
'ypeirisies tou Kratous melous', which is rendered in
English as 'agencies of the Member States' or 'Starc
agencies'.
Mr Rogers (S).- Mr President, these linguistic alter-
ations are really leading to an awful lot of confusion.
Mr'!7elsh said he really did not know what it meant.
Vhat is meant 
- 
and I think Mr Papantoniou has to
make this clear 
- 
is that the information should be
available to organizations like the geological surveys
in the country concerned. I know that that is what it is.
However, it is not spelt out, and as a result there are
people voting against it because they feel that it is
something quite exceptional. There are government,
depanments which are responsible, like the Depart-
ment of the Environment and the Geological Survey.
This is what Mr Papantoniou means when he talks
about State agencies. It is a very unfortunate word to
use in this context, because he really means the res-
ponsible Bovernment departments.
If you ask Mr Papantoniou, I think you will find that
is what is meant by his linguistic alterations. I cannot
see why the Conservatives should vote against.
Mr Msller (ED).- (DA).On a point of order: it is'
now the founh or fifth dme that we are told that an
amendment has to be changed because it contains lin-
guistic errors. It is quite conceivable that linguistic
errors may occur, but when they do, the amendment
cannot be put to the vote. Vhen we vote on an
amendment, we do so in the form in which it is pre-
sented to us, and if the wording is not correct, then
the amendment has to be dropped.
Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr President, we all want to get
on with the vote, and I do think that it is wrong for
Mr Rogers to try to restart the debate. If he wants to
know why we are against these amendments, I will tell
him outside afterwards. It is perfectly clear to us.
Vhile I have the floor, might I ask you to confirm that
you did put the motion for a resolution as a whole to
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the vote and that it was adopted, because I do not
think itwas?
President. 
- 
Mr Papantoniou, could you explain the
meaning of the suggested improvement ro your
amendment once more?
Mr Papantoniou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I think it
is absolutely clear. It refers ro Stare agencies in the
Member States in which the protrammes will be oper-
ated. These agencies should be exempted from all res-
trictions concerning knowledge of the results of ex-
ploration programmes undertaken, because it would
be absurd for the governmenr and State agencies of a
country not to be acquainted with the situation per-
taining in their countr;/s mineral wealth sector. I think
the matter is quite clear-cut and that we should'adopt
the amendment as it stands.
President. 
- 
Anyhow, the Chair nores rhat this is a,
substantive point and not merely a linguistic clarifica-
tion.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
Mr President, I do not want to be
unfriendly, but it is a good old parliamentary habit
that Members stand when rhey address the House. I
can imagine that somebody might be forgetful of it,
but I think that the presiding officer should then gen-
tly remind them of it.
(Applaase)
Mr K. Fuchs (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, under
what Rule are you allowing a debate ro'take place
during the voting:
President. 
- 
You are quite right, Mr Fuchs, we shall
now proceed to the vote.
5. Noise emissions from helicoptbrs
President. 
- 
The 'nexr irem is the second report by
Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of the Committee on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
(Doc. 1-982/ 82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council(Doc. l-653/81 
- 
COM(81) 554 final) for a
draft directive on rhe limitation of noise emissions
from helicopters.
Mrs Squarciahrpi, rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
this repon has followed a racher chequered career by
going backwards and forwards berq/een the Commis-
sion and the Assembly in rather disorganized fashion ,
when in fact it was not expected ro encounter any
obstacles.
This document deals wirh rhe level of noise prodpced
by an ever more common and useful means of ffans-
pon, the helicopter. The International Civil Aviation
Organization has decided to limir noise 'a[ source'
and, therefore, the noice heard on the ground by
requiring a noise-level cenificate for helicopters
designed since 1 Januaiy 1980 and, in the case of new
models, designed and produced after I January 1985.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protecdon greeted the Commission's
proposal with enthusiasm. Everyone is aware from
daily experience of the damage noise causes m body
'and mind, whether it shows itself in the deterioration
of human refations, physical and emotional srress, per-
manent impairment of hearing, or disorders in the car-
dio-vascular system, respiration, the. digestive tract,
the eye and the reproductive organs.
Enthusiasm for this directive has, however, been
dampened by the intervenrion, albeit indirect, of the
President of the United Srares, no less, who is wiping
out all that has been achieved by the Americans in
environmental protection and therefore in protection
against excessive noise. Vhile we were discussing the
document, the United States notified us rhat it did not
intend to adopt the norms of rhe ICAO, just as they
have gone into reverse on other norms for noise regu-
ladon. As a consequence, European helicopter manu-
facturers would seem to be quite unequal to American
competition, which is able m produce at lower cost.
Furthe_rmore, European firms always seem to be up
againsl rcchnical difficulties in ensuring, for exampli
at the experimental stage, lower helicopter noise-levels
and also in carrying our [heir tests. The directive under
consideration did not, perhaps, fully evaluate the
cost-benefit ratio.
Thesi are some of the reasons for this directive's long
and complicared career, reasoirs which have led to the
request that it should not enrer into force in the Com-
munity Member Stares before it does so in exponing.
third countries. In shon, we are waiting to see whai
the Unircd Stares will do.
This is the background to the lirtle bit more noise we
shall have ro pur up with, nor leasr because of the
American Government's reluctance to tackle environ-
mental and noise-level problems. The one amendment
rc this directive, proposed by the Committee on the
Environment, is in the rapponeur's opinion accept-
able.
Sir Fred Varler (ED).- M. Pr.rid.nr, our rappor-
teur has had an exrremely difficult time with-this
report, and I really do thank her for her patience and
tolerance. The repon had rc go back to the Com-
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mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection for the reasons she has described: I
think she showed a most masterly grip of the situation
and has now brought it back to us in a very acceptable
form.
As she has pointed out, there are really two conflicting
principles involved here. One is the question of noise,
and I know that Mrs Squarcialupi herself has suffered
dreadfully from the noise of helicopters operadng in
the region in which she lives. I personally suffered
another damage the other day when all my laundry
was whisked off the washing line by a helicopter des-
cending over m)t back garden.
'!7'e cannot allow manufacturers to overlook the
requirements of the environment; we cannot allow
industry to go ahead regardless of the welfare of the
population in areas where their industries operate. But
equally, we cannot put our industries totally at risk.
The requirements of combining low noise with abso-
lute safery in a helicopter do require modifications
which would cause it to operate at 150/o less than its
normal efficiency. If the Americans did not follow suit,
then we should find the European'helicopter industry
in danger of disappearing altogether. It cenainly could
not compete. It is indeed jolly lucky that we still have a
European helicopter industry. The challenge from the
Americans has been so severe, and it is now developing
even more severely.
I believe that the helicopter industry is an example of
an industry which is particularly able to survive only as
a European one. The firms concerned are too small to
challenge the Americans on their own, and it is only as
a European industry, in the long run, that we shall see
helicoprcrs survive. Ve must do nothing to put them
in jeopardy. I therefore believe that the repon in the
form that Mrs Squarcialupi has brought it back will
protect the interests of European helicopter manufac-
rurers, and I hope that we can all agree to put pressure
on the US Government so that one day the Americans
and the Europeans can together produce quieter heli-
coPters.
Mr Davignoo, Wce-President of tbe Cotnmission. 
-(FR) I should like to say straight avray that the atti-
tude 'of the Commission has nothing to do with
whether or not I personally have had to suffer recently
from the noise emitted by helicopters . . .
I must make quite clear 
- 
and I think this will not be
a surprise to Mrs Squarcialupi 
- 
that yre are not in a
position to accept the amendment proposed by her
committee, which would make the date of entry into
force of this directive dependent upon external cir-
cumsmnces. Ve feel we cannot accePt a situation that
is legally obscure.
Moreover, precisely because we in the Community
have an efficient helicopter production, we are in[er-
ested in developing techniques which will give our
manufacturers an advantage over their competitors.
This particular matter does not fall direcdy within my
competence, but in industry generally we are con-
cerned to find that standards are often imposed upon
us from ou6ide, with the result that we have to make
good the technological advances made by others. Ve
also have rc pay close attention to the decisions and
recommendations of internadonal organizations.
The third consideration preventing us from reactint
favourably to this amendment now is that we want to
'avoid the adoption of divergent attitudes by the Mem-
ber States of the Community. Helicopters are not
produced in all the countries of the Communiry, and
those countries that do produce them might well adopt
an unfavourable attitude m a directive on noise, while
those that do not might adopt it. Ve should then be
faced with problems of the internal market, with all
their consequences.
I shall, of course, convey Parliament's decision to my
own institution, Mr President, but I did want to make
the Commission'q position quite clear before Parlia-
ment made up its mind.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
6. Foie gras
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the report
by Mrs Pruvot, on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, on goose-cramming to produ ce foie gras (Doc.
r-686/82).
Mrs Pruvot (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I shall be very
brief. I wish to say straight away that I refuse to expa-
tiate on the views that have been expressed 
- 
in writ-
ing or otherwise 
- 
on this subject, views which can
only excite derision.
I also refuse to dwell on the pot-pouri which is
Amendment No 1, tabled by my British Conservative
colleagues, for whom I have the greatest respect and
understanding. I cannot allow myself to be persuaded
that the high price of. foie g,,al constitut.s *., itsult to
the millions of people who are suffering from hunger
throughout the world. I ask my British colleagues, do
they regard the production of Rolls Royce, of .which
the price per kilogramme is undoubtedly even higher
than that of foie grds, as an insult rc poverry in the
world?
I will simply repeat what is contained in the motion for
a resolution 
- 
that is to say, that goose-cramming is
1 SeeAnnex.
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neither inhuman nor cruel but simply the exploitation
of a bulimia which is natural in these birds. I would
also stress that if our colleagues' amendments are
adopted, this would be a serious threat to some 20 000
small-scale family farms situated in the most disadvan-
taged regions of France.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenrr I express the hope that
my colleagues will follow me in deciding that there is
no reason to ban cramming and, above all, that there is
no justification for asking the Commission to draw up
Communiry legislation on rhis subject.
Mts Seibel-Emmerling (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gendemen, the manufacture of. patd de foie
grashas been thoroughly considered by the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection. \7e had before us a reporr. of the Council
of Europe, which we could not afford to ignore
entirely, and this prompted some of my colleagues to
abstain in the vote on this repon by Mrs Pruvot,
although many of our proposed amendments, which
were vinually identical with rhe Conservarive Group's
Amendment No 1, were rejected.
In the meanrime 
- 
that is, between the approval of
the repon in committee and its presentation here in
Parliament 
- 
internarional animal welfare associa-
tions have put it to us very emphatically rhat the
Council of Europe reporr was adoptqd without any
prompting on their pan and does not have their back-
ing. This puts us in a very different situation, since I,
for example, would never have abstained but would
have voted against this repon if we had recieved this
dgcument earlier.
Ve therefore find ourselves in a rather difficult posi-
tion, and I for my part can see only ruro possible solu-
tions. One is that the rapporreur refers this reporr ro
the committee so that vre can discuss the documenr
from rhe International Animal l7elfare Association;
the other is that I, at leasr, supporr the Conservative
,Group's amendment, in which case I would ask for a
separarc vote on paragraph2.
I therefore ask you, Mr President, ro serde the ques-
don of a reference to commimee before doing any-
thing else.
One final word, Mr President. I do nor think it good
'that a parliament that has dealt so exhaustively with
the question of baby seals 
- 
a quesrion which is very
close to my hean and on which I voted with rhe same
enthusiasm as I sdll feel for Parliament's decision 
-that a parliament, rhar is to say, should devote itself so
wholeheanedly to the problem of what is going on in
a distant condnenr but overlooks whar is happening at
home.
I therefore urte the rappor[eur to ask for a reference
to committee. Otherwise, I shall proceed as I have
indicated.
(Appkuse)
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I shall confine myself rc three points.
Having closely examined the motion for a resoludon
submitted by our British colleague, Mr Caborn, the
committee, with three abstentions, unanimously
adopted the repon by Mrs Pruvot. This repon has my
group's backing.
Secondly, what we are dealing with is a special way of
fattening fowl in France. Famening generally is today
usual with all animals meanr for human consumption,
and it is inconsistent to put rhe fattening of geese and
ducks into a different category from that of other ani-
mals. Discussions of this question have so far'pro-
duced only ideological, not objecdve argumenm.
Thirdly, the consequence on the ideological plane is
that we must become vegetarians. I can only ask what
the champions of planr pturecrion would have to say. I
personally 
- 
and probably mosr orher people roo 
-would not be panicularly pleased at the prospect of
being fed only anificially or synthetically.
My group is also opposed rc the Spencer amendmenr,
whose author, as he stated in this House on l7June
1980, himself comes from a family engaged in poul-
try-farming. It really is rather obvious that cenain
inrcrests are trying to dictate to French poultry-farm-
ers. After all, about 20 000 farms are concerned.
It seems to me !o be a double'ethic. So far as I am con-
cerned, whoever here in Strasbourg vants to make an
ethical problem o:ut of foie gras is lacking in a sense of
humour.
(Applatse)
Mr Spencer (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I want,to clarify
one thing. This is nor a group amendmenr on behalf of
my Conservative colleagues. Most of my Conservative
colleagues regard pat6 de foie grdt as an essential parr
of the lifesryle of capiralism and will have nothing to
do with bringing its abominable production to an end.
(Apphuse)
This is merely a personal carnpaitn, because I am per-
sonally repelled by the unnecessary narure of the suf-
fering involved.
I would reply to Mrs Pruvoq whom I hold in the
treatest respefi for her views on external trade, that I
do not see any parallel benseen this matter and the
production of a Rolls Royce. Rolls Royce, as it hap-
pens, is produced near my consriruency and, as far ai I
know, there is no cruelry involved in the producdon of
a Rolls Royce.
(Applaase)
There is a spectrum of attitudes on rhis subjecr There '
are those who, maintain rhar there is no cruelry
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involved and say, in fact, that the geese enjoy it! The
geese enjoy the confinement, the tube thrust down
their throats and the degradation of the liver. I don't
think I need bother to speak to them. Then there are
people who deny that there is any suffering and cite
ihe Council of Europe report. Vell, I also have a clear
statement from the European Animal Velfare Groups
that they contest the findings of that aged and some-
what biased repon and ask this Parliament to look
again at the evidence in its own right.
Thirdly, there is a grouP who are more frank. They
admit ihat suffering is entailed, but they claim that the
suffering is of an acceptable level and that it is justified
by historical and cultural factors' I know thatfoie gras
has been produced here since Roman times. I am a
great admirer of Roman culture, but just because the
Romans crammed their geese to produce Paft, we do
not have to follow them in everything. Bear in mind
that they also force-fed their lions on Christian mar-
ryrs! !7e do not carry that forward into this century.
(Laughter)
One century's commonplace is the next centu4/s bar-
bariry. That is what we mean by the advance of civili-
zation. , 
,
I am going to appeal to you today to vote for all or
part of Amendment No 1. I am going to ask the Presi-
dent to take Amendment I in rs/o Parts. I would like a
separate vote on paragraph 3, which is the operative
pan of the amendment. This paragraph would call on
the Commission rc end the derogation on unhygienic
slaughtering. If he does that, it will allow those col-
leagues who are placed in a difficult position by having
supported this in commiuee at least to Put ol record
thiir suppbn of the opening indents and the first two
p"rag."phs, which condemn this as an inhuman and
probaUty unacceptable practice, but to. hold back, if
ih"y 
-ust, from the operative paragraph 3 that would
end this pracdce.
I accept that for the 20 000 people concerned this
would-be a disastrous and sudden rcrmination of their
employment. These things must be done slowly. Public
opinion must be allowed a chance to develop' {t is my
hbpe that the more the consumers of pati de foie gras
become aware of the suffering entailed, the more they
themselves will choose somet[ing else from the great
cuisine of France, so that slowly patt de foie gras will
'wither on the vine'.
Mrs Poirier (COM). 
- 
(FR) Some years ago, the
producers of. foie gft$ were subjected to violent attack
6y the Commission, which, on the basis of sanitary
rigulations, wanted to abolish slaughtering on farms
,rrrd do away with local markets. Thanks to their own
mobilization and our support, producers and pro-
ducers'organizations forced the Commission to beat a
retreat, thus safeguarding the essential principles of
this form of production.
Having thus been checked, the Commission offensive
was carried over to this Chamber. Producers were
accused of tonuring animals, cramming was branded
as inhuman and intolerable. ln 1974, the Council of '
Europe adopted a report compiled by a committee of
animal welfare experts, which, after due enquiry;
rejected all these accusations as being without foun-
dadon.
The argumenm we are hearing rcday from our distin-
guished British Conservative colleagues are ridiculous.
Perhaps this is a form of English humour which is
inaccessible to me . . .
(Laaghter)
. . . but I do not believe that ,th'ese argumenm are
entirely naive. In fact, on a Pretext of Communiry har-
monization, they are aimed less at the cramming pro-
cedure than at the line of production itself, for in
France, panicularly, in Aquitaine and the departments
of the Landes, which are the main producers, it is
mainly the peasants who carry on this traditional
cramming of geese and ducks to produce foie gras.
Their continued existence is an obstacle to the policy,
imposed by Brussels, of eliminadng small and
medium-scale farmers.
The report from the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection akes this
situation into account and offers us a realistic analysis
of the problem. Ve agree with its conclusions as
regards the rejection of any Community harmoniza-
tion in this field. Nevenheless, we have uied, in a con-
structive spirit, to enrich it with a number of amend-
ments.'$7'e have amphasized the economic imponance
of the production of foie gras inasmuch as it makes
possible the survival of thousrnds of family farms and
helps to keep many people employed in regions that
are disadvantaged as it is.
It should also be stressed that the consumption of foie
gras is increasing in the Community and throughout
the world. Our British colleagues, who affect to be
disgusted and are waging war against this form of
production, will be interested to know that our exPorts
of. foie grus to Great Britain increased by 115% in
1981. This growing demand has to be met by an
increase in production in the regions that are radi-
tionally the most suitable; but in return, producers
,nur, b. offered remunerative pr,ices, and this requirLs
greater protecdon against impons by raising customs
duties. At the same time, research into questions of
genetics, the reproduction and feeding of geese and
ducks must be taken funher.
The Commission could have done better than contri-
bute to the destruction of our regional riches. Instead,
it could have encouraged research work which has.
already been begun, in particular in France'
For our pan, we shall make a point of informing
small-scale producers of this debate, panicularly Mr
I
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Spencer's speech, which we have appreciarcd at its true
wonh. If necessary, we shall rouse rhem ro resisr, as
they have already done, this threat to a form of pro-
duction for which our countryside is renowned.
(Appkuse)
Mr Eisma (ND. 
- 
@L) Mr President, rhe thrust of
Mrs Pruvot's reporr is that goose-cramming is by no
means a form of animal malreatment bur merely a
friendly exploitation of the animal's natural gluttony.
The cramming is carried out 
- 
and here I am-quoting
from the explanatory starcmenr 
-by'a person whoexerciscs care and arrcntion in helping the animal by
hand to swallow exclusively maize-based food'. How
nice that such an arrentive person should help the ani-
mal by hand to swallow food! Evidently, despite its
gluttony, it is unable to do this for itself. During the
preparatory period at leasr, accounr is still aken of the
animal's anatomical features 
- 
that is to say, the
greatly developed gullet and crop. During the dctual
cramming period, however, such account is no longer
taken, as we all know.
Mr President, this strikes me as a panicularly disgust-
'ing form of animal torture. It is understandable-that
this appanenrly occurs only in the most backward
regions of the Community. I admit that the bio-indus-
try is just as reputnanr in the less backward regions
and that there are many orher instances where animals
are mistreated to titilate the palate of the gourmer. 'Sfe
are against those as well; but what we have in front of
us now is the Pruvot reporr, and this we do not sup-
pon. Those farmers who engage in goose-cramming
will just have to switch to somerhing else, if necessary
with the help of the Regional Fund.
Mr President, we ofren disagree polidcally with our
Conservative colleagues, but today we make an excep-
tion. Ve heanily supporr Mr Spencer's Amendment
No 1. All other amendments, Nos 2 to 9 inclusive,
which in one way or anorher extol goose-cramming or
at any rete defend it, will nor receive our supporr,.
Mr.Simmon& (ED).- Mr President, as a signarory
to the main amendment and also as a rearer of itock, I
am considerably disquieted by a number of the expres-
sions cdntained in the repoft before us.
The first one is'bulimi2'- ns1 a.word rhat I use in
evgrylay conversation, but according to my learned
neighbour Dr Sherlock, ir means perverted appedte.
Not an expression that I would like to use in connec-
tion with the rearing of stock.
The second word rhat I take exception ro is the word
'exploited'..Certainly in English that implies a degree
of force and of cruelty.
The third word that I take exception to is the word
'cramming'. Once again, that implies force and
cruelry.
May I assure Mrs Schleicher rhar as a farmer I'know
of no other animal that is crammed: every other farm
animal's appedte is normal and is not stimulated in an
' anificial way.
Now we are told in paragraph 6 that cramming is an
artisanal occupation. The same expression is applied to
the matador in a bull fight, but neither skill ii other
than an unnecessary manifestation of the worst in
human nature.
I now turn ro the rappor.teur, Mrs Pruvot. I note from
your-report, Mrs Pruvot, in paragraph 6 that a goose
is fed some 800 grammes of food and that is noi held
to be abnormal. Vell, Mrs Pruvot, I will vote for your
repon if you will agree ro consume in one meai the
same quantiry of food in iatio r.o your body weight as
is crammed into the unfortunate goose. Now, wilhout
wishing to be ungallanr in assessing Mrs pruvor,s
weight, I suggest that the equivalent weight of food
would be approximately 7.2 kilos or 16 lbi of spagh-
etti.
(LaaghtOr)
Furthermore, Mr President, I will offer to help Mrs
Pruvot in rhe feeding of it to her.
(Laughter)
Mr Presidenr, there may be plenty to laugh about, but
I_have yet to iear a goose laugh and thai is why I am
signatory to this amendment.
(Applaase)
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr president, in
the Capitol the geese saved Rome from the Gauls,
who were the ancestors of our present French partners
in the Community, and who stand accused in this
Chamber of a heinous crime: cramming geese. In
order to thank these fabled geese, I have slought to
m1!re my contribution to improving this reso'iution
without having the possibility 
- 
I confess 
- 
of hear-
ing the opinion of the geese.
In the firsr draft, the repon said that the geese liked
being crammed, and that they positively i=oved rheir
crammer-torrurers. In the report abled by Mrs pru-
vot, I am glad to say rhar some of these'rcuches of
humour have been removed. The document is a bal-
anced. one. Cramming may not cause the geese any
suffering but merely creare a lassitude 
- 
the-same las-
situde thar we feel in this Chamber when we hear a
speech thar we do not very much like 
- 
and there are
many such speeches.
But in this Parliament we have realized that if we want
to get ourselves talked abour, we must talk about ani-
mals: ye-sterday it was baby seals, today it seems to be
geese. If, wirh an eye on the European elecdons, we
lr
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rcok drastic measures against goose-cramming, if we
decided to ban it, and with ifoie gras, we vgould cap-
ture the interest of the entire press. Just think of it:
people would come from all over. Everyone who eats
foie gras would come and listen to us debate this sub-
ject.
Ladies and gentlemen, I hope this does not happen
and that reason will prevail. The geese might be happy
not to be crammed, but the thousands of French
breeders and the millions of patd de foie gras connois-
seurs in all countries would not be so pleased. I say
this although I must confess that I myself do not like
foie gras. I could therefore express indifference, but I
do not wish rc put personal considerations before
more serious artuments. Let us consider that whilst
geese are made to eat by force, there are so many Peo-
ple round the world who get very little to eat.
Let us be serious, ladies and gentlemen, let us consider
serious problems, let us put aside a few things that may
bother just a few geese and let us seek to devorc the
best of our political capacities to serious topics, to true
human topics, to topics which do credit to our Parlia-
ment rather than discredit iq which is what some deci-
sions might do.
(Appkuse)
MrlFergusson (EDi. 
- 
Mr President, I think Mrs
Squarcialupi is absolutely right. This debate, this very
enjoyable debate, has become so ridiculous that I think
I shall just sit down.
(Laughter and applause)
Mr Collins (S), Chaiman of the Committee on the
Enaironment, Public Heahh and Consumer Protection.
- 
Vell, first of all can I say that that last conribudon
is the least ridiculous speech Mr Fergusson has made
rc the Parliament for a very long time.
I must also say that I was fascinarcd by Mrs Poirier's
satistics. She told the Parliament that exports of foie
grds to the United Kingdom have increased quite
iemarkably in recent dmes. I can only point out that
this is yet more evidencc that life under the Conserva-
tives is bad even for geese.
Buq as chairman of the committee, Mr President, I am
really concerned about the cgnsistency that this Parlia-
ment shows over the problem of cruelry to animals. I
must point out that not so very lgng rc9 this Parlia-
ment was campargntng against the killing of baby
seals, in spite of the fact that we were mld that there
were econo-ic considerations that must be brought
into the argument. The Parliament took a very ProPer
moral stand and said that in spite of these economic
considerations the unnecessary slaughter of baby seals
in Canada should be brought to an end.
I point this out to the Parliament so that when it does
come to exercise its vote in a few minutes it will bear
that in mind.
I would simply say that in English we have a saying
which is:'!7hat is sauce for the goose is sauce for the
gander'.
Mr Richar4 Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
denq as somebody has just said, this has been a some-
what enjoyable debate and I suppose that it has. On
the other hand, I think it is the Commission's dury to
try and take the issue seriously and to give the Parlia-
ment a considered view.
'!7e have looked at such evidence as exists and I am
bound to say that such evidence as exists is basically
the report of the Council of Europe in 1974.
Now, what does the evidence amount to, Mr Presi-
dent?
First of all, geese are grazing birds and thus normally
have a large intake of low-energy food. As I under-
stand it, cramming entails giving a similar quantity of
high-energy food which is so dense that it cannot be
swallowed without some assistance. The argument
with regard to cruelty must thus 4evolve around two
issues: first, the ethics of feeding in this way, in other
words artificially feeding and fattening either birds or
animals; and secondly, whether the methods actually
used in this case are such as to inflict pain or distress.
As far as the ethics of this are concerneil, I find it very
difficult rc see how one can distinguish berween the
ethics of anificially fattening a goose and the ethics of
artificially fattening cows, chickens or any other of the
animals that we normally eat in our daily diet.
If there is nothing wrong with the ethics, so to speak,
of the artificial nature of the feeding, the issue has to
be considered, it seems to me, on the basis of one sim-
ple question: does the method used in that artificial
feeding cause unnecessary pain or distress? And I have
to say to all those who are so anxious in this matter
that such evidence as is available is'against them. The
main body of evidence, as has been said in this debate
abeady, is the repon of the Council of Europe in
1974. And, with great respect, it really is not good
enough for somebody in 1983 rc get uP and challenge
the findings of an expen committee of the Council of
Europe in 1974 on the basis that the Velfare fusocia-
tion now do not accept the findings of that repon. If
there is evidqnce 
- 
and there is serious evidence and
there is considered evidence 
- 
then, with great res-
pect, I think it is the dury of those who are putting the
case for banning to produce that evidence, not merely
to say that they disagree, in rather blanket terms, with
the evidence which has been produced on the other
side.
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I must say to the Parliamenr, rherefore, that in view of
the findings that are available and in view of the evi-
dence that is available, rhe Commission can see no
reason ro interfere with the industry eirher in terms of
prohibition or in rerms of harmonization of methods
in the various regions concerned.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now proceed ro the vore.
Mrs Pruvot (L).- (FR) Mr President, I should like
to ask wherher we have a quorum for the vote.
(Tbe oeification of the qaorum tooh place)
President. 
- 
A quorum is not present. Consequently,
the vote is postponed until rhe Monday of the Febru-
ary part-session.
Mr Spencer (ED).- Point of order, Mr Presidenr In
view of thar quorum vote and ih view of the exrra
information given by the Commission, would the
Commirtee on rhe Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection consider receiving funher evi-
dence from the European welfare grouiri berween this
pan-session and the February pan-session of parlia-
ment?
President. 
- 
Mr Spencer, your point of order is not
concerned with the Rules of Procedure and therefore
the chair makes no reply.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
move formally that this sitting be suspended fonhwith
and ask for a recorded vote on that motion.
President. 
- 
Colleagues, are,there at least l0 Mem-
bers who supporr rhe adjournment of rhe siming?
(More than l0Members stoodup)
I must therefore ask one Member to speak in suppon
ofthe modon and another ro speak against.
Mr Spencer (ED).- I assume you would like me m
speak in supporr, Mr President, and I shall do so. Mr
Enright has demonstrated a sensitiviry and an aware-
ness of the political issues in the mattef we have been
debating that I am endrely in suppon of. He is fully
aware thar this matter wenr through the Commirtee on
the Environment, Public Health ind Consumer pro-
tection with only panial considerarion. I do not blame
the committee for thar: we have new informadon.
Therefore, presumably, he wishes us to suspend this
sitting in order to allow tempers ro cool, passions to
qureten . . .
(Laughte)
and exrra information to be consumed or crammed in
the period be$reen now and the nexr sitting. I hope
the point I made earlier on 
- 
perhaps 
" 
rtigl,;ry
fatuous point of order 
- 
will be t"i.n tir"t the Envi-
ronmenr Commimee might consider taking evidence
from the Euro-welfare gioups to see if they-have any-
thing morb up-to-date than 1974, and I entirely take
the Commissioner's poinr.
For all these reasons, I think it would be helpful if we
now had a vorc ro ascertain who is in this room at this
panicular momenr.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am amazed at
Mr Enright's proposal. He has so little respecr for this
Parliament that he did not even find it necessary rc
explain why he should propose that we suddenly bring
this parr-session ro an end. Twice this morning i
requesr has been made to verify the quorum, 
"rrJ inone of them Mr Enright himself was concerned.
Those who are not prepared.,to collaborate. and now
feel frusrated are manoeuvenng ln[o a posrtron where
they can tell us rc go home and scrap aflrhe remaining
icems on the agenda. '!7e have asked for a verification
of, the qurum for the item we have just finished debar-
ing; apparently, we have no quorum. It is not the cus-
tom in this Parliamenr ro rry to gel one's revenge by
having all the remaining irems removed from thl
agenda. I ask Mr Epright to withdraw his proposal; if
he does not, I ask rhe Parliamenr to reject ir.
(Parliament rejected Mr Enight\ proposal)
Paqe Shglagh Roberts (ED).- On a point of order,Mr President, may I ask for your advice as to what is
the proper procedure? \7hen Mr Enright moved that
the House should adjourn, you ln.rylroperly yuled
that it required l0 Members in suppon. Ii ,ras,s6me
considerable time before l0 Membirs of this House
were relucantly persuaded to their feet. Could I ask
y.ou qo say whe-ther the Rules state how long a presi-
dent is to wair for the requisite number of MJmbirs to
be on their feet? If rhe Rules are silenr on this poinr,
will you refer the marrer to the Bureau for a ruling,
please?
(Apphase)
President. 
- 
Dame Shelagh, many Members rose
without my being able to decide whither they wanted
to leave or rc support Mr Enright's motion,
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7. Reforn of statistics in the Community
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the rePort
bv Mr Newton Dunn, on behalf of the Cornmittee on
Budgets, on the reform of statistics in the Community
(Doc. t7a4/82).
Mr Newton Dunn (ED), rdqporter4r. 
- 
Mr President,
I am grateful to colleagues that they voted to keep the
sitting going.
This is not such an exciting subject as the last topic,'
but it is probably more important to the running of the
Communiry.
(Apphuse)
In April 198 I , the Sobialist Group tabled a motion that
the present Statistical Office of the European Commu-
nitiis be transformed into an interinstitutional body
under the joint administradon of other Community
institutions. This would rePresent a change in status,
for the present Statistical Office is a section of the
Commisiion and answers to the Commission. The
Committee on Budgets examined the arguments for
and against this proposition and went to the trouble of
seeking the opinions of other Community institutions
on the point.
The principal argr,rments infaoour of makin-g-the Sta-
tistical Office into a separate body were the following: '
1. The continuing growth in the Communiqy's need
for statistical information, which threatens to lead to
the creation of separate statistical departments in each
institution, justifils that a separate body should be
built up; otherwise we shall have duplication and
wasrc.
2. There have been suggestions from some quafl'ers
of the Community that thi pt.t.nt arrangement 
- 
the
Office being a section of the Commission 
- 
is
unfavourablJ to other institutions and over-favourable
to the Commission.
3. A separate body could be endowed with greater
powers to collect and harmonize information ois-ti-ois
the Member Sates.
4. There are precedents # g.."r., independence,
notably among io-e of the national statistical offices
in the Memb.-. St"t.t and indeed among other Com-
munity bodies, such as the Office for Official Publica-
tions.
So there were quite sffong arguments in favour of a
separate body. The argumittts against a separate body
were the following:
1. The creation of a separate body at this time would
'increase Community spending on new oftices, new
equipment and new- supponing saff, and that would
b. inrpptoptiarc ar a time of financial stringency in all
Membei States and indeed in the Communiry'
2. The Commission has accepted publicly its shon-
comings in the provision of smtistics to other institu-
tions, -and has 
-already publicly undertaken to give
higher prioriry to providing this information to other
inititutions. 'ihe Committee on Budgets applauded
this promise, hopes that it will be adheied to and
indeid that greater prioriry will be given to printing
and disseminating the information as well.
3. The opinions of other Community institutions
were largely in favour of retaining the status-quo * the
*o*.nr] These opinions are set out in full in the
exflanatory smtement accompanying the motion for a
resolution.
The committee therefore decided unanimously that
the time was not ripe for a,ny sudh change as had been
proposed and thai the Statistical Office should con-
iinri for the present to answcr to the Commission'
However, the iommittee is aware that the Communiry ,
continues rc evolve and change, and it feels that the
proposal for a separate body should be kept.in mind;
'hen"e itr r.qu.tt, in paragraph 5 of the motion for a
resolution, that this question be reponed on by the
Commission in 1985.
During the committee's investigations, a number of
othe, Imponant points concerning satistics emerged,
and it would be sensible to rePort on them:
1. Every few years the Commission publishes-a iro-
gramme tf *o.k, the latest one being the Fifth Statisti-
Ial Programme for 1982-84. The Committee on Budg-
.t 
"orriid"tt that 
the Parliament should in future be
asked to give iis opinion on this Programme, which it
has not been up to now'
2. The committee was strongly against the formation
of separate smtisdcal departments within other Com-
' 
muniry institutions. I have already indicated-hour the
committee feels this would be wasteful and the dupli-
cation unnecessary.
3. The committee wants to see statistics from Mem-
ber Sates compiled on a more uniform basis and a
gieater degree of regional disaggregation of statistics
in future. lndeed 
- 
and this should be music to most
colleagues' ears 
- 
it would like to see statistical infor-
matioi presented separarcly by parliamentary electoral
regions once the uniform electoral procedure is in
place.
4. The committee believes that Members of this Par-
liament shquld be allowed direct access rc the Statisti-
cal Office instead of having to 80 through a formal
channel of communication in order rc extract statisti-
cal information.
Mr President, I note that no amendments have been
tabled to the Committee on Budgets'. report and there-
fore I hope that the House will feel able tb suppon it
unanimously.
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Sir- Brandon Rhys rVilliams (ED). 
- 
Mr president,
before I begin I would like to declare an interest in
that a relative of mine by marriage is currently con-
cerned with rhe Commission's cechnical work -in the
provision of sadsdcs._But my remarks arise from my
work as a member of the Committee on Economic ani
Monetary Affairs during the past ren years, and I rhink
Members will see that they are consistent with opi-
nions I have expressed in Parliament on earlier occa-
srons.
I would like to congratulate my friend, the rapponeur.
The repon is convincing on the need to coo.dinate the
statisrical work of the Community and make the data
available more readily within the institutions. Atten-
tion is also drawn ro Jre need for Community statistics
rc be readily available to Members of parliament, andI am sure rhar everyone in rhis House will readily
agree with that.
I would like to emphasize the need for.eliable, co--
parable, up-to-date information on rhe performance of
the Community's economy to be mori readily avail-
, able as a background rc business decisions. Business-
men need to be able to take long-term decisions with
the reasonable confidence that they will prove right.
Their confidence in their judgment is imprbved if tley
know that they can rely on rheir markei information.
Ambidous enrrepreneurs need the support of reliable,
up-to-dare data. In the United SiateJ,-informarion on
such rhings as housing srafts, srocks, automobile sales,
hire-purchase figures, banking aggregares, erc., are
published as a regular Federal se*iie to business. The
Community needs the equivalent of our national tradejournals and employmenr tazerrcs which would pres-
ent in comprehensible form, readily available rc Lusi-
ness decision-rakers, the monthly movements in the
main investment, production, export and impon and
employment figures of the Communiry as i whole,
with appropriate regional analyses.
Of course, we have an admirable service from newspa-
pers and journals, but the Commission could organize
the immense amounr of official information wf,ich is
available to national and Community institutions and
pur ir ro public use.
It is not only in the private sector rhar there is a need
for much more reliable and up-to-date information.
\Tithin the public sector of our economies in every
Member State, big decisions also have to be madl
which could be much more soundly based if we could
reduce rhe reliance that our public servants have to
place on guesswork and could build logically on a
known and widely-shared basis of fact.
I would like rc go still funher. I think rhat the Com-
missio.n oughr to produce a regular statistical gazele
providing a measure of informed commenr 6r, rhe
rends which are shown by the figures. I know rhat
forecasring and analysis of data c-an be a dangerous
exercise, but somewhere in the Commission there
ought to be an element which is making a thorough-
going and comperent assessmenr of the slgnificance-of
long-term rends as indicated by movements in the
basic Communiry statistics.
Some years ago, I recall that a proposal was made for
a Community long-range economic studies institute. I
was the rapporteur when this recommendarion was
considered in Parliament, and as far as I recall, parlia-
menr was in favour of the idea. It is one more of the
suggesdons which have never been followed up 
- 
as
far as I know. Maybe, on reflection, we would iay that
rt ls not necessary actually to set up a separate long_
range forecasting institution rc study Communiry sti-
tistics, but I would like to have co4fidence thar some-
where within the Commission there is indeed a profes-
sional group- who have a clear idea where presenr
trends are taking us in the long-term and are 
-akirrgthis information known to orr. decision-makers. Ai
presenr, I do not have the confidence that such a
group exists.
The only poinr, therefore, where I disagree with the
reporr is in its paragraph 5, where rhe Commission is
given until 1985 to assess the future statisrical needs of
the Communiry. In the presenr economic situation, we
cannot afford to wait so long. I hope the Commission
will return to the subject early in thi current year.
Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr presi-.
dent, may.I say that rhis has been a brief but, I think,
extremely interesting and valuable debate.
I stan off by saying that the Commission is pleased the
House has been 
.given the opponuniry of- discussingthis.question-and, more paniiularly, ihe role of thl
Statistical Offic6 within the institirtional framework of
the Community.
May I say a word right ar the outser to Sir Brandon
Rhys l7illiams, who made a speech containing a num-
ber of very interesting points. \7har he callei for 
-and I rcok it down 
- 
was an assurance that some_
where in the Commission there were people who were
seriously considering'where presenr irends are taking
us in the long-rcrm'. There are cenainly people consi_
dering them. The trouble is that it is verv difficult to
get unanimiry Tolg the people who are consideringthem, wherher in the Commission, outside rhe Coml
mission, in Member tovernments, or in newspapers, as
to where presenr trends are going to take us in the
longer term. I can only r"y to hi- Ihat cenainlv within
the Directorate General of the Commission for which
my colleague Vice-Presidenr Onoli is responsible, this
is precisely rhe work rhar is being carried on there.
As to.rhe other points thar he made, again, I must say Ifound them extremely inrcresting. "Th.y 
"r. o.r",which I ,know the Commission will wish io consider,
panicularly rhe poinr as ro wherher or not one should
be developing a grearer sense of urgency 
- 
I rhink
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this was what he was calling for 
- 
in relation to the
operation and the future of the Statistical Office.
There is no doubt that, in comparison with other
Directorates General of the Commission, the DG
which comprises the Statistical Office has a special
role and a special function in relation to the other
Communiry institutions. As stated in the Commission's
own Manual of Procedures, 'the primary role of the
Statistical Office is to provide the various institutions
of the Communiry with the statistics required for for-
mulating and monitoring Cbmmunity policies', and I
am extremely grateful to see, in Mr Newton Dunn's
report, the very positive comments expressed by all the
institutions on the service provided by the Office.
I turn now to the various specific sugBestions and
recommendations rnade. '!7e agree with the Com-
mittee on Budgets' conclusions that the Statistical Off-
ice should remain a Directorate-General of the Com-
mission rather than be constituted as an inter-institu-
tional body, and we agree with that conclusion for
much the same reasons as set out in the repon itself. I
would, however, say in this regard that the Commis-
Sion has always been anxious to provide this Directo-
rate-General *ith a polidcal stimulus in keeping with
its special role rather than, as might be inferred from a
casual reading of paragraph I of the motion for a
resolution, catering to the purely administrative
aspec$ of providing a statistical service. I think it has
rc be more than that, and I therefore find myself in
agreement with what Mr Newton Dunn was safng
this morning.
Referring to the request in paragraph 4 of the motion
that Members of Parliament should have access to the
serviccs of the Office, we think chis highly desirable.
In consultaden with the secretariat of Parliament, we
hope to initiate new procedures in the near future to
ensure that each Member can have easy and direct
access to the Office's dara.
I would point out 
- 
and this is relevant, I think, to
the dissemination of statistics 
- 
that the Parliament's
secretariat in Luxembourg in exactly the same viay as
the Commission's depanments, has direct access to the
compurcrized scatistical data-base known as 'Kronos'.
There are plans for this to be made available here in
Strasbourg also very soon.
The motion speaks of a need for a'greater degree of
regional disaggregation of statistics'. I should like Par-
liament to know that Eurostat is at present completing
the setting up of a data-base of the most important sta-
tistical information on population, jobs, unemploy-
ment and production for about 740 administrative dis-
tricts in the Community. I think this will provide a
degree of 
- 
it is a horrible phrase, but I think it is
fairly clear what it means 
- 
that regional disaggrega-
don in the collecdon of statistics which the resolution
calls for.
Finally, I turn briefly rc the extremely imponant point
of trying to ensure the development of a unified Euro-
pean system of statistics. A great deal remains to be
done, but while this is true there has, I think, been
some encouraging progress in this sphere over recent
years, mainly as a resulr of the very close system of
consulation and corroboration which has developed
between the Statistical Office of the Communiry and
the Member States' national stadstical offices 
- 
for
ekample, the use of uniform definitions, classifications
and nomenclatures for statistics on foreign trade and
industry and the joint organization of major surveys of
agricultural and industrial structures, as well as of
wages and of labour forces.
By way of conclusion, might I thank Mr Newton
Dunn for his very useful and construcdve report,
which the Commission feels to be an excellent basis
upon which to discuss this important issue in the
future.
President. 
- 
The debate is closedl.
8. Adjournment of the session
Presidcnt. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned2.
(The sitting closed at 11.55 a.m.)
For the vote, see Annex.
For items concerning membership of committees, motions
for resolutions enrcred in-the register under Rule 49,
time-limits for tabling amendments, forwarding of resolu-
tions adopted durinf the sitting, and dates for the next
pan-session, see the Minurcs.
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Votes
This aancx indicates rapporteurs' opinions on amendments and reproduces the texts
of explanations of vote. For further details of the voting, the reader is referrcd to
tf,e Minutcs.
coMMIssIoN PROPOSAL FoR A REGULATIoN (Doc. r-tot4/s2zlmportation
of hemp-seed) (Procedure witlout report): APPROYED
+
+rs
COMMISSION PROPOSAL FOR A REGULATION (Doc. t-1061/82: Actbf
Accession of Greece) (Proccdure witlout report): APPROVED
++
MACCIOCCHI REPORT (Doc. I -546 / t2 : Conscientigus_obiection) : DEFERRED
rO THE NEXT PART-SESSION
t(.
BOOT MOTION FOB. A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1147/82zERDF):ADOPTED
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Kellett-Bowmen lEDl (in uiting). 
- 
The debate we held late last night was one of
the most imponant, if brief, debates we have had for many years, becauie it is of vital
imponance nor only to the underdeveloped regions, but ro the developed ones.too.
It does no good-rc the cohesion of the Community to have disparities increasing as rhey
have done over the past few years of the recession.
As far as the weaker.regions are concerned, it.is crucial for their economic recovery that
we get these-new guidelines agreed at the earliest possible moment so rhat the Regional
Fund can be brought up to date rc help meet the serio.rs problems facing many areas.\
The Commission have-played their pan in bringing in new guidelines and in altering them
to meer the wishes of the Parliament expressed in the debatJ as long ago as last ApriL
It is now up to the Council to act to show that it really cares abour the plight of the citi-
zens of rhe poorer areas of the Community and is prepared to take acdon tJhelp them.
!'Irs.Thqolald-Paoli (sl lin y,n!i?d.- ER) Ar the end of this debate on the EuropeanRegional 
.Developmenr ly4 (ERDD, I wish to explain the background to'my vote,
which is the fact that the ERDF absolurcly mirst take ,tcorrrt of the laLour situation in rhi
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regions of the Cbmrnuniry, panicularly t[ose showing what I would call a deceptive Pros-
Perlry.
The criteria used for the appropriation of funds must be based on an analysis of the facts
in the regions. Seemingly rno.. prorp..ous metropolitan cities must no[ be a p-retext for
classifyirig their countries as 'rich' oi mask the impoverishment, for example, of a hinter-
land withlgricultural problems or of a mono-industrial coastline at the mercy of competi-
don from Asia. Such ii the case of my own region, with the fine name of Provence-Alpes-
C6tes d'Azur, and the ciry of Toulon, w[ose blossoming out, norvrithstanding the
presence of geographical ani human resources, has m wait until given the necessary aid.
For all of us, the fight against unemployment is of the first importance; nevenheless, it is
as well ro recall the realities thar ha-ve to be borne in mind when creating fresh employ-
ment. Vith this aim in view, I have just tabled a motion for a resolution under Rule 47.
There have, of course, been many debates on the European Regional Development Fund,
but many others will have to follow. Our task must be to adapt in depth the ERDF, now
more than rcn years old, to the realities of the 80s'
KEY REPORT (Doc. t'7 60/ 82 2 Discharge for 19t0) : ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke against all the amendments.
*
+t&
BATTERSBY REPORT (Doc. 1-1003/t2: Embargo on agricultural exports):
. ADOPTED
Expknations ofoote
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as I have already had occasion
ro r"y in the Committee on Budgetary Control, Mr Battersby's rePort has a 
-polemical
aspeit which we find regrettable. One pan 
- 
paragraphs 6 t9 9 
- 
loql,s to the future and
e.rrisages m,easures desfuned to ensure greater cohesion within the Community,. but the
first pin, in our view, rt.ikes a regretably polemical note. Nevertheless, we shall vote in
favour.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I believe that the motion for a resolution
contained in Mr Battersby's report on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control is
not so much concerned with technical control as with chiefly'attempting to lay down
policy directions on trade and economic relations with the Soviet Union, directions which
we consider panicularly negative.
I think that both Mr Battersby and the Committee on Budgetary Control, and likewise the
whole of the European Parliiment, since here we so often speak about the United Satds,
should take a lesson from the way President Reagan threw into the rubbish-bin the earlier
decision by President Caner for an embargo on wheat exports-to the Soviet Union. Seen
from this angle, the motion is panicularly negative, expecially for.our cgurlt-ry, which has
large exponiof agricultural prbduce to the socialist countries, and we shall therefore vote
against it.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, there is no bigger issue, I submit, that serves to under-
mine support for the European Communiry than the subsidized exPorts to the USSR by
the European Commission. I am just sorry that more people did not feel able to suPPort
the amendments. At the time of the Russian invasion of Afghanistan, the Commission was
insructed not to increase sales rc the USSR; but not only did the levels of sales 8o uP,
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they went up fo.ut times, and this at a time when rhe defenceless Afghans were being plun-
dered_and murdered by the might of the Red Army. That war, Mr President, still gois on.
The Commission repeatedly told Parliament that exporr levels to Russia were n6t being
increased, but we have oow.seen that this House was deceived.
The explanatory statement in the Battersby report is a clear indictmenr of rhe serious fail-
ures of the Commission. It is, however, to be regretted rhat the morjon for a resolution
which accompanies it does not reflect the gravity of rhe failures of the Ccimmission set out
so clearly in that explanatory satement. Nevertheless, with some diffidence, I shall be
supporting the Battersby reporr.
Mr Tyrrell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it was naurally with some sadsfaction that I read the
Battersby rePort, which bore out the charges that I and certain other Members had been
making in 1980 and 1981 to the effect that nor only were sales. far in excess of those for
the previous three years, but also that the House was being given wrong information
about those sales. It was nevemheless with somerhing like despair that I heard Mr Dalsa-
ger in the debate on s7ednesday replying on behalf of the Commission: there was a
lamentable lack of realization of the graviry of the charges rhat the Committee on Budget-
ary Control has established.
There has sdll been no explanation as to why the Commission should have willingly and
voluntarily divested themselves of the power to control sales by abolishing the tend-er sys-
tem in June 1980. There has still been no explanation as to why rhey diJ .,ot reduce ihe
rating to zero et the beginning of the year instead of the end of rhe-year. There has still
been no adequ-ate explanation as to why the House was on so many occasions given such
misleading and inaccurate information during 1980.
I, foJ q)r Part,. greet the Battersby report with sadsfaction, but when Mr Dalsager says
that he hopes that this is an end of the matter, I can only say it will only be an .ni of the
matter when rhe Commission face up rc the gravity of the position.
4' ,+
AIGNER REPORT (Doc. t-t 1 25 / t2 z Coa*of Auditon) : ADOPTED
+
*ri
SCHINZEL REPORT (Doc. t-974/82: Mineral raw materids): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR of AmendmentsNos 1,2,3and5;and,
- 
AGAINST Amendment No 4.
Explanations ofttote
Sir Peter vanncck (ED).- Mr President, I did not wish ro speak in the debarc, because I
hoped that. my point of view would be adequately covered, bur I must now, in supfoning
the Commission and Mr Schinzel, say.that it is because of the vital importarrce oTrying]
however expensively, ro move towards Community self-sufficiency in the st ategic ,#
materials for defence and industry. I think panicularly of steel alloys. The threati rc the
1u-pply-lines of Europe are posed by Soviet imperialism. The long ,."-rout., referred to byMr d'ormesson and Mr Diligent, from Sourhern Africa, ,eed rJbe emphasized again arrf
again. Ve must consider the powerful Soviet navy in the Indian Ocearr. \Ze must ionsider
the unaccountable boycott of the South African Si-onrto*n naval base and the Cafe of
Good Hope itself. Ve must consider that a lot of these sea-routes pass through oi""n,
that are nor covered by the NATO sphere of action.
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So let us pass, by a big majoriry, these proposals, knowing their likely benevolent effect on
the securiry and defence of Europe.
(Appkuse)
Mr Vurtz (COM) (in writing). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the proposal before us seems to us
to be positive, for we consider that the Community can play a constructive part, comple-
menrary to rhar of the Member States, in aiding the search for non-energy minerals in
counries of the Communiry 
- 
a contribution, that is, to the efforts now being made to
reduce the dependence of Member States on oumide sources for supplies of raw materials.
True, the.Community's financial means offered will be limited, but will neveftheless pro-
vide a degree of panicipation and an element of guidance which we welcome. \7e shall
therefore be voting for Mr Schinzel's report. Ve have also voted in favour of the amend-
ments proposed by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and by Mr Papan-
toniou to improve the text.
*.
,+*
SECONO SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. t'e82/82:Helicopters):ADOPTED
*
+t&
PRLMT REPORT (Doc. 1-686/82: Foiesras): DEFERRED TO THE NEXT
PART-SESSION
+
++
NEVTON DUNN REPORT (Doc. l-7 44 / E2 : Reform of statistics) : ADOPIED
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